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Intuition and its role in scientific cognition

Vana est sapientia nostra
Our wisdom is futile

Dear readers!
Have you ever thought as to why you choose one or another article for reading, spend time and efforts
to watch one or another broadcast and to study one or another information? Is this accidental or regular?
What was your decision to get to know the content of this book (or our website): rationally well-grounded or
irrationally “spontaneous”, in other words “intuitive”? Which part of your consciousness had more influence
on the choice you made – mental, sensuous or they both had an equal influence? Let’s try to look into this
together. We will talk about intuition, to be more exact, about an intuitive cognition method that makes the
basis in the presented edition for the newest cosmological conceptions about origination of the human being
and the Universe – IISSIIDIOLOGY.
You must agree that the role of intuition in such a multisided and all-encompassing process as cognition
is very important. Being in essence a logical aspect of the fundamental philosophical question about priority
of materiality or spirituality, it determined the metaphysical paradigm of the whole epoch! From long ago
to the present time, it has been the subject of study not only of Gnoseology, as the theory of knowledge,
or metaphysics, as the science of super-sensitive principles and the origin of existence, but also of such
disciplines as psychology, sociology, pedagogy, medicine, gerontology, physiology, and genetics.
For example, specialists in these areas directly relate the solution of the problem of synchronized
functioning in cerebral hemispheres of a human being with the definition of the role of vital (emotionalsensuous) and mental (cognitive-intellectual) manifestations in our life. Such practical questions that appear
before representatives of modern science and education, culture and business, management and politics,
along with the so-called spiritual growth, make an integral part of the general-evolution process, reviving
interest of a certain part of the humankind’s collective consciousness (especially in representatives of the
new – “indigo” – generation) in a more intuitive, often logically unexplainable perception method of the
outer reality dynamics.
And this is quite justified! The irrational method of the world cognition organically flows out of
metaphysics traditions typical for the Hellenistic school of the antique world view and in most cases
intersects with Egyptian mysticism and Hindu philosophy. But in those distant times, when no one knew
anything about science with its experimental foundation, it was the only cognition method for natural
phenomena and relationship in society. But, at the modern energy-information level, it assumes a much
more serious preparation for a cognizing mind, guiding it not only towards creative insights but also to a
special – transcendental – way of information discovery in the form of directly-perceivable (“pure”) and

earlier-unrecognizable knowledge.
Plato was the first to use the term “intuition”, meaning “cognition in one move of a thought”. In our time,
this means the ability to feel already existing logical chains of connected information and to instantly, not
thinking about the meaning beforehand, find an answer to any question. Moreover ancient Greek thinkers
did not separate metaphysics (it explained the regularity basis for “everything in existence” and organically
included the method of illogical – intuitive – perception) from scientific research methods.
This took place much later, in the Middle Ages. The separation of natural sciences from metaphysics,
when rational-mental activity quickly became of higher importance to the detriment of the intellectual
intuition development, led to a long-term period, up to the 19th century, of decline of the millennia-old
experience of intuitive knowledge acquisition. And only the following, new development phase was marked
by appearance of intuitionism – an idealistic trend that later became one of the most influential directions for
aesthetic-philosophical thoughts of the 20th century.
However, not philosophers but physicists became practical initiators of its development, such as Newton,
Mendeleyev, and Einstein, who were first to attempt to create one theory that would describe the world
structure. Please note that surnames of these researchers are firstly associated exactly with intuition, and
only then with well-shaped logical statements; this is because there were multiple publications about special,
even odd circumstances in which they obtained the primary information as the basis for future revolutionary
discoveries; and these circumstances later became well known historical facts of completely unexplainable
scientific insights. “…There is no logical way to the discovery of elemental laws. There is only the way of
intuition, which is helped by a feeling for the order lying behind the appearance”. (A. Einstein).
Evidence of such instantaneous guesses (insights), that appear to be of mystical nature, are more often
ascribed to saints and artists. But biographies of famous scientists who were undeniably able to make prophetic
jumps into the future, are, perhaps, also full of such facts. For example, William Hamilton, a prominent Irish
mathematician and physicist, during his walk in a Dublin park, unexpectedly caught a thought about the socalled quaternions that played an important role in the development of quantum mechanics only at the end of
the 20th and in the beginning of the 21st century. James Maxwell, a member of the Royal Society of London,
a British physicist and mathematician, the founder of modern classical electrodynamics was not able to make
calculations on his own and had to adjust his intuitive insights to rational logic of already existing formulas
of his colleagues. And Niels Bohr, a Nobel Prize winner in Physics and the creator of the first atom theory,
never trusted any logical conclusions or mathematical explanations, demanding from colleagues to express
unusual creative thoughts. Einstein, Marconi, Edison, madam Curie, Henry Ford, and other equally famous
scientists and inventors always marked the special, in no way explainable link between their periodical
intuitive revelations and their subsequent scientific achievements.
And you, dear friends, can be quite familiar with such a state, when suddenly, as if from nowhere,
comes a solution to the problem which has been tormenting you for a long time or appears a correct way out
of a complicated life collision, emerges the right image for creating a desirable piece of art or realizes an
opportunity to penetrate into the depths of your own inner world, to understand something and to find some
new meaning, new goals and aspirations about relationship with people and yourself.
This process emerges to us as a direct observation of truth for ourselves. But further the necessity arises
to convince others in this truth, especially when such truth claims to be of a scientific nature. Then it cannot
be done without a creative approach to the process of cognition! A person’s creative attitude towards himself/
herself and towards the surrounding reality is often in opposition to the traditionally understood cognition
methods of this same reality, when the manifested world is interpreted as the only reality, but the possibility
of a creative “remake” of oneself and, as a consequence, acquisition of a new world around is simply
negated, not demanding from us either happiness from the involvement in the process, or inspiration.

In order to actively attract into your own life activity the positive-creative mechanisms that result from
choosing corresponding states and mental reactions, it is necessary to have a special vision that is leading
to a practically total acceptance of all. For this, as states the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY, “it is not enough
to have a good command of logic and analysis or to be able to follow obvious cause-and-effect links in
your mind – you need intuition for this, which will help to locate more correct information in a given
situation literally “out of thin air”, allowing not to become obsessed with out-of-date thinking stereotypes
and standards of earlier-made decisions”.
Of course, it is quite difficult to take anything “out of thin air” without inborn perspicacity and well
developed visual thinking that implies a powerful imagination work in picking out individual elements
from an uninterrupted and very tangled chain of intuitively manifested fragments of very complicated
images, merging them together, comparing, supplementing, increasing-decreasing, contrasting them, then
unifying (synthesizing), combining them and embodying into specific words, drawings, formulas, and laws.
The ability to systematically and coherently interpret visions that appear in self-consciousness plays a
significant role in this fascinating process together with spiritualizing states of intuitive insights; this helps
really creative individuals to intuitively and deeply penetrate to the very essence of things, making truly
wonderful breakthroughs.
In that way the encouraging achievements in physics at the turn of 21st century were crowned with
appearance of the Standard model, the string theory and M-Theory, and have led to such a development stage
of this science that it absolutely naturally started to correspond to the new definition of metaphysics that was
published by one of the quantum mechanics creators Max Born in his article “Physics and metaphysics”:
“Metaphysics is a research of the general world structure characteristics and our methods of penetration into
this structure”. Based on the intuitive approach, the philosophical reconsideration of the world structure in
the way of a physical interpretation (along with the mathematical apparatus and the applied experimental
part) henceforth occupies its integral place in fundamental theoretical physics.
The point is (in our further extrapolation of this meaning in this introductory article to the principally
new knowledge that doesn’t have any analogy yet) not that the term “metaphysics” should be reconsidered,
but that logical processing of high-frequency information by a human self-consciousness inevitably, as well
as physiologically, involves a mechanism of intuitive thinking apparatus absolutely unknown to us yet. And
this is historically inseparably connected with the meaning of metaphysics as the system of knowledge that
creates a natural basis for higher-quality conceptions about humans and the macrocosmos.
We are completely far from the idea of setting an equal sign between metaphysics and IISSIIDIOLOGY,
but the strategic direction with the aim of forming a new system of views on the macrocosmos’ structure
that is peculiar to them both, and also some similarity in methods that assist in achieving this goal allow
to consider this universal knowledge as a successor of elaborated metaphysics fundamentals for their
development at an entirely new evolutionary level. Iissiidiologic information, the appearance of which is
based only on the intuitive method of cognition (as its author’s interests are far away from science with its
methodology), will first of all allow to change the scientific paradigm of modern physics, including such
notions as “space-time”, “particle”, “interaction carrier fields”, along with – we are certain! – the paradigm
of the humankind’s collective consciousness in terms of a radical qualitative reconsideration and systemlevel reorganization of existing social, national and international relationships in the way of activating and
reinforcing high-intellect and altruistic correlations in them.
Studying IISSIIDIOLOGY we have found out that if we are developed enough intellectually and
emotionally and we are not satisfied with commonly accepted primitive conceptions about origination of
the human being and the Macrocosmos, then in time we will be able to replace them with high-frequency
information of the Humankind’s Collective Subconsciousness (as per author’s terminology), which
will inevitably lead (in numerous development scenarios) to our sequential refocusing from instinctiveunconscious levels of our “own” egoistic self-consciousness towards altruistic and intellectual-intuitive

levels of our perception of ourselves and of all around us.
As distinguished from the historically created contrast and preference of empirical methods of cognition
to intuitive ones (it should be noted that it has a great positive effect on the quality of establishment of mutual
understanding between people), differentiation and a long-term realization of only sensualistic or only
logical self-consciousness components contradicts the iissiidiologic attitude to development possibilities
for a really highly-developed human personality. IISSIIDIOLOGY offers a level-by-level synthesis of highfeeling Intellect with high-intellect Altruism as the basis for high-intuition awareness in life creativity of the
Human Being.
“What does this mean and how does it work in practice?” – you may ask.
This gives an opportunity to any human, relying on his/her own high intuition, to bravely choose the
main goal for his/her own life (even the most unimaginable one!), setting ways for its accomplishment as the
main vector in life, – even if the ways seem maximally unrealistic at the beginning! The goal chosen in this
way is generally unusual, unprecedented, more specific, more important than other goals, and without doubt
it must be useful to other people, to human community in whole. Moreover, the one who have set such a
goal must definitely perform continuous conscious work: to feel and recognize in good time various barriers
on the way to the goal, creatively and positively-motivationally overcoming them; to maintain regular inner
self-control over completion of various plans for each day and for entire life; to always, in all circumstances,
defend the ideas that form the basis for the main goal choice, and not harming anyone with your beliefs.
The more experience we have with similar work, “the more we understand various subtleties and nuances
in any realizational moment, and the more actively we are able to use intuition to quickly filter out the higherquality things from lower-quality ones in our Life, making more evolutional choices”1. In that respect, it is
interesting to have a closer look, from various angles, at the multilevel phenomenon of intuition itself. The
modern conception of this phenomenon is extensive and includes: an intellectual intuition as immediate
knowledge; a sensitive intuition in the form of contemplation using senses; a primary unconscious impulse
for some kind of creativity; and an instinct that determines behavioral reactions without prior learning.
It is usually considered that intuition as the main method for cognition is able to grasp the very essence
of any matter, and the one who has such intuition can then organize the essence into logically arranged
and generally accessible knowledge. But it also happens that, in the absence of necessary information, the
intuitive ability is based on the gained experience and serves as an auxiliary means, expressing itself in a
long-term mental work with a subsequent insight. Thus, we can talk about a significant subjective contrast
inside the conception itself, which entirely disappears in the definition of intuition in IISSIIDIOLOGY as
“a Self-Consciousness’ ability to psycho-mentally, bio-chemically, hormonally (through Forms of its own
manifestation) experience the life dynamics of its own numerous “personalized” Configurations focused by It
in various development scenarios and associated with each other through identically arranged circumstances”.
In this case, the focus dynamics[2] of a manifested personality’s self-consciousness are concentrated on
low- and medium-frequency levels of life creativity, and “make” intuition (as a start button for the perception
system’s refocusing mechanism) activated in resonance with corresponding low- and medium-frequency
development scenarios, where there is no particular need to make a deep and high-quality analysis either of
its own existence details, or of basic laws and principles in the Macrocosmos, or of sources and motivations
of revelations that came into mind.
Numerous examples of essentially egoistic manipulation of such information intuitively obtained from
low- and medium-frequency self-consciousness levels are well known to all of us – predictions, fortune1
Oris “Immortality is accessible to everyone”.
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The word “dynamics” is used as a plural form of the noun as it implies multiple transformations. All notes marked
with [] are added by the translator and are absent in the original text

telling, and prophecies. We think that their common characteristic feature is that they are not positive in
energy and meaning. Even if scientists interpret similar information in some way, its primitive practical
application is unavoidable. There is a huge number of people who intuitively “read” information from
various levels of the humankind’s collective consciousness, but more often they cannot decode it using
corresponding high-frequency levels or excessively distort it, which inevitably leads to accentuated
subjective egoistic interpretations and all possible wild guesses.
Medical practice demonstrates that manifestation of such “non-human”, protoformic (as per author’s
terminology) intuition is unavoidably associated with distress (relating to destructive traits connected with
prolonged stressful situations) symptoms, which are expressed in such a human – an intuit – through certain
phobic reactions. We will consider more details about the “medical” side of the subject a bit later, but
now we would like to note that intuition is indisputably typical for animals (even more than for humans),
which once again confirms the difference in interpretation quality of received information. Moreover, while
humans process all irrational phenomena by the left cerebral hemisphere using logic and the second signal
system (speech), i.e. indirectly and spending some time, the physiology of animals needs much more less
time to establish a connection with the low-frequency content of the common information space.
It’s just the matter of our preference, which motivating example is more attractive to us: an insight of the
chimpanzee named Sultan that participated in the research of German physiologist Wolfgang Köhler in the
early 20th century, who interpreted the problem-solving process of anthropoid apes from Gestalt psychology
positions during a series of experiments as a result of intuitive-intellectual abilities; the foresight of animals
in Thailand all of which escaped the tsunami on the Phuket Island in December 2004; or focusing in more
favorable worlds of our future with the help of a consecutive and stable mental-sensuous stimulation of
synthesized levels of our own self-consciousness (high-frequency affirmations).
When the main motivation for our overall life creativity is a stable perception of ourselves in higherquality creative manifestations, then high intuition begins to play a more and more significant and
determining role in cognition of the surrounding world, and in self-cognition. High-frequency iissiidiologic
conceptions (СФУУРММ-Forms) “are the best means for a steady development and improvement of
these initial extrasensory abilities of our slloogrent[3] Self-Consciousness. At the current time, no other
modern scientific direction, including quantum mechanics, can offer such universal Conceptions that would
intensively involve the mental activity of a “personality” into the dynamics of a New World View (typical
of the human community of the nearest “future”) yet entirely incomprehensible to the limited perception
systems of the majority of “people””4.
Hope for logic that can always give new and new results, for a long time has inspired apologists of
rationally developing science. Traditional conceptions about the empirical way of cognition as the only one
have dominated for millennia, while any research was based on a simple one-by-one examination of several
samples, generalization, and subsequent conclusion about some regularities. However, all new discoveries
of the last two centuries were made by no means of “a trial and error method”, but with the help of intuitive
hypothetical propositions that came as if from nowhere (it should be noted that it is IISSIIDIOLOGY that
logically enough explains where they come from). Only later – at more primitive thinking levels – all these
hypotheses underwent analysis and were logically arranged into all sorts of tests and experiments.
It became recognized that the effectiveness of scientific cognition depends on manifestation of some
kind of idea in a scientist’s mind as a sudden revelation or an incomprehensible (to the mind) guess. And
this is intuition: “a direct, immediate perception of truth, as distinct from the indirect rational cognition.
Knowledge obtained through intuition at once appears as simple, clear, and obvious; it is the highest form
of intellectual cognition, when a human being thinks and contemplates at the same time”5.
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The meaning of this word will be explained further in this volume.
Oris “Immortality is accessible to everyone”.
Descartes, the founder of scientific intuition study.

But let’s return to the considered question (about the place of intuition in cognition) from the medical
point of view. The intuition phenomenon is interpreted in different ways depending on specialization of
a researcher in medicine. Psychiatrists, neurophysiologists, pediatricians, geneticist, traumatologists,
somnologists, and general practitioners have different approaches to its “symptoms” and “etymology”.
While philosophers and psychologists typically use descriptive analysis methods focusing on an idealistic
approach, even with some traits of mysticism, the medical approach is more rational.
As a transitive link between these two extreme points of view, we can consider the definition of intuition
according to psychiatrists of the Freud school and especially Jung who called it “the invasion of unconscious
contents into consciousness” (often based on mental dissociation). Jung mainly pointed out the presence of
passive fantasy, but did not deny the possibility of its active form – intuitive, which does not correspond to
any outer objective activity. He considered such intuition as the highest manifestations of a human spirit and
explained it in his theory about the influence from the innate unconscious as an inherent human aspiration
towards a creative self-expression and physical perfection.
Precisely the collective unconsciousness, which is formed as a result of heredity and is the same for
all humankind, is, in Jung’s opinion, the source of such a specific cognition method as intuition that allows
to jump over lengthy stages of complicated logical reasoning and conclusions and leads to the illusion of
direct observation of the conclusion in search. The collective unconsciousness is also a source of experience
of “associatively generalized and logically analyzed (by certain centers of the brain) fixation of every life
moment in the long-term memory, which an individual can associatively recollect”6.
The logic of Jung and his school followers leads to the thought that if a larger part of the enormous
information stream received by a human is not in his/her memory structures in an active mode, then in
case of its activation it can be considered as an intuitive message. Moreover, information that was received
and seemingly was not realized in early childhood plays an important role in the behavior of an adult
individual, being firmly attached to deep psychological levels as unconscious. Psychologists use the term
“cryptognosis” for such a source of intuitive cognition – temporarily unrealized knowledge received from a
direct interaction of a human with the objective world that contains all the preceding individual experience
previously unused by the person.
Based on such understanding of the reasons of intuition appearance, we can make another conclusion as
to what exactly the phenomenon of intellectual intuition is. This is a special kind of direct knowledge based
on previous unconscious experience which has been assimilated by the humankind’s public practice and is
the result of a sudden irrational observation of truth without any preceding logical analysis and subsequent
proof at another stage of scientific research.
In connection with that, let’s draw your attention to the proportion between sensuous-emotional and
rational-logical sides in the intuitive perception and extrapolate it to the neurophysiologic area, and then
we will examine such conception of the modern medicine as anticipation (foreseeing an innate idea,
a pre-experimental understanding) comparing the balance of activity between the right and left cerebral
hemispheres. Distinguishing functions of the right hemisphere as the basis of intuitive perception and those
of the left hemisphere as a neurophysiologic basis for logic, and “associating” intuition exclusively with the
pineal gland, doctors who adhere to the extreme dialectical materialism at times go too far.
At the same time, they forget that the main adherer of the dialectical materialism theory – V.I. Lenin –
wrote that the cognition development process, an element of which is intuition, goes from a real observation
to abstract thinking and then is put into practice. R. Sperry, professor of psychology at the University of
California (USA) and the Nobel prize winner at the end of the last century for the hemispheric asymmetry
research, unambiguously indicated that intuition itself as a result of the right hemisphere work is often
connected with information analyzed by the left hemisphere. Exactly the merger of feelings and logic,
6
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a visual image with a scientific abstraction is the necessary basis for a mental experiment to become an
important discovery. In order to support this process in self-consciousness, there must be, as we have
already wrote, synchronization of both human cerebral hemispheres’ activity.
As it has been demonstrated by the studies of one of the most prominent Soviet geneticists, professor
V.P. Efroimson, quite interesting results of which were published in his work “Genetics of geniality”,
the growth of androgens (steroidal hormones) can have an important influence and is accompanied by
an increased level of catecholamines – physiologically active substances that play the role of chemical
mediators in cell-to-cell interactions, and also in the brain. In Efroimson’s opinion, such mutational changes
on the genetic level are very important for the anticipation processes activation. Thus, it became possible to
talk about some hormonal “doping” typical of individuals predisposed to geniality (it is enough to recall, as
examples, medical history of such popular people as Andersen, Paganini, Lincoln, and De Gaulle).
Their specific behavior that was often distinguished from accepted social norms was one of the reasons
for close medical observation of intuits represented by all geniuses. What can serve as an impetus for
such people to unpack, from the collective unconsciousness (as per Oris’ interpretation), information
that appears not belonging to a particular “space” of our self-consciousness? Representatives of classical
medicine have tried and are still trying, with varying success, to give an answer to this question. We have
already mentioned distress that is usually expressed as generally acknowledged psychosomatic diseases and
phobias relating to intuitive abilities of creative individuals. Even such scientific conception was introduced
as eurekapathology – pathology relating to creativity. For example, hallucinogenic symptoms accompanied
the creativity of Socrates, Aristotle, Apuleius, Cicero, Plato (Plato believed that a talent and intuition are
“delirium gifted by gods”), we can also recall epilepsy of Dostoevsky, maniacal-depressive psychosis of
Gogol (his taphephobia – the fear of being buried alive – is quite an anticipation), and cyclic schizophrenia
of Van Gogh.
Irrespective of the manifestation level of mental disorders and how they are interpreted by medicine
(including schizophrenia, epilepsy, autism), the behavior of intuits – anticipative individuals – includes
traits of cyclothymia (sudden ups and downs in mental activity). It reflects an unbalanced state between the
right and the left hemispheres: “people with dominant functioning of one hemisphere (creative individuals,
scientists) usually differ from others in their tendency to a categorical attitude, denial of everything they
don’t understand, to non-acceptance of other opinions. Constant sharp fluctuations between dominant
activity of cerebral hemispheres are also typical of them”7.
Among external reasons of intuition because of distress manifested as a cortical excitation (closure
of neuronal-synaptic connections after their initial braking), doctors consider such often physiologicallybased scenarios as heavy somatic or mental diseases, a serious trauma, an injury, participation in combat
operations or a natural disaster, an electric shock, taking psychostimulants, including alcohol, and others.
In essence, these are relatively nonduvujllerrt (according to the terminology of IISSIIDIOLOGY, it is not
sequential and gradual, but rather quick relative to the quality of the current Configuration) refocusings.
Demonstrative examples of such refocusings in our reality are represented by widely known incidents
with Nikola Tesla (cases of virus infections), Vanga (a brain trauma and subsequent blindness), as well as
by not very famous but also striking cases of intuition manifestation in the life of doctors and biologists as
a result of particular distressful states. For example, I.I. Mechnikov was struck with an idea to examine the
function of migratory body cells (leucocytes) that had been previously considered as atavistic and to find
it useful (protective); thus he replaced his previous pessimistic concept about disharmony of the human
nature with a new evolutionary theory of phagocytosis. This happened after he had come out of multi-year
depression (it was replaced with an indefatigable lust for life) during his recovery from typhus which he
had injected himself aiming at suicide and scientific experiment, being distressed for the death of his elder
brother as a result of a purulent infection.
7
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A young Hungarian obstetrician (later he became a professor and one of founders of antisepsis), I.F.
Semmelweis, made a revolutionary discovery that promoted the development of the microbes pathogenicity
theory, after he had undergone the heaviest distress as a result of his friend’s death, a forensic medicine
professor, who died after being infected during autopsy of a dead woman’s body with the puerperal fever
infection. The thought that deaths of hundreds of women from the disease that was considered usual at
that time and the death of his friend had one and the same cause – ptomain – instilled into Semmelweis a
decisive desire to free people from absurd suffering and to start an experiment (it lasted 11 years) of using
a disinfecting solution (chlorine water) in hospitals which had been postponed due to a steady resistance of
other doctors.
According to IISSIIDIOLOGY-based conclusions, such creative bravery is caused by intuitive aspiration
to “read”, receive – as the necessary (“future”) experience – information about countless unperceived
versions of “ourselves” (they are called “personalized” Interpretations in IISSIIDIOLOGY) that live their
lives in the so-called parallel scenarios and “experience” all consequences of choices made or not made by
us. The ability to throw away accustomed conceptions about something and to receive new ones instead – as
alogism, unexplainable guess, mystical insight or foresight – is the basis of any genius and any discovery.
And the ways of receiving such information can differ depending on the state of our Self-Consciousness
Configuration.
This is exactly why meditations and somnambulism (in various stages of its manifestation) expressed in
reading information in sleep are referred to as dissociative states in medicine, that is, the ones that change
perception of the environment and lead to a disorder of the normal, as it is commonly assumed, consciousness
work and activate anticipation. Of course, D.I. Mendeleyev with his periodic table of chemical elements is
mentioned most of all, but there are others: F. Banting who discovered insulin in his sleep; O. Loewi who
saw in his sleep the mechanism of chemical transfer of nerve impulses, and others.
In one of his books (the series “Immortality is accessible to everyone”), Oris emphasizes the fact that,
in the state of deep relaxation (delta-rhythm of the brain activity), we can have a conscious influence on
ourselves and decide which main behavioral schemes we need in order to have a positive effect on the
quality of our future. It is also known that there are particularly bright visions and intuitive guesses during a
superficial sleep or meditation (theta-rhythm of the brain activity). Such states are identical with “satori” in
Zen Buddhism. They are a source of creative insights, as a consequence of synchronization of functioning in
the right and left cerebral hemispheres.
In general, the role of unconscious associations is very important in the process of intuitive insights.
They help the one who is trying to solve some complicated problem encrusted with one’s own and “someone
else’s” biases and prejudices to avoid the usual worship of an idol associated with any creativity, including
scientific one – the empirical way of extensive look through various variants, trials, and search for “proofs”.
Indeed, exactly because of this approach (filled with scientific arrogance and dogmatism) to such discoveries
as the one of Semmelweis mentioned above, the greatest medical minds in Europe couldn’t avoid senseless
deaths of women in labor for two centuries before and more than thirty years after his discovery (before it
eventually was acknowledged).
Nonetheless, an accumulated professional (and life) experience – if used “appropriately” – is the
prerequisite for any intuition. A champion-level chess player, for example (according to the Carnegie Institute
of Technology), keeps in mind about 50,000 chess combinations with subsequent moves, but a class-A chess
player has just 2,000 of them. There may be an inverse dependence here: a limited experience (abilities
for comparison) leads to the mentioned exhaustive search, variant guessing, but not to intuitive insights.
It is well known that a good, experienced doctor make a diagnosis based more on intuition, rather than on
pondering. And the brain’s role (its rational activity) is obviously exaggerated in such work!
In 20 years after the Semmelweis’ discovery, for example, Louis Pasteur finally discovered the main

microbe function (in our – “human” – reality) as a cause of many diseases. But it’s not general knowledge
that this one, as well as many other wonderful discoveries were made by this microbiologist of genius during
subsequent thirty years after a cerebral hemorrhage when his right cerebral hemisphere practically stopped
functioning (as a result of its almost full destruction found at the post-mortem examination). He lived until
74 years of age and, according to biographers, even after the illness he was distinguished by gaiety and
scientific audacity which is usually typical of young people. Let’s “pun” on this topic: being left with the left
analytical half-brain in his head, Pasteur managed to “pasteurize” everything and vaccinate everyone.
Generally, accumulation of a particular experience without intuitively trying to see something more
integral and meaningful (internal meaning, reason) behind it, being carried away with a routine research
process without some elements of indefatigable sparks of boldness, bravery, and seemingly unsubstantiated
assumptions, often slows down the scientific progress. For instance, the greatest discovery of the 20th century
– the two-spiral DNA structure and its role in the hereditary information transfer – could have been made
(in our space-time Continuums) a few months later. Or it would not have happened at all, if biophysicist
Rosalind Franklin’s colleagues from the Cambridge University, James Watson and Francis Crick, didn’t
dare to use a series of her high-quality radioscopic images and propose an absolutely new idea of the DNA
structure (Rosalind herself was not in a rush with intuitive conclusions, being taken away with experimental
control over the research).
Taking into account all that was mentioned above, we, perhaps, will agree with the founder of the
stress theory, Hans Selye, who made the following conclusion in his work “From Dream to Discovery”:
“as intuitive mental activity can only take place without a conscious control, a truly scientific intuition
analysis is impossible”. In medicine, as you can see, there is still an apparent confusion regarding the origin
of intuition. One group includes individuals with pronounced psychiatric symptoms; there are individuals
with unique abilities in some highly specialized areas; there are equally gifted individuals who, however,
have cyclothymic (although not dominating) disorders; and also there are those who are able to reach,
through transcendental states, higher-quality Intuition levels in their own Self-Consciousness and adequately
interpret the obtained information in the form of deeply comprehended logical conclusions.
In such cases in medical practice doctors study either consequences or a forerunner for the special
mental state interpreted as anticipation, therefore any rigid causal attachment to psychological, biochemical,
anatomical, neurophysiologic, and also hereditary dependence fails to explain separately the nature of
intuition. But altogether they can be interpreted as the first steps of a person towards a trendlike direction
of conscious Self-Consciousness expansion and a natural achievement of truly intuitive perception levels.
Our conclusion is that any attempt of conventional classification of the intuition origin takes place,
from the physiological point of view (of a bio-form), without taking into account the quality of the SelfConsciousness Levels from which Information is being “read”. Usually this is just a result of an increased
activity of one of human cerebral hemispheres at a particular life period. Such activity is manifested either
in the form of sensuous[8] or mental supersensitivity (intellectual, mystical, creative intuition), or (we really
should use “and” to express simultaneousness and continuity of the process) as activity of a certain part of
DNA in a particular chromosome (or chromosome group) that, on the molecular (biochemical) level, is a
consequence of some kind of protoformic dynamics (various subtypes of professional, scientific intuition,
etc.). It is necessary to point out that any activity that does not have explicit signs of high-intellect Altruism
with high-feeling Intellect, which is the necessary condition for any truly Human activity, is interpreted in
IISSIIDIOLOGY as “non-human”, i.e. protoformic.
Let’s finish our short overview of existing views about causes of the intuition origin-appearance
(anticipation) with the following definition: “Intuition is a psycho-mental phenomenon, manifested in a
personality’s consciousness as a consequence of:
8
This adjective is used everywhere in the text to convey the meaning: relating to or affecting the senses rather than the
intellect.

−−
−−
−−
−−

appearance of a steady subjective meaningful interest;
concretization and subjective meaningful particularization of a goal;
motivation, which, in essence is the synthesis of the first two statements;
accretion of the critical mass of empirical experience or, alternatively, the use of unconscious experience from other scenarios (by way of associations that are typically unconscious);

−− distress (a Self-consciousness Focus’ “re-projection” into quite a “distant” Configuration from the
“previous” one – non-duvujllerrt refocusing);

−− “return” into the Form and scenario groups whose frequencies are close to the “starting” moment

of refocusing (the realization and practical application of an intuitive revelation), as well as many
other things that expect us in new future discoveries.

On the basis of everything mentioned above, in our opinion, an inquisitive and thoughtful reader should
ask a natural question: “Is it possible to develop intuition without following such a standard, especially in its
distress phase?”. We are sure that it is possible! But there are complications. They are caused by the inertia of
our thinking and always act as factors that distort the Truth. They can be overcome through the development
of intuitive perception by replacing one’s own previous conceptions with new ones, even if (and all the
more!) they in no way can be rationally evaluated. “How discoveries are made? – Einstein joked, – there is
a dead end, all know that there is nothing to be found here. Comes a dilettante who has not heard about that,
and he is the one who makes a discovery”.
Of course, not everything is that simple! The ability of a conscious “connection” to Subconsciousness
(purposeful focuses on Its qualitative Levels), as to the information “database” of the Humankind’s
Collective Consciousness, is (according to the iissiidiologic knowledge) the starting point for mastering
high – intellectual-altruistic – Intuition. Subconsciousness reflects (in a programmed form) “tiniest specific
features of possible mental states of any “personality” (Thoughts and Feelings, Desires and Aspirations)
at every particular moment of time, in every of its numerous development scenarios”, as if offered to “the
personality” for a free choice. The high-frequency motivations provided by IISSIIDIOLOGY to control
intuitive choices of necessary scenarios – not for the sake of one’s own life, health, luck, but for future
discoveries (in science, way of life, creativity) for the good and for the benefit of all people – will eventually
allow each aspired person to occupy such a Configuration for which highly-developed intuitive abilities will
be normal even if it will seem that there is no preceding experience.
The highest-quality decisions, the most daring ideas and talented discoveries become naturally possible
to people with such abilities in their Configurations, because they can easily penetrate into the depths of
cause-and-effect relations of all, which can be only provided by high Intuition. Such Intuition allows to draw
new knowledge practically forever, giving an impulse to the constant and progressive development, also
helping to find the most effective ways for putting the new knowledge and discoveries into life.
Its transcendental, by definition, character is inherent in different kinds of scientific-philosophical
research that help to overcome the boundary between realities and merge their “contents”; and we believe
that the intuitive knowledge presented in IISSIIDIOLOGY is exactly a kind of such research. This universal
concept, which is saturated, as it seems to us now, with very complicated information, has colossal potential
possibilities for the development of intuitive intellect! Thoroughly and scrupulously studying this new
Knowledge, at first you will more and more often start to feel some obscure abilities in yourself, which later
will become increasingly more conscious, to unpack and perceive by your inner vision Thought-Images and
“pictures” that clearly belong to “your” other Worlds, to your other Lives… And all that will look absolutely
realistic and very impressive!
What we have dreamed about for many years but hadn’t dared to believe that it was possible to get it,
intuitively feeling that we are on the threshold of something bright, joyful, and free from the pressure of our

usual previous views, boundaries, and dogmas that restrain our spiritual elation, and are no longer necessary
to us, will be transformed for each of us into our “own” Reality. The knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, as
well as any other one received through intuition, require mental concentration on Images that appear in our
Self-Consciousness, determination, and confidence that difficulties in the study and adequate interpretation
of such kind of information based on scientific proofs and neat methodologic description are absolutely
surmountable.
Indeed, how discoveries are made? Explorers either immediately establish the fact of existence of a new
phenomenon or an object without any preliminary explanation of its essence (discovery of electromagnetic
oscillations by Maxwell, x-rays by Röntgen, superconductivity by Kamerlingh Onnes, and also a number
of astronomic, geographic, and geologic discoveries); or they try hard to find some new regular patterns
based on previous knowledge, including experimental data which haven’t been interpreted using scientific
methods (the discovery of the DNA structure, the Coulomb's law, dependence between mass and inertia,
Einstein’s explanation of the photo effect, explanation of the evolution of plants and animals in the struggle
for existence).
If we make a detailed analysis, we will find out that in both cases there are discoveries made experimentally
and theoretically. Often, at some historical stage or during a scientific research, a sudden intuitive explanation
appears for a previously discovered phenomenon, and vice versa, absolutely new Information received as a
hypothesis gradually “attracts” appropriate conclusions and forms into a neat scientific concept or knowledge.
The role of Intuition is truly enormous here! It is Intuition that helps to erase boundaries between those who
only believe in the empirical-experimental way of cognition but always use transcendental guesses and
assumptions to explain made discoveries and those who first of all “read” intuitive Information from higherquality Levels of their own Self-Consciousness, and then attempt to explain it to others in a maximally
reliable and scientifically substantiated form.
“Intuition is a researcher’s unconscious consideration of infinitely many facts (we would add:
involvement in numerous scenarios)”9. Both aspects are important! But in the second case a scientist-intuit
is mostly occupied with the creativity that leads to the establishment of energy-information (cause-andeffect) interrelations in examined phenomena; and this does require a much greater aspiration and an active
use of intellect in all efforts. As a rule, such scientists are able to make wonderful discoveries in various
scientific areas (Pavlov – in digestion physiology and higher nervous activity, Faraday – in electromagnetism
and chemistry, Einstein – in the photo-effect theory and the general theory of relativity, Schmidt – in higher
algebra and cosmogony), not being obsessed with one phenomenon or one version of received Information.
Examples of such scientific-and-research, creative-mental activity are fairly different from an
accidentally-made single discovery. However, to be fair, it is worthwhile noting that any intuitive discovery
is not made at the moment when, say, a ripe apple suddenly falls on your head (as in the case with Newton),
but really happens only when it falls on the ripe head (more correctly, on the “head” with “ripe”, sufficiently
synthesized Self-Consciousness Levels). “Because the higher-quality Focus Dynamics that “manifest” a
much greater potential of really accessible Information in the Self-Consciousness’ information space, allows
to attract for consideration (expose to analysis, intuitive foresight) a greater quantity of possible variants
of future development…”10. In addition to the abovementioned: a lot of us have taken a bath, but you must
agree that only Archimedes made a genius-level discovery out of it!
Therefore, the path from intuitively “deeply-felt” new solutions to widely available, universal knowledge
lies through the integral “personal” development of any scientist and any other human. We think that
acceptance and understanding of the structural Laws of our own Self-Consciousness manifestation, as well
as the main Principles of the Macrocosmos’ structure revealed in IISSIIDIOLOGY is the priority task for
our science. For example, taking into account only one, but fundamental, iissiidiologic Principle that ALL is
9
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simultaneously and holochronously[11] (in a single moment), which we subjectively perceive as something
“existing”, “happening”, entire generations of novice physicists will be able to escape futile, misleading
theories and computations.
When Vernadsky was developing the noosphere theory, he stated that all Information already exists, and
it is impossible to invent anything. It is only necessary to “locate” an idea that seems to soar “in the air”, to be
(shift the Focus of your own Self-Consciousness) “there”, where any “discovery” is a usual conception within
other scenarios of near or not-very-near Continuums. Several people can receive such Information almost
simultaneously, though. Or it may happen the other way round: there may be a delay in “materialization”
of the expected result, because the energy frequency of a particular intuit’s Self-Consciousness Form
(when receiving an intuitive Experience) may differ to some extent from the average frequency of his/her
“previous” manifestation rezopazon[12] (as a certain “part” of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness).
We know the facts of introducing “remembered data” into almost “one’s own” Continuums (they have been
already changed a little bit, and the considered object is already manifested in this scenario) as “repeated”
discoveries: the telephone (A. Bell – E. Gray), the radio (G. Marconi – A. Popov), the steam engine (J. Watt
– I. Polzunov), the general theory of relativity (H. Poincaré – A. Einstein).
A new methodological approach to develop Intuition, as offered in IISSIIDIOLOGY, is both a cognition
method and the way for studying this knowledge, which is impossible to understand without activation of
particular frequency levels of our own perception, and without an intuitive belief, more precisely, an intuitive
confidence in the author’s Information. “An intuitive state of the Perception system can be regarded as
extrasensory (supersensitive), because, being in it, you can choose out of all possible variants of decisions in
a given situation and consequently refocus into the scenarios that are maximally favorable for the realization
of your current Goals and Motivations”13.
“I believed to understand!” – said Augustine of Hippo. It does not matter whether there was ice, as
asserts oceanographer Doron Nof, under the waters of the biblical sea when saint Peter walked towards
Jesus, or there were some antigravity transformations; the important and significant thing for researchers is
the absence of any doubt when making first steps in any new study (whether that be mystical philosophy,
superstring theory or IISSIIDIOLOGY). In science, an intuitive belief in the future, the preference of abstract
foreknowledge to rational thinking has always led to discoveries that were much ahead of their time. Take
Leonardo da Vinci alone with his inventions at the end of the 15th century: tank, helicopter, parachute, rifled
firearms, rolling mill, and centrifugal pump! There was also H. Wells and his plot about using a nuclear
weapon described in a story written in 1914, and Vladimir Vladimirovich Mayakovsky with his description
of cryonics (freezing of a human body for a long-term storage and later therapy in new worlds) in “The
Bedbug”, etc.
Poincaré considered intuition as a tool of invention, but we would argue with him and would define
invention as a result of reading (with some distortion) particular meaningful Information from parallel
scenarios, more exactly any invention is a consequence of spontaneous activation and purposeful concretization
in individual self-consciousness of the phenomenon which we describe as “Intuition”. We should imagine
any object whose manifestation is desirable to us as an ideal, without any boundaries and limitations, even
“in violation” of physical laws, if necessary. The iissiidiologic Knowledge is logically well-grounded, gives
us full confidence that nothing impossible can exist in principle, and determines the role of Intuition in the
scientific cognition method (as Descartes did it) as a fully reliable criterion.
Any scientific discipline has unsolved problems in its fundamental area – various insufficiently formulated
concepts, vague ideas, uncertainties. Their presence is not at all a reason for distrust: non-apparent knowledge,
11 An iissiidiologic term derived from Greek holos – 'whole' + khronos – 'time'. It will be explained further in this
volume.
12 An iissiidiologic term that will be explained further in this volume.
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that remains not realized until sometime, works too and someday it will help to solve a creative task. We
should emphasize a combination of empirical knowledge and non-apparent, intuitive knowledge in order to
perceive any critical situation as a whole. Randall Collins, a famous American sociologist, thinks that strict
formalization in a scientific theory slows down the cognition process, but “flexible empiricism that deals,
if necessary, with inaccuracies and intuitive conceptions and leaves much space for theoretical work to put
different facts together is the core of science”.
We agree with him and, furthermore, are confident that only the amalgamation of necessary practice with
intuitive knowledge can push any scientist towards a successful development of new theories. That which
an outside observer considers as luck, such as uncommon results in research, phenomenal discoveries, will
be understood by a dedicated participant of the synthetic process as a natural consequence of involvement
of considered analysis and structural patterns verified with the already existing experience into irrational
thinking with its insights and guesses.
The abovementioned boost of special attention to the development of intuition at the turn of the 20th-21st
centuries was caused by the worldwide renowned advances not only in science, but also in entrepreneurial
activity. Several brightest careers – Bill Gates, Donald Tramp, Brian Tracy, Marcel Bich, Ted Turner – have
shown to all, in our view, the advantages of intuitive perception of the surrounding reality. In his book
“Dynamic Economics”, professor of economics, Burton Klein wrote: “If an entrepreneur wants to attract
numbers to his side, he must rely on intuition to develop new hypotheses. The entrepreneur’s wealth is in
guesses. But if the guesses are unclear, the entrepreneur must trust his intuition”. The same is completely
true of science!
The most important condition for acquiring supersensitivity (intuitive abilities) is both the whole
subjective Experience (as a result of an energy-information exchange between all Interpretations of a specific
“personality”, including the ones that are manifested in various protoformic development Directions), and
a deep Understanding (intuitive Knowledge) of processes that happen in “one’s own” Self-Consciousness.
Any tough problem (especially a scientific one) demands from an individual a conscious attitude both to the
“personalized” manifestation levels and to the general methodology of undertaken research (if to consider
your own Life as an endless research of Yourself). Of course, there cannot be any recipes! Attraction of
empirical data along with probabilistic ones influence the whole cognition process in general and force
modern scientists (and ordinary people) to pay special attention to Intuition and to consider it not just as a
spiritual Revelation, but as a characteristic of Intellect, as a specific attribute of direct Knowledge that leads
to the truly scientific Cognition.
In this respect, it is possible to talk about objectivity in science, about clarity of theories without
researchers’ subjective evaluations that are often based on “doubtful” experimental results or obscure
observations. The necessity of new views on such physical conceptions as plasma, gravitation, intranuclear
interactions, field, dark matter, space-time, inertia, mass, particle brings modern science to determinism –
reconsideration of cause-and-effect relationships of all with all. And here IISSIIDIOLOGY is very helpful,
defining Intuition as “the collective Subconsciousness that is “initially” structured with potentially possible
variants of forthcoming choices and that continuously “projects”, into the current Focus Dynamics, the
Formo-Images of most probable events that are already realized in duvujllerrt development scenarios”14.
As an element of high-feeling Knowledge, high-intellect Intuition will inevitably bring any inquisitive
researcher to the relativistic position of “an Observer”– the position of relativity in the interrelationship
between the subject and the object of any research. Understanding the initial tendency of All-That-Exists
to the Information State which is “universal and absolutely balanced in all possible quality characteristics”,
and which is interpreted by Oris as “All-That-Is”, it is possible to rise above any “individual” Idea and
make it “Common” taking into account the slloogrent (in IISSIIDIOLOGY it approximately means fractal,
multidimensional, multistage, multi-meaningful) character of all the Macrocosmos, if to learn to foresee the
14
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regular and objective Essence in any life phenomenon, even if it is hidden at first.
According to the newest iissiidiologic concepts, Foresight is the ability not to oppose, but to amalgamate
a practical and an intuitive Experience as equal components of the cognition process; this allows to consider
Intuition as a higher-frequency component of the entire Self-Consciousness’ structure, as its attribute that
leads far beyond the limits of subjective reality, where high-feeling and high-intellect manifestations are
inseparable and very closely interact in all possible and diverse qualitative directions. From that point of
view, forecasting, particularly in science, becomes important, and in our Continuums its methodology can be
formed – this Introduction describes it – only through the knowledge obtained in IISSIIDIOLOGY.
As we have already mentioned here, with the help of highly-intuitive feelings (they can be developed by
means of the iissiidiologic cognition method) any scientist or researcher tends to refocus his/her own SelfConsciousness (shift the perception Focus) into the Worlds of his/her own “future”, where his Foresight takes
the form of a real scientific discovery. In that way, an intangible (virtual) feeling-shaped Image manifests
in materiality and is subject to further empirical study and experimental research in a new Continuum.
The link between the irrational and the rational is obvious! Unfortunately, no one, except the author of
IISSIIDIOLOGY has managed to describe this algorithm. Moreover, there are very few scientists who openly
support the cosmology conceptions presented in this edition.
“Since iissiidiologic Conceptions are mainly based on the intuitive cognition method completely not
recognized by academic science, which only leans on a solid empirically-evidenced basis in its research, it
is very difficult for me, who is very far from the near-scientific circles, to persuade any scientist to at least
partially reconsider scientific dogmas (vigorously inculcated points of view) that have already exhausted
their own creative resource. There must be enthusiasts who have unconventional thinking and nontrivial
feelings, whose Perception system is ready to merge together that which cannot be fathomed by any logic
and does not agree with existing rationality conceptions.
I’m totally convinced, that there are such people among serious scientists, they have already matured for
genius-level discoveries and revolutionary transformations, and will be deeply interested in an absolutely
new approach to already known experimental conclusions, to a deeper and non-standard interpretation of
existing physical laws, fundamental notions and terms, theorems and axioms, and also of all other scientific
empirical heritage”15.
What are the requirements for “personalities” of the researchers who will find it possible to accept the
Oris’ call and make the intuitive cognition method as competent as the empirical one, discarding prejudices
and accusations that intuits tend to some kind of mysticism? In order to do that, an individual must be open,
honest with himself/herself and with other people, responsible for all his/her actions, free from stiff СФУУРММ-Forms (previous conceptions), confident in himself/herself and manifesting a high spiritual initiative
towards others.
All of these, in conjunction with high-feeling Intellect and high-intellect Altruism16 are the features
typical of Future Humans. Oris’ books contain information as how to become such a Human Being, how
to move in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – that is, Human – development Direction gaining superabilities and
superpossibilities on this Path, and also how most usefully apply these abilities for the sake of the entire
Cosmic Community. And this is not a fantasy, but typical signs of a forthcoming, in the near future, radical
cultural, scientific, economical, sociological, and political reorganization of all our human community!
This is truly a practical manual for those of us who wish to always perceive themselves internally free
and to feel satisfaction from the quality of Life they are living. This is a compass that points at the road
to spiritual Harmony and Perfection among materiality “chaos”. The most important thing here is to fully
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exclude any self-exaltation and one’s own superiority over other people who for various reasons have failed
to intuitively feel the unconscious Experience of manifestation of Their Own Selves in higher-quality Worlds
of their “own” Future.
Everyone really has intuition on different Levels of Creative Activity. It also exists on “unconscious”
Levels (Oris uses this word to describe manifestations that are commonly known as subconscious), which
is the so-called “intestinal” intuition managed by our bio-Creators. Its role is enormous – it is our “previous
Experience”, our “memory”: “the Unconsciousness”, as conscience, knows and remembers absolutely
everything that took place in Life of “a personality”, it never forgets anything done by it, and, therefore,
it is the basis for activation of all inner processes of self-criticism and deep psychological feelings that
periodically appear in the “personalized Self-Consciousness”17.
Every second, among a huge quantity of feelings unperceived by our sensory organs, our brain’s FormoCreators perceive at least ten million bits of Information (80 percent of them are perceived visually). We
perceive only 20-30 percent of the feelings, while unconscious feelings include high-, low-, and mediumfrequency ones. High Intuition is blocked when higher-quality – to humans – Motivations and Goals (described
in IISSIIDIOLOGY) are inactive, but are replaced with neurotic, low emotional, instinctive reactions.
But if we are engaged with a high creativity (including a really scientific one) and consciously maintain
positive inner states most of the time, we have a free access to high intuitive experiences. IISSIIDIOLOGY
contains a lot of details about that and describes methods that help to attain such a high-quality Configuration
(Stereo-Type). If you use these methods during a high-quality “intense” creativity (refocusing), an unconscious
Formo-image that cannot be assessed by your mind can coincide (resonate) with your previously established
Conception (СФУУРММ-Form). This is exactly the moment of insight, Intuition or manifestation in one of
“future” Forms of your own Self-Consciousness.
Each of us has his/her own set of subjective Conceptions, therefore, intuition which we manifest –
from “intestinal” and practical one to that of a scientist and of a psychologist – is qualitatively different.
The deepest understanding and feeling of other people and processes that take place in the outer reality to
inquisitive human (or scientist) can be obtained only through a rich intuitive Experience (the Experience
of our other numerous Stereo-Types), as well as by means of high-frequency Knowledge about the laws in
the Macrocosmos introduced into our reality from higher-quality dimensional diapasons of Energy-Plasma.
Rational knowledge cannot provide such possibilities, suppresses any high-intuitive manifestations in us,
and stimulates deep closedness in us towards phenomena of the surrounding Life.
“We are often inclined to forget or simply not to mention something unpleasant that is present in our
behavior, character and habits, and then we begin to believe that we don’t have these traits, and therefore
all the time we idealize ourselves and exaggerate our importance, self conceit”18. The more we become
“closed” in such situations, the less possibilities we have to resonate with such Information which our
higher-quality – “future” – Interpretations (ФЛУУ-ВВУ -Doubles) are always ready to “share” with us. After
releasing ourselves from quite aggressive pressure of low- and medium-frequency psychisms onto our SelfConsciousness (by replacing them with high-frequency iissiidiologic Conceptions) whose activity is actively
manifested in “interpersonal” relations, having cast away tight social boundaries and appraisals, we will be
able to become more open and feel better Thoughts and Feelings of each other, we will be able to freely
exchange them without being afraid or shy. This will denote the commencement of the era of “transpersonal”
relationship in the human community based on a high intuitive Perception of other people.
If similar Conceptions and relationships are being cultivated in the Collective Consciousness, then high
Intuition, as a component of high Intellect, as the primary Source of Cognition based on the synthesis
of high intelligence with high feelings, will soon become more accessible and typical for all of us. “You
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practically don’t have any other, more effective Way of high-intellect development! Or rather, there are such
ways, but all of them are incomparably more inertial and less effective, then the Way in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented development Direction that implies studying IISSIIDIOLOGY. When the Creative Activity Focus
is at the Levels of high mentality and high feelings, this automatically entails a more stable and higherquality manifestation of abilities to foresee possible “future” variants, to develop Intuition and to manipulate
СФУУРММ-Forms of high-quality Ideas (including scientific ones)”19.
This is why, Dear readers, let’s presume at the end of this introduction to answer instead of you the
question which we asked at the beginning: all of you, as well as all of us, have chosen to read this book
not incidentally; this was a Choice dictated by your High Intuition (that is, by ФЛАКС-Creators of the
Subconsciousness). We are glad that together with you we have managed to analyze this complex question a
little bit and made an attempt to define the role of the intuitive cognition method – which is fundamental in
IISSIIDIOLOGY – how it is presented in the modern scientific progress.
Thank you very much! We wish you pleasant and comprehensive reading!

Assonullsmmiirs,
Gorsajdroourss,
Ujsllilluimms
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Iissiidiology, its goals, objectives and perspectives in
the development of humankind

Dear reader! You hold in your hands the book with an unusual, at first sight, title – “IISSIIDIOLOGY .
Fundamentals”. What is “IISSIIDIOLOGY ?” What is this book about? What is its author’s goal and the
purpose of information presented by him? I will try to briefly, in accordance with my own understanding,
answer these and some other questions.
This book is about the origin and the structure (functioning principles, laws) of the Universe, about
Energy and Information, about Space and Time, about Matter and Consciousness, about time sequence and
instantaneousness of processes in the Universe, about an observer and the observed Reality, as well as about
many other things that form the basis of that which people usually call “we” or “I”, “the environment”, and
“our day-to-day life”.
As the author writes himself, “Iissiidiology is an amalgamation of the newest cosmological conceptions
about the Universe and human beings and is in essence a radically new constructive approach to conduct,
analyze and interpret any kind of scientific research, which is based on absolutely new (for science) postulates
that are characteristic only of this knowledge and reflect a more objective variant of Causes for all processes
subjectively perceived by us as “the Macrocosmos”.
The abundance of literature that has appeared over the last years and is dedicated to spiritual and other
related topics shows that people have become increasingly interested in and have the need for a truer selfidentification, finding a deeper understanding of the very essence of evolution of humankind in general
and of its every representative in particular. These interests vary from attempts to “locally” establish more
harmonious relationship with the outer world and to achieve personal success trying to improve the quality
of one’s own life to a “global”, fully absorbing aspiration to search for the answers about “creation of the
World” and existence of “God”, about the Macrocosmos’ laws, about the essence of evolution and the true
causes for manifestation of numerous metaphysical phenomena in our life that are not explained in any way
by the existing scientific knowledge.
This book deals with the questions of “the second group”, seemingly “incidentally”, but deeply,
constructively and logically revealing questions of the “first group”. Since old times (during the last 2
thousand years) science and religion have tried to answer these questions. Historically, science (especially,
physics) has mostly dealt with questions about matter, while questions about “spirituality, consciousness,
spirit” (metaphysics) were left for religion. Nonetheless, the situation has changed in recent years and
science has tightly approached the issues that were previously considered as the prerogative for philosophers
and those involved in spiritual activities. This is due to the increasingly quicker development of scientific
thinking along with the static state of religious knowledge for thousands of years in accordance with which
all main conceptions about the world structure have already been provided in the main religious sources
(Bible, Koran, Veda, and so on), and any appearance, in the modern world, of anything principally new and

truer than that which is given by religion is simply impossible.
Since the quantum theory, in the last decades, physics has closely approached the questions about the
surrounding reality’s fundamental structure (the Standard Model in elementary particle physics, the string
theory and its modification) and the origin of the Universe (the inflation theory, the Big Bang theory). But
the practice showed that the deeper scientists try to “peep” into the structure of the universe and the more
they attempt to describe it, the more new questions appear (for example, understanding the notions of “dark
matter” and “dark energy” that were relatively recently introduced in cosmology for the coherence of its
theory). Also in recent years, science has begun to more actively study thinking processes, memory, and all
that which we call “consciousness”; however, these studies in most cases relate not to “consciousness” itself,
but only to the observed physiological features (wave parameters of the brain activity, neuronal network
characteristics, and so on).
The main difference between science and religion is that science has cognition methods (proof or disproof
procedures of some theories; I will mention them a little bit later), while religion has belief (unproven,
intuitive perception of particular postulates). Knowledge based on belief is hardly acceptable to modern
people with their high-level intellect and education; now people need precise, clear and well-grounded
answers that would also link the currently existing diverse outlooks on the world into one system, one
understanding, one picture of the world.
Such questions as “Who am I?” and “Why am I?”, “What is the purpose of life?”, “Where does everything
come from?” and “Where are we all going?”, and also many other ones that define the principal Essence
of all that which we ourselves represent, and of all that which surrounds us, begin to appear earlier or later
in our consciousness, when we manage to break away from day-to-day fuss, survival problems, and race
after such values as “accumulation of material wealth”, “obtaining power and glory”, and other “material”
individual aspirations. I think that practically every reader has asked himself/herself: is life really only a
banal sequence that starts from birth and ends with death, and most of it is just a cyclic repeat of the routine
existence: “… - work – home, family – work - …”?
And if you think what defines your life direction, your choice of some goals, and also what determines
the development of science and even of humankind in general, most likely you will, as I did it, come to
the conclusion that these are our subjective conceptions, our individual understanding of ourselves and of
the surrounding world. If you ask yourself a question in relation to any type of activity “Why am I doing
this?”, and if you deepen the level of understanding of your own motivations, you will inevitably come to
the questions from the previous paragraph (“Who am I?”, and others). And exactly the answers to these
questions are sources of all our fundamental conceptions about the purpose of life and, therefore, define not
only all our choices, but the development direction for all humankind in general. By the way, this book is
called “Fundamentals” exactly because it contains basic, fundamental iissiidiologic conceptions.
Assuming that among readers of this book there will be a lot of people with academic education (including
PhD and ScD) who are particularly interested, firstly, in the information origin, and, secondly, in its validity
and authenticity, further in the text I will briefly touch on the theses that are used by the modern science
and define provability and reliability of various theories and hypotheses; I will also try to give my own
assumptions as to from where the author of this book was able to get such an amount of mutually agreed and
mutually coherent pieces of information. Such questions are important due to the huge flow of various kinds
of literature with a spiritual and metaphysical content, when it becomes difficult for a reader to choose and
identify which material and which information is worthwhile trusting and paying attention to.
The process of uninterrupted knowledge accumulation is as long as the existence of humankind. Ups
and downs of various civilizations and their cultures, scientific schools and religious traditions – something
became lost, died down, but something transformed and continued to develop at a different quality level.
That is, the essence of the “world picture” (principal laws of the Macrocomsos) did not change, but only

current people’s conceptions changed, the degree of objectivity of their understanding of these laws and,
consequently, creative abilities of society (technical achievements, art, religion).
It is hard to judge now which cognition methods were used by people in the remote past, however,
antique knowledge can be considered the starting point for the modern science, for centuries (!) it has formed
the basis for scientists of all following periods. That knowledge is represented by a wide range of thinkers,
founders of philosophic schools and traditions. At that time (V-III centuries B.C.), two principally different
conceptions which were of equal importance (meaning that there was no full dominance in the number of
followers of one view over the other) existed in relation to the nature of consciousness and matter. The first
one contained the idea that intelligence (consciousness) exists separately from matter (this thesis is called
dualism). It should be mentioned that Aristotle and Plato are among supporters of such a world view; they
had the highest intellect and well-earned authority (for example, the scientific cognition method proposed
by Aristotle had been determinative in science nearly for the next two thousand years!) and managed to
convince humankind in “correctness” of such separation. It is necessary to mention that a different conception
existed in parallel with that, according to which existence and thinking are one (this conception is called
monism in philosophy), a prominent follower of which was a famous philosopher Parmenides. However,
the second conception was not widely outspread. Nevertheless, the problem of an observer (inclusion of
the “consciousness” concept) still remains unsolved in physics. Modern scientists very strongly resist any
inclusion of apparent signs of “consciousness” into their strictly “material” science.
F. Bacon was the one who gave a significant impulse to science and actually led it to its current “form”;
in the 17th century, he proposed a new cognition method instead of that of Aristotle (which was used from
the 4th century B.C.). Exactly from that time the principle of “Practice (experiment) is the criterion of truth”
was introduced in science, and it has gradually become and continues to be fundamental, throwing away
hypotheses and theories whose forecasts are not in line with actually observed pictures (experiment results),
and leaving only those which have been repeatedly confirmed by practice. If you analyze the scientific
development for the last 400 years, you, dear reader, will more likely, as I did it, come to the conclusion
that this principle played a decisive role in understanding, by modern science, of phenomena and processes
available to us for direct or indirect observations. It is remarkable that F. Bacon defined an increase of
human control over nature as the goal of science; and he defined nature as soulless material, which indicates
the established conception of dualistic separation of matter and consciousness. I think you will agree that
such an approach has led, among other numerous consequences, to thoughtless exploitation of the global
resources, and, as a consequence, to a catastrophic state of the environment, as a result of which humans also
started to suffer because they are inseparable from nature.
Despite the huge effectiveness in solving tasks at the material level, such attitude not only fails to help
find answers to questions of metaphysics (study of the initial nature of reality, world, and existence as such)
and consciousness, which from a particular moment began to appear more actively, but even interferes with
the development of scientific cognition methods. Many modern scientists (for example, V. Chetverikov,
B. Zolotov, and others), whose thoughts try to look much deeper than the visible environment, behind
“materiality boundaries”, have started to come to this opinion. They initiated a new opinion that began to
increasingly spread in scientific circles according to which modern science needs to radically reconsider the
long-outdated principles used to define methodology of the cognition process, because exactly the intuitive
method is gradually becoming more valuable and important at the subatomic level of research of the outer
world, as technological achievements simply fall behind multiple discoveries made at the quantum level by
scientists in various fields.
Thus, the reader saw that from some moment science has chosen “matter” as a subject for its study and
accepted as axiom the separation of “matter” from “spirit, consciousness”; in other words, it accepted a
dualistic position. There is a well-known principle in science called “Ockham's razor” that states, according
to A. Einstein, that “everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler”. How do you

think, maybe science has made its cognition method “simpler” by accepting separation of “matter” from
“consciousness”?
Leaping ahead, I would like to mention that Iissiidiology states that absolutely all manifested objects of
the outer reality, starting from elementary particles, atoms, molecules, organism cells, substances, natural
phenomena, plants, animals, people and ending with planets, stars, galaxies and the Universe, have their
characteristic Self-Consciousness (an iissiidiologic term) of particular level and quality.
Having analyzed behavior, reactions, and thinking patterns of many people, and also having studied a
certain amount of psychology literature, I would notionally divide people into two categories according to
their life creativity type: those who live relying more on logic, mental thinking, and those who rely more
on feelings, sensory perception, and emotions. While the first group adheres to scientifically substantiated
concepts, forms its world view on logic and analysis, and sees the future in a technological progress, the second
group, in contrast, intuitively feels the primitiveness of such an approach and simplification as a result of
formalism in description of the outer world’s manifestations, and sees an absence of any description of mental
behavior mechanisms: thoughts, feelings, emotions, and also something transcendental, “ultramundane”,
“God subject” in fundamental science. This group of people is currently satisfied with literature (beginning
with Bible, Koran, Vedas, and so on, and ending with C. Castaneda, V. Zeland, yoga practices, Feng Shui,
NLP, PEAT, and other modern psychological trainings and techniques) that should be considered either
as quite outdated and no longer appropriate for the current human thinking, or simply half fiction due to
an absence of any concept or paradigm that would describe functioning of human psychological states.
Iissiidiology offers a unified approach to this subject that allows to get answers to purely scientific and
technical questions, as well as to questions of human psychology, feeling and thinking processes.
Many futurists (people who make forecasts for the most probable future scenario of humankind) agree
that our society can further harmoniously develop only if it learns how to live in harmony and respect with
each other, nature, and the planet. Such a harmonious existence is possible only if people morally change,
finding higher spiritual understanding criteria. Thus, there is a need for such knowledge that would combine
both principles of high intellect (abilities to logic and analysis) and principles of high spirituality, at least
somehow adapted to the subjective conceptions that are typical of the modern society. So far, the only
knowledge that would match this uniting role is Iissiidiology. It appeared relatively recently (about 8 years
ago) and has quickly become more popular among spiritually aspired people (from Russia, Ukraine, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Latvia, Germany, France, Switzerland, USA, Canada, and other countries) who for a long time
have been looking for the knowledge that would completely satisfy their high-intellect and high-feeling
spiritual needs.
The distinctive feature of Iissiidiology that amazed me, as a scientist who is used to search for something
final (as physicists are looking for “the Unified field theory”) not only in physics (for example, attempts to
find the truest and deepest knowledge in ancient doctrines), that greatly impressed when I went on reading,
and then simply “captivated” me by its explicit obviousness and outstanding logic was the possibilities of
never-ending development of this knowledge that imply continuous broadening and refinement of all its
conceptions at every subsequent stage of its individual study. Such a special feature may be compared with
the development of modern computer technology the speed of which is so high that hardware sometimes
becomes outdated in a few months. Iissiidiology conceptions also continuously modify, leading inquisitive
explorers to more objective and universal understanding of the Principles of coexistence of humans and the
Universe.
The best argument for me in favor of Iissiidiology was the opportunity to make coherent and give valid,
reasoned explanations of the questions that had interested me, as a scientist-researcher, for a very long time.
Among them there are such scientific subjects as parallel worlds existence (the many-worlds interpretation
of quantum mechanics by H. Everett), the phenomenon of quantum entanglement of states (the quantum
mechanics theory, topologic phases in the solid-state theory), multidimensional theories and search for “a

unified field theory” (string theory and superstring theory, M-theory, B. Heim theory, I. Gerlovin theory, and
others), the question of determinism (predetermination; models with hidden parameters) or “probability”
(interpretation of the wave function square in quantum mechanics) in the outer reality, the origin of the
Universe (inflation theory and the Big Bang theory, Hubble’s law, dark matter and dark energy; the black
holes phenomenon), the principal Universe structure at the elementary particles level (the quantum field
theory, the Standard Model, the Higgs mechanism; the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the Planck
scale), Space-Time nature (curvature in the general theory of relativity of A. Einstein), the maximal speed
of light (the question of tachyons existence), the holographic principle of the Universe’s structure, energyinformation fields (torsion fields in physics), the mechanism of thinking and memory (neuron networks),
self-organization in complex systems, and others.
Beside this, I was always interested in a number of questions that, from a scientific point of view, are
usually associated with mysticism, paranormal phenomena: “past lives” the phenomenon and conception of
“Karma” in Eastern doctrines, the existence of ancient civilizations (Atlantis, Lemuria, and others) and even
extraterrestrial civilizations (Sirius, Pleiades, Orion, etc.), channeling, healing, prayers, the “enlightenment”
phenomenon, “astral” journeys, dreams, human energy centers (chakras, “cauldrons”), telepathy, clairvoyance,
telekinesis, and others. I just could not understand why science for centuries has avoided any examination
and search of answers to these questions, considering them “unworthy of its attention”. Reading a large
number of books with scientific, esoteric, and spiritual contents, and also attending numerous seminars, I
found only some answers; but I had many more new questions. I intuitively felt that these answers were like
some fragments of one bigger picture. My desperate attempts to somehow join these fragments often led me
into deadlock, because no scientific knowledge could help me to explain many obvious facts.
It was so until I knew about Iissiidiology. Using conceptions of this knowledge, captiously and
scrupulously studying its information, I managed to get intelligible, consistent and well-grounded answers
to the majority of my questions. I am especially inspired by the fact that new answers continue to come
with my deeper study of this knowledge. But the most important thing is that all of it becomes consistently
organized in my mind into one, very neat, constructive and integral picture of the overall world structure.
For me, as a physicist, this fact is, perhaps, the most important proof of obvious viability and high reliability
of this concept.
When I discussed some iissiidiologic conceptions with colleagues-physicists, I inevitably had a question
about the source of this information, about the way in which the author obtained it, and, of course, about
an experimental proof or disproof. It was especially difficult to admit the possibility of such iissiidiologic,
“alternative” points of view in relation to processes in the Macrocosmos for those physicists who were used to
strongly adhere to the currently-accepted postulates in science. Sometimes, my colleagues’ misunderstanding
grew into nonacceptance, reprehension, and attempts to “label” as pseudoscience the ideas which I offered.
As the author writes, since most modern scientists are not ready to perceive the information which he offers,
he asks to treat IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals and Commentaries to them as a figment of his “unlimited
imagination and individual vision”, not denying that he obtained all details of this information as a result
of a deep and multiyear practice of meditation. It is remarkable that another part of physicists accepted
iissiidiologic ideas with interest; later they told me that they think about many-worlds existence, higher
dimensions, possibility of immortality, and other similar questions. As a scientist, in addition to logic and
analysis, I am used to rely on inner feelings, the so-called “physical intuition” in my own research. This
“inner voice” that is always present in me suggests that this knowledge has undoubted perspectives in the
future despite of a temporary absence of experimental proofs, and this is exactly why I started a fundamental
study of iissiidiologic conceptions.
And now I would like to briefly describe the first volume of “IISSIIDIOLOGY . Fundamentals”, to mention
the tasks, goals, and perspectives of this newest knowledge for science in particular and for humankind in
general. This book represents the first volume of a multivolume edition, it contains fundamental concepts

of this knowledge (hence it is called “Fundamentals”); there are also several volumes of “Commentaries to
Fundamentals” titled “Immortality is accessible to everyone” that give more expanded answers to the most
important questions about the Information presented in “Fundamentals”.
As IISSIIDIOLOGY states that one of its main tasks is a radical transformation of cognition methods in
science, and bringing to the forefront, in addition to existing theoretical and experimental cognition methods,
the so-called intuitive cognition method based on an increase of the human mental-sensuous perception level.
This is motivated by the fact that the outer world perceived by us exists only in our subjective perception (it
should be noted that, analyzing modern science and its theories, well-known physicists, such as S. Hawking,
seriously think about subjectivity of perception).
Another goal of Iissiidiology is a fundamental change of widely spread conceptions of society about
the World structure from outdated, conservative, and obviously limiting (which are the main reason of
a permanent fight for “a place in the sun”, accumulation of money and material wealth, race after glory
and power, lie, deception, cruelty, callousness, fear of death, loneliness, absence of any purpose of life,
sufferings, illnesses, accidents, and catastrophes) to absolutely new, more universal and objective ones that
allow everyone to live more consciously, meaningfully, actively and happy, which, in turn, will reorient the
humankind’s evolution into more harmonious and favorable scenarios of its future.
As you can analyze and see, the modern society represents numerous groups with their own creative
interests (values) that weakly interact with each other. For example, there are groups of people united
by such values as “stable work, family, and children; there are groups united by achievements in a sport
career, in business and power, in search of truth and enlightenment, and also in many other areas of life
creativity. Each of these groups consciously or unconsciously strives to realize some variant of humankind’s
future. Iissiidiology, based on its profound conceptions, gives every human being an opportunity to analyze
fundamental bases for the formation of all the variety of these directions and to determine his/her own Future.
For example, in the opinion of American inventor and futurist J. Fresco, humankind for a long time
has had the technology level that can satisfy everyone with all the necessary for adequate (in terms of
living conditions, comfort, and resources) life; however, the existing system, interests of ruling circles, and
passivity of people (by the way, the system, interests, activity/passivity, and choices are determined by our
conceptions) delay the transformation of society in this development direction.
Now imagine a society in which people no longer need to worry about survival, in which people don’t
have ambitious desires to prove their own superiority over others, any laziness, depressions, touchiness, lies,
greediness, reprehension, closedness, and other egoistic tendencies, and in which everyone (!) can perform
the activity in which he/she has the most intense creative interest, feeling a great pleasure and happiness
from usefulness of his/her own activity for all people, for the entire planet and even for the Universe. Would
you like to live in such a society?
It is quite possible for any of us to “get” into such an excellent society, because it exists not somewhere
“far away”, but can be accessed by everyone in the foreseeable future! But there is a problem: we, being
under control of deep-rooted, millennia-long dogmas and delusions, know nothing about it! Iissiidiology not
only clearly identifies the way to this bright Future, but also describes in great detail and explains that each
of us simultaneously has a huge number of possible future development variants, the reality of which in our
life completely depends on the choices we make. Since we make choices based on our conceptions, it is clear
why it is necessary to radically improve existing conceptions in our society about ourselves and about the
outer world. I think that due to this fact alone the reader will understand that questions considered in it are
not just a philosophic research and idle speculations about the future, but are real practical suggestions for
action.
According to Iissiidiology, in favorable future scenarios of humankind, society will be transformed

due to the building of numerous International Information Centers of Altruism and Intellect Development
(Ayfaars) all over the planet that will serve as powerful scientific and spiritual consolidating centers for all
spiritually-aspired people. In these cities people will devote themselves to the fastest self-perfection with the
aim to serve for the good of the entire humankind. The outstanding perspective revealed by the iissiidiologic
knowledge to every human is a gradual increase of longevity, and eventually – a conscious awareness of
personalized immortality (even now scientists consider this idea more and more real), which, as Oris explains
it, in favorable variants of our future is simply indispensable for the fulfillment of our large-scale creative
tasks whose realization requires much more time than our current lifespan (100-120 years).
Now I would like to write about the presentation of information in these books. The reader will not find
formulas and complicated mathematical computations in these books; however, its meaning (information)
capacity is not less than in any professional works with physico-mathematical and other scientific content.
The three main difficulties (special features) which you might face on your way to Iissiidiology understanding
are: 1 – a nonlinear and untypical way of thought delivery, content presentation, intended by the author on
purpose – aiming not only for the development of the reader’s logic and analysis abilities, but also for an
effective improvement of intuitive skills; 2 – the use of well-known terminology of scientific and other areas
which, however, is filled with a different inner content that provides a deeper and more objective meaning; 3
– absolutely new terminology and so-called Cosmic Codes used for the conceptions and ideas that don’t have
any analogs in any area of knowledge of modern humankind (either in science, or in religion and spiritual
movements, or any other areas).
Now some words about the structure of the first volume. The reader will find the first chapter of
“Fundamentals” especially useful, because it contains “Axiomatic Conceptions of Iissiidiology”, i.e. the
fundamental (accepted as axioms without direct proofs) statements concerning the Macrocosmos’ structure
and properties that form the basis for all further considerations and explanations. Among them are:
many-worlds existence (initial existence of all possible variants of objects and events in all their various
manifestations), to the official acknowledgement of which science is approaching; a qualitative state of
Self-Consciousness Levels defined by such iissiidiologic concept as “a synthesis degree”; the fundamental
iissiidiologic conception of Energy-Plasma (Universal Super-developed Substance of the Macrocosmos’
Cosmic Entity); the notion of Formo- and Info-Creators as “components” of the Macrocosmos’ energy
and information structures; the conception of Pure Cosmic Qualities in synthesis processes; Principles of
rezonation and dissonation that determine a sequence of realization of any energy-information processes;
newly interpreted Conceptions of Time, Inertia, and Space explained on the basis of a completely new
notion – Rotationness; the Principle of Freedom of Choice which is determining for our life creativity and
is based on the skrruullerrt system functioning; the newest conceptions of slloogrentnost and duvujllerrtnost
as universal Energy-Plasma properties; the Principle of single-moment-simultaneity of Energy-Plasma
Existence; a fundamental iissiidiologic notion of Focus and the principle of qualitative “reprojection” of the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics (refocusings). At the end of the first chapter, the author gives essential
explanations of basic iissiidiologic definitions and notions that are frequently used in the text such as
principles of slloogrentnost, multipolarization, birvulârtnost, duvujllerrtnost, diffuzgentnost, etc.
A deep understanding of “Axiomatic Conceptions” will guarantee understanding of information
presented further in this and following books, where these principles are constantly mentioned and are
revealed in all their multifaceted multiplicity (slloogrentnost). For scientists, such information can serve as
a huge repository of innovative ideas and become the basis for reconsideration and re-evaluation of current
conceptions in science.
The second chapter is dedicated to a detailed and many-sided revelation of conceptions about the
multilevel structure of Self-Consciousness (a hypothetical gradation of Self-Consciousness levels according
to a synthesis degree, and the presence of a particular Experience), understanding of which, for example,
answers eternal questions in psychiatry about “the unconsciousness”, “the collective Subconsciousness”,

“the Collective Intelligence”, and so on.
The third chapter describes the Law of conservation of Energy and “materiality” Levels from the
iissiidiologic point of view.
In the fourth chapter, there is iissiidiologic interpretation of the Essence of such notions as Energy and
Information, description of their structural principles, interaction, and manifestation. This part also reveals
the concept of Time entities. Due to this chapter the reader will reconsider his/her own usual understanding
of the nature of Time.
The author also touches upon many scientific subjects: he proposes a radically new approach to the
interpretation of the notion “dimension”, as compared with the currently existing one in science. Iissiidiology
also gives its own, principally new, explanations for such notions as “wave length”, “frequency”, and
“particle”, providing a higher-level understanding for them, as you will see later. There are also completely
new interpretations of such conceptions as “entropy”, “relict radiation”, “dark matter” and “dark energy”,
“black holes”, and many others.
The topics considered in the book (mostly scientific, concerning physics) will be especially interesting
to scientists who perform fundamental research in the gravitation theory and in cosmology, in the theory of
elementary particles and in the quantum field theory, in quantum mechanics and other close scientific areas,
and who are ready to move from accustomed orthodox views in science in the search of more objective
conceptions about the Macrocosmos.
According to Iissiidiology, the determining factor for people (the one that is included into their
evolutionary essence) is the development direction in which each human being maximally opens abilities of
high-feeling intellect on a par with high-intellect feelings, wisdom or spirituality (hence the tern scientificspiritual or spiritual-scientific). Iissiidiology substantially explains that if a person equally develops these
qualities, the process of individual perfection of intellect and feelings is realized more harmoniously and
effectively. For example, higher-quality levels of intellect (through synthesis, as explained in Iissiidiology)
can be improved by studying Iissiidiology books, while for the activation of higher feelings the author
offers singing the songs (song meditations) composed by him; the lyrics of the songs help to maximally
activate cordiality, kindness, acceptance, unconditional altruism, and wisdom in our consciousness. The
author asserts that for a successful understanding of Iissiidiology it is necessary to alternately combine the
study of new information with singing Ayfaar Songs that, unlike most of other songs have a high-spiritual
altruistic meaning. I made sure of the correctness of this statement from my own experience: regular singing
has increased my understanding of very complex information.
In conclusion, I would like to mention that this book is in no way simple for reading, but the information
presented in it, after your thoughtful study of it, will cardinally change your existing conceptions about the
world and yourself, and, as a consequence, will improve the quality of your choices, and your life. Therefore,
I recommend this book to anyone who has interest in the origin of the Microcosmos and its structure, laws
that act in the Universe, the nature of Energy, Space and Time, questions of Consciousness, thinking and
perception, and who is simply occupied with self-knowledge and self-development. It will be particularly
interesting to open-minded scientists who perform fundamental and applied research. The information
presented in “Fundamentals” just provides a conceptual basis for thinking and world outlook; therefore, a
huge bulk of information stated in Iissiidiology is waiting for its experimental proof! This can be fulfilled by
the people who are not afraid to step aside from accustomed dogmas that are no longer appropriate for the
current time, those who aim to find truer (more objective) answers to their own questions.

Vladimir Voronov,
Ph.D. in Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Braunschweig, Germany, 2013

Author’s Foreword

Before starting a detailed description of fundamentals of the entirely new (to you) Knowledge called
“IISSIIDIOLOGY”, I would like to answer the question that will inevitably appear in the mind of everyone
who will be interested in this Information: “In what way all this, very detailed and unreally correlated,
information was obtained, that so logically and naturally depicts the unimaginable and inexpressible (in
our Perception) picture of absolute Existence of All that Which we define in Its endless totality as “the
Macrocosmos”? It is impossible to truthfully answer this question, because I would have to explain to you
such things that can instill only doubt and surprise in anyone’s mind, and my statements would seem more
like delirious fantasies.
In addition, being fully aware of “the former soviet methods used against dissidents”, I know that
extremely distrustful guardians of various governmental institutions and services, after hearing my truthful
explanations, would force me to undergo humiliating tests checking the validity of my words with the help
of various “lie detectors”, and truth drugs. I am sure that after saying the truth I would have to explain
the stated Information in various courts in front of claimants who are no more normal than me, as well as
to undergo examinations in medical centers as a unique experimental subject. And, of course, I, being a
complete dilettante in science with agronomical (!) education, would have to repeatedly and completely
uselessly prove my own mental adequacy to various scientific institutions, “committees on pseudoscience”,
and simply to competent scientists who are completely not ready for perception of any point of view that
differs from theirs.
In order to defend myself once and for all from similar excesses, explanations, and claims, I reject
in advance any accusations against me such as “intended deception of people by way of publication of
misleading information” and officially declare to all my readers: everything stated in my books titled
“IISSIIDIOLOGY. Fundamentals” and in numerous “Commentaries” to them is neither scientifically proven,
nor authentic, but is the phantom of my limitless imagination and individual vision, just like the whole
world that surrounds us is a result of an intricate game of our subjective mind, modeled and constructed by
our inexhaustible Imagination. My Imagination simply has no limits typical of your conceptions! You may
consider Iissiidiology as just a beautiful fairy tale or science fiction. But, as is often the case, that which
now many perceive as a fairy tale, in time will become real, just like an irrepressible flight of thoughts and a
brave fantasy perceived by scientists as an obvious sign of author’s insanity, someday become real research
instruments and household appliances and replace old scientific theories with more authentic and effective
ones. Indeed, everything is very relative in our world.
I think there is no point for me to prove that any item and object around us, before becoming part of the
so-called “outer reality”, has undergone all stages of its own manifestation from a certain stable idea and
mental image (diagram, drawing, project, picture, model) to a real form typical of it now. This principle of
“materialization” of stable fantasies, imagined ideas, and constructive conceptions is being daily realized not
only by engineers, inventors, designers, and builders, but also by technologists, programmers, psychologists,
geneticists, physiologists, biologists, composers, poets, writers, dramatists, screenwriters, directors,
housewives, and by all other people. In the same way my Knowledge scrupulously and in minute detail

(similar to a detail working drawing!) described in Iissiidiology books, which now seem fantastic to you, if
many people sufficiently concentrate their attention on it and apply efforts necessary for its realizations, also
has all chances and possibilities to soon become an integral part of the outer reality.
Only when you prove otherwise, you can find me out in a lie or catch me in a deception! What can we
really discuss here, if any individual Conception about something or someone, being based on particular
speculative impressions taking into account the limited quantity of discernible features, is absolutely
subjective, i.e., putting it mildly, it is not true? Ancient sages were correct stating that any pronounced word
is a lie. Therefore, because of an extreme limitation of our Perception systems, each of us, irrespective of
what he/she would – consciously or unconsciously – declare, is a source of false Conceptions that at best
reflect only one – from among countless possible ones! – side of the ultramandane Truth whose hidden
Meaning cannot be explained in any words. I also do not deny the fact that I obtained all details of my
individual fantastic studies, the interim result of which is represented in the iissiidiologic Knowledge, during
deep Meditations (fortunately, no one has any claims against Meditations, – everyone has a right to fantasize
at one’s own discretion!); later I have consecutively described them in numerous books for many years
(beginning from 1994).
Taking into account all stated above, I hope that those of you whose Self-Consciousness Forms don’t
have any spiritual Intuition and a burning Spark of Self-Knowledge will categorically refuse any further
study of my science-fiction thoughts and will occupy their due place in “the History of human development”
initially prepared for them: the one of furious detractors, merciless judges, and haughty critics of all that
which contradicts conventional views, conceptions, relations, and dogmas (both religious and scientific
ones). Instead of them, thoughtful and deep-thinking followers of the Information which I state in my books
will be represented by inquisitive and curious researchers of “their own inner nature” and of the outer reality,
by those who are already able to find crumbs of Truth where no one anticipates to find them. All the newest
cosmological Conceptions about the Macrocosmos and the human being which I have combined under
this unusual title (“IISSIIDIOLOGY”) are dedicated to such active discoverers and intuitive re-constructors
of much more perfect and harmonious human Realities of our near and bright “Future” in their own SelfConsciousnesses. Our fascinating “Future” will show who is right and who is wrong in this devised dispute.
And now, when the most obvious reasons for possible incomprehension between me and my readers
have been eliminated, I would like to start a closer and more trustful communication with those who are
not embarrassed or confused by such words as “fantasies”, “fiction”, and “lie”. The biggest complication
that appears when communicating and trying to understand the absolutely new (to your Perception system)
high-quality Conceptions is that the current (usual and understandable to you) mental-feeling stereotypes
used by your Self-Consciousness Forms to structure your outer reality not in the slightest degree reflect the
ultramundane Essence and the deepest Meaning of Information that forms the basis of words and sentences
which I have carefully chosen and adapted to your existing subjective Conceptions about “yourselves”, about
your environment, and about the Macrocosmos’ structure in general. The larger part of the iissiidiologic
Knowledge is in no way linked with the Information which you have already known from other, even the
most authoritative and fundamental sources. But you should not be surprised – these are simply completely
different (but far from the only possible ones!) subjective points of view onto the same phenomenal and
noumenal events of Life around you.
Therefore, I am asking you to perceive the contents of my books not as absolute assertions or dogmas,
but as a more or less successful attempt to describe That Which, taking into account the current development
level of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness and yet quite limited human abilities in a high-intuition
perception, simply cannot be described in any other, more detailed and comprehendible to you, way. The
presentation of this New Knowledge is complicated by the fact that the more I manage now to introduce,
into the Collective Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics, completely new fundamental Conceptions that provide
a truer understanding of the Principles according to which all illusoriness and nonlocal nature of your outer

reality are formed in your Perception systems, the more of them all of you will have to reject soon to replace
them with more authentic and more universal iissiidiologic Conceptions of the future which will be able
to reveal deeper, inexhaustible contents of the eternal Treasury of Truth the only Source of Which is your
Self-Consciousness. Such qualitative renewals will continuously take place in your Self-Knowledge process
– year after year, century after century!
These “anti-dogmatic” features of a gradual study of different-quality Conceptions within the
New Knowledge are typical characteristics of any “future” scientific branches. The epoch of the socalled “experimental scientific development”, in which scientists can rely in their studies only on facts
accumulated in experiments that are later used within a certain theoretical paradigm, is inevitably leaving
into the irretrievable past. Now it already becomes quite obvious that any scientist needs to have a detailed
theoretical model of a researched object in his/her Self-Consciousness, including its possible interactions
with the environment, long time before the commencement of a scientific experiment, because the cognition
process itself, as well as individual specific influences of complex Formo-structures on the course of each
experiment are globally and deeply interlinked with Information that structures Self-Consciousness of a
cognizing subject (scientist, researcher). Therefore, as subjective Information which is used by a researcher
to establish various logical-analytical interrelations in his/her world view can have an active influence on
expected results of conducted experiments, so can structural features of the Macrocomos’ Formo-systems
studied by the researcher actively impact not only on functioning of his/her brain, but also on subjective
reactions (the Focus Dynamics) of his/her Self-Consciousness in general.
Any researched object and the subject that cognizes it (and also everyone who is psycho-mentally at
least somehow related to this process!) represent one open system which is modeled in Self-Consciousness
and structured by a countless set of different-quality energy-information interrelations that appropriately
influence realization possibilities of each other. Absolutely all universal properties of the Collective Cosmic
Intelligence which we call “the Macrocosmos” can be deeply cognized and effectively explored only by SelfConsciousness proper that represents the Macrocosmos to us in the surrounding world through absolutely
all Forms of Its endlessly diverse multidimensional manifestation. Using such words as “Macrocosmos”
and “Collective Intelligence”, I never – neither here, nor in my further writing – mean any anthropologic
and religious conceptions (“God”, “Absolute”, and the like), but only attempt to focus your attention on the
obvious or yet hidden (from your Perception systems) presence, in every Form of the outer reality, of such a
specific mechanism for realization of a systemic Self-Consciousness as an immanent (i.e. integral) property
inherent in all Formo-systems (in our perception diapason – from quanta to Universes) that structure the
whole Macrocosmos.
According to classical science, all Forms in the outer world with specific properties (for example, speed,
mass) in no way depend on a subjective researcher who studies these properties, and all existing theories are
designed only for their description. This statement implies that we and objects which we study are parts of a
common, objectively existing world, which means that properties of other parts observed by us correspond
to our measurements and subjective notions! But how this can be, if no elementary particle of the outer
world occupies a particular status and place in Space; instead, it exists only as a part of more global spatial
structures? This status becomes a particular subjective Conception only after the researcher in one or another
way registers this particle in Space, determining at least its main parameters – shifting dynamics, and mass.
But if the researcher had a more perfect Perception system and manipulated more universal measuring
devices (that is, occupied a completely different “point of observation” in Space in terms of its quality),
parameters of the particle discovered by him would have been be different.
Indeed, we ourselves have devised all elementary particles which we have discovered and used, we “have
pulled them out” of the general universal Focus Dynamics first of all in order to make it more convenient
for us to manipulate our Conceptions about the outer reality. For example, electrons and their properties
are very convenient not only for explanation of cloud tracks in a Wilson Chamber and flashes of light in a

cathode-ray tube, but also for interpretation of many other phenomena. Our current Conceptions of various
quark families (proton-neutron pairs, pi-mesons) also provide us with an excellent opportunity to explain in
a particular way the properties of protons and neutrons in an atom nucleus, while understanding that certain
particles are structured by various combinations of subsubnuclear particles made it possible for scientists to
formulate a principle that gives a simple explanation of their properties. In other words, we need electrons,
quarks, and other elements of our outer reality until they fit well the model that comprehensibly explains
causes of subnuclear particles’ behavior. As soon as this model of the World structure ceases to satisfy us,
we will develop different Conceptions instead of them.
Any subjective “World picture” whose details are consecutively manifested in our Perception system with
the help of our interpretations (thoughts and mental reactions generated by us) represents a particular model
and a set of relative rules that interrelate each part of this model with a qualitative mode of our observations;
this is why it cannot be absolutely independent from abilities of our Perception systems mainly determined
by the development state of the brain. As it is known, the human brain’s functioning mode is determined
by the quantity of functional connections used for processing of all details of incoming Information: the
more complicated the model analyzed by an experimenter, the higher the quantity (volume) of differentquality interconnections of more complex Information “loaded” into the brain, and, consequently, the more
neuron connections must be activated in the brain to establish a logic structure of results obtained during the
research.
In the nearest versions of our “future”, scientists will use very complex technical equipment in their
experiments based on the newest physical theories; these experiments will have the most important value
not only for the brain Evolution but also for an increase of the Focus Dynamics’ quality in human SelfConsciousness Forms. This means that scientists of the new generation will have to develop and apply
absolutely new (non-traditional for the current science) research and cognition methods so that to choose,
from among many intuitive guesses and theories that appear on their basis, more reliable abstract ideas that
will be used for modeling new constructions of even more perfect experimental research equipment.
What is the reason of this? The reason is that the molecular mechanism which we define as “mind” or
“intellect” that provides functions of thinking, analysis, and mental reactions (but in fact it represents just
the lower manifestation sphere of our Self-Consciousness’ Creative Activity) is extremely limited in its
realization abilities and in most cases it is not able to provide logical reasoning and sound arguments (with a
detailed analysis of all cause-and-effect interrelations) to motivate the majority of judgments, reactions, and
solutions initiated in it. This is not only an apparent evidence of the fact that our brain is not a true and only
generator of all our Conceptions and choices, but also a proof that each of us (as well as all other creatures)
has much more universal – non-molecular – mechanisms of Information exchange between our brain
and Self-Consciousness, and also between our Self-Consciousness and the collective Subconsciousness;
the discovery of functions of these mechanisms and their purposeful activation will open completely new
possibilities and immense perspectives for researchers of the New Knowledge.
Individual mental abilities of a human being are quite limited. In average, an ordinary person operates
only 4-5% of functional connections in the brain. The rest of them are involved in the prerogative Creative
Activity of all possible qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness (of the collective Subconsciousness, in
particular) about which modern scientists know nothing. When the quantity of activated neuron connections
increases by at least 1%, a person is perceived by other people as a genius in some of his/her creative
realizations. Today, it has become obvious for the majority of scientists that the human brain is constantly
“loaded” with increasingly complex and concentrated Information torrents that seemingly enter the brain
from external sources.
Now, even for a very superficial understanding of the information and facts that constantly and intensively
flow into our Life, for a more adequate perception, systematization, and analysis of Information about the
super-complex, slloogrent structure of our multi-dimensional outer reality, the current efficiency coefficient

of the human brain is extremely insufficient – 95% of events that happen around us take place without
our subjective participation, on the Levels either of the collective unconsciousness, or of the collective
Subconsciousness. This means that we are simply not aware of them; we do not perceive them, even if we
hear or notice them – the brain simply does not have enough time to respond to them in any way. Nonetheless,
this circumstance also has its evolutionary benefit: finally, the naïve anthropocentrism, which is expressed in
our unjustifiably overstated self-appraisal as the most complex and intelligent creatures in the Macrocosmos,
is falling into disuse, becoming an atavism. We start to realize our own primitiveness and incompetence in
many kinds of activity, where some animals significantly exceed and outstrip us!
Now it becomes absolutely clear that, without a conscious extension of the psycho-mental creativity of
scientists to the levels of deep Intuition, any creation of completely new forms of scientific cognition that
distinguish the “future” Science from the “current” stagnant state in the scientific world is out of the question.
The point is that many of current widely-used ideas, conceptions, mathematical equations, and axioms were
obtained by their authors in their search of the best description of some aggregation of already available
facts or experimentally-found features. This means that, due to the very principles according to which they
appeared, they cannot be considered as reliable, because no one knows under which circumstances, with
which trends, and “connections” researchers found a solution of a particular “optimization problem” in every
specific case.
It is no secret that in many cases this process is a “manipulation” of obtained research results to suit
already acknowledged conceptions, legalized parameters, and obvious facts. This very circumstance has led
to the steady theoretical “stall” in many scientific branches which we now observe. Obtaining and processing
of qualitatively new knowledge accelerates exponentially; this opens access to the currently-hidden reserve
of the brain and of the collective Subconsciousness, and in a few generations will lead to radical changes
in properties and individual features of human “personalities”, and also to an intensive activation of many
extrasensory abilities that will allow the majority of people to easier adopt and use huge volumes of very
complex Information. This process will very rapidly penetrate into all fields of science, all life activities of
our civilization, providing people with new possibilities for a deeper self-knowledge and cognition of the
outer Cosmos.
I must note that in its “current”, yet very imperfect and, in essence, fragmented state, the iissiidiologic
Knowledge which I subjectively transmit can reflect no more than 5-10% of the true Meaning and Essence
of All That which I will incomprehensibly deeper describe in subsequent re-editions of “IISSIIDIOLOGY.
Fundamentals”, and also in numerous “Commentaries” to them. This is not because my Self-Consciousness
lacks more complete, necessary Information, but firstly because of extremely limited possibilities for
transmitting slloogrent (that is, multi-dimensional, endlessly diverse in their quality) Conceptions of This
Information with the help of existing vocabulary, and because people don’t have any suitable stereotypes
that would at least in the slightest degree reflect the deep Essence of СФУУРММ-Forms (subjective
Conceptions1) that are already activated in the informational “space” of my Self-Consciousness and are ready
for manifestation through appropriate Formo-images. But, taking into account the fact that your “current”
subjective Conceptions of “yourselves” and of the outer reality do not correspond even to minimal criteria
necessary for a deeper Understanding of the iissiidiologic Knowledge, I think that even the Information
which I now transmit (i.e. in its extremely simplified form!) will be sufficient to radically transform the
Paradigm of the “current” humankind’s Collective Consciousness into its much higher-quality state.
Despite the extremely limited potential of a speech exchange, I know that, in the nearest “future”
that represents more developed phases of human development, Conceptions that reflect a truer Essence
of the iissiidiologic Knowledge will receive much more extensive possibilities for their manifestation and
description; this will inevitably increase the speed of obtaining of appropriate mental and feeling abilities
of most people on our Planet necessary for its deep realization and Understanding. But for now, as I noted
1
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at the very beginning, I recommend you to perceive my statements not as the main alternative to traditional
scientific theories and laws, but as a popular scientific or a fantasy literary work that appeared with the only
purpose: to make maximum use of common words and expressions, “projecting” a new, truer and deeper
Meaning into them, in order to gradually increase realization possibilities and quality of the Focus Dynamics
of your Self-Consciousness Forms, “reformatting” them by means of much higher-quality Conceptions.
My individual Responsibility for the “final result” forces me to observe strict adherence to principles of
preservation and maintenance of the quality of СФУУРММ-Forms conveyed with the Information; therefore,
it is simply inadmissible “to lower” this Information below certain levels despite all my desire to bring this
Knowledge to as many people as possible, because this will turn it into the same lie that structures all your
“current” subjective Conceptions.
СФУУРММ-Forms that form the basis of Iissiidiology are the most perspective from among currently
available ones for individual Self-Knowledge, because, with your deeper understanding of primary –
“superficial and primitive” – cosmological Conceptions, their initial meaning, which has to be extremely
deformed, will inevitably become more universal, deeper, and continuously improved in your Perception;
this will highlight the necessity to Understand more and more complex types of relationship and deeper
cause-and-effect interrelations between different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms whose Configurations
structure all possible Levels of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness.

With the further development of this civilization, the Conceptions that are now new to you will be
replaced by higher-quality and more universal СФУУРММ-Forms transmitted through Iissiidiology that will
considerably expand and deepen the meaning of your previous subjective understanding, awareness, and
knowledge. This will continue infinitely, from simple to more complex Conceptions, and further to a more
and more complex Understanding of high-frequency abstract Ideas and non-local images! This is because
any subjective reflections of True Knowledge cannot be based on dogmas and unambiguous assertions –
with all its concreteness, it is absolutely non-local, immense, and endless in all the diversity of its differentquality versions of various realization models and modifications.
Global consequences and unlimited perspectives of the further development that can appear in modern
science with a more attentive and deeper study of the completely new – iissiidiologic – Knowledge, so far
can be comprehended and intuitively felt just by a few unbiased researchers and experimenters who are
absolutely free from dogmatic scientific slavery. And only when the reliability of this Knowledge will be
confirmed by experience of several generations of newly-thinking scientists, when its status will become
universally recognized by the scientific community, and it will be effectively realized through hundreds of
absolutely new scientific branches, Iissiidiology will become the foundation of cosmological Conceptions
for the majority of people on our Planet.
I also would like to turn your attention to the fact that now people obtain and learn this New Knowledge
in light of an extensive development of civilization that will inevitably result in a rapid exhaustion of most
vitally important natural resources and a sudden ecological collapse. In contrast, acceptance and a swift
development of Iissiidiology that implies a deep comprehension of ways and goals on a much higher functional
level of thinking and attitude to the environment predetermines an active transition of the humankind’s
Collective Consciousness to an intensive way of development.
When this very complex Knowledge appeared as an object of research, those who became interested in it
had not only to begin to intensively and constantly involve hidden reserves of their brain, but also to expand
individual intuitive abilities of their own Self-Consciousness. All this cannot but lead a thoughtful scientist
to the conclusion that a fundamental approach to the study of this new Knowledge is the most important
task for natural sciences of the started century. Now this is as evident as the awareness of inevitability of the
closely-approached higher-quality turn in the history of human cognition and culture.
The necessity to understand that which cannot even be abstractly imagined becomes a determining

characteristic for cognizing fundamentals of the world structure, giving birth to new elements and interrelations
in human culture. The use of increasingly complicated abstract Ideas, Formo-images, and extremely complex
СФУУРММ-Forms when studying the New Knowledge will very soon become normal for many people,
which will ensure the necessary qualitative changes not only in the Paradigm of the humankind’s Collective
Consciousness, but also in the structure and methodology used in the scientific cognition process. While
earlier all scientific researches were based only on descriptive methods of locally observed phenomena or on
local experiments for confirmation of certain theories, with the appearance of the iissiidiologic Knowledge,
the main source of scientific problems will be not only a supersophisticated nature of a studied object – the
slloogrent configuration structure of Information, Energy-Plasma, and the Macrocosmos, but also a complete
inability to provide a sequential description of processes (Focus Dynamics) that determine the appearance of
certain results in every experiment.
Even on the level of currently-researched inter-quark interactions, it is simply impossible to describe
all characteristic details and special features that appear between them within the entire observed range
of energy-information interconnections, because quark-level Formo-systems studied by scientists more
and more thoroughly cannot be imagined as a simple set of individual elements with relatively weak
interrelations between them – it is necessary to introduce many completely new terms, definitions, and
Conceptions that would deeper reveal the truer Essence of such manifestation Forms on the boundaries
that harmoniously unite obvious (to us) materiality with equally obvious “non-materiality”. In turn, facing
the facts of further diversification of structural characteristics of researched objects, experimenters have to
search for completely new and unconventional ways, approaches, and methods to study even more complex
models, thereby continuously directing their Focus Dynamics farther beyond the boundaries of materiality
subjectively perceived by them.
To my great regret, the currently prevailing conceptions and paradigms in modern science, which
were long time ago turned into dogmas due to the orthodox vigilance and indestructibility of inveterate
administrators in science, are by no means subject to even tiniest attempts of radical review. Officially, only
some refinements are permitted for them, and only provided that the so-called “correspondence principle” is
observed, which means that after a new refinement there will be a full restoration (as a result of the maximum
transfer procedure) of all conclusions typical of the previous theory. Now such a formal approach plays a
very reactionary role in the development of science, slowing down the appearance and spread of radicallynew views, ideas, theories, and research methods that could help to make a big jump not only in physics and
mathematics, but also in all other branches of science towards higher-quality variants of “the future”.
Here, I think, it is appropriate to note that the progenitors and creators of modern science, whose ingenious
conclusions formed the whole theoretical and experimental basis of the current laws and Conceptions, had
never looked at the discovered new possibilities to describe natural phenomena as the only and the most
reliable ones. For example, one of the creators of quantum mechanics, German physicist Werner Heisenberg,
for a long time had had doubts not only about matrix mechanics developed by him (the first version of
quantum mechanics), but also about the interpretation of uncertainty relation formulated by him (it expresses
a link between an impulse and a microparticle’s coordinate determined by its wave-particle nature). In the
same way Albert Einstein has repeatedly emphasized that he was ready to replace the Riemannian model of
Space-Time (where Euclidian geometry is applied in small areas) by the geometry of absolute parallelism
(when vectors comparison is possible not only by absolute value, but also by direction). The same can
be said about another founder of quantum mechanics – Paul Dirac, who never considered his relativistic
equation of electron as the only possible description that could characterize all its potential states. Although
all hypotheses and theories formulated by great scientists were subsequently promoted to scientific dogmas, it
was done not by these scientists, but by their less talented followers who were unable to think independently
and to further develop these views and ideas.
It seems that now in science it is finally time to “gather stones together”. The brightest minds of

humankind are more daringly and thoroughly expressing their opinions about the long-felt need for
revision of fundamentals of physics; and, based on general considerations, they are attempting to define and
understand the true Nature and dimensionality of Space-Time, to analyze and reconsider from other points of
view the origin of the Standard model and dimensionless “magic numbers” (force constants and mass ratios
of microparticles, and so forth). In mathematics, we also observe more often nontrivial views on abstract
structures that naturally appear within the framework of various formalisms not as some “mind game” and
mathematical computation results, but as objective virtual entities that bear a direct relation to most complex
processes of inertial formation of subjective realities of the outer world.
French mathematician Charles Hermite (1822-1901) once compared functions and numbers with
“animals in the zoo”, meaning that we can only look at them, enjoy them, admire their perfection and
logic, but in no way imagine them in accordance with our whims and necessities, because they all can be
only as they already are. Speaking about equations of Maxwell, Dirac, Einstein, Van der Waals, and other
science apologists, scientists are absolutely sure that all of them represent the Truth that was once and for all
discovered and was many times proved, because all electrical installations, computers, most precise devices,
and anything else which we associate with the a technically developed civilization are working “due to
them”.
But few people will deny that every individual equation just sufficiently well describes a particular sum
of phenomena, which are just separate description versions of some of countless manifestation signs of all
possible Causes, but not the Principles that determine the existence of non-local Causes and their countless
consequences locally perceived by us. Therefore, there cannot be any confidence that already discovered laws
and regularities which scientists currently use are absolutely true and universal, that they, even in their very
approximate version, will continue to form the basis for the New Science of “future” humankind, because the
same totality of phenomena and features, which we are currently able to observe, can be described using a
much more adequate Information “language” that simply cannot be invented, but can only be more and more
universally deciphered and understood.
No matter how it is difficult for you to understand singularity Principles (a manifestation area, where
the curvature of objects of time-space Continuums becomes infinite, or its parameters have other properties
that do not allow their physical interpretation) of Cosmic Ideas and Universal Conceptions of infinite
multidimensional Existence of the Macrocosmos, I have no choice but to try again and again to explain it
to you until the humankind’s Collective Consciousness accumulates the necessary “critical mass” of the
Self-Consciousness Forms whose development level can provide them with a sufficiently stable focus on
high-quality Levels of psycho-mental creativity, ensuring a deep understanding and a complete acceptance
of the iissiidiologic Knowledge. The effective development of this differently-directed process of individual
Self-Cognition greatly depends on the presence, in “a personality’s” Focus Dynamics, of Intuition abilities
(a higher-quality subconscious Experience) that ensure interrelations between its Self-Consciousness and
Formo-Creators from high-quality Levels of the collective Subconsciousness.
I must point out straight away that, even if you think that you do not possess any such abilities (how can
you develop something that you do not have?), you are wrong, because, in simultaneous multipolarization
of your Focus Dynamics that structure some other development scenarios, there are always higher-quality
manifestations of your “personalized” Interpretations that have not only intuitive, but even much more
“exotic” abilities such as teleportation, levitation, telepathy, telekinesis, clairvoyance, clairaudience, and the
like. All of them are already potentially present in various Forms of your simultaneous Existence. But in order
to actually begin to use and subjectively experience them, you need to purposefully and consciously direct
the very complex and different-quality process of your individual refocusing exactly into those development
scenarios, where your “personality” already operates them.
Your desire to have them, even if it is very strong, is not enough, because you can rezonationally identify
yourself with the Configuration of a necessary “personalized” Interpretation only when there will not be a

single sign of tensor (i.e. imperseptnost – incompatibility, dissonation) between the quality of its and your
Focus Dynamics. This means that you must possess the same knowledge, Conceptions, habits, inclinations,
and Aspirations that are typical of it. Is this very difficult? Yes, very! But if you apply a correct approach
and a proper degree of conscious tenacity of purpose, it is completely achievable for any of you! What kind
of approach is that and how to ensure such purposefulness? There is only one answer: consistently, deeply,
and patiently study Iissiidiology! It contributes to mass refocusings into such scenario groups of the general
development of Humankind.
Life in the mode of constant intuitiveness becomes possible only when Formo-Creators of a given
“personality’s” Self-Consciousness Form are already able to sufficiently naturally and actively manipulate
high-quality (for given manifestation Levels) Information, not spending a lot of effort and time on a
scrupulous analysis of its logic, reliability, and correspondence with earlier Conceptions, but more relying on
some subtle inner criteria, determining its quality and value straight away, without participation of subjective
logical-analytical strings of the mind. Those of you who do not have these abilities yet or have them in a
weakly expressed form, will be able to develop them quite quickly, applying persistency and patience in their
study of the iissiidiologic Knowledge that enormously stimulates the Focus Dynamics of every “personality”
in this direction of creative realizations. For this purpose, when I formed sentences and paragraphs[2], I strove
to convey high-quality Energy-Information in such a way as to maximally activate not so much the brain
centers of logic and analysis as those areas which stimulate activation of “the sixth” sense, without which all
your attempts to understand this Knowledge will be useless. Now all I can do is to wish you success on this
very difficult, but far from hopeless Way of individual intellectual and spiritual self-perfection.

With the Light of Knowledge and unconditional Love to you,
Oris
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CHAPTER I

Integral concepts that form the basis of iissiidiologic Notions

It is very difficult to convey the highly authentic Energy-Information of Iissiidiology owing
to extremely limited meanings of existing words and notions which you use to express scientific,
philosophical, and esoteric Conceptions. But I have nothing to do but use the generally accepted
words and expressions, even if they very superficially and remotely convey the true Essence of what
I would like to tell you. This is the reason why I HAVE TO use such dualistic words as “kind” and
“evil”, “bad” and “good”, “bright” and “dark”, “high” and “low”, and so on, although there are no
such Concepts in more perfect Continuums of our “future” Existence. When I manipulate existing
stereotypes of thinking in a new way and imply a completely different Meaning in them, I try to
radically increase and reorient the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousnesses in order to open
absolutely new horizons of Cosmic Perception before you.

1.1.

The structure of the outer World, in which you are focused “now” with your limited Perception
systems and which you have formed in your Imagination with the help of specific stereotypic
Conceptions about “yourselves”, is very far from being as perfect and harmonious as your other
Macrocosmos. Therefore, Perception systems of inhabitants of hundreds of thousands of other
types of subjective Realities1 that structure (together with the humankind’s Reality) the dynamics
of our Planetary Entity’s Collective Intelligence allow to perceive all generally accepted notions
and Conceptions in completely different ways, or incommensurably. This inconformity may entail
quite serious problems when establishing close partnership relations and developing mutual creative
understanding with our neighbors in the near “future”: not only with those on our Planet (oceanic and
sea civilizations), but also with more developed cosmic civilizations. The first obstacle between us
and them will be the huge difference in our and “their” own Conceptions and views about “ourselves”
and about the surrounding Cosmos, about possibilities of the joint implementation of newly opened
extraterrestrial perspectives for humankind. It will be extremely difficult to establish such contacts
without universal СФУУРММ-Forms of the iissiidiologic Knowledge.

1.2.

1.3.

For instance, the currently accepted Conceptions of Space-Time dimensional properties are

1
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extremely limited and very far from a truer Understanding of Nature of such phenomena. Our
scientists, in spite of all their modern technical achievements and advance in “the conquest” of
Formo-Matter’s inertial dynamics, have greatly narrowed their Conceptions about the range of
existence within “physical Matter” (in essence, they deal only with “dense-plasmic” quantum-wave
states of all Forms of Self-Consciousnesses subjectively interpreted as “substance”), and limited it
within perceptible borders of the three-dimensional system of spatial coordinates. At the same time,
they don’t take into account the fact that the main feature of “the physical state of Matter” is not
your ability to perceive it in a specific way, but that different-quality and multidimensional Forms
of Self-Consciousnesses, within all surrounding Worlds Formo-Systems, have inherent unlimited
possibilities for simultaneous2 manifestation of properties characteristic of their multipolarization3
Focus dynamics.
You should try to understand as soon and as deeply as possible the following: your outer reality
is not as hopeless and given as it is, and you don’t have to experience it “till the end of days”; on
the contrary, it is just “your initial capital”, and if you use it correctly, quite soon you’ll have such
opportunities and perspectives, which you cannot even imagine now. The main property of your
surrounding materiality is one of its numerous functions, which may be notionally defined as “allpossibility”. It means that Formo-Matter that structures absolutely all Forms of Self-Consciousnesses
in this manifestation range (from quanta and elementary particles to Galaxies and Universes) is
potentially programmed to have any properties you can imagine and describe in detail. Using a
specific method (for example, with the help of a deep Meditation), you can find each imagined and
described property in the information space of your own Self-Consciousness (in ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems or ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes4), and then you can “project” this Information into the outer
reality, and begin motivated refocusings into those Worlds Formo-Systems where your subjective
Conceptions will be able to have a rezonational manifestation through your Focus Dynamics.
1.4.

We will consider this in a very detailed way later, and now I would like to point out the fact that
the greatest obstacle for comprehensive understanding and effective communication between people
and highly-developed representatives of civilizations on Earth and outside it (in favorable variants of
the nearest “future” for “the people of Earth”) may become complete inconformity between present
human stereotypes in thinking and behavior (“interpersonal” and social relations, psychological
reactions, morphological notions that convey the meaning of things, natural phenomena, knowledge,
and Experience), and the high-frequency Conceptions that are typical of “other” civilizations. This is
why universal iissiidiologic Conceptions that reflect, in a multiadapted way, “the Universal Acoustic
Classification” generally accepted among highly-developed cosmic civilizations of this Galactic
Sector will make it considerably easier to establish mutual contacts with other Cosmic Intelligences,
because with the help of these Conceptions they will be able to perceive our Acoustic Cosmic
Codes (АИИЙВВФФ-Codes) in accordance with the quality of vibrations of universal Formo-images
included in them that reflect their true meaning understandable for every cosmic civilization.”
1.5.

The universality of all АИИЙВВФФ-Codes used in IISSIIDIOLOGY is that their sound
combinations exactly correspond to certain synthetic states of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and
are adapted to specific features of various physiological systems of sound reproduction typical of
inhabitants in each “physical” (within the 3-4-dimensional diapason) type of subjective Realities;
1.6.
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the Codes represent the most exact method to convey a subtler, “internal” Meaning of phenomena,
processes, and relations widely used by many highly-developed cosmic Communities for nonverbal
communication (without using sounds and words), by means of Formo-images specifically (that
is, strictly in accordance with their interquality Synthesis Scheme) structured by “emanations” of
Thoughts and by “psychonations” of Feelings.
Through its unique combination of various sounds, each АИИЙВВФФ-Code not only reflects
a truer qualitative state of Energy-Plasma, as compared with that in the Continuums group
currently perceived by you, but also defines, for many other highly-developed civilizations that
slloogrently structure many types of Collective Intelligences in the Universe, the meaning of
individual particularities characteristic of universal Conceptions “about themselves” and “about the
surrounding World”. When communicating with civilizations that have specific particularities in
their physiological systems of sound reproduction (for example, with sea and oceanic civilizations
on our Planet), the Information exchange may be carried out with the help of special systems of
telepathic decoding.

1.7.

Due to the fact that this variant of iissiidiologic Knowledge has been manifested on the Planet
through a Russian-speaking man, and – for unknown Reason – no representative of any other
commonly used language is an original source of the same Information, in order to avoid a subjective
distortion of the energy-information Meaning objectively included in the Configuration of each АИИЙВВФФ-Code and adaptively decoded by me, any iissiidiologic symbols should be written in other
languages only in original form, that is, transcribing Russian letters to convey the Code’s sound!
Otherwise, a Meditation (I will describe it in detail in one of the next books of “IISSIIDIOLOGY..
Fundamentals”) on any of the Acoustic Cosmic Codes will rezonationally attract a completely
different informational Meaning to the information space of your Self-Consciousness Form, and the
attracted Information will be structured by different СФУУРММ-Forms (subjective Conceptions). I
have tried many times to meditate on many АИИЙВВФФ-Codes, tuning to the vibrations of English,
German and Spanish letters used to translate the Codes, but I failed to get anything useful from such
Meditations – the Information that was “unpacked” in my Focus Dynamics had nothing in common
with the Meaning included in the original Cosmic Code! Since this circumstance is very important
for the formation of your subjective Understanding of iissiidiologic Conceptions, I ask all of you to
have a very responsible approach to it and exclude such deformation of АИИЙВВФФ-Codes.
1.8.

With the help of a deep Meditation on these Acoustic Cosmic Codes, anyone whose SelfConsciousness is accordingly prepared for the perception of nonphysical Forms of Intelligence on
the intuitive level, will have a real possibility to independently delve into the slloogrent dynamics
of Configurations from the Levels of Collective Cosmic Existence where these Cosmic Codes play
a much more important and active, energy-information role than in our type of subjective Reality.
Those who will succeed in the Meditation on АИИЙВВФФ-Codes will be able to confirm from their
own intuitive Experience that, in fact, the Codes incommensurably better reflect the Essence of your
outer reality than any of your “present” subjective Conceptions.
1.9.

When you correctly reproduce the Vibration Matrix (a certain part of the slloogrent Meaning,
or of the energy-information Essence) of each Acoustic Cosmic Code using your organs of speech,
the Matrix instantaneously transforms, through the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, the
qualitative dynamics of Formo-structures of your outer Space-Time into the states with frequencies
that correspond to the Matrices of “the Mental Code-analyzer” and “the Plasmic Code-emitter” (it is

1.10.

“mental” because it reflects our subjective Conceptions of anything that are adapted to the people’s
Synthesis Scheme, and it is “plasmic” because it reflects the universal Meaning, irrespective of
the Synthesis Scheme of a Self-Consciousness Form that perceives the “Code-emitter”), which are
equally inherent in the different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in their own types
of subjective Realities through Collective Consciousnesses of their cosmic civilizations. This is
why the sound combinations that are difficult to pronounce by people’s organs of speech and are
used to manifest the specific dynamics of universal iissiidiologic Conceptions in Space-Time will
be easily decoded (due to similarity of the quantum-wave Nature of all Self-Consciousness Forms
within 3-4-dimensional Realities) into familiar Formo-images in Perception systems of other cosmic
civilizations’ representatives.
1.11. I should also mention that each Self-Consciousness Form (СВОО-УУ-Entity), as well as each type
of Collective Cosmic Intelligence (ТОО-УУ-Entity), starting with all Forms of manifestation of our
outer reality – Galaxies, Stars, Planets and all other cosmic objects, all living creatures and so-called
“nonliving” objects (people, animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, metals, nonmetals and their
synthetic derivatives, gases and elementary particles), and ending with everything else that is beyond
our Perception system (subnuclear, superuniversal and other types of Fields-Consciousnesses), and
also all other Forms about the existence of Which we have no idea and know nothing, – all this
infinite diversity of narrowly-specific manifestations of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
Forms in Formo-structures of the Macrocosmos have their own individual АИИЙВВФФ-Codes
that can be decoded by decoders of corresponding types of Collective Intelligences. Knowledge of
such Acoustic Cosmic Codes makes possible a fruitful communication between representatives of
completely different (with different Synthesis Schemes) highly-developed cosmic civilizations that
have achieved approximately the same development levels in the course of their refocusings.

Just as the ray of light can be “decomposed” into an infinite set of seemingly discrete colors
and tints by special diffraction devices, so the energy-information Flow of each Acoustic Cosmic
Code can be differentiated into many types in each specific condition of its manifestation. In each
dimensional diapason, each Cosmic Code has individual Forms of specific expression of its unique
Energy-Information which is understood in the same way by representatives of various civilizations
within the same diapason in spite of the difference in interpretations typical of their Perception
systems. Just this factor – an introduction of Universal Cosmic Codes into the Humankind’s
Collective Consciousness – makes the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY very important for the further
development of modern humankind.
1.12.

In the nearest variants of our favorable “future”, millions of people will know their individual
Cosmic Codes (they are called Tone Names because they can set a very powerful evolutional tone or
an èglleroliftive Impulse in the refocusing dynamics of “a personalized” Self-Consciousness); and
meditating on the Names, they will get all necessary Information about Themselves and will be able
to consciously choose their main and most effective directions to carry out their life creativity. Tone
Names will become known to many people –only in those Continuum groups where the Knowledge
of IISSIIDIOLOGY will be spread at such a great pace and so widely that it will become very popular
in internet and will be studied at schools, gymnasiums, and colleges of developed countries on
our planet. This dissemination will be preceded by many scientific discoveries that will directly or
indirectly confirm the main iissiidiologic Conceptions.
1.13.

1.14.

How will these Names appear in our Continuums? There are several way to do that, starting

with technical means (for example, when I worked, one continuous text file was instantaneously
and automatically “inserted” in my computer, and then this text was also automatically divided by
“a jumping” cursor into more than 150,000 Tone Names adapted to our Perception systems) and
ending with individual methods, when an interested person experiences a deep conscious Meditation
to know his/her Acoustic Cosmic Code that reflects much higher-quality Self-Consciousness States.
For the time being, I identify each existing Name with a particular “personality” when a strong
rezonational state (automatic matching) between the person’s Configuration and vibrations of the
Tone Name appears in my Perception system (you will be able to read about this process in detail in
one of the next volumes of “IISSIIDIOLOGY. Fundamentals”).
From my own multiyear observation of those who have become aware of their “Star-level
Names”, I’d like to mention that, when a person knows his/her Tone Name and has a deep and
conscious adaptation to it, the quality of his/her individual life creativity may greatly change for
the better, and it may strongly activate positive tendencies and processes in his/her character, habits
and bents, radically changing the person’s Destiny (the individual rotation Cycle of development).
However, everything depends on how much the “personality” identifies itself with its Tone Name’s
vibrations that intensify and establish energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators
of its Self-Consciousness and ФЛАКС-Creators of much higher-quality “parts” of the slloogrent
Configuration of its ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form.
1.15.

You must understand well that all the stereotypic (generally accepted) definitions which I have
to subjectively choose and use to interpret the true Meaning of each Acoustic Cosmic Code exist only
in the Focus Dynamics of your Collective Consciousness, because other cosmic civilizations that
also use the “acoustic-mental” and “acoustic-sensuous” means for their rezonational communication
(but in a different way than we do) display each Cosmic Code using completely different symbols
and means to convey the same Meaning (it is approximately like the same notions are called using
different sounds in different countries on Earth).

1.16.

1.17. For

example, the words that, in different languages, reflect such fundamental – to you! –
definitions as: physical, astral, mental, causal, Buddhic, and many others, but in no way reflect
the Essence of iissiidiologic Knowledge about these qualitative states and phenomena, will be
completely incomprehensible for Self-Consciousnesses Forms from other Collective Intelligence
types. But if you use Cosmic Codes that reflect the general Meaning included in these subjective
definitions (for example: НУУ, СВУУЛЛМИИ-И, УОЛДМИИ-И, ААСМИИ-И, ГЛООГСМИИ-НАА),
the representatives of many cosmic civilizations will be able to understand what you mean.

The objective Essence of any vibrational Acoustic Cosmic Code becomes extremely deformed
and distorted in subjective interpretations initiated by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators from
low-quality Levels of Self-Consciousness, which are now typical of the creativity of most people,
because your Conceptions of anything are based only on the Experience obtained with the help
of your unique Perception system or in accordance with readings of instruments designed by our
scientists. This means that your subjective Conceptions of the meaning of some Cosmic Codes
belong only to this type of reality, while inhabitants from other Realities express ИИЙЙ-ССС-УУ
using completely different vibrational Codes (beside acoustic АИИЙВВФФ-Codes, there are “АИЙСССС-Codes” and “ИЙИСС-ССС-Codes” that reflect more correctly the qualitative states of EnergyPlasma whose crudest manifestations you interpret as “light”, “photons”, “elementary particles”).
1.18.

1.19. This

is why all terms, which you subjectively use to describe “the Qualitative Content” (ИИЙЙССС-УУ) of the focused-by-you Worlds Formo-Systems and types of Realities, may be meaningless
for Self-Consciousness Forms from other types of Realities, because subjective interpretation and
understanding of the Essence of these Cosmic Codes by higher-quality Perception systems is “more
oriented” toward a truer content that has to be manifested as various “fractal” and geometric forms
(“rings”, “spheres”, “cylinders”, “cones”, “pyramids”, “spirals”, “points”, and so on) in your outer
reality[5].
You shouldn’t make a mistake and understand literally the words which I have to use, whose
generally accepted meaning reflects your stereotypic thinking: “ring”, “spiral”, “point”, “sphere”,
“wave”, – that is, as certain geometric projections depicted in your Imagination. Everything that
is implied by these terms in IISSIIDIOLOGY (the more so by such notions as “Flow”, “Ray”,
“Channel”, “Sector” used in IISSIIDIOLOGY relative to cosmic levels, for example, “the Galactic
Sector of Qualities”), has nothing in common with the meaning which you include into these words,
because the multidimensional Energy-Information that structures them doesn’t belongs to the inertial
manifestation dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms within 3-4-dimensional Levels of Space-Time.
All Acoustic Cosmic Codes subjectively interpreted by you using a very limited number of features
have billions of times as much features in higher-quality dimensional systems, and these features are
inaccessible to your Perception systems yet. The main features include qualitative characteristics of
dimensional structures of Star-level and other Galactic-level Entities, as well as specific directivity
of Synthesis processes of the Pure Cosmic Qualities6 , in which Each Entity is narrowly-specifically
involved by every Levels of Its manifestation (through Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms
typical only of these dimensional Levels).
1.20.

Even the Star Entities assigned by our scientists to one Galaxy based only on visual observations
in the optical or radio range (for example, to ООИЙССМИИ-ЛЛМИ – the Milky Way Galaxy), very
rarely belong to the same “Galactic Sector” or even to the same “Flow” of the Pure Cosmic Qualities in
higher dimensional rezopazons of this subjective reality type (and also in any rezopazons of Realities
of other synthetic types), because they are involved in completely different qualitative structures of
the multidimensional and multisided Cosmic Creativity of the Higher Collegial Intelligence of the
Universe (АЙФААР). I try to demonstrate by this example that all your Conceptions about spatial
parameters of physical Self-Consciousness Forms of any cosmic objects in no way reflect the real
Essence of These Cosmic Entities in other conditions of Their simultaneous Existence imperceptible
to us.
1.21.

Our scientists use instruments to visually observe and combine into constellations and galaxies
“dense-plasmic” Forms of the Cosmic Entities “projected” by means of Light Flows with certain
Configurations and characteristics onto a rezonationally corresponding part of Space-Time that
structures duvujllerrt groups of the Continuums in which Self-Consciousness Forms of the observers
are also simultaneously manifested. The whole picture of the outer reality looks in a completely
different way for other “personalized” Interpretations7 of “the same” observers in other observation
conditions of “the same” objects. Using a deep Meditation on the Acoustic Cosmic Codes of these
objects, you will be able to get a completely unlimited amount of Information about their individual
properties and energy-information interrelations in this range of manifestation with other Cosmic
1.22.
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Entities.
For example, only four Star Entities have the properties of synthetic gejliturgentnost8 (energyinformation interdependence) within the eight-star constellation of “Ursa Major”: ИИЛССФЛУУ-ССУЛСС – “DUBHE”, ВАССПРР-СС – “ALCOR”, СТРААФРР – “ALIOTH” and ТРООДДРР – “MERAK”,
Which are closely interrelated with each other both on different-type and higher Levels of dimension
within the common range (for seventeen Star Logoses – Higher manifestation Forms of the Collective
Cosmic Intelligences9 in this diapason) of the “АССВААТ” system (the Higher Collegial Cosmic
Intelligence10 of the Galactic Sector within the 12-26-dimensional diapason). Three of the other
four “Stars” visible to us (СКООБРТР – “MIZAR”, ОЛЛТООРСС – “PHECDA” and МААВВУППЛА –
“BENETNASH”) belong to a completely different order of Cosmic Entities involved in the Creative
Flow of ТЛААРБСС-ТТЛ (the MONOMIGRATING Involutional Branch11), and the fourth one (СЛААБССТ – “MEGREZ”) closely interacts (through buddhic levels of the Collective Intelligences of such
Star Entities as ААВФЛЛААКСС – “LALANDE 21185” and АИЙЛЛФФ-ИЛЛ – “ALDEBARAN”) with
another twelve-star system – “ГРУУККЛСС”, most of the observed “Stars” of which (КОРТМООЛЛ1.23.

ФЛ – “ACRUX”, ПСУЙУРТР – “ALPHA CENTAURI”, ДУУБУЛЛУСС – “LACAILLE 726-8”, ССМИИЙМВС – “AGENA”, ЛАППААККАРТ – “RIGEL”, ММУУММПАРРММ – “ACHERNAR”, РРАВАЛЛАРХ
– “SPICA” and ФВАУФФТУЛЛФ – “EPSILON ERIDANI”) are situated in the opposite hemisphere in

our subjective reality type.

As you see, large physical distances that “separate” the Physical Globes (manifestation
Forms of Collective Intelligences) of Cosmic Entities in no way influence the state of Creative
Activity (possibilities for a joint interquality Synthesis) between Them, which bears no relation
to the “constellation” system contrived by us (moreover, it doesn’t exist in any other cosmic
civilization!). The observable “galaxies”, “nebulas” and “constellations” are just a very nominal
reflection of imperceptible-to-us (not detected by our instruments designed for observation), much
more real (or simply qualitatively-different) systems of the energy-information Interaction between
multidimensional and slloogrent Forms of Collective Cosmic Entities. But since I don’t have any
other means to convey a truer state of our outer reality to you, which in no way corresponds to our
stereotypes, I will have to use your common terminology in my further explanations, gradually
replacing the current meaning with more universal Conceptions of the completely New (to the
current humankind) iissiidiologic Knowledge.

1.24.

1.25.

General information about the methods and goals of IISSIIDIOLOGY
1. During the last millennium, there have been two scientific methods of knowledge – theoretical
and experimental, while intuitive knowledge has simply played a role of vague suppositions
and vacillating assumptions; nevertheless, any scientific discovery would have been
impossible without its active and often unconscious participation in any creative process. As
the studied-by-us type of materiality doesn’t objectively exist anywhere beyond the sphere
of our subjective perception in the form we imagine, any experimental conclusions cannot be
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considered objective and independent from the type and development level of any explorer’s
Self-Consciousness. This is why Iissiidiology brings the intuitive method of knowledge to
the forefront, which is based on a quality increase of the thought-feeling perception; as a
result, objectivity and authenticity of any kinds of research considerably increases.
2. Our outer reality is subjectively formed only by a certain number of Self-Consciousness
Forms of the Humankind’s Collective Intelligence that have most intensive psychomental
reactions and actions in this vibrational mode of manifestation. Therefore, the action of
laws and manifestation mechanisms in all possible synthetic processes (from physical,
biochemical, and geological to psychomental, social, and economic) is determined by the
multilevel and multiquality dynamics of subjective Conceptions that are being expressed by
these Self-Consciousness Forms within the current society and are formed on the basis of a
partial sublimation of the most understandable and cognizable part of empirical experience,
which allows people to imagine a certain picture of the outer world and the quality of
interrelations in it. Any change in the quality of an established world outlook of society
automatically changes the laws and modes of manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms
in a given part of Space-Time; this means, a change of the picture of the outer world.
A conscious and purposeful approach to this process can form a logical conviction in the
Self-Consciousness of any developed “personality” that this Information is authentic; such
approach also provides, in many people’s minds, a complete coherence of more perfect
Conceptions concerning the laws of formation and the mechanisms of interaction between
all Self-Consciousness Forms in the outer world.
3. Iissiidiology, as an intellectual-spiritual basis for higher-quality development variants of the
future humankind, has been created with the purpose of complete re-thinking of existing
scientific-and-research, moral-ethical world views of the modern society, and for their
replacement with totally new Conceptions of harmonious and eternal Existence of the Human
Being at the next evolutional development stage. Sequentially and systematically replacing
outdated, less authentic Conceptions of society based on a blind justification of suffering,
passions and vices, with Aspirations to higher-quality creative realizations that are free from
millennia-old dogmas, Iissiidiology opens the door for all people to their yet-unconscious
and unexplored immortal Existence in the nearest cosmic “future”.
Iissiidiology, as the newest cosmological conceptions about the Universe and human beings,
in essence, is a radically new constructive approach to interpretation of any scientific research and
is based on completely unique axiomatic Conceptions typical of this Universal Knowledge. When
Self-Consciousnesses of most people will have clear Conceptions concerning characteristic features
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction of humankind and its fundamental differences
from Synthesis Schemes typical of other beings, this will allow to radically accelerate the process of
individual Self-Consciousness evolution of each human being, increase awareness, and consciously
organize radically new – “bioplasmic” – manifestation Forms of the humankind’s Collective
Consciousness, in which programs of survival and protection of the Form are minimized.
1.26.

I ask you to be as patient as possible and take the most interesting and fascinating Road to
Self-knowledge together with me; and while you will gradually achieve this goal, you will notice
qualitative changes not only in yourself, but also in your outer reality!

1.27.

Axiomatic Conceptions of IISSIIDIOLOGY
1). Many-worlds existence
The mechanism of manifestation of all objects from the outer reality in your Self-Consciousness
information space is based on initial (real, but not the one you imagine!) existence of all possible
variants (interpretations) of perceptible and imperceptible (to your subjective Perception) Forms
and events simultaneously in all “points” of their different-quality manifestation in Space-Time.
Simultaneity of this process is provided by such universal properties of any Self-Consciousness Form
as slloogrentnost12 and multipolarization13 of its Focus Dynamics. The presence of all these objective
features of the multidimensional Existence of Collective Cosmic Intelligences in the Macrocosmos
allows to consider a simultaneous-many-worlds manifestation mechanism of the reality which you
individually perceive in the form of simultaneous multipolarization dynamics of an innumerable
set of all possible development variants (scenarios) that are inertially-rezonationally and narrowlyspecifically manifested within the entire multidimensional slloogrentnost of Space-Time through
moment-by-moment choices of all Self-Consciousness Forms whose Configurations initially
structure (that is, “encrust”, form on the basis of their typical qualitative state) the Macrocosmos’
slloogrentnost.
1.28.

The entire diversity of subjective manifestations within your psychology includes such a specific
state as intuition, feeling how a situation might happen, which often results in making spontaneous
decisions in your Life, that is, you do something quite consciously, but without thinking about
the reasons of your choice, and this may seem illogical or without any common sense to you or
to somebody else. The energy-information basis for making such intuitive decisions is that the
birvulârt14 structure of your outer Space-Time has an objective many-worlds Reality (that is, the one
that consists of an infinite set of Worlds) that, owing to individual particularities of the Configuration
of your manifestation Form, can be very vaguely reflected in the subjective Focus Dynamics of
your Self-Consciousness, allowing to rezonationally involve (into the selective dynamics of your
Perception system) a limited number of already existing variants of possible development of events
and Forms in the nearest “future”, and you observe them as “the only existing variants” in your
subjective “now”.
1.29.

Each World, as an individually reflected (in Space and in Time) part of characteristic Conceptions
of a certain subjective Reality represents a very complex slloogrent Formo-System formed by “mutual
projections” of an infinite set of energy-information interrelations simultaneously activated and
established by the Focus Dynamics associated with Formo-Creators from different-type Collective
Cosmic Intelligences. Each such Worlds Formo-System provides Self-Consciousness Forms that
structure it with the possibility to inertially realize a certain Experience in the slloogrent structures
of different-type Collective Cosmic Intelligences constantly involving (into the Focus Dynamics of
their Formo-Creators) additional energy-information interrelations with Formo-Creators from other
types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, which results in a partial union and an increase of creative
compatibility between their focus Configurations.

1.30.
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1.31.

The main principles of formation of many-worlds perception:

1. The principle of uniqueness of every focus Configuration that structures any Worlds FormoSystem; this principle is carried out because each Worlds Formo-System has “individual”
energy (Rezomirals) and information (ODS) “components”, which prevents any simultaneous
manifestation of at least two Focus Dynamics with completely identical qualities in one
rezonational point of Space-Time.
2. The principles of rotational continuity and multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics, which
are expressed through the possibility of a sequential integrational “reprojection” of the Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure certain Worlds Formo-Systems into
the Focus Dynamics of duvujllerrtly-close Self-Consciousness Forms from “neighboring”
Worlds Formo-Systems. This allows Formo-Creators of Worlds Formo-Systems to incessantly
form increasingly less subjective Conceptions.
3. Each Worlds Formo-System has an energy-information content or the Memory-of-the-Worldof-the-Past, which is inherent only in the Focus Dynamics of the System’s Formo-Creators.

2). Qualitative states of Self-Consciousness Levels
The choice of one of many simultaneously existing development variants of events and the
fulfillment of a particular sequence of potentially existing choices that can be made by your SelfConsciousness at every moment of your Life depends on the qualitative state of the Self-Consciousness
Form currently focused by you: the greater the Synthesis and intensification of the Focus Dynamics
of Formo-Creators on mid-frequency and high-frequency Self-Consciousness Levels, which reliably
neutralizes the low-frequency Creative Activity of Formo-Creators from lower Levels, the higher the
creative Potential of your Focus Dynamics, and, consequently, the lesser the probability of making
wrong (from the point of view of your steady self-perfection) decisions. This is because the higherfrequency Focus Dynamics that “manifest” a much higher potential of really accessible Information in
the information space of Self-Consciousness (for one rotation Shift) allow to attract for consideration
(analysis, intuitive insight) a greater number of possible variants of further development (subjective
“consequences”) of your particular choices. Each of these “consequences” (they are simultaneously
objective Causes) structures Configurations of just some of countless duvujllerrt15 groups of Worlds
that simultaneously and potentially surround you (that is, Worlds Formo-Systems).

1.32.

The same applies to the manifestation of every Self-Consciousness Form (including each human
being): there is an infinite set of all possible different-quality Interpretations of “your personalities”
that exist simultaneously, but only one Configuration (Form) of your Self-Consciousness is manifested
in each World, which is unique and qualitatively corresponds only to this World. Multivariance of
the reality formed individually around each of you – due to its energy-information Essence and to
the Nature of your Self-Consciousness – is always potentially accessible for the multipolarization
Focus Dynamics of your Perception system, but the degree of accessibility of higher-quality variants
really increases only if you steadily improve the quality of your life creativity: the higher the quality
of your creativity, the more variants of your individual outer reality are available to you, among
which you can really choose the most favorable variants of your “future”, intuitively “filtering out”
all less favorable ones.

1.33.
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For example, we can use a flashlight to find the exit in a dark room, and the closer we hold
the flashlight to the walls or to the floor, the less chances we will have to make right and quick
movements toward the exit, because the light spot will be too narrow to illuminate other objects.
But if we hold the flashlight at a lager distance from the walls and make the light spot wider, we will
be able to see more objects, thereby increasing our orientation ability in the room and immediately
ignoring many possible directions of our search that definitely don’t have any perspectives to come
out of the room (we see them but don’t take them as they don’t correspond to our intentions). That
is, the farther we hold the flashlight from the walls, the greater the quantity of possible variants of
our behavior (the panorama of incoming Information); moreover, owing to a simultaneous increase
of our awareness (as we know what exactly we want and see what we don’t want), we immediately
exclude from our Focus Dynamics the results that certainly don’t correspond to our goal, and, as a
result, we make less erroneous choices which we would have inevitably done with a smaller light
spot. So, the quality of our decision and of the corresponding development scenario is determined by
the quantity (volume) of Information accessible to our profound reasoning, which, in turn, depends
on the qualitative state of motivational interrelations established by us.

1.34.

You cannot understand the many-worlds structures of the Macrocosmos due to a great discreteness
(inertia, illusion) of the subjective Perception systems that provide the Focus Dynamics of your
“current” Self-Consciousness Forms. As long as you stably practice deep meditations on Acoustic
Cosmic Codes and increase the quality of Conceptions used in your life creativity, the degree of
your discreteness (the tendency to separate yourself from the potential integrity of all Forms of
your Self-Consciousness) will inevitably decrease in relation to higher-quality manifestations of the
outer reality. In the current states of your Self-Consciousness, you have to make your choices being
consciously focused only in one narrow-frequency manifestation range of the Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of your Forms (an individual development scenario).

1.35.

With an acceleration of interquality Synthesis processes (for example, due to conscious altruism
and the development of intellectual aspects of your choices), the dynamics of your Focuses are
sequentially transformed (“being projected”) from greatly limited Levels of your “personalized”
Self-Consciousness to inertially-next, more universal Levels of the Subconsciousness, on which
Configurations of high-frequency Conceptions reflect a wider range of awareness, and Perception
systems of Self-Consciousness Forms have much greater possibilities expressed but not limited to
the ability of a simultaneous conscious “projection” of the Focus Dynamics into different-quality
creativity kinds. The difference in structural complexity of Perception systems and in the levels of
awareness of different-type Fields-Consciousnesses determines their qualitative harmony (the depth
of Synthesis and energy-information compatibility with each other) and represents objective reasons
of a simultaneous manifestation of the Focus Dynamics in an infinite set of different-dimensional
space-time diapasons structured by Configurations of their unique Self-Consciousness Forms.

1.36.

3). Energy-Plasma
1.37. The

Universal Superdeveloped Substance of the Macrocosmos’ Cosmic Entity (figuratively
interpreted as Energy-Plasma in IISSIIDIOLOGY) is simultaneously the energy-information Basis,
the universal Means, the initial Cause, and the regular Result of the multidimensional manifestation
of the entire infinite set of Self-Consciousness Forms of Cosmic Entities’ Collective Intelligences.

It is the initial Essence of Everything that eternally is on all multidimensional Levels of all possible
kinds of Existence of absolutely all Collective Intelligence Forms whose Creativity structures the
WHOLE Macrocosmos. Energy-Plasma simultaneously represents both the inexhaustible Source
of Universal Energy (Cosmic Intelligences Forms), and the eternal Repository of all Universal
Information (Knowledge, Thoughts, Feelings, Conceptions, and Experience). Everything in the
Macrocosmos is structured and manifested by This Unified Superintelligent Substance, Which
cannot be discretely defined either as an Entity, Energy, or as Information in isolation from Its
universal state, because It represents “ALL-IN-ALL”: both this and that, a third, and an infinite set of
other things, about the existence of which we have no Idea.
I subjectively define all basic energy-information Self-Conscious Elements of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences within Energy-Plasma, whose Configurations’ Synthesis forms the basis for
the entire infinite diversity of manifested Self-Consciousness Forms, as Fields-Consciousnesses:
Formo-Creators + Info-Creators. Any Self-Consciousness Form manifested in any synthetic
dimensional diapason is a natural consequence in the process of a sequential increase of unificationcomplexity (within its Configuration) of intermediate results of the interquality Synthesis carried
out by an aggregate of more fragmented Fields-Consciousnesses; therefore, it always represents a
qualitatively-new – unique – type of synthetic interaction between Fields-Consciousnesses in SpaceTime.

1.38.

Each part of your outer reality, as well as every component element of the dynamics which
you cannot psychomentally and visually perceive, – from physical fields and elementary particles
to galaxies and Universes, – absolutely EVERYTHING in the state of Creative Activity of This
Substance is in Existence (Exists eternally, is alive) and is Self-Conscious; and, being specifically
manifested in some Energy-Plasma conditions on its typical Level of subjective Self-perception, it
always represents a unique kind (Configuration, Form) of Self-Consciousness. There simply cannot
be anything “dead” or “inanimate”, “primary” or “secondary” by definition, because the whole
totality of Configurations of each Self-Consciousness Form simultaneously manifested in various
Worlds Formo-Systems, regardless of the Level of its objective manifestation in Space-Time, are
potentially structured by “projections” of the same Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo-Creators + InfoCreators) as Energy-Plasma in whole.
1.39.

A logical conclusion comes out of this: objectively, the Configuration of every Self-Consciousness
Form is also infinitely propagated into entire multidimensionality of Energy-Plasma and has the
same universal properties of holographousness (on the 3-4-dimensional Levels) or slloogrentnost
(in all dimensional diapasons) – that is, it infinitely “projects itself” into all synthetic structures of
the Macrocosmos as “spheroidal”16 wave-type (3-4-dimensional), superuniversal (4-6-dimensional),
hyperuniversal (6-9-dimensional), or protouniversal (9-12-dimensional) energy-information
Configurations of different-quality Collective Intelligence Forms.
1.40.

This self-propagation (“self-projection”), in turn, is carried out in accordance with the Principle
of objectively-conditioned, duvujllerrt sequence of performing any different-quality transformations
of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms. Any Form of qualitative manifestation of a
Collective Intelligence, as a structural part of Energy-Plasma, is manifested in its entire objective
multiplicity only in one single moment, and the effect of “time” (duration) in existence of anything
is formed in the Self-Consciousness of each Form owing to the simultaneous difference in the

1.41.
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quality (multipolarization) of the Form’s subjective Focus Dynamics. That is, until there is any
Focus Dynamics between different objects with energy-information interaction, Information that
is typical of a Self-Consciousness will be manifested by means of naturally-formed Forms whose
focus Configurations structure certain combinations of Time and Space.
The subjective processes that are carried out inertially in Perception systems of differentquality Self-Consciousness Forms, in each particular case, generate unique space-time modes for
an individual manifestation of each of these Forms; moreover, the low-frequency characteristics
of your “current” Self-Consciousness structures makes it impossible for you to see for yourself
that there are simultaneously other, infinitely diverse and happening in parallel, thinking-feeling
processes which, nonetheless, are also subjectively perceived and individually expressed by all
your other “personalized” Interpretations. Any Self-Conscious Element in the Macrocosmos,
regardless of whether we consider it an elementary microobject (field, elementary particle) or the
most complicated macroobject (Galaxy, Universe), is a Universal Form of Collective Intelligence
in the general slloogrentnost of Energy-Plasma, and this Form is structured by the different-quality,
creative, beyond-time dynamics of an innumerable set of multidimensional Self-Conscious Elements
– Self-Consciousness Forms (which, in turn, are also structured by Fields-Consciousnesses of both
higher and lower quality as compared to the general Focus Dynamics of this Form’s Configuration).

1.42.

The energy-information Essence of Energy-Plasma in whole seems constant (in our subjective
understanding!) and infinite in all senses typical of our Ideas about the Macrocosmos. I can compare
this state with a fully completed piece of art, a masterpiece painting which is hanging on the wall and
can be observed by everybody. The painting is quite complete in outward appearance, but within the
vivid chemistry of thick layers of paints, in its biological structures and in mechanical connections
of many mutually-interrelated threads of the canvas, in the visually imperceptible psychological
impressions of the artist who was somehow dissatisfied with the idea, creative processes still
gradually continue to change, to imperceptibly develop, and to become more perfect. In addition,
depending on a particular time of day, air humidity, brightness of illumination and the point of
view of an observer who admires the picture, the observer’s mood and cultural background, the
impression made by the painting will change every time, transforming into new and new inner
psychological states.

1.43.

The same applies to Energy-Plasma: from the point of view of some Levels – even if they are
the highest ones! – of subjective Perception, It may seem absolutely constant and harmoniously
completed, but at the same time It is filled with the internal “dynamics” of Its inner Meaning, Which
we define as Cosmic Laws with Their Principles (Creative Realization Mechanisms), as well as
motivated (by Them) Creative Impulses (for example, èglleroliftive, irrkogliktive, and others). It is
possible to state more authentically only about energy-information constancy and “a static state” of
Its “Creation”, or That which we interpret as “the Macrocosmos”. However, we should bear in mind
that we don’t have all the Information involved in This “Creation”, but have just a little part of it that
forms the basis of the Macrocosmos’ synthetic States in a comparatively very narrow manifestation
spectrum of Energy-Information – from the hypothetical zero dimension to the “human-type thirty
sixth” dimension. It is possible that on deeper manifestation Levels of Self-Consciousness Forms
everything is slightly or even completely different from our current Conceptions.

1.44.

In order to figure out this difficult question, you should deeply understand and clearly
picture to yourself that the entire infinite set of Configurations of different-type Universal (from

1.45.

the 0-dimension to the 36th dimension) and SUPRA-Universal (from the 0-dimension and above
the 36th dimension) Cosmic Entities (ТИИ-ЙЙ-ТИИ) represents just a structural content of the
Macrocosmos, or a common slloogrent Form of simultaneous joint manifestation of Energy and
Information (Energy-Plasma). Here, you should consider very thoroughly “what is what”, otherwise
you will be completely confused. So, the Macrocosmos and Energy-Plasma are like Yin and Yang in
Taoism, like light and shadow, unable to be apart from each other.
Energy-Plasma constitutes “an internal Essence” of One Whole Cosmic Creation, and the
Macrocosmos constitutes the infinite multiplicity and multivariance of Its Universal Content,
or, figuratively speaking, all the diversity of Conceptions of “the Initial Essence” (Energy and
Information) about “Itself”. Of course, any Self-Conscious Element of the Macrocosmos, in its
typical manifestation Form, is inseparable both from Energy and Information, through which the
Element is specifically represented in One Whole Creation. How is it represented? It is represented
by the joint Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators and Info-Creators.

1.46.

consider the most primitive example with an arithmetic operation: a + b = c, where
a, b, and c are variables that can have any value out of an infinite set of numbers. The addition
operation describes a certain abstract principle that establishes a unique dependence between the
variables. It turns out that two {oranges} plus three {bananas} equal to five {fruit}. Here, bananas,
oranges, and fruit are the material specifics of the discrete addition principle, which is typical for
our subjective Perception system. The specifics can be compared with a certain fragment in the
Macrocosmos, while the addition principle without a particular material carrier doesn’t reflect any
regularity, and represents a certain fragment of the general State of Energy-Plasma till the moment
of its manifestation through a particular Self-Consciousness Form.
1.47. Let’s

Or let’s take another example: we can figuratively compare traces of waves formed on the
sea shore sand (as billions of waves form an innumerable set of all possible patterns on the sand)
with the infinite multivariance of the Macrocosmos’ “pictures” manifested in the Focus Dynamics
of Self-Consciousness. Moreover, the sand (the focus part of Energy-Plasma, or Formo-Creators
– Energy, Space and Time, Rezomirals) and water (the information part of Energy-Plasma, or InfoCreators) actively and constantly interact with each other, intermix and complement each other, but
always remain as they are.

1.48.

4). Formo- and Info-Creators
First, I would like to specify that the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Cosmic Intelligence involve not Formo-Creators, but their “projections” that, in each case of their
manifestation, represent all possible subjective Conceptions of the Universal Self-Consciousness
of the information ССС-Entity about “Itself”. We will consider it in detail later, while hereafter, in
order to avoid any confusion, let’s use the term “Formo-Creators” in its simplified form, without
specifying their Nature as “projections”, which we will remember only when it will be important to
mention it to explain something.
1.49.

So, what are Formo-Creators? They are initial carriers of all universal properties of Cosmic
Energy, that is, special “constructors”, whose primary task is to create the whole infinite set of diverse

1.50.

Forms of “themselves” in the Creation, which they need for their own creative Self-expression. For
this purpose, they use the only “material” initially available to them – Information. Every type of
Formo-Creators, depending on the qualitative state of their manifestation in the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, represents a certain type of Cosmic Energy, and
therefore it can purposefully manipulate the Cosmic Information type that qualitatively corresponds
to it. This joint combination-manipulation (I intentionally don’t use the word “synthesis”, because
far from all States of the Macrocosmos are manifested by means of an interquality Synthesis) in
Energy-Plasma brings forth “crystallization” of an infinite set of results of such energy-information
interactions – Focuses that are arranged into manifestation Rezomirals according to the principle
of Rezonation; and the universal basis of multifunctional properties of Rezomirals is formed by
Configurations of “karmonation” Fields-Consciousnesses – narrowly-specific Forms of creative
cooperation between most kovarllert17 kinds of Energy and Information. They – manifestation
Rezomirals – represent (on the part of the Cosmic Energy Potential) the fundamental basis for the
formation of the slloogrent Configuration (“geometry”) of Space, Time, and the Macrocosmos in
whole.
Now let’s consider what I imply by the term “Info-Creators” and how they participate in the
manifestation of absolutely all Formo-structures of the Macrocosmos? The first thing you should
understand is that slloogrent Configurations of the whole diversity of different-quality Info-Creators
are structured by an innumerable set of sub-…-sub-Aspects of one of the 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities,
that is, by elementary fragments of Information and their specific rezonational combinations (for
example, УУ-ВВУ-formation represents structural combinations of Info-Creators’ Configurations
characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme; the symbol “-ВВУ” means that the
Creators’ Focus Dynamics are involved in the Synthesis according to this Scheme. By the way,
Synthesis can be carried out in the Focus Dynamics both between innumerable sub-Aspects and
Aspects of one Pure Quality (interaspect Synthesis) and between Aspects of different Pure Qualities
(interquality Synthesis). The latter is always preceded by corresponding interaspect interactions
carried out with the help of Formo-Creators of each synthesized Quality.
1.51.

These fragments, whose entire heterogeneous aggregate represents the Cosmic Information
Potential of Energy-Plasma or Its Initial Essence, cannot be independently manifested in any way
without one characteristic feature of Energy-Plasma conditioned by “the Cosmic Law of conservation
of Information-Energy Balance”18 (ФФЛААЙЙ-ТТААРР). One of Its Principles (that of Rezonational
Response) that acts in all carriers of Energy and Information states: each creative state of Energy
corresponds to a strictly-definite creative state of Information, and vice versa.
1.52.

I must note that we can consider all energy-information Mechanisms described in IISSIIDIOLOGY
that deal with organization and fulfillment of all slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos only
from a narrowly-specific point of view based on our subjective interpretation of any Information (or
rather on the ВВУ-“principle” peculiar to the Focus Dynamics along with all other principles, which
is characteristic of the focus Configurations of “our” – ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – Formo-Creators),
because we simply cannot know and understand anything else in any other way. This limitation
is conditioned by an objectively formed organization of decoding Perception structures of our
Self-Consciousness Forms differentiated in Space-Time by the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ that structures, together with an innumerable set of Collective Cosmic Intelligences
1.53.
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that belong to all other Proto-Forms, a more extensive – Collegial – type of Cosmic Intelligence of
ГООЛГАМАА-А. Our subjective Conceptions of this kind concerning anything that happens both
inside ourselves and in our outer reality don’t mean at all that THIS IS THE WAY IT REALLY IS –
in any particular manifestation spectrum of its typical slloogrent properties, the Macrocosmos is
subjectively considered by Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms that belong to other ProtoForms of ГООЛГАМАА-А and is accordingly imagined and interpreted taking into account that the
Macrocosmos is structured by OTHER diversified combinations and kinds of Information typical of
the Synthesis Schemes carried out by them.
We cannot consider these Conceptions (that are formed by Formo-Creators of SelfConsciousnesses that belong to other Proto-Forms on manifestation Levels identical to ours but
in narrowly-specific conditions of their typical dimensional types) of lower or higher quality as
compared to our own Conceptions, because these are incommensurable categories of information
combinations. Since we kleks all our Knowledge (specifically model and “individually mark”) only on
the basis of ВВУ-“principle” typical of people, for the sake of objectivity, you shouldn’t forget about
the highest degree of subjectivism which we “apply to” (“project on”) any Information specifically
“unpacked” and creatively used by us. The degree of this subjectivism decreases only when we
activate and begin to stably manipulate higher-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms in the information
space of our Self-Consciousness that are structured by a much larger (as compared to our previous
Conceptions) volume of rezonationally-combined, heterogeneous information fragments.

1.54.

Any Focus Dynamics constantly have characteristic features of the Principle of Rezonation
due to which original carriers of Information (information fragments) also “become crystallized” in
Energy-Plasma as an infinite set of Forms of their simultaneous rezonational interaction with original
(fragmentary, elementary) carriers of Energy; as a consequence, along with Configurations of FormoCreators, the Macrocosmos includes a narrowly-specific manifestation of strictly-corresponding
(in vibrations) Configurations of all possible Info-Creators that represent the information part of
the abovementioned “karmonation-type” Fields-Consciousnesses (or simply “karmonations”). This
characteristic part of specific Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness has its own manifestation
zone; and this zone is not Formo-structures of Space-Time which are just “a reflection mechanism”,
but it is the information space of Self-Consciousness. There is an individual Acoustic Cosmic Code
for this part – СФУУРММ-Forms. It is they that model and organize any of our subjective Conceptions.

1.55.

In their “generalized” states (“beyond” any manifestation through a particular Self-Consciousness
Form, that is, before their subjective manifestation in the information space), СФУУРММ-Forms
structure beyond-time, universal information formations within Energy-Plasma – that part of It
which can be figuratively designated as “Info-Plasma”. In Its Tertiary State – from the 0 to the 12th
dimension – Info-Plasma is represented in the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form’s
Formo-Creators by an infinite diversity of ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems (ODS) and ФЛУУ-ЛУУcomplexes (FLK), which are divided into general abstract Conceptions of Collective Intelligences
according to their functionality, or УУ-Forms, and specifically-fragmented УУ-copies. The latter
rezonationally form narrowly-specific configurational combinations in individual ODS of every
Self-Consciousness Form – УУ-conglomerates (ФЛУУ-doubles in ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes).
1.56.

I would like to emphasize the fact that УУ-Forms are not associated with definite types of selfexpression, they rather represent a universal set with combinations of certain rekonverst19 (unique,

1.57.
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inimitable, and indivisible) Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments that – through
the Focus of Dual Reflection (FDO) and the Universal Multipolarization Impulse (UMPI) – structure
the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of ГООЛГАМАА-А’s different-type Collective Intelligences. Since
we can synthesize Information only in accordance with the ВВУ-feature peculiar to the Focus
Dynamics of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, all УУ-Forms which we use during “unpacking” within our
Self-Consciousnesses become human УУ-ВВУ-Forms for the Conceptions modeled by us, while
УУ-copies, УУ-conglomerates, and ФЛУУ-doubles formed within the multipolarization of focuses
correspondingly become УУ-ВВУ-copies, УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates, and ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles of all
possible human Conceptions.
Thus the entire infinite set of simultaneously-manifested Creative Activity Spheres for FormoCreators of the Macrocosmos are structured by an infinite set of narrowly-specific reflections
of different-quality manifestations of Info-Creators’ Creative Activity – УУ-ВВУ-Forms which
are formed (transformed) into fragmented Self-Consciousness types in the synthetic part of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma – into subjective УУ-ВВУ-copies of УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates, or into their
more universal analogs – ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles. Rezonational aggregations of many УУ-ВВУ-copies
form less fragmented Forms of their creative manifestation – УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates that use the
mechanisms of the Focus Dynamics of corresponding Self-Consciousness types for their independent
and individual manifestation through rezonationally-corresponding Formo-structures of SpaceTime.
1.58.

For example, “the space located above all living beings on the planet” is an УУ-Form; the fact
that this space is denoted as “the sky” (in any language or dialect used by people) means that this
is an УУ-ВВУ-Form that reflects exactly human Conceptions about this “space”; while someone’s
personal attitude to this УУ-ВВУ-Form (“the blue sky”, “the beautiful sky”, “the cloudy sky”, “the
ominous sky”, “the joyful sky”, “the sky heavy with clouds”, and so on) represents kinds of УУВВУ-copies synthesized by the Formo-Creators from various Self-Consciousness Levels on the
basis of this УУ-ВВУ-Form. According to the type of their creative directivity and the degree of their
quality – positivity or negativity, sensuousness or rationality, depth or superficiality, figurativeness
or formality, and so on – innumerable УУ-ВВУ-copies are rezonationally combined in the information
space of Self-Consciousness into УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates whose specific Configurations can
simultaneously structure “parts” of slloogrent Configurations of many manifestation Forms of this
Self-Consciousness in different Time Flows and groups of Continuums. These are Info-Creators and
the dynamics of their Focuses of Dual Reflection or Universal Multipolarization Impulses form all
possible ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-system and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes in the Macrocosmos – the Spheres
of prerogative realizational Creativity of Info-Creators.
1.59.

So, what did we just find out? First, Energy-Plasma and the Macrocosmos are two inseparable
parts of One Whole that represent, in different ways in Their common “Creation”, That which can
be subjectively defined as “the Initial Essence of Everything”. Second, both Formo-Creators and
Info-Creators are represented in the Macrocosmos only through Configurations of the Forms jointly
constituted by them – “karmonations” or Fields-Consciousnesses; they simply don’t have other –
separate, isolated – means of manifestation of any Creative Activity typical both of Energy and
of Information. Third, any sub-…-sub-Aspects or Aspects of Pure Qualities as such are not Info1.60.

the maximum (highest) degree of individualization of a certain information fragment’s feature, which keeps unchanged
the fragment’s inherent Essence in any compositional variations of interactions with narrowly-specific features of other
information fragments, as well as in any diversification transformations of combinations formed by them.

Creators, they just structure their slloogrent Configurations. The word “Creator” implies the presence
of certain subjective dynamics expressed, for example, through the compatibility of Formo-Creators’
FPV and Info-Creators’ FDO; these dynamics are carried out with the help of different-quality
Self-Consciousness Forms. Fourth, the Sphere of predominance of Formo-Creators’ realizational
Creativity includes Rezomirals of the Macrocosmos, and absolutely all subjective Worlds FormoSystems, types of Realities, and Continuums are structured on the basis of Rezomirals, while the
Sphere of predominance of Info-Creators’ realizational Creativity consists of ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes, and other energy-information formations that structure the
Macrocosmos just like Rezomirals.
The true Meaning of “the Creation” of Energy-Plasma (in Essence – it is the Meaning of EnergyPlasma’s Reflection through the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos) is not in the fact
of Its simultaneous, infinitely multiple manifestation, but in the universal multifunctionality of the
Self-Consciousness that structures the Creation; and this Self-Consciousness makes it possible for
any type of Creative Activity within Energy-Plasma to manifest its unique “individuality”, which,
however, is limited by the direct participation (manifestation) in the corresponding (in quality)
collective Focus Dynamics. It may be approximately compared with a very powerful computer with
very complex programs installed on it; the computer becomes completely useless without electric
power (that is, a computer without electric power is as useless as a Form without Self-Consciousness
features in it). This can be also compared with a human body (organism) in “a vegetative” state or
in coma: it seems that the body has everything necessary to provide normal Life, however, it lacks
“something” that would specifically organize the manifestation of Life through the structures of this
body.

1.61.

As you see, Energy-Plasma and Its qualitative Reflection – the Macrocosmos – cannot be
considered in a simple and unambiguous way that might seems natural to you at first; and to avoid
the Illusion of utter subjectivism, each of you should thoroughly think over this Information. The
Illusion of seeming (to you) “dynamism” of the outer reality is individually and specifically formed
not somewhere “outside you”, but only in the information space of your Self-Consciousness –
due to the continuously-changing Focus Dynamics of its Formo-Creators, as the Dynamics have
qualitative changes and “are being projected” (as a result of èglleroliftive and irrkogliktive Impulses
in universal slloogrentnost of Energy-Plasma) onto configurational features of other Forms, thus
causing a subjective effect of their “motion” or “qualitative change” (like frames on a film strip
that move at a certain speed relative to the observation point). The Macrocosmos’ Formo-structures
– Rezomirals – “always” (in One Moment of Eternity) remain unchanged on any multimillion
dimensional Level of Space-Time considered by us.
1.62.

Absolutely EVERYTHING that can be self-consciously manifested (Exist) in Space-Time in
the form of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms, – already IS from the beginning (always
“was” and always “will be”), and no one (either any “God” or any of you!) can change anything
at one’s discretion, because all variants of anything you could think of and wish already exist in
“current” characteristic development scenarios of your ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form. You can just choose
objects (СФУУРММ-Forms) for your Focus, change some Focuses by qualitatively-different ones
(the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness), sequentially and intentionally refocusing from
Configurations of the Forms that structure some development scenarios into Configurations from
other scenarios.
1.63.

To make the consideration of this paragraph more effective, I would like to use the following
allegory: the nominal “static” state of Rezomirals can be compared with a reading room in the
library that contains a definite number of books that are systematized and put on the shelves in
accordance with their subjects. Regardless of your activity (or that of any other person) before
coming to the library or what you will do after that, the information contained in the books of this
reading room was, is and will be constant. When you come to the library, you can use your Focus
to rezonationally attract only those books from the library’s diversity into your Self-Consciousness,
which are of interest to you at a given moment, while all other books seem as non-existent to you at
that time! When you read a book in the reading room which you have taken from a certain bookshelf
(Rezomiral), you in no way change the information contained in it (it cannot disappear anywhere
from the book), you just individually imagine this information, identifying your Focus with a certain
attitude towards the content of this information. After using the book, you put it back on its shelf,
and it can be immediately used by all other readers, while your Focus is already involved in the
content of another book.

1.64.

You might ask about the source of any Focus Dynamics, if EVERYTHING ALREADY IS and
EVERYTHING is absolutely constant. What can change in this constancy? The answer is that the
Focus Dynamics that structure Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms are just one of many
Principles of the Universal Nature of Energy-Plasma. That Which we perceive as “the Macrocosmos”
is just an Integral Form of Universal Reflection of absolutely all typical States of Energy-Plasma.
Absolutely all! However, only in their highest Expression, These States are absolutely harmonized
and balanced, “projecting” (transgressing) Their typical Energy-Information into the entire infinite
set of Configurations of lower-quality Forms of Their simultaneous and slloogrent Manifestation, that
is, into That Which we subjectively define as “the Macrocosmos”. These slloogrent Configurations
represent “different-quality projections of individual Focus Dynamics” of absolutely all FieldsConsciousnesses (Formo-Creators + Info-Creators).
1.65.

In essence, the simultaneous, different-type and different-Quality[20] “dynamics of Focuses”
represent the Main Mechanism (the Cosmic Principle) of manifestation of any Space-Time Formostructure (the so-called “geometry of space”). The question is where the Focuses are manifested. Where
can they be reflected? They do it in themselves! Although this seemingly “complex statement” might
be at first completely incomprehensible to many of you, you must at least remember the following:
there is nothing in your outer reality except different-type and different-Quality combinations of
Focuses (that is, the Focus Dynamics)! Everything that you subjectively perceive as “worlds” and
“realities” is an intermediate product of “your” own thinking and psychological creativity, which
is adapted to characteristics of your Self-Consciousness’ Perception system. We can put with
certainty the equal sign between the definitions “Focuses” and “Configurations of Forms”: Formostructures are sets of Configurations that have common “points” of different-Quality resonance; the
Configurations are reflections of the qualitative state of Focuses. It turns out that there is nothing
else in the Macrocosmos that manifest any features of self-consciousness apart from specific (for
each dimensional type) reflections of Focuses (Self-Consciousness Forms)!
1.66.

1.67. Higher

States of Energy-Plasma are transgressed into the Macrocosmos (in One Instant of
Eternity!) by means of slloogrent (in their Nature) èglleroliftive Impulses (they specifically stimulate
the focus Configurations of Formo-Creators and play the key role in the so-called “evolutional
selection”) and irrkogliktive Impulses (they are initially inherent in the Configurations of Info-

20 That which involves Aspects of different Qualities.

Creators). These Impulses form the energy-information basis for all svilgs-spherations (a directed,
quality-transforming, Creative Activity of Formo-Creators strictly in accordance with their Synthesis
Scheme and their type of birvulârtnost) within the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms on
any multimillion-dimensional Level of manifestation in Energy-Plasma. These Impulses represent
the States of absolute rezonation of Energy-Plasma, that is, a hypothetical slloogrent “point” with its
typical infinite Potential for manifestation of different-quality, mutually-NONrezonational (that is,
dissonational to some extent) Focuses of possible Creative Activity of Fields-Consciousnesses (of
both synthetic and nonsynthetic nature!).
This means that any degree of manifestation of the Macrocosmos’ Formo-structures in the
information space of Self-Consciousness is not an objective fact, but is specifically “projected” into
the Perception system of this slloogrent Configuration of Self-Consciousness (Form), is individually
perceived, and subjectively interpreted by its own Fields-Consciousnesses, which results in an inertial
(that is, focus-type, illusory) formation of corresponding dynamics as Conceptions about the outer
“reality” in this information space. These СФУУРММ-Forms reflect not the objective Reality (Which
is characteristic only of Collegial Cosmic Intelligences whose Focus Dynamics reflect the highest
States of Energy-Plasma!), but only the degree of quality of Fields-Consciousnesses that directly
participate in the process of this focus reflection, whose perception of the outer reality will always
be EXCLUSIVELY SUBJECTIVE (therefore, we can state only “more objective” or “more subjective”
Conceptions that will never reflect “the objective Truth” in its entirety and in the diversity of Its
manifestations).
1.68.

Thus, it is possible to say that the mechanism of individual perception of “your outer
reality” is always expressed as a result of your current subjective Conceptions about it that are
inertially materialized with the help of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the focused-byyou “personalized” Interpretation. The dynamic structure of Energy-Plasma (the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence) may be figuratively imagined as an integral
aggregate of energy-information parameters of all multilevel Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses
that organize interquality Synthesis processes (as well as other processes) into mutually-andslloogrently “projected” Forms (as well as Forms “projected” into more extensive energy-information
Forms) of development scenarios whose Essence reflects various focus states. The general Focus
Dynamics of the Collective Consciousness of “the current” humankind birvulârtly “permeates”
the entire infinite set of variants of different-quality synthetic processes carried out in the narrow
spectrum (Synthesis Direction) of the 3-4-dimensional diapason within Energy-Plasma (that is, in
accordance with the Universal Synthesis Scheme provided by ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entities at initial stages).

1.69.

5). Pure Cosmic Qualities, Synthesis processes
Everything in the Macrocosmos is objectively structured by infinite diversity of realizational
self-conscious Elements (Self-Consciousness Forms) whose different-quality configurations
in whole represent all possible synthetic combinations of Creativity Aspects of an infinite set of
superdeveloped and superintelligent Cosmic Entities (ОО-УУ); I had to hypothetically combine
(unite only to make it more convenient to explain the iissiidiologic Knowledge!) the universal
dynamics of these Entities’ multidimensional manifestation according to their characteristic features
into thirty six types of ОО-УУ-Entities or SUPRA-Universal Pure Cosmic Qualities (ССС-ЮИЙЙ-

1.70.

ЙЙ-ССС), whose slloogrent Configurations are formed by specific combinations of 24 Combined
Pure Cosmic Qualities (ЭИ-ЙЙ-УИ-ЙЙ), and 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities (ЛИИЙ-ФФМИ-ЛЛИ). The
entire objectively-inseparable Unity of the Creative Activity of These ОО-УУ-Entities represents

complete energy-information dynamics and Principles of synthetic manifestation of Energy-Plasma
(within the Diapason from the nominal “zero” dimension to the 36th dimension).

All possible synthetic combinations of creative Aspects’ Configurations of These Cosmic Entities
(carriers of universal properties of Information) with rezonationally-corresponding Configurations of
Formo-Creators (carriers of universal properties of Energy) represent the whole energy-information
basis of Energy-Plasma (Energy + Information) for a simultaneous multidimensional manifestation
of entire diversity of Collective Cosmic Intelligences (ТОО-УУ) in It and Their different-quality,
synthetic Self-Consciousness Forms (СВОО-УУ) that structure any of simultaneously manifested
parts within general slloogrentnost of Space-Time (of the Macrocosmos).
1.71.

Only the tiniest part of These structural self-conscious Elements of the Macrocosmos that
specifically carry out the inertial dynamics of our outer reality’s Forms can be somehow perceived
and subjectively interpreted by you as fields known in science: electric and magnetic, gravitational,
as well as weak and strong nuclear interactions. All of them, as well as an infinite diversity of much
more universal, self-conscious Elements of the Macrocosmos, are defined in IISSIIDIOLOGY as
Fields-Consciousnesses Whose slloogrent dynamics are beyond usual Space-Time parameters for
your Perception system. In fact, all the diversity of Life is the result of existence and interaction
of the different-Quality Nature of all possible Forms and types of Self-Consciousnesses. We have
considered them earlier, in the 4th subsection.

1.72.

They all have continuous, dynamic, energy-information interactions among themselves that
provide the multilevel and multidimensional Process of interquality Synthesis and determine not
only the whole qualitative gamut of incessant psychomental transmutations of all possible SelfConsciousness Forms, but also physical parameters of absolutely all types of space-time structures
in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation (characteristics of interaction and behavior of
elementary particles, of atomic and molecular structures, as well as electromagnetic, gravitational,
and other fields unknown yet). As a result of sequential implementation of all different-quality
Synthesis Schemes (types), new Cosmic Qualities can manifest in Space-Time which I called
Creative Cosmic States; although These States represent intermediate synthetic stages, they also
provide corresponding Self-Consciousness Forms with necessary opportunities to participate in
higher-quality (more synthesized) form-creating processes.
1.73.

A greater degree of Synthesis between individual structural Elements of the Pure Cosmic
Qualities provides corresponding Self-Consciousness Forms with more possibilities to manipulate
(have conscious interactions with) the creative potential on more differentiated Levels that represent
less synthesized states. In addition, Formo-Creators from higher-dimensional Levels of SelfConsciousness integrate inside themselves the whole empirical Experience of creative realizations
of Formo-Creators from lower-dimensional Levels, simultaneously transgressing Information into
their Focus Dynamics, which we usually define as a nonempirical (intuitive) Experience (nonlogical
insights, experimentally unfounded conclusions, a hunch, discernment). The notion dimension21
directly corresponds to the Synthesis degree of Cosmic Qualities, and in its simplified interpretation

1.74.
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See details in subsection 12 of Axiomatic Conceptions of IISSIIDIOLOGY.

it has two components: a frequency22 component (energy, vibration) and a qualitative component
(sense-bearing, information).
Let me remind you that frequency is considered in science as the number of wave (that is, energy)
oscillations made per unit of time. The more structural elements (self-conscious Aspects) of Cosmic
Qualities are synthesized, the higher the frequency of dimension, while the different-Quality content
of the formed synthetic state, in turn, makes up the second, – quality-information, – component of
dimension. In this respect, it is possible to say that the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators from the
SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch is reflected in a greater degree in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of
manifestation of the Focus Dynamics, in accordance with the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme,
through frequency (energy, vibrational) parameters of dimension, while the Creative Activity of
Info-Creators of the REZOSKONTIONAL Involutional Branch is reflected through qualitative (sensebearing, information) parameters. This, however, does not mean at all that there are – seemingly
separately from all the rest! – Formo-Creators and Info-Creators of Each Development Branch. No,
all Creators are universal, and all possible Branches and Directions just reflect specific Mechanisms
of Their Creative Activity that constitute innumerable types and kinds of “projections” of energyinformation (focus) Configurations formed by Them in various manifestation conditions of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences and Self-Consciousness Forms.
1.75.

1.76. The notion “dimension” has one very important nuance, and the degree of your understanding
of it determines the quality of all your further Conceptions about the slloogrent structure of the
Macrocosmos. The point is that all Conceptions of dimensional Levels considered in IISSIIDIOLOGY
may be formed and understood by you only on the basis of a specific interquality Synthesis of
Energy-Information based, in turn, on a specific organization of certain types of force interrelations
(“karmonations”, СФУУРММ-Forms) that are characteristic of Formo- and Info-Creators of the two
initially-kovarllert, dominant (for the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Direction) Pure Cosmic Qualities – ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. All your Conceptions of dimension are based on
specific characteristics of energy-information interrelations accessible to your Understanding that
are carried out between Formo-Creators and Aspects of these two ОО-УУ-Entities.
1.77. You

must understand that Formo-Creators and Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms that
belong to all other Proto-Forms (synthetic ТОО-УУ-Entities) create their typical Conceptions “of
themselves” and “of the outer reality” on the basis of completely different (from ours) energyinformation interrelations, and their Focus Dynamics are carried out according to completely
different Schemes of interquality Synthesis. Since “the outer reality” manifests (is subjectively
reflected) in Continuums only individually, depending on the specific character and the quality of
СФУУРММ-Forms constantly “projected” from any Self-Consciousness into Rezomirals of SpaceTime, energy-information parameters of dimension that forms the manifestation range for every
Proto-Form will differ more or less (depending on the difference between Synthesis Schemes of the
Formo-Creators that constitute this dimensional diapason using synthesized interrelations between
different Qualities).
This means that different types of Self-Consciousnesses simultaneously “project” completely
different types of Conceptions (that belong to people, animals, insects, plants, minerals, cosmic
objects: planets, stars, black holes, quasars, and so on) onto each frequency of Energy manifested
in some way in Space-Time; and these Conceptions have equal rezonation relative to this type of

1.78.
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Energy, but are structured by different Information. As a result, each type of frequency (that is, type
of svilgs-spherational modulations) is seemingly “packed” into many diverse energy-information
interrelations (it can be schematically described as dandelion’s fluffy seeds) and represents a
potential source of an innumerable set of diverse dimensional types in Space-Time. In reality,
there are no such “dandelions” in the focus structure of the Macrocosmos – this is just a subjective
Conception typical of our present Self-Consciousness Forms. Any dimension is structured only
by multipolarization Focus Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness,
due to which, in narrowly-specific conditions of each rezonational zone of Space-Time, there is
“construction” and initiation for a specific focus manifestation (through individual Perception
systems!) of some conglomerate “sections” (Self-Consciousness Forms) of the general slloogrent
Configuration of diffuzgently23 compatible Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
Configurations of all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the same groups of Continuums
are slloogrent and can manifest in a definite, quite wide vibration range, therefore any manifestation
of specific states in Self-Consciousness, which we subjectively identify with some dimension, can
be interpreted as follows: a certain “point” of rezomiral structures of Space-Time has predominant,
narrowly-specific conditions for realization of a strictly-definite set of СФУУРММ-Forms manifested
through their typical Self-Consciousness Forms. Since this process of joint “manifestation” of
Formo-Creators and Info-Creators in the Macrocosmos depends directly on the quality of Focus
Dynamics within Self-Consciousnesses, any dimension represents a purely subjective phenomenon:
from the point of view of each one of countless Proto-Forms simultaneously manifested in the same
Continuums groups, the dimension of “the outer reality that individually surrounds every ProtoForm” will differ in quality in each particular case, that is, will be strictly “individual”.

1.79.

If we compare narrowly-specific features of Perception systems, for example, of an ant, a virus,
a plant, a mineral, and a human being, the difference is obvious. But even if we consider the opinions
of two arguing persons, we can understand why they cannot arrive at a common view: although they
are manifested in one and the same “outer reality” (space-time Continuum), in the same frequency
range, the dimension of the subjective Reality manifested before each of them changes every single
moment individually for each of them, strictly in accordance with characteristics (the degree of
protoformnost, that is, predominance of СФУУРММ-Forms of a protoformic Direction) of the ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme carried out individually in their Focus Dynamics at these moments.
1.80.

considers all processes only from the point of view of human subjective
Realities and Continuums, therefore I state energy-information parameters of all dimensional
diapasons (… the 0-1st, the 1st-2nd, the 2nd-3rd, the 3rd-4th, the 4th -5th … ∞) taking into account
only the Perception system’s characteristic features typical of Self-Consciousness Forms that belong
to the human (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented) Synthesis Scheme manifested in very limited conditions of
the 3-4-dimensional diapason. We can interpret (suggest) all the rest, which is typical of СФУУРММ-Forms that structure Self-Consciousness Forms of other Proto-Forms, only from the point of
view of our own subjective Conceptions about something. We should take into account the same
“sane subjectivism” considering such hypothetical, indefinite and yet completely incomprehensibleto-you notions as: “Rezomirals”, “Worlds Formo-Systems”, “Realities”, “Continuums”,
“Space”, “Time”, “Energy-Plasma”, “Universe”, “Higher Intelligences”, “One Moment of
Eternity”, “instantaneousness-simultaneity”, “slloogrentnost”, “birvulârtnost”, “duvujllerrtnost”,
“skrruullerrtnost”, “svilgs-spheration”, “èglleroliftivnost”, “irrkogliktivnost”, “kovarllertnost”,
1.81. IISSIIDIOLOGY
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“imperseptnost”, “lijlluscivnost”, “kruvursorrtnost”, “gejliturgentnost”, and so on.
As we have found out earlier, the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators from higher-dimensional
Levels of Self-Consciousness (with higher values of dimensional parameters) are differentiated
(“projected”) into Configurations of Formo-Creators from lower-dimensional Levels as СФУУРММ-Forms of all possible kinds of intuitive Experience. In turn, the potential intuitive Experience is
gained due to a simultaneous “projection” (transmutational integration) of empirical Experience into
higher-quality Configurations of Formo-Creators, which is synthesized during creative realizations
of the Formo-Creators from lower-quality Levels of Self-Consciousness. Some types of FieldsConsciousnesses engage considerably easier and more intensively in mutual energy-information
interactions than others, that is, they tend to interact more with the Focus Dynamics of FormoCreators from certain synthetic Directions as compared to the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators
from other Directions (see Figure 1).
1.82.

Figure 1. The correlation between empirical and intuitive Experiences through the differentlevel dimensional Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators

From this point of view, induction (appearance of an electric field during manifestation of
magnetic field dynamics) can be characterized as a greater tendency of Fields-Consciousnesses
of some types (in this case, Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom) to the energyinformation interaction with Fields-Consciousnesses of other types (here, Aspects of the Quality
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence). As opposed to the induction phenomenon, we need to imply a new
meaning in such notion as reduction – a mutual suppression of a wave activity in some FieldsConsciousnesses if this “point” of Space has a certain degree of manifestation of the Creative
Activity of Fields-Consciousnesses that represent Aspects of another Pure Quality.
1.83.

There are always such imperceptible Fields-Consciousnesses whose Creative Activity
makes impossible any manifestation for any characteristic dynamics of some particular FieldsConsciousnesses in this point of Space-Time. Since imperceptible Fields-Consciousnesses tend
to mutually ignore each other, any focus interactions between them are possible only through a
preliminary formation of a certain intermediate – for them – qualitative state based on the synthetic
interaction of one type of these Fields-Consciousnesses with a third inductive (more compatible,
kovarllert) type of Fields-Consciousnesses.

1.84.

In the same way, you can merge together lumps of copper and iron by melting and mixing
them. They don’t interact in their solid state and remain separate objects for each other, that is, in
manifestation conditions that are usual for our Reality, they are imperceptible (we don’t consider the
diffusion process which is possible in any conditions). But when we heat and melt both lumps, it is
possible to join them together. Therefore, their interaction is possible when we attract a third state
with which Fields-Consciousnesses of copper and iron are kovarllert.

1.85.

Owing to these characteristics of different-quality Fields-Consciousnesses, the Focus Dynamics
of a narrowly-specific manifestation of every Self-Consciousness Form in the Macrocosmos’
slloogrent structure has some characteristic tendencies and features that can be strongly pronounced
relative to some types of the general (“around them”) Focus Dynamics and less pronounced or
very weak relative to other types of manifestations. This specific character of creative interaction
between different-quality Fields-Consciousnesses determines simultaneous presence, on any
manifestation Level of the Macrocosmos’ Formo-structures, of “mutually-compatible” and
“mutually-incompatible” types of Configurations of Worlds Formo-Systems, Realities, Continuums,
Konversums and Universums24. It follows that some types of Configurations of Self-Consciousness
Forms can structure only certain types of Formo-Systems (katioleptic or ГЛЭИИЙО-dimensions),
while other types of Configurations can structure some other types of Formo-Systems (anioleptic or
УДДВОО-dimensions). The joint manifestation of their Focus Dynamics is simply impossible in one
rezonational point of Space-Time.
1.86.

You also should understand that I have chosen the terms “anioleptic” and “katioleptic”
dimensions arbitrarily, and they represent a perfect example of the narrow subjectivism of our
typical Perception systems. That is, as they can be applied only to the current manifestation range of
our Self-Consciousness Forms, their association with different types of dimension can change: from
the subjective points of view of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure some groups of space-time
Continuums (STC), their types of dimension can be perceived as katioleptic (seemingly with the
“plus” sign), while from the points of view of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure all other STC
groups, the same types of dimension will be subjectively perceived as anioleptic (seemingly with
the “minus” sign).
1.87.

For example, anioleptic УДДВОО-dimensions form Configurations of Worlds that are antipodal
to our katioleptic Worlds Formo-Systems. You should keep in mind that in every rezonational point of
manifestation within the slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Plasma of each type of synthetic interaction
between Formo-Creators of “karmonations” that reflect any Quality Aspects (simultaneously in all
Directions of Synthesis!), we deal with certain “opposite” (as compared to “ours”) synthetic dynamics
carried out in the same frequency, but in cardinally different conditions of manifestation. Quality
Aspects (Fields-Consciousnesses) that are inertially imperceptible (hypothetically incompatible)
“here” (in “our” Continuums) become kovarllert (rezonationally compatible) in other, much more
synthesized “parts” of slloogrentnost within the Collegial Intelligence of ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity.

1.88.

The primary material (form-organizing) basis for manifestation of any object and subject of
our (“human”) outer subjective Reality in our Self-Consciousnesses’ structures are elementary
particles and the four types of fundamental interactions known to our scientists. However, any
slightest spectral changes in the Synthesis Scheme of Pure Qualities’ Aspects lead to the formation

1.89.

24 Read about Worlds Formo-Systems, Realities, Continuums, Conversums and Universums in Chapter Five of the
second volume of Fundamentals (available in Russain only).

of a fundamentally different type of “subjective materiality” and to the activation of completely
different, fundamental (dominant) interactions, within structures of our Self-Consciousness Forms,
that stimulate the manifestation (subjective reflection in our Perception systems) of space-time
Continuums with different parameters of energy-information interrelations (between Formo-Creators
and Info-Creators).
This means that Formo-Creators of all possible particles and their diverse interactions among
themselves don’t exist by themselves and are not realized randomly, in isolation from the Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms within the subjective realities structured by them; on the
contrary, they are also Forms that express certain interrelations between Pure Qualities and act
according to the corresponding Laws and Principles. For example, due to the individual Focus
Dynamics typical of our Perception systems, we (to be more exact, Formo-Creators of our SelfConsciousness Forms) have continuous and determined qualitative interrelations with the FormoCreators of particles. When we quite stably “project” our typical Conceptions, Aspirations, and
Desires into their Focus Dynamics, we literally modify our outer reality according to our own
individual demands, needs, and interests.

1.90.

If the Activity of Formo-Creators of one of the two human Dominants begins to rapidly decrease
as a result of great changes in the Focus Dynamics, being replaced by the Activity of Aspects of
one of the ten background Qualities, then, within bordering energy-information parameters of
diffuzgentnost for ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms relative to the Proto-Forms of a given development Direction
(which is now becoming dominant), the NON-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented type of refocusings of SelfConsciousness’ Formo-Creators will make it impossible for the Formo-Creators to interact with
previous human СФУУРММ-Forms, and they will form the subjective Reality according to the
Scheme characteristic of this protoformic Direction.
1.91.

This results not only in a complete change of previous psychomental priorities in the Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, but also in a change of manifestation parameters of the outer
reality (for example, Perception systems of Self-Consciousness Forms of animals, microorganisms,
plants, minerals, and representatives of many nonhuman cosmic civilizations are organized in a
completely different way and are oriented to the Creative Activity in slightly different synthetic
combinations, as compared with those of people). Moreover, protoformic groups of Continuums
(where the subjective Reality reflects not human СФУУРММ-Form, but, for example, Conceptions
of some animal kinds) have completely different type of dimension, that is, different subjective
parameters for expressing the dimension than those perceived in human subjective Realities, because
a different protoformic dimension is structured by completely different types of energy-information
interrelations (other Schemes of interquality Synthesis).

1.92.

Similar transformations of the Self-Consciousness Focus Dynamics also happen during a great
intensification of the refocusing process towards increasingly higher-quality СФУУРММ-Forms
characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction. The point is that for the time
being all of you – according to the quality of your thinking and feelings – are more focused on the
Synthesis of СФУУРММ-Forms typical of the entire set of protoformic Directions that are birvulârtlydiffuzgent relative to the Synthesis Scheme carried out by realizational Self-Consciousness Forms
that structure slloogrentnost of the joint Self-Consciousness Configuration of any ЛЛУУ-ВВУEntity. That is, characteristics of the Focus Dynamics (predominance of egoism or egocentrism over
Intellect and Altruism) of Self-Consciousnesses’ Formo-Creators of 99.99% of modern people still
1.93.

don’t fully reflect the features of psychomental creativity typical of СФУУРММ-Forms in the human
development Direction.
This is why duvujllerrt groups of subjective Realities and Continuums constantly reflected in
Space-Time by means of your imperfect Focus Dynamics are as imperfect, destructive, and primitive
as your own subjective Conceptions of “yourselves” and of “your outer reality”. If you use the highfrequency СФУУРММ-Forms of the iissiidiologic Knowledge to stably refocus in the Directions that
are closer to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented one, and eventually to take the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction
itself, then the qualitative parameters of Continuums around you will also bring you nearer to more
and more favorable conditions (for your development as People instead of representatives of other
Proto-Forms), which will depend on the intensity and the extent of qualitative changes that you
will stably make within the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness. This transformation of
the Focus must be continuously carried out only towards a decrease of realizational possibilities for
your manifestations in negative and egoistic dynamics and an increase of your intellectuality and
altruism.
1.94.

I should also note that, in the current state of development of the “humankind’s” Collective
Consciousness, we (as different-type aggregates of different-quality Fields-Consciousnesses)
individually (configurationally) “reproject ourselves” in many manifestation spectra within EnergyPlasma, and our collective Self-Consciousness Focus participates just in the tiniest part of synthetic
processes the multivariant diversity of which are the potential creative part of our “future”. With an
increase of harmony and stability of thinking-feeling manifestations in Self-Consciousness, there is
an increase of realizational opportunities for the Formo-Creators from high-frequency Levels, which
results in the expansion of your own creative activity Sphere, and you gradually open new methods
for manipulating more diversified and more universal (that is, synthesized with more Qualities)
“parts” of Energy-Plasma.

1.95.

I should also mention that IISSIIDIOLOGY considers just three primary (comprehensible to us!)
States, through Which Energy-Plasma is manifested as the simultaneous (single-moment) Focus
Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the Macrocosmos: the Primary
State (from the ±36th to the ±24th dimension, ССУИ-СС-СФАА Formo-Creators), the Secondary
State (from the ±24th to the ±12th dimension, ССЛОО-СС-СНАА Formo-Creators), and the Tertiary
State (from the ±12th to the hypothetical 0-dimension, СЛАА-СС-МИИ Formo-Creators). Why is it
“hypothetical”? This is because everything that can belong to the Focus Dynamics between FormoCreators and Info-Creators manifested “below” this Level of energy-information interrelations is
beyond the Creativity Sphere of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction’s Formo-Creators; therefore, it is
inaccessible to their Focus Dynamics.
1.96.

Figure. 2. A figurative depiction of dimensional piapasons
of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence in slloogrentnost of
Energy-Plasma

1.97. But

these States don’t mean at all that all the Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma Creators are
limited within these bounds, – specific manifestations of the general slloogrentnost of Configurations
in the Macrocosmos exist in absolute infinity of all possible energy-information interrelations (in
mathematical expression, from +∞ to -∞). You also shouldn’t confuse the subjective notion “the
zero dimensional diapason” (from the 0 dimension to the ±1st dimension) with the objective State
of Energy-Plasma which I define as the zero ingredient of dimension simultaneously manifested on
any Level of dimension (from +∞ to -∞).

One of countless possible interpretations of the iissiidiologic notion “dimension” is shown
at Figure. 2, where dimensional diapasons are depicted both as negative and positive dimensions.
The problem of understanding dimensional diapasons by the reader is that they perceive a negative
dimension as the one below the zero dimension. The diagram shows a parabolic curve. So, the
positive and the negative dimensions are situated in opposite mirror-like parts of the curve. The zero
dimension is at the bottom, while all the creativity of Formo-Creators that belong to the SYNTHETIC
Evolutional Branch of development can be “projected” inside the parabola. Therefore, there is no
diapason of negative dimensions below the zero dimension, this diapason is indefinite. We can, for
example, call the dimensions below zero [A and -A], [B and -B], [C and -C], and so on.

1.98.

If we imagine a 3D analogy, then, instead of the parabola, we will have a paraboloid. It turns
out that the Focus Dynamics typical of the Formo-Creators from the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction
“illuminate” in this way (figuratively speaking, a flashlight beam creatively activates) a part of
Energy-Plasma, and there are all possible dimensions inside this “light beam”. If we make one-

1.99.

level sections (shown as horizontal lines at the diagram), the inner part of each section will have
both positive and negative dimensions of the same value. This means that one section has the same
frequency of Creative Activity in Energy-Plasma, and the difference between sections is reflected
by kovarllertnost between Aspects of certain Qualities. This Universal Mechanism of dimensional
structuring represents the basis of formation and interaction of the whole focus structure of the
Macrocosmos, and this structure is reflected in the Focus Dynamics of our 36-dimensional Universal
ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity through the state of Energy-Plasma which I define as the Diapason of Plasmic
Forces. You will be able to study this universal state and the structure of its typical focus interrelations
in detail in the next volumes of “IISSIIDIOLOGY. Fundamentals”.

6). States of rezonation and dissonation in a Self-Consciousness Configuration
The qualitative state of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators at any
inertial moment of their manifestation as a focus Configuration of a certain Form is based on the
Experience which they gain as a result of a simultaneous Creative Activity of Formo-Creators from
lower-quality Levels manifested in other development scenarios. The Focus Dynamics can be carried
out only strictly in accordance with the Creative Cosmic Potential of a given focus Configuration;
the Potential, in turn, is structured by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators that represent various
Pure Qualities and reflect all possible types of birvulârtnost or Schemes of interquality Synthesis.
The part of the focus Configuration which is the operating instrument for manipulating the outer
reality consists of already synthesized energy-information fragments (sub-Aspects and Aspects of
Pure Qualities) that are sequentially kleksed in a certain order as a basic Experience of a given
“personality”; and this Experience is slloogrently recorded in СФУУРММ-Forms within “the
personality’s” individual ODS. The tensor state between such Information fragments is completely
neutralized, and they have characteristic features of lijlluscivnost between each other (identity
between heterogeneous fragments).

1.100.

1.101. The

main factors necessary for carrying out energy-information focus interrelations between
Formo-Creators of any Self-Consciousness Form include the qualitative compatibility of
heterogeneous combinations of Information that structures their focus Configurations, as well as
the vibrational frequency of Energy that allows these Self-Consciousness Forms to be manifested
in these conditions of Space-Time. In specific manifestation conditions typical of rezopazons of
the 3-4-dimensional diapason, these parameters are governing for establishing a certain degree of
analogy (that is, rezonation), or discrepancy (that is, dissonation, destructiveness) between the
Focus Dynamics of different-Quality Formo-Creators. In higher-quality dimensional diapasons, the
manifestation of active interaction effects (aggregation or decomposition) between different-quality
superuniversal Self-Consciousness Forms requires much more features of mutual unification or
mutual rejection whose individual parameters are not important or governing for the manifestation
and interaction of Forms in the conditions of this subjective Reality.
It should be noted right away that terms “dissonation” and “rezonation” used here are not
quite identical with the meaning usually implied by such notions as “dissonance” and “resonance”.
Dissonance (from Latin dissonantia – discordance, disagreement in sound) is commonly understood
as a simultaneous combination of different frequencies, disharmony, lack of euphony, simultaneous
sounding of two or more inconsonant tones; that which doesn’t correspond to, contradicts anything,

1.102.

introduces disorder, disturbs harmony; everything that is felt as irritating, troublesome, that doesn’t
correspond to expectations; discomfort caused by the contradiction between existing deeply-rooted
conceptions and new incoming information, facts, and so on. Resonance (from Latin resonantia –
echo) is commonly understood as concordance between the external (agitating) frequency and the
internal (one’s own) frequency of a vibration system, as a result, when the frequency from external
sources approaches some values (resonant frequencies) determined by the system’ properties, there
is a sharp increase of the amplitude of established forced oscillations.
The differences between dissonation and dissonance, as well as those between rezonation
and resonance are as follows: the iissiidiologic notions include not only all features of focus
interaction between different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms particularly perceived by us (for
example, sound and light oscillations, psychisms, speed, external shape, nature of interactions, and
so on), but also countless other, very complex parameters and characteristics whose meaning and
value are absolutely imperceptible for us now, which, however, inevitably appear and are present in
this type of interaction due to the heterogeneous nature of all information fragments that structure a
given interaction and invisibly provide particular Focus Dynamics in this manifestation rezopazon,
but not in any other one, where there are other energy-information combinations.

1.103.

The states which we can subjectively perceive according to our Perception system’s
characteristics as resonance (or dissonance) between two things or phenomena are not necessarily
rezonational (or dissonational) taking into account many other features, which we cannot yet discover
using our current means, or feel in any way. The number of interrelations between different-quality
carriers of Energy and Information that have different manifestation Forms is so large and they
penetrate such a wide spectrum of interquality interactions that it is practically impossible to discern
the true picture and nature of these interactions.

1.104.

For example, in case of energy of about several MeV, when there is annihilation of an
electron-positron pair (or their bound state – positronium) at the observable-to-us manifestation
level, this doesn’t mean that these particles have disappeared as a result of the rezonational
interaction between their typical characteristics. On the contrary, having provided each other with
new fragments of Information, they changed their Self-Consciousness Forms and transformed into
focus Configurations of many photons (or hadrons – when energy is several hundred MeV). For
the time being, we are unable either to define or to understand which parameters had the greatest
influence over this rezonational process, because we can register only mass, charge, and the spin
orientation of an electron and a positron.

1.105.

You should understand that in Its initial State (that is, before the Act of simultaneousinstantaneous manifestation of the ССС-Entity as the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Intelligence) Information is nominally structured only by absolutely rezonational and lijlluscive (to
each other), rekonverst (unique and indivisible in their diversity) information fragments which are
indifferent, that is, figuratively speaking, disinterested in each other without any impulse influence
(it is the irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive impulse in our type of synthetic Macrocosmoses) that initiates
“the internal” Creative Activity of Information. Only with a simultaneous-instantaneous activation
of the irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive Impulses these fragments become initiated and “recognize”
each other, which begets the potential possibility of their creative interaction on all different-quality
dimensional Levels instantaneously formed in the Macrocosmos.

1.106.

1.107. With this single-moment Initiation, every rekonverst fragment becomes automatically activated

in its typical features and becomes self-organized in accordance with the Principle of Rezonation
together with all other heterogeneous fragments to form the entire infinite diversity of differentquality focus Configurations25. This is why any interrelations or conditions for potential possibilities
of a joint realization between the Formo-Creators (they reflect the dissonational part of every
rekonverst Configuration in Formo-Systems) and the Info-Creators (they reflect the rezonational
part of rekonverst Configurations in the Formo-Systems) formed during this process become
incommensurably more complex.
As a visual example, imagine two focus Configurations such as two groups of people
that have different creative potentials. Even in one group it is quite difficult to make order in the
organization and establish an interaction between its individual members. In contrast, when we
consider two groups of people with different goals and tasks that joined their efforts to fulfill
one common project, such narrow notions as resonance and dissonance become inapplicable. In
IISSIIDIOLOGY, the specific character and nuances of various mechanisms of interaction between
rekonverst Configurations of information fragments have their own multifaceted features, this is
why we have to introduce the terms rezonation and dissonation to describe the interactivity, and their
main task is to describe an integrated state of Configurations and perspectives of their joint synthetic
dynamics.
1.108.

The Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators, due to qualitatively-corresponding Info-Creators
of Self-Consciousness, go on without any interruptions; and the Formo-Creators use information
fragments that are in the state of potential dissonation towards them. Any Form of Self-Consciousness
manifestation always reflects a yet-unrealized part of Information in the general Focus Dynamics of
the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, that is, the Energy-Potential (real possibility) with the help
of which a certain slloogrent part of Information can express itself by means of corresponding (and
formed by it!) focus interrelations. For example, when we – through subjective combinations of our
own Focus Dynamics with the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators manifested in other Forms around
us – perceive some Information, the Information is potentially dissonational for our Perception
system in certain moments of its manifestation (incomprehensible to us, it doesn’t correspond to our
Conceptions, and so on).

1.109.

1.110. We

“project” generated-by-it Formo-images into the information space that structures the focus
Configuration of our Self-Consciousness Form (individual ODS – a part of the ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-system which “we” have already kleksed) and identify the perceived external Formo-image
of Information with СФУУРММ-Forms of our gained Experience. In response to our inquiry, some
of these subjective Conceptions resonate more with our perceived “projections” and become
immediately involved in the structure of our Focus Dynamics (our subjective reaction to the external
influence). As a result, we identify what we perceive with that which we can somehow imagine
owing to our gained Experience. This allows us (our Formo-Creators) to shift our Focus Dynamics
in the next НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration that is duvujllerrt to the previous one in its quality and already
has a new Conception.
1.111. This means that as a result of each our focus interaction a certain part of the common dissonational

state typical of a given focus НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration annihilates, that is, duvujllerrtly becomes

25 See the details about it in Chapter IV of the second volume of IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals (available in Russain
only).

more synthesized in a definite, very narrow(!) rezopazon of interaction to the kovarllert state –
this part of Information (Info-Creators) acquires a rezonational state relative to Energy (the Focus
Dynamics of Formo-Creators) that realizes Information. Consequently, we continuously change the
НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations focused by Us (Self-Consciousness Forms) by the ones that have less and
less dissonational reactions relative to the Forms of our outer reality with which we interact. That is,
at every instant, our Focus Dynamics represent a change of a certain qualitative dissonation between
Formo-Creators and Info-Creators by the rezonational state between them in a narrow manifestation
rezopazon.

Figure 3. The scheme of interaction between fragments of Information on the basis of rezonation
and dissonation

The states of dissonation of energy-information interrelations between Self-Consciousness
Forms (to be more exact, between Formo-Creators that structure Configurations of these Forms)
that belong to different-type Collective Intelligences provide manifestation with various degrees
of kovarllertnost or “creativity compatibility” that determine the possibility of a joint participation
in some synthetic Processes for realizational Forms of different-quality types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences, that is, the ability of Self-Consciousness Forms for some types of creative interaction.
For example, some Pure Qualities cannot have a direct inertial interaction with each other without
a preliminary Synthesis with some other Pure Qualities; therefore, as Aspects of two Pure Qualities
become more and more synthesized with each other, a newly synthesized state formed as a result of
this Synthesis and Aspects of the third Quality continuously become more compatible or kovarllert
– they acquire a potential possibility of deeper and closer creative interactions.

1.112.

1.113. Features

of information analogy may be manifested not only by various Aspects characteristic
of the same Pure Cosmic Quality, but also by Aspects of most compatible (nominally!) Qualities
whose Nature is to reflect approximately the same creative tendencies26 in their general synthetic
dynamics. The degree of incompatibility (imperseptnost) between individual Pure Cosmic Qualities
is directly proportional to the degree of dissonation between Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness
Forms synthesized by them.

1.114. Basically, we can define absolutely all focus Configurations
26 See characteristics of the Pure Cosmic Qualities further in the text.

of Formo-Creators that structure

the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence as “nominally kovarllert”
or even “potentially lijlluscive” to each other, because the features of “nominal imperseptnost”
are manifested only in local interactions between different-quality Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms, while their focus Configurations stabilize necessary energy-information
interrelations and rezonationally “merge” into one whole on some deeper-synthesized manifestation
Levels. Therefore, any possible features of kovarllertnost and imperseptnost between Configurations
of different-Quality Formo-Creators reflect only some particular moments of possible subjective
states in their Focus Dynamics, which, with the establishment of necessary additional creative
interrelations, duvujllerrtly transit into their common state of lijlluscivnost.
1.115. The

principles of rezonation or dissonation (kovarllertnost or imperseptnost, lijlluscivnost or
kruvursorrtnost, anioleptičnost or katioleptičnost) determine potential possibilities for differentquality energy-information interaction between all Formo-Creators’ Configurations of differentquality Self-Consciousness Forms simultaneously manifested both in the same dimensional diapason
and in duvujllerrt dimensional diapasons. The intensity of possible creative manifestations between
them directly depends not only on the degree of their rezonation among themselves, but also on the
depth of Synthesis within their Configurations: the higher the degree of level-by-level Synthesis, the
higher the quality of Creative Potential and the wider the possibilities of mutual energy-information
interchange.

1.116. The

degree of kovarllertnost between fragments is determined by a specific character of the
Schemes of interquality Synthesis fulfilled by Formo-Creators of different Pure Qualities through
their rezonational interaction with Info-Creators of corresponding Qualities. These interrelations
form a certain “network” of birvulârtnost types or development Directions in the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, which are potentially possible for every SelfConsciousness Form. Until the Focus Dynamics of a given Self-Consciousness Form are carried
out within СФУУРММ-Forms typical of a given Direction (Synthesis Scheme), a specific group of
Formo-Creators will serve as carriers of some information fragments that are kovarllert to each other.
All other potentially accessible Information of the outer reality will simply not be of interest or cause
dissonational states in the Focus Dynamics of this Form, and, as a consequence, the Form’s FormoCreators will not have any need or possibility to interact with the Information in these manifestation
rezopazons. Such fragments are imperceptible relative to the current Configuration.

1.117. The

features of kovarllertnost/imperseptnost must be present in order to fulfill the Synthesis
of any subjective Conceptions in Self-Consciousness, from a psychomental formation of an image
to its particular dense-material incarnation. An individual, rezonational, specific character of the
synthetic dynamics determines the speed of evolutional development (the intensity of qualitative
refocusing) for Perception systems of any Self-Consciousness Forms, and provides the attraction
of a larger “number” of energy-information interrelations between possible variants of this process
(gaining higher-quality Experience of Existence). If there is a greater degree of dissonation between
Configurations of interacting Formo-Creators, it means that they lack synthesized different-quality
Information, which leads to a greater differentiation of the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics
and decelerates the process of Experience accumulation. This is why the Configurations that have a
strong dissonation towards each other cannot structure duvujllerrt development Directions.

1.118. The

principle of dissonation is absolute as it reflects the presence of a general different-quality
state of structural Elements in slloogrentnost of the Energy-Plasma’s Universal State. However,

when applied to particularly expressed Focus Dynamics of each Self-Consciousness Form’s FormoCreators, this principle is quite arbitrary and subjective, because we always consider and assess
any focus state of Formo-Creators only relative to some other states which we already know or
anticipate. From a subjective point of view, due to the Principle of Multipolarization, any Focus
Dynamics are always simultaneously “reprojected” both into more and into less synthesized SelfConsciousness Configurations; in other manifestation conditions (in “an individual” Continuum),
the Focus Dynamics are either more compatible and identical with other Configurations (due to an
increase of “the quantity” of karmonation interrelations), or less compatible, and, therefore, less
identical. This is why, the dissonation observed between Formo-Creators relative to other “parts”
of the Configuration (for example, due to their imperseptnost or incompatibility) will inevitably be
inertially changed by a greater rezonation in some observation “points” (as a result of an increase of
their kovarllertnost and creation of greater lijlluscivnost or identity with each other).

7). Rotationness, Time, Inertia
continuous qualitative transformation of the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness
Form from one state into another one is conditioned by the presence of the Universal Principle of
rotationness in Energy-Plasma, which is the main Reason of the formation (in Self-Consciousness’
energy-information structures) of such specific “manifestation” effects which we subjectively define
as “Space”, “Time”, and “Inertia”. We have found out that all specific features of the so-called “outer
reality” (“Space”) in the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma are individually and specifically formed not
anywhere “outside you” or by anybody who exists “externally to you”, but in the structures of your
own Self-Consciousness. This “manifestation” effect is provided by the fulfillment of the Principle of
Rezonation through the Focus Dynamics of Rezomirals’ Formo-Creators that slloogrently structure
all their focus Configurations by their typical interrelations.

1.119. A

The joint Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness Form always
individually resonate only with some “part” of Focuses that structure entire slloogrentnost of
Configurations of protoformic Rezomirals, and automatically “choose” (particularly manifest,
“become involved”) from among an infinite set of their combinations only strictly-definite “parts”
that are in the state of absolute rezonation towards the multipolarization Focus Dynamics of your
Self-Consciousness reflected through a particular qualitative state; it is the focus Configurations of
a given “part” within one of manifestation Rezomirals that become the Form in which you begin
to subjectively perceive yourself, that is, you identify yourself with the Form as “a manifested
personality” the way you subjectively imagine and perceive yourself.

1.120.

1.121. The

situation with the manifestation principle for all details and characteristics of your outer
reality is slightly more complex, although the reflection principle (FPV + FDO = Space-Time)
remains the same. During countless “quantum shifts”, your stable subjective Conceptions of
yourself are reflected (“quantized”) at the “bioscreen” of your Perception system (the brain) due
to “the projection” of an innumerable set of Stereo-Types that are configurationally very similar
to each other and are structured by qualitatively-corresponding Conceptions concerning the details
of your external appearance, individual features, bents, character, and so on. Each detail of your
outer reality is modeled and modified by the equally steady Focus Dynamics not only of the FormoCreators of the focused-by-you НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations, but also of many other people who are

manifested together with you and inhabit other STC (that is, other Time Flows). The moment you
were born, the world around you, with all its details, already existed (that is, had been modeled and
realized in various periods by the Focus Dynamics of all other Self-Consciousness Forms – people,
microorganisms, animals, plants, minerals, specifics of interaction between molecules, atoms, and
elementary particles, as well as by Collective Intelligences of Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal
Cosmic Entities) in the form that corresponded to the moment of your birth.
This resembles the principle of Information recording on a compact disk. Let me remind you
that data are recorded on a spiral disk track that have microscopic indents with encoded Information:
it is encoded on the track by an alternation of recesses that don’t reflect light, and intervals between
them that reflect light, which allows to distinguish them with the help of a special tool – a laser
head. Information is recorded with a laser beam by heating parts of the plastic layer, changing their
structure (they become darker), and light cannot penetrate to the reflecting layer. So, a sequence of
reflecting and non-reflecting sections appears on a blank disk through the burning process. Now
imagine that the laser beam, whose impulse power depends at every moment of time on the frequency
of Information that structures it, represents your own Focus Dynamics formed by different-quality
“quantum shifts” structured by various СФУУРММ-Forms that belong not only to you, but also
to all other Self-Consciousness Forms around you. Your “personalized” Perception system (the
brain and its individual “bioscreen” of Self-Consciousness) may be figuratively compared with the
reading device of the laser head that specifically reads (individually decodes) corresponding (to its
frequency) parts of the slloogrent “record” “initially” recorded on “the Universal CD”.

1.122.

Now let’s consider the effect of manifestation of Time. The situation with Time is
different from the formation of Space. Each state of Time corresponds to a certain type of energyinformation interrelations initially recorded in focus structures (slloogrent Configurations) that fill
all manifestation Rezomirals (that is, the Macrocosmos). These stable interrelations between FormoCreators and Info-Creators, depending on the degree of their rezonation on different dimensional
Levels, form certain types of seemingly discrete (for our Perception systems) Configurations in
spatial structures – in different states of the Time Flow (“inside” each focus Rezomiral); and these
Configurations differ from each other in a certain degree of duvujllerrt qualitative inconformity
(dissonation, destructiveness) with its own characteristics of “the shift” inside the general structure
of the Rezomiral from lower-quality (subjectively less favorable) conditions or manifestation Levels
into increasingly higher-quality states: with a decrease of dissonation relative to the general – most
harmonized and balanced – Focus Dynamics of a given protoformic Rezomiral, conditions for the
manifestation of the Configuration in space-time Continuums will improve.

1.123.

The Focus Dynamics initially encoded for constant perfection of interrelations between
Creators both “inside” each Rezomiral and between protoformic Rezomirals are strictly “fixed”
(that is, reflect) not only to particular energy-information parameters (Configurations) that
characterize the quality degree (the Scheme and depth of interquality Synthesis) of each “part” of
configurational slloogrentnost, but also to particular parameters of individual dissonation of lowerquality Configurations relative to their higher-quality variants. I define these parameters as “Time
Flows”, and Perception systems of synthesized Self-Consciousnesses of different types subjectively
crystallize on their basis their own individual Conceptions of certain “variability” and “fluctuation”
of the outer reality which results in a logical “sequence” of Existence of all Forms. I designate
such an individual attitude which is based on subjective comparisons of different-quality states of
seemingly “the same” objects or phenomena as dissonational distance that characterizes and reflects

1.124.

duvujllerrt “distance” of various different-quality variants of the general Focus Dynamics of FormoCreators.
The iissiidiologic notion of dissonational distance is similar to your Conceptions of
chronological time. People have developed a subjective notion of “time” on the basis of a
subjective analysis of qualitative differences in continuously registered results of this illusory effect
manifested in “human” (and in all other protoformic) Continuum groups as a result of simultaneous
multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses. Specific analogs of this notion also
exist in other protoformic communities that have achieved certain development Levels. In addition to
specific human Conceptions that express the subjective attitude to Time (through seconds, minutes,
hours, days, months, years, and so on), different protoformic communities whose representatives
also communicate with each other with the help of organized sound manipulations have their own
Conceptions of inertial duration and sequence of events that reflect specific characteristics of
their typical Perception systems (for example, “ismiluts”, “fukrums”, “osmes”, “prests”, “moms”,
“plartats”, and others).

1.125.

The principle that forms the basis of each Self-Consciousness Form’s individual perception
of the phenomenon of Time also serves as the primary Cause of manifestation (in our human and in
any other type of Existence) of the specific effect which I define as “Inertia”, and my Conceptions
about it are fundamentally different from traditional ones. Let me remind you that mechanics
describes inertia as the property of a body to preserve steady rectilinear motion or the state of rest
when there are no forces affecting it or when forces are mutually balanced. In contrast, inertia
of our (or someone else’s) subjective perception of both our own and the universal Existence is
based on various states of different-Quality dissonation that are simultaneously possible between
all Configurations of Formo-Creators, because their energy-information interrelations have certain
qualitative differences or tensors (moments of dissonance, tension, misunderstanding, resistance).

1.126.

1.127. The

more there are such destructive differences, the higher the degree of incompatibility
between conditions that are necessary for the manifestation of some Configurations relative
to specific conditions of manifestation of other Configurations. Each similar dissonational state
between individual “parts” of slloogrent Configurations causes formation of countless dissonational
distances in the simultaneous Focus Dynamics of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms;
and these distances differ from each other in a greater or lesser degree of rezonation. Within the
general Focus Dynamics of the same ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form, these dissonational distances, in turn, are
the primary Causes for the manifestation of all possible Formo-Types of a given ЛЛУУ-ВВУ27 in
different Continuum groups and in different Time Flows; Configurations of these Formo-Types
approximately correspond to that which you call “incarnations of a personality” (although in reality
these are just different-quality “parts” of one slloogrent Configuration of a НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Type
that is seemingly separated in Time by certain dissonational distances).
Owing to the presence of the èglleroliftive Impulse in Energy-Plasma, Inertia always tends
to decrease in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms, because the degree of differentquality kovarllertnost between Creators’ Configurations constantly increases. This makes the Focus
Dynamics “deeper” and “wider” towards miscellaneous synthetic interrelation that exist between
Creators. Owing to this, tensors between very similar Configurations with the shortest qualitative

1.128.

27 See the details about Formo-Types, Stereo-Forms and their Stereo-Types that belong to a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entity in the
series of books “Immortality is accessible to everyone”.

dissonational distances between them (or in other words the shortest “time loops”) are continuously
annihilated through the svilgs-spherational dynamics of Focuses; as a result, several qualitativelysimilar Configurations “merge together” (rezonationally reunite into one “part” of slloogrentnost)
by the Focuses that structure them to make one, slightly more universal Configuration that includes
the whole empirical Experience of the Formo-Creators from “the previous” Configurations.
In turn, as a result of still higher-quality Focus Dynamics, a certain amount of such
Configurations also “merge together” by their “time loops”, making the dissonational distance even
shorter relative to more universal states of the Macrocosmos. This happens continuously and eternally
in the inertial sequence of all Focuses of Self-Consciousness Forms, while in the noo-time mode
(that is, not depending on the influence from the Time factor) THIS was initially fulfilled in One
Instant of Eternity. Besides, you should never forget that all this initially “happens” (is specifically
manifested) just in information spaces of Self-Consciousnesses and only then is accordingly reflected
in Space-Time – through the simultaneous-instantaneous Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Forms.
1.129.

So, I hope that now you understand better that these specific effects – Space, Time, and
Inertia – form the basis of manifestation of any Focus Dynamics types in your Self-Consciousness,
which you subjectively perceive as certain variants of sequence in the fulfillment of some “synthetic
processes”. No processes that are interpreted as creation of anything new by anybody can exist in
the Macrocosmos in principle, because any of you, as well as any other Self-Consciousness Form
represents in the slloogrent “geometry” of Space-Time just a reflection (“projections”) of rezonational
(relative to each other) “interactions” between Focuses carried out by the Formo-Creators in a
special way (through svilgs-spheration). There are no mechanical, chemical, nuclear, biological, or
any other dynamics (except the Focus Dynamics!) in “the reality” that individually “surrounds” each
of you, and cannot be – all the “mechanics” represent specific effects of Self-Consciousness. The
synthetic (and any other!) structure of Energy-Plasma (that is, the Macrocosmos’ Formo-System) is
absolutely complete and constant from the very beginning.

1.130.

1.131. In

turn, the diverse manifestation of all these effects is possible only because, along with other
Cosmic Laws and Their Principles (slloogrentnost, duvujllerrtnost, rezonation, skrruullerrtnost, and
so on), Energy-Plasma also has an actively manifested Principle of rotationness. Owing to potential
properties of rezonation of any Configurations that slloogrently structure all dimensional Levels of
Energy-Plasma, this Principle allows Formo-Creators of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms
to be focused “moment-by-moment” in the “parts” of universal slloogrentnost that correspond most
to their Configurations (that is, rezonationally “merge time loops together” between similar “parts”
of Configurations), thereby generating in the information space of Self-Consciousnesses the effect
of subjective (very narrow, limited) perception of “themselves” in certain specific conditions of
psychomental manifestation, whose “dense-plasma” variants you define as “physical” Space-Time.
There is only one means to initiate “the launch” of different-quality synthesized energyinformation interrelations within Energy-Plasma – the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness, which
instantaneously-rezonationally unites all “parts” of Energy-Plasma slloogrentnost as an infinite set
of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms that represent specifically expressed properties that
characterize all energy-information types of interrelations (Configurations). Any subjective Focus
Dynamics are carried out not anywhere “outside you”, that is, in Space-Time that seems to exist
independently from you, but only in the information space of the used-by-you Self-Consciousness
Form; the Focus Dynamics are carried out rotationally (“moment-by-moment”), strictly in accordance

1.132.

with the Principle of duvujllerrtnost: everything you “now” obviously and clearly perceive, becomes
visually and psychomentally more and more inaccessible to your Perception system at every next
moment, because the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness have already changed the Form
of fixation, whose Configuration already structures in a greater degree the group of Worlds with
slightly different frequency range parameters.
Here, the word “inaccessible” means just the impossibility to repeated manifestation of
your Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics through a particular Configuration. The whole empirical
Experience peculiar to all the previous and the newly-focused-by-you Forms is accordingly encoded
(energy-informationally changed, kleksed) and preserved in the information space of your SelfConsciousness in the form of СФУУРММ-Forms of your individual ODS, which is similar to the
medical term “memory”. ODS is something like Universal Sources of eternal (noo-time) “storage”
(“duplication” of Formo-images) of Configurations of absolutely all, already initially synthesized,
Information that is unique for each Type of Universal Entities simultaneously manifested in the
Macrocosmos. This reminds an all-encompassing, slloogrent “copy” or a very detailed “replica”
of information results of all Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators, which They have fulfilled in
One Instant of Eternity; and this “replica” is forever reflected in configurational combinations of
Information without any association with Time (each Configuration of these “copies” manifests in
Time and in Inertia only through the information space of Self-Consciousness and has a rezonational
interaction with Formo-Creators’ Focuses). As I have mentioned earlier, the Tertiary State of EnergyPlasma has more universal analogs of ODS – ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes.
1.133.

In proportion to a decrease of resonance between your Focus of Close Attention (ССВУУССММ that reflects your Creative Interest constantly initiated in the Self-Consciousness by an
internal èglleroliftive Impulse) and World groups’ Configurations that continuously “move away”
one after another in the course of rotational changes, every variant of everything that is “visible” and
“evident” to you now goes farther and farther, beyond the limits of optimal vibrational conditions
that provide possibilities of a simultaneous manifestation in the same rezopazon with you (this means
that the degree of dissonation between your Configurations increases); and, finally, in a second, it
seems to “leaves” the accessibility sphere of your Focus Dynamics. Nevertheless, anything that you
directly perceived just a moment ago or some time earlier and that is no longer perceptible to you,
doesn’t disappear anywhere and is not annihilated, but always continues to be the same manifested
part in its individually-corresponding space-time conditions (Worlds Formo-Systems).

1.134.

The rotation Principle determines the presence in Energy-Plasma of all the diversity of
manifestations of the simultaneous Focus Dynamics associated with different-type Collective
Intelligences (for example, it determines the qualitative change of conditions in the outer reality
depending on subjective Conceptions about it that are typical of your Self-Consciousness). Every
rotation Shift is carried out simultaneously, duvujllerrtly, and rezonationally both in the information
space of Self-Consciousness, and in Energy-Plasma. The Shift is initiated by the irrkogliktive
Impulse in the information space, while in Energy-Plasma it is initiated by the èglleroliftive Impulse.
As a result of this energy-information interaction between different Aspects of Pure Qualities, a
certain degree of dissonance appears on the 3-4-dimensional Levels of Energy-Plasma between the
ideal state (a kovarllert combination of heterogeneous information fragments) and the real focus
Configuration formed by “projections” of this combination and is structured simultaneously both by
kovarllert and imperceptible interrelations.

1.135.

Due to imperseptnost, a certain dissonance is initiated in the Focus Dynamics of EnergyPlasma between an existing ideal combination (which, however, is manifested in this form in slightly
different qualitative conditions) and an imperfect Self-Consciousness Form “projected” from the
ideal combination through specifically deformed СФУУРММ-Forms typical of various Rezomirals.
As a result of this dissonance, an effect of moment-by-moment (that is, inertial) qualitative
transformation of the Self-Consciousness Configuration appears in the Focus Dynamics of EnergyPlasma (which you perceive as “a new” part of the Space “geometry”), and, based on the quality of
your previous experience, subjective Conceptions about “the passage” of Time are formed in your
Perception system (that is, in the individual ODS of the information space).

1.136.

1.137. Thus, any Self-Consciousness Form can subjectively perceive Energy-Plasma as “a continuously-

changing outer reality” exclusively within the Time Flow structured by the Form, that is, – in the
inertial dynamics of sequential transformations of imperceptible interrelations that belong to imperfect
Self-Consciousness Forms into kovarllert interrelations of potentially ideal states of these Forms.
Our subjective Perception associates these qualitative transformations as a certain psychomental
duration – Time. It is possible to say that Time is a multidimensional, coherent (mutually-coordinated,
logically-sequential) structure of the Cosmic Self-Consciousness that rezonationally correlates, in
Energy-Plasma (through the universal Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators), the whole slloogrent
“picture” of “instantaneous” fulfillment of a duvujllerrtly-sequential order of all synthetic processes
carried out in Energy-Plasma by Formo-Creators of all Self-Consciousness Forms).
The specific space-time “trajectory” of the Focus Dynamics that reflects all details (includes
many features) for the sequential transformation of the Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators through
Synthesis processes is called an individual rotation Cycle. The Dynamics of the rotation Cycle
are carried out (undergo particular changes) during every act of Focus multipolarization, and, as a
result, all simultaneous different-quality variants of the Self-Consciousness’ Synthesis Directions
(development scenarios) that structure various Continuum groups are formed in Time.

1.138.

An individual rotation Cycle is approximately that which you extremely subjectively define
as “my personal life” (with all particular attributes of the memory). But in fact, at each instant of your
eternal Existence, owing to the Focus Dynamics’ multipolarization, each of you is simultaneously
manifested through countless different-quality variants of “yourself” (“personalized” Interpretations)
in innumerable “personal lives” whose development scenarios “are dispersed” in many duvujllerrt
groups of different-quality Continuums.

1.139.

All the simultaneous rotation dynamics may be hypothetically differentiated into a set of
different-type kinds, such as INTER-Universal (ДЙЮРРУУЛЛС) and Universal (ССАРФФАЙЙС)
rotation Cycles, rotation Cycles of subjective Realities within Formo-Systems (ФААРМЛООДДС),
and rotation Cycles of subjective Worlds (ТУУЛЛУФФС), as well as rotation Cycles of Proto-Forms
that belong to Collective Cosmic Intelligences (СТААКЛАВВС), and others. Owing to their rotation
dynamics, Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms’ Configurations that structure these types of
energy-information interactions can be constantly “reprojected” into rezonationally-corresponding
(to their current Configurations) interpretations of individually perceived Space-Time manifestations
whose qualitative dynamics change strictly in accordance with the dynamic changes of psychomental
states of each Self-Consciousness Form, that is, depending on the quality of individual refocusings.
1.140.

1.141. For

example, for human Self-Consciousness Forms (manifested in this type of subjective

Reality of the 3-4-dimensional diapason), on average, “the duration” of one second is objectively
differentiated into 328 rotation Shifts28. An increase of the frequency of these “spheroidal” energyinformation Shifts leads to a decrease in quality (in intensity of Quality Aspects’ Synthesis per unit
of time) of Perception systems in manifestation Forms, while a decrease of this parameter increases
the Perception abilities and the quality of Energy-Information processing at “the same” time interval.
Now, let me remind you the previous visual image for your better understanding: when you are in a
dark room, it is difficult for you to quickly find the exit holding a flashlight near the walls (in this
analogy, it is the implementation of a certain interquality Synthesis), and before you approach the
exit your body will receive many bumps and injuries from invisible objects in the room (that is,
passing through processes of sub-Aspect Synthesis).
This situation is similar to the behavior of Formo-Creators in various types of subjective
Realities with a larger number of rotation Shifts per second, because the Focus Dynamics of a SelfConsciousness Form, regardless of great potential possibilities for realization, don’t have quite active
СФУУРММ-Forms (Experience) yet that would allow for their more effective use. When there is a
lot of light in the room (that is, necessary Experience and corresponding Conceptions) and the way
to the door is obvious, in order to achieve the goal, you don’t have to make unnecessary movements,
which is analogous to less rotation Shifts per second (in this case, every Shift is structured by higherquality combinations of Energy-Information).
1.142.

8). Freedom of Choice; skrruullerrt system
The possibility of a free choice for every Self-Consciousness Form, irrespective of its
manifestation type and the Levels of universal multidimensionality in Energy-Plasma on which it
perceives “itself”, is the main realization Mechanism for the slloogrent Energy-Information of the
èglleroliftive Impulse through subjective processes of an inertial qualitative increase of FormoCreators’ Creative Activity manifested by any types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, including
the one which we define as human (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ). Any Self-Consciousness Form always has this
possibility for a different-quality creative self-determination as simultaneously-existing, differentquality variants; the possibility is inherent in the universal structural characteristics of the energyinformation basis for the Macrocosmos, and it is inertially fulfilled (vibrationally manifested in
Space-Time conditions) through realization Principles of the simultaneous Focus Dynamics of all
Collective Intelligences that structure all multidimensional Levels.
1.143.

The mechanism of freedom of choice implies the possibility of decision making for
each Self-Consciousness Form at every single moment in order to carry out the Creative Activity
dynamics through any potentially-existing variants (for this Form) of the different-quality Synthesis
that involves various Pure Qualities’ Aspects. Such possibilities are provided due to the incessant
realization of the Principle of skrruullerrtnost in the Energy-Plasma structures; along with all other
Principles, It universally organizes the entire initially-completed “picture” of synthetic and other
types of energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators that are
already established on all dimensional Levels in the Macrocosmos. Any Focus Dynamics reflect
just the smallest trait, a tiny detail of the fully completed Creation. And what is the Creation? Let me
remind you that this is a slloogrent aggregation of absolutely all rezonationally-interacting Universal

1.144.

28 See The Glossary – ССЛУУЛЛУСС (available in Russain only).

Focuses of Self-Consciousnesses (UFS) whose Dynamics can be individually manifested in some
rezonational point of the Macrocosmos only owing to the difference in their typical qualitative
state constantly initiated by the èglleroliftive Impulse. The totality of all this constitutes the energyinformation basis for Formo-Creators’ Configurations that, as such, are individual reflections of
UFS.
The system of different-type Rezomirals in the Macrocosmos is completely structured by
the skrruullerrt system. Schematically, the skrruullerrt system represents a slloogrent aggregate
of multipolarization (that is, simultaneously involving different qualities and Focus Dynamics in
different directions) choice variants (the integrally-generalized Focus Dynamics), that are potentially
possible in each “manifestation point” of Creative Activity of any Self-Consciousness Configuration.
It reflects absolutely all potential possibilities of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics manifested
in various Configurations simultaneously and through multipolarization (in whole – through all of
them at once). The number of variants of individual rotation Cycles, in which various types of the
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics actively interact with each other in every
different-quality rezonational point, can be infinite, and the whole set of these different-type Focuses
also structure the skrruullerrt system, uniting in Space absolutely all variants of further realizational
possibilities potentially available to the Formo-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form.

1.145.

The main Essence of the skrruullerrt system (it is single and universal both for synthetic and
for all other types of transformation Processes) is to perform the general Task of the Macrocosmos:
to provide the Focus Dynamics of all Collective Cosmic Intelligences’ types with all possible
variants for individual manifestation of intermediate results typical of Their different-quality
Synthesis (and non-synthetic manifestations!) carried out simultaneously through the whole set of
Their characteristic Self-Consciousness Forms. Each “point” of manifestation in the skrruullerrt
system includes far from all variants of events that are possible in other space-time conditions for
Self-Consciousness manifestation that provide various Forms with other realizational possibilities
(abilities).

1.146.

1.147. For

example, at the current level of inertia in Space-Time, you cannot instantaneously teleport
yourself (physically move) to the opposite part of the globe, and consequently this event cannot
be manifested in the skrruullerrt system. On the other hand, in other Continuum groups, where the
development of science and technology or abilities of Self-Consciousness Forms allow for such
movements, such variants of choices are present in the corresponding part of general slloogrentnost of
the skrruullerrt system providing various possibilities (technical, psychological) for their realization.

A deep understanding of the Mechanism of Freedom of Choice, first of all, increases your
ability to consciously and impartially analyze the Focus Dynamics of your own Self-Consciousness
and direct its refocusings according to your chosen system of high-frequency, internal principles
and Conceptions (СФУУРММ-Forms), not being attached to external circumstances and someone’s
subjective opinions, but intentionally and constructively organizing your Existence, constantly
cultivating characteristic features of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction in your life
creativity – high-feeling Intellect and high-intellect Altruism.
1.148.

1.149. The

many-worlds existence Principle allows each of you to choose the most interesting (now)
Creativity Direction, being aware of the fact that the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of your SelfConsciousness are potentially structured by Configurations of the Formo-Creators that have deeply

known themselves in this Direction. Thus, a joint manifestation of the many-worlds existence
Principle and the Principle of Freedom of Choice makes it possible for those, who have managed
to reliably stabilize their Focus Dynamics on available high-frequency Levels and to learn how to
use corresponding Information during decision making, to remove many devised limitations and
make their thinking creativity free, and to begin modeling the outer reality not spontaneously and
instinctively but on the basis of deeply-synthesized Conceptions of their own individual World.

9). Mechanisms of slloogrentnost and duvujllerrtnost
As distinguished from skrruullerrtnost, the Mechanism of slloogrentnost (for the
3-4-dimensional diapason – holographousness) manifests as a universal property of infinite “Selfprojection” (Self-propagation) of all types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences and Their SelfConsciousness Forms as “spheroidal” energy-information Configurations into entire diversity of
Energy-Information manifestations in the form of different-dimension structures of the Macrocosmos.
This Principle allows each Self-Consciousness Form to use multipolarization (that is, simultaneously
both differentiation and integration, evolution and involution) and “become projected” into the entire
infinite set of the Macrocosmos’ Universums that duvujllerrtly and diffuzgently carry out various
Synthesis Scheme of the Pure Cosmic Qualities. Different Self-Consciousness Levels are structured
by completely different Conceptions of the outer reality, because the slloogrent Energy-Information
about objective Reality is rezonationally “projected” into Self-Consciousness through differentquality subjective Perception systems of the Forms.
1.150.

1.151. Such

“mutual projection of all in all” is possible because Energy-Plasma includes the Principle
of duvujllerrtnost or regularity of any processes of different-quality transformations carried out
through the Focus Dynamics of Forms: the infinite diversity of the Forms’ Configurations allows each
Self-Consciousness, during each qualitative change of its Focus Dynamics, to subjectively fulfill the
process of sequential and gradual Synthesis of Conceptions that structure this Self-Consciousness.
This Principle reflects all “minutest” details of the common Scheme of absolute Synthesis of the
Pure Cosmic Qualities in Energy-Plasma for a nominal Moment of Eternity of the Macrocosmos’
Existence. When the Focus Dynamics are carried out at any Level of Self-Consciousness, none
of these “details” can be omitted, or replaced with another one – each “point” of rezonational
manifestation of a Form’s Configuration strictly corresponds to a definite synthetic stage of a fully
completed and harmonized Process of the general slloogrent state of Energy-Plasma.
You can also imagine duvujllerrtnost as a certain sequential series of events (actions,
phenomena, circumstances, psychisms, and so on) that reflects changes in the quality of the
Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics. The specific character of manifestation of the Principle of
Duvujllerrtnost directly depends on the inertia degree (quality) of СФУУРММ-Forms with the help
of which the Perception system’s Focus Dynamics are carried out – the higher inertia (that is, the
lower the quality), the more duvujllerrt events (regular sequential acts of rezonational Synthesis)
must happen in the information space of Self-Consciousness in order to achieve a desired goal
(manifest it in the outer reality).
1.152.

Let me give you a demonstrative example with a luminescence lamp or with the formation
of an image on the screen of a cathode ray tube. In fact, the lamp blinks 50 times per second owing
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to the alternating current frequency. However, we don’t notice these blinks, and we have the illusion
that the lamp provides constant and uniform light. The same phenomenon is observed on the screen
of a cathode ray tube: the beam from the cathode-ray gun runs minimum 25 times per second over
the whole surface of the screen, line by line, however, we don’t notice this process either, instead, we
just register the illusion of visual dynamics. Duvujllerrtnost is the mechanism of qualitative detailing
of structural elements in every dimensional diapason; and, due to rotation Shifts, the mechanism
allows to form a complete and convincing illusion of subjective Reality (“individual existence”) in
different-quality Perception systems of different-type Self-Consciousness Forms.

10). The state of instantaneousness-simultaneity of Existence in Energy-Plasma
Everything that IS ALREADY EXISTS and IS for the good. The essence of this statement
is that all the diversity of types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences and corresponding SelfConsciousness Forms ALREADY initially ARE and were specifically manifested at once in entire
synthetic slloogrentnost (as dimensional diapasons) of Energy-Plasma for one nominal Instant
of Eternity. Simply speaking, all multidimensional Forms of the Macrocosmos were objectively
manifested – each Configuration on its unique Level of Energy-Plasma – simultaneously and in a
single moment, and there wasn’t any sequence or duration in This integral Cosmic Act – various
variants of this Illusion are manifested as structural characteristics of Self-Consciousness Forms.
The Instant of Eternity has nothing in common with that which you understand by Time, because
it doesn’t have any inherent features of inertia. However, due to the Mechanism of slloogrentnost
typical of all Energy-Plasma structures (both of Energy and of Information), all self-conscious
Elements that structure One Instant of Eternity, can become infinitely “extended” (“unfolded”, “be
unpacked”) through the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness in individual systems of subjective
Perception, as well as become infinitely “condensed” (“folded”, “archived”). These effects result
from the manifestation of functions of zero ingredients of dimension.

1.154.

The state of simultaneous-instantaneous Existence of absolutely all Self-Consciousness
Forms is organized in such a way that higher-frequency variants of your more objective “future”
– through УУ-ВВУ-projections of the collective Subconsciousness – provide information for all
the diversity of possible variants of your subjective “present”, which, in turn, is also based on
your empirical Experience “projected” into your Focus Dynamics from the subjective “past”. This
occurs due to the simultaneous Creative Activity of two different-vector Impulses in the Focus
Dynamics – the irrkogliktive Impulse (it provides qualitative disintegration) and the èglleroliftive
Impulse (it initiates integration tendencies). Inertial refocusings of the Formo-Creators of your SelfConsciousness Forms into these subjective categories of your “personalized” Existence (“the past”
and “the future”) are carried out by means of the universal state of the Focus Dynamics which
you subjectively interpret as “now”; the energy-information Essence of this state represents the
multiple-vector (qualitatively multipolarized) rezonational point of Space-Time that allows the
Formo-Creators of different-quality “parts” of the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics (with the
help of УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates) to be simultaneously “reprojected” into НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration in
the most corresponding dimensional rezopazons.

1.155.

The fundamental difference between those who perceive themselves as living in the
beginning of the third millennium, and those who really perceive themselves as living, suppose, “in
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the epoch of Atlantis” is based just on a very specific frequency of Self-Consciousness Configurations
of their realizational Forms; it is unique both for “us here” and for “them there” and it limits the
possibilities of creative dynamics of “our” and “their” refocusings to strictly-definite ranges of
force-type interactions. The Continuums that are structured by “our” НУУ-ВВУ, and the ones that
are structured by specific Configurations of “their” Self-Consciousnesses – all of THEM (as well
as a lot of other things that are “historically” separated from “them” and from “us” by “millennia
or millions of years in the past” and “millennia or millions of years in the future”) are in one
and inimitable (for our common Collective Intelligence) “NOW”, where “we” (and “they”) can
intentionally refocus from “our (their) own” inertial moments of “now” when we acquire certain
skills and necessary Configurations of Forms in order to have creative realizations through the
Information that corresponds to the quality of СФУУРММ-Forms in the Focus Dynamics expressed
by us.
1.157. Virtually

the whole slloogrent Mechanism of the Focus Dynamics represents a universal state
of Formo-Creators which I define as the zero ingredient of dimension. This state provides the
Space-Time Levels under consideration with the manifestation of such important properties as selfrefractability, “self-projection” (or the principle of “projecting projections”), self-folding ability
(stempolar archiving), and multiple directions (multipolarization) of the Focus Dynamics of an
infinite set of rezonationally-aggregated (composed) energy-information structures that provide all
manifestation Forms of space-time Entities with a very high “local flexibility”, “multiple-direction
interpenetrability” (birvulârtnost), “elasticity”, “expansibility”, “compression”, and “mutual
twisting” (for example, the formation of the illusion of “the past”, “the present”, and “the future”).
The higher the dimension of Space-Time, the less the subjective difference between “external”
(form-shaping) and “internal” (psychomental) states of the Self-Consciousness – the former cab
be easily transformed into the latter, and the latter can be easily transformed into the former or
into a certain third, fourth… tenth qualitative state that represents the main feature for the Form’s
manifestation in a certain section of the general slloogrentnost of Space-Time.
The State of instantaneous-simultaneous manifestation of any processes in the
multidimensional slloogrent structure of the Macrocosmos includes an infinite set of subjectively
inaccessible (for an observer) features and characteristics of “the outer reality” that are beyond the
functional mechanisms of the observer’s Perception system: you cannot see, feel, and experience
all the infinite diversity of simultaneously existing variants of Forms manifested in your SelfConsciousness only through the tiniest part of their typical slloogrent Configurations. This State
implies the eternally-potential presence (in the general structure of Energy-Plasma) of all possible
synthetic processes and Self-Consciousness Forms propagated in different-quality Time Flows; and
these Forms structure more (and less) harmonious states (including synthesized ones) of “the outer
reality” subjectively perceived by you, and their Configurations simultaneously-instantaneously
include both “the previous” and “the future” Experience of Existence.

1.158.

This State also provides any Self-Consciousness Form with a potential or actual possibility to
subjectively perceive, at every moment, many variants of possible development scenarios “separated”
by various inertial periods. The State implies the presence of the so-called “beyond-time mode of
perception” with one distinctive feature: the difference in the quality and in the level of differentiation
(detailing) of everything that happens during the instantaneous-simultaneous perception leads to
specific (in each particular case) choices and to the formation of various qualitative Directions or
individual rotation Cycles in the Self-Consciousness’ development scenarios.

1.159.

Owing to the principle of instantaneousness-simultaneity, “every” rotation Shift happens
just one-and-only time – in One Moment of Eternity! Everything that each of you implies by the
subjective notion “my personal Life” is never repeated anywhere, because – simultaneously and at
once! – it occurs everywhere at once and “instantaneously”, that is, in the same “multidimensional
moment” subjectively “extended” in the Perception structures of your Self-Consciousness to “billions
of years” of incessant Existence.

1.160.

to the Principle of slloogrentnost of Everything, any seemingly “independent” (discrete)
rotation Shift that occurs inertially in the Self-Consciousness of any Form is actually just a natural
part (“a particular case”) of one, much more complex and multifaceted Rotation Shift in the entire
multidimensionality of energy-information structures of the Universal ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity. In other
words, there is just one-and-only slloogrent Shift (relative to the State of Information before It
becomes Energy-Information) multidimensionally manifested in Energy-Plasma, which is initially
fulfilled on the Higher manifestation Level of Collective Cosmic Intelligences within the ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity29, while each Self-Consciousness Form in its manifestation rezopazon – through its
typical Focus Dynamics – subjectively distorts the slloogrent Energy-Information of this singlemoment Universal Shift, being in a special state – in the Illusion of Inertia associated with Existence
of All. Moreover, it doesn’t matter whether this is subjectively experienced (happens) as “a hundred
thousand years ago” or as “a hundred thousand years in the future”, “on Earth” or in “another
Galaxy” – all these inertial manifestations are just facets of one Universal qualitative Shift that
occurs inertially in the entire multidimensionality of the eternal “now”.
1.161. Due

It is very important to understand that the State of instantaneousness of the Focus Dynamics
of all Self-Consciousness Forms, whose Configurations structure all Levels of the Macrocosmos,
has nothing in common with your subjective Conceptions about “one moment of Life” particularly
associated with the life span of your own “personalities” or any other Self-Consciousness Forms in
your outer reality. This Cosmic Principle is an objective manifestation (in the entire slloogrentnost),
in one noo-time Instant of Eternity, of the whole infinite set of Configurations’ variants associated
with all parts of the already-completely-synthesized – for that Instant! – state of Energy-Plasma; that
is, it is a kind of integral perception of Time experienced in the beyond-time manifestation mode by
all Your Self-Consciousness Forms on all Energy-Plasma Levels. There is no sense in associating
your subjective “personalized” Perception with the Principle of instantaneousness, because any type
and level of subjectiveness (including chronological properties of Time) is formed and reflected in
the Space around you through the individual Configuration of your Self-Consciousness Form, that
is, through the quality of your current Focus Dynamics.

1.162.

In each Perception system that comprises different levels, “the single-moment dynamics”
of One Moment of Eternity are always subjectively interpreted only in a unique way, because the
Macrocosmos simply doesn’t exist in the form which you imagine now, instead, there is just a
slloogrent “infinite-pinpoint” state of Energy-Plasma, where each rezonational state of a SelfConsciousness Focus corresponds to a strictly-definite subjective Conception of “instantaneousness”
of Existence. Instantaneousness has nothing in common with that which you interpret as “historical
periods”, “dying”, “destruction”, “disappearance”, and so on – all these effects of Time and Space
are just derivatives of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics modeled by the inertial state of your
individual Perception systems. The State of instantaneousness or the Instant of Eternity can be
experienced objectively only by Those You Who are the Higher Cosmic Intelligences or the Creators
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on the Higher Levels of the Macrocosmos.

11). The Universal Focus and Self-Consciousness; the principle of qualitative
“reprojection” of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
Each type of Collective Cosmic Intelligence has two multifunctional “manifestation
Mechanisms” for Its characteristic synthetic realizations on each Level of Energy-Plasma – the
Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness (UFS – an information constituent) and the Integral SelfConsciousness Form (Proto-Form – an energy constituent). The first is expressed through all kinds
of simultaneous and different-quality Focus Dynamics (individual Focuses of Close Attention30 or
FPV) that represent in Space-Time the whole spectrum of subjective “opinions” or specific “points
of views” (whichever are possible in manifestation conditions of these Configurations) regarding
the energy-information part of “the outer reality”. The UFS-dynamics involve absolutely all
manifestation Levels of realizational Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences and represent integral
multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics of all Proto-Forms. I should particularly mention that, on
the level of “external” manifestation of both Mechanisms provided by very limited possibilities
of our biological Perception systems, we simply cannot separate the energy constituent of SelfConsciousness from the information constituent, because they both are manifested in our Focus
Dynamics only in a synthesized form. By analogy with the notion of focus in optics (as a point
that concentrates a beam of rays that pass through a lens), UFS of a Self-Consciousness can be
imagined as a certain “focal point” of subjectively-differentiated “rays” or of the multipolarized
Focus Dynamics (FPV) of your countless “personalized” Interpretations that structure the slloogrent
Configuration of your Stereo-Form – a multiple (multidimensional) Form of creative realization of
your Focuses in various conditions of the space-time dynamics.
1.164.

The other Mechanism of synthetic manifestation of a Self-Consciousness’ Creative Activity
(a Proto-Form) reflects, in the same Space-Time, all focus Configurations of the Form that belong
to a certain birvulârtnost type and rezonationally correspond to the quality of manifestation of each
Focus of Close Attention. The notions “FPV” and “a Self-Consciousness Form” (in terms of the
quality of creative manifestation) mean the same, because Configurations of subjective Conceptions
(СФУУРММ-Forms) that are realized through a certain state of Self-Consciousness Focus always
rezonationally correspond to the Configuration of a Self-Consciousness Form objectively manifested
in Space-Time. That is, in terms of their synthesis degree, FPV and a Self-Consciousness Form
always correspond to each other, and dimension is always the same for the energy and information
constituents.
1.165.

On the other hand, the notions “UFS” (as a slloogrent aggregate of all FPV) and “SelfConsciousness” (as a slloogrent state of Proto-Forms that is structured by different-quality SelfConsciousness Forms) cannot be identical in terms of their creative manifestations, because the
term “Self-Consciousness” means the general, simultaneously-manifested in different dimensional
conditions, Focus Dynamics of Configurations of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms, with
the help of which a particular type of Collective Cosmic Intelligence creatively realizes itself in
some “part” of Space-Time slloogrentnost. For example, the slloogrent energy-information structure
of Self-Consciousness of any Collective Cosmic Intelligence is provided in the Tertiary Energy1.166.

30 See The Glossary to IISSIIDIOLOGY (in Russian) or in books of "Immortality Accessible to Everyone" Series.

Plasma by different-quality Forms that structure the following Levels: Proto-Forms’ or instinctive
Consciousness – the collective Unconsciousness (the 2nd-3rd dimension), the “personalized” SelfConsciousness (the 3rd-4th dimension), the collective Subconsciousness (the 4th-5th dimension),
the Overconsciousness (the 5th-6th dimension), the Supraconsciousness (the 6th-9th dimension),
and the Protoconsciousness (the 9th-13th dimension).
1.167. I would like to especially note that the notion “Self-Consciousness” which I use is not associated

with manifestation parameters typical of some particular dimensional diapason, but is universal
and includes the manifestation Forms of SELF-Consciousness on all Levels of the Macrocosmos. I
often use the notion “Self-Consciousness” with the word “personalized” because in my description
I have to consider specific Forms of our “present” biological existence whose focus is fixed to
“personal” survival. The Unconsciousness, the Subconsciousness, the Overconsciousness, the
Supraconsciousness, the Protoconsciousness, the Hyperconsciousness, and the Superconsciousness
(the Secondary State of Energy-Plasma) are also different-quality manifestations that reflect different
Types and Forms of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms.
The Self-Consciousness is a universal ability of any Collective Cosmic Entity (including
“a human personality”) to simultaneously perceive “itself” – in lower Forms of “its own” creative
expression, and “Itself” – in higher Forms of its possible manifestations in the Macrocosmos. The
potentially-possible (to you) Level of creative awareness on which your UFS can be maximally
stabilized (being organized to the state of FPV, FIMI) determines the Self-Consciousness Form
with which you will really be able to identify yourself – from an animal to the Higher Cosmic
Intelligence. All Self-Consciousness Forms are structured by the joint Focus Dynamics of many
Fields-Consciousnesses with the corresponding quality of Creative Activity.

1.168.

1.169. The

specific character of qualitative differences in the individual Focus Dynamics of each
Fields-Consciousness that structures the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness of any Form
(including a human being) and provides the specificity of the Form’s Perception system, allows for
multipolarized Focuses (simultaneously making choices through many duvujllerrt Configurations of
Forms) both in the Directions of the most effective quality increase (deepening synthetic processes),
rezonationally becoming closer and closer to the Configurations of Forms in more harmonious
development scenarios (that is, space-time structures that are more balanced and more synthesized
in energy-information interrelations), and in less effective Directions.
Certainly, you shouldn’t understand the less effective directions as an objective decrease of
the synthesis degree, because the UFS-dynamics are always oriented only to incessant deepening of
synthetic states of each subsequent Configuration focused by you, in spite of the fact that it may seem
on subjective levels of “the personalized” Perception that “a human being” undergoes degradation,
that is, is focused in less synthesized Configurations31. The possibility of such Focus “reprojections”
or refocusings is conditioned by potential rezonational interrelations between Configurations of
Fields-Consciousnesses that structure both lower-quality and higher-quality dimensional diapasons.
These refocusings occur (strictly in accordance with the Mechanism of duvujllerrtnost) owing
to the rotation Mechanism in Energy-Plasma that forms the effect of inertial perception in SelfConsciousnesses.

1.170.

31 See “IISSIIDIOLOGY”, the books series “Immortality is accessible to everyone” – svilgs-spherations of hvasslons (in
Russian only).

1.171. The nature of individual manifestation of any Self-Consciousness Form in Space-Time is eternal

and infinite owing to the inseparable interrelation between Fields-Consciousnesses that structure the
Form’s Configuration and Configurations of various dimensional diapasons, because any slloogrent
“part” of the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness cannot disappear or otherwise leave the general
dynamics of multidimensional conscious manifestation of all Forms in the Universe. Any states
which you subjectively interpret as “lethal outcomes” or other material “disappearances” that occur
in the current diapason of manifestation of your Forms are never perceived in any way by the
Fields-Consciousnesses that form the subjective dynamics of your current Perception system due
to their instantaneous refocusing into Configurations that correspond to them more in the quality
of Forms that structure other development scenarios, and this creates the state of infinite Life on all
manifestation Levels of the objective Reality.

12). The main iissiidiologic definitions and notions that reflect the manifestation of
Cosmic Principles and Laws
So, we have considered all basic Conceptions which you will use for all your further
reasoning, and now I propose to consider the main iissiidiologic definitions and notions. Here,
you will know some Cosmic Principles, and without a deep understanding of their Essence it is
impossible to explain iissiidiologic concepts of the simultaneous-instantaneous creative realization
of all the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence on absolutely all Levels
of possible synthetic manifestation (dimensional diapasons)32.

1.172.

Pure Cosmic Qualities (PCQ) are the entire infinite set of individual information features
(rekonverst Configurations of ССС-fragments), whose diverse combinations (СФУУРММ-Forms,
УУ-conglomerates) provide the whole Process of manifestation (Synthesis) of any Focus Dynamics
type of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence on any dimensional Level formed by It.
I subjectively systematized and hypothetically categorized these narrowly-specific features (on
the basis of the greatest similarity and compatibility of their manifested properties) into twelve
main types of Information (PCQ proper) that represent the whole information basis in the Synthesis
Process for any realizations of the Macrocosmos’ Formo-Creators. Being manifested in the SelfConsciousness of ССС-Entity and in the synthetic Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Cosmic Intelligence, all the twelve PCQ acquire certain characteristics – typical of Them only in this
State! – of the collective perception of Themselves, and transform into twelve main types of certain
synthetic (that is, endowed with the Collective Self-Consciousness) kinds of Information, which we
subjectively interpret as ОО-УУ-Entities. If we exclude the fact that ОО-УУ-Entities have a certain
Self-Consciousness and compare the characteristics of the 12 PCQ and those of the 12 ОО-УУ, it
is possible to put the equal sign between Them, that is, we can say that Each ОО-УУ-Entity is one
of PCQ that is somehow manifested through the synthetic Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’
Higher Cosmic Intelligence and endows the Focus Dynamics with its typical Information (Essence).
1.173.

1.174. For

example, the two-dominant (the 3-4-dimensional manifestation diapason) Synthesis
Scheme that involves Formo-Creators of the Human-type (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented) Collective Cosmic
Intelligence (ПРООФФ-РРУ), is provided by active (dominant) interrelations characteristic of
information combinations of such two PCQ as ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL32

See the basic description of the Principles and the Cosmic Laws in the next volumes of Iissiidiology Fundamentals.

Intelligence established together with recessive (background, svilgs-spherational) interactions
between the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of each of the two ОО-УУ-Entities with the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics that represent, in Space-Time, Each of the other ten ООУУ: ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance-ALL-Fullness, ALLVoidness-ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence, ALLKnowledge-ALL-Informedness, ALL-Aspiration, ALL-Unity, ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability.
1.175. ТОО-УУ-Entities

are an infinite set of subjectively-perceived-by-us specific Forms of active
and multidimensional (different-diapason) expression, in Space-Time, of realizational interrelations
between Formo-Creators of certain two ОО-УУ-Entities synthesized according to their unique
features. These synthetic interactions are based on the Principle of Their pairwise combination
in the general Universal Formo-structure of the Macrocosmos, and, as a result, the most steady
(lijlluscive to each other) information interrelations are finally organized, in a duvujllerrt way (in a
certain qualitative sequence) in Space-Time, between the Formo-Creators of corresponding ОО-УУEntities.
For example, our (that is, modeled by our – human, ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented, АИЙ-ЙЯ-related
– Conceptions) Universal Entity (ДДИИУЙЙИ) belongs to the type of ТОО-УУ-Entities Whose
Formo-Creators are most actively involved in the Process of a deep (all-penetrating, all-combining)
multidecillion-dimensional interquality Synthesis between all possible information combinations
(СФУУРММ-Forms) that are typical of the two ОО-УУ-Entities – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. This infinite Process begins (of course, hypothetically!) from the
two-dominant Synthesis Scheme and constantly develops (deepens) further due to an active and
sequential involvement of more and more compatible interrelations with the Formo-Creators of the
other ten ОО-УУ-Entities. However, all these diverse and miscellaneous mutual combinations with
СФУУРММ-Forms of other stable pairs of ОО-УУ-Entities are necessary so that these interrelations
would become maximally harmonized on the highest – multidecillion-dimensional – manifestation
Levels of the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence not only between
the two ОО-УУ, but also relative to every one of the other ten PCQ.
1.176.

1.177. ОО-УУ-Entity

is not an objective but a very subjective notion, because no one can discern and
discover all types of information interrelations that structure a certain ТОО-УУ-Entity. We define
any of Them (for example, ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entity, ГООЛГАМАА-А-Entity, ССМИИЙСМАА-А-Entity,
ТЛААССМА-А-Entity, АИЙ-ЙЯ-Entity, ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity) on the basis of the unique subjective
Conceptions which we have in this respect only at this stage of our evolutional development. I use
the term “Entity” relative to these Cosmic Codes to point out the fact that no matter through which
Self-Consciousness Form (among an infinite set of their diversity) the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence are manifested, this Form – on any Its manifestation
Level – always preserves certain unique “individual features”, “individual properties”, “individual
characteristics”, and “individual possibilities” (a certain analogy of “personal” characteristics) that
are necessary for the Formo-Creators of its Self-Consciousness to perform their collective creativity.
This applies to absolutely all ТОО-УУ- and СВОО-УУ-Entities in the Macrocosmos.
It is common knowledge that our individual or collective relationship with our outer reality
is fully determined by our subjective Conceptions both regarding “ourselves” and our possibilities,
and regarding the reality and its possibilities. This is why we say “our Soul”, “our Spirit”, “our
Universe”… And they – being narrowly-specifically modeled in our Focus Dynamics – are

1.178.

subjectively “our”, because they reflect that which can be somehow specifically (in accordance with
our typical Synthesis Scheme) interpreted by our Perception system using particular Conceptions.
But in fact, objectively, everything in our outer reality completely differs from that which we can
imagine about it.
1.179. СВОО-УУ-Entities also represent a very subjective Conception of the structure and Mechanisms

that provide fulfillment of the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence, and
this Conception implies the entire infinite set of specific Forms of differentiated expression of typical
energy-information interrelations between ТОО-УУ-Entities in certain Space-Time conditions. While
the Focus Dynamics of a ТОО-УУ-Entity reflect a specific character of interrelations characteristic
only of a certain pair of ОО-УУ-Entities in a given manifestation diapason, the Focus Dynamics of a
СВОО-УУ-Entity, although it has the same pair of PCQ as dominant Qualities, in addition are structured
by many other background interrelations, without which the focus Configuration (f-Configuration)
of this ТОО-УУ-Entity couldn’t be in any way reflected in this particular manifestation mode in
Space-Time. That is, the f-Configuration of any СВОО-УУ-Entity reflects the specific character of
interrelations within the dominant PCQ pair typical of the ТОО-УУ-Entity that generates it and is an
intermediate result of the differently-directed and multisided Synthesis (with a more or less active
participation of Aspects of all PCQ).
1.180.
For example, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of such ТОО-УУ type as ЛЛУУВВУ-Entity (from the 2.5 to the 10th dimension) are structured by Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousness Forms specifically manifested in corresponding STC groups in each dimensional
sub-diapasons that form the diapason which is common to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ’s Focus Dynamics. The

same applies to such Mechanisms of “local” manifestation of different-quality Focus Dynamics in
particular Space-Time modes as Self-Consciousness Forms, but in a much narrower manifestation
diapason.

1.181. A

demonstrative example of a specific different-quality realization of СВОО-УУ-Entities
associated with a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form is represented by our – human – collective НУУ-ВВУ-Forms
of Self-Consciousnesses, whose biological analogs (biological organisms) are structured by
an enormous amount of completely different (from our Synthesis Scheme) protoformic SelfConsciousness Forms: regions of the brain, systems and organs, various types of cells and tissues,
molecules, atoms, elementary particles, as well as bacteria, viruses, and the so-called “protozoa”,
whose Formo-Creators can influence to some extent the general Focus Dynamics of our choices in
accordance with their typical tendencies. This is why we can put the equal sign between the specific
functionality of a СВОО-УУ-Entity and the Focus Dynamics of the rezonationally-corresponding
Self-Consciousness Form subjectively considered by us: the latter represents a Form for realization
of properties and features characteristic of a certain СВОО-УУ-Entity.

Depending on the quality of a hypothetical Observer, the Focus Dynamics type considered
by the Observer may be subjectively defined either as manifestation of a ТОО-УУ-Entity or as
manifestation of a СВОО-УУ-Entity. For example, the Focus Dynamics of all НУУ-ВВУ-Forms may
be defined, relative to the Focus Dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form that initiated their manifestation,
as the Focus Dynamics of СВОО-УУ-Entities within the slloogrent structure of the Focus Dynamics
of the ТОО-УУ-Entity that generated them; in turn, the Focus Dynamics of all ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entities
may also be subjectively – from a higher-quality point of view – defined, relative to the Focus
Dynamics of ГООЛГАМАА-А that initiated their manifestation, as the Focus Dynamics of СВОО-УУ1.182.

Entities within the slloogrent structure of the Focus Dynamics of the ТОО-УУ-Entity that generated
them.
The same holds true for the possibility of subjective evaluation of the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of all ГООЛГАМАА-А relative to the Focus Dynamics of ССМИИЙСМАА-А that initiated
their manifestation, or to the Focus Dynamics of all ССМИИЙСМАА-А (as Self-Consciousness
Forms of certain dimensional Levels) relative to the Focus Dynamics of ТЛААССМА-А that initiated
their manifestation, or to the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of all ТЛААССМА-А relative to the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity that initiated their manifestation, and
so on. That is, the Focus Dynamics of a ТОО-УУ-Entity represent the perspective (potential) state
of the Focus Dynamics of a СВОО-УУ-Entity (in particular, of its Creative Activity Focus – FTA), in
which it simultaneously stays. Along with deepening the Synthesis process in the birvulârtnost type
typical of this ТОО-УУ-Entity, the Formo-Creators of the СВОО-УУ-Entity (Self-Consciousness
Form) become more and more èglleroliftively-subjectively “reprojected” into the Focus Dynamics
of the ТОО-УУ-Entity (of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence).
1.183.

The Collective Cosmic Intelligence (CCI) is a notional category of the subjective
interpretation of a simultaneous manifestation of the different-level (different-diapason) Focus
Dynamics of Formo-Creators in Space-Time, which has a characteristic, relatively high degree of
different-quality kovarllertnost within their (Formo-Creators’) common Synthesis Scheme. For
example, a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form represents, relative to all now-focused-by-us biological analogs of
Its НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types (Self-Consciousness Forms), the Collective Cosmic Intelligence (a
ТОО-УУ-Entity) with one Synthesis Scheme for the State “Creative Cosmic Dissatisfaction” (the
10th-11th dimension): ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality + ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness +
ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
1.184.

In this multiple-stage synthetic process, the possibilities of the Focus Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУbioanalogs’ Formo-Creators are limited by elementary Levels of the 3-4-dimensional manifestation
diapason and provide the realization of interrelations according to the two-dominant Synthesis
Scheme (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) so that they could achieve
the State of “Creative Cosmic Potentiality” “in the future” (in the 4th-5th-dimensional diapason).
Continuously creating necessary conditions for a sequential manifestation (in their f-Configurations)
of every other Dominant typical of the Synthesis Scheme of this ТОО-УУ-Entity (ЛЛУУ-ВВУSelf-Consciousness-Form), “the present” НУУ-ВВУ-Forms’ Formo-Creators once will be able to
subjectively perceive Themselves as Formo-Creators of ussdoisstm Levels of Self-Consciousness
(the 10th-11th-dimensional diapason), performing the functions of Higher Formo-Creators of the
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type, which is duvujllerrtly transformed in subsequent Synthesis
Schemes into the much more perfect АИЙ-ЙЯ-related type. In this very way, the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Self-Consciousness Forms (irkkulls, flakses, vuoldsсes,
orfrovts, pruuisses, ijmijlls, pèèppts, iissmms) become sequentially transmuted into the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of their own ТОО-УУ-Entity (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented CCI).
1.185.

The Collective Consciousness is the integral qualitative state of the Formo-Creators’ Creative
Activity of all one-type (that is, the ones that fulfill one Synthesis Scheme) Self-Consciousness
Forms that inhabit Earth in the same STC group. Due to the Principle of Diffuzgentnost of all
Self-Consciousness Forms, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences are

1.186.

organized by all Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure many different-quality
Collective Consciousnesses whose Focus Dynamics can reflect Synthesis Schemes typical of other
birvulârtnost types; however, being manifested through Self-Consciousness Forms of a particular CCI,
their Synthesis Schemes always have a recessive (suppressed) position relative to the synthesizing
Formo-Creators of this type. For example, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented CCI (of the collective ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entity) are realized in specific manifestation conditions of
the 3-4-dimensional diapason through an infinite set of different-quality Focus Dynamics of human
Collective Consciousnesses simultaneously manifested in different Time Flows (both “billions of
years ago” and “billions of years in the future”).
1.187. The

subjectively-perceived-by-us kinds of the humankind’s Collective Consciousnesses
duvujllerrtly change each other in the slloogrent 3-4-dimensional Focus Dynamics of human STC
groups every 2 or 3 generations of people, that is, when most of the people’s existing Conceptions
about “themselves” and about the outer reality are naturally changed by new ones in the human
community. In turn, the biological existence of every НУУ-ВВУ-Form within the humankind’s
Collective Consciousness, is provided in any Time Flow by the presence of different-quality types
of Collective Consciousnesses that belong to many other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А: various
regions of the brain, systems and organs of the biological organism, cells, molecules, atoms,
elementary particles whose Formo-Creators also greatly influence the Focus Dynamics of every
human “personality”. However, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of human DNA dominate
over the entire diversity of realizational biological activities, and these Formo-Creators provide
manifestation of all possible (in terms of configurations) Self-Consciousness Forms of the НУУВВУ-type in Space-Time.
The Higher Collegial Cosmic Intelligence is a notional category of a rezonational
manifestation, in Space-Time, of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of countless Configurations
that belong to different-type Collective Cosmic Entities that demonstrate, through many realizational
features, a high degree of compatibility between creative tendencies typical of the Focus Dynamics
of Collective Cosmic Intelligences that structure the Entities. The category applies to the Focus
Dynamics of ТОО-УУ-Entities that structure various States of Energy-Plasma. For example, the
Focus Dynamics of ССЛОО-СС-СНАА-Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma (the 24th-12th
dimensions) shows features of the collegial relationship relative to the Focus Dynamics of СЛАА-ССМИИ-Creators of the Tertiary State (the 12th-0 dimensions); in turn, the Focus Dynamics of ССУИСС-СФАА-Creators of the Primary Energy-Plasma (the 36th-24th dimensions) are collegial relative
to the Focus Dynamics of ССЛОО-СС-СНАА-Creators; the Focus Dynamics of OVER-Universal
УУЙЮ-УУ-ЙЙ-Creators (above the 36th dimension) is collegial relative to the Focus Dynamics of
ССУИ-СС-СФАА-Creators; the Focus Dynamics of И-ИИЙТЙ-И-АА-А-Creators of SUPRA-Universal
Spheres of Creativity is collegial relative to the Focus Dynamics of УУЙЮ-УУ-ЙЙ-Creators.
1.188.

1.189. The

category of “collegial relationship” between Cosmic Intelligences BY NO MEANS (!)
implies any “centralism”, subordination or “hierarchy” of some Self-Consciousness Forms relative
to other Forms – this is just an indicator of potential possibility of constant existence – along with
the one under consideration – of a much higher quality (depth) of energy-information interrelations
between all different-Quality Formo-Creators. The term “the Collegial Cosmic Intelligence” may
be applied to the Focus Dynamics of Galactic and Universal manifestation Levels, meaning not
the immensity of These Self-Consciousness Forms, but rather Their qualitative Creative Potential
structured by countless Collective Cosmic Intelligences that represent many birvulârtnost types

(Schemes of interquality Synthesis) in this manifestation diapason.
The Principle of Slloogrentnost is a potential universal property of any configurational
“part” of Energy-Plasma to simultaneously propagate itself (“become individually projected”
through multipolarization properties of the Focus Dynamics) into absolutely all energy-information
interrelations, and to form – due to the diversity of their information combinations – all the infinite
diversity of hypothetical Levels of rezonational manifestation of different-quality Self-Consciousness
Forms (dimensions); the focus Configuration of each of the Levels is always slloogrent, that is, it
initially potentially contains the Information peculiar to the whole Macrocosmos in Its Integrity
and Indivisibility. This universal property is creatively realized because the Macrocosmos’ energyinformation structures have zero ingredients for shifting the Focus Dynamics, or СФААЙЙФФ33;
singularity, holographousness, omnipresence, infinite interrelationship are the relatively-close
synonyms for the term “slloogrentnost”.
1.190.

1.191. The

Principle of Skrruullerrtnost of the Macrocosmos’ Formo-Systems reflects absolutely all
potential possibilities of the slloogrent Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics realized in multipolarization
simultaneously through all focus Configurations. It represents the slloogrent aggregate of all variants
of choices that are potentially possible in each “manifestation point” of the Creative Activity
(of the Focus Dynamics) of any Self-Consciousness Form. Along with all other Principles, this
Principle provides a universal organization of the whole initially-completed “picture” of synthetic
and other energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators that are
already instantaneously-simultaneously performed on all dimensional Levels of the Macrocosmos’
Higher Intelligence that represents the sum of all variants of energy-information combinations of
Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness (UFS) slloogrently reflected in Space-Time through focus
Configurations of all Formo-Creators. The Macrocosmos’ Formo-System is organized according to
the Principle of Skrruullerrtnost and provides the Focus Dynamics of all types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences with all possible variants for their individual manifestation of intermediate results in
their typical different-quality Synthesis. Nonetheless, the possibilities in each “point” of property
manifestation in the skrruullerrt system (that is, the possibilities of focus Configurations of SelfConsciousness Formo-Creators) are limited by particular realizational possibilities accessible to
them only in these manifestation conditions, therefore, they include far from all variants of events
that are potentially possible in other space-time manifestation conditions of the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of a given Self-Consciousness Form.
The Principle of Multipolarization (or simultaneous activity of the Multiple-Vector
Potential) of the Focus Dynamics is simultaneous “stratification”, differentiation of any part of
the slloogrent Focus Dynamics into many different-quality Vectors (for example, Focuses of Close
Attention, Focuses of Integral Motivational Impulse, and so on) for a possible realization of SelfConsciousness Forms in all possible development scenarios. Multipolarization is the essential part
of universal properties of slloogrentnost associated with the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
Forms that structure absolutely all manifestation Types and Levels in Energy-Plasma.

1.192.

These properties are reflected through the ability of Formo-Creators of each SelfConsciousness Form to be simultaneously (“individually”, in a motivated way) focused (subjectively
and narrowly-specifically perceive “themselves”) in all different-quality “parts” of their own
slloogrent focus Configurations (realizational Forms manifested, in particular, in the 3-4-dimensional

1.193.

33

See the definition of the zero ingredient below.

diapason as “personalized” Interpretations), and to subjectively perceive themselves in each case
only in their typical manifestation modes (dimension) – from the least synthesized Forms (the
lowest-quality ones for this Synthesis Scheme) to the most developed Forms (the most synthesized
ones in this birvulârtnost type).
Owing to the Principle of slloogrent Multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics (in addition
to many other properties), the different-quality space-time structures of Energy-Plasma (of the
Macrocosmos) are the basis for a simultaneous formation of an infinite set of types and kinds of
subjective Worlds Formo-Systems, subjective Realities, Continuums, Konversums, and Universums
structured by their unique focus Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms. The Principle of
Multipolarization forms the basis not only of the simultaneous diversity of the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics in all Self-Consciousness Types and Forms (that is, of Energy-Plasma or ИЙИСС-ССС) but also of information interactions between heterogeneous fragments of Information
(ССС) that simultaneously form all types of focus Configurations in Energy-Plasma through the
Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators (by the way, the word “Plasma” in the term “Energy-Plasma”
means the State of Information activated by the irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive Impulses). Particular
manifestations of multipolarization in the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form are
determined only by the state of absolute rezonation of the Dynamics with the focus Configuration of
Energy-Plasma, which fully determines an individual “point” of subjective manifestation in Space
and in Time.
1.194.

The Principle of Birvulârtnost is an essential part of universal properties of slloogrentnost
whose energy-information interrelations penetrate and correlate, in various Energy-Plasma States, all
rezonational “parts” of Configurations of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective
Cosmic Intelligences (Self-Consciousness Types); owing to these properties, certain types of creative
directivity (specific Schemes of interquality Synthesis) are manifest in the Focus Dynamics of each
Self-Consciousness Form, and all narrowly-specific energy-information structures – Rezomirals34
– become rezonationally aggregated (are arranged, “encrusted”) in Space-Time and make possible
mass level-by-level manifestations of realizational Forms that belong to all different-quality types of
Collective Cosmic Intelligences.

1.195.

Every Type of Self-Consciousness is èglleroliftively manifested in its unique birvulârtnost
type. For example, the specific synthetic directivity of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
Forms in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction is provided by the properties of the АИЙЙЯ-related birvulârtnost type. Fully conforming with the Universal Principle of Diffuzgentnost in
Energy-Plasma (that is, partially reflecting the properties of Formo-Creators from other birvulârtnost
types – the most kovarllert ones relative to those under consideration – in “border zones” of
manifestation), every birvulârtnost type preserves its unique Focus Dynamics on nonduvujllerrt
manifestation Levels. The Principle of Birvulârtnost in Energy-Plasma can be figuratively compared
with an infinite forest: although the continuous crowns of the trees are tightly intertangled by the
branches on different levels, each branch (Type of Cosmic Self-Consciousness) and leaf (a SelfConsciousness Form), being a part of the forest, nonetheless, belongs to a particular tree, through
the roots of which (the creative part of the èglleroliftive Impulse) it receives specific Energy and
Information to fulfill its life creativity.
1.196.

1.197. Now let’s consider another example with Stars and Planets: astronomers and physicists describe
34 See the definition of Rezomirals below

and calculate their interactions according to the gravitational force and linear distances that separate
them, being unaware of the fact that Stars and Planets, Quasars and Black Holes, Nebulas and
Galaxies that are “near each other” (according to our linear understanding of the distance) may
energy-informationally [in terms of their energy-information interrelations] – as the Forms of
Intelligence of Cosmic Entities – radically differ among themselves, because their typical Cosmic
Self-Consciousness Type reflects different birvulârtnost types.
The Principle of Duvujllerrtnost is the property of very similar and close-in-quality energyinformation structures of Energy-Plasma to rezonationally transform (refocus, be individually
“reprojected”) in Space-Time into functionally-analogous systems (that is, continuous, described
by the function of Time), thus forming the entire infinite set of focus Configurations of all possible
Self-Consciousness Forms that diffuzgently (that is, gradually, simultaneously changing the
qualitative state in all possible directions) and sequentially transmute into each other. Owing to this
property, any change in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness Form from
one qualitative state to another is simultaneously accompanied by an infinite diversity of the Form’s
different-quality duvujllerrt Configurations in Space-Time, which allows to sequentially carry out
the Synthesis of increasingly higher-quality subjective Conceptions.
1.198.

This means that the Principle of duvujllerrtnost allows Formo-Creators of any focus
Configuration to inertially perform (that is, being continuously and qualitatively transformed in
Time and in Space) their typical synthetic process through the duvujllerrt Focus Dynamics. Without
this Principle the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics would be not purposeful but accidental and their
focuses would be in various parts of the slloogrent focus Configuration. Each Self-Consciousness
Form can be manifested as a focus (for example, in the 3-4-dimensional diapason – through waves:
photons and quanta, psychomental activity, atoms and molecules) in its corresponding dimensional
mode only through a certain set of sequentially-changing Stereo-Types – qualitatively very much
similar parts of the slloogrent Configuration (typical of Self-Consciousness Forms of this Synthesis
Scheme) that differ from each other in one information change (a kleks or “a quantum shift”).

1.199.

In this type of subjective Reality, human and other protoformic Self-Consciousness Forms
(animals, microorganisms, plants, minerals, macro objects in the Cosmos) are manifested optically
or in another perceptible way in the Perception systems of each of them in accordance with their own
individual degree of “materiality” (molecular or wave density). This has no relation to such notion as
the physical length of wave, but only to the degree of qualitative correspondence between the focus
Configuration (which also means the Perception system) of each Self-Consciousness Form and the
specific manifestation mode that is formed by a particular birvulârtnost type in this rezopazon.

1.200.

For example, the subjective human Realities are formed by the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
Synthesis Scheme, therefore, the more characteristic features of this development Direction are
present in the focus Configuration of a Self-Consciousness Form, the more kovarllert (compatible)
and less tensored they are relative to this type of subjective Reality, and, consequently, the less StereoTypes are necessary for the manifestation of this Self-Consciousness Form in these manifestation
conditions, because a lesser “quantity” of focus Configurations contains the sufficient Information
volume for the rezonational effect with the Focus Dynamics of this Reality.

1.201.

The Principle of Diffuzgentnost (from Latin diffusio – propagation, spreading, the
intermingling of substances by the movement of their particles with a partial transition of individual

1.202.

properties to a newly-formed state) is the essential part of universal properties of Energy-Plasma
that allows different-quality energy-information states (Focuses) or space-time Formo-structures
(Rezomirals) to form – according to the greatest degree of kovarllertnost relative to each other
and simultaneously in all possible Directions of birvulârtnost – common zones of smooth and
sequential (that is, duvujllerrt) transitions from some qualitative states into other ones.
It should be noted that there is essential difference between duvujllerrtnost and diffuzgentnost:
in entire slloogrentnost of the Focus Dynamics, the former, whose properties in no way depend
on the latter, is the Mechanism to implement the Principle of Diffuzgentnost. Duvujllerrtnost in
the change of manifestation Forms’ Configurations creates the illusion of dynamics of the outer
reality in Perception systems within each dimensional diapason, while diffuzgentnost determines
real possibilities both for every Self-Consciousness Form and for all Types of Cosmic Intelligences
to deviate the quality of their Focus Dynamics from their typical (common to their Proto-Form)
Direction of birvulârtnost, and these possibilities are expressed in different ways for the same Types
of Cosmic Self-Consciousnesses in each manifestation diapason.

1.203.

The Principle of Diffuzgentnost is typical of Energy and Information in whole, and of any
Their kinds: Pure Cosmic Qualities and all derivative States between Them, as well as the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Cosmic Self-Consciousness Types and Forms that realize all
Synthesis Schemes (birvulârtnost types) in the Macrocosmos. For example, the general Focus
Dynamics of the Formo-Creators that belong to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction (the
same applies to all other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А), depending on the degree of kovarllertnost
with other kinds of protoformic Focus Dynamics, are more or less structured by energy-information
combinations (СФУУРММ-Forms) typical of the Configurations of many other Proto-Forms (Types
of Cosmic Self-Consciousnesses), such as animals, microorganisms, plants, minerals, thus forming
on each manifestation Level (“inside” the Creative Activity of dominant Formo-Creators of human
Self-Consciousness Forms) parallel kinds of synthetic birvulârtnosts or protoformic development
Directions, each of which smoothly transit in qualitatively-different Synthesis Schemes that
correspond to them.
1.204.

1.205.

In this respect, you should always remember the following:

1. the slloogrent focus Configuration of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence (ТОО-УУ-Entity) of
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction is structured by an infinite set of kovarllertand-diffuzgent (to this Configuration) different-quality types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences – ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms (СВОО-УУ-Entities);
2. in turn, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Each focus Configuration of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms are
also diffuzgently structured by Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of countless other differentquality ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms, each of which simultaneously “projects” in multipolarization an
infinite set of its own different-quality Formo-Types (Stereo-Forms) into various “parts” of
Space-Time, and each Formo-Type is manifested in multipolarization in Space-Time through
countless different-quality “personalized” Interpretations (Self-Consciousness Forms);
3. in turn, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of every Stereo-Form are diffuzgently structured by
the Focus Dynamics of countless other Formo-Types of the same ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form;

4. the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of each “personalized” Interpretation are structured by
kovarllert (relative to it) Focus Dynamics of “personalized” Interpretations not only of this
Stereo-Form but also of other Formo-Types of the same ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form.
This circumstance discounts all your existing Conceptions of your so-called “past
incarnations”: the Focus Dynamics (and, therefore, individual ODS of each “personality”), irrespective
of the STC groups in which the Dynamics are manifested, always represent a natural result of total
energy-information interactions between Formo-Creators of various Self-Consciousness Forms of
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ that are simultaneously realized through many diffuzgent (to each other) Formo-Types.
1.206.

This means that no person can categorically say about himself/herself: “I was a particular
“personality” during one of my past incarnations, – any such statement would be extremely
subjective, because in each case of such “personalized” manifestation it is possible to state only
a partial, episodic participation in the choices made by the “personality” under consideration. No
one can state that he/she lived a Life of any historical “personality”, and, likewise, no one else who
now lives in “future” STC can categorically associate his/her Life (rotation Cycle) with your present
“personality”. Please, remember this forever, in order to avoid any further lies and ignorance.
1.207.

In addition, the Focus Dynamics of each “personality” are individually modeled and then
realized through particular choices not only by Formo-Creators of this “personality” but also by
Formo-Creators from kovarllert Levels of the Focus Dynamics of surrounding people (and also
animals, plants, and natural phenomena). Remember how often you made a decision not because
you wanted so but due to particular circumstances that seemingly imposed a certain desperate view
of the situation on you and silently, invisibly but inexorably made you commit an act that was
absolutely untypical of you. So, there is invisible presence of the activity of “someone else’s” СФУУРММ-Forms in each your choice, from banal slogans of commercials and billboards to completely
unconscious behavior under the influence of psychotropic and hypnotic sets. If it wasn’t for the
diffuzgent property of any Self-Consciousness Form, no phenomenon of suggestibility or hypnosis
could be possible.
1.208.

In the same way (diffuzgently), СФУУРММ-Forms typical of the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction “are included” into all possible types of
Focus Dynamics of a great number of other Proto-Forms, and together they form joint (borderline or
transitional) kinds of Self-Consciousness Forms whose СФУУРММ-Forms reflect in a greater degree
the Focus Dynamics of several Proto-Forms. Thus, along with some notional features of “global
determinism” (for example, duvujllerrtnost, Synthesis Scheme, birvulârtnost), notional features of
“global indeterminism” (diffuzgentnost, multipolarization, slloogrentnost) are also simultaneously
reflected in Energy-Plasma. This universal property is also characteristic of all Self-Consciousness
States and manifestation Forms in Energy-Plasma, no matter how subjectively and dualistically we
interpret them: “Evolution” and “Involution”, “the Beginning” and “the End”, “a Cause” and “an
Effect”, “a Whole” and “a Part”, and so on.
1.209.

The Principle of “Spheroidicity” is the property of any type of energy-information
interactions to happen inertially, simultaneously propagating from the source that generates them in
all possible Directions of synthetic interrelations that create them. A hypothetical PÈS-Observer35,

1.210.

35 The iissiidiologic notions of the variable ethereal constituent (PÈS, the Experience of rotation Cycles of absolutely
all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure a given type of Collective Cosmic Intelligence) and the temporal ethereal
component (VÈN, the subjective Experience that has been archived in the individual ODS of “a personality’s” Self-

whose Focus Dynamics are not limited by the space-time mode of manifestation of the observed
object, perceives these interactions as an imagined “sphere” whose surface is infinitely far from a
certain nominal “center”. Moreover, in each instance of such subjective observation, every Focus
of observation activated in the Focus Dynamics of the PÈS-Observer will always represent such “a
center” that structures an even more synthesized type of “spheroidicity”.
Depending on specific characteristics of these interactions in each Direction, interactions
with the source that generates them can become infinitely intensified in some individual birvulârtnost
types, while in other Directions they can become minimized. The “spheroidal” propagation of Energy
and Information is manifested as a result of a natural urge of each Element of Creative Activity in
Energy-Plasma (a synthetic state of Formo-Creators and Info-Creators) to achieve a steady balance
with all other Elements, which leads to minimization of a tensor state in each notionally local
“point” of simultaneous manifestation of all focus Configurations. In a first approximation, fields of
all natural objects (including Planets, Stars, Quasars) are “spheroidal”, but when considered more
closely, they are “spheroidal”-and-birvulârt.

1.211.

The Principle of Kovarllertnost is the ability of heterogeneous information fragments to
combine (rezonationally interact) with each other according to certain features with the formation
of joint complex-configuration information combinations (СФУУРММ-Forms, УУ-conglomerates)
in Energy-Plasma. Any Form of reflection (“projection”), in Space-Time, of the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics in Self-Consciousness is structured by an infinite set of diverse but rezonationally
corresponding (to each other) combinations of all possible fragments of Information, whose general
Meaning is determined by the quality and particular manifestation conditions of the Focus Dynamics
of each Self-Consciousness Form. Any of these combinations has its own focus Configuration
(ННААССММ or “the Module of qualitative manifestation”), and the structure of its interrelations,
in turn, is also organized by certain types of Energy (ВЛОООМООТ – “the Creative Potential” or a
manifestation diapason of particular rezonational interrelations between Formo-Creators) that are
typical only of this energy-information combination. Each of these combinations is formed because
there is a certain degree of similarity between their heterogeneous information fragments in types of
Energy and Information that structure them.
1.212.

Due to the infinite diversity of all information fragments, the degree of compatibility between
them is totally individual in each particular case of their focus combinations: it is determined by
particular features in some conditions, while other conditions imply completely different features.
For example, if we consider such a subjective feature as “white color” as a determining condition
for the formation of an information combination in the creative realization of your Focus Dynamics,
then the complex-configuration УУ-ВВУ-conglomerate that you activate in the information space
of your Self-Consciousness may be rezonationally structured by СФУУРММ-Forms that have this
very feature but radically differ from each other in their information Essence: “white paper”, “white
flowers”, “white snow”, “white nights”, “white pigeon”, “white clay”, “white sugar”, “white salt”,

1.213.

Consciousness for its whole rotation Cycle) characterize the information content of various structures in the Macrocosmos,
whether it be recollections from life of “the personality” (ВЭН substructures) or the Collective Memory of all civilizations
composed of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types in various dimensional diapasons of manifestation (specific ПЭС diapasons). You
will find more explanations of these terms throughout all the books of IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals. The notion of
a ПЭС-Observer is very subjective and was introduced for a comparative description of the inertial introduction and
activation, within the Focus Dynamics of a CCI, of the СФУУРММ-Forms whose participation, in synthetic processes,
with Formo-Creators of this CCI cannot be distinctly perceived and traced through less developed Perception systems of
the Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the Intelligence.

“white hair”, and so on. The more complex (with more specific features) the organization of the
Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form, the less СФУУРММ-Forms can become activated
in (join) it from the Focus Dynamics of other people.
The degree of kovarllertnost of various heterogeneous features in the Focus Dynamics
of different “personalities” becomes especially important during the so-called interformotype and
“interpersonal” refocusings, when, at the moment “Death of a personality”, an innumerable set of
different-quality variants of all possible rezonational overlaps (“merging”) of individual information
“parts” within the focus Configuration of “the just-deceased” person with kovarllert “parts” within
the focus Configurations of living people simultaneously happen in Space-Time. Each focus
Configuration is structured by many УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates that are typical not only of its Focus
Dynamics but also of the Focus Dynamics of “personalities” (both considered “dead” and living
ones) simultaneously manifested in different Time Flows and Continuum groups36.
1.214.

The specific character of kovarllert interrelations that form each information combination
determines the rezonational point of a focus (“local”) manifestation of Information in particular
conditions of Space-Time: higher-quality – “highly-concentrated” – Information structured by a
great number (volume) of different-quality information interrelations (that, however, are kovarllert
among themselves!) is manifested in the Macrocosmos with the help of higher-frequency Energy
and forms more universal dimensional Levels of manifestation of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousness. And vice versa: the Focus Dynamics structured by a lesser volume of kovarllert
Information are typical of the focus Configurations in lower dimensional diapasons. The same applies
to different types of Energy; the degree of kovarllertnost between these types is also determined by
the quantity of identical features of Information: undersynthesized (in subjective perception, of
course!) Focus Dynamics can manifest only through СФУУРММ-Forms of low-frequency Levels in
the information space of Self-Consciousness, medium-synthesized Focus Dynamics can manifest
through medium-frequency ones, while “deeply” synthesized Focus Dynamics can manifest only
through СФУУРММ-Forms structured by high-frequency types of Energy and Information.

1.215.

The Principle of Imperseptnost (from imperceptible – too subtle to be perceived) is
reflected in Space-Time as inability of “projections” of heterogeneous information fragments to
directly create complex-configuration combinations with each other, because there are no tendencies
(or they are weakly expressed in given manifestation conditions) for heterogeneous features to
rezonationally interact with each other within the fragments’ rekonverst Configurations. To make
possible an intensive interaction between imperceptible fragments, first they must be transformed
into some other qualitative combinations of Energy-Plasma whose focus Configurations will be
partially structured by common features. This means that imperseptnost, as qualitative incompatibility
between focus Configurations of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms according to certain
features, can transmute into a kovarllert state between them only in case of a joint manifestation
of their Focus Dynamics in higher-dimensional rezopazons (that is, when they add corresponding
heterogeneous Information).
1.216.

1.217. The

Principle of Lijlluscivnost or Gejliturgentnost of Information is the ability of SelfConsciousness Forms that structure different-type (that is, synthesized according to different
Schemes and involving different combinations of dominants) Collective Cosmic Intelligences to
manifest creative tendencies in their Focus Dynamics that are highly identical to each other in many

36 See details about “postmortal” refocusings in the books series “Immortality is accessible to everyone”.

realizational features (for example, some people tend to go in for the same kind of sport, some
artists tend to one style in drawing, some dancers prefer to dance the same dances, some musicians
like to play the same type of music, and so on). This Principle reflects a high degree of information
identity (similarity) of rekonverst or focus Configurations, which is characteristic of different-quality
manifestations of Focus Dynamics simultaneously performed by many various Self-Consciousness
Forms regardless of their subjective association with some Time Flows and Continuums groups. For
example, each person has a greater or lesser degree of lijlluscivnost with other people when he/she
experiences identical feelings of fear or pleasure, love or grief, joy or disappointment, compassion
or envy, and so on.
However, Aspects of Information that initiate specific СФУУРММ-Forms of these feelings
in human Self-Consciousness Forms structure not only one of the two Dominants of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented Synthesis Scheme but also some other Pure Qualities typical of the Focus Dynamics of
many other Proto-Forms that also can express similar psychisms but experience them in their own
unique way, not the way we do it: for example, in some cases, the feeling of fear is caused by some
factors (fire, darkness, noise, silence, cold, frost), in other cases, the reasons are completely different
(a possibility to lose job or confidence, make a fool of oneself, die, fall sick, go into bankruptcy,
make a mistake, and so on).
1.218.

Moreover, each person, animal or plant experiences seemingly “the same” feeling, such as
fear, completely individually, feeling it in a different way and using completely different Conceptions
than those experienced by others; and psychological processes associated with this experience are also
individual. This is because each Self-Consciousness Form uses Aspects of the same Pure Qualities
but synthesizes its own Conceptions of something individually, not the way which is typical of all
other Self-Consciousness Forms (with a more prominent dominance or recessiveness, according to
other Schemes, with differences in individual combinations, in specific states and in other situations,
and so on).

1.219.

The main point is that these Aspects that induce lijlluscive feelings in different Forms, in
every particular case of their manifestation, can subjectively reflect Information characteristic of the
Qualities that are notionally both kovarllert and imperceptible to each other. This is because some
lijlluscive combinations of fragments are a part of the Experience of a certain Self-Consciousness
Form “locally” manifested in Space-Time, but relative to all other Self-Consciousness Forms these
lijlluscive combinations are not a lijlluscive part of their individual Experience, instead, they are
either to some extent kovarllert or imperceptible to each other in these Forms.

1.220.

The notion “gejliturgentnost” reflects “particular” cases of formation of possible lijlluscive
states between Aspects that belong to different Pure Cosmic Qualities, that is, the presence of common
gejliturgent (selectively lijlluscive) features in some of the twelve PCQ. Such specific gejliturgent
states allow us to subjectively divide all PCQ into two groups: 1 – PCQ that are “notionally compatible”
among themselves according the their typical features (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence, ALL-Steadiness, ALL-Voidness, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Aspiration), and 2 – PCQ that are
“notionally incompatible” to the first group of Qualities (ALL-Unity, ALL-Essentiality, ALL-Initiality,
ALL-Mobility, ALL-Knowledge, ALL-Fullness). Moreover, we notionally subdivide all universal
properties of Energy-Plasma into ASTRO-Plasma (gejliturgent to vital, emotional, psychological
features – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability, ALLAbundance-ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness-ALL-Vacuumness) and MENTO-Plasma (gejliturgent in
1.221.

mental, intellectual, rational features – ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL-Primordiality-ALLInitiality, ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness, ALL-Aspiration). Such
PCQ as ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability, according to their typical gejliturgent features,
belong to diffuzgent-transitional PCQ between the PCQ that represent each of the two mentioned
groups.
The Principle of Kruvursorrtnost is the state of extreme incompatibility between FormoCreators of different-Quality Self-Consciousness Forms due to high diversity of information
fragments that structure their focus Configurations; as a result, there are no similar features or
identity between the Forms, therefore, there is extreme dissonation between Focus Dynamics of
these Forms. For example, when some people speak about love, they always mean sex, infatuation,
the desire to please and gratify the object of their passion, and a feeling of egoistic satisfaction from
this. While other people consider love as a much more altruistic, deep and stable feeling that not
necessarily includes sexual relations but also motivates a loving person to a voluntary and selfless
service for the sake of somebody. For other people love is a fully spiritual state of boundless, mutual
participation, mutual creativity, cooperation with All-That-Is based on the deep awareness of and
individual need for selfless Service to All.

1.222.

As you see, high-frequency Conceptions of the possibility of creative realization through
a certain act of altruistic and selfless service mentioned in the last example greatly differ, both in
the way of fulfillment and in an individual experience, from Conceptions that form the basis of
extremely egoistic sexual relations of the first example. This means that generated СФУУРММ-Forms
and Focus Dynamics types initiated by them manifest all features of mutual kruvursorrtnost (that is,
absence of identity features) in their typical Self-Consciousness Forms.

1.223.

In everyday life, kruvursorrtnost can be expressed through such opposite and incompatible
dualistic feelings as happiness and sorrow, fear and joy, heat and cold, satiation and hunger,
through such properties as gaseous and solid states of a substance, through states typical of focus
Configurations from different dimensional diapasons, Worlds’ and Anti-Worlds’ Formo-Systems,
and so on. That is, the main evidence of kruvursorrtnost within the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
of various Self-Consciousness Forms is incompatibility between interrelations that structure them,
and these interrelations add synthesized fragments of Information in nonduvujllerrt manifestation
spectra and gradually transit into various imperceptible states.

1.224.

Very often people cannot agree and find mutual understanding only because of the high
degree of kruvursorrtnost between their typical subjective Conceptions concerning some particular
things. If their Conceptions become synthesized with a necessary amount of Information typical of
the highest-quality Self-Consciousness Form (among those that interact with each other), the state
of kruvursorrtnost between their Focus Dynamics can be changed first by an imperceptible one
(only with a few possibilities to find a compromise), then – by a kovarllert one (less dissonational,
with many “points” of common interests), and, finally, when both sides intensify СФУУРММ-Forms
typical of higher-dimensional conditions of their joint manifestation, – by a lijlluscive (rezonational)
state.

1.225.

Features that are characteristic of kovarllertnost/imperseptnost and lijlluscivnost/
kruvursorrtnost of heterogeneous fragments of Information in various Formo-Systems of the
Macrocosmos are reflected through completely different qualitative states of the Formo-Creators’

1.226.

Focus Dynamics in Self-Consciousness that have a very specific behavior at every particular moment
of their manifestation in the general slloogrentnost of Space-Time, inducing either extremely
dissonational states or various rezonational states in the interrelations established by them. In turn,
these characteristics affect the specific character of Perception systems’ structure in various SelfConsciousness Forms both within one Collective Consciousness and within different Proto-Forms.
For example, the same Energy type (the state of duvujllerrt Continuum groups which we
define as “vibration frequency”) can act as a common carrier of different-quality Information that is
typical of notionally incompatible Qualities but has certain – common for this manifestation Level
– features of “information identity” relative to this Energy type; and these features may be quite
perceptible to Perception systems of some Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in this Continuum
group, or partially or completely imperceptible to the Focus Dynamics of some other Forms.

1.227.

The Principle of Rezonation is the ability of Formo-Creators that structure focus
Configurations of different Self-Consciousness Forms to perform energy-information interactions
in certain conditions of their Focus Dynamics manifestation. In general (according to a combination
of resonating factors), this Principle creates, in Space-Time, a subjective effect of simultaneous
rezonational manifestation, in various Perception systems, of many combinations that include
mutually resonating focus Configurations of Energy and conglomerates of rekonverst Configurations
of Information, which we define as Self-Consciousness Forms.
1.228.

As distinguished from your existing Conceptions of “resonance” as a phenomenon of
intensification of oscillations (acoustic, electric, mechanical) that happen in an oscillatory system
under an external influence (if there is coincidence in the frequency of impulses generated by an
external force with the frequency of the system’s internal oscillations) or as a certain response or
reaction to something or somebody that can be manifested as destruction relative to the interacting
object (for example, in response to an acid, metal has deformation within its molecular structure –
formation of oxides or protoxides; an educated person has aversion to boorish behavior, loud music,
and other manifestations that are not typical of his/her Conceptions; a letter to a newspaper, a report,
a speech on television or in the internet can incite a widespread negative reaction in society, and so
on), the state of rezonation may be characterized in a simplified way as a high degree of qualitative
correspondence between two or many realizational features characteristic of the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of different-quality focus Configurations (Self-Consciousness Forms).

1.229.

Such notions as “an absolute concordance of meanings, though expressed in different
ways”, “maximum information conformity between different-quality Configurations” that can be
simultaneously manifested only through the Focus Dynamics of different Self-Consciousness Forms
may serve as synonyms of the term “rezonation”. For example, a very important circumstance during
manifestation of any “personality” in a certain “point” of Space-Time is the qualitative correspondence
and unity of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of elementary particles, atoms, molecules, and
cells of the biological organism with Formo-Creators of the brain and Self-Consciousness.

1.230.

Their concordance is based not on “sameness” of Information which they reflect and which
is typical of their Focus Dynamics (because it can be structured by fragmentary combinations that
are completely different in their quality and heterogeneous in their Meaning), but on the absolute
correspondence of each individually considered variant of that which subjectively already is (“that”
which we observe) in this manifestation “point” to that which must objectively be (duvujllerrtly

1.231.

relative to this “point”). Absolutely all variants of “that” which “always is” in the temporal
slloogrentnost of the Macrocosmos’ Focus Dynamics, and “that” which can become “out of this”
already objectively exists through the Focus Dynamics of countless Self-Consciousness Forms owing
to an infinite set of rezonational interrelations between them. Each human, animal or any other
Proto-Form can “extract” from the general state of Energy-Information only those circumstances,
Experience, and types of interrelations which, according the their intrinsic deep Meaning, will
be able to maximally and in most diversified ways reflect their highest-priority Conceptions of
“themselves” and of the outer reality.
The Principle of Rotationness of the Macrocosmos’ Focus Dynamics reflects all specific
characteristics of the formation and organization (by Formo-Creators) of the manifestation process
of multipolarization properties expressed by individual Focus Dynamics of absolutely all SelfConsciousness Forms in all possible conditions of Space-Time. Being implemented in the information
space of Self-Consciousness and simultaneously reflected through narrowly-specific characteristics
of energy-information interrelations of each focus-rezomiral structure, this Principle provides the
formation and realization of the universal effect of Perception subjectiveness that is individually
typical of different-type Collective Intelligences in all Formo-Systems. In our dimensional diapason,
this Principle is manifested through continuous “quantum shifts” that sequentially change in the
Focus Dynamics and are transformed, within Perception systems of various Self-Consciousness
Forms, into specific (individual) “quantum effects of Self-Consciousness” or into that which each
of us subjectively defines as “the outer reality”.

1.232.

In conditions of this manifestation diapason, the Principle of Rotationness is the main
Mechanism for the formation, in Perception systems of various Self-Consciousness Forms, of
subjective Conceptions about separate and inertial Existence of “All-That-Exists” which we call
“LIFE” – a regular series of changes of objective Causes by subjective Effects that form all the illusion
of changes of something by something else (or somebody by somebody else) in our Perception
systems and create the possibility of such illusory notions in our Focus Dynamics as “Evolution” and
“Involution”, “the past” and “the future”. This very Principle provides a subjective differentiation of
all universal properties of the Time Entity into an infinite set of narrowly-specific Time Flows; as a
result, various “quantum effects of Self-Consciousness” appear in our subjective Perception systems:
“birth” and “Death”, “the past” and “the future”, “constancy” and “changeability”, “continuity” and
“discontinuity”, separation into “I” and “he” (“she”, “it”, “they”) or any other event.

1.233.

This Principle determines the whole illusory character of our perception of the simultaneous
Process of Life, which, when considered subjectively, has all properties of incessant dynamism,
while from a more objective point of view it is instantaneous [happens in one single moment] –
without any features of inertial “flowability” and “changeability”. This feeling of inertia is caused
by the presence of rotationness that is intrinsic for any Focus Dynamics. For example, ФЛАКСCreators of our higher-quality Self-Consciousness Forms (the 4-5-dimensional diapason) cannot in
any way perceive and be aware of the inertial processes that are typical of our Perception systems,
because (owing to the activity of the third Dominant in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics) They
can simultaneously focus both in each multipolarized “beginning” of a process typical of our current
refocusings and in each its multipolarized “end”. To Them, all numerous Time Flows subjectively
experienced by all our “personalized” Interpretations are merged in one slloogrent “Instant”. In
other words, all the subjective dynamics of Time and Space of the 3-4-dimensional Realities are
completely absent for the ФЛАКС-Creators, merging together all “our” causes and effects into
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one multidimensional slloogrent “POINT” that contains all the synthesized Experience of all our
“personalized” Interpretations.
Everything that you perceive in your “now” as the very beginning of a process; everything
with which this process will end in a year or in millions of years; and, of course, everything that
“happens to be” at intermediate stages of this process “extended” in Time and in Space is just
one “instant”, endless and non-repeatable in any other form, notional “moment”; and owing to
the Principle of Rotationness and the presence of the rotational dynamics in Self-Consciousness
structures, it seems that you can “stretch” this moment with the help of your Perception systems
practically to Infinity and live each of these innumerable “moments” from the point of view of SelfConsciousnesses of countless Forms that spatially structure this moment in billions of Universes at
once.

1.235.

Whatever happens at this “instant” in each Universe, it occurs without any “historical”
sequence, without any “before” and “after”, but only one-and-only, inimitable time, but by means
of an infinite set of different-quality rotation Shifts, which we can reduce in our limited Imagination
only to a very subjective Conception of the shortest “instant”. Outside the beyond-time “limits”
of this “instant”, ALL “THIS” never repeats anywhere. All innumerable variants of this universal
“picture” of the Macrocosmos with all its “possibilities and diversity” already initially exist and are
mutually “interconnected” through the different-quality and “beyond-time” dynamics of innumerable
individual rotation Shifts organized into countless rotation Cycles of Self-Consciousness Forms,
Worlds Formo-Systems, Realities, and Continuums.

1.236.

This is a much more authentic Conception, as compared to any other ones that currently
exist in science, concerning the Essence of “development” of every “personality”. Thus, changing
the Form which We focus at every inertial instant “now” by a slightly more perfect one, we –
according to our typical Focus Dynamics – not only acquire more “developed” Forms but also are
“moment-by-moment participants” of higher-quality Worlds Formo-Systems structured by focus
Configurations of these Self-Consciousness Forms. A very important conclusion comes out of it: all
of us, in our eternally multipolarized-differentiated (and simultaneously multipolarized-integrated)
“now”, unconsciously live just one instant of our Life and never return into it any more.

1.237.

Those our simultaneous Lives which we can at least somehow subjectively perceive
through our Perception system represent a narrowly-specific or individually-modeled “quantum
effect” of Self-Consciousness that consists of hundreds and thousands of simultaneous rotation
Shifts of our Focus Dynamics carried out mostly in one of diffuzgent Directions of birvulârtnost
typical of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme. The Macrocosmos doesn’t contain that which
we subjectively perceive as a sequential series of isolated discrete events, there is just an actually
infinite possibility of the multidimensional and multilevel dynamics of the Creative Activity Focus
(and its main operating constituent – the Focus of Close Attention) typical of Self-Consciousness
Configurations of each “personality”.

1.238.

Vibration (from Latin vibratio – oscillation, tremble) is any type of manifestation of
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma in Space-Time; it is expressed through
any combinations of the èglleroliftive and irrkogliktive Impulse-Potentials in Energy-Plasma
(though, we can consider any phenomenon only from the point of view of an energy-information
interaction between Formo-Creators of the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch and Info-Creators of
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the REZOSKONTIONAL Involutional Branch of Development). In the mode of the 3-4-dimensional
diapason of manifestation, the state of “vibration” (generation of oscillatory, trembling, wavelikeadvancing shifts in Space-Time) of any Self-Consciousness Form is maximally reflected through
characteristics of a vector sum of continuous spin moments that specifically structure each part of
manifestation of its Configuration in a given rezonational point. Let me remind you that spin is
an individual moment of an impulse (a quantity of rotating motion) of elementary particles, it has
quantum nature and is not connected with movement of a particle as a whole; in other words, this
is the figurative “pixel” (a Configuration of the smallest “quantum shift”) whose total dynamics
“encrust” the slloogrent Configuration of the entire subjective Reality around us.
In a broader iissiidiologic Sense, the term “vibration” reflects an inertial process of
qualitative rotation of focus energy-information interrelations, and this process is generated by any
Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators regardless of their manifestation Form. A specific Configuration
of vibration is the main component part in rezonational manifestation of any Self-Consciousness
Form in its typical dimension (vibrational Level or rezopazon).

1.240.

Examples of lower-quality (relative to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction)
carriers of vibration are subnuclear (doolls-type – subquantum, subwave, subelementary) projections
of the slloogrent Configuration of Fields-Consciousnesses; examples of higher-quality ones are
superuniversal projections of the Configuration of Fields-Consciousnesses (in Essence, they are
the same!) (flaks-type – superquantum, superwave), and “above” them (up to the 12th dimension),
there are hyperuniversal and protouniversal projections of the focus Configuration of these FieldsConsciousnesses. Each particle (energy-information combination) of a Field-Consciousness has the
ability to generate a specific vibration in Space-Time.
1.241.

Now you must clarify and understand the huge difference in meaning between terms used
in modern science and the same terms used as iissiidiologic notions. For example, IISSIIDIOLOGY
considers the term “particle” as the collective Focus Dynamics of many different-quality FieldsConsciousnesses that synthesize various qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma. For example,
corpuscles and waves of our subjective Reality (the 3rd-4th dimension) are simultaneously
structured by projections of Fields-Consciousnesses that have Forms of subnuclear doolls-particles
(the 2nd-3rd dimension) and superuniversal flaks-particles (the 4th-5th dimension); the dynamics of
flaks-particles, in turn, are formed by interquality interactions between wave-particles (the 3rd-4th
dimension) and vuolds-particles (the 5th-6th dimension); the dynamics of vuolds-particles are formed
by dynamic interrelations between flaks-particles (the 4th-5th dimension) and orfrov-particles (the
6th-7th dimension), and so on. Potentially, in accordance with the Principle of Slloogrentnost, the
creative dynamics of each particle that structure “the adjacent lower” Level slloogrently (potentially)
include creative possibilities of particle “projections” from all other “higher” Levels of EnergyPlasma.
1.242.

Zero ingredients of dimension (СФААЙЙФФ), or “shift ingredients”, or “birvulârtnost
points” of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms are slloogrent parts
of Energy-Plasma structured by an innumerable set of energy-information interrelations that are not
typical of this dimensional rezopazon but are potentially active for the rezonational focus interaction
(“reprojections”) between Formo-Creators that structure different dimensional Levels and types (for
example, high-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms of IISSIIDIOLOGY are repeatedly “reprojected” from
Configurations of Oris’ ФЛАКС-Forms from the 4-5-dimensional diapason into Configurations of
1.243.

the biological analog of Oris’ НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types from the 3-4-dimensional diapason), because
both diapasons are structured by countless common zero ingredients of dimension; a part of these
interrelations is considerably higher in their quality than the general vibrational background of
the rezopazon, while another part is much more primitive than all others; and all this diversity
is simultaneously realized through corresponding types of the Focus Dynamics associated with
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms, thus providing Formo-Creators in each “point” of the
skrruullerrt system with countless realizational possibilities through a simultaneous manifestation
(during refocusings) of the multipolarization effect.
Energy-information parameters of zero ingredients reflect individual characteristics of each
dimensional type and Level structured by them; at the same time they actively represent a part
of the general slloogrentnost and depend on the degree of rezonation between parts of slloogrent
Configurations (synthesized with the involvement of different types and different Qualities) of SelfConsciousness Forms whose focuses interact with each other; this defines a maximum potential of
their individual possibilities for a simultaneous manifestation of their typical Focus Dynamics in
different Worlds Formo-Systems and Realities (the so-called “wormhole or Einstein-Rosen bridge”
in physics may serve as a notional synonym for the term zero ingredient, however, only their principle
of action resembles some properties of zero ingredients that have no material manifestation).

1.244.

Since the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness can “be reprojected”
through the zero ingredient into a Form of any other dimension, this means that, in every “point” of
the skrruullerrt system, there is always a potential possibility to refocus into any other dimension
and any other Self-Consciousness Form. However, the Formo-Creators can realize this possibility
only if the focused-by-them Configuration has a sufficiently activated Creative Potential (СФУУРММ-Forms) that is characteristic at least of “lower” energy-information parameters of that SelfConsciousness Form whose Configuration has obvious refocusing tendencies (for example, for
НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, there must be a necessary – for this Scheme – synthesis degree of АРГЛЛААМУНИ- and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА-Ииссииди Levels).
1.245.

There are many various effective variants for the achievement of this Goal, but the most
accessible to you is the way of “step-by-step reprojection”, when a maximum Potential of each
focused Form is intensified in a certain manner to the maximally-possible resonance with the lower
potential of the Configuration of “a future” Form. Thus, zero ingredients of dimension provide the
Formo-Creators with a certain amount of realizational possibilities in each “point” of the skrruullerrt
system structured by their Focuses.

1.246.

1.247.
Dimension as an inherent qualitative expression of Space-Time “curvature” in each particular
“point” is a narrowly-specific, kovarllert combination of heterogeneous fragments of Information
fixed (focused) in a certain “point” in Space-Time as a rezonational “effect of manifestation” owing
to corresponding parameters of the formed Energy Potential. This is an extremely subjective notion,
because a particular expression of a dimension for the manifestation of any Self-Consciousness Form
completely depends on the space-time “point” where a subjective Observer of this manifestation is
located, as well as on the type of subjective Reality relative to which the Observer identifies this
dimension (it turns out that dimension is an integral of two or more subjective expressions).

Each moment of kleksing (a content change) of the Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness
Form inevitably results in a subjective reaction in its information space in the form of an inertial
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reflection of this change in the outer space-time Continuum or rezonational “effect of manifestation”;
which means that there is a regular change of one dimensional value by another one. Therefore,
incessant changeability is a typical characteristic of dimension: with each such narrowly-specific
kleks-“shift”, all of which continuously occur in the Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness
Form, there is also a slight change in the qualitative value of dimension of the outer Space-Time. All
elementary particles, atoms, molecules, cells of an organism, crystals, biological bodies, macrocosmic
objects (as individual manifestation Forms of collective Types of Self-Consciousnesses), during their
simultaneous manifestation in one and the same Continuum group, have their unique dimensional
values determined by “the volume” of Information already synthesized by their Formo-Creators and
by an individual charge of the energy Potential generated with the help of Information. Therefore,
each of us is structured by many different-dimensional Self-Consciousness Forms.
A dimensional Diapason is a sum of absolutely all possible values of dimension between
two real numbers (positive or negative noncomposite numbers with a fractional part of any size).
A diapason is structured by countless dimensional rezopazons – a set of Configurations of SelfConsciousness Forms that mutually combine with a maximum rezonation. A rezopazon is a very
insignificant “part” of narrow-quality manifestation of any Focus Dynamics in some dimensional
subdiapason; since neither diapasons nor subdiapasons have clear and distinct borders (owing to
the Principle of duvujllerrtnost), a rezopazon represents a rezonational “projection” (intersection,
interpenetration) of Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure duvujllerrt (to each
other) but different-quality subdiapasons, each of which is structured by an infinite set of differentquality rezopazons of seemingly “the same” dimension.

1.249.

In a more simple interpretation, a dimensional diapason is the integral of all duvujllerrt
rezopazons structured by the slloogrent Focus Dynamics with quite a high degree of similarity
between energy parameters and information features. The subjective division of the Focus Dynamics
into different-scale structural manifestations is necessary for a detailed explanation of many
characteristics of our physical Existence from completely different points of view. For example,
if we consider modeling and organization of different-quality energy-information interrelations
between some synthesizing Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms, or svilgs-spherational
transformations in focus Configurations and fulfillment of Synthesis Schemes, or the dimensional
structure in each birvulârtnost type, we can examine and explain them in each particular case only
on the basis of narrowly-specific properties of the manifestation rezopazon under consideration that
is additionally structured by many qualitatively-different types of interrelations that are associated
with various Proto-Forms.

1.250.

When we consider: common principles and conditions of manifestation for various SelfConsciousness Forms, Formo-Systems of subjective Worlds and Realities, space-time Continuums,
Konversums, Universum, and the Macrocosmos in whole, we have to extend our examination beyond
particular properties of each rezopazon and concentrate our attention on certain common qualitative
features manifested in our Perception systems (as “quantum effects” of Self-Consciousness) due
to individual characteristics of focus Configurations of infinitely many rezopazons; and these
characteristics are equally typical of many different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms. The whole
sum of these features that are common to the manifestation of many Forms will reflect certain
properties and characteristics of their joint manifestation diapason. Each dimensional diapason,
in turn, is structured by an infinite set of particular manifestation diapasons, each of which is
organized by unique different-quality focus Configurations formed by specific energy-information
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interrelations. This characteristic feature of the Macrocosmos creates all possibilities for the
instantaneous-simultaneous manifestation of all Self-Consciousness Forms that represent the Focus
Dynamics of different-quality Collective Cosmic Intelligences in different dimensional diapasons.
I would like to remind you that there cannot be any clear borders between rezopazons or
between diapasons. Both dimensional diapason and dimensional rezopazon are provisional features
that depend, in conditions of manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms in the Tertiary EnergyPlasma, on the quantity of Dominants and individual dimension of the Creative Cosmic State
formed by their synthetic dynamics. All protoformic Continuums have unique values of dimension.
Within manifestation diapasons of “human” Continuums, every Creative Cosmic State is arbitrarily
considered as one dimension: 2 Dominants + a Creative Cosmic State = the 3-4-dimensional diapason;
3 Dominants + a Creative Cosmic State = the 4-5-dimensional diapason; 4 Dominants + a Creative
Cosmic State = the 5-6-dimensional diapason, and so on. Parameters of a Creative Cosmic State are
completely arbitrary, because a dimension formed by them in each particular case cannot be defined
as there are too many yet-unknown-to-us parameters of Focus Dynamics of all possible Proto-Forms
that inhabit these STC groups together with us and structure manifestation diapasons of the Focus
Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness Forms. The value of dimension always represents an infinite
nonperiodic decimal fraction whose value increases by one provisional kleks-“shift” after each
instant of inertial reflection of the Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness Form in Space-Time.
1.252.

For example, the value of individual dimension of all Self-Consciousness Forms in our
subjective Reality is three, point, and a nonperiodic series of 32-34 digits – that is, down to the level
on which “the quantum effect” is carried out in this diapason. Every second, this individual value
of dimension increases by a value from 250 to 400 “quantum shifts” (at 10-34) until it gradually
approaches – for one provisional instant! – to the hypothetical value of the 4-5-dimensional diapason
of manifestation: this means that the Synthesis of a third Dominant and a new Creative Cosmic State
have been achieved in this Self-Consciousness Form, and this provides “the transit” of the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of a three-dimensional (quantum, wave) Self-Consciousness Form into the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of flaks Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the next, higherquality dimensional diapason. Nonetheless, this is just a mathematical hypothetical representation
without which we simply cannot consider discretely, logically compare, and particularly analyze
anything. Focus Configurations within all dimensional diapasons and rezopazons, as well as Focus
Configurations of any Self-Consciousness Forms, have “a spheroidal” structure.
1.253.

CHAPTER II

The multilevel structure of Self-Consciousness

What is Consciousness? In currently recognized philosophical, sociological, and
psychological conceptions, this is one of fundamental notions that defines “a human ability of
ideal reproduction of reality in thinking” or “the highest form of psychological reflection typical
of a socially-developed human being that is connected with speech and represents an ideal side
of telic activity”. In some definitions from the Internet, consciousness is considered as “a form
through which objective reality is reflected in human psychology”; moreover, it is assumed that “an
intermediate link between objective reality and consciousness is represented by elements of socialand-historical practice that allow to create objective (generally accepted) pictures of the world”. It
is also commonly supposed that consciousness acts in two forms: individual (personal) and social.

1.254.

Self-Consciousness is mainly interpreted in modern society as “a human being’s awareness
and assessment of himself/herself as a personality: personal moral image and interests, values,
behavior motivations”; or this is “an entity’s awareness of itself as distinguished from others –
relative to other subjects and the world in whole”; or this is “a human being’s awareness of his/
her social status and vitally important needs, thoughts, feelings, motivations, instincts, experience,
actions”; or this is “a human being’s awareness and assessment of his/her knowledge, personal
moral image and interests, ideals and behavior motivations, a comprehensive assessment of himself/
herself as a doer, as a feeling and thinking being”. In addition, it is assumed that “self-consciousness
is typical not only of an individual but also of society, a class, a social group, when they achieve
understanding of their status in the industrial relations system, of their common interests and ideals”.

1.255.

As you see there are very many definitions of Consciousness and Self-Consciousness,
nonetheless, all of them just differently interpret the multisided manifestation of this phenomenon,
and none of them reveals its main Essence in any way: What is Consciousness or Self-Consciousness?
Where is it “located”? How is it represented in the outer reality and with which purpose it manifests
in each particular case? How does it function inside itself and with other similar structures? Does it
have any structure at all? If it does, then what are its component parts and how does it interact with
the brain and its analogs in insects, protozoa, microorganisms, and plants? Although there are many
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definitions and conceptions of Consciousness in the human community, they don’t answer numerous
serious questions. Modern sciences (including philosophy and psychology) haven’t yet given a
meaningful and convincing response to any of them. Moreover, up to now, scientists haven’t managed
to find out one main point: whether Self-Consciousness is associated with the brain or represents
a certain independent realization model of intelligence reflection that uses the brain functionality
just as a particular mechanism for its individual manifestation. In contrast, IISSIIDIOLOGY sets
everything in its place.
All the next books of “IISSIIDIOLOGY. Fundamentals” and several large chapters in
“Commentaries to Fundamentals” are completely dedicated to a detailed description of all SelfConsciousness structures organized by Formo-Creators (the twelve ИИССИИДИ Centers and
interrelations that unite all of them), therefore, I am not going to give full details now and will only
state some general Conceptions of Self-Consciousness and its functions. For a better understanding
of this matter, let me remind you what Energy-Plasma includes. In a few words (you will find very
detailed descriptions of Its Essence further in this text), Energy-Plasma is structured by slloogrent
Configurations of an infinite set of information fragments, each of which has the universal ability to
simultaneously combine with many other fragments and form – in each particular case – completely
unique (in their Essence) complex-configuration information combinations or СФУУРММ-Forms
(subjective Conceptions).
1.257.

A distinctive feature of each such СФУУРММ-Form is that in addition to its unique individual
information composition (content), it also has a certain Energy Potential that stably holds, fixes –
that is, focuses! – all information fragments of this combination together. The Potential’s specific
parameters endow the whole heterogeneous Configuration of Information fragmented in a certain
manner with the property that is extremely important to us – a Form (“curvature”, “geometry”)
that represents the main manifestation mechanism of any heterogeneous Information in SpaceTime (similar to the notion “Minkowski space” – metric space obtained from finite-dimensional
normalized space with a distance function).
1.258.

The Configurations of information fragments that specifically combine with each other
and the Principle of focus (that is, mutually-determined, mutually-interested, interdependent, and
so on) interrelations created by them provide every rezonational point of Space-Time manifestation
with unique metric characteristics and properties (dimension type, energy parameters, Information
density in a volume of a Form’s manifestation, and so on). This means that each object of the outer
reality represents a certain set (a sum of specific qualitative combinations) of Focuses of fragmented
Energy-Information that have different-quality interrelations with each other through their typical
Interests (a high degree of kovarllertnost and lijlluscivnost).

1.259.

Let me repeat one more time for a better understanding: Self-Consciousness is not the
Form we perceive whose focus Configuration provides manifestation of a certain combination of
information fragments (СФУУРММ-Forms) in a rezonational point of Space-Time, but rather a
universal realization Principle of an ССС-Entity37 that informationally provides a specific ability of
any modeled-by-It Collective Cosmic Entity of a simultaneous subjective perception as a Form of
the ССС-Entity’s infinite Existence – as “itself” (through lower Forms of “its” creative expression)
or as “Itself” (through higher Forms of Its possible manifestations in the Macrocosmos). The focus
Configurations of one of these Forms of creative self-perception that are potentially possible for
1.260.

37

See details about realization of the ССС-Entity in Chapter IV.

each of You (as Formo-Creators of UFS!), where a certain spectrum of Your creative Interests
that structure the simultaneous multipolarization of Your UFS can become maximally stabilized,
determine the Self-Consciousness Level on which You will be able to be subjectively manifested
(identify yourself) through a corresponding Self-Consciousness Form – both on the most primitive
and on the Highest Level of the Cosmic Intelligence’s Focus Dynamics.
If there can be any other subjective “structural elements” of Self-Consciousness in addition
to information combinations, these would be different-quality Levels that serve as the main basis
for the formation of subjective dimensional rezopazons and diapasons of Space-Time in the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics, that is, of that which we commonly call “the outer reality”. Any Level of
Self-Consciousness is first of all characterized by the degree in which Formo-Creators subjectively
perceive “Themselves” as an integral part of the Whole (“of All-That-Exists”): СФУУРММ-Forms
of lower-quality (in our diapason – lower-frequency) manifestation Levels allow Formo-Creators
to know Themselves through a deep and discrete psychomental experience of individual SelfConsciousness Forms, while СФУУРММ-Forms of more synthesized (higher-frequency) Levels
allow Them to perceive “Themselves” and the outer reality from much more integral and universal
positions, providing the Formo-Creators with more objective means and possibilities for a deep
analysis of simultaneous mutual influence of a great number of cause-and-effect interrelations
between any participants of events, relations, and phenomena.
1.261.

Therefore, the main instrument whose development and universalization allows us to at
least somehow particularly feel and figuratively imagine that there are different-quality Levels of
Self-Consciousness in the Macrocosmos is the Focus Dynamics subdivided in its slloogrentnost into
an infinite set of kinds characterized by narrowly-specific, most closely combined interrelations
between rezomiral Focuses and resonant (to them) information Configurations that form the Levels
of Creative Activity of a Self-Consciousness. When we consider the Focus Dynamics as a natural
result of the inertial process of interquality Synthesis, we find out that the focus “reprojection”
of Formo-Creators from some focus Configurations into other ones initiated by the èglleroliftive
Impulse provides a certain speed of fixation (formation) of energy-information interrelations between
different-quality Focuses (Formo-Creators) within the structure of every Self-Consciousness Form,
that is, the speed of a synthetic process. Here, “the Synthesis speed” means the subjective difference
between relative quantities of heterogeneous fragments of Information, owing to which there is a
rezonational reflection of the general focus Configuration of one Self-Consciousness Form in each
“point” of Space-Time for one rotational shift of the information space of Self-Consciousness.

1.262.

You must remember that any our “present” subjective Conceptions of inertia in synthetic
processes, or those of speed in the interquality Synthesis, are not objective to any extent but
represent just a certain conditionality which we need for a sequential description of differentquality intermediate states in Energy-Plasma in whose Formo-Systems we perceive ourselves “in
a personalized way” at the current stage of our development. I must note that our hypothetical
subjective parameters of speed in synthetic processes depend very much on individual possibilities
(in Information processing) inherent in the focus Configurations of the Formo-Creators that provide
the manifestation mechanism of a particular Self-Consciousness Form.

1.263.

The speed of biochemical reactions in the organism serves as such a limitation to the FormoCreators of biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, because all processes of thinking, feeling,
and any psychomental processing of Information, as well as the Perception system activity (sense
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organs and thinking), are based on a sequence of biochemical interactions. The Formo-Creators
of our brain can use only 4-6% of its potential now. In contrast, in more favorable variants of our
“future”, where we are still focused in biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, we will be
able to increase this parameter due to a purposeful stimulation of individual areas of the brain, as
well as because СФУУРММ-Forms of low-frequency Levels (lower Levels of the first two ИИССИИДИ-Centers) become considerably less active in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of our
Self-Consciousness Forms.
If we leave aside the very complex and infinite (in their different-quality multidimensionality)
information interrelations between Info-Creators of the Macrocosmos who, together with FormoCreators, provide the simultaneous slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the ССС-Entity of synthetic
manifestation Type, it is possible to say that the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness represents an
integral of absolutely all types and kinds of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure an infinite set
of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of the Macrocosmos (here, the terms “Self-Consciousness” and
“Intelligence” should be considered as “a part of the Whole” and “the Whole”, respectively, but
not as a certain opposition). Nonetheless, you should take into account that the slloogrent energyinformation Potential is much more than just a simple sum of Potentials that belong to “individual”
parts of the general rekonverst-focus Configuration, because the quality degree and the information
“capacity” of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness are not directly proportional to “the number” of
constituent “parts”, while their interrelations with each other can be compared with functions of a
very complex realizational Mechanism that specifically regulates a qualitative increase of the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics with each their subsequent focus state that inevitably entails an increase
in the kovarllertnost degree between heterogeneous fragments of Information that rezonationally
structure each their focus Configuration.
1.265.

All possible Levels of creative realization of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness by means
of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence are represented by all
possible types of Collective and Collegial Cosmic Intelligences in various manifestation conditions.
That which we define as the Collective Consciousness of a certain Proto-Form (for example, the
Collective Consciousness of humankind formed by subjective Conceptions of a certain human
community on the planetary scale), represents within the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of its CCI the
result of multiple and differently-directed creative realization only of those differentiated (by the
CCI) Self-Consciousness Forms which are manifested in a particular dimensional diapason.
1.266.

Thus, different groups of “human” STC may be structured by different-dimensional НУУВВУ-Configurations in multiple variants: for example, in some Continuums, the Focus Dynamics of
people are manifested in the 2.5-3.0-dimensional diapason (or in 2.5-3.1; 2.5-3.2; 2.5-3.3; 2.5-3.4;
2.5-3.5…), in other STC, the Focus Dynamics are manifested in the 2.6-3.2-dimensional diapason (or
in 2.6-3.3; 2.6-3.4; 2.6-3.5; 2.6-3.6; 2.6-3.7; 2.6-3.8…-dimensional diapasons), in some other STC –
in 2.7-3.5; 2.7-3.6; 2.7-3.7; 2.7-3.8…-dimensional diapasons, in some STC – in 2.8-3.6; 2.8-3.7; 2.83.8…- dimensional diapasons; 2.8-3.8; 2.8-3.9; 2.8-4.0; 2.8-4.1…-dimensional diapasons, in some
other ones – in …2.9-3.9…; в …3.0-4.0…; …3.1-4.1…; …3.2-4.2…; 3.3-4.3…, and so on. Each of
these (and infinitely many other groups of “human” STC) is structured by a seemingly separate kind
of Collective Consciousness of humankind whose subjective Focus Dynamics objectively differs
from all other ones in the absence or, on the contrary, the presence of СФУУРММ-Forms from
some dimensional Levels that are untypical of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness kinds
that structure other groups of “human” STC (the same is true for the Collective Consciousnesses of
1.267.

humankind that structure all protoformic STC).
Any different-type Collective Consciousnesses are attached not to a certain SelfConsciousness Form of their development Direction (for example, only to lutal or hristal focus
Configurations) but just to STC groups. That is, CCI of each type is represented through the whole
multidimensional diapason of Its manifestation by all the Focus Dynamics of various Collective
Consciousness kinds that form It. For example, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Collective
Cosmic Intelligence of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction is simultaneously manifested
by various Self-Consciousness Forms (wave-type, flaks-type, vuolds-type, orfrovt-type, pruuisstype, ijmijll-type, pèèppt-type, iissmm-type, lûullff-type) by means of the Focus Dynamics associated
with countless kinds of Collective Consciousnesses of Humankind that have their realizations in the
common diapason from the 2.5 dimension to the 12th dimension.

1.268.

The simplest example of CCI which you can understand best is a large construction
firm whose organizational structure includes many different units (teams, branches, production
departments, and even its own manufacturing facilities), and each unit has its own function in the
joint simultaneous activity of “the firm” (CCI); the work inside each seemingly separate unit is being
done by various people, and each person carries out a more specialized function or several functions.
One unit provides all other ones with necessary materials and equipment, another unit is responsible
for excavation and making foundations, a third unit is responsible for the power supply network,
a forth one supervises sewage, a fifth one constructs walls, floors, and roofs, a sixth unit performs
finishing works, a seventh unit installs windows and doors, and so on.
1.269.

The whole simultaneous activity of the firm can be compared with the Collective Cosmic
Intelligence of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ, that is, not only with the entire aggregate of one-type slloogrent SelfConsciousness Forms simultaneously manifested in all dimensional diapasons of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma but also with particular results of the activity which they perform on each Level of their
manifestation. Every unit of the firm is a hypothetical analog of the Collective Consciousness of
humankind in a certain STC group. Each employee of the firm may be compared with an individual
Self-Consciousness Form of this CCI that carries out its unique set of synthetic transformations on each
dimensional Level (that is, provides its own functions – within the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost
type – during the realization of all Synthesis processes in the Tertiary Energy-Plasma). The СССEntity’s Self-Consciousness has infinitely many of such “firms”, each of which provides its own
part of the general Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. All of them interact
with each other to some extent for the most complete and thorough fulfillment of their functions.
Realization of all these interrelations is provided according to the Principle of Diffuzgentnost.
1.270.

Therefore, you can subjectively imagine all the infinite diversity of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences (in our example, one CCI is the firm that unites employees who directly carry out
responsibilities imposed on them) as an information-communication Principle of the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness, and this Principle allows to structure each rezonational point of Space-Time by
corresponding focus Configurations (Self-Consciousness Forms, specific sets of Formo-Creators
and Info-Creators) necessary for the organization of all possible interactions between different
Directions of Its Creativity (Interests). This means that Collective Cosmic Intelligences are unique
Sources that generate, inside any Self-Consciousness, fragments of Information (Info-Creators) that
specifically combine with each other, and these fragments – during their rezonational interaction
with the dissonation part of their rekonverst Configurations (Focuses, Formo-Creators) – form the
1.271.

Mechanism of subjective Self-knowledge which we define as Self-Consciousness Forms.
The most “external” part (the lowest synthesis degree of two Dominants) of the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence in the ЛЛУУВВУ-Direction (It includes all kinds of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms simultaneously manifested in STC of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma by Focus Dynamics of Its typical Self-Consciousness Forms, also including
НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types) is formed by low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms of the so-called protoformic
or instinctive Consciousness, whose realization activity I notionally define as the collective
unconsciousness. In the “personalized” Focus Dynamics manifested in the 2.5-3.25-dimensional
diapason, these СФУУРММ-Forms constitute 70-90% in common VÈN-“unpackings”38 made by
human Self-Consciousness Forms, while in higher-quality conditions of the 3.25-3.75-dimensional
rezopazons this content decreases down to 10-20% and practically completely disappears (to be more
exact, it is sequentially transformed into higher-quality protoformic states) on four-dimensional
manifestation Levels.
1.272.

Being realized through VÈN-“unpackings” within the Focus Dynamics of less-developed
people obsessed with aggression, negativism, and egocentrism, low-quality (with a low degree of
interquality Synthesis) “projections” of СФУУРММ-Forms of this part of slloogrent Information
represent the whole set of most primitive protoformic Conceptions of the outer reality that are used in
the realization creativity of Formo-Creators of the Collective Cosmic Intelligences whose Synthesis
Scheme diffuzgently penetrate focus Configurations of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type
in the lowest rezopazons of its manifestation. These low-frequency “projections” (СВУУЛЛ-ВВУconglomerates) may completely contradict the moral and ethical norms accepted in human society, as
well as aspirations, preferences, habits, and desires typical of more developed people, because they
reflect in our Focus Dynamics all the instincts and specific skills that are individually characteristic
of representatives of the animal world. Depending on the degree of their kovarllertnost relative to
the quality of Formo-Creators within focus Configurations of each “personalized” Interpretation,
some of these tendencies acquire svilgs-spherational possibilities for realization through their Focus
Dynamics, while others don’t get the possibilities.
1.273.

I must note that in the groups of “human” Continuums, “projections” of these insufficiently
synthesized СФУУРММ-Forms can be reflected only through the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
of the 2.5-3.25-dimensional diapason of manifestation, because they are based on doolls-quantum
long-wave information combinations. Their rekonverst Configurations simultaneously represent
information interrelation characteristic of the focus Rezomirals of innumerable duvujllerrt groups in
various protoformic STC formed in this dimensional diapason. This means that low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms united into СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-conglomerates and rezonationally involved by less-developed
“personalities” into their Focus Dynamics through VÈN-“unpackings” also simultaneously structure
Configurations not only of “human” but also of countless diverse ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems
whose Creativity Spheres and “realization niches” are initiated to a Creative Activity by Focus
Dynamics of Formo-Creators associated with all possible Proto-Forms.
1.274.

38 The process of thinking has one regularity: first we consciously think of something, every moment “unpacking”
(“decoding”) certain Information from the information space of our Self-Consciousness (the temporal ethereal constituent),
which we immediately “unfold” in associative way (subjectively “project”) in the current “quantum shift” (Space-Time).
The “unpacked” and “unfolded” Information comes into the brain in a subjectively “folded” (distortedly “compressed”)
form, and – through neuronal connections and the endocrine system – initiates a specific psychomental reaction in our
Perception system: subjective experience (СФУУРММ-Form).

For example, depending on their kind, circumstances, and manifestation intensity, СФУУРММ-Forms of fear, phobia, horror can “be unpacked” by the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
of insufficiently synthesized НУУ-ВВУ-Forms (that is, less-developed people) from Creativity
Spheres of various animals. In the first place, they will attract СФУУРММ-Forms of domestic
animals with which people most often directly communicate (or those eaten by people): dogs,
cats, hamsters, fish, cows, horses, pigs, sheep, goats, chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, elephants,
monkeys, camels, kangaroos, and so on. Nonetheless, by means of the photoreducsive Ether, FormoCreators of the Focus Dynamics of various people can also quite actively interact with kovarllert
(relative to their psychological states) СФУУРММ-Forms of many other Creativity Spheres formed
by the psychomental activity of wild animals: hares, mice, sousliks, ants, snakes, fish, sea animals,
wolves, bears, tigers, lynxes, and so on. The same applies to the energy-information exchange which
we perform on the unconscious level with plants whose Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
generate similar types of destructive reactions in Space-Time at the moments of danger.
1.275.

Every biological organism, regardless of the Proto-Form that initiates its manifestation,
represents an integrated community of bio-Creators of its main structural elements – differentiated
cells whose coherent functioning is provided by the complex system of intercellular communication
that involves generation of signals by bio-Creators of some cells, perception of these signals by
bio-Creators of other cells, as well as their adequate interpretation and reaction to them through
intracellular communication paths. Owing to the coordinating activity of the brain Formo-Creators,
a multicellular organism that represents a complex community of the bio-Creators of its cells with
some independence can perform its life activity as one whole.

1.276.

We can say that it is advantageous and comfortable for the bio-Creators of all cells to live
together, where bio-Creators and Formo-Creators of the whole organism work jointly to maintain
functions of each bio-Creator. I mention this just to remind you that it is bio-Creators of our biological
НУУ-ВВУ-Forms that are the main suppliers of the low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms in our Focus
Dynamics which we define as the collective unconsciousness. A great, if not decisive, role in the
formation of the Focus Dynamics of each “personality” and its orientation in a certain protoformic
Direction is played by bio-Creators of the microorganisms which are constantly and integrally
included in the cellular structure of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms. This is why I would like to particularly
focus your attention on this.
1.277.

A few of you have thought that the main role in the biological structure of our Planetary
Entity is played not by us, people, but by microorganisms that can reproduce even at the depth of
10 kilometers. Some of them can perform fission once in 1500 years and live up to 75,000 years.
Others can exist under the pressure that is thousands of times higher than the atmospheric pressure,
and at temperatures above 300°С, in conditions of high radiation. The biomass of all living creatures
on land and in water equals just a fourth part of the biomass of microbes that live in the atmosphere
and in the earth strata. Therefore, microbes and bacteria constitute about 80% of the whole biomass
on Earth, which is the most favorable not for us but for microorganisms that abundantly fill physical
bodies of all animals, plants, and even minerals. A teaspoon of sea water contains approximately five
million bacteria and over fifty million various viruses. The bio-Creators of microorganisms control
not only our biological bodies but also all the dynamics in atmosphere, they structure practically all
molecular Forms of manifestation. They act as mediators between genomes of different biological
Proto-Forms and transmit Information typical of DNA of some kinds of animals and plants into DNA
of other kinds.

1.278.

I would like to note that since all microbes constitute up to 5% of the mass of a body, then
a 70-kilogram person has about 3.5 kilograms of bacteria. The human microbiome is structured by
500 – 5,000 kinds of bacteria and over 11,000 kinds of various persistent (from Latin persistens –
persevere) viruses (in the human genome, endogenic retroviruses constitute 1.3% of the genome
length, while “human proper” encoding genes equal 3%), protozoa, as well as by fungi represented
in our biological bodies by eight million bio-Creators of unique encoding genes, while the main
functions of human proper cells of our organism are provided just by 20-22 thousand genic bioCreators that encode proteins for our metabolism. In other words, the content of bacterial genes in
biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types is almost 400 times as much as that of human genes.

1.279.

Protoformic bio-Creators of viruses and bacteria not only structure our cells but also
control immunity and a large part of our functional systems: digestive, genitourinary, endocrine,
and vegetative systems. For example, in order to support functionality of the microflora in intestines
a human body spends 20-25% of eaten nutritive substances, and 10-15% of energy received with
food. Since the mucous membrane of intestines includes about 80% of immunecompetent cells, and
25% of its surface consists of immunoactive tissues, it is possible to say that intestines represents
the largest “immune organ”. Thus the microflora of intestines actively participates in the formation
of both local (activation of IgА production, phagocytic activity) and systemic immunity, while the
presence of bacteria in the organism has a constant training antigenic effect.

1.280.

On the one hand, bacteria that live in our organism also take part in the interquality Synthesis
of Formo-Creators of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction (some hormones, vitamins, growth factors,
mutagens, antibiotics are being generated with their background activity). On the other hand, the
microbic bio-Creators are assisted by the bio-Creators of the hormones to switch on and off their
genes. When people interact with various kinds of animals, plants, as well as with water and minerals,
a mutual interchange occurs between bacteria that results in a genetic recombination. There are many
properties acquired by microbes in interspecific interaction with each other. They synthesize all the
incoming Information, preserve it, constantly improve it, and actively introduce it into DNA of the
Proto-Forms inhabited by them (spore-forming microbes and viruses are long-storage accumulators
for genetic Information). In addition, constantly evolving, many of them incorporate the genes
captured from protoformic bio-Creators into their chromosomes and preserve them, transmitting the
borrowed genes to the complex-structural organisms of animals and plants whose bio-Creators have
a rezonational effect to this Information.
1.281.

We exist in a flow of interchangeable genes that are continuously transmitted between
bacteria, plants, animals, and people. People constantly propagate their genes in the environment
(not only materially, with little parts of the physiological organism and on burial grounds but also on
the wave level); and the environment, in turn, continuously enriches НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types focused
by people in different ways with the genes that maximally meet their vital needs and realization
interests. From the point of view of interspecific Evolution, all biological Proto-Forms may be
characterized as habitation environments for microorganisms that produce new genes that give rise to
new Self-Consciousness Forms. This is why it is possible to state in the full conviction that the Earth
biosphere represents a large-scale pangenome – a well-functioning system of energy-information
interrelations between genic bio-Creators constantly exchanged between all strains of microbes and
bacteria. Therefore, the biosphere is the whole aggregate of genes of all living organisms.
1.282.

1.283.

By the way, the evolutional function of “Death” becomes clear taking into account the above

information: microbes have created some special genic modifications in an organism, as a result,
after the organism fulfills its biological function, it must die in order to let other bio-Creators of
microbes assimilate this Information, reproduce it, and introduce it into genomes of other organisms.
The point is that dead organisms release gigatons of extracellular (free) DNA into the environment,
that is, molecules with the whole specially encoded organization of Life on our planet.
Within the lifetime each of us hourly “disseminates” about 40 million bacteria into the
environment (during conversations, with perspiration, in body contacts, in public transport, to say
nothing of kissing, coughing, and sneezing), whereas, in contrast, after our “postmortal” refocusings,
this amount increases by several orders (depending on a duration of decay of biological bodies). The
main purpose of the bio-Creators of free DNA that constantly add new strains of microbes and bacteria
to the environment as a result of “Deaths” of countless biological organisms is the intraspecific and
interspecific redistribution of genetic Information that forms the basis of duvujllerrt (but completely
different) formation of the biological contents of each Continuum groups.
1.284.

Since synthesized СФУУРММ-Forms of the bio-Creators transmit Information typical
of all diffuzgent Proto-Forms into our Focus Dynamics, in some way or other participate (in the
background) in the human Synthesis Scheme, and their Configurations don’t have the ВВУ-feature
characteristic of people (a special type of kleksing typical of the Focus Dynamics of the FormoCreators that realize refocusings in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction), then, being involved in
our Focus Dynamics, they give rise to unconscious reactions in our Self-Consciousness that are
incomprehensible to our mind: either thirst, hunger, tiredness, and need for a rest; or an irrepressible
desire of rude sex typical of wild animals; or sudden aggressiveness and bloodthirstiness typical of
predators; or an unaccountable fear, phobia or horror that unconsciously incite the only desire to run
hastily away or hide somewhere.
1.285.

Very often, when we panic or fear anything, a deep analysis of current circumstances
convinces us that this situation doesn’t expose us to any danger. For example, an instinctive fear
felt by many people in front of harmless mice, rats, frogs, reptiles, and insects, the fear of darkness,
water, noise of the wind, thunder-storm, and so on, – all of this and a lot of more is the result
of rezonational involvement (in our Focus Dynamics) of СФУУРММ-Forms of those animals that
perceive these circumstances as a danger (usually these specific symptomatic states – phobias –
indirectly indicate that the Focus Dynamics of “a personality” are overwhelmed by the tendencies
typical of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of certain protoformic Directions).
1.286.

We rezonationally involve in our Focus Dynamics only those destructive protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms that have undergone a process of specific qualitative decoding (adaptation of meaning)
and logical consideration typical only of the human principle of thinking, whose Configurations
already include the comprehensible ВВУ-feature (the type of kleksing that corresponds to possibilities
of the Perception systems of biological НУУ-ВВУ-Forms – our type of thinking and feelings), due
to which we understand their meaning; moreover, we attract them not from protoformic but from
human Rezomirals and corresponding ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems. Each such kleksed СФУУРММ-Form is immediately “projected” into the Self-Consciousness structure (information space) of
“the personality” that “unpacked it”, and adds its characteristic interrelations (“personal” Experience)
to the individual ODS of this “personality”. The division into protoformic ODS and “human” ODS
(that, by the way, also belong to protoformic ones, I have singled them out just for convenience of
explanation) is merely hypothetical, because each type of ODS is diffuzgently structured not only by
1.287.

its typical СФУУРММ-Forms but also by other ones that reflect other Synthesis Schemes.
In such cases we always find logical explanations to our fears that allow us to work out
and use corresponding Motivations in practice that help us to finally free our Focus Dynamics from
the fears. However, the process of transformation of all countless protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms
into logical human Conceptions is the prerogative of the Formo-Creators of “personalized” SelfConsciousness of biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types that directly carry out an interquality
Synthesis of the two initial ЛЛУУ-ВВУ Dominants – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence.
1.288.

After quite primitive and instinctive reactions of the Formo-Creators of the collective
unconsciousness, including somatics (functioning of all systems in the biological organism) and
psychosomatics, the next, higher-quality category of creative manifestation of the human Focus
Dynamics is the “personalized” Self-Consciousness. I mean by the “personalized” Self-Consciousness
only that part of our Focus Dynamics which is structured by narrowly-specific СФУУРММ-Forms of
our “current” (within the 2.5-4-dimensional diapason) Conceptions about “ourselves”, about possible
relations with our outer reality, about a probable character of our interrelations both with other
people and with all representatives of other Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. I notionally
subdivide this subjective part of the human Self-Consciousness into “lower” (elementary Focus
Dynamics of the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Direction) and “higher”
constituents that differ from each other in frequency ranges of manifestation typical of the СФУУРММ-Forms that structure them: the former are manifested in rezopazons from 2.5 dimension to 3.5
dimension, and the latter – from 3.5 to 4.0 dimension.
1.289.

If we compare all the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence that
represents the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type (that is, the whole set of Self-Consciousness
Forms that realize themselves in various dimensional diapasons of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma
according to this Synthesis Scheme; we very subjectively define the Focus Dynamics as “creativity
of human personalities”) with an enormous iceberg, then energy-information parameters of this
creativity will not be able to reflect qualitative characteristics even of the external part of this
unimaginable “Universal iceberg” (human Types and Races that differ to some extent from each other
in properties and characteristics of the НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types but are psychomentally “related” to
each other owing to their common Synthesis Scheme inhabit not only Earth but also many other STC
of the Universe). Since biological analogs of the НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types which we currently focus
constitute just the most primitive part of slloogrent focus Configurations of our ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms
that widely and differently borders, in various STC groups, with more or less developed (as compared
to us) representatives of Collective Intelligences of all other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А.
1.290.

Self-Consciousness is the essential condition of any “reformatting” of one kind of EnergyInformation into another kind. Having Self-Consciousness of the ССС-Entity and representing Its
Focus Dynamics in Space-Time of the Macrocosmos, Energy-Plasma endows any part of Itself with
this universal property, including Us as Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness (UFS). This is why,
at each instant of Our infinite Existence, We objectively represent simultaneously both Energy (the
integral of all Forms of Matter focused by Us in multipolarization) provided by the dissonational
Potential of UFS (an Impulse to creative realization) and Information that structures all Levels of the
ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
1.291.

As soon as We – as UFS – become inertially differentiated through Our Focus Dynamics
from one indivisible Whole into focus Configuration of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure
the 2.5-4.0-dimensional diapason, We immediately become hostages of Conceptions of the
“personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators that are quite limited by ignorant subjectivism,
and We are temporarily deprived of the possibility to perceive Ourselves as United with “All-ThatExists” and start to perceive Ourselves only through the Focus Dynamics of extremely limited
Perception systems of the focused-by-Us НУУ-ВВУ-Forms of human “personalities”: having tuned
to Altruism and Intellect, We become focused in the Forms whose Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
correspond to some of Our Conceptions of these realizational features, and owing to this We gain
the Experience of creative processes; having tuned to aggression and destruction, We gain the
Experience of destruction of some Forms in the outer “materiality”, seemingly breaking its structure.
We perform both kinds of actions in many STC groups, thus, simultaneously complementing and
providing realization of each other.
1.292.

Thus, being stably focused on something particular, We seemingly delude Ourselves and
identify Ourselves with the focused object and temporarily seem to become an active Element of
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness whose qualitative
state determines a particular type and frequency Level of Our subjective manifestation in FormoMatter. You should understand that the simultaneous and slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all Our UFS
are in no way limited by any energy-information bounds in Energy-Plasma: the ability of any focus
Configuration to be in some qualitative states is determined by characteristic features of Information
typical of the corresponding resonating part of Self-Consciousness, whether it is an action of a НУУВВУ-Form or a conscious behavior of any “formo-particles” that provide its manifestation in this
dimensional diapason.
1.293.

1.294.

СФУУРММ-Forms of the lower “personalized” Self-Consciousness are peculiar only to

the Focus Dynamics of biological and – partially (just 1% as a mechanism of annihilation of the
biological constituent) – “bioplasmic” analogs of the НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types. In the first case,
this type of Focus Dynamics is more based on the unconscious (that is, individually not discerned
by “a personality” but perceived as “its own”) activity of СФУУРММ-Forms of the collective
unconsciousness that are “projected” in multipolarization into the Focus Dynamics of any human
“personality” by means of the Creative Activity of all other surrounding Proto-Forms in this group
of “human” Continuums.
As I have already mentioned, all these “projections” occur not only during a direct
psychomental and physical interaction between a human being and a certain Self-Consciousness
Form of animals, plants, and minerals, but also by means of common (for them) kovarllert СФУУРММ-Forms that structure the photoreducsive Ether (the Sphere of Creativity of photoreversive
Fields-Consciousnesses, or in other words the Earth’s “Noo-Sphere” that consists of an infinite
set of different-type ОЛЛАКТ- and ДРУОТММ-systems formed by thinking-feeling creativity of
all biological Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А). Since the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’
Formo-Creators of Each ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form (according to the principle of an inertially-organized
(by the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form) synthetic process) have diffuzgent properties, the lower “personalized”
– maximally subjective! – part of Focus Dynamics of each Its НУУ-ВВУ-Form manifested in
the 2.5-4.0-dimensional diapason also represents the Principle of creative realization of СФУУРММ-Forms (they are far from Human understanding of perfection) characteristic of the Focus
Dynamics of biological and physical analogs of all representatives in our outer reality: animals,
1.295.

plants, microorganisms, and minerals.
Owing to Formo-Creators from various Levels of “personalized” Self-Consciousness,
protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms of the collective unconsciousness that have undergone a ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented adaptation continuously form new kovarllert interrelations in the individual ODS of
Self-Consciousness’ information space of each “personality”, and these interrelations have formed,
in Time and in Space, a biological (the “personalized” unconsciousness, all the Focus Dynamics
of bio-Creators of a НУУ-ВВУ-Form: microorganisms, cells, molecules, atoms) and subjective (the
lower and higher “personalized” Self-Consciousness) types of memory of this “personality”. The
first type motivates the Focus Dynamics of the “personality” only from the point of view of egocentric
interests within the existing Experience of bio-Creators of its biological existence (possibilities to
eat tasty food and to enjoy physical comfort, the memory of health conditions during various periods
in Life, taking into account the danger of inflicting injuries, “lethal” outcome, and so on), whereas
the second type concentrates its Focus of Close Attention on perspectives of realization by means of
lower psychomental interests whose purpose is to more and more actively involve the “personality”
into some kinds of collective creativity within the human community where the “personality” is
manifested.
1.296.

Both these constituents simultaneously form the general state of the Focus Dynamics that
can be defined as the combined Consciousness of “a personality” (please, don’t confuse it with the
combined Consciousness of a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form, or in other words, with the Supraconsciousness)
– that is, all the Experience of possible individual psychomental reactions of the “personality”
to Information, events intuitively or directly (empirically) perceived by it simultaneously in
many development scenarios of the group of human STC in which it is focused. The combined
Consciousness of each human being (or any other Self-Consciousness Form) represents a unique and
specific set of СФУУРММ-Forms that, in this manifestation diapason, are typical of Formo-Creators
of the collective unconsciousness and of the lower collective Subconsciousness of different-type
Collective Intelligences that in their own way influence the general dynamics of energy-information
interrelations between a Form’s Formo-Creators (a particular “personality”) and the outer reality. In
certain psychological states, some СФУУРММ-Forms of the “personalized” unconsciousness (that
is, that part of protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms of the collective unconsciousness which has already
undergone adaptation to the Focus Dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme) can
have quite a strong influence over the activity of Formo-Creators from corresponding Levels of
the “personalized” Self-Consciousness, as well as over the surrounding objects and phenomena,
intentionally changing energy-information interrelations between them and affecting the course of
psychomental reactions, physiological and biochemical processes in the organism.
1.297.

It is possible to say that the combined Consciousness is the whole subjective memory of
this “personality” (that is, whatever it can remember of “itself”, that which has been imprinted in its
Self-Consciousness as a result of a subjective perception of Information that belongs to all Levels
of the combined Consciousness, through the dynamics of Formo-Creators of the “personalized”
Self-Consciousness Level) that has been formed through a subjective “personalized” perception of
Information of the lived part (that is, the empirical Experience) of an individual rotation Cycle.
These information Levels of psychological realization are based on the activity of Formo-Creators
of the “personalized” unconsciousness that carry out that part of protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms,
using which each “personality” can subjectively identify itself with (be personalized as) a certain
НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration. The Formo-Creators that form these Levels of Perception system of each
1.298.

“personality” actively participate only in making immediate decisions (the Focus Dynamics strategy
is provided by ФЛАКС-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness). СФУУРММ-Forms of
each “current” choice are activated in the Focus Dynamics on the basis of all possible sensory
(spontaneous, instinctive) reactions that came from the bio-Creators of all systems and organs in the
biological organism.
A “personality” uses these СФУУРММ-Forms to elaborate the tactics of its “current” behavior
and the nearest perspective based just on its available “personal” Experience for the moment. The
Formo-Creators from these Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness practically have no
access to the Information associated with a farther perspective of existence, that is, they in no way
associate themselves with “the future”, but rather perceive themselves in the outer reality only
through a detailed consideration of “the current moment”. This is carried out by the Formo-Creators
of certain centers of the brain due to an associative generalization of characteristic features of each
current moment in Life (the basis of our “short-term memory”) and its comparative analysis with the
Experience already available in the individual ODS (the “long-term memory”). These Formo-Creators
know and remember absolutely everything, whenever it happened in the Life of this “personality”.
1.299.

Owing to diversified Information instinctively and intuitively obtained from Creativity
Spheres of all possible diffuzgent Proto-Forms, as well as from lower Levels of the collective
Subconsciousness, there are always simultaneous “reprojections” of energy-information focus
interrelations in the Focus Dynamics of a human “personality” from the simplest intuitive Levels and
from rude-instinctive Levels of biological survival in different existence conditions onto the Levels
of egoistic human creativity associated with biological (food procurement livelihood, physiological
survival) and spiritual-ethical needs of the “personality” (family, society, creative self-perfection).

1.300.

The Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators of “a personality’s” combined Consciousness
cannot be separated from Focus Dynamics of all other Formo-Creators of biological НУУ-ВВУSelf-Consciousness Forms, although there are individual characteristics in each particular case
of manifestation (in different “personalized” Interpretations of one Stereo-Form). It is possible to
figuratively compare it with the crown of a high tree formed by all leaves and branches on various
levels, while the “personalized” Self-Consciousness (the Focus of Close Attention of “a personality”
concentrated on a very narrow spectrum of the general multipolarization) and the “personalized”
unconsciousness (a part of the collective unconsciousness adapted to this Form) can be compared
with the roots that “feed” the general Focus Dynamics of this НУУ-ВВУ-Form by creative tendencies
characteristic of all protoformic development Directions. The crown cannot either appear or exist
without the roots that provide and regulate its nutrition, allowing to grow individually and become
either a dwarf plant or a gigantic tree.
1.301.

I must note that all Formo-Creators that fully provide the biological existence and development
of human Self-Consciousness Forms don’t have any particular “location” in multidimensional
structures of focus Rezomirals (such “locations” don’t exists at all!), but are distributed among
focus interrelations of all Proto-Forms simultaneously manifested in the Continuums of this
manifestation diapason. You should understand well this nuance and have a clear picture of it. The
svilgs-spherational Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms from the lowest manifestation
Levels of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type are organized only on the basis of a dominant
(that is, most kovarllert and steady in this manifestation mode) interaction between Formo-Creators
of the two Pure Qualities – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
1.302.

This synthetic process of refocusings is characteristic of Perception systems and existence
of any human “personalities” and is carried out with a simultaneous catalyzed (recessive, secondary,
unstable) Information typical of Formo-Creators of the other ten Pure Qualities that, being involved
in other pairwise dominant combinations (with a dominant participation either of the Formo-Creators
associated with the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom or those of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence), form the Focus Dynamics of all other – protoformic, nonhuman – Self-Consciousness
Forms in human STC groups.
1.303.

Thus the focus basis of Formo-Creators of human DNA genes that control and organize
all biochemical and psychomental processes in the brain and in the biological organism of every
НУУ-ВВУ-Form consists of the most kovarllert (for this manifestation mode!) energy-information
interrelations formed between the Formo-Creators of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. Since our biological organism is structured by the Focus Dynamics
of Formo-Creators of many other (nonhuman) Self-Consciousness Forms (starting with elementary
particles, atoms, molecules, and ending with cells of organs and systems, as well as bodies of various
microorganisms), the force of focus interrelations between their Dominants (either the Quality ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom or the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence plus one of the ten other Qualities)
is less kovarllert than the Energy formed in these manifestation conditions between the FormoCreators of the two Qualities. This is why the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms
in human STC types dominate over the Focus Dynamics of all other Proto-Forms (also structured by
Formo-Creators of each of the two Qualities, however, in a recessive mode, that is, with less stable
interrelations).
1.304.

Psychomental reactions of biological НУУ-ВВУ-Forms that are based on СФУУРММ-Forms
of the lower “personalized” Self-Consciousness and are weakly affected by the higher-quality Levels
of “a personality’s” combined Consciousness, that is, by the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
the collective Subconsciousness, because the extremely undersynthesized state of these СФУУРММ-Forms impedes this in “individual” VÈN-“unpackings” of low-frequency Formo-Creators that
typically identify themselves with their own Forms of manifestation and are strongly attached to
Forms of all surrounding objects and phenomena. 99% of all the contents of the Self-Consciousness’
information space of a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form are practically inaccessible to “a personality” on this Level
of the lowest “personalized” self-perception, because at every single moment of its Focus Dynamics
– from among all variants of its typical multipolarization – there is “a projection” of just very
fragmented Conceptions of “itself” and of surrounding life circumstances on the “bioscreen” of its
Perception system, and “the personality” fully opposes itself to these circumstances.
1.305.

I must note that the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the “personalized” SelfConsciousness can reflect only quite a narrow Time period of VÈN-“unpackings” within one of
rezonational zones that structure a spectrum of the universal focus multipolarization. At the same
time, the FDO-dynamics of corresponding resonating СФУУРММ-Forms are also within a very limited
number of УУ-ВВУ-copies and reflect Information only of one variant among all possible countless
development scenarios. Therefore, the FPV-FDO-dynamics of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness
are strictly limited by realizational possibilities of just one scenario, while all other Conceptions
typical of other Levels of the Focus multipolarization seem to be absent for the Formo-Creators of
the “personalized” Self-Consciousness, and are in no way perceived by the Perception system of the
“personality” (such a wide perception of parallel events that happen in other development scenarios
can be initiated in the Perception system only by the Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators of the
1.306.

collective Subconsciousness).
The Focus Dynamics of the biological НУУ-ВВУ-Forms currently focused by Us with their
extremely limited and imperfect Perception systems are strongly attached to biological processes
and to the specifics of influence from the outer World on the biologic form of our “personalities”;
every instant the Focus Dynamics have to undergo identification/disidentification with the СФУУРММ-Form typical only of a certain УУ-ВВУ-copy, that is, there is “a personalized” perception of
oneself in a very fragmentary and extremely subjective way, and at every moment the process of selfperception is concentrated within a narrowly-specific psychomental experience. Due to characteristic
limitations, the Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators of our brain and of biological organism in whole can
manipulate just a very small portion of ВВУ-Information “unpacked” from VÈN (energy-information
interrelations between the bio-Creators and their typical egoistic СФУУРММ-Forms about their own
safety, comfort, and survival), with which they identify themselves every single moment.
1.307.

This is because the Formo-Creators’ focus Configurations that provide manifestation of
СФУУРММ-Forms from “personalized” Levels of Self-Consciousness in the Focus Dynamics are
undersynthesized, therefore they can manipulate ВВУ-Information “unpacked” during choices only
using the contrast of dual Conceptions – good or bad, yes or no, satisfactory or unsatisfactory, agree
or disagree. Such a dual approach of “a personality” to “itself” and to the subjectively perceived
outer reality is conditioned by extremely limited energy-information interrelations that form its
Focus Dynamics and by inability of the Formo-Creators to manipulate greater volumes of differentquality СФУУРММ-Forms; which makes it impossible for them to provide the Perception system
with a more detailed and multiaspect analysis. Every single moment, the brain’s Formo-Creators
of this “personalized” Interpretation can “project” only the crudest and most generalized fragments
from among all very complex energy-information interrelations “unpacked” in multipolarization,
losing many details and “projecting” onto “the bioscreen” of the Perception system only dualistic,
most contrast, and easily accessible sensations, leaving out more complex СФУУРММ-Forms of the
Essence that structures these slloogrent interrelations.
1.308.

The effect caused by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators from all Levels of the
“personalized” Self-Consciousness (the first two ИИССИИДИ-Centers) cab be compared with
watching a feature film: as long as you observe what happens on the screen, your feelings and
imagination help you to “live” each demonstrated situation, subjectively identifying yourself with
the feelings and choices of the lead characters. Only after the film, when you completely understand
its story line and all cause-and-effect interrelations between its characters, you begin to understand
the true idea of the director. That is, the “personalized” Self-Consciousness helps us to feel current
subjective details of actions and of the outer reality, forming and “projecting” (as СФУУРММ-Forms
of УУ-ВВУ-copies) specifically-kleksed ВВУ-Information into the individual ODS of our SelfConsciousness Form; the ВВУ-Information is gradually accumulated and becomes our Experience,
allowing for our wider perception and deeper understanding of the general Essence of everything
that happens to us.
1.309.

We gradually enrich Self-Consciousnesses of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms with more complex
СФУУРММ-Forms, that is, with higher-quality Experience, and obtain the possibility to include, in
our Focus Dynamics, more and more complex focus Configurations of the Formo-Creators from
higher Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness in the 3.75-4.0-dimensional diapason (and
also the lower collective Subconsciousness); this allows us to use our intuition to gradually “broaden”
1.310.

the outlook of our Focus Dynamics by several variants of simultaneously possible development
scenarios, but every time we consciously choose only the one which maximally corresponds to our
creative expectations and perspectives.
1.311. Owing to this we “restrict” the influence of limited СФУУРММ-Forms of the lower “personalized”

Self-Consciousness over our psychomental creativity and acquire the ability to perceive a full chain
of vitally important events, as though making their retrospective analysis not in detail but in whole,
that is, analyzing many cause-and-effect interrelations that explain how exactly a certain action
influenced the manifestation of some circumstances or events in our life creativity. This ability
allows us to sequentially increase the focus activity of the Formo-Creators from higher Levels of
the “personalized” Self-Consciousness that assess each moment of our Life taking into account
not realization of immediate egoistic interests but the whole diversified Experience simultaneously
gained by “us personally” and by many other our – lower-quality – “personalized” Interpretations.
And this summary Experience reliably orientates their Focus Dynamics to joint collective activities,
altruistic choices, and intellectual development, because the higher-quality Focus Dynamics
objectively provide them not only with a better biological state of the focused НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, but
also with a manifestation in higher-quality STC.

The Higher “personalized” Self-Consciousness is manifested in people through states of
elementary (motivated as beneficial to “a personality”) altruism (caring for the family, friendship,
love, charity, studying philosophy, esoterica, art, religious views, and so on), positive common sense,
applied and abstract thinking (in science, production, business, legal studies, politics, management,
economics, and so on). These manifestation Levels include activation and stable functioning of
interrelations between the Formo-Creators of wave-type НУУ-ВВУ-Forms and the Focus Dynamics
of flaks-type focus Configurations that represent СФУУРММ-Forms of the lower collective
Subconsciousness in individual ODS.

1.312.

The greater the activity of the higher “personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators
in the Focus Dynamics of “a personality”, the more stable and deeper its ability to react in a balanced
way to all possible dissonational manifestations of any Self-Consciousness Forms of the outer reality,
and to tolerate any hardships, misfortunes, losses, disappointments, and all possible depressions
that accompany necessary svilgs-spherational transformations in the information space of this SelfConsciousness Form (between the Form’s Formo-Creators and Info-Creators of its individual ODS).
This high-quality state is sometimes also called “fortitude”. It should be noted that its expression
directly depends on the presence (in “a personality’s” Focus Dynamics) of higher-quality and
stable energy-information interrelations between the bio-Creators of the prefrontal cortex (they
are responsible for decision-making, and correct “the personality’s” behavior in society like an
orchestral conductor) and the bio-Creators of amygdala (they regulate your lower- and mediumfrequency emotional states).

1.313.

If we consider molecular processes that provide realization of various psychomental states, it
is possible to say that higher-quality interrelations between the bio-Creators become possible because
the bio-Creators of neurons that provide transition of high-frequency Energy-Information can protect
nerve fibers by an electrically-insulating capsule (that is, perform the so-called “myelinization of
axons” that decreases diffusion of impulses and increases diameters of the axons; at the same time,
the glutamate signalizer is just an instrument but not the main cause of myelinization); owing to
this, a much greater number of all possible different-quality combinations can be formed between

1.314.

neurons. It is much easier for such “personalities” to use high-frequency motivations to control
their negative psychological reactions initiated in their Focus Dynamics by the low-frequency bioCreators of amygdala.
When the influence of the collective unconsciousness almost completely (by 99%)
disappears from the Focus Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, the Formo-Creators of lower and higher
“personalized” Self-Consciousness also become considerably less involved in “a personality’s”
life creativity (because they have been sufficiently synthesized on their typical low- and mediumfrequency manifestation Levels in the 3-4-dimensional diapason), giving way to more universal
СФУУРММ-Forms of the collective Subconsciousness of ФЛАКС-Creators. This is why mainly
quantum-type Formo-Creators from the highest Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness
realize themselves in the 3.75-4.0-dimensional diapason by means of Focus Dynamics of
“bioplasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms (they are devoid of egoism and have sufficiently developed
characteristic features of high-intellect Altruism and high-feeling Intellect); the same applies to the
ФЛАКС-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness in the 4.0-4.25-dimensional part of this
“border” (“bioplasmic”) manifestation diapason.
1.315.

Information of the lower collective Subconsciousness constitutes the qualitative and
subjective basis of everything that has happened to us in our Life – regardless of our awareness
of it – and that structures the contents of the temporal ethereal constituent, starting from the late
period of intrauterine development (from the seventh week, when the anterior part of the brain is
formed), when the embryo’s brain formation just enters the phase characteristic of higher mammals,
to all innumerable subjective moments of “dying” of this “personality”. Constantly scanning all
sequentially-focused-by-us focus Configurations and “projecting” them into the individual ODS,
ФЛАКС-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness provide coordination and regulation
of all functions of the bio-Creators in the organism, and thoroughly preserve not only the gained
empirical Experience but also all minutest tints of any our feelings during our whole Life.
1.316.

1.317. A

greater part of this Information “unpacked” by each of us every moment is inaccessible
to the Formo-Creators of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness and can be “projected” into our
Perception system only with the help of specific altered states (exclusively in a deep Meditation,
because during “a retrospective hypnosis” the Information “unpacked” by the hypnologist is not
subjectively registered by “the personality’s” Perception system), because it contains all the sequence
of characteristic focus Configurations of rotation Shifts that continuously change in the Focus
Dynamics; and all this forms the whole “cause-and-effect” energy-information basis of Existence
of every “personality” (a sequential picture of realization of its Thoughts and Feelings, its entire
“short-term” and “long-term memory”). The collective Subconsciousness registers everything that
consciously or unconsciously enters the sphere of FPV of your Perception system’s Formo-Creators,
that is, everything you automatically think about or usually feel, hear or say, that which you already
do or just going to fulfill somehow.

It is possible to say that, in whole, ФЛАКС-Creators of the collective Subconsciousness
“project”, into the Perception system of every “personality”, a very detailed Program of simultaneous
multipolarized realizations of countless Focus Dynamics typical of each Stereo-Form of ЛЛУУВВУ. From among a certain set of variants of these potentially possible (for each НУУ-ВВУ-Form)
different-quality information combinations, each “personalized” Interpretation rezonationally
“unpacks” (klekses through VÈN in its individual ODS) only those СФУУРММ-Forms which can be
1.318.

maximally, subjectively realized through its typical Perception system. All development scenarios
formed by a multidimensional “intersection” of focus Configurations of innumerable variants of
individual rotation Cycles constitute the “current” information basis of such realization of the
ФЛАКС-Creators.
At each particular moment of Time, all the smallest specific characteristics of possible
psychological states of any “personality” (its Thoughts and Feelings, Desires and Aspirations) are
already initially reflected in each of numerous development scenarios that belong to rotation Cycles
of the Worlds Formo-System where this “personality” is focused. Every instant, within the narrowlyspecific focus Configuration of the Formo-Creators of its “personalized” Self-Consciousness, the
ФЛАКС-Creators seemingly propose (from the next duvujllerrt group of scenarios) to rezonationally
choose among many currently possible different-quality variants of its psychomental activity. Each
variant structures just one development scenario among many rotation Cycles that mutually intersect
in this multidimensional “point” of the skrruullerrt system. Every time, the Formo-Creators of the
“personalized” Self-Consciousness can react by their Focus of Close Attention only to a particular
scenario among all multipolarization possibilities of the Stereo-Form’s Focus Dynamics, and they
become immediately fixed to the scenario’s typical circumstances through certain changes in the
temporal ethereal constituent. Every next instant of Life of any “personality” is changed in this way
during each its choice.
1.319.

Only you – and no one else! – rezonationally attract all your “current” Conceptions from
ready sets of СФУУРММ-Forms of the collective Subconsciousness, thus you strongly confirm them
in your “personalized” Self-Consciousness. You alone are responsible for all spheres of your life
creativity, for any circumstance of your Life, for the development of some of your abilities and bents
or for their absence, for any misfortune or victory that structure the scenarios of rotation Cycles
which you have voluntarily chosen from among a series of possible decisions. Everything in your
Life happens in full conformity with chosen-by-you Conceptions of “yourself” and of the outer
reality. After being subjectively reflected in your Perception system by means of some Thoughts and
Feelings, any СФУУРММ-Form is registered in the temporal ethereal constituent (individual ODS)
as an individual “file” of energy-information interrelations typical of a particularly synthesized
Experience; and all your reactions to all numerous “Offers” of the ФЛАКС-Creators of the collective
Subconsciousness represent logically systematized derivatives of some of these “files” realized as
actual results of preferences chosen by you.
1.320.

Considering functions of the collective Subconsciousness from the point of view of the
“personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators, the mechanism of its indirect influence over
the quality of any “unpackings” carried out by the Formo-Creators is not associated with a certain
purposeful activity of the ФЛАКС-Creators. They don’t try to control in any way choices of the
“personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators and to categorically influence anything:
everything completely differs from our Conceptions of any hierarchical pattern. Creators of
the collective Subconsciousness don’t make any assessment and don’t impose their subjective
views on anybody; they are free from any dualistic division into “bad” or “good”, “profitable”
or “unprofitable”. They simply make an absolute statement and register in your temporal ethereal
constituent everything that has at least some relation to your individual rotation Cycle, “projecting”
and reinforcing all these energy-information interrelations in the individual ODS of the “personality”
focused by you.
1.321.

The collective Subconsciousness just provides all necessary Information for carrying out
the “executive” functions imposed on the “personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators;
these functions completely depend on the quality of the Focus Dynamics rezonationally generated
by them. It is “personality” – in its moment-by-moment psychomental reactions – that individually
models and programs the sequence and qualitative “unpacking” of the slloogrent content of its
collective Subconsciousness, “projecting” the most rezonational “parts” of it onto the perspective
picture of its possible “personalized” existence in some particular scenarios. It is you, but not the
ФЛАКС-Creators, who decide whether you “personally” need or needn’t some Information, whether
it is beneficial, interesting, and useful.
1.322.

Remember: any scenario of your possible multipolarized development in Worlds FormoSystems and any НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration rezonationally “chosen by you” never and under no
circumstances can be changed at least slightly, because this is impossible in principle – absolutely
everything already “initially” is (that is, always happens to be); nonetheless, you – through the
Focus Dynamics of your typical thinking-feeling processes – actively and continuously change
the qualitative state of your refocusings in Self-Consciousness Forms that structure development
scenarios in various STC groups. A great number of diversified variants of your infinite “future”
are revealed in front of you at each next instant of Existence, and only you yourself, but not certain
mysterious “superpowerful forces”, can take an active part to make your “future” the most favorable
to you.
1.323.

The Formo-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness not only gradually fill the
Focus of Close Attention of “a personality” with higher-quality intellectual and altruistic СФУУРММ-Forms but also considerably broaden the possibilities of its high-frequency realizational
potential through intuitive involvement of “the personality” in a collective co-creativity with
focus Configurations of all other НУУ-ВВУ-Forms of this kind of the humankind’s Collective
Consciousness. Therefore, the role of the low-quality bio-Creators in the Focus Dynamics of “the
personality” gradually becomes useless (due to the intuitive attraction of their gained Experience),
and the Formo-Creators of the higher “personalized” Self-Consciousness “reproject” into focus
НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations that structure higher-quality “human” STC, where any realizations of lowfrequency СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-conglomerates of the majority of people are considerably less frequent
than their newly-appeared high-intellect possibilities and high-feeling tendencies.
1.324.

Their Focus Dynamics are not only based on “unpacking” of Information from the temporal
ethereal constituent but also actively involve “projections” of Focuses of Integral Motivational
Impulses (FIMI) that belong to “plasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types (СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУand УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ-ФЛАКС-Forms) and those of Universal Multipolarization Impulses (UMPI)
of their ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles that structure lower and medium Levels of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented ФЛУУЛУУ-complexes. This considerably activates kovarllert Information from the variable ethereal
component (PÈS) in the Focus Dynamics of VÈN-“unpackings”, allowing “bioplasmic” people to
considerably increase the qualitative effectiveness of their refocusings.
1.325.

As soon as the role of Formo-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness stably
increases in the Focus Dynamics of the higher “personalized” Self-Consciousness, a human
being begins to feel an urgent need of Service not only for the sake of other people but also to all
other Self-Consciousness Forms of the outer reality perceived by the person not using previous
typical discreteness and separation but an inseparable integrity with “himself/herself” and with the

1.326.

perspective to achieve the Higher Goals set by the person. It should be noted that until the Focus
Dynamics of a human being is at least slightly structured by СФУУРММ-Forms of the “personalized”
Self-Consciousness (lower and higher Levels), his/her realization Interest will not be able to go
beyond the Conceptions of “a personal” Service to this kind of humankind but not to the entire
Collective Cosmic Intelligence of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ.
Why? Because the process of two-dominant interquality Synthesis completely ends only in
the highest-quality “bioplasmic” НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations, and before people reach that state their
Focus Dynamics (due to the simultaneous presence, between Formo-Creators, of a huge number of
unbalanced imperceptible interrelations typical of Aspects of dominant and all other – recessive –
Pure Qualities) cannot be concentrated just in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme and have
to be – simultaneously and in multipolarization – “projected” into all protoformic development
Directions characteristic of human Self-Consciousness Forms. Until the interquality Synthesis of the
two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants is fully completed, it will be typical of people (unconsciously
and even consciously) to psychomentally identify themselves more or less with the Focus Dynamics
of representatives of all possible diffuzgent Proto-Forms (which means with their types of Collective
Intelligences) that structure the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Type Collective
Cosmic Intelligence.
1.327.

Any subjective perception of the really infinite diversity of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types that
form all possible types of humankind’s Collective Consciousnesses in different-level subjective
Realities is simply impossible for extremely limited VÈN-“unpackings” of the Formo-Creators of
biological analogs. A human being acquires more or less considerable abilities of such enhanced
Perception only if his/her refocusings become stable in “bioplasmic” focus Configurations, when
creative possibilities of the Formo-Creators from the lower collective Subconsciousness begin to
stably dominate over egoistic tendencies typical of СФУУРММ-Forms of the higher “personalized”
Self-Consciousness. This initiates, in the Focus Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, a greater disposition
of “a personality” to a selective multiple-choice subjective perception of “itself” among the whole
spectrum of its “personalized” Interpretations.
1.328.

What does this mean? The more the Focus Dynamics are closer to “plasmic” analogs of НУУВВУ-Formo-Types, the more possibilities are provided for Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
by this process of qualitative “self-identification”. For example, ФЛАКС-Creators of “plasmic” НУУВВУ-Configurations acquire the ability to simultaneously perceive and associate “themselves” not
with individual “personalities” but in a quite wide spectrum of self-manifestation in many various
development scenarios and can entirely concentrate on the Creative Activity of a huge number
of their own different-quality Forms of self-expression. In fact, the information space which can
be rezonationally manipulated by the Formo-Creators of the lower collective Subconsciousness
is structured by already synthesized results of the whole empirical Experience simultaneously
gained by the Formo-Creators on all Levels of “personalized” Self-Consciousnesses in all kinds
of humankind’s Collective Consciousnesses whose biological НУУ-ВВУ-Forms are manifested in
various diapasons that structure “human” STC, up to the 4th dimension.
1.329.

I must say that all VÈN-“unpackings” of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of “the
personalized” Self-Consciousness (that is, individual psychological reactions) are carried out
because the information space of Self-Consciousness has an infinite set of different-quality СФУУРММ-Forms of Information continuously “projected” by the Formo-Creators of the lower collective

1.330.

Subconsciousness into duvujllerrt groups of less synthesized focus Configurations. You can imagine
this “picture” of bilateral energy-information interrelations as a multitude of much more perfect and
developed people that have achieved a certain evolutional level and a higher-quality intermediate
goal on their path, and people that are yet on the other side of this path and assisted by the more
developed people. Some people from the second group have discerned and used that help (have
intuitively made a higher-quality choice) and have become one step closer to their cherished goal,
while some of them continue to irrationally persist, categorically deny, and reject any help, using
only their own instinctive Experience (the collective unconsciousness) and reacting to everything
that happens around only from the point of view of low-quality protoformic reactions.
Then what is the difference in the energy-information Essence between the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics in НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types’ biological analogs and in “bioplasmic” focus-type
НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations? In the first place, the latter Self-Consciousness Forms are transitional to
us and pertain to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Type; they are between our “current” states of “not-yet-people” (that
is, the sources of Focus Dynamics with the insufficient interquality Synthesis that involves Aspects
of the two initial ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants) and “already-people” (that have synthesized the
State of “Creative Cosmic Potentiality” in their focus Configurations which is initial for ЛЛУУВВУ-Forms). Depending on the quality of Focus Dynamics’ structures of all our “personalized”
Interpretations, some development scenarios of this transitional stage may last many “years” and
“decades” in our individual rotation Cycles, while others may take “centuries” and “millennia”.
1.331.

In the second place, as you remember, biological analogs, as well as all other physical Forms
of the outer reality, are subjectively formed in the general Focus Dynamics of “human” STC during
a rezomiral “projection” and “a quantum shift” (on the “bioscreens” of Perception systems) of about
300-400 duvujllerrt-sequential information blocks of different-quality focus Configurations (StereoTypes) per second, each of which is structured by detailed Information about all types of low-quality
and high-quality interactions (from Formo-Creators of atoms, molecules, cells of organs and systems
to interrelations between the brain’s Formo-Creators and other “personalized” Interpretations) that
integrally form the Focus Dynamics of our type.
1.332.

In contrast, a “bioplasmic” analog of the НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Type, whose manifestation is also
based on the principle of rezomiral “projection” of its structural energy-information interrelations
in the Focus Dynamics, is formed according to the principle of kovarllert “mutual superposition” of
much more universal (higher-frequency) focus Configurations, which allows to reduce the number of
Stereo-Types that are sequentially manifested on the “bioscreen” one after another from 300-400 to
100-200 per second. It becomes possible owing to a much greater synthesis degree of “bioplasmic”
focus Configurations as compared with our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms; they are structured by much larger
“volumes” of Information which allows them to form less “dense” (less inertial) manifestation
Forms of Self-Consciousness in Space-Time.
1.333.

Due to a natural activation (or a sequential introduction, because this transition is fulfilled
in different ways in different STC) of many new high-frequency amino acids in human DNA, there is
considerable modernization and universalization of the functions of bio-Creators of many biological
systems and organs, and, as a result, an enormous energy potential is released in the Focus Dynamics
of “a personality”, which we now use to overcome or to realize strong low-frequency tensors. Owing to
this, representatives of the “bioplasmic” humankind have not only such natural abilities as telepathy,
teleportation, telekinesis, and clairvoyance, but also many other ways of creative realization that
1.334.

are now inaccessible to us due to our typical egoistic Focus Dynamics fixedly structured by lowfrequency СФУУРММ-Forms: aggressiveness, envy, greed, jealousy, criticism, ignorance, lust,
hypocrisy, and so on.
Gradually shifting the Focus Dynamics into “bioplasmic” analogs of our НУУ-ВВУ-FormoTypes, the “obsession” with many egocentric interests and necessity of biological survival (the
maintenance of vital functions of one’ s own organism) drastically decreases, and there is great
restructuring of the energy-and-information content – almost the whole gastrointestinal tract loses its
current functions, which results in a great increase of efficiency of the brain’s Formo-Creators. Owing
to this, cellular structures also become considerably improved and more perfect: cell membranes,
endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi apparatus cardinally transform and serve as a mechanism for the
synthesis of necessary Energy directly from air and sun light (photons); the mode of participation of
mitochondria in chemical reactions that form adenosine triphosphate also undergoes a considerable
modification; such ancient areas of the brain as hypothalamus and hypophysis are also significantly
transformed in our “bioplasmic” organism and partially change their current functioning mode (let
me remind you that the Formo-Creators of hypothalamus are responsible for safety and wellbeing
of “a personality”, they change our mood, generate such feelings as hunger, thirst, aggression, rage,
fear, and irrepressible sexual desire; they also control the hormonal functions of the hypophysis
Formo-Creators), excluding possible VÈN-“unpackings” of low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms of the
collective unconsciousness and of the lower “personalized” Self-Consciousness from the Focus
Dynamics.

1.335.

The abilities of the brain’s Formo-Creators of “bioplasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-FormoTypes (НУУЛЛ-ВВУ-Forms) can be figuratively compared with possibilities of modern multicore
processors that can perform parallel calculations that include tens and hundreds of streams; just
for one processor cycle (just like the rotation Shift in the Focus Dynamics) they can, for example,
calculate a whole graphical frame (animation scene). Each moment, the realization potential of the
Formo-Creators of such “a bioplasmic brain” can manipulate not the extremely limited quantity of
СФУУРММ-Forms but rather qualitatively-interrelated УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates of their duvujllerrt
sequences, fully perceiving themselves as participants of many development scenarios where
possible choice variants are being made simultaneously at the same instant.

1.336.

1.337. Owing

to highly-developed Intuition, the Formo-Creators of НУУЛЛ-ВВУ-Forms’ SelfConsciousnesses form much more universal Focus Dynamics (as compared with the ССВУУ-ССММstructures39, typical of biological analogs); this allows them every single moment to “project”
the results only of most favorable choice variants onto the “bioplasmic screen” of the higher
“personalized” Self-Consciousness (that is, into their Perception system). Such a state of the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics in Self-Consciousness can be compared with known “conscious” states
of electrons in superposition that have been proven by physicists.
As another comparison of biological and “bioplasmic” types of the Focus Dynamics, you
can imagine a certain virtual “focus magnet” that moves over a plane formed by countless focus
Configurations of different-quality Stereo-Types. In case of the Focus Dynamics performed by
Formo-Creators of a biological НУУ-ВВУ-Form, every instant, such “a focus magnet” ends its direct
interaction with one Stereo-Type and immediately begins to interact with another one, qualitatively
identifying itself for an instant with each corresponding НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration. During one

1.338.

39
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second, such sequential “sliding” creates in the “personalized” Self-Consciousness an effect of
self-identification of the Formo-Creators with a certain Self-Consciousness Form whose qualitative
content constantly changes, that is, with a particular human “personality”.
When the Formo-Creators perform the Focus Dynamics by means of a “bioplasmic” SelfConsciousness Form, “the focus magnet” “hovers” in some distance from the plane and forms a
peculiar “attraction cone” that interacts with a qualitatively-corresponding group of kovarllert StereoTypes, and the most kovarllert (similar-in-qualities) Stereo-Types form “a central” attraction group,
while all other ones that are more or less kovarllert to this group provide the state of multipolarized
slloogrentnost for the Focus Dynamics, which allows the Formo-Creators to have a better orientation
in possible circumstances of Space-Time, and to consciously choose the nearest perspective and the
necessary Direction of their subsequent refocusings.

1.339.

While the Formo-Creators of “bioplasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types are still – due
to the Focus Dynamics of two-spiral genic Formo-Creators of the biological constituent! –used to
attach their manifestation Formo-image to usual “human” Conceptions of their outward appearance,
in contrast, within the Focus Dynamics of “plasmic” ФЛАКС-Creators in the 4-5-dimensional ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Continuums (СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ- and УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ-ФЛАКС-Forms), our current
usual Conceptions of “a human image” are replaced by completely new Conceptions of a Form with
much more universal realizational possibilities. Being based on a completely different, as compared
with ours, Perception system that is jointly organized by Universal Multipolarization Impulses of
ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles and by Focuses of the Integral Motivational Impulse (FIMI) of “plasmic” analogs
of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, ФЛАКС-Creators can no longer concentrate on individual information
fragments that have narrowly-specific and narrow-quality kinds of interrelations.
1.340.

Using ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes as their information source, whose Creativity Spheres include
much more Information and temporal content than ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, all ФЛАКС-Creators,
whose focus Configurations are quite thoroughly and deeply synthesized by Focus interrelations
of many Proto-Forms owing to the activity of Formo-Creators of the Quality ALL-Unity, cannot
perceive “themselves” as individually manifested “personalities”, and they get new properties which
we subjectively define now as the higher collective Subconsciousness. The Principle of expansion
of the perception spectrum to include more features (development scenarios) characteristic of the
general multipolarization Focus Dynamics, which we actively realize in our “future bioplasmic”
Forms, receives even a more intensive development impetus in flaks Configurations; this allows
to unite, within one focus Configuration on the basis of the Principle of Rezonation, the activity
of СФУУРММ-Forms that simultaneously structure many flaks-type analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-FormoTypes that are more or less rezonational among themselves.
1.341.

The appearance of our flaks-type (“plasmic”) Self-Consciousness Forms – as we understand
it! – is completely inconcrete and unlike the Forms through which we realize ourselves in this
manifestation diapason; they rather resemble whole different-quality kinds of subjective ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Realities, with the help of which We – as ФЛАКС-Creators – simultaneously refocus in
multipolarization in Space-Time approximately in the same way as we do it now using our StereoTypes. You also should bear in mind that “plasmic” types of subjective Worlds Formo-Systems,
Realities, and Continuums, due to the great increase in “volume” (“number”) of energy-information
interrelations that are changed in each rotational shift in the Focus Dynamics, cardinally differ in
quality from their physical analogs through Self-Consciousness Forms of which we now perceive
1.342.

ourselves “in a personalized way”. Our “currently” focused Worlds are just rough “projections”
of our “future” creativity, where the surrounding Space, Time, and our energy possibilities have
completely different, much more universal parameters.
Becoming more and more perfect in quality in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction of
birvulârtnost, focus Configurations of ФЛАКС-Creators from the higher collective Subconsciousness
are duvujllerrtly transformed into the Focus Dynamics of ВУОЛДС-Creators of the lower, medium,
and higher Overconsciousness (from 4.75 to 5.5-6.0 dimensions – the lower, from 5.5-6.0 to 7.0-7.5
dimensions – the medium, or the Superconsciousness, from 7.0-7.5 to 8.0 dimension – the higher).
I would subjectively define characteristics of ФЛАКС-Creators as “intuitive, high feelings”, and
would characterize the functional influence of Information from ВУОЛДС- and ОРФРОВТ-Creators
over the Focus Dynamics of a highly-developed “personality” as “intuitive superknowledge”
(high-feeling superintellect) by means of which such “a personality” can have highly concentrated
СФУУРММ-Forms about simultaneous parallel existences in individual rotation Cycles not only
of all countless “personalized” Interpretations of a given Stereo-Form but also of all other FormoTypes of a given ЛЛУУ-ВВУ in this manifestation diapason.
1.343.

Being specifically (simultaneously-sequentially) “projected” both onto manifestation Levels
of the Focus Dynamics of the collective Subconsciousness and onto Levels of the “personalized”
Self-Consciousness, Information of the Overconsciousness allows highly-developed “personalities”
to much more adequately perceive their interactions with any Self-Consciousness Forms of their
outer reality and to create the strategy of their relations in a completely conscious and reasonable
way, not on the basis of egoistic needs but rather thoroughly “filtering out” such needs and Desires
through the intuitive logic of high-feeling Intelligence. Owing to this, the Overconsciousness is the
most important functional center of manifestation of some superabilities and talents in “a personality”
that are spontaneously manifested in special states as a spiritual enlightenment or a high-intellect
creative insight. All brilliant ideas, theories, and laws of natural science appeared not as a result of
persistent rational and logical thinking, but on the basis of a subtly developed Intuition, a sudden
insight, supernatural revelation or even extrasensory Perception of certain Images of superuniversal
Fields-Consciousnesses that resonate with “the internal vision” of the human being that receives
them.

1.344.

The highest-quality manifestation Levels of ПРУУИСС-Creators of the higher
Overconsciousness in the 8-11-dimensional diapason duvujllerrtly transform into diverse
manifestations of the Creative Activity of ИЙМИЙЛЛ-, ПЭЭППТ-, ИИССММ-, and ЛЮУЛЛФФ-Creators of the Supraconsciousness (or of the combined Consciousness of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ)
whose beyond-time structures of the variable ethereal component include configurationallyencoded general Information that belongs to the temporal ethereal constituents of Stereo-Types
of absolutely all Formo-Types simultaneously manifested in all diverse space-time Continuums
through all different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ that structure all Time Flows.
The Supraconsciousness’ PÈS concentrates all the Information about the whole diversity of possible
development variants characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type. Although the
Creative Activity of СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creators of the Supraconsciousness permeates all variants
of manifestation of ЭИЙГ-СС-МИИ Creativity Spheres (characteristic of the twelve dimensional
diapasons within the Tertiary Energy-Plasma that are structured by all possible ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes), Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms that
represent only very developed people with corresponding communication abilities (ННААССММ)
1.345.

and real possibilities to use them (ВЛОООМООТ) can decode and adequately perceive èglleroliftive
Impulses generated by Them.
The Creative Activity of ЛЮУЛЛФФ-Creators of the Supraconsciousness is inseparably
connected (through PÈS) with deeper Levels of the АИЙ-ЙЯ-related birvulârtnost type (the ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Direction is a part of it) – the Protoconsciousness or all the diversity of development
scenarios of all ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А simultaneously manifested in all spacetime structures of the 13-dimensional diapason. These Levels concentrate the whole Information
accumulated during the simultaneous evolutional-involutional development in all Continuums not
only by all diverse Self-Consciousness Forms of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ
but also by Formo-Creators of other Collective Cosmic Intelligence types that are kovarllert in this
diapason with the Synthesis Scheme of the ТОО-УУ-Entity of АИЙ-ЙЯ. This Knowledge provides
our affinity and unity with all other Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of Our ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity. It contains the Experience of simultaneous Existence of ГООЛГАМАА-А in all its diverse
Proto-Forms manifested in specific space-time structures not only on ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС but also on
many other Planetary Entities of this Star system.
1.346.

Multidimensional depths of the Protoconsciousness have an even more universal basis –
Information of the Hyperconsciousness which is typical of lower ССЛОО-СС-СНАА-Creators of
the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness (РААКЛИМА – Star-level “integrating” Forms of АИЙ-ЙЯ –
ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ФФАЙ and ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ССЛАА-Creators) whose Focus Dynamics form lower
manifestation Levels of the Secondary Energy-Plasma (the 13-16-dimensional diapason). The
Hyperconsciousness includes the whole generalized Experience of infinite Existence of all ГООЛГАМАА-А in all time structures of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, as well as the integrated Experience
of ССМИИЙСМАА-А synthesized in lower structures of the Secondary Energy-Plasma.
1.347.

The Star Consciousness of АИЙ-ЙЯ concludes this theoretical “development Path” of
the slloogrent Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of the АИЙ-ЙЯrelated birvulârtnost type; it comprises the absolute Creative Experience of all Collective Cosmic
Intelligences that structure the Tertiary and the Secondary States of Energy-Plasma and actively
participate in the Synthesis of entire slloogrentnost of focus Configurations of this birvulârtnost type.
Medium and higher ССЛОО-СС-СНАА-Creators of the 17-24-dimensional diapason are the carriers
of the Star-level Consciousness of АИЙ-ЙЯ. They actually represent in the Focus Dynamics of
higher СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creators of ГООЛГАМАА-А “the Universal Matrix of Creative Realization”
of Their “Alma Mater” – the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of ССМИИЙСМАА-А that has initiated
the manifestation of higher СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creators on all possible qualitative Levels of the
Secondary and of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma by multipolarization of its countless typical Interests.
1.348.

Now, when we have more or less considered possible perspectives of self-perfection for
our Focus Dynamics in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction of Synthesis, let’s consider in detail
and try to understand the difficulties and obstacles that may expect you on this difficult Path of
sequential and gradual evolution from “not-yet-people” into People, and then into even more perfect
Self-Consciousness Forms of this birvulârtnost type. For your better understanding of this process,
remember that all Self-Consciousness Forms are structured by the joint Focus Dynamics of many
Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo- and Info-Creators), each of which can reflect only a corresponding
degree of quality typical of its Creative Activity.
1.349.

Earlier, we have considered some aspects of such characteristic quantum effect as “Death”
typical only of Perception Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators (it is
completely absent within the Focus Dynamics of “plasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types), and
now let me remind you that the structure of a human Self-Consciousness Form which we visually
perceive is in fact not “continuous” and “indivisible”, as it seems to us, but represents the integral of
focus interaction on average of 328 (for this type of subjective Reality) focus Configurations of НУУВВУ-Stereo-Types per second; and the Focus Dynamics of each of them – in the simultaneous process
of their common multipolarization in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics that unite all “personalized”
Interpretations, – are subject to their own qualitative tendencies. The theory of relativity admits the
presence, in Space-Time, of such Self-Consciousness Forms whose Focus Dynamics simultaneously
change their qualities in an undetermined direction of Time (that is, in various directions of focus
multipolarization structured by different temporal parameters).
1.350.

Energy-information interrelations between all the diversity of different-quality НУУ-ВВУStereo-Types that form the effect of simultaneous manifestation of our Self-Consciousness Forms in
Space-Time are based on Formo-Creators of tachyons whose Focus Dynamics shift quicker in these
STC groups than the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of photons. That is, the speed of movement
of tachyons is higher than the speed of light and in different coordinate systems they move either from
the subjective “past” into the subjective “future”, or from the subjective “future” into the subjective
“past”. Such qualitative refocusings into different-quality parts of the common multipolarization
spectrum of the simultaneous slloogrent Focus Dynamics of a Stereo-Form (that is, a transition from
the usual – to this coordinate system! – state of substance into the state manifested in a different time
interval (Time Flow) can be performed only by leaps and bounds, through kleksing of the current
Configuration of Self-Consciousness with Information characteristic of the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of tachyons from a corresponding Time Flow.

1.351.

Why? In order to do it, the Focus Dynamics will have to overcome, in Space-Time, a certain
light barrier structured by energy-information interrelations that differ in quality from the previous
state! This is approximately like overcoming the sonic barrier in aviation: when an aircraft achieves
a supersonic speed, it forms a sharp increase of air pressure (a shock wave) in the surrounding space
that creates the effect of a loud bang in our Perception system. It is possible to overcome a qualitative
“barrier” on the level of interrelations between a small number of tachyons that separates some
development scenarios from other ones (that is, some choices with corresponding consequences
from other ones) in a certain duvujllerrt group of “human” STC (we implement these rezonational
tachyon-level mutual interchanges in our dreams every night, as well during our countless “dreams”
unconsciously perceived by the Formo-Creators at any moment when we are awake!); but such
a complex-structure macroobject as our biological organism with all its diverse states of Focus
Dynamics typical of its bio-Creators cannot in any way overcome this qualitative difference in a
photon-level environment.

1.352.

When an interquality Synthesis happens on one of the Levels of a focus НУУ-ВВУConfiguration, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness
undergo very intensive energy-information changes (it can be compared with the plane that achieves
the sonic barrier), as a result of which the Creative Activity Vector in the multipolarization sector of
the Focus Dynamics manifestation of this “personality” also sharply changes its directivity. Many
possible parameters are involved in this subjective process that refer to Information, Energy, Time,
and Space, – all of them qualitatively change in one instant relative to parameters of the previous

1.353.

focus НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration (with an insufficient interquality Synthesis in this rezopazon).
It is simply impossible to imagine the synchronous “leap” of Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of billions of billions of different-quality elementary particles combined into atomicmolecular, superatomic structures, and cellular formations, moreover, without breaking the Formostructure (biological organism) that provides their energy-information connections. This is why, each
Act of interquality Synthesis, no matter on which Level of the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics it
happens, is accompanied by unsynchronization of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics that provide
functionality of a corresponding life support system, and all of us subjectively perceive it as “Death
of a personality”. That is, in order to begin to function synchronously in a new manifestation mode
(to drastically change the vector directivity of the Focus Dynamics), Formo-Creators of billions of
particles must “die”: shift their Focus Dynamics from a previous НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration which no
longer corresponds to the higher degree of their interquality Synthesis, and immediately “be born”
in a slightly higher-quality Self-Consciousness Form that structures another development scenario
of this Stereo-Form.
1.354.

Now let’s get back to the consideration of the Self-Consciousness. Any human “personality”,
creature, object or natural phenomenon are jointly manifested (for the 3-4-dimensional diapason –
optically-molecularly, as quanta) in every “point” of the surrounding Space-Time only owing to a
certain affinity of focus (energy-information) interrelations that mutually form them and provide
the vector-type structure for the Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms typical of them all (in
“our” type of subjective Reality, this is represented by characteristic features of Quality Aspects’
dominance in focus interrelations: either those of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, or of ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence, or of both of them in “personalized” Self-Consciousnesses of all people). This
means that these interrelations also structure their Focus Dynamics. What are the Focus Dynamics
or, in other words, inertial refocusings? In short, they represent realization of the Principle of a
continuous and purposeful change of rezonational activity of certain СФУУРММ-Forms in SelfConsciousness generated by Info-Creators; the activity is formed as their narrowly-specific response
(reaction) to the dissonational activity of Formo-Creators that manipulate temporarily unbalanced
focus interrelations in Worlds Formo-Systems. Therefore, energy carriers (models for manifestation
of any Self-Consciousness Forms in Space-Time) of these focus interrelations are represented by
different-quality Formo-Creators (they are also the Focuses themselves!), while Info-Creators
serve as carriers of the slloogrent information basis that sequentially compensates some Levels of
general dissonation between their focus Configurations (Info-Creators also represent information
combinations or СФУУРММ-Forms that are realized in Formo-Systems with the help of an energy
Potential that structures the Focuses).
1.355.

Since every information fragment (due to the presence of the irrkogliktive ImpulsePotential in its fragmented Configuration) is characterized by transgression (“self-projection” with
the formation of an infinite set of its own “information doubles” in different rezonational points), all
its “projections” simultaneously form, in Space-Time, narrowly-specific stable combinations with
countless heterogeneous “projections” transgressed by other information fragments, thus forming
the general slloogrent Configuration of Self-Consciousness structured by an infinite set of differentquality Forms – narrowly-specific combinations of different-quality Focuses that are manifested
simultaneously in different dimensions in various conditions of Space-Time.

1.356.

1.357.

Why does each of these Forms reflect its own unique dimension and individual manifestation

parameters in the Focus Dynamics? Because the focus Configuration of each Self-Consciousness Form
is structured by its characteristic “volume” (concentration) of individually-combined heterogeneous
information fragments. In each combination of a “projection” of one fragment with “projections” of
many other – kovarllert to it – fragments, there is a natural manifestation of a certain rezonational
(it is of a quantum type for our manifestation diapason!) effect (there is a sort of “fragmentary
synchromodulation” – addition and rezonational amplification of fragmentary Information that is
very similar in Meaning but is heterogeneous in its Nature); as a result, a certain Energy-Potential
is released that forever (in One Instant of Eternity) records this information combination as a
particular and individual rezonational state or rezonational point that represents in Space-Time the
best conditions for manifestation (focus fixation) of energy-information interrelations typical of this
fragmentary Configuration.
Thus, Energy-Plasma was instantaneously formed by an infinite set of heterogeneous
“projections” of Information that simultaneously combine among themselves; and due to the infinite
diversity of instantaneously-formed (in It) different-quality and narrowly-specific configurational
combinations that are simultaneously fixed through all rezonational “points of manifestation”
(Focuses), Energy-Plasma immediately became structured to form that which we subjectively define
as Space-Time or the Macrocosmos with all Its different-quality dimensional Levels and their typical
energy-information (focus) characteristics.

1.358.

So, we have found out that each rezonational interrelation between heterogeneouslyfragmented Information and Energy that initiates its manifestation in the Macrocosmos directly
participates in the general-subjective formation of the so-called “quantum effect of manifestation”
(which we interpret as Space and Time) in the information space of Self-Consciousness (in conditions
of the 3-4-dimensional diapason). Owing to narrowly-specific qualitative parameters typical only
of this fragmented Information (СФУУРММ-Forms), it can reflect in Energy-Plasma just a very
individual fragmented focus-type Configuration characteristic only of the manifestation of a certain
FOCUS.
1.359.

On the one hand, due to its inherent èglleroliftive tendencies (that is, the tendency to
constantly augment energy-information interrelations that structure it), each such Focus represents –
exclusively in its typical manifestation conditions! – a certain dissonational state between different
(in quality) Configurations of Formo-Creators. On the other hand (in the same manifestation
conditions!), it also reflects a stably fixed (due to the internal rezonation formed as a result of
the manifestation) state of “initial” irrkogliktive Interest between some particular, specificallycombined (through their “projections”) rekonverst Configurations of a certain “number” (“volume”)
of heterogeneous information fragments.

1.360.

That is, a focus Configuration that structures the Focus Dynamics of each SelfConsciousness Form represents, by its information content, a certain set of different-quality Focuses,
which is provided by interrelations of strictly-definite Information with a corresponding EnergyPotential expressed in its unique Space-Time conditions through its unique characteristic features
(manifestation parameters). However, different Perception systems interpret these features (their
intensity and other characteristics) in different ways. Therefore, each such configurational set of
rezonationally-combined Focuses in the structure of Energy-Plasma has a corresponding, absolutely
identical (lijlluscive to it) Configuration of fragmentarily-combined Information.

1.361.

This specific interrelation between Information and generated-by-It Energy through
the Focus Dynamics (svilgs-spherational interrelations) of Formo-Creators is reflected in the
subjective inertia of Perception systems of all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure Space-Time.
Figuratively speaking, the Universal Information, with Its characteristic irrkogliktive tendency
to activate internal interactions, instantaneously “generated” all the infinite diversity of FormoCreators for an inertial (that is, subjectively implemented in Time and in Space) realization of Its
own, “initially” inherent, Creative Activity, “having projected” the universal-tendential realization
Principle into their Configurations – the èglleroliftive Impulse that, as such, is the Main Reason of
formation of both the Space-Time effect and all possible types of energy-information interrelations,
or that inertial process which we subjectively define as the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics. And
the Formo-Creators’ typical tendency to the Focus Dynamics (refocusings or a constant rezonational
“reprojection” from Focuses of some fragmented Configurations into Focuses of qualitativelydifferent fragmented Configurations) is, in turn, the Reason of appearance and simultaneous inertial
manifestation, in Space-Time, of slloogrent Configurations of absolutely all Self-Consciousness
Forms and types of different-quality Collective Cosmic Intelligences formed by them.

1.362.

Nonetheless, based on the above information, it might be still unclear to you what exactly
the Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments represent and how exactly the complexconfiguration combinations of our subjective Conceptions, or СФУУРММ-Forms are formed, which,
according to scientists, are generated in the brain? Without a deep understanding of this process
it is simply impossible to imagine how all our thoughts, feelings, and experience “appear” and
motivate all our actions and decisions. In order to adapt this process to the specific character of
a typical human Perception system, let’s imagine that a minimum rezonational combination of
Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments that can be at least somehow reflected in the
specific conditions of Space-Time typical of our “current” Self-Consciousness Forms (the quantummolecular level of the 3-4-dimensional diapason) “is formed” as a series of natural numbers and
letters in all alphabets of different languages.
1.363.

The numbers are easy to understand – there are just ten of them (0, 1, 2, …, 8, 9), although
they can be written in different ways (Latin, Greek, Arabic, and others), but letters (hieroglyphs,
consonantal writing, syllabic writing, Abugida or consonantal-syllabic writing, Tai Lü language,
letter-like symbols, and so on) are much harder to understand, because the same meaning is differently
expressed in writing by different nations. This is even more convenient in our case, because each detail
of a notionally imagined Configuration of the main feature of Self-Consciousness – Information –
potentially includes a certain meaning (value, characteristics, parameter) typical of one of the twelve
Pure Cosmic Qualities and expressed by a combination of certain symbols.

1.364.

Therefore, it is possible to show a Configuration of each СФУУРММ-Form that are
arbitrarily or intentionally manifested in the information space of our Self-Consciousness Form and
that subjectively reflect various kovarllert combinations of heterogeneous fragmented Information
(elementary Thoughts and Feelings – ИИССТЛЛИИ and ААЙЛЛИИ), in the form of a series of
symbols combined in a certain manner; the thinking-feeling process can be expressed as infinite
quantum sequences (adeles) of these symbols whose increasingly-more-complex Configurations
structure all the slloogrentnost of the quantum diapason of manifestation of СФУУРММ-Forms in
the information space of Self-Consciousness. Quantum features, which we subjectively interpret as
“mentality”, “rationality”, “intellectuali ty”, may be better reflected through all possible combinations
of numbers, while features of “vitality” (sensuousness, emotionality) may be expressed by all the
1.365.

configurational diversity of letters and symbols characteristic of many alphabets.
Let’s consider an example with the subjective Conception of “clear sky”. Here, the fragmentary Information (УУ-ВВУ-Form) which people express by the word “clear” (“clarity”), depending
on some protoformic tendencies (Directions) that predominate in “a personality’s” Focus Dynamics,
can be expressed in the information structure of Self-Consciousness with the help of virtual analogs
of the following series of symbolic sequences, where each symbol designates a peculiar code that
provides the Focus Dynamics with an access to corresponding features that are at least somehow
related with realization of this Information. Take notice that each symbol is not the fragment itself
but a peculiar “fractal focal point” of a huge set of combinations of kovarllert (to each other) heterogeneous fragments united by one Meaning:
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А – 1шﭚ5ᾯ49фвцажфя3т4ювлуйʥ7мф5жкьы10лк91Ѭ41фὼß62р;
Б – 99jwйолдцр8ᾅ2влцхётр3мц8вор37пювлэлыь7ы58ьɐɝ32;
В – 6ɗɤй58ь9цжкь2ыорап6опдп7р4ш9jwйо9ʥ88Ѿ5109;
Г – 1Ѭ41фﭧﭰף9фвытр1амлп3д5жизж9ищ7ш5й0лж0ß62рjw67щзй58ßʥᾔ3;
Д – 2ὼлдцы58ьɐɝ36ɗцоцуо48405лбм ьмоаɤ9ʥﭧﭰף9ф8ᾅ27ᾯ;
Е – ь7ᾯ11вцйʥ7ὼß6воадпщ4595487мтмом62р5848уяᾯ83ɗ3Ýzwrjt and so on.
Different-quality subjective Conceptions associated in different protoformic Directions
with the word “sky” can also be expressed by the following peculiar series of symbols:
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Ж – ᾯ114ыт58уя88Ѿ510999ыжалп7накок9jwй58ьɐɝ32Ѿᾯ583ɗɤ9ʥ4;
З – ɤ9ʥ4в4а7ὼл8ᾅ2ɤ9ʥ47ὼлж0ß62ыь7ᾯ11ɗ0ɤ9фйʥ88ётѾщ5кж0ß62;
И – 8ᾅ27ᾯ8Ѭ41фכֿﭚﭧﭰףᾔ31ᾶßšйьсоÝzw249фр8ᾅ2ὼ8ᾅ27ᾯ6ɗйʥᾔ3ыь7ᾯ11;
К – 8уяɗɤ9ʥ80ɤ9фйй7ὼлж62ʥ7ὼß62шﭚ5ὼᾯ4р48уящ5кjw67ᾯ1шʥ88ё;
Л – ὼß583ɗ9ʥ89jwɐɝ328Ѿ53ɗɤ9ʥ62щ5кjw7ὼьɐ6р2ыь7ᾯ11вцﭚ5ᾯ477;
М – ьɐɝ48уяᾯ583ɗ9фйʥ81шﭚ5ᾯ2rjtщзй58ьɤ109ɐɝаку81ᾶßšÝzwrjt, and so on.
Therefore, depending on predominance of some Directions in the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics, the СФУУРММ-Form “clear sky” may be subjectively expressed in this SelfConsciousness Form as a combination of the following kovarllert features: А + Ж; Б + З; В + И;
Г + К; Д + Л; Е + М, and so on.
The number of such narrowly-specific combinations of УУ-ВВУ-Forms simultaneously
(potentially) manifested in the information space of Self-Consciousness may equal the number
of protoformic Directions represented through corresponding Formo-Creators during subjective
“unpacking” of each СФУУРММ-Form. This is why sensations (feelings) that appear in the form
of individual psychological reactions during “unpacking” of seemingly the same (in meaning)
content (data) are completely different for different “personalities”. Since the psychomental process
never stops in the Self-Consciousness, absolutely all variants of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics
that simultaneously rezonationally manipulate an infinite set of heterogeneous combinations of
fragmented Information in the information space of Self-Consciousness can be expressed through
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an abstract image of multidispersed “spheroidicity”, where each “particle” represents one of
heterogeneous information fragments whose Configurations instantaneously-simultaneously
structure all the slloogrentnost of Energy-Plasma40.
Depending on the Synthesis Scheme included in a given Self-Consciousness Form, the
general “picture” of all this “multidispersed state of information” will include strictly-definite
energy-information interrelations that continuously become activated between Formo-Creators and
reflect only that birvulârtnost type in which they rezonationally participate in this “point” of SpaceTime as Focuses of qualitative dominance features that are slloogrently realized by the FormoCreators. Such a general, abstract “picture” of heterogeneous focus interrelations represents just one
of possible variants of symbolic reflection of the mysterious and yet-completely-incomprehensible
(to scientists) Mechanism (State), which is hidden behind such our common definitions as “SelfConsciousness” and “a Self-Consciousness Form”.

1.369.

Now you know that we use the term “Self-Consciousness” to subjectively interpret a certain
birvulârtnost type – a Universal Scheme of interquality Synthesis. For example, in duvujllerrt groups
of “human” Continuums of the Planetary Entity ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС that structure the 3-4-dimensional
manifestation diapason, each birvulârtnost type is manifested through characteristic Focus Dynamics
of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of all possible biological and nonbiological analogs of
different-quality Formo-Types (Stereo-Forms). Depending on a protoformic directivity, mechanisms
of creative realization of all potential energy-information possibilities of a Self-Consciousness may
be completely different.
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For example, for biological Self-Consciousness Forms, such a molecular “decoder”
(quantum adapter that rezonationally deciphers necessary information fragments, adapts them to
already existing СФУУРММ-Forms, and performs the reaction-based qualitative Synthesis of new
Conceptions) is represented by all possible kinds and types of DNA-RNA-complexes. Quantumlevel Formo-Creators of these biological complexes that are distributed in each cell of the biological
organism through specific genome combinations of “chromosome sets” are true initiators and
coordinators of all the “current” Focus Dynamics performed every single moment on the quantum
level in each biological Self-Consciousness Form. Exactly owing to particular features of this
narrowly-specific quantum effect, all possible atomic-molecular complexes, which we call “a
biological organism”, are modeled in a definite sequence and initiated in a certain order for their
manifestation.

1.371.

The total quantum spectrum of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of these DNA-RNAcomplexes that structure all cells of an organism forms a joint realization field of activity of many
bio-Creators that represent different Proto-Forms (the quantum-level collective Consciousness of
all cells); and the main atomic-molecular “receiving-retransmitting mechanism” of their incessant
energy-information interrelations with all other Focuses of Self-Consciousnesses that represent
various types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences in these manifestation conditions includes the most
synthesized wave-type Configurations of the brain Formo-Creators whose Focuses are functionally
(that is, rezonationally, in accordance with Energy-Information that structures them) tuned to a
specific frequency of wave oscillations of atomic-molecular structures in DNA-RNA-complexes
within cells of each area of the brain.
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40 See IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals, Volume 2 (available in Russain only).

These bio-Creators that are the most experienced ones for this Configuration perform the role
of initiators of psychomental reactions of “a personality” to external and internal irritants. FormoCreators of electrons that structure the atomic-molecular system of neuronal-synaptic connections
perform the role of energy carriers of fragmentary Information inside Self-Consciousness (subjective
self-transformation through the focus diversification of the Information in the information space
from slloogrent Configurations of УУ-ВВУ-Forms and its rezonational combination into all particular
СФУУРММ-Forms of the individual ODS of this “personalized” Interpretation’s Form).
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They (Formo-Creators of electrons in sensory neurons) directly provide the electric
transmission of nerve impulses from receptors to the central nervous system (CNS), from sensory
neurons of CNS to executive organs (electrons’ Formo-Creators of motor neurons) and unite EnergyInformation of Formo-Creators of DNA-RNA-complexes of slightly different nerve cells (internuncial
neurons). All the molecular complexity and diversity of the Formo-Creators’ functions in the nervous
system of any biological Self-Consciousness Form are determined by the efficiency of rezonational
focus interactions between all electrons’ Formo-Creators of neurons whose functional activity we
subjectively perceive (through instrument data) as a peculiar set of various signals generated and
transmitted during wave-type interaction between neurons (or between muscles and glands) with the
help of Formo-Creators that carry an electric charge.
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Electrons’ Formo-Creators also carry out functions (analogous to those of Formo-Creators
of biological DNA-RNA-complexes) in nonbiological Collective Self-Consciousness Forms of solid
or liquid crystals, polycrystals, and quasicrystals, molecular clusters or domain structures (in spite of
the fact that, in this manifestation diapason, representatives of minerals and nonminerals don’t have
yet observable features which we subjectively associate with Conceptions of individuality). The
task of nuclear (those of protons and neutrons) Formo-Creators is mainly to fix, through crystalline
lattice sites, formed combinations of fragmentary Energy-Information in particular conditions of
quantum manifestation of the Focus Dynamics of Space-Time.

1.375.

Physicists interpret crystals as “solid substances that have a natural external form with
symmetrically arranged faces based on their internal structure, that is, on one of several regular
positions of particles that constitute the substance (atoms, molecules, ions)”. That is, crystals’ atoms
are located in a certain order forming a periodical 3-D spatial structure – crystalline lattice which
is individual for each substance and represents its main physico-chemical properties. The FormoCreators whose focus Configurations structure crystalline lattice sites actually perform organizingregenerative functions in the collective Consciousness of a mineral that are similar to those typical
of Formo-Creators of biological DNA-RNA-complexes.

1.376.

The Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of crystals are
completely different as compared to the Focus Dynamics characteristic of us or other Proto-Forms
among animals and plants. Formo-Creators of crystals realize themselves through properties of their
Form’s memory, mechanics of twinning, plasticity of transformation, anisotropy (dependence on
direction), nonelastic deformation, and shifting on certain crystallographic planes and directions;
as a result, intensive interactions between microstress fields appear. Liquid crystals are specific
substances that can get into a phase state (with certain parameters of temperature, pressure,
concentration in the solution) that simultaneously has characteristic properties of a liquid (fluidity)
and crystals (anisotropy). Their structure is like a viscous liquid and includes molecules of extended
or disk-like form that are positioned in a regular pattern across the whole crystal’s volume. The
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most important characteristic feature of these structures is their ability to change orientation of
their molecules under diverse influence of electrons’ Formo-Creators whose active interaction with
hvasslons41 forms focused electric fields inside liquid crystals.
At the same time, many structural links of creative realization of Formo-Creators of cells
in biological organisms resemble the structure of liquid crystals. They have prominent dielectric
properties and form intracellular heterogeneous surfaces, regulate interrelations between a cell and
the environment, as well as between individual cells and tissues; they provide necessary inertness
for component parts of the cell, protecting it from enzymatic influence. In this respect, it should
be noted that there are kinds of fleas (for example, Chaetopsylla setosa, C. tuberculaticeps, Pulex
irritans, Arctopsylla species) that simply become crystallized for the winter hibernation period,
and after “the hibernation” they transform back into their usual forms. There are also many kinds
of bacteria that can transform into a stable crystalline manifestation Form for thousands of years in
unfavorable conditions for them, and then can return into their typical active state.

1.378.

So, as you have just found out, iissiidiologic Conceptions of Nature, structure, and Principles
of Consciousness functioning are completely different from everything that forms the basis of
current scientific knowledge. Moreover, IISSIIDIOLOGY mainly describes SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
and innumerable Forms of its simultaneous manifestation in different-quality energy-information
conditions (types of dimension) of Space-Time (properly speaking, Space-Time is the slloogrent set
of all different-quality Configurations of different-type Self-Consciousness Forms). I use the term
“Consciousness” only relative to collective kinds of joint creative manifestation of one-type SelfConsciousness Forms, such as: Fields-Consciousnesses, humankind’s Collective Consciousness (or
any other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А), Planetary Collective Consciousness, and so on. The
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all countless types of Collective Consciousnesses are structured by
the Focus Dynamics of one-type (in typical ways of their realization) creative tendencies (that is,
Schemes of interquality Synthesis which they carry out) of collective Self-Consciousness Forms. In
turn, innumerable sets of one-type, but different-quality Collective Consciousnesses whose Focus
Dynamics reflect characteristic Creative Activity typical of a certain Collective Cosmic Intelligence
(although, due to diffuzgentnost of all Forms, these features may be simultaneously – to some extent!
–characteristic of many types of CCI).
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The radical and fundamental differences of the iissiidiologic term “Self-Consciousness” from
currently accepted conceptions is that it can be equally used not only relative to human “personalities”
(НУУ-ВВУ-Forms) but also to all possible other objects of our outer reality and Cosmos in whole,
from different-type Self-Consciousness Forms of quanta, elementary particles, and atoms within
the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation to different-type Self-Consciousness Forms of all
animals, microorganisms, plants, minerals, and even of natural phenomena that are all structured by
them. Moreover, in the dimensional diapason typical of duvujllerrt groups of space-time Continuums,
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of many Self-Consciousness Forms usually tends to a joint
manifestation with the formation, in Space-Time, of peculiar modular Self-Consciousness Forms
(symbiotic kovarllert combinations of Formo-Creators that functionally complement and extend
realization possibilities of each other).
1.380.

For example, “projections” of Configurations that belong to superwave Self-Consciousness
Forms of superuniversal particles (they are not-yet-discovered falhats, malsons, kla’rions, klastirons,
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and others), being transgressed in their typical spectrum of focus multipolarization, participate in
the formation of more general quantum-level Self-Consciousness Forms of quarks and photons in
our dimensional diapason whose “projections” of Formo-Creators, in turn, are organized into more
“bulky” and inertial (in their functionality) modular-type (mutually complementary) manifestation
of Self-Consciousness Forms of atoms (leptons and nuclei with their protons and neutrons) that
combine into Self-Consciousness Forms of an infinite set of larger-scale supramolecular modules
used as the basis of formation, in essence, of all organic, mineral, and gaseous Self-Consciousness
Forms of our outer reality: DNA, RNA, and organelles of cells in all microorganisms, people, animals,
plants, crystals of minerals; they, in turn, form Modules of manifestation of Self-Consciousness
Forms of all Planetary and Star-Level Cosmic Entities that structure Modules of Self-Consciousness
Forms of Galaxies, and so on. This happens in this way in each notional diapason of simultaneous
manifestation of Formo-Creators.
In the iissiidiologic understanding, any Self-Consciousness and its different-type Forms
of manifestation transgressed in different-quality direction are not limited just by our typical
dimensional diapason, but are accordingly (taking into account duvujllerrtly-changing qualitative
transformations) extrapolated on absolutely all Levels of the simultaneous Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos. That is, taking into account the Principle of slloogrentnost, it is
possible to say that the simultaneous Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness potentially reflects – in
each “point” of Its manifestation – absolutely all properties of Energy-Plasma universally modeled
through focus Configurations of each realizational Form. The term “Self-Consciousness Form” may
be subjectively interpreted as “the mode of eternal Existence which “I” (as a Cosmic Entity) can
consciously perform at a given moment”.

1.382.

Then what is the qualitative “structure” of Self-Consciousness at each discretely-considered
moment of Its manifested Existence in the Macrocosmos? Approximately 90% of it include
Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments that are combined with each other in
different ways, and approximately 10% consist of Energy structured by self-modulated rezonational
interrelations established as a result of “superposition” of “projections” of kovarllert “areas” that
belong to different-type parts of Information (approximately in the same way as Conceptions of
the УУ-ВВУ-Form “day” become considerably more stable and get more potential possibilities
of psychological realization when additional heterogeneous Information is “superimposed” and
“projected” on them: “good”, “joyful”, “long”, “cloudy”, “rainy”, “productive”, and so on). Each
fragment of additional Information introduces a new energy (psychological) potential – СФУУРММ-Form – into its complex-configuration combination; this means, it endows Information with
new realizational possibilities (that is, we can brighter, clearer, and deeper imagine something, that
is to say, quicker and more powerfully realize it through our feelings).
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In the next chapter we will consider in more detail and much deeper the phenomenon which
scientists interpret as “Energy”, as well as how it is formed, what serves the basis of its formation,
and which role it performs in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure
Space and Time formed by the Focus Dynamics – all subjective Realities and Formo-Systems of the
Macrocosmos.

1.384.

CHAPTER III

Energy and different-quality Levels of manifestation of SelfConsciousness Forms that form various types of “materiality”
(…doollses – waves – flakses…)

A different-type manifestation of the illusion of “materiality” within subjective Perception
systems of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms is formed due to a simultaneous presence
of a huge number of various frequency parameters (energy-information characteristics) in each
manifestation “point” of Energy-Plasma; although these parameters are kovarllert in each “locally”
expressed combination, they differ from each other in characteristic features of one and the same
Synthesis Scheme or belong to absolutely different Synthesis Schemes. This universal property
of Energy-Plasma allows Us (as СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creators), in different inertial conditions within
Worlds Formo-Systems and types of subjective Realities, to interpret manifestation Forms in
completely different ways; these Forms, in essence, belong to the same slloogrent Configurations
that structure (constitute) different manifestation spectra of Space-Time or dimensional diapasons.

1.385.

That which is perceived by each of you as “Matter”, “materiality”, “the outer world” is just
a narrowly-specific reflection, through your system of subjective Perception (by means of specific
features of the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form), of a sequential (that is, inertial in
Time) and duvujllerrt “reprojection” of Fields-Consciousnesses from different-quality “regions” of
Self-Consciousnesses’ focus Configurations that specifically structure this very type of Space-Time
(these manifestation conditions for these focus interrelations) as Forms individually manifested in
your Perception system. Any seemingly “solid” object at the quark level of Perception immediately,
tracklessly disappears as an integral Self-Consciousness Form, being reflected in the Focus Dynamics
of a hypothetical quark-level Observer as focus Configurations of countless Fields-Consciousnesses
that have different-quality interactions with each other: protons, electrons, and so on; and this results
in completely different quantum effects in the Perception system, which means that this activates
in the Focus Dynamics of quark-level Self-Consciousness Forms completely different, as compared
with ours, subjective Conceptions about “the outer World”.

1.386.
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The Principle of Slloogrentnost of any Focus Dynamics manifestation expresses various

possibilities of Formo-Creators within different-quality Configurations of Self-Consciousness
Forms to simultaneously fix their Focus in certain rezonational interrelations typical of various
combinations of heterogeneous fragments of Information. You already know that the lower the
“volume” of different-quality Information that structures (that is, forms rezonationally-compatible
combinations) a Configuration of a certain Self-Consciousness Form, the lower the Creative EnergyPotential (ВЛОООМООТ), necessary for the manifestation of any Form in some rezonational point
of Space-Time, that is released from the general slloogrentnost of this type of Collective Cosmic
Intelligence that transgresses this type of Focus Dynamics into Energy-Plasma.
This means that, in order to overcome large dissonational distances in interrelations with
each other and to achieve the rezonational effect necessary for manifestation of the focused-by-them
Forms in a definite “point” of Space-Time, different-quality Formo-Creators of less organized SelfConsciousness Forms have to exert enormous energy-information efforts to compensate (achieve a
qualitative balance between) the tensor states that are manifested between them and surrounding SelfConsciousness Forms. However, in order to do it, they have insufficient Energy that could be released
into Space-Time as a kovarllert Focus relative to this type of energy-information interrelations; it is
possible only if there is a certain degree of rezonation in the information combination organized by
them.

1.388.

This eternal deficit of Energy necessary for another act of Creative Activity (subjective
“materialization”) is the main reason of the great inertia within the system of subjective Perception,
which is characteristic of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of low-frequency types of subjective
Realities. Because the more kovarllert interrelations are formed in a certain information combination,
the higher the lijlluscivnost degree (heterogeneous identity) between Focus Configurations of
interacting Formo-Creators (different Synthesis Schemes tend to unite into their common birvulârtnost
type), which means, the quicker and more often the rezonational effect of their joint manifestation in
Space-Time, that is, there is “materialization” of another “cluster” of focus Configuration, or SelfConsciousness Forms “included” in the same conditions of joint manifestation.

1.389.

There is, however, a very important characteristic feature in this focus process which you
should know and understand. The point is that any inertial process of rezonational manifestation of
the focus Configuration of a certain Self-Consciousness Form in some type of subjective Reality
is always very relative. Why is it so? It depends on particular energy-information conditions
that structure this rezonational point of Space-Time. In the first place, it depends on the degree
of conformity between the quality of energy-information combinations that structure the focus
Configuration of a given manifestation Form of Self-Consciousness and the main features of stable
predominance, in this group of Continuums, of the СФУУРММ-Forms synthesized according to the
dominant (for this dimensional type) Scheme of interquality Synthesis.
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For example, subjective Realities formed by completely different human Conceptions
of “themselves” and of “the environment” at various “historical periods” of development of the
Collective Consciousness of people are synthesized on the basis of stable dominance of Aspects
of the two Qualities in this subjective process – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence (with a constant background svilgs-spherational interaction with Aspects and subAspects of the other ten Qualities). It is obvious that СФУУРММ-Forms that are typical of each of
innumerable periods of inertial “human development” radically differ from each other not only in the
“quantity” of different-quality focus interrelations that form them, but also in predominance, in their
1.391.

synthesis, of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of certain protoformic (recessive to this Synthesis
Scheme) Pure Qualities. In many cases, СФУУРММ-Forms that structure some duvujllerrt groups
of subjective human Realities, in terms of their typical combinations of fragmented Information,
are just qualitatively incompatible with СФУУРММ-Forms that structure other duvujllerrt groups
of human subjective Realities (for example, due to religious, cultural, philosophical, scientific,
cosmological, social, and other differences).
In the first place, this is because focus Configurations of the majority of human Conceptions
that provide the general Focus Dynamics in each of these groups, along with the dominant (to
people) Synthesis Scheme, are considerably synthesized by the Formo-Creators that belong to certain
background Qualities; although these Qualities are kovarllert relative to our two Dominants, they allow
people to subjectively interpret the same phenomena, actions, life circumstances, “interpersonal”
relations, scientific discoveries, and so on in completely different ways, as compared with other
manifestation conditions, in different focus combinations. I call these differences “differentiation
of one-type subjective Realities according to predominance of certain protoformic features”. This
factor affects very much the possibility of Formo-Creators within some focus Configurations to
achieve a stable rezonational effect of joint manifestation in some particular vibration conditions of
Space-Time.
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In the second place, the general Focus Dynamics of each group of subjective human Realities
always has a characteristic predominance of СФУУРММ-Forms either from low-, or medium-,
or high-frequency (for this manifestation diapason) Levels. There are also many other important
factors that can have a strong influence over the possibility of formation of the rezonational effect
of manifestation for different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms in a certain “point” of Space-Time.
Thus, owing to these objective characteristic features in all focus Configurations, there is a subjective
formation of duvujllerrt groups of different-quality “human” STC.

1.393.

For example, in particular conditions of subjective human Realities that structure our
Continuum groups, objective conditions are much less favorable for a stable rezonational manifestation
of those Self-Consciousness Forms whose НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations are formed mainly by lowfrequency and protoformic (not by near-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented) focus interrelations, as compared to
Self-Consciousness Forms that structured medium- and high-frequency near-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
types of focus interrelations. Of course, the compatibility between religious, scientific, social, and
other Conceptions typical of “current” Conceptions of people concerning the outer World and those
that structure the Focus Dynamics of people in other STC groups plays a crucial part.
1.394.

I may figuratively compare particularities of inertial manifestation of Worlds’ Stereo-Types
(together with all Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses that structure them), that rezonationally
combine into different-type Worlds Formo-Systems and into the entire infinite set of subjective
Realities formed by them, with properties of enormous clusters of quasicrystals. This comparison
might be incomprehensible to many of you, but I will try to explain why this image came into my
head. The nature of a quasicrystalline state of matter is still a mystery to our scientists, but using
the iissiidiologic Knowledge they can find a comprehensive answer to this riddle as well as to many
other present paradoxes and inexplicable phenomena.

1.395.

According to modern scientific conceptions, a quasicrystalline state (which I figuratively
“project” onto focus structures of Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in specific conditions of
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the 3-4-dimensional diapason) is intermediate between a crystalline state and an amorphous state.
People usually refer to quasicrystals as solid, long-range ordered alloys of metals, whose diffraction
peaks have noncrystallographic symmetry. While the structure of elementary lattice cells of most
crystals is based on hexahedrons, octahedrons, and tetrahedrons (this determines the development
vector of the Focus Dynamics of their Formo-Creators from the quantum-wave into doolls-level
spectrum of manifestation – that is, from the 3-4-dimensional into the 2-3-dimensional diapason
of manifestation); in contrast, the structure of quasicrystals may be called icosahedral, that is,
potentially oriented to a sequential increase of the quality of Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
from the conditions typical of the 3-4-dimensional diapason into the 4-5-dimensional conditions of
manifestation.
Let me remind you that an icosahedron is a polyhedron with 20 faces each of which represents
an equilateral triangle; it consists of 12 vertices and 30 edges; it has the fifth-order symmetry: each its
vertex – Focus – kovarllertly combines five faces that symbolize energy-information interrelations
between different-quality “vertex-projected” Formo-Creators. These characteristic features allow
me to associate quasicrystals with Self-Consciousness Forms that structure borderline rezopazons
between the 3-4-dimensional and the 4-5-dimensional diapasons.

1.397.

Scientists describe the structure of quasicrystals using geometry of space tiling taking into
account that icosahedrons cannot be packed without any gaps between them to fill all the Space
(due to this, they cannot serve as elementary cells for crystals). The value of elastic moduli of
quasicrystals is lower than that of moduli of crystalline phases that have very similar content, while
the symmetry that forms them cannot be physically manifested through any crystalline substances.
This is why they are much closer to amorphous metals than to crystals (it is characteristic of an
amorphous substance to have near atomic order – a crystalline order just within several interatomic
distances).

1.398.

Since the discovery of the quasicrystalline state, the problem to create conditions to make
its manifestation stable has become the most important for scientists. This very circumstance made
it possible to compare the extremely unsteady (for conditions of exactly this subjective Reality!)
quasicrystalline state of substance with the principle of inertial rotation Shifts through infinite
sequential changes of different-quality Stereo-Types’ Configurations in the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms.

1.399.

In other words, since each Stereo-Type (just like a quasicrystal) can be rezonationally
manifested in specific conditions typical of a certain subjective Reality only for a very short interval
of time, the Perception system of any Self-Consciousness Form, in a specific way (characteristic of
its Formo-Creators), continuously and sequentially summarizes all duvujllerrt focus Configurations
of Stereo-Types manifested for a short time into one common Formo-image, and creates a complete
illusion of “inertial dynamics” of our outer reality in the information space of Self-Consciousness
(through activity of our subjective Conceptions): moving people, objects, metamorphoses of flora
and fauna, changes of natural phenomena, as well as all the psychological, macrocosmic, and
microcosmic “dynamics”, and so on.

1.400.

You should also bear in mind that each human (as well as any other one) Stereo-Type is not
anything unreal, like a certain “instantaneous qualitative cut” of one “personality”, which is unable to
exist independently. No, this is completely not so: each Stereo-Type represents an absolutely integral
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НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration with all its typical “personalized” and “interpersonal” interrelations that

form the multipolarized Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of each “personalized” Interpretation
that are duvujllerrtly and simultaneously manifested in different conditions of Space-Time. Each
Stereo-Type is structured by an enormous quantity of doolls-level Self-Consciousness Forms (for
people, there are approximately 386 “doolls personalities”) whose Focus Dynamics (functionality of
biosystems, psychoemotional reactions) are intentionally coordinated and directed not only by their
active interrelations with Creators from irkkulligren, usstukkulâr and ahsuvvrollent types of human
subjective Realities (2.5-4.0 dimension), but also with ФЛАКС-Creators.
We subjectively interpret them as Stereo-Types, but not as Self-Consciousness Forms only
because limited possibilities of our Perception systems cannot identify their Focus Dynamics every
single moment as creativity of human “personalities”, instead, they can perceive them just as a certain
aggregate that allows us to interpret a definite amount of such integral НУУ-ВВУ-combinations
manifested, for example, for one second, as one “personality” (although a great multitude of them
change before our eyes for this short interval of Time!). If we consider our ability to subjectively
distinguish Stereo-Types of other Proto-Forms of the outer World, we should take into account that,
depending on the degree of kovarllertnost between our and their Synthesis Schemes, the number of
protoformic Stereo-Types that are sequentially changed in our Focus Dynamics per second can also
greatly differ in each particular case.

1.402.

In accordance with the constant series of quantum effects produced by Perception systems,
in addition to modeling of the subjective Illusion of the outer World, each Self-Consciousness
Form continuously and sequentially (owing to various levels of activity, in the Focus Dynamics, of
characteristic f-Configurations of animals, microorganisms, vegetable and mineral Formo-Creators
involved in functioning of the biological organism) changes subjective Conceptions about “itself”,
about the form and state of its characteristic biological body, as well as about the state and objects
of the outer reality. The fact is that the structure of the whole World around us is not continuouslyintegral, but “multipixel”; that is, the World is not as completely integral and indivisible as it seems to
us, instead, it consists of an infinite set of quantum “pixels”, “encrypted messages” that sequentially
change each other and create in our Perception systems an illusory effect of a certain “integrity” and
inertial-sequential continuity of manifestation of “ourselves” and everything around us in definite
rezonational zones of Space-Time.

1.403.

The specific character of this dimensional diapason of Space-Time and individual
properties of the human subjective Reality inertially simultaneously formed by the Focus Dynamics
of all people make possible the simultaneous manifestation, in these duvujllerrt groups of “human”
Continuums, only of those НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations whose НУУ-ВВУ-quasicrystals (Stereo-Types)
can demonstrate their rezonational stability (qualitative compatibility) with the conditions of this
energy-information manifestation mode within a combined and purposeful realization of 250 to 400
quantum-effects per second by their Formo-Creators. This is that nominal “pixel” interval of the
rezonational manifestation of Formo-Creators within biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations
that structures Perception systems of human Self-Consciousness Forms.
1.404.

With the help of the specific energy-information parameters typical of our Perception
systems, this human type of subjective Reality (simultaneously with us, other Stereo-Types of
our Stereo-Forms in other groups of human STC, use their typical Conceptions to form all other
types of subjective human Realities) is formed in these groups of human STC by means of our
1.405.

subjective Conceptions of “the physical density” and relative “materiality” of our outer reality.
In contrast, types of subjective Realities of all other Proto-Forms that also individually structure
this STC group jointly with people are formed on the basis of realization of their Focus Dynamics
through qualitatively-different subjective Conceptions of “themselves” and of their outer reality
that individually structure (kleks) Space-Time with completely different, as compared with those of
people, energy-information parameters (quantity and quality of quantum-effects carried out by the
Formo-Creators of their Focus Dynamics per second).
I should mention one more time that this range of manifestation frequencies of Formo-Creators
of the human Focus Dynamics – 250-400 quantum-effects/second – is characteristic exclusively for
the manifestation mode of biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations in subjective Realities in
this group of human STC; in other groups of our STC, it is represented by other parameters. On the
one hand, this range of frequencies shows the frequency of “projection” (from VÈN-“unpackings”
into biostructures of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms) only of that part of quantum-information which is somehow
synthesized according to the specific ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Scheme; on the other hand, it is one of
functioning characteristics of the human Perception system that reflects the frequency (speed) at
which Formo-Creators of the human brain scan Focus Dynamics of all other Self-Consciousness
Forms that structure together with us the human type of subjective Reality and common STC groups.
1.406.

All other “unpackings” that contain less information and are carried out by all different-type
Self-Consciousness Forms perceived by us in some way take place at noticeably higher frequencies
(from 400 quantum-effects/second and more), and this allows us to see clearly such Forms. If, for
example, to analyze the number of wing strokes of different insects: night butterflies make 35-45
wing strokes per second, dragonflies – up to 100, bumble-bees – 123-233, wasps – 165-247, house
flies – up to 300, bees – 180-330, mosquitos – 800-1000, – it becomes obvious that, for example,
Formo-Creators of the Perception system of a mosquito, in order to provide its typical frequency
of wing strokes, must carry out their Focus Dynamics (continuously changing quantum effects) no
less than 2000 times per second. Only in that case our Perception system will be able to subjectively
identify their Focus Dynamics as a certain Self-Consciousness Form. Therefore, it is possible to
say that each second of our Existence is provided (as the Focus Dynamics of the World manifested
around us) by completely different quantities of protoformic Stereo-Types.

1.407.

If the frequency of unpackings of some Self-Consciousness Form is lower a nominal
limit (less than 250 times per second), we cease to perceive such Form as “living” (animated), and
perceive only its molecular “capsule” that remains perceptible to us due to a higher frequency of its
manifestation. Using the same principle, it is possible to state that we understand quite well psychisms
of other higher mammals (dogs, cats, cows, elephants, and so on), because the range of frequencies
of their rotation Shifts (quantum effects of Self-Consciousness) overlap with our perceptible range,
as distinguished from plants, minerals, invertebrates, reptiles, and microorganisms.

1.408.

The frequency of rotation Shift in our type of Self-Consciousness can also be subjectively
determined by analyzing the speed of nerve impulse transmission which is about 100 m/sec for
higher mammals. If Formo-Creators of the brain and of the spinal cord are coordinators of our
nervous activity, we can calculate an average speed of nerve impulse propagation within the whole
organism: dividing 0.4 m (an average length of nerve endings) by 100 m/sec we will get about 250
times per second that is quite enough to be within the limits of possible manifestation of the human
Focus Dynamics (250-400 quantum-effects/sec). If to use the same method to calculate characteristic
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functioning of a mosquito’s nervous system, by dividing 0.001 м (an average length of its nerve
endings) by the speed of nervous impulses in insects – 2 m/sec, we get the rotation Shift frequency
in the mosquito’s Focus Dynamics – 2000 quantum effects per second. This is the number of the
mosquito’s Stereo-Types that must change each other per second in visual organs of our Perception
system to make it possible for us to clearly and really identify this insect.
I must note that the frequency of rezonational manifestations of Stereo-Types that structure
Self-Consciousness Forms of aboriginals in undeveloped tribes and underdeveloped small ethnic
groups that inhabit remote parts of our Planet is approximately the same as the manifestation mode
of all possible biological Proto-Forms, because their Focus Dynamics is structured to the same
extent by СФУУРММ-Forms that don’t correspond to the main features of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
development Direction – high-feeling Intellect and high-intellect Altruism. Thus their inertial
refocusings duvujllerrtly come out of conditions of the wave diapason that are favorable for FormoCreators of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme and go in various protoformic Directions of
the doolls diapason.
1.410.

In this case, there is the following prominent regularity: the higher the qualitative
correspondence of a focus Configuration to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – which is of higher priority
in these groups of Continuums – Direction for performing the Synthesis Scheme, the lower the
number of rezonational manifestations (per unit of time) that can be performed by the “quasicrystal”
(Stereo-Type) of a Self-Consciousness Form in given energy-information conditions (because each
quantum effect expressed through the Focus Dynamics of a given focus Configuration is provided by
a greater “quantity” of energy-information interrelations). It should be also noted that for subjective
Realities that are formed by Self-Consciousness Forms of many other Proto-Forms and, jointly (in
parallel) with the Focus Dynamics of our human Reality, also energy-informationally structure the
group of “our” Continuums these parameters of rezonational manifestation are completely different
and can differ very much among themselves in quality. This determines the difference in individual
abilities and creative possibilities in Perception systems of people, different kinds of animals,
microorganisms, plants, minerals, as well as of all other macro- and microsystems of joint inertial
manifestation (Existence).
1.411.

In the general inertial dynamics of all notional diapasons of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma (from
the 0 to the 12th dimension), there are various slloogrently-formed Levels of frequency manifestation
of “materiality” which you subjectively interpret within the vibrational (3-4-dimensional) diapason as
phenomena of electricity and magnetism (radio emission, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, roentgen, and
gamma radiation), as well as intranuclear, chemical, thermal, baric, ionization, biological and many
other, yet unstudied processes of manifestation in Space-Time of synthetic properties of differentquality Energy-Information. Various Levels of frequency manifestation that can be perceived by
people and detected by instruments designed by them (in accordance with the Focus Dynamics
characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme) differ in their Synthesis degree: the
higher the degree, the lower the Coefficient of inertia of Energy-Plasma (greater “volumes” of
heterogeneous kovarllert Information are involved in focus combinations), and, therefore, the higher
the frequency of rezonational manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms that correspond to this
Synthesis Scheme.

1.412.

I would like to remind you that all protoformic Self-Consciousness Forms synthesized
according to other – non-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – Synthesis Schemes form in Space-Time their typical
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individual types of dimensions based on a specific character of the Focus Dynamics structured by
their own (non-human) СФУУРММ-Forms. We can consider any of their rezonational manifestations
only from the point of view of a specific organization of the Focus Dynamics by Formo-Creators
of our own Self-Consciousness Forms. That is, our Conceptions of a depth or a degree of Synthesis
of all nonhuman Self-Consciousness Forms (as well Conceptions of dimension of Space-Time
structured in each “point” of our manifestation both by human and nonhuman СФУУРММ-Forms) are
extremely subjective, because they in no way take into account the specific character of information
interrelations in focus Configurations of protoformic Self-Consciousness Forms around us.
We perceive them only on the basis of our own Conceptions about them that are formed
by our unique methods of visual observation, auditory, olfactory, tactual, and optic perception,
analysis and logic. That which they perceive (in accordance with their own subjective Conceptions
of “themselves” and of “their outer reality”) remains completely inaccessible to us. This is why
you must remember once and for all: all our Knowledge, Conceptions and relations which we use
to establish our contacts with Self-Consciousness Forms of our outer reality (starting with quarks
and leptons and ending with macrocosmic objects), are not true, because they reflect just one – our
own! – point of view. Moreover, we ignore (because we cannot adapt them to the conditions of our
Perception system) billions of other (not less subjective) points of view simultaneously modeled
and generated in these manifestation conditions by all Self-Consciousness Forms around us. We
either don’t notice them, or interpret their behavior and properties only in the way which is more
convenient and comprehensible to us, comparing them with our own Conceptions.

1.414.

All the “materiality” around us is a natural result of the quality of the subjective Perception
system of your Self-Consciousness that can energy-informationally interact only with FieldsConsciousnesses that structure a very narrow frequency spectrum of Energy-Plasma manifestation.
For example, we understand light as a flow of photons structured by certain Energy, but lowerdimensional – from our point of view! – Self-Consciousness Forms (that is, “lower-quality” relative
to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme!) cannot perceived it, while higher-dimensional
(“higher-quality”) Forms can perceive it as a crude-material basis of form-creating processes. You
should always take into account this fact when you perform any visual observations (correlation of
features), laboratory experiments during scientific researches, when modeling all possible measuring
devices and instruments, not relying on their readings and “pictures” as on “the ultimate truth”.
1.415.

It is especially the case with our subjective Conceptions of “waves” and “qualitative state”
of some – nonhuman – Self-Consciousness Forms: that which you perceive as manifestations of
“elementary” and “low-frequency” states, when it is manifested in other dimensional conditions
structured by different (from our STC groups) protoformic interrelations that are more kovarllert and
lijlluscive with the focus Configuration under consideration, may be perceived by corresponding
Self-Consciousness Forms as something of much higher quality than your Focus Dynamics and than
that which you suppose here. And that which you perceive in “current” dimensional conditions as
manifestations of “high-frequency”, “high-quality” states, may be considered as “elementary” and
“lower-quality” states by Self-Consciousness Forms from other types of dimension, – all depends
on the Synthesis Schemes and on the Creative Activity of dominant (to people!) Formo-Creators in
the phenomena which you consider.
1.416.

1.417. This

selective subjectivism is typical of all our existing criteria about the quality of various
dimensional diapasons, as well as about the length and character of any wave processes: doolls-

level – to us! – types of subjective Realities (from the point of view of their direct inhabitants
whose Focuses have the dominance type that corresponds to this Reality) may be not so primitive
to other protoformic Self-Consciousnesses as we think, while flaks-level types may be not so highquality from the point of view of the Proto-Forms whose Focuses are synthesized according to
corresponding Schemes.
I tried to explain it using the picture below. The picture includes only three types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences that are accessible to our Perception, although actually there are infinitely many
of them. The curves depict notional dimensional states of These CCI, the star is a certain slloogrent
region of Energy-Plasma. Suppose that the Collective Intelligence 1 is the development Scheme of
the Cosmic Human Being. Then the place marked by the star will characterize the current state of the
Collective Consciousness of the present humankind; however, the same region of Energy-Plasma is
interpreted by other Collective Intelligences in absolutely different ways. The Collective Intelligence
2 interprets our human reality as one-dimensional, and the Collective Intelligence 3 considers it as
seven-dimensional, and so on. Moreover, various Focus Dynamics of innumerable CCI can “overlap”
with the rezonational zone of manifestation in Space-Time of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
that belong to our НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations in any “sequences”, “proportionalities”, and types of
energy-information interactions with each other.

1.418.

Figure 4. Mutual overlapping of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms associated
with different Collective Intelligences in slloogrent structures of Energy-Plasma

I would like you to pay your attention to the notion which we use most frequently and which
is nonetheless the most abstract and indefinite both for the majority of people and for scientists. This
is the notion of Energy. Everybody talk about it, but nobody knows how it – through hundreds of
thousands of its characteristic kinds – appeared in the outer reality. What is the Primary Cause of
its origin? The answer to this difficult question should be searched in such fundamental notions
as rezonation (a balanced state) and dissonation (an unbalanced state) of Formo-Systems. The
èglleroliftive State of Energy-Plasma demonstrates us one of Its most important properties – the
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urge to achieve an absolute equilibrium (resonance, symmetry, balance), and any deviation that
transcendentally (svilgs-spherationally) stimulates a slightest dissonance, disbalance, and asymmetry
initiates the emergence of the slloogrent Focus that serve as the source of Energy that provides the
Focus Dynamics with a definite èglleroliftive direction to return the whole System to the balanced
state.
“Primordinally”, “initially” Information represents an infinite totality of indivisible and
discrete (from Latin discretus – divided, non-continuous; a property which is opposite to continuity)
heterogeneous information ССС-fragments initiated for the infinitely diverse Creative Activity
by countless universal Impulse-Potentials (within the Focus Dynamics of the Higher Intelligence
of our Type in the synthetic Macrocosmos, the main impulses are irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive;
although all other Impulse-Potentials (IP) are also manifested in the background in different modes
of realization of Self-Consciousness Forms).
1.420.

That is, in Its “pure” state – beyond the impulse dynamics! – Information cannot be
manifested in any way, because the basis of any Information manifestation is the State of Creative
Activity that structures It – I repeat: absolutely indivisible and discrete! – heterogeneous fragments.
Here, I use the word “discrete” only because in your present Conceptions there is no other, more
appropriate term that would simultaneously reflect both properties of infinite combinability of these
fragments into various information structures and properties that allow to preserve – even in most
complex combinations – the features of configurational particularity and individuality characteristic
of each fragment.

1.421.

This is why I have to introduce a new iissiidiologic term for ССС-fragments that can designate
a unique, specific-universal state of Configuration: rekonverstnost (from Latin “re” – “again”,
“repeat of an action”, and conversio – change, transformation) – an extreme (the highest) degree
of individualization of a feature of one information fragment that allows to preserve its constant
typical Essence in any combinational variations of interaction with narrowly-specific features of
other information fragments, and in any diversificational transformations of combinations formed
by them. Rekonverstnost is the property which allows each fragment, while being in the state of
inseparable “mergence” (affinity) with the remaining part of Information, to always and constantly
manifest only its typical individual features.
1.422.

A rekonverst state of Information is provided by the presence in each fragment of its
own Configuration which is encoded in a certain manner and in no way is divisible further – an
absolutely steady and unique, in its characteristics and properties, combination of certain information
interrelations that are not subject to any further differentiation (the words “pattern”, “standard”,
“sample” may serve as synonyms). A rekonverst Configuration (r-Configuration) of each СССfragment is structured by a definite set of unique individual features that are held together with the
help of lijlluscive interrelations. This non-synthetic “structure” can be very figuratively compared
with a DNA molecule that is structured by many genes that are heterogeneous in their functions but
ideally supplement each other in this Configuration.
1.423.

This is approximately like each ССС-fragment consists of many slightly different (from each
other) information “regions” – skunkkcii that provide for each rekonverst Configuration the state
of its absolute stability and essential invariability. Each r-Configuration – as an infinitely notional
Conception! – may be figuratively compared with a certain volume of very closely interrelated water
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particles that form “inside” Information one absolutely integral and indivisible “foggy cloud”, – this
is the rekonverst Configuration of the ССС-fragment. Imagine that all Information consists of an
infinite set of such “clouds” that are heterogeneous in their individual features, that cannot anyhow
qualitatively change, but have constant and definite, unique types of information interrelations with
each other. Moreover, each “cloud” is somehow interrelated all the rest “clouds” and is in the state
of absolute balance with all of them.
Each individual particle of such a “cloud” is skunkkciâ. Its “structure” is also quite specific:
its structural interrelations with other skunkkcii (both within this r-Configuration and in all other
ones) may be figuratively imagined as a “fuzzy” dandelion, each of its innumerable “achenes”
also ends with “a blowball” at its every subsequent ramification stage of interrelations and so
on… to infinity! It turns out that each skunkkciâ, in the most stable information interrelations –
“ramifications” of the first order – is first of all duvujllerrtly connected with each skunkkciâ of
its own r-Configuration, which makes every ССС-fragment absolutely indivisible and integral in
any types of possible interactions. “Ramifications” of the second… one hundred thousandth…
millionth order reflect interrelations between skunkkcii of r-Configurations that are duvujllerrtly
very similar in their features, that are organized into one kind of features. Features of one kind have
a characteristic state of complete compatibility or, in other words, lijlluscivnost.
1.425.

Skunkkciânalny “ramifications” of multimillionth orders are characteristic of features of the
most kovarllert kinds that jointly form, in the Universal balanced State of Information, one common
type of stably interrelated (among themselves) features, or one Pure Quality. An “internal” state of
r-Configurations of each Pure Quality is characterized not by lijlluscivnost but by a high degree
of kovarllertnost between features that structure It. “Ramifications” of multimillionth orders also
reflect kovarllert (in various degrees) interrelations between individual PCQ, “uniting” Them into a
group of PCQ that are compatible among themselves in most of their characteristic heterogeneous
features. Skunkkciânalny “ramifications” of multibillionth orders are characteristic of imperceptible
(slightly compatible) interrelations in each skunkkciâ with skunkkcii of r-Configurations that belong
to another group of PCQ that are kovarllert to each other, but have slack activity relative to the features
that are manifested by this skunkkciâ. “Ramifications” of multitrillionth orders reflect non-active (in
a non-initiated state!) interrelations with kruvursorrt (that is, incompatible in given circumstances)
PCQ that become activated “inside” Information only at the moment of Its irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive
Initiation.
1.426.

Moreover, each skunkkciâ of one r-Configuration tends to most stably interact only with
a certain skunkkciâ that belongs to another r-Configuration, thus forming an infinite set of groups
of more or less one-type characteristic features of stable interrelations; and the entire diversity of
these interrelations provide, in the balanced State of Information, a manifestation potential of a
certain feature that is more or less typical of the r-Configurations of ССС-fragments of a given set.
When, under the influence of the irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Initiation, some types of such infinite
sets of Information begin to interact on the basis of their typical feature with other types of infinite
information sets, their “clouds” don’t mix with each other but just activate, in the information space
of the formed ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, a certain – common to them – skunkkciânalny
interrelations; owing to this, at all innumerable manifestation Levels of the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics, there is formation of unstable (relative the stable state of r-Configurations!) conglomerates
of information “clouds” – СФУУРММ-Forms.

1.427.

During an internal impulse-type irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Initiation of the Universal
State of Creative Activity in Information, existing interrelations between all skunkkcii inside each
r-Configuration slightly modify – just for one notional Instant! – they seemingly become corrected
not losing the r-Configuration’s characteristic individual feature: there is absolute preservation
of all “external” interrelations between heterogeneous r-Configurations accompanied by internal
regrouping of interrelations between skunkkcii – some of them receive an impulse “charge” and start
to interact more with each other than with others. In addition, a greater part of internal interrelations
keep their previous balanced state, thus preserving the general stability of features characteristic of
this r-Configuration.

1.428.

As far as I understand, the Meaning of irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Initiation of Information
is to activate in Its skunkkciânalny interrelations those orders which, owing to extreme diversity of
their typical features, reflect weakly manifested (in Its usual State) imperceptible and kruvursorrt
possibilities. The possibilities that are slightly used or unused at all in the balanced State form the
basis of the dissonational state (“inside” each of ССС-fragment) that appears during the irrkogliktiveèglleroliftive Initiation (for one notional Instant!). That is, the activation of not quite typical potential
interrelations in each r-Configuration that are characteristic of its skunkkciânalny “ramifications”
of multibillionth and multitrillionth orders introduces a certain “excessive” (usually untypical)
information potential of imperceptible and kruvursorrt interrelations into its balanced state; as a
result, there seems to appear a certain disorder in its characteristic features.
1.429.

The new information potential which is much less stable for this r-Configuration than
its own lijlluscive interrelations up to several-millionth orders can just for a very short Instant
“suppress” the tendencies of some already existing interrelations that transform into a realizational
Potential (to this r-Configuration!) that provides its return to its usual state of lijlluscivnost. Since
“the suppressed” interrelations are most stable, the Mechanism of internal stabilization of the
r-Configuration immediately “returns” everything into its previous state. Nonetheless, this one brief
qualitative “shift” in each ССС-fragment is enough to provide an infinite simultaneous subjective
Existence of all “projections” of the Universal Self-Consciousness of the ССС-Entity that was formed
during this process.
1.430.

I called this “instantaneous” individual state of every r-Configuration “an inside-information
compensating shift” or merkavgnaciâ, as a result of which, in each r-Configuration, there is a
seeming release (and immediate restoration!) of certain potential interrelations typical of it. This
“compensating shift” provided by “a charge” of the irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials
is the information basis of the dissonational state inside Information that represents the main Reason
of manifestation of such “internal” kinds of Information as Energy-Plasma, Self-Consciousness,
Focuses of Energy, Rezomirals, and the Focus Dynamics generated by them (all possible effects of
manifestation of Space and Time).

1.431.

You should remember well that any heterogeneous fragment of Information has its own
rekonverst Configuration and constantly is in a balanced state relative to all other ССС-fragments,
and at the moment of irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Initiation it manifests, in the formed Macrocosmos
– through the Focus Dynamics of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness – all properties of
slloogrentnost: it potentially – through absolutely all interrelations at all qualitative Levels – reflects
and preserves all properties of Information inside itself not losing its individual features. In other
words, any part of its individually formed Essence (a feature formed by its lijlluscive skunkkciânalny
1.432.

interrelations) also “contains” (seemingly “knows”, “remembers”) “projections” of all other
information interrelations (both kovarllert and imperceptible, and even inactive, kruvursorrt ones).
This is why no fragment can be subject to a discrete subjective consideration, because inconceivably
(due to the continuity and absolute constancy of information interrelations “inside” the ССС-Entity),
through the r-Configuration of each fragment, there is a potential reflection of properties of all other
heterogeneous fragments.
We endow them with discrete, that is, seemingly completely isolated characteristics (from
all other manifestations) due to dividing, differentiating properties of our currently-typical systems
of subjective Perception that determine the entire specific character of the Focus Dynamics of our
Self-Consciousness Forms. In order to avoid erroneous Conceptions, you should never consider
properties of Information as individual characteristics of Its “separate” fragments, because there is
simply no such phenomenon. When I say that we involve a certain “number” of new information
fragments into the Focus Dynamics I mean their ready synthetic combinations that are previously
modeled somehow and kovarllert relative to the СФУУРММ-Forms that structure our Focus Dynamics.
There simply cannot be any manifestation Forms that are unsynthesized to some extent – whether it
is Information or Energy – in our Focus Dynamics! Therefore, from now on, considering the Focus
Dynamics, I will mean not “isolated” heterogeneous fragments, but their combinations with other
ССС-fragments already synthesized to some extent.

1.433.

Consequently, any type of Energy “originates” in the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos
as a local manifestation of dissonation that appeared in skunkkciânalny interrelations that structure
each rekonverst Configuration of ССС-fragments as a result of merkavgnaciâ whose Primary Cause
of manifestation in Information is the irrkogliktive Initiation, and its main Result is the èglleroliftive
Reaction of Information expressed as aspiration of skunkkcii in each r-Configuration to return into
their “initially” typical, balanced State. Looking ahead of the subject (much more details of this
question are provided in the next volumes), I would like to note that I notionally categorized an
absolutely complete set of ССС-fragments according to certain subjective Features into twelve
main heterogeneous Features of Information that duvujllerrtly-diffuzgently transit into each other;
I defined them as Pure Cosmic Qualities (ЛИИЙ-ФФМИ-ЛЛИ). ССС-fragments that represent each
of these 12 groups have certain unique features (heterogeneous characteristics, specific properties)
that are either not characteristic of info-fragments of any of the other eleven PCQ, or are manifested
in them in a much lesser degree. At the next level of internal differentiation of each PCQ, there is a
nominal division of its entire typical set of info-fragments into an absolutely subjective “number” –
1728 (12 x 12 x 12 = 1728) of specific unique groups, which we define as Quality Aspects: each set
of info-fragments that belong to one Aspect has its unique features that distinguish it from sets of
info-fragments characteristic of other Aspects.
1.434.

We can continue this notional process of differentiation-classification of info-fragments
according to certain features until we achieve the level of organization of narrowly-specific
interrelations (skunkkcii) in each info-fragment. It is important to understand that, in the notionally
formed classification scheme of ССС-fragments of Information, each fragment “is fixed to” a
definite set of skunkkcii (features) that will allow us, although extremely subjectively (that is,
only from our human point of view), to identify it as belonging to a certain Pure Quality (Aspect,
sub-Aspect, sub-sub-Aspect, and so on). For example, we can identify such feature as “mentality”
(rationality, intellectuality) only with the PCQ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence typical of our twodominant Synthesis Scheme (although, again, five other PCQ also have similar but heterogeneous
1.435.

“mental” characteristics), and we can associate the feature of “vitality” (sensuousness, emotionality)
only with the PCQ ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (although five more PCQ have similar but heterogeneous
“vital” characteristics).
It is possible to say that “the difference in information” between two r-Configurations of СССfragments means that each of them has skunkkcii that reflect interrelations between the features that
are not identical for them (this results in formation of a certain dissonational distance between them,
or, in other words, it is impossible for them to achieve a state of absolute rezonation (lijlluscivnost)
between them; and we will understand characteristics of “information affinity” between two or more
r-Configurations as the presence of skunkkcii in them associated with heterogeneous features that
allow them to jointly form a high-degree identity, and this determines – to us! – their interrelations
with each other as one-type, that is, characteristic of one of the twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities.
1.436.

1.437. Any

notionally “local” manifestation of the dissonational Energy-Potential in any “point” of
Space-Time always specifically unites r-Configurations of some limited “quantity” of ССС-fragments
and under the influence of the èglleroliftive IP (Impulse-Potential) strives after internal balance by
including additional kovarllert information connections. The tendency of any focus Configuration to
include new info-fragments appears because it has temporarily unbalanced information connections
(initially initiated by the irrkogliktive IP) that, being in an undersynthesized (internally unaccomplished)
state, stimulate each Formo-System to self-balancing (harmonization, synchronization) of its typical
irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive tendencies. Thus, any focus Configuration, being initially initiated
as an energy projection of an aggregate that consists of a limited number of information fragments,
always strives after an increase of its internal energy interrelations to the extent that would precisely
reflect the initial completeness of information interrelations that structure it.
Since the focus Configuration of each Self-Consciousness Form manifested in
multidimensional conditions of some STC groups has many heterogeneous information parameters
that differ from each other in the degree of kovarllertnost, it is extremely difficult to maintain some
dynamic balance with the outer reality in conditions of constantly changing Focus Dynamics –
especially for multicomponent Formo-Systems, because when the qualitative difference between
Focuses disappears due to a change of some parameters of an f-Configuration, certain gradients
(individual shifts in qualitative correlations) immediately appear in its other “parts” (in the
Focus Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators that structure this f-Configuration), and
this immediately accordingly affects the qualitative state of the general Focus Dynamics. This is
like a pendulum that tends to come into an equilibrium position and inertially skips the necessary
“equilibrium point” and enters an unbalanced state again.
1.438.

The situation becomes complicated for Formo-Creators of any Self-Consciousness Forms
because their Focus Dynamics must achieve a rezonational state not in two or three types of
heterogeneous information combinations, but in an infinite set of them that structure absolutely all
diffuzgent Directions of Synthesis in a given “point” of dimension. “The Energy conservation law”
is a striking example of the process in which the achievement of a rezonational state in one part of
a focus Configuration becomes the reason of dissonance in its another part. For example, leveling
the difference of potentials can induce movement of charged particles, a change in temperature
(heating), and disbalance of the density of individual components in a solution (electrolysis).

1.439.

1.440.

Any manifested Formo-System has a whole set of means that drive its Focus Dynamics into

a tensor state: temperature, pressure, density, concentration of chemical elements and substances
that structure it, difference of potentials, and others, – not only inside the Formo-System itself, but
also in its interaction with the environment. Moreover, until the Formo-System’s Focus Dynamics
achieve a relative balance, at the level of substances and Energy it inevitably has a mutual interchange
between Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms that constitute the Formo-System. However,
when there is a slightest energy-information change of external conditions, the Formo-System will
tend again to some new balanced state. This is why aggregate states of substances – solid, liquid, and
gaseous – are dynamically equilibrium states of objects only in given conditions of manifestation.
In other conditions of focus interrelations, with the help of other parameters of their
Focus Dynamics, they will change their internal state until they temporarily get the next relatively
balanced (for this manifestation mode) state that corresponds more to the changed conditions. All
these changes, as a rule, happen when there is absorption-release of Energy and its simultaneous
transformation from one type into another. In other words, when the Formo-System’s Focus
Dynamics tend to a balanced state, a certain part of a focus Configuration, imperceptible in some
features, releases Energy, while another part, imperceptible in other features, releases another type
of Energy and absorbs an excessive portion of Energy of the first type which is necessary for it to
organize kovarllert interrelations.

1.441.

The Focus Dynamics during fission of heavy nuclei in radioactive elements into lighter ones
with a release of an enormous potential of Energy are also based on èglleroliftive mechanisms of
annihilation of a tensor state. Due to a high-tensor state of Formo-Creators in Self-Consciousnesses
of nuclei in these substances relative to Configurations of Formo-Creators of the first 26 widely
spread in nature and stable elements, their own Focus Dynamics become very unsteady relative to
given manifestation conditions, and in order to stay in this “point” of dimension, Formo-Creators
of nuclei have to use amplified diversification (fission) with a release of high-frequency Energy
of nuclear connections. If to change these manifestation conditions by more rezonational ones,
then “this” phenomenon of radioactivity caused by tensor states of these chemical elements will
disappear. In the same way it is possible to create such tensor conditions of manifestation for FormoCreators of each element in which they, trying to achieve a new relatively balanced state, will also
begin to show some features of radioactive properties.

1.442.

I call the state of absolute balance between interacting heterogeneous fragments of
Information “lijlluscivnost”. Lijlluscivnost is a feature of a rezonational combination that is
completely balanced in all information interrelations between two or more information fragments
(or their aggregates). The property of lijlluscivnost reflects a manifestation of the irrkogliktive IP
that is always represented in the structure of Energy-Plasma in its absolute and initial entirety.
Since we never deal with pure Information, but always observe just a simultaneously interacting
“pair” – Energy + Information, the notion of lijlluscivnost as a fully rezonational state between
all info-fragments that structure a focus Configuration characterizes a complete harmonization
between Formo-Creators of the current focus Configuration (energy Potential) and an aggregate of
its structural information interrelations (Info-Creators). In addition, a part of the Focus Dynamics
aimed at finding undersynthesized interrelations “inside” such aggregate becomes completely
focused on an increase of “the number” of info-fragments that form this aggregate. An example of a
lijlluscive state is when a focus Configuration includes all info-fragments of a certain rezonational
zone, and the Focus Dynamics of this type become completely annihilated (exhausted for these
manifestation conditions).
1.443.

The notion of kruvursorrtnost is opposite in meaning to lijlluscivnost and shows that two
or more actively interacting focus Configurations (or parts of a focus Configuration of one SelfConsciousness Form) are qualitatively unbalanced (there is a tensor state between them – that is,
there is quite a significant dissonational distance in given manifestation conditions), because they
include “excessive” (again, for these manifestation conditions!) info-fragments that, being within
each of them, provided the state of rezonation, but, when Formo-Creators of these f-Configurations
interact with each other, they form an effect of dissonance (for example, that can be info-fragments
of Aspects of some background Qualities that are not kovarllert relative to this Synthesis Scheme).

1.444.

Such a dissonance in the structure of a united f-Configuration is, in turn, manifested in
the general Focus Dynamics in the form of kruvursorrt Energy – the “excessive” (only for this
manifestation mode!) Potential of Energy that must be transmuted during these Focus Dynamics
for a qualitative neutralization of all dissonational info-fragments and for balancing all energyinformation interrelations in the common f-Configuration through activation in them (rezonational
involvement) of necessary kovarllert ССС-fragments. It should be noted that any formation of
seemingly “new” (actually, it is an activation of already existing but not involved yet) energyinformation interrelations within a focus Configuration is always carried out by involving additional
information fragments that provide combination of initial fragments in new (additional, typical only
of this manifestation mode) features. For example, adding a fragment named “turquoise” allows
to unite “green” and “blue” fragments that have been previously dissonational into one common
f-Configuration according to the spectral integrity, because the “turquoise” fragment is simultaneously
the carrier of features of “the green”, and “the blue” ones (joining both these features provides their
new combination – “turquoise”).
1.445.

As distinguished from lijlluscivnost, the state (or parameter, feature) of kovarllertnost of two
or more Focus Dynamics shows just a potential rezonation between Formo-Creators of interacting
focus Configurations (or parts of one f-Configuration) that appears when a small part of energyinformation interrelations between Formo-Creators is temporarily absent (is not yet synthesized
by them) due to lack of the info-fragments that would allow to provide complete rezonational
interrelations among themselves. Therefore, the state of kovarllertnost is a feature of potential
Creative Compatibility of focus Configurations that can be realized during further development
of the general Focus Dynamics through sequential involvement of lacking ССС-fragments that
form the information basis of “the future” common focus Configuration. Consequently, the state
of kovarllertnost between f-Configurations can serve as an indicator of the degree of rezonation
between combinations of info-fragments that structure them.
1.446.

The state of kovarllertnost also indicates the presence, in this inertial process, of the
èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential that stimulates interacting Formo-Creators to use their Focus
Dynamics to balance (harmonize to the state of complete rezonation) their typical focus Configurations;
when the state of lijlluscivnost is achieved, and they unite their Experience, the Formo-Creators
jointly continue their manifestation in Space-Time. In addition, the state of lijlluscivnost between
ССС-fragments or focus Configurations structured by them (Focus Dynamics) is achieved only if
there is 100% (the highest degree of) kovarllertnost in interrelations between them.
1.447.

Imperseptnost in the Focus Dynamics is the state (or parameter, feature) of a high degree of
creative incompatibility between two or more focus Configurations (or parts of one f-Configuration).
It is also possible to say that it is a very low degree of kovarllertnost between combinations of
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heterogeneous ССС-fragments that doesn’t allow them to form in Space-Time a stable f-Configuration
(if there is a sufficient “quantity” of necessary energy-information interrelations, imperseptnost
is duvujllerrtly transformed into kovarllertnost). Imperseptnost between Focus Dynamics appears,
when f-Configurations of Formo-Creators that have begun to interact among themselves in some
inconsiderable but uniting feature, due to a low degree of rezonation between them, are still completely
incapable to achieve in this manifestation “point” (mode) any balanced state, – their Focus Dynamics
contain an insufficient amount of uniting features. But this possibility of their joint creativity in one
f-Configuration is always potentially preserved and can manifest at more synthesized Levels of
Energy-Plasma, when slightly changed f-Configurations of these Formo-Creators supplemented by
new interrelations become component parts of a more integral and universal Self-Consciousness
Form.
Imperseptnost may be subjectively perceived as a certain analog of temporary antagonism,
but this is not quite correct – you should understand that these f-Configurations are incompatible only
in this rezopazon of manifestation because they don’t have common, uniting features. For example,
a miner and an astronomer have very few common creative interests in terms of their professional
activity, and it is possible to say that their Focus Dynamics are considerably imperceptible, because
they are structured by completely different Conceptions. But being united on the scale of national
economy, that is, at a high Level of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness structured by a much
greater “quantity” of energy-information interrelations that are kovarllert in various development
Directions, the degree of imperseptnost of their Focus Dynamics decreases due to a natural activation
in them of those interrelations that create mechanisms of material provisioning for these people, their
feelings about reputation, perspectives of the diversified development of their country, and so on.

1.449.

As it was mentioned before, when the Formo-System’s Focus Dynamics tend to a balance,
the Formo-Creators of a part in the common focus Configuration that is imperceptible to the Focus
Dynamics in some features, become free of excessive (not quite typical of them) interrelations,
that is, they release Energy; while other Formo-Creators that are imperceptible to the same Focus
Dynamics in other features also become free of less kovarllert interrelations, release another type of
Energy, and absorb the first type of Energy, using the information potential of Focuses that structures
the Energy to amplify their own interrelations. This Energy represents an èglleroliftive reaction of
corresponding Formo-Creators of this Formo-System to a temporary dissonance formed as a result
of the qualitative development (transformation) of its Focus Dynamics.

1.450.

Such a tensor state between Formo-Creators of slightly lower-quality (less synthesized)
and slightly higher-quality “parts” of one f-Configuration can be expressed not only through vital
and mental reactions typical of all biological creatures (people, animals, plants), but also through
such processes as: a difference in temperature (the process of equalization implies heat transfer
by Formo-Creators of a hot object to Formo-Creators of a cold object); a difference in pressure
(excessive Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of a more pressurized part of a substance tends to
a balance with the parts of the f-Configuration with lower pressure); a difference in concentration
of chemical elements and substances; a difference in the gradient of potentials in gravitational or
electromagnetic fields, and so on.

1.451.

All this shows that the process of Information transfer is always accompanied by the transfer
of a corresponding Energy potential from one “part” to another (or others), as a result Energy and
Information redistribute inside this Formo-System, forming a new focus Configuration that, as
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compared with the previous one, has more complete kovarllert energy-information interrelations.
Owing to this, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of this Formo-System can be inertially
manifested in Space-Time (STC) in conditions of narrowly-specific interrelations typical of the next
“quantum shift”.
When additional Energy is attracted, the parameters of skrruullerrtnost (density of energyinformation interrelations per unit of Focus Dynamics – one “quantum shift”) in this FormoSystem increase, and the spectrum of possible multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics of its
Formo-Creators becomes wider. There are simply no other cases in the èglleroliftive process of
the Formo-Creators’ refocusings, although it may seem at first that, when Energy of “excessive”
(that is, less kovarllert) interrelations is released and the parameter of skrruullerrtnost decreases,
the possibilities of Formo-Creators become narrower. But it is not so. The release of “superfluous”
Energy is accompanied by attraction of more kovarllert interrelations into this f-Configuration (or
into its part) from other f-Configurations (or other parts of this Formo-System), and together with
them comes a corresponding Energy-Potential of Focuses that provide realizational possibilities of
these interrelations.

1.453.

Nonetheless, a new focus combination can reflect more tendencies of some other Synthesis
Schemes that are diffuzgent relative to the main type of birvulârtnost characteristic of the Focus
Dynamics of this Formo-System; this means that from the point of view of its dominant FormoCreators the formation of the new f-Configuration may be subjectively considered as a certain
degradation – a specific deviation of established interrelations from the features typical of the main
development Direction of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics for a given Self-Consciousness
Form. From the point of view of a sequential composition of the f-Configuration by more kovarllert
interrelations (even if they are not typical of this Synthesis Scheme), any èglleroliftive process
is inevitably accompanied by an increase of skrruullerrtnost parameters (but in the development
Direction of these energy-information interrelations according to a different Synthesis Scheme!) and
by an extension of the multipolarization spectrum (again, due to a creative activation of the Focus
Dynamics of a certain part of Formo-Creators in another protoformic Direction!).

1.454.

If, in the analysis of objective organization of more kovarllert interrelations, we don’t take
into account interests of a particular Self-Consciousness Form whose f-Configuration includes these
interrelations, but take into account the Principle of Diffuzgentnost typical of any Focus Dynamics,
we will see that any inertial process has a very important characteristic feature: it always has
èglleroliftive nature, that is, “evolutional”, because it is accompanied by a simultaneous increase
of the “number” of kovarllert interrelations in all possible (for a given Self-Consciousness Form)
protoformic Directions of Synthesis. Any Conception of seemingly possible “involution” of anything
or anybody reflects just a narrow subjective perception of this process from the point of view of
qualitative interest of dominant Formo-Creators associated with a given Form (their subjective
Conceptions of “themselves” in “the future”) whose Focus Dynamics are specifically initiated by
certain svilgs-spherational transformations that reflect a corresponding birvulârtnost type.

1.455.

Therefore, when an imperceptible (incompatible) state appears between some interacting
heterogeneous fragments of Information, there is always immediate appearance of Space (that reflects
a current degree of dissonation between fragments and provides the effect of subjective separation
of all f-Configurations) with a certain realization potential of Energy formed by a qualitatively
unbalanced state of information interrelations in this part of Formo-System. If, in some rezopazons
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of manifestation that are common for different Self-Consciousness Forms, their focus Configurations
don’t have points of rezonational interaction in some common features, there won’t be any reason
for appearance of a driving èglleroliftive force between their Formo-Creators, that is, their joint
Focus Dynamics. Any “interpersonal” relations are always based only on a subjective contradiction
or a partial agreement between some interests, on a difference or some affinity in СФУУРММ-Forms
(views, tastes, preferences); electric charges and magnetic poles are also asymmetric and create a
gradient of field intensity, that is, they are constant sources of èglleroliftive Energy and forces by
which we determine the degree of influence over Self-Consciousness Forms that are in a certain
tensor state towards each other.
Planets rotate around a Star due the presence of a gravitational field (difference of potentials)
between the center and the points of their manifestation in Space-Time. For the same reason gigantic
masses of galactic substance rotate around a galactic center. These movements are caused by the
presence of sources of disbalance between the center and periphery, and Cosmic Entities try by
all means to eliminate the disbalance through their Focus Dynamics and achieve a balanced state.
Energy, Space, Time, as well as “four fundamental forces of nature” (gravitation, electromagnetic,
weak and strong nuclear interactions) are not primary but represent just regular consequences of the
dissonational (relative to Information) State of Energy-Plasma and of the Macrocosmos in whole.

1.457.

Summarizing everything mentioned above, we may give the following definition of Energy:
Energy is a response reaction “inside” Information that naturally appears as a result of an unbalanced
state between individual combinations of Its constituent rekonverst Configurations of heterogeneous
fragments. Energy is a result of purposeful (that is, expressed through a focus) efforts (an “internal”
Motivation) of Information Itself, and its purpose is to eliminate the disbalance formed in the state
of merkavgnaciâ. With a decrease of dissonance between energy-information parameters of two
or more f-Configurations, there is an increase of general order (as well as intensity!) in the Focus
Dynamics of Formo-Creators that structure these f-Configurations.

1.458.

As distinguished from high-quality Levels of manifestation of Focus Dynamics, at lowquality Levels this regularity manifests in a very specific way. For example, destructive whirlwinds,
tornados, and hurricanes appear due to the formation of a high difference in the parameters of
pressure in spatially separated places: the higher the difference, the higher the speed of weather travel
and the intensity of wind. Likewise, the more the difference in temperatures, the more intensive the
heat exchange; the higher the difference of potentials, the higher the current rate. This is why the
most important condition for the appearance of Energy is the degree of imperseptnost (a difference,
a qualitative gradient) between heterogeneous fragments that structure various combinations, and,
under the èglleroliftive influence, they interact with each other due to current circumstances.

1.459.

If to consider the Focus Dynamics of a certain Self-Consciousness Form from the point of
view of an subjective observer, then all other Energy particularly (that is, in its “local” application in
a Direction of possible realization through this f-Configuration) not involved exactly in given Focus
Dynamics may be imagined as dissipative (“dispersed”, distributed in a certain manner) in entire
slloogrentnost of the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. We will further
consider the type of Energy owing to which given Focus Dynamics are “distinguished” from the
common slloogrent state of multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics and are particularly realized
only in this “point” of Space-Time as dekogerent Energy of particular focus interrelations (that is,
Energy that is limited in its manifestation by certain space-time conditions and properties of the
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subjective Perception system that belongs to the Self-Consciousness Form realized with the help of
particular Formo-Creators).
I would like to briefly explain what exactly I imply by the term “dekogerentnost” applied
to quantum conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation. While the principle of
coherence states that everything in existence is interrelated, coherent, correlated with something else
(for example, between sets of waves there is constant phase relationship), in contrast, dekogerentnost
represents a process that deprives different-quality wave (quantum) states of the possibility to
interfere with each other and is responsible for particular implementation of wave functions, prevent
fulfillment, in Space-Time, of all, except one, potential outcomes to which these functions can lead.

1.461.

The more unfavorable and incongruous (imperceptible) the environment of any wave FormoSystem, the higher (more intensive) the dekogerent influence over it. The presence of the principle
of dekogerentnost in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics means that, long before you make a particular
choice (out of all potential possibilities of multipolarization of your Focus Dynamics), FormoCreators of the Universe have already fulfilled in this manifestation “point” of your f-Configuration
absolutely all possible countless energy-information interrelations and practically in no time (the
effect of inertia is created in the Focus Dynamics in each case just due to the involvement of the
value of subjective “duration” of one “quantum shift”) left for your Focus Dynamics only certain,
strictly limited (by ННААССММ which you focus) possibilities for your subjective realization, having
replaced all potentially possible virtual quantum probabilities (Interpretations) with subjectively
perceived – “personally” by you! – doubles of all these probabilities.

1.462.

In other words, dekogerentnost means that every particular instant you can make the only
(!) choice which is already “initially” determined by the narrowly-specific interrelations that, at this
moment, structure the НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration which you focus. All other potential possibilities
and various results of other choices of the focus multipolarization made “at the same moment” by
all other “personalized” Interpretations of your Stereo-Form (in entire diversity of other scenarios of
your development), seem “personally” to you nonexistent at all, because none of them is reflected
in any way in the system of your subjective Perception. But this seeming absence of active energyinformation interrelations between “a personality” and the whole set of all its other “personalized”
Interpretations or any other doubles of virtual objects manifested in the outer reality is false.

1.463.

Dekogerentnost represents the subject of seemingly multisided agreement between
different-quality quantum systems. There is no such moment after which virtual doubles of any SelfConsciousness Form no longer can influence it in any way. Dekogerentnost suppresses quantum
interference and allows fantastic quantum probabilities to resemble their subjectively real doubles.
It allows all sets of quantum probabilities – in each “local” condition of their manifestation – to be
subjectively interpreted as real, not as virtual ones; however, at the same time, it does not provide
all exact conditions for a particular realization of every quantum Self-Consciousness Form; and in
these conditions the Self-Consciousness Form always really chooses just one out of an infinite set of
possible (to it) variants of outcome, ignoring all other possibilities subjectively not perceived by it.

1.464.

Dekogerent branches, by definition, don’t interfere with each other: as a result, when each
Universal Entity, in Its multipolarized Focus Dynamics, subjectively transgresses (diversifies) into
an infinite set of Its typical dekogerent branches (different-quality variations), this “splitting” in each
condition of Its manifestation is invariable and irreversible; therefore, inhabitants of every formed
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dekogerent branch subjectively in no way perceive all circumstances of manifestation of Its other
variants of multipolarization (from corresponding Worlds Formo-Systems, subjective Realities, and
STC).
None of the Universes which we really perceive, in its initial energy-information Essence,
that is, objectively, transgresses: this process of “splitting” depends on what exactly and how much our
Perception system can evaluate, reflect, and somehow interpret at a given moment (this completely
depends on properties of ННААССММ of our current НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration). Do not forget that
everything is already instantaneously-simultaneously carried out, that is, all dekogerent branches
(types of Worlds Formo-Systems, subjective Realities, STC) that structure each Universe are just Its
component parts and form only Its Focus Dynamics. The Illusion of transgression is manifested only
during a subjective interaction of different-quality Focus Dynamics of several Universal Entities.
1.466.

So, by the term “dekogerent Energy” we will further imply some part of a common EnergyPotential which is “locally” manifested through the Focus Dynamics of a certain Self-Consciousness
Form in a certain rezonational zone of Space-Time (subjective Reality of a STC group). Therefore,
it is Energy expended by Formo-Creators of any manifested f-Configuration for realization of
a particular creative Interest typical of them exclusively in a given rezonational point. In other
words, if to arbitrarily (that is, applying not to quantum systems but to the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness) interpret the notion of quantum superposition and that of a “local” (dekogerent)
state, then the part of Energy which we receive and which is manifested through a “local” state can
be called dekogerent Energy. It reflects only some of features characteristic of the focus interrelations
that structure certain manifestation Rezomirals (Energy of manifestation and materialization in given
conditions of a particular focus Configuration – Self-Consciousness Form). This will be the part of
Energy formed with given information combination (Self-Consciousness Form) which is accessible
(free) for our inertial psychomental and mechanical realizations.

1.467.

We perceive this very part of Energy of a particular energy-information potential (ВЛОООМООТ) typical of a given Self-Consciousness Configuration (ННААССММ) as an analog of physical
kinetic Energy. It becomes accessible in our life creativity only at the moment of focus “unpacking”
(psychomental reaction to any irritant) of a slloogrent Self-Consciousness’ information space by
Formo-Creators of some of its [Self-Consciousness’] vibration Levels.
1.468.

All the Focus Dynamics (which we carry out) qualitatively modify, constantly become
enriched with new, more kovarllert, interrelations, and are duvujllerrtly “reprojected” by FormoCreators into other development scenarios. Thus, we, as Self-Consciousness Forms, don’t perform
any our actions just by one НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration, instead, we simultaneously involve in our Focus
Dynamics groups of НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations that belong to a certain duvujllerrt series of human
Continuums. Since all “individual” Focus Dynamics are simultaneously carried out in the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos, the entire totality (integral) of manifestations of dekogerent
Energy through an infinite set of Self-Consciousness Forms (all possible types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences) on absolutely all different-quality Levels of the Macrocosmos represent the total focus
Potential of Energy-Plasma.

1.469.

This Energy-Potential represents the whole qualitative basis of simultaneous manifestation,
on all Levels of the Macrocosmos, of the so-called slloogrent Energy, – an objective realizational
Potential of absolutely all focus interrelations created by the èglleroliftive IP. If we consider as

1.470.

a common energy supply of a Formo-System not the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos, but
just the totality of focus Configurations that structure a certain dimensional diapason, this will
be dissipative Energy (from Latin dissipatio – dispersal; for example, a particle that moves in a
viscous medium, dissipation of gases of the planetary atmosphere into the cosmic space). In physics
the term “dissipation of Energy” means transfer of a part of Energy in ordered processes (kinetic
Energy of a moving body, Energy of electric current, and so on) into Energy of unordered processes
(eventually, into heat or radiation). During dissipation in a closed Formo-System, entropy of the
system increases, while in open systems it can lead to a decrease of entropy of the considered system
with a parallel increase of total entropy in the system and in the environment, interaction with which
is a true reason of dissipation.
Let me remind you that the notion entropy (from Greek entropía – a turn, transformation)
was first introduced in thermodynamics to designate measures of irreversible dispersion of Energy.
In statistical physics, it is used as a probability measure of fulfillment of any macroscopic state;
in information theory, it is used as a measure of uncertainty of some experience that can have
various outcomes. Any natural thermodynamic, chemical, biological processes are irreversible. It is
known that a transfer of heat from a hot object to a colder one, or interaction of alcohol with water
are irreversible processes: if to mix alcohol with water, they will become intermixed in time, but
the opposite process – a spontaneous division of the mixture into pure water and pure alcohol are
impossible.

1.471.

In iissiidiologic Conceptions, dissipative Energy is Energy of the entire totality of FormoCreators’ focus Configurations that cannot directly, in given “local” manifestation conditions (due to
qualitative specifics of this f-Configuration), participate in the formation of the Focus Dynamics of the
Self-Consciousness Form under consideration, but are kovarllert relative to its typical interrelations
within the spectrum of its multipolarization (that is, they represent compatible birvulârtnost types).
Dissipative Energy is generated from slloogrent Energy in each manifestation diapason (as the most
compatible one) as a result of infinite duvujllerrt “dispersal” (“distribution”) of different-quality
focus interrelations of manifestation Rezomirals in entire slloogrent multipolarization of the Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. The sum of potentials of dissipative Energy
“dispersed” into all Levels of the Macrocosmos is slloogrent Energy of the Focus Dynamics of its
Higher Intelligence.

1.472.

If, for example, you pick up a stone from the floor to a certain height and put it on a support,
we form a tensor state for the stone due to muscular Energy – a difference between its initial and
subsequent heights. Moreover, Energy expressed by the weight and height of the stone’s position
over the ground represents potential Energy which immediately appears as soon as the stone loses
the support and falls. At the moment of the impact, the tensor formed by us disappears; moreover
Energy which we used to pick up the stone is spent for heating and internal nonelastic deformation.
Therefore, that which is understood in physics as potential Energy is interpreted in Iissiidiology as
dissipative Energy, which is Energy of potential tensor states of the Focus Dynamics of some SelfConsciousness Forms relative to the Focus Dynamics of other Forms.

1.473.

In contrast, dekogerent Energy (an analog of physical kinetic Energy) reflects real possibilities
of the Focus Dynamics for annihilation of the formed tensor state and bringing the Formo-System
into a balanced state in this parameter. The phenomenon of diffusion, radiation, propagation of
waves, convection, and so on, – all this are results of diverse transformation of dissipative Energy

1.474.

into dekogerent Energy to replace tensor states with balanced ones. However, the tensor state
cannot completely disappear, but being enriched with new energy-information interrelations, in new
manifestation conditions (for this Formo-System), it just transforms from one kind of dissonation
into another. Therefore, the immediate goal of the next “step” in the Focus Dynamics (another VÈN“unpacking” and “quantum shift”) is annihilation of the newly-formed type of tensor.
Depending on the qualitative Levels of Formo-Creators that are activated in this SelfConsciousness Form and perform VÈN-“unpacking”, we receive either a greater or a lower potential
of dekogerent (accessible only in these conditions) Energy. There is a regular pattern here: a lesser
“quantity” of information fragments in a combination synthesized by Formo-Creators results in
manifestation, in our Focus Dynamics, of a greater amount of dekogerent Energy suitable for
biological use (hard physical work), while “unpacking” Information with a greater concentration of
heterogeneous (kovarllert to each other) fragments leads to manifestation, in the information space
of a Self-Consciousness, of a more complex structured potential of free Energy that is more suitable
for realization of all possible mental processes and psychological experiences through our Focus
Dynamics.
1.475.

Since not all dissipative Energy is naturally released during the Focus Dynamics, when
differently-combined information fragments are being “unpacked”, a psychological reaction of each
particular “personality” to ВВУ-Information “unpacked” from its Self-Consciousness can contain
manifestation (rezonational “response”) of a very limited “number” of Formo-Creators whose
Configurations exactly correspond (in their quality) only to some part of this slloogrent focus
combination. Energy of the remaining – potentially present in this information combination, but
inaccessible to the Formo-Creators of this Self-Consciousness Level – part of slloogrent Information
is duvujllerrtly dissipated (qualitatively dispersed) and accordingly simultaneously manifested
in the spectra of “total personalized” (stereoformic) multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics
(parallel development scenarios) that remain really inaccessible, that is, are seemingly nonexistent,
subjectively unperceived by the Perception system of this “personalized” Interpretation.
1.476.

The point is that the information interrelations that structure the inaccessible part of a given
information combination, due to the Principle of slloogrentnost (any svilgs-spherational process
is a constituent part of more intensive processes with a greater “number” of energy-information
interrelations, and simultaneously includes an aggregate of less intensive svilgs-spherations structured
by a smaller “number” of such interrelations), are also partially “projected” into this Configuration,
superimposing a part of the common dissipative Energy-Potential onto its Focus Dynamics, –
the part which, before its transfer into a local (dekogerent) state, was defined as a corresponding
direction of transfer from the state of quantum superposition. This part of common dissipative
Energy manifested through the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form
represents the dissonational (relative to the vibration state of a given НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration)
ballast that provides a sequence of transformations of some types of Energy into others.

1.477.

Moreover, in the essence, the Focus Dynamics represent a transformation process of various
Energy types with a simultaneous Synthesis of Information (adding “new” energy-information
relations), and the dissonational ballast of dekogerent Energy realized in “merging” of wave
functions (dekogerenciâ) of boson-fermion constituents of this Self-Consciousness Form represents
a qualitative difference between all dissipative Energy that provides the process of this “unpacking”
and dissipative Energy that, due to its inaccessibility for the Formo-Creators of this f-Configuration,

1.478.

was transmitted by them from the Focus Dynamics “outward” (into other f-Configurations that
structure other development scenarios of this Stereo-Form). Higher-capacity types (in terms of
Information) of dissipative Energy, in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics that states
that entropy of a closed system can only increase, are redistributed in various Self-Consciousness
Forms (mineral, vegetable, biological), and undergo a qualitative transformation – for example,
electromagnetic solar energy is transformed through photosynthesis processes into dekogerent
Energy of particular chemical bonds, thermal Energy, mechanical potential Energy of water vapor,
and so on.
It is also very important to note that any Self-Consciousness Form that structures the
Planetary Entity, – from elementary particles and atoms to the Self-Consciousness Form of the Entity
Itself – in no way represents a closed system (it is, therefore, meaningless to mention its entropy), but
functions according to the principle of a step-down transformer that receives a more universal and
higher-vibration type of dissipative Energy at the “input” and emits less universal and lower-vibration
type of dekogerent Energy at the “output”. This is the way of formation of a peculiar symbiotic chain
of energy (energy-information) transformations in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, in the total
picture of which we can observe just a very small portion discerned by logically-interpreted (by us)
types of Energy and obvious mechanisms of their duvujllerrt transformation. Solar electromagnetic
Energy is just a very insignificant (the lowest portion of a higher-vibration) part of the total Energy
Potential retransmitted from the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of the Star Entity АИИЛЛИИСС to all
Its Planetary Entities in the diapason of the Physical Plan-Oberton (the 3-4-dimensional diapason).
More complex types of dissipative Energy are generated by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators
that belong to the Higher Intelligence of 12 United Logoses of Star Rings (including our solar
system) АРГЛААМ, while even more complex and informationally saturated types are generated by
Higher Intelligences of the Milky Way Galaxy (УЛГРУУ) and entire Galactic Sector (АССВААТ).
1.479.

Physicists usually consider a change of entropy from a minimum to a maximum as a feature
of internal “Evolution”, because in the course of time tensor states in any isolated Formo-System
spontaneously (due to an incessant mutual interchange of Energy and Information, for example,
when there is an exchange of thermal photons among parts of the Formo-System) transform into
an equilibrium state that is rezonational relative to the environment. At the same time, the system’s
entropy monotonously increases with its approach to a thermodynamic equilibrium; the state with a
maximum entropy corresponds to equilibrium. “Evolution” is the system’s tendency to equilibrium,
therefore, in case of a closed Formo-System, there is a spontaneous transit from an unbalanced state
into a balanced one. Maximum equilibrium is maximum entropy.

1.480.

The dissipative constituent (the one that is rezonational not to all but only relative to
individual conditions of this manifestation rezopazon) of the current Focus Dynamics of a SelfConsciousness Form is a set of focus Configurations created as a result of superposition (“projection”)
of creative diversity of a Formo-Type’s Focus Dynamics accessible to the Form in multipolarization
(all development scenarios that are possible for the “personality” in this “point” of the skrruullerrt
system) onto the Creative Potential of its focus Configuration (ВЛОООМООТ). Their intersection
region (rezonational coincidence) provides the Potential (value) of dekogerent Energy, and their
difference, that is, rezonational coincidences only in some “parts” of the focus Configuration under
consideration, represents a tensor that must be duvujllerrtly balanced by the Focus Dynamics of
the “personality”. Therefore, total Energy that structures the Focus Dynamics of any “personality”
in multipolarization (a manifested НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration) equals all dekogerent Energy that is
1.481.

really accessible and used by its Formo-Creators (real for this Self-Consciousness Form) plus its
dissipative part (“projections” of rezonational energy-information interrelations between FormoCreators of all other scenarios not perceived by this “personality”).
When applied to the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, the dissipative EnergyPotential reflects the part of total Energy-Potential of duvujllerrtly-simultaneously manifested
f-Configurations (different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms) that cannot be “unpacked” (from
slloogrent Information), because Formo-Creators of a particular Self-Consciousness Form lack a
certain volume of heterogeneous energy-information interrelations that are already potentially typical
of them in higher-quality “regions” of total slloogrentnost of the Self-Consciousness’ information
space that belongs to the Collective Cosmic Intelligence structured by them. Therefore, through
this part of really unused (in a particular development scenario) dissipative Energy, in the Focus
Dynamics of each Self-Consciousness Form, there is a subjective expression of “an attractor state” of
sequential svilgs-spherational transformations (refocusings), with the help of which Energy expressed
in some conditions of Self-Consciousness manifestation as dissipative turns into dekogerent Energy
in other manifestation conditions of the Focus Dynamics (and dekogerent Energy is accessible to
creative realizations). In other words, the Formo-Creators whose realization has failed in this SelfConsciousness Form, in a wider spectrum of multipolarization, receive possibilities to manifest their
own Focus Dynamics in another Form, where hvasslons have modeled “attractor-type” interrelations
for realization of these Formo-Creators.

1.482.

So, èglleroliftively stimulated entropic processes in Energy-Plasma that tend to balance
Energy and uniformly distribute Information in the entire Formo-System are the first link in processes
of energy-information provisioning in the functional Mechanism of Focus Dynamics. The second
link is the principle of symbiotic-sequential transformation of Energy types from more synthesized
Self-Consciousness Forms to less synthesized ones; in other words, it is the principle of an inertialevolutional redistribution of Energy in the common information space of Self-Consciousnesses
of any Collective Cosmic Intelligences types. Both of these principles provide the mechanism of
duvujllerrt-sequential “unpacking-unfolding” of “new” dissonational Energy-Information in all SelfConsciousness Forms of each STC group and create conditions for simultaneous “quantum shifts”
of all Formo-Creators into “new” focus Configurations structured by additional energy-information
interrelations that are seemingly “projected” from more synthesized Self-Consciousness Forms into
less synthesized ones. Therefore, two mutually complementary process are carried out in SpaceTime every single moment – retransmission of Energy-Information between Formo-Creators of
Self-Consciousness Forms that structure some STC groups, and a simultaneous common “shift” of
their Focus Dynamics into duvujllerrtly “next” (relative to them) STC groups.
1.483.

Due to a difference in frequency of “quantum shifts” for Self-Consciousness Forms that
structure this group of Continuums, both of the above processes mutually penetrate into each other,
while Forms with a lower information capacity make hundreds and thousands of kleksing processes
(“unpacking-unfolding” of “new” Information) and perform a corresponding number of rotation Shifts
in their typical Focus Dynamics, Self-Consciousness Forms of lower information capacity make just
one “quantum shift” informationally structured by all “quantum shifts” of lower-information-capacity
Forms that seem to provide the mechanism of manifestation of such Self-Consciousness Form.
For example, atomic structures make billions of rotation Shifts (and perform Energy-Information
exchange that corresponds to their quality) in their typical focus Configurations, form the energyinformation Potential to perform rotation Shifts in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms

1.484.

which they structure: molecules, organelles, cells, organs, organisms, populations, and so on. As you
see, without a negligibly small oscillation of one atom, there wouldn’t be any energy-information
precondition for larger-scale “quantum shifts”.
It is also important to note that universal flows of Energy-Information transmitted from
higher-vibration Self-Consciousness Forms into lower-quality ones are not vector-oriented for a
definite designation of a particular character of Formo-Creators’ refocusings (development Direction)
– due to the higher degree of synthesis, they are a source of the multipolarized èglleroliftive Impulse
whose potential equally allows to reorient the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of a certain
f-Configuration in any protoformic Direction that is diffuzgent for this Synthesis Scheme and
is accessible to them in this situation. At the same time, a particular spectrum of accessibility is
determined by vibration-type quality of Energy-Information (the degree of synthesis, qualitative
state of svilgs-spherations) which is rezonationally attracted into the Focus Dynamics by FormoCreators of each Self-Consciousness Form at the moment of their PÈS- or VÈN-“unpacking”.

1.485.

In order to make the meaning of all conclusions used here more comprehensible to physicists,
let’s try to consider more deeply the essence of the term “physical entropy” and to analyze the wellknown fact in physics according to which maximum entropy (uncertainty) is achieved when all
possible states of the Formo-System become equally probable. What does equally probable mean?
If to heat, for example, a nail at one end, in some time the heat will be distributed in its whole
volume, and the temperature will become almost equal in its different parts. It means that our SelfConsciousness includes Conceptions about principles of heat transfer and heat exchange processes,
therefore, when we observe non-uniform heating of some object, one of our assumptions will be the
possibility of heat exchange, and if the heat transfer is ceased there will be temperature equalization.

1.486.

Thus, the system transits into a metastable state, about which we don’t have more detailed
Conceptions. This state is stable not because all processes of Energy and Information exchange
between subsystems have ceased in the Formo-System, but just because our Focus Dynamics are
not yet provided by corresponding СФУУРММ-Forms (characteristic of this Self-Consciousness
type) on the basis of which we would be able to somehow determine some new (subtler) features
of existence, in this Formo-System, of certain imperceptible interrelations that generate states of
newly-formed dissonation (different-quality instability, disbalance, ongoing processes, and so on).
1.487.

This means that a certain Conception of an equilibrium state of any observed FormoSystem is determined only by possibilities of our own subjective Perception system. For example, in
conceptions of an artist or a poet, a stone is in a fully equilibrated and equally probable state, while
from the point of view of a physicist-researcher it always contains thousands and millions of various
processes: heat transfer between an illuminated and an unilluminated sides, chemical interaction
with the atmosphere, ionization or transit of atoms in the crystalline lattice into an excited state under
the action of radiation, redistribution of mechanical tensions owing to displacement of supporting
ground, and so on.

1.488.

As soon as the researcher receives Information about processes that happen in an ordinary
stone, its state ceases to be balanced – on the basis of studied laws the researcher will be able
to forecast further behavior of the system “stone – environment”. Therefore, formation of new
Conceptions (receiving more detailed Information) about existence, structure and functioning of
any Formo-System automatically decreases entropy and characterizes – in our Perception system!

1.489.

– this Formo-System as unbalanced. I would like to emphasize the fact that all our Conceptions
concerning equilibrium are very subjective and may be defined only within “the accuracy” that
completely depends on the quality of our current СФУУРММ-Forms.
The tendency of every Formo-System to a more balanced state is fulfilled through a uniform
redistribution of perturbations typical of the Focus Dynamics of its Formo-Creators, and it happens
because, according to our existing Conceptions, all parts (component elements) of the system have
absolutely identical properties and are consciously completely passive (they don’t participate in the
common Focus Dynamics). It turns out that, if we consider a container with a gas, we acknowledge
in advance that all molecules of the gas in it are absolutely identical; if it’s a liquid, then all cations
and anions are also identical and uniformly intermixed. At the same time, we absolutely forget
that the gas which we put into a test tube is deliberately isolated from its gaseous (atmospheric)
manifestation environment, where an infinite number of interactions continuously happen in natural
conditions between its molecules and molecules of other media and objects.

1.490.

What would you say, if a certain highly-developed mineral civilization would take a sample
of our nail or a hair and try to find out the degree of its intelligence or awareness? Even a fragment
of a living biological tissue has awareness at the level typical of cellular processes, not of a whole
organ. We can consider processes of self-organization only taking into account the Formo-System
in its integrity and completeness – each type of the èglleroliftive Impulse, being realized through a
particular Synthesis Scheme, finds its manifestation only by means of the whole Self-Consciousness
Form that reflects it, but not by a certain part of it (which can represent a completely different
Synthesis Scheme in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of this Formo-System!). This is why,
if we consider entropy of air of the ambient Space, it is necessary to consider not an individually
taken specimen in a test tube or dynamics of some individual processes (for example, someone’s
breathing processes), but rather entire atmosphere of the planet, – only in this case we will be able to
more objectively analyze (form more universal СФУУРММ-Forms about) the Formo-System under
consideration and find out its possible self-organization and the degree of its self-ordered state.
1.491.

So, we have found out that the state of equilibrium is just a subjective illusion supported
by our unawareness of subtler states and interrelations of the Formo-Systems which we observe.
The notion “equilibrium state” is applicable only to mathematical models of Information, because
the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos don’t have either closed systems, or anything else that
couldn’t subjectively perceive itself. Consequently, statistical entropy of any Formo-Systems under
consideration can achieve its maximum – when it seems to us that the system is in equilibrium – only
if we don’t have higher-quality Conceptions of the processes that determine this state for this FormoSystem in narrowly-specific conditions of its manifestation in Space-Time. For example, if the
Formo-System was studied not by us but by our much higher-quality “personalized” Interpretations
that have incommensurably more information about the Principles of the Macrocosmos’ structure,
they wouldn’t have any uncertainties and secrets in defining this state, – having much more complete
Information about all processes and systems, such “future We” will inevitably come to the notion of
zero entropy in quantum systems, because We will be able to predict all possible probabilistic states
of the Formo-Systems which We explore.

1.492.

Inclusion of the notion of awareness (Self-consciousness of any Form of existence) into
the Formo-System whose entropy we try to determine is very important, because it immediately,
radically, deepens the very essence of our understanding of entropy. Any act of awareness is

1.493.

realization, by a particular Self-Consciousness Form, of the possibility to manifest, through its
typical Focus Dynamics, its own initial èglleroliftive Nature – the tendency to incessant duvujllerrt
self-perfection through the whole diversity of possible (to it) different-quality states. If we take into
account that any quantum Formo-System, even if it consists of one atom, represents in Space-Time a
very complex focus Configuration slloogrently structured by Formo-Creators of an innumerable set
of different-quality types of Self-Consciousnesses, it is possible to state that any object or system of
objects of the material World are constantly subject to the influence of a huge set of various FormoCreators – specific carriers of differently-directed èglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials; and all these
Formo-Creators tend to harmonize the Formo-System structured by them to achieve its maximum
correspondence to its typical features (Synthesis Scheme).
Consequently, the Perception system of a Self-Consciousness Form of each type (that form
its own type of subjective Reality in STC) will clearly perceive at least two types of influences over
it: 1) the tendency of a directing èglleroliftive influence from “a combination” of Formo-Creators of
svilgsons typical of the Self-Consciousness Form (strictly in accordance with its Synthesis Scheme),
and 2) totality of dissonational influences from all other potentially possible, for this manifestation
rezopazon, “combinations” of svilgsons’ Formo-Creators. Moreover, the influence over the Focus
Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form “from all other combinations” of svilgsons (that don’t
reflect its Synthesis Scheme) will be perceived by its Formo-Creators as a tendency of the environment
to bring this Formo-System to disorder (make their Focus Dynamics chaotic).
1.494.

Depending on the dimensional type (УДДВОО/ГЛЭИИЙО), in each type of STC groups, we
will have a certain degree of compatibility between Formo-Creators that represent different Pure
Cosmic Qualities; and this will determine the presence or absence of realizational possibilities for
manifestation of dominant and various non-dominant Synthesis Schemes in these conditions. For
Self-Consciousness Forms that perform dominant (for this STC group) Schemes, conditions and
possibilities for “ordering” Formo-Systems (in their typical birvulârtnost type!) will be higher as
compared with the Formo-Creators of background (diffuzgent, recessive) Synthesis Schemes. This
is why, in their individual Worlds, these Self-Consciousness Forms will observe a more accelerated
decrease of entropy than in other Perception systems. For Self-Consciousness Forms with nondominant (for this STC group) Synthesis Schemes, the process of “ordering” of the system will
happen in accordance with the degree of influence, over the general Focus Dynamics of this FormoSystem, from their typical type of èglleroliftive IP, but in any case this process of entropy decreasing
(in their typical birvulârtnost type!) will be not as quick as for dominant Formo-Creators in this STC
group.
1.495.

So, by including awareness into the process of existence of any material Formo-System
we cardinally change the quality of our Conception of entropy. Moreover, the second law of
thermodynamics (it describes impossibility of heat transfer from a colder object to a warmer
object without any other changes in the system or in the environment) fails, because there is such
“intentionally ordering” factor as Self-Consciousness of the Formo-System under consideration. For
physicists entropy will always increase, because in their understanding an ideal gas is unconscious,
and each its molecule has absolutely the same properties, therefore, any initial disturbance of such
environment (the disturbance is perceived only by our Perception system), the purpose of which is to
decrease entropy, will tend to an equilibrium state (to a seemingly chaotic redistribution, but in fact
it is purposeful, “performed under the influence of attractor”!); as a result, such system will tend to
an increase of entropy.

1.496.

Nevertheless, as soon as we consider Self-Consciousness realized in different ways through
entire infinite diversity of its manifestation Forms, we immediately need to add such notion as
“birvulârt entropy”. The development of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУConfigurations in their typical protoformic (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented) Direction implies an inertial
accumulation and incessant qualitative universalization of a set of СФУУРММ-Forms used by them
not only concerning “themselves”, but also about the organization of the whole Macrocosmos. For
example, a Neanderthal man differs from a modern “human” in the degree of awareness (the depth
of understanding of cause-and-effect relations between different objects and changing events); and,
as a consequence, in the ability of the brain to “unpack” a certain amount of Information, that is,
conscious and specific (for people) quantization of the outer reality.
1.497.

Deeper and more universal Conceptions of “the outer world” allow intellectually highlydeveloped people to perform, during each “quantum shift”, VÈN-“unpackings” with higher
information capacity. Therefore, formation and sequential accumulation of increasingly more
universal Conceptions allows any type of Self-Consciousness that develops in a higher-priority
Direction (for its Synthesis Scheme) to continuously increase “the volume” of “unpacked” and
processed Information, constantly and steadily “reprojecting” its type of Focus Dynamics into more
and more synthesized Levels.
1.498.

Since, during each “unpacking-unfolding” of ВВУ-Information, our Self-Consciousness
becomes enriched with additional information fragments and their combinations (aggregates,
kovarllert combinations), while the amount of “external” Information (which we have failed to
include into our own Focus Dynamics, for example, detailed conceptions of the structure, classes,
and energy characteristics of superuniversal particles) decreases (by the same notional “volume”), –
which shows that our Self-Consciousness becomes wider and more universalized, – it would be fair
to say that there is an inertially-sequential decrease of information entropy of our Self-Consciousness
within the Focus Dynamics of this manifestation diapason as well as within the Tertiary State of
Energy-Plasma. But this statement will be true only if we take the process of refocusings of SelfConsciousness Forms that structure the humankind’s Collective Consciousness not in any possible
protoformic Directions, but only in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type!

1.499.

As we have found out, the equilibrium state of a Formo-System can correspond exclusively
to the situation when there is no Observer that evolves (that is, there is no information exchange).
As soon as such a subjective Observer appears, he starts to broaden his Focus Dynamics over
characteristic features of this Formo-System, makes comparative analysis using kovarllert
interrelations between himself and the system; this allows him to inertially discern (that is, refocus
into his another f-Configuration) a certain internal regularity (principles of ordering). Consequently,
the information entropy of this Formo-System will decrease in his subjective Perception. Continuation
of the observation will allow to collect more and more Information of all kinds about this FormoSystem, and to sequentially distinguish more and more principles in its functioning and regularities
in its structure. Thus, reception of additional Information (observation) represents a decrease of
information entropy in the Observer’s Self-Consciousness.

1.500.

On the basis of the abovementioned statements, it is possible to conclude that – according
to iissiidiologic Conceptions – individual entropy of any Self-Consciousness Form is correlation
between the entire set of energy-information interrelations characteristic of this manifestation
diapason (or of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma in whole) and the current creatively active “volume” of the

1.501.

Self-Consciousness’ information space of this Form. Why do we consider such a huge manifestation
spectrum – from the 3rd to the 12th dimension? Because the difference that separates our “current”
Focus Dynamics from the Focus Dynamics of our possible manifestation in the 4-5-dimensional or in
the 11-12-dimensional diapasons is not important to us, – all features of Existence in these diapasons
are equally unachievable to our biological Perception system. In the same way, we can determine
entropy of the current Configuration of the Humankind’s Collective Consciousness, however, in this
case, we will understand “the volume” of information space as the quality of all СФУУРММ-Forms
accumulated by the current moment by all representatives of this “humankind”.
In spite of the presence of diffuzgent spheres of manifestation in the structures of Focus
Dynamics characteristic of Formo-Creators associated with Self-Consciousness Forms that represent
different Proto-Forms, their information spaces essentially differ in the proportion of information
fragments’ combinations in dominant and background features (СФУУРММ-Forms), and,
correspondingly, greatly differ not only in “quantity”, but especially in the character of interrelations
that exist between them. Therefore, although there is potential possibility of the same quantitative
correlations that determine degrees of entropy for different birvulârtnost types, in each case we will
deal with two essentially different types of entropy. That is why, in order to avoid further confusion,
we will call the iissiidiologic notion of entropy as birvulârt entropy (entropy of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented subjective Reality, entropy of the feline subjective Reality, and so on).

1.502.

I would like to point out one more time that the above notion of “birvulârt entropy” is
just one of characteristics of birvulârtnost of a certain type: each Synthesis Scheme has its unique
dynamics of entropy in energy-information interrelations that form a certain birvulârtnost type
in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos. When the Focus Dynamics of dominant
Formo-Creators deviate from the Direction which is of higher priority for this Self-Consciousness
Form, the process of inertial “formation” of “new” interrelations (СФУУРММ-Forms characteristic
of another birvulârtnost type) will start to duvujllerrtly supersede and sequentially replace already
existing energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators of the two Dominants through
the mechanism of “stress zones” that will eventually lead to a duvujllerrt change of the SelfConsciousness type and refocusing of the Formo-Creators into Self-Consciousness Forms that are
typical of Proto-Forms from other types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences.

1.503.

Do not forget that, along with high-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms typical, for example, of
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type, Information that structures VÈN-“unpackings” from
the collective Subconsciousness also contains, in addition to the specific dominant data, enormous
volumes of such high-frequency information combinations that are characteristic of background
Qualities that stimulate the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness Forms in
some protoformic development Directions. This is why, when we begin to unpack higher-frequency
СФУУРММ-Form from the collective Subconsciousness, this does not mean at all that all of them
correspond to the “future” three-dominant Synthesis Scheme of our birvulârtnost type (ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity), – in addition to synthesized features of
the first two Qualities, instead of the PCQ ALL-Unity, these СФУУРММ-Form may contain dominant
features of any of the other nine Pure Qualities, thus forming non-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost
types (for example, ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Integrity; ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence + ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence, and so on) that don’t allows
our Focus Dynamics achieve the State of “Creative Cosmic Potentiality” which is the beginning of
1.504.

the Human Direction of development.
This characteristic feature of diffuzgent Existence of all different-type (that belong to
different Proto-Forms) Self-Consciousness Forms has a great danger for us, because we can gradually
and unconsciously refocus through high-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms into other birvulârtnost types.
How does it refer to the considered birvulârt entropy? When we, being excessively possessed by
some egoistic Interest, begin to intensively and stably “unpack” in our Focus Dynamics high-quality
(that is, already quite deeply synthesized according to “our” two-dominant Scheme) high-frequency
Conceptions, in which the third feature (ALL-Unity) is replaced by any of the other nine PCQ,
in this STC group, we automatically refocus into lower-quality (for these “human” Continuums)
birvulârtnost types; which means that in each particular case the definition of birvulârt entropy will
be considerably different. In order to avoid this (unconscious refocusing into other Proto-Forms),
you should understand that the unconsciousness is that of which we are not completely aware, but
which already “initially” (in order to provide the Principle of Diffuzgentnost of Everything) exist
in Information “unpacked” by us from VÈN. When СФУУРММ-Forms of protoformic Directions
manifest so actively in the Focus Dynamics of our “personalized” Self-Consciousness that they
blind and suppress realizations of Formo-Creators according to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis
Scheme, then they are defined as the collective unconsciousness whose features are not necessarily
low-quality, but nonetheless reflect in the Focus Dynamics characteristic tendencies of the FormoCreators associated with other birvulârtnost types.
1.505.

To avoid confusion in the tortuous maze of your usual Interests, you must learn how to
evaluate each your choice, intention, and action by the presence and intensity of manifestation of
such Human features as high-intellect Altruism and high-feeling Intellect. If at least one of these
features that in general are characteristic of the Human Synthesis Scheme is absent in your potential
Intentions and Aspirations, you’d better immediately refuse to perform any creative realization
through them (no matter how attractive it might seem to you!), because a gradual deepening of
your Focus Dynamics into СФУУРММ-Forms where both these features are absent may lead you to
unconscious refocusings in protoformic development Directions.

1.506.

Deviation of the Focus Dynamics of a certain Self-Consciousness Form from the development
Direction characteristic of this Proto-Form will be perceived by other Self-Consciousness Forms
that preserve the priority of dominant features in their Focus Dynamics first as deceleration of the
decrease of this birvulârt entropy, and then as interruption of its growth. Such a situation is quite
natural: when the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics deviate from a given Synthesis Scheme, СФУУРММ-Forms typical of this Proto-Form are being gradually “removed” to “the middle ground” and in
essence become background, while all Conceptions of regular life (the system of life values) begin
to be actively borrowed by the Formo-Creators from ODS of another Proto-Form. From a subjective
point of view of all other Self-Consciousness Forms that continue to more or less develop within
dominant (to this Proto-Form) features, the Focus Dynamics of such Self-Consciousness Form cease
to actively participate in any formation of the subjective Reality common to their development
Direction and gradually undergo degradation relative to this birvulârtnost type (is seemingly involved
in “involution”). Such a situation is characteristic of all interprotoformic refocusings accompanied
not only by an unconscious change in the quality of Focus Dynamics, but also by replacement of the
Self-Consciousness Forms with those that belong to other Proto-Forms.
1.507.

1.508.

It’s obvious that for Self-Consciousness Forms that are manifested in lower-dimensional

Konversums (1-2-, 2-3-, 3-4-dimensional) and have a high degree of transgression (differentiation of
UPD-Emission42) the number of information fragments (and interrelations between them) involved
into the Focus Dynamics is extremely insignificant as compared with manifestation conditions for
Self-Consciousness Forms in the 4-5-, 5-6-, 6-7-dimensional, and other dimensional Konversums.
Therefore, the value of birvulârt entropy of the Focus Dynamics of such Self-Consciousness Forms
will tend to infinity. An apogee of such tendency will be represented by Self-Consciousness Forms
manifested in supernarrow-frequency and superinertial Continuums of the 0-1-dimension, where
Formo-Creators of extremely unstable one-dimensional (“tetrahedral”) Forms just try to establish
the most simple kovarllert interrelations among themselves and form something common and more
stable. In higher-dimensional Konversums (4-5-, 5-6-, 6-7-dimensional), the duvujllerrtly-sequential
process of integration of “additional” information fragments and establishment of interrelations
between them will allow to universalize Perception systems of Self-Consciousness Forms and
considerably broaden the “borders” of their information spaces; at the same time, the value of
birvulârt entropy in each of birvulârtnost types continuously decreases (the exception, as we have
found out, are refocusings from dominant features of a given type).
Consequently, I use the term “birvulârt entropy” to imply a certain degree of an
undersynthesized state in focus Configurations of Formo-Creators as compared with the degree of
their regularity at 12-dimensional Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. The higher the degree of
diffuzgentnost, saturation of the Focus Dynamics of this birvulârtnost type with various protoformic
manifestations (СФУУРММ-Forms that are being actively “borrowed” from the Experience of SelfConsciousness Forms that belong to other birvulârtnost types), the higher birvulârt entropy. That
is, if we hypothetically take entropy of a 12-dimensional Universe as zero (in fact it is not so
– there cannot be any limits in the degree of regularity in Energy-Information!), then maximum
entropy will be typical of the Focus Dynamics of those Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the
0-1-dimensional diapason.
1.509.

With an increase of dimensional diapason of manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms
in their typical birvulârtnost type, birvulârt entropy decreases; however, simultaneously, birvulârt
entropies of all other development Directions that structure the considered birvulârtnost type
in the background (diffuzgently) can either increase, or in some cases (for example, with equal
possibilities and manifestation intensity of opposing Focus Dynamics of two or more Proto-Forms
in the formation of the general Focus Dynamics of this Continuum group) can remain invariable
(until the main realizational directivity of the Focus Dynamics in this STC group will be finally
determined).
1.510.

In each chosen birvulârtnost type, entropy processes have maximum possibilities for
manifestation; however, relative to other birvulârtnost types, during common manifestation of
various protoformic Self-Consciousness Forms in some STC groups, these possibilities accordingly
decrease as compared to the Focus Dynamics of dominant Formo-Creators (for example, in the
Focus Dynamics of “human” STC, there is dominance of СФУУРММ-Forms of human subjective
Realities, therefore, possibilities to decrease birvulârt entropy of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis
Scheme will be the highest). In each dimensional diapason, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
within the Formo-System kovarllertly (according to the degree of compatibility) involve the number
of dominant factors that provides stability of energy-information interrelations exactly in these
manifestation conditions.
1.511.

42 This term is considered in detail in the next chapter.

With an increase of dimension, regularity of the Formo-System (the quantity of kovarllert
energy-information interrelations that structure it) increases, while birvulârt entropy decreases in
these dominant features. It is evident that in the 0-1-dimensional diapason, where “tetrahedrons” are
basic “karmonation” figures in the synthetic process, the number of interrelations unpacked in the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics per one rotation Shift, will be considerably less than that in the
3-4-dimensional diapason, where basic energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators
are rezonationally formed by ready (kovarllertly synthesized) aggregates – “hexahedrons”. But
you shouldn’t draw direct analogy in this respect and consider that entropy of the 3-4-dimensional
Formo-System will be 24 times less than that of the 0-1-dimensional one (because one “hexahedron”
is structured by interrelations between 24 “tetrahedrons”).

1.512.

Let’s consider an example with a Rubik’s cube for a better understanding of entropy. When
it is completely solved, start to turn its sides in any direction. In some turns it will be fully unsolved,
that is, will have maximum entropy. Then you continue to turn its faces in a special way until you
solve it again, that is, until your movements bring the system into a balanced and harmonious state
with a minimum (or zero) value of entropy – all faces of the cube will have corresponding color.
Why did we mention “zero”? Because in existing conditions of transformation of this form (it has
just six faces) it is impossible to achieve more ordered states in any way. The same is characteristic
of the whole Macrocosmos – the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics at 12-dimensional Levels have
minimum – for the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma – entropy, while the Focus Dynamics of FormoCreators of differentiated Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in the 0-1-dimensional diapason
will have maximum entropy.

1.513.

Any synthetic process in Self-Consciousness is possible if the Configuration of the focused
Form includes different-level Focus Dynamics that structure its self-conscious Elements (FieldsConsciousnesses of Formo- and Info-Creators), some of which are synthesized in a greater degree
involving different qualities, while others are less synthesized. The Dynamics of these FieldsConsciousnesses subjectively perceived by you as higher-quality and lower-quality inevitably
stimulate in the Perception system of “a personality” the state of creative dissatisfaction which
drives it to a constant perfection (universalization) of Conceptions that have been formed in the
Self-Consciousness.

1.514.

Synthetic Configurations of these Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo-Creators + InfoCreators) not only structure all Self-Consciousness Forms, but also inertially (that is, duvujllerrtly,
sequentially) reflect the complete sequence of processes of interquality Synthesis, specific Schemes
of which are characteristic of each Proto-Forms and of each dimensional Level of Energy-Plasma.
These Fields-Consciousnesses represent and rezonationally unite two main Mechanisms, without
which any Self-Consciousness Form cannot anyhow creatively manifest itself within the collective
Focus Dynamics of any Formo-structures in the Macrocosmos. The Essence of these Mechanisms is
that any Self-Consciousness Form can somehow express its Focus Dynamics only if in one “point”
of Space-Time there is a possibility for rezonational interaction of Formo-Creators (they represent
the dissonational part of Information in the Macrocosmos) with such information combinations
(СФУУРММ-Forms, Info-Creators) that are kovarllert relative to their own f-Configurations. There
is simply no other way of manifestation in the Macrocosmos.

1.515.

Inertial interactions between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators are governed by narrowlyspecific regularities – the dynamics of manifestation of each type of Energy can reflect only a

1.516.

corresponding type of Information. Both Energy and Information cannot manifest separately from
each other; in the same way Formo-Creators cannot be anyhow creatively manifested in EnergyPlasma without their typical subjective Conceptions (СФУУРММ-Forms), and r-Configurations
of Info-Creators are the carriers of them. In their entire slloogrent different-quality aggregate,
they represent one Mechanism of multipolarized realization of the Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousness Forms, that is, the effect of a Form’s individual perception of “itself” and of the outer
reality manifests in Space-Time just because there is a constant rezonational interaction between the
carriers of Energy (Formo-Creators) and the carriers of Information (Info-Creators).
1.517. Of

course, you must understand that taking into account Formo-Creators’ subjective Perception
of the Forms focused by them there isn’t any essential difference between such notional terms as
Collective Consciousness and “personalized” Self-Consciousness. For example, biological analogs
of a НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Type or any other Proto-Form, from an integrating (qualitatively generalizing)
point of view, may be considered as the Collective Consciousness whose Focus Dynamics, in turn,
are diffuzgent and are structured by the Focus Dynamics of countless different-quality bio-Creators
of protoformic Self-Consciousness Forms (elementary particles, atoms, molecules, cells of organs
and systems, microorganisms), as well as by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of really an
infinite set of “personalized” Interpretations of this Stereo-Form and other Formo-Types of ЛЛУУВВУ simultaneously manifested both in other Time Flows, and in the “current” development scenario.
Moreover, the Focus Dynamics of any “personality” can be to some extent influenced
by Formo-Creators of other Proto-Forms (domestic animals, plants, minerals), with which it has
direct psychomental contacts. From the differentiating point of view, any Self-Consciousness Form
represents in Space-Time an integral Experience of many less synthesized Interpretations of the
same Stereo-Form, and to some extent tends to be subjectively “personified” at certain levels of its
own self-perception. In particular, it is typical of Self-Consciousness Forms in the 3-4-dimensional
diapason of manifestation (including not only atoms, people, animals, plants, and minerals, but
also Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal Entities). Nonetheless, the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms from higher-quality Levels of the Macrocosmos also contain certain features
that can be subjectively and partially compared with “individualization”.

1.518.

Always remember someone’s wise statement: “The truth is out there”. You can understand
and realize the depth of this saying only after you know the Essence of the main (to us) notion –
Energy. This is why let’s pay a closer attention to different-type and different-quality manifestations
of Energy in specific conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of our outer reality. Energy (from
Greek energeia – action, activity), in conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason, represents the
total quantitative equivalent of information interaction between Formo-Creators of various SelfConsciousness Forms that provides their Focus Dynamics with the possibility to realize certain
rezonational effects of manifestation, which we subjectively interpret as “materiality of varying
density”. In physics, different physical processes have corresponding kinds of Energy: mechanical,
thermal, electromagnetic, gravitational, nuclear, and so on. Due to the law of conservation of energy,
the notion of Energy correlates all phenomena of Nature.

1.519.

The main Mechanism of manifestation of “All-That-Exists” Which we subjectively interpret
as the Macrocosmos is different-quality Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics that reflects a sequential
svilgs-spherational transformation of their focus Configurations from less synthesized into more
synthesized. Each Self-Consciousness Form that is apparently visible represents the result of a “local”

1.520.

quantum effect modeled and realized by Formo-Creators in our Perception system through their
typical different-quality states or, in fact, that which we define as “the Focus Dynamics” (dynamics
of specific interrelations established between different qualitative states of Focuses).
We live in an infinite ocean of different-quality Focus Dynamics that provide, in various
conditions of Space-Time, simultaneous manifestation of diverse Self-Consciousness Forms, starting
from focus Configurations of flaks-level, quantum-level, and doolls-level Fields-Consciousnesses
represented in our subjective Reality through the microscale of elementary particles, atoms, and
molecules that structure us and everything in our environment, and ending with the same focus
Configurations of flaks-level, quantum-level, and doolls-level Fields-Consciousnesses, but
represented in our subjective Reality through the macroscale of Planets, Stars, Galaxies, and the
Universe. Air, water, food, music, relations, thinking, feelings, and psychological experiences,
household objects and very complex technical devices – all of them, as well as all other things, are
natural results of some focus interactions between the abovementioned Fields-Consciousnesses.

1.521.

If you think and deeply analyze the Primary Cause of manifestation of yourself, any objects
around you, creatures or phenomena, you will admit that the purpose is to achieve a balance in
all possible states of the Form, relations that reflect in Space-Time one of the deepest Principles
of rezonational focus interactions. We define this Principle as “Energy”; it impels any FieldConsciousness to an active interaction and generates in Energy-Plasma simultaneous Dynamics
of different-quality interrelations between all Focuses. Its purpose is to eliminate the cause of a
disbalanced state in different-quality interrelations between Formo-Creators.

1.522.

All kinds of fields – 4 types of fundamental interactions – have Energy. This feature is used
to distinguish: electromagnetic (sometimes subdivided into electric and magnetic energy contained
in the electromagnetic field), gravitational (energy of a system of bodies or particles conditioned
by their mutual attraction), and nuclear energy (energy contained in atomic nuclei and released in
nuclear reactions) that can be subdivided into energy of weak (it is present, in particular, in betadecay of nucleus, it manifests at a distance that is considerably less than the nucleus) and strong
interactions (include participation of quarks, gluons and hadrons, it acts on the scale of about the
size of an atomic nucleus and less, it is responsible for bonds between quarks in an hadron and for
attraction between nucleons in nuclei).

1.523.

The key problem between existing and iissiidiologic Conceptions about Energy in whole
(and about differences in interpretation of potential and dissipative, kinetic and dekogerent Energy,
in particular) is that in physics this notion is defined just for inertial conditions that rigidly attach
all existing phenomena and objects to the presence of a certain mechanism of space-time dynamics
in the universe, that is, mechanical, linear-sequential implementation of any interactions by the
same sources or carriers (that is, Self-Consciousness Forms) in the same space-time continuum. In
IISSIIDIOLOGY, in contrast, any Conceptions of eternal-infinite Existence of “All-That-Is” (that is,
of the Macrocosmos in absolute integrity of all Its structural Self-Consciousness Forms) are based
on the Principle of instantaneous-simultaneous manifestation of multipolarized (different-quality)
Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms (phenomena and objects) at once, in
all possible (to these Forms) kinds of conditions for their transgression (“self-projection”, selfpropagation) that form, in the general Focus Dynamics of all Forms of Space-Time, an infinite set
of notional (subjective) Levels of dimension slloogrently structured by different-quality energyinformation interrelations.
1.524.

The Fundamental Principle of such objective instantaneous-simultaneous Existence
of all realizational Self-Consciousness Forms of the ССС-Entity is original (seemingly “initial”)
presence, in Its whole Configuration, of an internal tendency to the slloogrent Dynamics (qualitative
realization) of Information (that forms It) structured by heterogeneous fragments or elementary
carriers whose kovarllert combinations – at a certain stage of potentially realizable (to them)
interrelations – I subjectively define as “Aspects of Pure Qualities”. Let me remind you one
more time: when Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments or Aspects, under the
influence of the initially typical irrkogliktive IP (an internal stimulus to Creative Activity), combine
informationally among themselves, in order to make their Configurations (in all parameters) achieve
the state of complete rezonation (balance) to each other and form a common stable Configuration,
their “previous” (that is, before Initiation by the irrkogliktive IP) intrinsic interrelations seemingly
release the part of Information which is “excessive” in this particular case (qualitatively, it doesn’t
quite corresponds to the newly-initiated (in them) type of Creative Activity), owing to which a
certain “dissonational moment” (state of merkavgnaciâ – a compensating shift between skunkkcii)
is formed between them.
1.525.

This “information tensor” start-ups the Mechanism that activates the internal èglleroliftive
IP (the tendency of ССС-fragments to return to the initial – preirrkogliktive – state); as a result,
certain, yet unfulfilled, realization possibilities appear between these interrelations – Focuses of
dissonational interrelations between ССС-fragments, the whole aggregate of which is interpret by us
as “Energy”. Free “space” is immediately (at the same “instant”) filled with new interrelations with
other ССС-fragments that are most kovarllert to the newly-formed Configuration (now it is focus
Configuration, that is, provided by a necessary realization Potential!) in these very manifestation
conditions. As a result of such internal qualitative “restructuring” (let me remind you that this
happens not to ССС-fragments, but just at the level of “projections” of their new interrelations
with each other initiated by the irrkogliktive IP), all interrelations between “projections” of СССfragments of this f-Configuration become rezonational to each other (there is a sort of “merging” of
all Focuses manifested in this rezopazon), which automatically activates another dissonational state
between ССС-projections and leads to “reprojection” of the Focus Dynamics into a duvujllerrtly next
rezopazon (simultaneously in the entire spectrum of focus multipolarization).
1.526.

Appearance of new (to them) interrelations between individual skunkkcii of rekonverst
Configurations at the moment of irrkogliktive Initiation may be figuratively compared with
magnetization of a lump of metal, when there are no changes inside its atomic lattice, at the level of
fermions (the internal structure of atoms of iron or another ferromagnetic material doesn’t change in
any way), but atomic magnetic moments (of ions) become parallel and equally oriented. Moreover,
these volumes – domains – acquire the property of spontaneous magnetizability even if there is
no external magnetizing field. That is, the lump of metal remains the same, integral, but some
previously untypical changes took place in its properties under the influence of the magnetic field.
Almost the same happens to changes within interrelations between ССС-fragments with “parallel”
appearance of many previously uncommon ССС-projections that have formed the entire infinite set
of dissonational (focus) types of interrelations relative to their natural states. That is, ССС-fragments
with “internal” and “external” interrelations that are peculiar to their r-Configurations didn’t have any
qualitative changes after the irrkogliktive Initiation of Information, but acquired certain additional
properties; as a result of this, “inside” the unchanged and absolutely balanced State of Information,
the Self-Consciousness of ССС-Entity “emerged” with Its typical Energy-Plasma and realizational –
èglleroliftive – Focus Dynamics.
1.527.

You might ask what is the source of the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential? This question is
much more complicated that it may seem to you. The point is that This Potential that determines
manifestation of any Creative Activity of Information in the Macrocosmos represents a fundamental
Basis of Its Higher States that don’t directly belong to the so-called “transmutational energyinformation processes” between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators that form just 0.0001% of total
slloogrentnost of the Universal State of Information. Although we won’t consider these nonsynthetic
States, Their characteristics, and possible Forms of Their manifestations in the general “picture”
of the Macrocosmos, you should know that absolutely all Laws and Principles of synthetic and
nonsynthetic Existence of all Self-Consciousness Forms from different-type Universums are based
on a deeper and more fundamental basis which is “initially” typical of This Higher Universal
State without any dimension, Time, or a certain, at least approximately and logically understood
and analytically comprehended Meaning. That is, I wanted to say that irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive
tendencies realized in Information in the form of all possible kinds of temporarily formed (in it)
interrelations (Energy-Information) have even deeper Reasons than the State Which we subjectively
define as “Information”.

1.528.

Moreover, as you know from the fourth Chapter, the irrkogliktive Initiation is called
“Impulse-Potential”, because it is structured by an infinite set of possibilities that become activated
through it depending on particular conditions in which the Creative Activity of Information is directly
deployed. One of such possibilities that “derive” from certain characteristics of the irrkogliktive
Impulse-Potential (for example, stimulation of skunkkcii in ССС-fragments to establish untypical
imperceptible and kruvursorrt interrelation; as a result, there is notional differentiation of Information
into RA- and DP-states of ССС-fragments43) is activation (seemingly “inside” the Impulse) of the
main Mechanism that provides emergence and performance of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics (this
includes the Principle of “Evolution”!) of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms, that is, of the
èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential which is the basis of all the synthetic Focus Dynamics of the СССEntity’s Self-Consciousness and Its Main “Implementator” – the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence.
1.529.

Since the synthetic part manifested by the èglleroliftive IP equals just 0.0001% of the
Universal State, you can imagine how many yet-unrevealed and unused – in particular manifestation
conditions of the Macrocosmos! – creative possibilities may be included into the irrkogliktive
Impulse-Potential! There are so many incomprehensible and unimaginable Types of Macrocosmoses
that are manifested by the èglleroliftive IP in addition to ours in the common Universal State of
Information! You must admit that it is simply impossible to imagine all of this in any way! This
is why, like mathematicians, we will further understand the presence of the irrkogliktive IP inside
different-type and heterogeneously-structured Information that provides stimulation of various
Information fragments to multisided interactions as an iissiidiologic axiom.
1.530.

Such information interactions are carried out in different ways through the Focus Dynamics
in information spaces of different-type Self-Consciousness Forms during the process called
“unpacking”, that is, subjective rezonational decoding, by Formo-Creators (with the help of properties
of various regions of the brain and other – virtual to us – structures of ИИССИИДИ-Centers), of
configurationally-corresponding “parts” of the slloogrent Flow of Information (УУ-ВВУ-Forms)
generated “inside” Energy-Plasma due to single-moment interaction between the irrkogliktive IP
and the èglleroliftive IP. Now I would like to mention that, in inertial manifestation conditions
characteristic of lower and medium Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, the effect of subjective
1.531.

43 See the description of rezonational activity (RA) and dissonational Passivity (DP) below.

perception (focus attraction) of such information generations (by Formo-Creators of different SelfConsciousness Forms) is performed by means of such Mechanisms in Self-Consciousness as the
variable ethereal component and the temporal ethereal constituent.
So, we have gradually approached understanding that any type of manifestation, in our outer
reality, of the phenomenon which we define as Energy is a natural result of a rezonational interaction
between irrkogliktively-èglleroliftively changed states of heterogeneous fragments of Information.
This result is somehow simultaneously represented in the Macrocosmos by the subjective Focus
Dynamics of the entire infinite set of different-quality manifestation Forms of Creative Activity
associated with all possible types of Cosmic Intelligences.
1.532.

That is, from the iissiidiologic point of view, any manifestation which we subjectively define
as Energy is a specific derivative of the changed State of Information, which naturally – narrowlyspecifically, one way or another – manifests in certain conditions of Space-Time as an èglleroliftive
reaction to the irrkogliktive Initiation of heterogeneous ССС-fragments. It is possible to say that any
manifestation Form of Energy in the Macrocosmos is a Mechanism owing to which corresponding
kovarllert combinations of dissonational states in ССС-fragments can be simultaneously accessible
to certain Self-Consciousness Forms through the Perception systems that correspond in quality to
this part of Energy-Information.
1.533.

How do scientists understand this phenomenon? In mechanics, they distinguish potential
Energy (or, in a more generalized case, Energy of interrelations between bodies or their parts with
each other or with external fields) and kinetic Energy (Energy of movement). Their sum is called
“total Energy”. Physics doesn’t provide any interpretation of Energy manifestation depending on the
information structure of a manifestation Form (various combinations of Qualities’ Aspects), because
such notions are absent in physics. They also distinguish potential Energy of a chemical bond that
can partially become kinetic Energy of accelerated movement of atoms (or molecules) in a chemical
reaction, or this is the same Energy at increased temperatures, that is, kinetic Energy of movement of
molecules in a substance. According to their Nature, there is no difference between Energy related to
temperature of a substance and Energy of a chemical bond, this is one and the same electromagnetic
fundamental interaction manifested either as tension, that is, potential Energy of the bond, or as the
state of motion, that is, kinetic Energy.

1.534.

From the scientific point of view any kind of Energy results from a type of fundamental
interaction, whether it is electric current, blowing wind, or a car that moves. In chemistry, they
consider such values as Energy of a bond (the difference between total Energy of the bound state in
a system of bodies or particles and Energy in the state where these bodies or particles are infinitely
far from each other and are at rest), and entalpy (Energy that can be transformed into heat at
certain parameters of temperature and pressure), which is the result of tension (potential Energy) of
electromagnetic nature.

1.535.

Potential Energy of elementary particles binding in an atomic nucleus (a strong nuclear
interaction) transforms during a nuclear reaction into kinetic Energy of moving parts of the nucleus
or united nuclei (decay or fusion of nuclei). Moreover, most phenomena which we encounter in Life
are the result of just two types of interactions – electromagnetic and gravitational. We can observe the
nuclear type of Energy manifestation (apart from cosmic radiation and natural radiation background)
only in complex devices designed by humans, such as nuclear reactors, atomic, hydrogen, or neutron

1.536.

bombs.
1.537. That

is, on the basis of modern physical conceptions, it is possible to state that manifestation
of any kinds and types of Energy, by means of which we are focused in inertial processes of our
outer reality, is confined just to two relative (subjective relative to various manifestations of the
Focus Dynamics) states: a certain potentiality (state of capability) and a certain realization ability
(implementability) of a qualitative “shift” (change) of their energy-information Formo-carriers
(focus Configurations) relative to different-quality manifestations of other Configurations.

In contrast, from the iissiidiologic point of view, dissipative (potential) Energy is an
interdimensional energy potential of connections formed as a result of multipolarized “projection”
of Energy-Information by Formo-Creators from higher-quality (that is, more synthesized) Levels
into the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators from lower-quality Levels. The more heterogeneous
information fragments are being synthesized at different-quality Levels of Self-Consciousness, the
more possibilities of potential creative interactions become accessible to the Formo-Creators of
such Self-Consciousness Form (there is an increase of conformity between features of the current
НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration and all other features of other focus Configurations). If to imagine that
each information fragment has its unique charge, then different combinations of all charges will
simultaneously tend to attract and repulse each other (depending on different proportions of common
and unique properties in them).
1.538.

Those of them that tend more to mutual attraction are more compatible (that is, kovarllert),
and those that in some particular manifestation conditions tend to mutual repulsion are relatively
incompatible for this mode of interaction (that is, imperceptible). The more different-quality
“charges” (sub-Aspects and Aspects of different Pure Qualities) are already synthesized in a SelfConsciousness, the more potential possibilities to establish kovarllert interrelations are available for
carrying out subsequent Focus Dynamics.

1.539.

As we have found out, dissipative Energy is represented in each focus Configuration by
the value of its typical Creative Potential (ВЛОООМООТ) that is transformed by means of the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the 3-4-dimensional diapason into a focus (kinetic) process of
dekogerent materialization (sequential transformation of СФУУРММ-Forms into focus Configurations
of Karmo-Forms or of Self-Consciousness Forms). A real Source of dissipative (potential) Energy
for our Focus Dynamics is the VÈN-Flow of Information “projected” into Space-Time by ФЛАКСCreators that have ALREADY specifically synthesized this Information at their typical manifestation
Levels: when this Flow of Their VÈN-“unpackings” is distributed among all development scenarios
of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, it is transformed from potential dissipative Energy into dekogerent Energy
which we specifically “unpack” and immediately “locally” use.
1.540.

Between these types of energy manifestation of Focuses in the Focus Dynamics (dissipative
Energy and dekogerent Energy) there is a certain interrelation: the more dissipative Energy (that is,
the higher the Creative Potential of a focus Configuration available for transformation into the Focus
Dynamics of larger “volumes” of heterogeneous Information), the more new kovarllert interrelations
will structure each individual rotation Shift of the Focus Dynamics, which means the more intensive
is the process of refocusings of Formo-Creators associated with this Self-Consciousness Form.

1.541.

1.542.

It should be noted that it is wrong to imagine an increase of potentials of dissipative and

dekogerent Energy as a simple linear growth – each act of kleksing of an f-Configuration not only
introduces additional projections of ССС-fragments into it, but also qualitatively changes the type of
dekogerent Energy and, consequently, dissipative Energy. A figurative example may be represented
by orbits of space satellites, – additional kinetic Energy given to a satellite (using the power of
engines) doesn’t make it rotate quicker on the same orbit, but brings it to a higher orbit (in other
words, into another energy state). By burning the fuel, the satellite’s Configuration duvujllertly
changes, and you won’t find it on the previous orbit. The same applies to Energy – by adding an
info-fragment into a f-Configuration, a part of it gejliturgently “merges”, while the structure of
individual Focuses that constitute this f-Configuration, due to the additionally introduced energyinformation interrelations between skunkkcii, is being redistributed into higher rezopazons. So, the
quality of the next potential of unpacked dekogerent Energy increases, that is, it is another type of
Energy. For example, Energy of a flying stone was proportional to the square of its speed and mass
until we discovered the formula E = mc2 – structurally more complex СФУУРММ-Forms reflect
higher-quality and more universal types of energy-information interrelations.
Thus, dekogerent Energy is the ability of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness to manifest new Forms in Space-Time, and its value represents parameters of one
duvujllerrt “quantum shift” available to given Focus Dynamics, or, in other words, the value of
a change in the quality of svilgs-spherational transformations of the Formo-Creators’ focus
Configuration made by them per one “quantum shift” (an individual rotation Shift of this SelfConsciousness Form).

1.543.

That is, in conditions of instantaneous-simultaneous performance of all possible variants
of choices made by different “personalized” Interpretations of Self-Consciousness, the physical
notion “potential energy” completely loses the meaning understood by physicists, because the Focus
Dynamics is perceived in different ways by subjective Observers from different-quality Worlds
Formo-Systems. The dekogerent (kinetic) state of Energy in higher-quality Formo-Systems can be
partially discerned in a distorted way in lower-quality Formo-Systems, but, in an explicit form in
this diapason, it will be perceived as dissipative (potential, that is, simultaneously existing potential
possibility for given Focus Dynamics to fulfill other variants of manifestation). Brownian motion
of molecules in a substance can serve as an example, which we perceive in our Formo-Systems as
heat (that is, total dekogerent Energy of possible electromagnetic connections between structural
elements of a substance, whether it be atoms, molecules or charged particles), which, however, can
simultaneously be a source of kinetic Energy for the Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness
Form realized through movement.

1.544.

So, it is possible to say that any manifestation (simultaneously performed by FormoCreators in multipolarization) of all variants of their typical Creative Activity, relative to lowerquality “parts” of their slloogrent Configurations, is always performed in their Focus Dynamics as
dissipative Energy. On the other hand, a higher-vibration (relative to the current Focus Dynamics)
part of dissipative Energy associated with any particular Focus Dynamics (it represents energy
equivalent of an aggregate of higher-dimensional Karmo-Forms), with an increase of the qualitative
“scale” of this Creative Activity (shifting the point of view of an outside Observer towards a
higher dimension of its “individual” manifestation), can be considered by Observers (from “that”
dimension) as dekogerent (it inertially changes space-time coordinates). In other words, with an
increase of quality of a focus Configuration (ННААССММ), an entropic (potentially rezonational)
part of the multipolarized Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators transforms into

1.545.

free Energy available for creative realizations.
It should be also mentioned that in this case I mean just the higher-vibration constituent
of dissipative Energy that provides the èglleroliftive shift of the Focus Dynamics onto higher
dimensional Levels, while the lower-vibration part of dissipative Energy provides multipolarized
possibilities to shift the Focus Dynamics into less synthesized states relative to this birvulârtnost
type.

1.546.

The notion of Energy in physics is rigidly attached to current inertial properties of SpaceTime. Any Energy in physical understanding is restricted to a change of space-time coordinates of
manifestation of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of any materialized Karmo-Form. These
possibilities automatically appear due to additional and incessant svilgs-spherational kleksing
(quantization) of a given “part” of a Self-Consciousness Form’s Configuration with new energyinformation interrelations; as a result, its synthetic state deepens and dimensional values of its
manifestation in Space-Time constantly increase.

1.547.

At first, dissipative Energy (that is distributed in multipolarization along all Directions of
the skrruullerrt system) that structures the Source of moment-by-moment “unpackings” of SelfConsciousness’ Formo-Creators (the collective Subconsciousness) transfers (due to the Mechanism
of dekogerenciâ in Space-Time) into a “locally” expressed state of dekogerent Energy (on the basis
of a particular subjective reaction to this combination of Information), and then immediately, actually
in the second “phase” of the same instant, it transfers (“is reprojected” through Focuses) into the
next, slightly higher-quality state among its many typical states that exist at the same moment within
quantum superposition.

1.548.

With each act of kleksing, the Self-Consciousness’ focus Configuration becomes more
perfect, and awareness of “the personality” increases (we consider just the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
Direction without background interactions). In this case, the quality of focus-type rezonational
interaction between Formo-Creators and СФУУРММ-Forms “unpacked” by them also increases,
which leads to a better structure of the Focus Dynamics by additional Energy-Information, that is,
there is a tendency to a greater order of different-quality interactions in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
birvulârtnost type as opposed to a high degree of fragmentation of low-frequency Levels within SelfConsciousness whose Focus Dynamics tend to chaotically choose directions in different birvulârtnost
types. However, it happens not the way it seems to us: svilgs-spherational transformations in each
interrelation are always performed according to “an attractor”. We, due to a very limited mode
of functioning of our Perception systems, tend to subjectively interpret interrelations that are
inaccessible to our understanding and structure dissipative Energy as a chaotic state.

1.549.

With strongly-inertial transformations of the Focus Dynamics characteristic of the FormoCreators in our “current” Perception systems, slow “unpackings” of weakly-synthesized dissipative
Energy result in a huge fragmentation of the common slloogrent Flow of Information that enters
our Self-Consciousnesses; this allows to transmute the potential which is most accessible to our
Perception into dekogerent Energy of our rudest life realizations (this, however, happens in our SelfConsciousnesses much more subtler than explosion of a gas tank!).

1.550.

With an increase of the Focus Dynamics’ quality, the influence of chaotic Interests over
our Choices decreases (correspondingly, there is a decrease of birvulârt entropy in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-

1.551.

oriented Direction of Synthesis), and we perform less fragmentation of dissipative Information during
our “unpackings”, using the transformed dekogerent Energy not only for earthly material needs and
egoistic desires, but also for high-intellect and spiritual creativity. All realizational dynamics of Life
around us are organized according to the same principle: only due awareness and initial tendency
of all Self-Consciousness Forms to a higher degree of different-quality synthesis (order) of their
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics.
Consequently, in subjective specifics of Energy manifestation in the Focus Dynamics in
some possible, different-quality, synthesized states of Space-Time (of Self-Consciousness Forms),
the determining role is played by the degree and characteristics of a specific reflection, in the
information space of Self-Consciousness, of such qualitative parameter of any Form’s manifestation
as the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential. We have found out that it manifests in the Macrocosmos as an
internal (natural) Reaction of Information to the irrkogliktive Initiation of absolutely balanced states
of all information fragments (or multiple information aggregates – Aspects – jointly synthesized
by them) that reflect in Space-Time those characteristics (parameters) of manifestation of SelfConsciousness Forms that are typical only for a given information combination.

1.552.

We may subjectively evaluate the degree of influence from the èglleroliftive IP over
particular parameters of manifestation of a certain Self-Consciousness Form and “the quantity” of
involved different-quality information interrelations by the intensity and qualitative characteristics
of realizational desires initiated by the IP in the information space of Self-Consciousness: the more
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics are structured by egoistic desires and interests, the lesser part
of the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential is reflected by the f-Configuration of the Energy Form that
was stimulated to a subjective manifestation of this èglleroliftive IP.
1.553.

As an example let’s consider two different-quality “portions” of slloogrentnost manifestation
in one f-Configuration each of which has completely individual, unique realizational possibilities
provided by the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential so that Formo-Creators could perform their Focus
Dynamics. In physics, the difference between Potentials of these “portions” of the focus Configuration
can be expressed through such physical terms as “tension”, “intensity”, while in iissiidiologic terms
this qualitative difference is expressed as a certain degree of dissonation (tensor) between FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of each considered “portion” of the f-Configuration. That is, the higher
the tensor between different-quality Focus Dynamics, the higher the imperseptnost degree between
these two “parts”, therefore, the higher potential of dekogerent Energy must be applied to balance
them (rezonational “merger”), that is, to attract and fulfill a greater “quantity” of information
interrelations between different-quality “projections” of the Formo-Creators in the two “portions”.

1.554.

In turn, any variant of the Focus Dynamics chosen by the Formo-Creators of a certain SelfConsciousness Form from among existing possibilities in multipolarization represents a particular
manifestation of dekogerent Energy, therefore, the lower the tensor between Formo-Creators of
two “portions” of the same f-Configuration, the less Energy they need to neutralize to achieve a
rezonational “merger” in the joint Focus Dynamics. That is why, the higher the Level of qualitative
manifestation of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics in Self-Consciousness, the higher the
parameters of potential stability between energy-information interrelations synthesized by them. In
other words, in order to continuously increase the Energy-Potential of their Creativity (accessibility
of higher-quality dissipative Energy which is necessary for its transformation in given conditions
into dekogerent Energy of particular realizations), Formo-Creators of a given birvulârtnost type

1.555.

must constantly increase the quality of their Focuses in those interrelations which are typical of this
type.
They are provided with this very possibility by the Universal Mechanism of individual
rotation Shifts of Focus Dynamics which is typical of all rezomiral structures of Space-Time,
and forms, in the information space, all countless different-quality variants of individual rotation
Cycles of their Self-Consciousness Forms: each next shift of the Focus of Close Attention (inertial
refocusing in the Direction of this birvulârtnost type) relative to the previous realized state is – to
some extent, depending on multipolarization! – of higher quality (due to rezonational attraction
of an additional volume of kovarllert Information to the existing energy-information interrelation,
thereby leading to a higher degree of order, and eventually to the state of lijlluscivnost). Here, I
mean just refocusings in the Direction of one’s own birvulârtnost type, because refocusings in any
protoformic Direction lead to a decrease of the general energy-information potential of the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form.

1.556.

The state of a certain “internal force tension” which appears between different-quality “parts”
of the f-Configuration of a realized Self-Consciousness Form as a result of a qualitative difference
between the states of Formo-Creators of the “current”, that is, active in focuses (interacting with other
Forms), “portion” of this f-Configuration with various variants of Formo-Creators’ f-Configurations
of possible “future”, higher-quality states in slloogrentnost typical of this birvulârtnost type. The
lower this qualitative difference, the lower the “internal force tension”.

1.557.

I repeat: in iissiidiologic Conceptions such a division of slloogrent Energy manifested by
all Self-Consciousness Forms into two types – dissipative and dekogerent – is purely subjective
and hypothetical and it easily changes depending on our expressed point of view (the Focus of
Close Attention of an Observer). Specific characteristics typical of the development Directions
(birvulârtnost types) of various Proto-Forms that are present in the Focus Dynamics play an important
role in the states of dekogerentnost/dissipativnost of Energy.

1.558.

We define dekogerent Energy of the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics as accessible for
the Formo-Creators of this f-Configuration (which they can directly manipulate in these conditions),
while dissipative Energy is defined as an entropic state of higher-quality potential interrelations.
However, we most often encounter many diverse processes in our Life, and various transformations
of slloogrent Energy from one kind into another are very often perceived by us as some uncontrolleduncertain Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of various Proto-Forms. The very principle of
dekogerentnost/dissipativnost is true in all birvulârtnost types and in any external circumstances, but
the main problem (for our deeper understanding of this process) is the high degree of protoformic
diffuzgentnost in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of numerous groups of human STC whose direct
participants and Formo-Creators we are. We can perceive all the Focus Dynamics of our outer
reality in our STC group exclusively from the specific position of СФУУРММ-Forms typical of the
“human” subjective Reality that sometimes incredibly distorts perception of the true Meaning of the
èglleroliftive process reflected in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of other ProtoForms.

1.559.

This is the reason of confusion in the humankind’s Collective Consciousness concerning
the notion of evolution of all possible Formo-Systems and interpretation of characteristic features
of evolutional processes in the outer World. In physics, this question is considered extremely

1.560.

superficially, and apart from the notions “determinate chaos” and “homeostasis” (of course, with all
kinds and internal specifics of system transformations), there is nothing like all possible birvulârtnost
types in Iissiidiology. However, I can interpret such dynamics in the development of human scientific
knowledge using Conceptions of the Creative Activity of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities. I have pointed out
many times that in any manifestation conditions of Space-Time there isn’t and cannot be Energy
which wouldn’t be particularly associated with the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of a certain
Self-Consciousness Form. That which scientists perceive as strange attractors (and also fractals,
chaos) is the result of creative activity of a special category of carriers of the èglleroliftive IP –
universal СБОАЛЛГСС-Creators.
Who are They? They are particular organizers and coordinators of any Focus Dynamics of
synthesizing Formo-Creators in Energy-Plasma (particles, Fields-Consciousnesses) whose creative
manifestations, from the point of view of our Perception systems, as well as human methods of
analysis and logical thinking, may seem not connected in any way, chaotic, and devoid of any
Meaning, although they actually carry tendencies of purposeful and well-ordered interactions
reflected as chaos only in those areas of Space-Time where their typical energy-information potential
simply cannot be manifested in any way. This is just the question of effective functioning of our
Perception systems.

1.561.

Structures of all Worlds Formo-Systems, whose development scenarios include the program
of sequential development and duvujllerrt transit into more perfect Formo-Systems, always have their
own internal mechanism of èglleroliftive “attractor-type” interrelations between corresponding СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities, which allows the Focus Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators of unstable
(unbalanced) Worlds Formo-Systems to be constantly “reprojected” into new, more synthesized
(to them) states, thereby becoming more complex and perfect without any visible influence from
outside. Evolution of the Focus Dynamics of many types of organic Worlds of our Reality represents
the different-quality process of similar incessant self-perfection of Self-Consciousness Forms of
different-type Collective Cosmic Intelligences through the activity of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities that
sequentially stimulate them to leave more “primitive” (simplified) states that seem chaotic and
achieve increasingly more ordered types of Focus Dynamics.
1.562.

In our Life, we very often (actually constantly!) quite really deal with particular manifestations
of these highly-developed Entities that help us to find ways out from seemingly hopeless situations by
making completely unexpected, extraordinary or absolutely illogical decisions, which we afterwards
recognize as the best and the only right ones in specific circumstances. These decisions may at first
seem to us very chaotic and impulsive, but later, looking back, we find out that they contain a certain
purposefulness and regularity inconceivable to our mind.

1.563.

The Creativity of СБОАЛЛГСС-Creators is very closely related to the activity of other Forms
of Collective Intelligence – Entities of Time and Karmo-Creators that provide all the synthetic
dynamics of skrruullerrt systems. Owing to their diverse active dynamic properties that specifically
provide a constant and sequential Synthesis of various self-conscious Elements on all Levels of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma, all Entities of Time introduce into each structured-by-Them Formo-System
a certain organizing principle, thus resisting the dissonational processes that intensify entropy, and
promoting a harmonious balance between the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics in each FormoSystem and interrelations of Formo-Creators of surrounding Formo-Systems (Self-Consciousness
Forms).
1.564.

I remind you that in physics entropy is understood as a degree of certain irreversible increase
of disorder – without interference of any intelligent creatures! – observed at an increased “interval”
of Time (a sort of constant intensification of dynamic manifestations of chaos in the course of
time). But the so-called chaos simultaneously provided with a sequential – svilgs-spherational –
stimulation by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators from various CCI, is a potential stimulant of
possible harmony in physical, chemical, biological, and even social systems that are temporarily in
these states that are externally dissonational to each other.
1.565.

In hydrodynamics, chemistry, astronomy, meteorology, and ecology there is the notion
“strange attractors”. The role of “attractors” in each observed case is performed by the FormoCreators of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities. According to scientific conceptions, an attractor is an area of
Space in which there is a constant reflection of projection of a certain moving point. If the point’s
movement in this area is chaotic at any moment of Time, then this Space is called “a strange attractor”.
It cannot be anyhow seen with one’s own eyes, it can be just modeled and depicted on a computer,
for example, to describe the dynamics of turbulent liquids, and other complex kinds of movement.

1.566.

It’s a vicious circle: without simple facts and proofs, scientists don’t want to change the
outdated system of their views, depriving themselves of the possibility to go beyond the limits of
crude materiality, but without doing that they cannot really register with their imperfect instruments
the obvious manifestations of Consciousness in all objects of the outer Formo-System, because even
the electromagnetic field which is quite well studied by them is just “a projection”, into our subjective
Reality, of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics from higher-vibration Levels of Energy-Plasma.
On the basis of energy-information interrelations, “projected” through svilgs-spherations into the
Collective Consciousness of humankind by corresponding “attractor-type” СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities,
with the help of tests and analyses of this Information through experimental observations, scientists
could discover and establish regularities and cause-and-effect relations not only between “material”
objects, but also between many seemingly unrelated processes and phenomena. They just need a
more correct – iissiidiologic – approach to all “inexplicable” phenomena. For example, now in
quantum physics they extensively study (an active research has began since 1990s) and there is
already some technological use (for example, in quantum cryptography) of the so-called quantum
entanglement states. The main characteristic feature of these states is the ability of instantaneous
correlation (transfer of Information) between particles that are in this state, when there is some
manipulation (for example, measurement) with one of them. In its time, the idea about the possibility
to transfer a signal at a speed which is higher than the light speed (which at first sight violates
one of the postulates of the special theory of relativity about the maximum light speed) caused
many discussions and controversies in scientific circles. The experimental results of Alain Aspect
in 1982 provided experimental proofs of the existence of such states in nature that realize nonlocal
connection between elements in quantum systems. The phenomenon of quantum entanglement in
the modern quantum mechanics theory is not explained in any way and is accepted as a postulate.

1.567.

The Focus Dynamics of any СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities are completely based on properties
of special carriers of the èglleroliftive IP in Energy-Plasma – iksons (jointly with synthesizing
Formo-Creators and karmo-klofts, they organize all processes of sub-aspect Synthesis carried out
before the notional zero dimension), svilgsons (èglleroliftive initiators of the Focus Dynamics of
“karmonations” on all dimensional Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma), avvakklons (èglleroliftive
initiators of Karmo-Forms of the Secondary Energy-Plasma), flaaggtuons (èglleroliftive initiators
of the Primary Energy-Plasma), and much higher-quality carriers of svilgs-spherations up to the
1.568.

highest State of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence (which,
in turn, actively interact with corresponding carriers of the irrkogliktive IP – ffmillims, liijllims,
uujuums, and others).
I cannot tell you anything about the principles of realization for iksons, avvakklons,
flaaggtuons, and other carriers of the èglleroliftive IP that are manifested beyond the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, but we can try to find out something about svilgsons.
Within the Focus Dynamics of the Formo-Creators in the 3-4-dimensional diapason, svilgsons are
represented by hvasslons that remain in their notionally “free” (unconfused) state relative to the
synthesizing Formo-Creators of any rezopazon until, in the Focus Dynamics of these rezopazons, an
act of Synthesis happens between corresponding “karmonations”. But since all energy-information
interrelations in the Macrocosmos were carried out simultaneously, it’s simply meaningless to state
about any presence in Energy-Plasma of a certain “free” (from the Focus Dynamics of synthesizing
Formo-Creators) state of any hvasslons.
1.569.

During differentiation of slloogrent focus Configurations of more synthesized Karmo-Forms
from the 12-13-dimensional Levels into f-Configurations of their structural Self-Consciousness
Forms of lower dimensional diapasons, there is a purposeful formation of svilgson-type (that is,
they preserve the èglleroliftive tendencies to each other with a decrease of dimension) interrelations
between different-quality “projections” of Formo-Creators. Certain “attractor trajectories” are
instantaneously “projected” into slloogrent f-Configurations of all formed Formo-Creators, and
specific vector directions of these “attractor trajectories” structure development scenarios of
all Worlds Formo-Systems. In addition, the whole totality of Karmo-Forms differentiated into
component (less synthesized) parts seemingly transform (but only from the point of view of subjective
understanding!) into the entire infinite set of seemingly “separately-manifested”, in corresponding
dimensional rezopazons, different-quality “projections” of Formo-Creators’ f-Configurations
of protouniversal, hyperuniversal, superuniversal, elementary, subnuclear, sub-subnuclear, and
protoelementary particles that structure Self-Consciousness Forms on absolutely all Levels of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma.

1.570.

Let’s continue our further consideration of this subject as the process of introduction of
new Information into the “humankind’s” Collective Consciousness with the help of activity of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities. The èglleroliftive function of “attractor-type” (inwardly purposeful) ordering
of chaos is performed by СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities, – it’s a method of Energy-Plasma to provide
maximum diversity in Synthesis processes which is achieved by symbiotic “mixing” (kovarllert
“reprojection”) of the different-level Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of various Proto-Forms and
to form, in the information space of each Self-Consciousness Form, a specific explorer’s Interest.
Exactly the unbalanced state, in any Self-Consciousness, of any its typical Interests allows necessary
interrelations, through svilgs-spherations (inwardly, purposefully), to be manifested in the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics for realization of yet-unrevealed regularities, and to form more kovarllert
motivational interrelations (СФУУРММ-Forms).
1.571.

Thus, Information that fills the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of more complex
“karmonations” “is projected” through svilgs-spherations into the Focus Dynamics of simpler
“karmonations”, and, vice versa, interrelations of less synthesized f-Configurations, during svilgsspherational transformations, become component parts of interrelations characteristic of more
synthesized f-Configurations of Formo-Creators. Within 3-4-dimensional Worlds Formo-Systems,

1.572.

the mechanism of refocusings of Self-Consciousness Forms from some situations into others, is
represented by a specific psychological state of “a personality”, which may be characterized as
“realizational satisfaction of Interest” and subsequent instantaneous Synthesis and simultaneous
refocusing of the Formo-Creators of this Self-Consciousness Form into a НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration
from a higher-quality group of “human” STC, where regularities of previously misunderstood energyinformation interrelations become clear and obvious because, in “the new” STC, Conceptions of
the regularities are already synthesized by the Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators. In this case,
the words “become clear and obvious” mean that the dynamics of a seemingly “chaotic” process
contemplated and analyzed by an Observer, having some regularities inside and outside, become a
confused (quite intelligent) Element of Self-Consciousness, that is, a part of its Focus Dynamics,
and establish more kovarllert energy-information interrelations with a set of existing active СФУУРММ-Forms.
Methods of manifestation, in the 3-4-dimensional STC, of a directing influence of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities over the Focus Dynamics of all synthesizing Formo-Creators within multipolarization
are based on “attractor-type” influence of hvasslons that implies constant orientation of their Focus
Dynamics to higher-quality f-Configurations typical of CCI of this Proto-Form. An inertial-sequential
increase of spatial density of manifestation of high-frequency svilgs-dynamics in Formo-Systems,
which is at first perceived by an Observer as incomprehensible activity of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entities,
eventually leads to an intensive synthetic process that provides a qualitative organization of the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of f-Configurations with lower energy-information capacity inside
the Focus Dynamics of f-Configurations with increasingly higher energy-information capacity.
1.573.

Taking into account everything mentioned above, we can state that the well-known Law of
Conservation of Energy has a very important (for its deep understanding) qualitative principle of its
distribution: during Evolution of a Collective Consciousness in a specific development Direction,
which is typical of a given Collective Cosmic Intelligence, the slloogrent Energy that initiates its
Focus Dynamics undergoes constant transformation from the dissipative state into the dekogerent
state, while total Energy of all the Focus Dynamics of its Self-Consciousness Forms realized within
dimensional limits of their joint manifestation conditions remains constant.

1.574.

1.575.

Several important conclusions derive from this definition:

1. the state of a stable evolutional development of a Collective Consciousness is possible
only when dekogerent Energy of the common Focus Dynamics of the majority of its SelfConsciousness Forms are manifested in its typical birvulârtnost type;
2. different variations of mass refocusings into other development Directions lead to an illusory
exhaustion of manifested dekogerent Energy of this Collective Consciousness (it is partially
“reprojected” into svilgs-spherational transformations of the Focus Dynamics of lowerquality Interpretations of the Collective Consciousnesses that represent the same CCI in
other STC groups);
3. owing to the Principle of Diffuzgentnost which is present in the Focus Dynamics, any losses
of dekogerent Energy manifested through all Self-Consciousness Forms of this Collective
Cosmic Intelligence are impossible in principle, because any “local” Focus Dynamics of any
its Self-Consciousness Form forever remains a part of Its Experience.

The Law of conservation of Energy may be demonstrated by refocusings from one FormoSystem (Reality type, Continuums group) into other ones. With refocusing the whole reserve of
previously realized Energy remains in the previous Formo-System, while the Focus Dynamics
are manifested in another Formo-System as its information constituent. Owing to this, such a
subjective phenomenon as “Death” of biological creatures represents a necessary component for
implementation of the Law of conservation of Energy: any Self-Consciousness Form is always
a part of the Formo-System which is structured by its f-Configuration (therefore, at the moment
“Death”, Energy, in the form of interatomic and intermolecular bonds within the biological body,
remains in its typical Formo-System and is perceived by us as “corpse”), while the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form are rezonationally (and in multipolarization!) –
through “the quantum shift” effect – and duvujllerrtly “reprojected” into a new f-Configuration that
structures another Formo-System. That is, the very essence of the process of sequential quantum-byquantum qualitative change in the Focus Dynamics implies a change of each current f-Configuration
of this Self-Consciousness Form, which also means its outer Formo-System. The Focus Dynamics is
associated with a particular Form only for an instant when the effect of successive “quantum shift”
is carried out.

1.576.

In addition to the Conceptions of Energy, IISSIIDIOLOGY has essentially important Notions
that differ in principle from scientific ones such as waves and wave length. The notions of frequency
and wave length, as accepted in physics, originate from such basic phenomenon in our outer reality
as waves. A wave is a change in the state of a medium or a disturbance of a physical field that
propagates or fluctuates in space and in time or in phase space. In other words, “…a wave represents
a spatial alteration of maximums and minimums of any physical value that changes in the course
of time, for example, density of a substance, tension of an electric field, temperature”. Owing to
this, a wave process can have different physical nature: mechanical, chemical, electromagnetic
(electromagnetic radiation), gravitational (gravitational waves), spin-based (magnon), probability
density (probability current), and so on.

1.577.

The diversity of wave processes shows that for the time being scientists fail to distinguish
any absolute common properties of waves. One of frequent features of waves is a short-range
interaction that manifests in an interrelation of disturbances in adjacent points of a medium or a field;
however, in the general case it may also be absent. From the iissiidiologic point of view, oscillation,
which is the means of carrying out the Focus Dynamics of all wave-type Self-Consciousness Forms,
represents a regularly repeating transfer of dissipative Energy into dekogerent Energy, which fills
the entire space-time sphere of manifestation of the 3-4-dimensional Continuums. In physics, wave
processes are in no way related to a quality of synthetic states, because it doesn’t have such notions.
That is, it is possible to say that any wave process with any value of wave length will be of the same
quality as any other one, therefore, physicists would have called all the diversity of wave lengths as
belonging to the same quality, if they had such notion of quality.

1.578.

It is known that the spectrum of wave lengths of electromagnetic emission which we observe
in nature or can get experimentally with the help of instruments includes a very wide range. Among
them there are very long electromagnetic waves whose wave lengths equal many kilometers, and
very short ones with the length of about an atomic nucleus, and even less. It is assumed theoretically
that there are no limits for a decrease or an increase of wave lengths for electromagnetic emission,
and for technical reasons we cannot observe them yet.

1.579.

From the iissiidiologic point of view, an electromagnetic wave that manifests in this
dimensional diapason as the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of a human type of subjective
Reality is a result of realization of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness
through fulfillment (sequential focus “reprojection”) of certain svilgs-spherational (that is,
energy-information) transformations in the Direction of catalyzation Synthesis between Aspects
of the two Qualities – ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom. Heterogeneous
(informationally different) sub-Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom that have performed
an act of interaspect intraquality Synthesis with each other generated the manifestation, in the
Macrocosmos, of that Energy-Potential type which physicists define as “a magnetic field” (or “a
magnetic component in an electromagnetic field”). In contrast, synthetic information interactions
between heterogeneous sub-Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence caused the
manifestation, in Worlds Formo-Systems, of the electric Energy-Potential or that which we define
as “an electric field”.
1.580.

Kleksing (a synthetic “excitation” of heterogeneous Information in the information space
of Self-Consciousness) happens in the “unpacking” process of the magnetic and electric EnergyPotentials instantaneously (in a single moment): as a result of this, a certain wave effect is formed
in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics whose value is directly proportional to the qualitative
parameter of a sequential “shift” (with a rotation Shift of Focuses) of some Information relative to
other Information.

1.581.

At the level of transgression of the Universal Medium of Manifestation44, the electromagnetic
emission that forms the basis for the formation of this group of two-dominant “human” Continuums
is based on the joint (synthetic) Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators of the Pure Qualities ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom. But the Formo-Creators that perform differentquality “reprojections” in this Medium and structure these Continuum groups as different-protoformic
Collective Consciousnesses partially modify the electromagnetic emission by substituting the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of one of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants with background interactions
typical of some other Synthesis Schemes. As a result of such different-quality transformations
inside the general Focus Dynamics of this group of “human” Continuums, either the electric, or the
magnetic component of a wave has a specific distortion and becomes imperceptible to experimental
human instruments designed for the specific character of the human Perception system. As a result
of this, an innumerable set of narrowly-specific (in their functionality) morphogenetic fields are
formed in our outer Space-Time (for example, the formation of a particular organ in any biological
organism is carried out by the Formo-Creators of a particular morphogenetic field that combine cells
into clusters in order to maximize the contact with cells of the same type). Photon emission of the
Universal Medium of Manifestation is a limiting case in an ideal state of Self-Consciousness for
origination of a synthetic process exactly in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented development Direction.
1.582.

Therefore, a quantum of electromagnetic emission (as an iissiidiologic quantum and
a gage boson that structure all synthetic processes in this dimensional diapason) represents in
groups of “human” Continuums the minimum volume of concentrated Energy-Information (kleks
of f-Configuration of a corresponding level on information complexity) which is realized by the
Formo-Creators of ТОО-УУ-Entities that organize all the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics in SelfConsciousness Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme. In turn, the Configuration
of the photon that reflects the quality of manifestation Energy of Self-Consciousnesses’ Formo-

1.583.

44 See Chapter IV.

Creators is structured by Information which is already partially synthesized between Aspects of the
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom) with
a participation of background Catalysts.
In iissiidiologic Conceptions, the main reason of appearance of any types of oscillatory
processes in the 3-4-dimensional Formo-Systems is the presence, in the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, of two (or many – if we consider any Focus Dynamics as a special
case of realization of the multipolarization Principle) different-quality states, when the EnergyPotential typical of one focus Configuration (that which we define as dekogerent Energy) first
becomes partially rezonationally balanced (due to “a projection” of an additional quantum of
Energy-Information into it, in a certain part of this f-Configuration there is a decrease of dissonational
distance, that is, it becomes qualitatively better), and then (actually at the same instant) it is changed
by an Energy-Potential of the next Act of “unpacking”-kleksing of the Focus Dynamics, which is
typical of the f-Configuration of other, higher-quality information interrelations, or that which we
define as dissipative Energy. Each Act of kleksing automatically generates in the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics a subjective effect of one – slloogrent and multipolarized simultaneously in all
possible Directions of Synthesis! – “quantum shift” (rotation Shift).
1.584.

For example, for the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of atoms and molecules of a metal
realized through an inertial manifestation of a mechanical oscillatory movement of a load suspended
on a spring, the state of potential Energy of the spring is transformed into kinetic Energy of movement
and vice versa, which is described by the theory of harmonic oscillations. If we consider electric
processes, an electromagnetic oscillating circuit may serve as an example, in which Energy of an
electric field is created on capacitor plates and is transformed at a certain cycle into Energy of a
magnetic field on an induced coil, and then backwards. In certain conditions, the oscillating circuit
can be a source of electromagnetic emission, which will also preserve a periodic (harmonic) change
in vectors of the electric field and magnetic induction.

1.585.

An electromagnetic wave is simultaneously a flow of particles and a change in a field,
that is, the state of potentiality (as tension in a field structure) and the kinetic state (as a movement
impulse) exist simultaneously for photons. In other words, any wave process is a result of the
èglleroliftive influence of Formo-Creators that bring the Formo-System manifested by them into
an equilibrium state. Nevertheless, having balanced it in one parameter, they disturb the balance in
some other parameters and, therefore, have to ceaselessly switch the Focus Dynamics from some
focus Configurations to others.

1.586.

A complete damping of oscillations indicates a completion of the sequence of svilgsspherational transformations of f-Configuration and shows the achievement of lijlluscivnost in this
dimensional rezopazon, which leads to “the end” of this scenario and its “merger” in gejliturgent
energy-information interrelations of the wave type with all alternative “chains” of kleksing (other
dekogerent branches). The oscillatory process expressed through the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness represents a sequentially balancing transit between two (or many,
if we consider any Focus Dynamics as a particular case of realization of the multipolarization
Principle) different-quality states of Energy and corresponding Information.

1.587.

Do not forget that at the same time, owing to “quantum shifts”, the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics are constantly “reprojected” into new focus Configurations, that is, each time the

1.588.

Focus Dynamics are manifested in new, slightly higher-quality dimensional parameters. But this
quality increase in the Self-Consciousness cannot be traced anyhow, because the Focus Dynamics
in the Observer’s Self-Consciousness who observes this process also continuously “shift” in
multipolarization with the Focus Dynamics of the Formo-Creators that form a subjective vision of
this “process” in the Observer’s Perception system.
Consequently, any wave process, being the basis of any manifestation type of Self-Consciousness Forms in the 3-4-dimensional diapason, is characterized by a simultaneous change of at
least two kinds of qualitative states in Configurations of interacting Formo-Creators, for example:

1.589.

−− a change of qualitative characteristics in the carriers of an electric field (Info-Creators of the
a change of qualitative characteristics in the
Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
carriers of a magnetic field (Info-Creators of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom);
−− potential Energy of higher-quality interactions
interrelations;

kinetic Energy of lower-quality

−− chemical Energy of some protoformic interrelations
interrelations;

electric Energy of other protoformic

−− electric Energy of some protoformic interrelations
protoformic interrelations…

mechanical (kinetic) Energy of other

Here, the sign is used to remind you that the process of refocusings of the Formo-Creators
of each Self-Consciousness Form can be simultaneously, in multipolarization, carried out in many
protoformic development Directions, and some of them may subjectively seem to us as a decrease
in quality of the Focus Dynamics. All these subjective features of a seeming “decrease in quality” of
the Formo-Creators’ Creative Activity in Self-Consciousness reflect necessary svilgs-spherational
transmutations “inside” different-quality “portions” of its slloogrent Configuration that must be
done in the Focus Dynamics to annihilate existing tensors between them. I should point out that
realization of such inertial processes in the Focus Dynamics of “a personality” may take not days
and weeks, but months and even years (the lower the quality of manifestation Levels, in a SelfConsciousness Form, of some tensor features, the more time is necessary for the Formo-Creators to
perform the Synthesis of kovarllert energy-information interrelations which they need for a
rezonational balance of different types of the Focus Dynamics). Usually, you subjectively assess it
as “involution” or “degradation of a personality” (that is, extension of dissonational distances and
“time loops”).
1.590.

So, each of the above focus states – in each particular case of interaction between FormoCreators – has two or more corresponding types of their joint manifestation of Aspects of the dominant
Qualities which are typical of their Synthesis Schemes. This is why there is such infinite diversity
of waves that structure our outer reality: as soon as a new information fragment is added to existing
interrelations, the parameters of the previous f-Configuration (oscillatory system) change – due to
a change in quality (correlations between rezonationally-kovarllert connections inside an existing
combination of carried Information) of energy-information interactions between Formo-Creators
that participate in realization of the Focus Dynamics, and, consequently, within the subjective
Perception of this Form, there is an instantaneous change of the information structure of all waves
perceived by it.

1.591.

Iissiidiology has its own interpretation, which is essentially different from existing scientific
conceptions, for manifestation of the spectral range of electromagnetic emission. The Principle of
oscillatory-wave balancing characterizes the quality of a material foundation for manifestation in
the Continuum groups of our dimensional diapason (materiality of the 2-3-dimensional diapason is
structured by lower-quality analogs of waves – doollses, while materiality of the 4-5-dimensional
diapason is structured by flakses that represent higher-quality analogs of waves). The main (but far
from the only!) subjective (to us) feature that allows us to find qualitative distinctions between all
diverse wave manifestations is “the wave length” or “the frequency of oscillations”. What is that?
Due to this feature accessible to our Perception systems, there is a subjective reflection, in our
outer reality, of the inertial process of sequential – through the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
– rezonational interaction between different-quality “parts” of slloogrent Configurations of SelfConsciousness Forms.

1.592.

How does it happen in practice? Before achieving a stable rezonational state for the
Focus Dynamics of their Configurations, the Formo-Creators that interact among themselves in
this manifestation diapason through these Self-Consciousness Forms duvujllerrtly attract, from
a potentially-possible Flow of Information (that structures the dissipative Energy-Potential) into
“unpackings” of their typical Self-Consciousness Forms, those information fragments which can
increase the degree of kovarllertnost between Qualities Aspects that structure their Configurations
in order to increase in this way the degree of their rezonation to each other. I call this state of
“completion” of the Formo-Creators’ focus Configuration by more kovarllert interrelations
“realization of dekogerent Energy”, and their Focus Dynamics become fixed to it (manifests) only
until they achieve the degree of rezonation which is typical of these conditions (for example, in a
certain rezopazon of the 3rd-4th dimension). As soon as this state of the Focus Dynamics is achieved,
there is immediately “a quantum effect” with “reprojection” into other manifestation conditions that
correspond more to the Focus Dynamics.

1.593.

Here, I would like to point out that there is an obvious difference between the wave processes
associated with the frequency of a rotation Shift (it is carried out in the 3-4 dimensional diapason by
the mechanism of kleksing of a f-Configuration by quanta of Energy-Information) and the frequency
of wave oscillations of an energy-information flow (all vibrational processes carried out within the
3-4-dimensional diapason, including electromagnetic waves) that is attracted by the Formo-Creators
for realization of specific results of each such kleksing. In order to avoid further ambiguity in
your understanding of these seemingly very identical processes that, however, differ greatly in their
essence, we will call the qualitative difference in a state of Energy-Information “confined” between
two subsequent rotation Shifts “quanta of Self-Consciousness”, and we will call physical wave
processes (radio- and acoustic waves, photons) waves.

1.594.

A wave, as a space-time equivalent of a svilgs-spherational transformation, may be
schematically (that is, completely subjectively, because any inertial wave process without external
limitations has a “spheroidal” type of propagation) represented as a part of a sinusoid between two
adjacent maximum (upper) values that shows time spent to achieve a necessary quality during one
rotation Shift. The state of maximum local rezonation between the Focus Dynamics of interacting
Formo-Creators corresponds to the maximums of the sinusoid. As soon as the moment of rezonation
comes in the common Focus Dynamics and the dissonational distance between interacting “parts”
of the Configuration becomes minimum allowed (for these manifestation conditions), the existing
potential of dekogerent Energy in these Focus Dynamics is changed by a duvujllerrt (among those

1.595.

accessible in multipolarization) potential of dissipative (newly “unpacked”) Energy; as a result, a
new fragment of slightly higher-quality Information that potentially unites them on a higher-quality
Level of interaction (higher-frequency manifestation level) “wedges” into established (just for an
instant!) rezonational relations between the Formo-Creators.

Figure 5. The diagram of propagation of an electromagnetic wave

In order to achieve again the state of local rezonation in their common Focus Dynamics
(otherwise, they will not be properly manifested in these dimensional conditions), interacting
Formo-Creators increase the degree of kovarllertnost between parts of their f-Configurations by
rezonationally attracting to their formed focus constructions additional information fragments.
This period of another act of dekogerent Energy spending is also figuratively reflected by the next
segment of the sinusoid located between two peak values.

1.596.

When another maximum value of kovarllertnost is achieved (the state of lijlluscivnost in
this manifestation rezopazon), it is followed in their Focus Dynamics by another resonance and
“unpacking” of a higher-quality variant of the focus Configuration from the combined Potential
of dissipative Energy that helps to make the existing dissonational distance between parts of
the focus Configuration shorter and promotes a simultaneous formation of a qualitatively new
dissonational distance (due to newly attracted information fragments); as a result, within the joint
Focus Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators, in order to synthesize a new Experience,
there is another realization of dekogerent Energy. You also shouldn’t forget that each of such
“rezonational outbursts” is propagated in Space “spheroidally” in multipolarization! Therefore,
from the iissiidiologic point of view, the wave length can be graphically shown as the difference
between two dissonational distances that are energy-informationally separated by two “rezonational
outbursts” (as a manifestation interval) that characterize the greatest – for particular manifestation
conditions of these Focus Dynamics – degree of the Creative Activity of these Formo-Creators.

1.597.

In this respect, it is very important to understand the following. In our subjective Existence,
we continuously encounter circumstances that completely don’t depend on our attitude to them
or on our desire to perceive them differently: like billions of years “ago”, they practically haven’t
changed their properties and characteristics of existence. For example, the lower life span of protons
is estimated by scientists as 2.9 х 1029 years regardless of a decay channel or 1.6 х 1033 years for a
decay into a positron and a neutral pion. We cannot influence in any way this property of a proton!

1.598.

The same is true for characteristics of practically all vibrational (oscillatory, wave) processes
conditioned by the structure of their carriers – elementary particles, atoms, and molecules; we can
just adapt our needs to them, but we cannot change them in principle.
Why does it happen so? Because the Principle of structuring of focus Configurations in
Energy-Plasma that limits the structure of energy-information combinations of all Self-Consciousness
Forms in the 3-4-dimensional manifestation diapason by the level of molecular combinations is
provided by the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators not of human, Planetary, and even not of Starlevel space-time Continuums, but of Universal STC. Each “quantum shift” of the multipolarized
Focus Dynamics of Universal STC is simply incommensurable in its energy-information capacity
with “quantum shifts” that happen in parallel with it in subjective Realities of “human” STC, through
which we directly subjectively perceive the outer reality: one “quantum effect” performed in the
Self-Consciousness of the Universal Cosmic Entity is structured by trillions of trillions of “quantum
effects” individually carried out in the Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms (also
including people) that structure It.
1.599.

This is why many nuances and details typical of the Universal Focus Dynamics are simply
inaccessible to our Perception systems, even if they are perceptible, they in no way depend on
us. As I have already mentioned, this is also true for the laws of manifestation of any types of
“oscillatory processes” in the Universal Space-Time. We can subjectively register just those parts
of the Universal Focus Dynamics with which Formo-Creators of our own Perception systems have
a relative resonance; as a result, our own Focus Dynamics rezonationally manifest in this micropart
of the Universal Focus Dynamics as a component element of a focus Configuration in a much
larger-scale refocusing Process. Depending on narrowly-specific combinations of properties in the
dimensional rezopazon in which our Focus Dynamics are rezonationally manifested (along with the
focus Configurations of our Self-Consciousness Forms), we “borrow” from the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal STC only that tiny part with which our
own Perception system can resonate.

1.600.

If it is a wave, then each “quantum effect” (“shift”) made by means of the Focus Dynamics
of our Self-Consciousness will project into our Perception system just its “rezonational bursts”,
while all tensor (relative to our focus Configurations!) frequency states of the Formo-Creators of
this wave will remain beyond our Focus Dynamics. In other words, the fact that we can perceive
only this wave-type part of the Universal Focus Dynamics out of the general slloogrentnost of
Space-Time doesn’t mean at all that Its true parameters are exactly the way we perceive them, that
is, limited with these diapason. We don’t know where, into which depths of dimensions these Focus
Dynamics “go” simultaneously in multipolarization from the “point” of our current manifestation
and which energy-information parameters of the Dynamics are rezonationally reflected “there” in
the Perception systems of “their” Self-Consciousness Forms!

1.601.

I would like to note that the larger the “quantity” of heterogeneous information fragments
that can be in one single moment involved in an act of rezonational “unpacking” (that is, Synthesis)
of the Focus Dynamics, the more powerful dekogerent Energy-Potential of kruvursorrt (incompatible
to each other) Information will be released. It usually happens in our Life that the more often
and the more open contacts you try to establish with the people and facts that discomfort you,
the more heterogeneous Information you synthesize from such kruvursorrt (relative to your focus
Configuration!) interactions of your Focus Dynamics, thereby creating more favorable conditions

1.602.

to manifest more kovarllert combinations, because your Focus Dynamics will be structured by
more universal “karmonational” interrelations. This implies that the more often you find yourself
ready to positively and fruitfully reveal conflict relationship between you and other people,
making constructive and self-critical assessment of the disturbing facts, doubts, actions, the more
heterogeneous Information your Self-Consciousness can logically handle, which means that you
yourself become more and more ready to more consciously and better orientate yourself in your
subjective interrelations with the outer reality.
Why and how is kruvursorrt Information released in the Focus Dynamics, and how exactly
is the released (freed) kruvursorrt information Potential transformed into dekogerent Energy? If we
consider two portions of the focus Configuration that have a certain initial degree of imperseptnost,
then, in order to form a maximally kovarllert state between them, the Formo-Creators of both
portions will have to qualitatively restructure their typical information content (СФУУРММ-Forms)
by excluding from them those info-fragments which cause dissonance in the resultant (united)
Configuration, and, instead of the freed interrelations, to attract into their f-Configurations certain
additional info-fragments that are kovarllert relative to each of the portions and would serve as
“connecting links” (in our usual understanding this means to find consensus between different, at
times opposite, interests).

1.603.

But you shouldn’t forget that in reality kruvursorrt Information is never released anywhere
from any f-Configurations, it just “reprojects” through the Focus Dynamics into more kovarllert
(to it) combinations, always remaining in the “previous” focus Configurations of Formo-Creators
– in the form of their typical dissonational potential. Since Formo-Creators’ “attraction” of a great
“volume” of additional info-fragments into their focus Configuration automatically results not only
in “annihilation” of the previous tensor between them, but also in manifestation of slightly higherquality tensors in their joint Focus Dynamics between them and a part of existing info-fragments in
this f-Configuration, we subjectively perceive any process of integration of different-quality parts
of a focus Configuration onto a higher level of the Focus Dynamics as a seeming “release” of most
dissonational fragments and a simultaneous “substitution” of them by more kovarllert (for these
manifestation conditions) interrelations.

1.604.

The process of attraction of new info-fragments into a focus Configuration is accompanied
by a considerable change of its information structure and a corresponding change of its EnergyPotential. That is, between the “initial” (before the moment of kleksing) and “final” (after the moment
of kleksing) states of dekogerent Energy there is a certain difference in the energy Potential that must
be “released” in a certain manner through the Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form into
the outer Space-Time (transformed into other types of Energy, for example, through psychomental
reactions, physical actions or biochemical processes in the organism), where these – kruvursorrt
to this Self-Consciousness Form – interrelations will be rezonationally involved into the Focus
Dynamics of other Formo-Types and Proto-Forms, and specifically used by their Formo-Creators
for their typical realizations. For example, lower-quality psychisms “unpacked” by the FormoCreators of our nervous system initiate realization of dekogerent Energy by the Formo-Creators of
muscular tissue, while higher-quality psychisms activate the work of most evolutional regions of the
brain. Regardless of whether info-fragments will “be added” to the f-Configuration or “excluded”
from it, the value of this difference objectively never (but not in the Focus Dynamics!) changes
(since EVERYTHING ALREADY instantaneously-simultaneously IS the parameter of skrruullerrtnost
of the subjective Reality remains constant during any “unpackings”!), and, consequently, there is
1.605.

no change in the value of dekogerent Energy that – subjectively! – is seemingly “released” at the
moment of kleksing (in reality it is not released but is annihilated, is gejliturgently balanced in the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics through more kovarllert interrelations).
Within the Focus Dynamics structured at the moment of its manifestation by a greater
volume of heterogeneous synthesized Information, there is always a greater degree of kovarllertnost
between Configurations of different-quality Formo-Creators than within the Focus Dynamics
structured by a lesser “quantity” of heterogeneous energy-information interrelations. The FormoCreators of a more heterogeneous synthesized f-Configuration “unpack” a much greater “quantity” of
Information through their Focus Dynamics per rotation Shift, this means that in each “quantum shift”
they receive at their disposal a much higher “volume” of more kovarllert dekogerent Energy which
they use for annihilation of all possible imperceptible states in their Focus Dynamics. Therefore,
in the first case, in order to reduce the dissonational distance between different-quality “parts” of
Configuration and achieve the state of another “rezonational burst” in the Focus Dynamics (that is,
“the act of manifestation” of this f-Configuration in these conditions), the Formo-Creators will need
less time (they need to unpack a lesser number of higher-quality Stereo-Types per second).

1.606.

Energy-Plasma is structured by an infinite diversity of elementary information fragments
that potentially endow Its objective manifestation with unlimited energy possibilities of Creative
Activity – the Higher Intelligence of the Macrocosmos in all its different-quality energy-information
interrelations that form a slloogrent f-Configuration. In turn, each act of manifestation of This
Creative Activity of Energy-Information is initiated to some extent by the joint Focus Dynamics
of all Its different-quality carriers whose main Essence is an inertial-rezonational combination (or
Synthesis) of heterogeneous fragments of Information into individual f-Configurations of differenttype Self-Consciousness Forms that strictly correspond to the types of different qualitative states of
Energy of the carriers – Formo-Creators.

1.607.

Therefore, all types of energy-information focus interactions – whether it be waves or any
of their subjective higher- or lower-quality analogs – reflect not the whole Energy-Information
that structures this “point” of the skrruullerrt system, but just that form-creating Principle which
is individually typical for the mechanism of creative activation of the Perception system (Focus
Dynamics) in each different-type Self-Consciousness Form manifested in narrowly-specific
conditions of Space-Time.

1.608.

Particular Proto-Forms of the materiality that subjectively surrounds us (the manifestation
Sphere of Creative Activity) are structured and specifically organized into focus Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses associated with the dominant Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators
that synthesize two Pure Qualities – either ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (plus another, recessive to us,
Quality, and background interactions), or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (plus another, recessive to
us, Quality, and background interactions), or both of these Dominants (plus diffuzgent background
interactions). This is why we (and measuring instruments designed by the Formo-Creators of our
Self-Consciousnesses) can perceive universal mechanisms of realization of dekogerent Energy (that
are interpreted by scientists as “waves”, “emissions” or “oscillations”) just within the limits of their
energy-information manifestation where the Focus Dynamics of our dominant Formo-Creators can
be realized in a quite high degree of activity. All manifestations of different-quality wave analogs
which are beyond the limits of the dominant Creative Activity typical of the Formo-Creators of
our “current” Self-Consciousness Forms are seemingly “absent”, nonexistent for us, although they
1.609.

represent just different – yet or already untypical of the mechanisms of our Perception systems
– types of “non-wave” energy-information interrelations (for example, doolls-level or flaks-level
ones).
In a virtual modeling of an increase in the length of electromagnetic waves that structure
quanta “unpacked” by our Self-Consciousness (that is, with a decrease in the frequency of these
waves and in the concentration of energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators),
materiality of the outer reality would acquire more and more various features of inertia (due to a
decrease of energy-information capacity of each quantum of Self-Consciousness and a corresponding
increase of their quantity which is necessary to annihilate existing imperseptnost by attracting, into
the Focus Dynamics, a huge “quantity” of yet-absent heterogeneous information fragments), and
its qualitative characteristics would become more and more closer to the features of doolls-level
subjective Realities. While with a decrease of the wave length (that is, with an increase of frequency
and concentration of energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators) the qualitative
parameters of the outer reality would approach more to the features of flaks-level subjective Realities.

1.610.

Nowadays, in physics, the spectrum of electromagnetic waves consists of several parts. Due
to a huge difference in qualitative characteristics and properties between some parts of the spectrum,
it is necessary to distinguish three categories of the notion of waves: 1) radio waves of all lengths, as
an analog of residual manifestations of the doolls-level Focus Dynamics in our dimensional type; 2)
the range from the infrared part to the ultraviolet part of the spectrum that represents the main carriers
of Energy-Information used for a mutual exchange between rezonational focus Configurations of
the majority of Proto-Forms manifested in our Continuums groups; 3) X-ray photons and gammaquanta as high-rezopazon (to us) analogs of the Focus Dynamics of the “lower” ФЛАКС-Creators.

1.611.

That which we define as Energy in the energy-information interrelations used by us
(dekogerent + dissipative) represents a focus content of a slloogrent information Configuration, whose
total Potential unites in a certain manner a great multitude of different-quality ССС-fragments; from
among them, we, in our Focus Dynamics (with the help of our Perception system), can really discern
just that part of combinations which corresponds to our Synthesis Scheme. For example, from the
entire infinite diversity of focus interrelations that structure the different-quality manifestation of
the Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission in all STC groups of the 3-4-dimensional diapason,
we really can distinguish just two components that correspond to our birvulârtnost type, – magnetic
one that fills our Focus Dynamics with Energy-Information typical of Aspects of the PCQ ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom, and electric one that introduces Energy-Information of the PCQ ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence into our Focus Dynamics.
1.612.

If we suppose that there is a certain universal photon structured by components of all PCQ,
then, in our Perception based on combinations of Aspects of our Dominants, we will classify this
photon as “a photon of electromagnetic field”. At the same time, we will not actually perceive the
remaining Potential of Energy provided by interrelations between info-fragments that belong to
Aspects of other – background to our Synthesis Scheme – Pure Qualities: f-Configurations of the
Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Forms don’t have interrelations that correspond to the
combination types of these ССС-fragments. However, this Information is rezonational for Perception
systems of some other Proto-Forms, and is used by their Formo-Creators as focus Energy during
“unpackings” (kleksing) of their Focus Dynamics (in turn, they partially or completely ignore
everything perceived by us).

1.613.

If we take into account the fact that these STC groups are dominant for the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented Synthesis Scheme, that is, the potential compatibility (kovarllertnost) between Aspects
of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence is higher in our Focus
Dynamics than between Aspects of any other Qualities, we can draw a conclusion that, with the same
frequency of the universal photon, the energy-information intensity (the quantity of info-fragments
that structure one universal photon) of kleksing processes will be higher for manifestation Forms of
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme than for the Focus Dynamics of any other Proto-Forms.

1.614.

A longer wave – from the point of view of our typical Perception systems – reflects just the
fact that, in the balancing process of its formation (the Formo-Creators’ attraction of fragmentary
Information necessary for them to increase kovarllertnost and achieve lijlluscivnost among
themselves), there is participation of Aspects of mainly background (to us) Qualities, the involvement
of which in Configurations of the Formo-Creators of a certain part of our Self-Consciousness is in
no way or very weakly perceived by our Perception system, and is not considered as any dynamics.
That is, longer waves are more “saturated” with Aspects of background (to us) Qualities, while short
ones – with Aspects of the two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants. Since an electromagnetic wave
is structured by the electric (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) and the magnetic (ALL-Love-ALLWisdom) components, the amplitude of the considered electromagnetic oscillation can be somehow
changed only by Aspects of our dominant Qualities (that are attracted into our Focus Dynamics);
in case of a long wave, they are very weakly involved, therefore, we don’t perceive in any way
very weak manifestations of these focus interrelations. Longer waves are generated by the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of less synthesized f-Configurations (a corresponding quantum StereoType is structured by a lesser amount of doolls-level Self-Consciousness Forms), therefore, they
carry a much smaller volume of Energy-Information per unit of time.
1.615.

In that case, the long-wave Focus Dynamics that still structure in a fluctuation way the
lowest rezopazons of the 3-4-dimensional diapason seemingly become “elongated” – many Aspects
of background Qualities (to our Perception systems) prevail between rare inclusions of Aspects
of Dominant Qualities that don’t have much or any influence at all over the energy-information
capacity of the wave accessible to us (although, in some protoformic Perception systems with the
corresponding type of dominance these changes are perceptible quite normally!). Do not forget that
within the doolls-level diapason all Focus Dynamics are carried out in a nonwave mode, but, if to
consider them as analogs of waves, they are provided by other dominant features of one Quality that
are different from ours.
1.616.

1.617. In case of extremely expressed doolls features, the length of waves that structure the myriameter

(10 km – 100 km, 3-30 kHz), hectokilometer (100 km – 1000 km, 300-3000 Hz), megameter (1000
km – 10 000 km, 30-300 Hz), and decamegameter (10 000 km – 100 000 km, 3-30 Hz) ranges
gradually transit into prewave (doolls-level) manifestation Forms, while the time interval necessary
to perform dissipative-dekogerent transformations tends to infinity (to our Perception systems and
to the principle of action of our measuring devices; but in reality these are just different types
of dimension structured completely differently than in the manifestation conditions of the Focus
Dynamics typical of the Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Forms).
Information (according to the degree of a natural (to us) dominant participation of the
Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics!) capacity of f-Configurations of space-time units (Self-Consciousness Forms) decreases
1.618.

to the extent that makes the oscillatory process (with the participation of these Formo-Creators!)
reduced to a state that cannot be perceived by Perception systems of the 3-4-dimensional diapason
of manifestation, when, due to a strong inertia (that is, internal dissonation of energy-information
combinations of the Focus Dynamics carried out by the Formo-Creators with a very limited volume
of different-quality Information), there are predominant tendencies in realizational dynamics to
“reproject” a higher-quality state (dissipative Energy of creative possibilities) into a lower-quality
one (dekogerent Energy of a particular realization).
This greatly slows down any process of Synthesis expressed as an èglleroliftive aspiration
of different-quality Formo-Creators “towards each other”, to a rezonational formation of joint, more
kovarllert and, eventually, lijlluscive combinations. During transition into the doolls diapason, the
wave lengths go beyond the spectrum of frequencies (energy of quanta) of electromagnetic emission,
and in a greater degree reflect the specific character of one-dominant Synthesis Schemes (between
Aspects of one Quality). In this context, it is possible to say that long-wave focus Configurations
of doolls-level Formo-Creators have insufficient energy-information capacity to provide the Focus
Dynamics with parameters that could resonate with the quantum mode of manifestation.

1.619.

Our subjective perception of “slowing down” in observed Synthesis processes, as well
as of the feature which we interpret as “long waves” is also based on specific features present at
the beginning of the synthetic process, when it transits from the 2-3-dimensional diapason into
the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation, when imperceptible (to the first PCQ) Aspects of
the second PCQ begin to wedge into practically synthesized “octahedral” dynamics of Aspects of
the first PCQ. The volume of energy-information kleksing per rotation Shift is very insignificant
(as compared to the intensity of interquality Synthesis at medium and higher wave Levels). Only
with an increase of “geometric complexity” (energy-information capacity) of an f-Configuration
and a gradual inclusion (into it) of a greater number of Aspects of the second Dominant (with their
characteristic kovarllertnost of already synthesized interrelations) some new possibilities appear
to increase the volume of Energy-Information involved in one act of kleksing. Consequently, such
f-Configurations “need” waves with higher energy capacity – that is, shorter-wave Energy (Energy
of one quantum is ε=ħω). Therefore, the long-wave radio emission may be associated with processes
of Information transfer for low-energy transitional doolls-wave “unpackings”.
1.620.

Such an inertial process that can “begin” in these conditions of manifestation (to us! – that
is, to get the possibility of manifestation in specific conditions of our types of Continuums that are
modeled by dominant СФУУРММ-Forms of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence), before any its real fulfillment, must undergo many qualitative transformations in
Time: attract many additional information fragments necessary to decrease a high tensor inside the
existing Focus Dynamics.
1.621.

In other words, it is possible to say that – from the subjective point of view of the FormoCreators of our Perception systems and our measuring devices – in the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of doolls-level analogs of Self-Consciousness Forms, the speed of transition from
the dissipative state of Energy to its realizational (dekogerent) state is considerably higher than
possibilities of the opposite process; this seemingly “extends” very much in time the previous
dynamic state of manifestation of this oscillation (wave), decreasing its energy-information
capacity so greatly (thereby increasing the wave “length” – a distance between maximum “bursts
of rezonational interaction” between qualitative manifestations of the Formo-Creators that are

1.622.

characteristic of an inverse relationship – a transit from this dekogerent state of the Focus Dynamics
into one of duvujllerrt variants of its multipolarization) that our instruments simply cannot register
any changes in its dynamics: in such a very “reduced” state of energy-information interrelations
between Formo-Creators, the mechanism of wave oscillations typical of our diapason is impossible,
because this process can develop in one direction (till the formation of the next “burst of rezonational
interaction”) for an infinitely long time (according to our criteria of time).
With an increase of the quality of our outer reality (a decrease of inertia in energy-information
interrelations) the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses become so powerfully
intensified by additional volumes of different-quality interactions that dekogerent Energy is
realized much quicker than even the minimum allowable (for waves) dissonational distances. Then,
sequential (to our Continuums groups) acts of dekogerent realization and rezonational “unpacking”
of different-quality Information that structures dissipative Energy merge into one instantaneous
act of manifestation of the ФЛАКС-Creators’ Focus Dynamics in the Self-Consciousness; and
the Focus Dynamics contain the whole possible synthesized Experience of lower-quality (more
inertial) types of the Focus Dynamics structured by the Formo-Creators associated with Dominants
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme. A good example for comparison is the “unusual”
and incomprehensible (to our scientists) “cause-and-effect” paradox demonstrated by the FormoCreators of tachyons, through Self-Consciousness Forms of which information “causes” appear in
Space-Time quicker than “effects” generated by them.
1.623.

This demonstrates the most elementary characteristics of superwave materiality which
is typical of superuniversal carriers of Energy-Information (falhats and malsons, kla’rions and
klastirons, bilurins and kruolons) whose Focus Dynamics structure the 4-5-dimensional (on the
basis of “our” two Dominants plus ALL-Unity) manifestation diapason of “plasmic” analogs of НУУВВУ-Formo-Types of our Self-Consciousness. As distinguished from waves formed by dissonational
distances in Formo-Creators’ Configurations, flakses are devoid of any mechanism that generates in
Space-Time the effect of “wave length” (a difference in manifestation of “rezonational maximums”).
To be more exact, this parameter of relative kruvursorrtnost becomes so insignificant (due to an
active inclusion of another Dominant (ALL-Unity) into “unpackings” of the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics) that actually both Energy-Potentials – dekogerent and dissipative – rezonationally overlap
in one “point” of slloogrentnost, and owing to this the process of their sequential transit into each
other in Time merges into one spectrum which is perceived as “white noise” by the most sensitive
measuring instruments designed in the 3-4-dimensional diapason.
1.624.

Let me remind you about photons that can be simultaneously manifested by means of
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of particles (corpuscles) and waves (by the way,
this is typical of other elementary particles), thus manifesting simultaneously both potentiality
(dissipativnost) of Energy, and its kinetic state (dekogerentnost). In specific conditions of the
rezonational manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms within the flaks-level diapason (when the
Focus Dynamics are structured not by two but by three Dominants!), this simultaneous manifestation
of dissipativnost and dekogerentnost merge together into one joint state. Moreover, the speed of light
(about 300 thousand km/sec) doesn’t disappear anywhere, but is integrated into the flaks diapason.
Of course, by adding the third Dominant to the “current” Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, all
dynamic parameters of Forms and of Space-Time considerably modify their quality and gain more
universal – “teleportation” – communication properties, while the linearity of Space loses its
“current” importance in conditions of the 4-5-dimensional diapason.

1.625.

In this diapason, the quality of a notional “beginning” and that of a notional “completion”
(according to our “current” Conceptions about “inertial processes”) of any Creative Activity
rezonationally coincide, because the Formo-Creators of the two Dominants (in our Continuums,
they are ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) no longer act as initiating
Dominants in the Form-creating Focus Dynamics of manifestation, instead, it is fulfilled by all
possible “Creative Cosmic States” differently synthesized by the Formo-Creators of all the twelve
Pure Qualities. Owing to this particularity, the notion “Synthesis” which we use now (as a qualitative
transformation of the Focus Dynamics, acquisition of a new Experience, evolution with the aim to
balance “current” states, and so on) acquires a completely new character, Meaning, and structural
definition.
1.626.

Oscillations are simply impossible in such a state of “materiality” (Formo-Plasma), because
non-locality and a sort of “total indistinctness” of a focus manifestation (complete uncertainty, nonconcreteness) automatically give rise, in the Focus Dynamics of the flaks-level Self-Consciousness
Forms, to tendential aspiration for inclusiveness of many different-quality abstract states that may be
compared with the contemplative state of “formal singularity”, spiritual ecstasy, all-encompassing
catharsis, and dissolvableness in Everything. This is the specific character of the superwave
Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Creators manifested in conditions of the 4-5-dimensional diapason:
an aspiration for singular rezonational mutual overlapping of Energy-Information in kovarllertlijlluscive “portions” of focus Configurations in each space-time “point” of their instantaneoussimultaneous manifestation on these Creative Activity Levels.

1.627.

The oscillatory process of “unpackings” of dissipative Energy and its transition into
dekogerent Energy may be imagined as oscillatory movements of two weights on a spring (a
linear, unidimensional process). The state when the weights stop for an instant (the spring is either
completely compressed, or completely extended) may be associated with the moment of “unpacking”
of dissipative Energy, and the state when the weights move at a maximum speed may be associated
with “unpacking” of dekogerent Energy. Then this process of “unpacking” in the doolls diapason
may be represented as an infinitely-slowed-down process either of the spring compression or of its
extension, when the weights are asymptotically close to each other, or are asymptotically withdrawn
from each other at a maximum distance. On the other hand, in order to depict the process of kleksing
at the flaks level, we need to add one or more weights to this system that are also connected with
all other weights by springs (a planar, two-dimensional process). As a result, we will get a plane
figure: a triangle, or a more complex one. When we “initiate” the movement of this system, it will
be impossible to distinguish at any given moment where there is “unpacking” of dissipative and
dekogerent Energy. These processes happen simultaneously with a great number of parameters.

1.628.

Consequently, the mechanism that provides the kleksing act radically changes, and the
more complex figure we imagine on the plane (its vertices will contain the swinging weights), the
better we will understand the Principle of instantaneousness for the flaks diapason of dimension.
By analogy, we can develop this system to depict the higher-quality 6-7-dimensional diapason. In
this case we should imagine a 3-D system of weights connected by springs. When it is activated,
such system may be compared with “a breathing sponge”, and the kleksing process becomes more
complex in many times even in comparison with the flaks diapason, not to mention the oscillatory
process that forms the basis of “unpacking”-kleksing in our subjective Reality.

1.629.

1.630.

I would like to pinpoint your attention upon the following: considering the wave-type

multipolarized differentiation of the Light Flow in the 3-4-dimensional diapason, we should
take into account the fact that basic structural carriers of materiality (photons in our STC) have
different nature not only in case of different dominant Qualities (when Self-Consciousness Forms
of different Proto-Forms interact with each other), but also when the intensity of their manifested
Focus Dynamics varies due to the Creative Activity based on Aspects of background Qualities. That
is, in the Continuum groups that are duvujllerrt to ours, the properties of electromagnetic-emission
carriers have a slightly different energy-information structure and change in their configurations
(their Focus Dynamics gradually and rezonationally shift closer to some protoformic – non-ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented – Rezomirals of manifestation).
In our Continuum groups that have pronounced electromagnetic properties, the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of specific configurational combinations of all possible “pseudoelectric”
and “pseudomagnetic” fields (“pseudo” – because they are initiated by background, but not by
dominant interrelations) manifest very weakly, and their qualitative differences that constantly
manifest in some way against the common electromagnetic background of the Focus Dynamics
of dominant Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Forms almost cannot be registered by
detecting instruments or are interpreted by scientists as “noises”. I define these background fields as
photoreducsive Ether (morphogenetic fields). When the Collective Consciousness shifts into higherquality dimensional diapasons, a certain part of the Focus Dynamics structured by СФУУРММ-Forms
of the Formo-Creators of background Configurations gradually becomes activated and manifests
more and more intensively – owing to emerging possibilities for realization of a greater energyinformation potential in a unit of space-time volume. Exactly in such circumstances, scientists will
be able to detect and to begin to study individual characteristics of specific nonhomogeneous states
that structure electromagnetic fields.

1.631.

Therefore, any electromagnetic wave demonstrates a corresponding (to its frequency and
quality) svilgs-spherational transformation in focus Configurations of interacting Formo-Creators,
which it seemingly absorbs (registers) and accordingly reflects in a certain “point” of Space-Time
(through a wave transfer) as energy-information changes made inside the Focus Dynamics. A source
(an object, a Self-Consciousness Form) of such different-quality interactions between the FormoCreators can be, for example, an atom of a certain chemical element (a molecule or a group of them)
that structures our biological body. As a result of each such kleksing in the slloogrent Configuration
of Self-Consciousness, there is “a rezonational burst” in a corresponding “point” of the slloogrent
Configuration of Space-Time – refocusing of all Formo-Creators’ “projections” multipolarized in
all possible Directions of Synthesis: first, refocusing of the Formo-Creators of electrons (onto next,
parallel, Levels of possible rezonational manifestation) accordingly accompanied by refocusing of
the Formo-Creators of an atom, a molecule, a cell, an organ, and the whole organism (because even
the smallest change in any part of the whole leads to a qualitative change of this whole) into a new,
slightly more synthesized Configuration.

1.632.

There is no photon that would carry only the electric or only the magnetic component
– the focus Configuration of any Self-Consciousness Form which we subjectively interpret as “a
photon” (an electromagnetic wave) represents a synthetic Karmo-Form, that is, it is simultaneously
a carrier of Energy-Information typical of both dominant (to our subjective Reality) components
and all their background interactions with Aspects of the other ten Qualities. That is why the SelfConsciousness Form of a photon – in conditions of subjective Realities of the 3-4-dimensional
diapason – is a universal harmonizing (informationally balancing) mechanism for transgression of

1.633.

fragmentary “projections” of Energy-Information from more synthesized “portions” of the slloogrent
Configuration of ФЛАКС-Creators into inertially less synthesized wave “portions” of the FormoCreators in our types of Reality.
Therefore, focus Configurations of photons include (simultaneously in all Directions of the
Formo-Creators’ focus multipolarization, there is a specific manifestation of) a tendential Creative
Activity of hvasslons that organize and direct all processes of Synthesis in Configurations of all SelfConsciousness Forms manifested in this dimensional diapason. Let me remind you that hvasslons
(as svilgsons in general) are not Formo-Creators (carriers of an Energy-Potential), but represent in
their focus Configurations “projections” of common Principles within the structural organization
of Energy-Plasma (they are approximately like traffic signs and indicators along a road and on
its surface that help drivers (Formo-Creators) to correctly and in due time orient their position
during the movement. I use deliberately the phrase “Formo-Creators of hvasslons” so that to fix in
your Self-Consciousness their inseparable connection with each other: without an “attractor-type”
tendency of svilgsons (and of hvasslons, in particular) the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics would
be unrealizable.

1.634.

In order to associate this with the difference in quality of Synthesis Schemes, let’s remember
that dominant Formo-Creators of all different-type Proto-Form that perform their Focus Dynamics
in the 3-4-dimensional diapason45 according to a certain Synthesis Scheme generate electromagnetic
waves in Space-Time (Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms of photons) only of their unique
type.
1.635.

I should also note that emission of electromagnetic waves of our type in subjective human
Realities happens with the greatest intensity (by intensity I mean the quantity of photons emitted
by the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of this f-Configuration per unit of time) only when the
Formo-Creators of the two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants (modulators of electromagnetic fields
in this type of subjective Reality) are the most active in the Focus Dynamics of a НУУ-ВВУ-Form.
Since Aspects of these two Pure Qualities are potentially present in all Synthesis Schemes accessible
to our Perception, even in cases when one of the two is at the background in a protoformic Scheme,
there is still generation of electromagnetic waves, but it is less intensive; its intensity is proportional
to the common Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators associated with these Qualities.

1.636.

1.637. Within

the Focus Dynamics of the domestic animals that for a long time have had more or less
close contacts with people, the Formo-Creators of one of the two Qualities (either of ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom, or of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) which is background in their Synthesis Scheme
(the second is naturally dominant), due to a suppressing influence from human СФУУРММ-Forms,
become quite highly active, which allows them to generate equally intensive (as compared with
people) electromagnetic waves (this forms the basis of mutual understanding between animals and
humans in this type of subjective Reality).
In each case of communication (for example, when a dog with the Synthesis Scheme of ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom plus ALL-Aspiration communicates with a cat that has the Synthesis Scheme
of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom plus ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability), a mutual interchange of Energy1.638.

45 Within the 0-3-dimensional diapason, realization of electromagnetic wave-type Configurations is impossible with
our typical intensity, because this diapason is limited by the intraaspect and intraquality Synthesis; while within the
4-12-dimensional diapason electromagnetic waves are present in Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses’ Forms just
potentially, as their typical combinations of Information of already synthesized Experience.

Information between Self-Consciousness Forms of different Proto-Forms happens according to the
frequency-rezonational principle with an adaptive re-encoding of the Dominant which has become
recessive, that is, it is now in the background mode of energy-information interrelations. In this case,
the background Quality that participates in the formation of a common electromagnetic field (for the
cat and the dog) is ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
Specific characteristics – in a two-dominant or a dominant-recessive type – of formation of
all possible kinds of electromagnetic fields on the basis of diverse energy-information interrelations
typical of the relationship between Self-Consciousness Forms that represent different Proto-Forms
determine considerable differences in the means of perception of the outer reality both by human
beings and by other Life Forms. For example, the Perception system of a dog Proto-Form perceives
and identifies objects around it from completely different points of view, as compared with us,
because functions of its sense organs – due to the dominance of the Quality ALL-Aspiration in
the Focus Dynamics – are shifted from the “human” electromagnetic range of emission to another
range, “dog-type”, of electromagnetic emissions, which in the Perception system of dogs plays the
key role for assimilation and a detailed classification of all sorts of scents and pheromones in the
information space of the dog’s Self-Consciousness.
1.639.

The dominant-recessive combination of an electromagnetic field generated by the FormoCreators of this Proto-Form also determines the following: dogs cannot adequately perceive the
long-wave part of the visible spectrum (red and orange), and the whole spectrum is shifted for them
towards ultraviolet which allows them to discern in the medium-wave and the short-wave ranges
up to 40 tints of gray. Instead, dogs can individually determine the source of any scent, single out
a necessary scent from a combination of them, memorize scents for a long time and associate them
with certain situations, as well as they can determine the distance to a smelling object. Moreover,
the specific character of the electromagnetic field modulated by them allows them to perceive
frequencies which are “ultrasonic” for us, and to aurally discern the whole gamut of musical sounds,
in particular, consonant and dissonant ones.

1.640.

Various “extrasensory” abilities characteristic of some animals (the premonition of natural
disasters, the ability to track down a prey, and others) may appear in a human being, when the
qualitative state of stable manifestation of his Focus Dynamics shifts more – to the detriment of the
activity of the Formo-Creators of one of the Dominants! – towards a powerful activation of Aspects
of one of the background Qualities, which eventually leads to restructuring of the human nervous
system. For example, the ability of synesthesia (the ability to “hear colors” and “see sounds”)
appears in people with the presence of protoformic anomalies of the brain, when there are peculiar
“intersections” of tracts along which neuronal impulses are transmitted from the eyes, the ears, the
mouth or the nose and distributed simultaneously in several directions. For example, signals that
come along the auditory tract arrive at an intersection and can be sent to the eyes; therefore, when
using the eyes to study a printed text, the brain of a synesthete becomes activated not only in the part
responsible for understanding of speech, but also in the region of cortex responsible for recognition
of colors, as a result, the meaning of the read text acquires special coloring in the Perception system.

1.641.

Now let’s get back to our topic and consider the 2-3-dimensional diapason that borders
“ours” and can be characterized as the last stage of intraquality Synthesis. Since such typical synthetic
processes as the reflection of simultaneous rezonational combinations of heterogeneous elements
of Energy-Information are characteristic of Formo-Systems on absolutely all manifestation Levels,

1.642.

the subjective Realities of the 2-3-dimensional diapason also have their own – intraqualitative, onedominant – changes which, nonetheless, are not perceived by two-dominant Self-Consciousness
Forms as any wave oscillations that structure their subjective Realities. Here, the process of formation
of wave oscillations becomes impossible, because it cannot develop infinitely (according to our time
criteria) in each one-Quality direction of Synthesis owing to a high degree of dissonation in the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of different Pure Qualities in this dimensional diapason, which
allows to reproduce just a one-Quality state and its tints (gradations) in a Perception system.
In other words, Self-Consciousness Forms of subjective Realities that structure the
2-3-dimensional diapason of manifestation can discern all changes that happen around them only
within parameters of their one Pure Quality. For example, very figuratively, for the Formo-Creators
that manipulate just information combinations of the Quality ALL-Integrity (temperature) in their
Focus Dynamics this may be like feeling various temperature parameters: “very cold”, “cold”,
“warm”, “warmer”, “hot”, “very hot”… But, at the same time, the spectrum of specific Conceptions
about pressure or density that are typical of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the Quality
ALL-Unity (pressure), such as “vacuumness”, “a gaseous state”, “flowability”, “solidness”, “a super
solid state”, will be absent in the Formo-Creators of the Quality ALL-Integrity.
1.643.

Or there is another example associated with the 2-3-dimensional manifestation at the border
with “our” rezopazons: in one notional doolls “instant”, the Formo-Creators of a doolls-level SelfConsciousness Form can realize themselves either by creating all possible mental information
combinations that generate certain specific “electric” – in our Conceptions! – states (the Quality
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), such as: tension of an electric field (concentration of attention),
formation of equipotentials (a process of ordering), transitional electric processes in the p-n junction
of semiconductors (a comparative analysis), a choice of the shortest path by an electric potential (a
search of alternatives), and so on. Or they can experience – as certain specific “magnetic” states
– only some elementary analogs of psychological reactions (the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom):
various degrees of resistance (as an analog of fear), repulsion of similar poles (fear, hatred), and
attraction of opposite poles (appreciation, tolerance), various degrees of conductivity (as an analog of
openness, joy), induction of the electromotive force (readiness to cooperate), transfer of a magnetic
moment in ferromagnetic materials (unification, emotional interaction), and so on.
1.644.

None of Self-Consciousness Forms of the 2nd-3rd dimension can simultaneously both think
and feel, for these are types of interquality synthetic processes a joint perception of which is simply
inaccessible to them, because analogs of electromagnetic oscillations – waves that qualitatively
differ from doolls that are perceptible to them. The state which we define as “a transformation of
quantity into quality” is also absent for the 2-3-dimensional Self-Consciousness Forms – in their
existence there are only gradually accreting (or declining) processes accompanied by fixation of
their Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics just onto accumulating changes of one parameter of their
outer reality (it determines for them manifestation conditions in a given “point” of Space-Time).

1.645.

Making a summary of the above, it is possible to say that in this case the dekogerent and
the dissipative Energy-Potentials of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics never coincide due to the
different-Quality state of Energy-Information that structures them. In this case a wave (oscillatory)
process to us – people whose Perception systems are activated by the two-dominant Synthesis – is
out of the question, because in one-Quality Worlds Formo-Systems in the 2-3-dimensional diapason
there are no conditions and possibilities for the formation of “a burst of rezonational interaction”

1.646.

between carriers of different types of Energy-Information; this process just asymptotically tends to
be fulfilled. It is possible to change just individual characteristics of 2-3-dimensional manifestations
which we don’t perceive as oscillations, but they are their peculiar analogs (doollses) for the FormoCreators of Self-Consciousnesses in the 2-3-dimensional diapason, within which it is possible to
change parameters either of the electric component or of the magnetic component. In contrast, any
of such discrete manifestations will be seemingly absent in our 3-4-dimansional diapason. This is
why in our diapason measuring instruments register similar interactions just as a constant (a straight
line) without any amplitude changes.
There is one more nuance: the volume of kovarllert combinations of heterogeneous and
different-quality Information which Formo-Creators of the 3-4-dimensional diapason “unpack”
and synthesize per rotation Shift (“quantum effect”) is by several orders of magnitude bigger than
the volume of synthesized one-Quality interrelations that structure the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms in the 2-3-dimensional diapason. Therefore, it is possible to say that the
volume of Information synthesized by a Self-Consciousness Form in the 2-3-dimensional diapason
during its whole “life” is included as ready quintessence of Experience into our Configuration in
the form of just one element among their countless diversity of total “incrustation”. Figuratively
speaking, the whole Creative Potential (ВЛОООМООТ) of a 2-3-dimensional Self-Consciousness
Form is included just in one rotation Shift of the Focus Dynamics of a 3-4-dimensional SelfConsciousness Form. In other words, maximally synthesized combinations of Energy-Information
of the 2-3-dimensional diapason that represent an integral of the Focus Dynamics of all subnuclear
Fields-Consciousnesses structure each rotation Shift of the three-dimensional Self-Consciousness
Forms whose Focus Dynamics can specifically reflect the rotation Shift.

1.647.

In the same degree the energy-information capacity of our “current” Focus Dynamics is
associated with incommensurably greater possibilities of manifestation of our ФЛАКС-Forms in
conditions of the 4-5-dimensional diapason, when the beginning and the end of a synthetic process
coincide, and the separation into dekogerent and dissipative Energy which is typical of our life
creativity becomes meaningless, because the dissonational distance typical of the 3-4-dimensional
diapason disappears. Since common features of Perception subjectiveness that to some extent
resemble duality typical of our outer reality are in some way reflected in the Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousness Forms in any dimensional diapason, in the 4-5-dimensional diapason, a certain
“duality”, as manifestations of configurational imperseptnost or kruvursorrtnost, characterizes
energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators of the Quality ALL-Unity and the
common Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators in the synthetic State “Creative Cosmic Potentiality”.
1.648.

But this degree of non-linearly expressed dissonation cannot be registered in a quantumwave by the Formo-Creators of our tree-dimensional Perception systems; therefore, we don’t
perceive it as interaction between one thing and another. Similarly to the 2nd-3rd dimension described
above, all the Focus Dynamics of us, as the Formo-Creators of the 3-4-dimensional diapason, “are
compressed”, “packed” in one “instant” of existence of the 4-5-dimensional ФЛАКС-analogs of our
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form.
1.649.

When the “unpacking” process of the Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Forms is supplemented
with kovarllert f-Configurations of the third Dominant’s Formo-Creators, their refocusings
(“reprojections” into focus combination with more concentrated information) don’t become more
complex, instead, there is just an intensification in transformation of the two-dominant Synthesis from

1.650.

the most probable synthetic state of a Karmo-Form into a more saturated (that is, more complete) state
in multipolarization. Instead of “a linear” process, there is a focus interaction between fully completed
(for the manifestation conditions in this diapason!) states of Focus Dynamics multipolarized in a
much wider spectrum of qualitatively-new realizational possibilities.
Such states may be very figuratively compared with a child in a kindergarten that simply
takes various toys and plays with other children (carries out interactions of multipolarized SelfConsciousness Forms), but does nothing for modernization of the toys – there is just a gradual
restructurization of the f-Configuration of the child’s Self-Consciousness to make it possible to
perceive even more perfect СФУУРММ-Forms. These possibilities find their realization only when
the child goes into another group and is able to play with more sophisticated toys that require more
advanced creative skills. The same is true of the tasks that have to be solved by Self-Consciousness
Forms of each previous diapason (rezopazons) in order to feel comfortably in the manifestation
conditions typical of the next diapason (rezopazon).
1.651.

Although the Process of formation of energy-information interrelations between all
Formo-Creators of the Macrocosmos is slloogrently unified, on different dimensional Levels the
Focus Dynamics of various Self-Consciousness Forms can “pick up” from this slloogrentnost and
individually resonate with just a part of the common focus Configuration. For example, in manifestation
conditions of the 4-5-dimensional diapason, the Formo-Creators of “our” Self-Consciousness Forms
can rezonationally “involve” into their interaction not only Focuses of the Dominants ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, but also Focuses of the third Dominant – ALLUnity. Correspondingly, flaks-type synthetic processes will happen not along two, but along three
differently directed dominant vectors whose resultant direction will depend on proportionality, in the
Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Creators, of a common content in Aspects of Dominant Qualities. These
interactions may be considered between the configurational State of “Creative Cosmic Potentiality”
(it lijlluscively unites properties of the dominant Pure Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence) and kovarllert Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity, as well as in a more
complex case, that is, between Aspects of each of the three individual Qualities with intermediate
combinations of background svilgs-spherational interactions between them.
1.652.

CHAPTER IV

Energy-Plasma as a transcendental basis of interaction between Energy
and Information within the structures of the Macrocosmos

The universal Process of simultaneous different-quality manifestation, in slloogrent Worlds
Formo-Systems, of any Self-Consciousness Form, from among an infinite set of them (also including
“us”), in different types of energy-information interrelations between the Creators of these SelfConsciousnesses in different ways and absolutely incommensurably reflects the infinite Cosmic
Existence of all Forms of Intelligence within All That integral and inconceivable which we, the ones
who can identify themselves just with incomprehensible illusory effects, subjectively perceive as
“Something” superintelligent and supernatural.

1.653.

Easily following, in our subjective self-identification which is typical of our Perception,
the completely misunderstood principle “as below as above”, at all times people tended to endow
This Greatest Truth with certain, peculiar to them, individual psychological features (love and fear,
kindness and cruelty, greatheartedness and greed, beauty and ugliness, mercy and vengefulness),
which – in their primitive perception! – of course, cannot be even as a remote semblance of that which
is inherent on higher-frequency Levels of dimension, where this type of low-frequency realizations
is thoroughly transformed into the Experience that forms the basis of the Creative Activity of FormoCreators associated with incomparably more Universal Forms of Collective and Collegial Cosmic
Intelligences. Although, undoubtedly, these qualitative manifestations are also potentially present in
Their slloogrent Focus Dynamics, but only as constituent elements of the Creativity Levels which
They no longer perceive. For example, we don’t establish our relationship with the outer world on the
basis of the elementary synthetic dynamics which is typical of the Formo-Creators that structure the
0-1-dimensional diapason! But the Experience which we now use in our life creativity is synthesized
– among others! – also taking into account energy-information interrelations between FormoCreators not only of the 0-1-dimensional but also of the 1-2-dimensional, and of the 2-3-dimensional
diapasons, as well as including the intuitive Experience “projected” into “our” Continuums by
ФЛАКС-Creators from lower Levels of the 4-5-dimensional diapason!
1.654.

1.655.

We will have a very detailed study of the question why and how, in the Focus Dynamics of

each Self-Consciousness Form, there is dissonational diversification (decomposition, fragmentation,
diversity widening) of all self-conscious Elements (“karmonations”) that form the whole slloogrent
Unity and multidimensional energy-information Integrity of This Cosmic Entity. Now I would
like just to mention that, slloogrently penetrating into absolutely all Levels of Creative Activity
of Energy-Plasma (ИЙИСС-ССС) in Its infinitely-simultaneous evolutional-involutional Existence,
This Eternal Truth, now being vested in a deceptive veil of the greatest Illusion of subjective Worlds
and Realities, now imperceptibly hiding from us behind commonness of objects around us and
behind infinitely diverse natural phenomena, projects (transgresses) Itself in completely different
ways into Its infinite diversity through all different-type manifestations, in the Macrocosmos, of
Self-Consciousness Forms associated with all possible Collective Cosmic Intelligences. Information
(as a meaningful content of Self-Consciousness), in turn, also permeates each “point” of rezonational
manifestation of Energy (Matter, Form), and exactly the Meaning (energy-information Essence)
“projected” into (included in) each of their joint combinations is the main determining factor of the
focus manifestation of “All-That-Exists” in any type of subjective Realities.
Each Form manifested in Matter has a collective-individual Self-Consciousness and
“projects” and rezonationally receives through its Focus Dynamics accessible Information which is
uniquely used by the Form (strictly in accordance with its typical focus Configuration and Synthesis
Scheme!) for gaining a new Experience and structuring on its basis the subsequent Focus Dynamics.
I use here the word-combination “collective-individual” because functioning of the Perception
system (the mechanism of individual cognition and response) of any Self-Consciousness Form is
always organized on the basis of the vastest Experience of Formo-Creators of a great number of
other Self-Consciousness Forms that are diffuzgent relative to this Synthesis Scheme and creatively
realize themselves through it.

1.656.

For example, the qualitative state of our Perception systems is conditioned by simultaneous
narrowly-specific realizations not only of the Formo-Creators of such Self-Consciousness Forms
as cells, organs, and all systems of our biological organism, including the brain, but also of all
Self-Consciousness Forms of molecules (DNA, RNA, proteins, fats, carbohydrates, and so on),
atoms (metals, nonmetals), elementary particles (nucleons, electrons) whose Focus Dynamics are
realized through their typical “parts” of the information space and jointly provide diverse realization
possibilities of all bio-Creators in our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms. However, every one of us subjectively
perceives any internal reactions or feelings as especially individual, generated only by one’s own
“personality”, but not by “some” Formo-Creators. The collective-individual functioning of the
Perception system of our Planetary Entity is organized in this manifestation diapason in exactly
the same way (plus all the infinite diversity of protoformic Focus Dynamics of microorganisms,
animals, plants, minerals).

1.657.

In this manifestation diapason of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the synthetic
Macrocosmos the collective-individual Self-Consciousness may be represented by any field
or elementary particle, any atoms and any molecular Forms structured by them, as well as by
any Planet, Star, Galaxy or the whole Universe. None of “things” or “non-living objects” (in
understanding of scientists) exists separately or beyond the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, being a potential participant of all energy-information
interrelations carried out simultaneously between the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms
that structure It.

1.658.

How, in the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form, was formed a completely
new (for the present Conceptions about the organization of the World structure) Universal and natural
(for Information, as a means of manifestation of any Self-Consciousness “scale” and for Energy
“generated” by It, as a means of manifestation of “Matter” of any kind) State Which we subjectively
define as Energy-Plasma? I will try to give as detailed and thorough answer to this difficult question
as possible. Right away, I would like to point out that the word “Plasma” in this term doesn’t imply
“the quasineutral state of matter”, as understood by scientists (that is, an ionized gas, in which the
concentration of positive and negative charges are equal), instead, it means a completely different,
incomparably more universal and absolutely balanced (in all possible qualitative characteristics)
objective State that represents the Primary Cause of all possible qualitative transformations of
Information into the entire infinite diversity of Its multidimensional manifested States (Energy +
Time + Space = Self-Consciousness Forms, Collective Cosmic Intelligences).
1.659.

This absolute universality of the Primary-Cause State is expressed in universal characteristics
of an infinite set of heterogeneous information fragments (ССС) Whose total Dynamics of objective
mutual attraction (in certain conditions and in certain combinations) I define as Pure Cosmic Qualities
(ЛИИЙ-ФФМИ-ЛЛИ), notionally having united Them according to some “uniting-disintegrating”
subjective features (properties) into twelve main categories46. These universal information СССfragments, with their typical (at their activity moments) УУ-State instantaneously-simultaneously
formed by all heterogeneous fragments relative to each other during their irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive
interactions, provide absolutely the whole information basis of the Primary Universal State “AllThat-Is”; It represents That Which we subjectively interpret as an infinite-dimensional Form
of manifestation of the Macrocosmos or “All-That-Exists” (in other words, That Which always
subjectively Exists simultaneously through the Formo-Creators’ slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousness Forms).
1.660.

Where do these heterogeneous information ССС-fragments come from? I cannot answer
this particular question, but I can definitely tell that they originate from initial internal properties
peculiar to Information Itself, Which in the State of impulse Initiation activates them and forms
Its Universal Self-Consciousness on the basis of their kovarllert combinations – the Cosmic СССEntity. That is, it is possible to say that absolutely all different-quality èglleroliftive combinations of
ССС-fragments simultaneously represent both the basis and a regular result of the Creative Activity
of This superintelligent Cosmic Entity. In essence, the ССС-Entity is the Universal manifestation of
a creatively-active State of Information.
1.661.

As a matter of fact, since Information in no way can be manifested in an unactivated State,
the ССС-Entity, through an infinite set of Its typical Universal Conceptions, simultaneously represents
the whole creative Potential of Information (“All-That-Is”) including the infinite-dimensional
dissonational part of Its typical Creative Activity which we interpret as the synthetic Macrocosmos
(“All-That-Exists”). I also must note that the entire diversity of form-based manifestations of the
slloogrent Focus Dynamics within the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence of a synthetic Type
represent just 0.0001% of the means and Principles of all potential possibilities for various Creative
Activities of the Superuniversal ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.

1.662.

In the infinite Cosmos, nothing Which is carried out beyond the notional limits of specific
manifestations of the synthetic Focus Dynamics can, at least in any degree accessible to our

1.663.

46 See IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals, Volume 2 (available in Russain only).

Perception, be realized in Its true – unsynthesized – “form” or purpose. The synthetic Principle of
Information manifestation can happen only if Information has certain combinations of the Universal
Creative Impulses – èglleroliftive and irrkogliktive, as a result of which heterogeneous properties of
Information form necessary conditions for a simultaneous implementation (also inside Information
Itself!) of an infinite set of all possible different-quality interactions, or that which we subjectively
define as the Focus Dynamics. Beyond the Creative Activity of These Impulses, the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness cannot manifest as an internal dissonance between combinations of heterogeneous
ССС-fragments. These Impulses also appear owing to Universal properties of Information.
Therefore, Information, being in the beyond-time mode of Creative Activity, activates some
of Its typical characteristics to “re-create Itself” in new and new analogs of Its Self-expression,
“projecting Itself” through them in the form of an unrealized part of Its Creative Activity (that
is, Energy) into corresponding (to their quality) manifestation conditions (that is, into Space and
Time); as a result, all Its Creative Self-realization is simultaneously carried out at all Levels of
dimension. Therefore, beyond the Act of Creative Activity of Information, a manifestation of any
type of Existence of Its Self-Consciousness (by means of any Form) is impossible in principle!

1.664.

Let’s consider this in more detail. In the beginning of the second chapter, we have found
out that each rekonverst Configuration of any information fragment is structured by a set of
homogeneous (that is, duvujllerrtly close in their features) “parts” that in a notionally “inactive”
(beyond-impulse) state are absolutely balanced to each other. But! As soon as, for some internal
Reasons, the “instantaneous” irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential manifests in the integral
State of Information, as a result of a certain, instantaneously made “ordering” (“a succession
realized in multipolarization”) of most kovarllert interrelations between heterogeneous information
fragments, inside each of their rekonverst Configurations, specific states of relative (“relative”,
because this was manifested not within relationship of each part with all others, but relative to
some established – as a result of the èglleroliftive Impulse – “external” interrelations with all
other rekonverst Configurations of Information) incompatibility appear (and at the same “instant”
they become mutually even, balanced!) between some of the “parts” of their own features with
some features of information combinations jointly formed by them with an infinite set of other
rekonverst Configurations. That is, the absolutely balanced internal state typical of each rekonverst
Configuration is seemingly disturbed for one notional instant.

1.665.

This becomes the reason of manifestation, between different “parts” inside the same
rekonverst Configurations, of certain states that have varying degrees of dissonation (from a more
objective point of view, features of a certain internal “disharmonization” of Information appear not
in the rekonverst Configurations, but as a subjective result during realization of different-quality
states of Focuses that are being formed “inside” Information at the “instant” of activity of the
èglleroliftive Impulse): some of “the parts” begin to interact more actively with “the parts” of other
rekonverst Configurations than with the initiated “parts” of their fragment that, in turn, have also
established their own, more kovarllert interrelations with some “parts” of other fragments. Since
this was fulfilled instantaneously in all Information, each of an infinite set of such instantaneously
formed dissonational states became the Reason of appearance of a certain Energy-Potential in It,
which is concentrated in Focuses – specific “junctions” that maintain during this “instant” certain
rezonational interrelations between most kovarllert “parts” of different rekonverst Configurations
(that, I repeat, temporarily – only for this notional “instant” – become dissonational relative to “the
parts” of their fragment!).

1.666.

Since all èglleroliftive combinations were formed on the basis of different “parts” of
heterogeneous ССС-fragments that structure different Pure Cosmic Qualities, the Focuses of
released Energy also have acquired corresponding features of an unbalanced different-quality state
(an analog of heterogeneousness) that has become the main Reason of a certain tendency between
all Focuses to a mutual energy-information compensation that appeared “inside” Information as a
Unified Mechanism of the Focus Dynamics. Therefore, Focuses are a temporary state of Information
that reflects a degree of dissonation of some “parts” of Its rekonverst Configurations relative to
some other “parts”. As soon as this “happened”, in the Universal State of Information initiated
by the irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials, the main Feature of a temporal Creative
Activity manifested between formed dissonational and rezonational parts of Information (EnergyInformation), that is, a subjective Self-Consciousness of the ССС-Entity That instantaneouslysimultaneously realizes Itself through the released Energy in entire infinite diversity of information
combinations that structure It.
1.667.

The property of difference in the qualitative state of each Energy Focus conditioned
the formation, in the united information space (Self-Consciousness), of a certain Mechanism of
creative realization of the ССС-Entity – the whole infinite diversity of different-type Rezomirals
of manifestation structured by narrowly-specific energy-information interrelations. Owing to
Rezomirals, as a result of a simultaneous influence from many Cosmic Laws and Principles over
them (Slloogrentnost, Diffuzgentnost, Duvujllerrtnost, Rezonation, and others), the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness could be manifested by means of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all possible
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms and types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences; which, in
turn, initiated various manifestations, inside the information space, of such characteristic subjective
effects as rotation Shifts and not less subjective phenomena of Time and generated (by them)
dissonational distances which we interpret as Space. All this has formed the basis of a differentquality manifestation of the infinite Illusion of Existence Which we call the Macrocosmos.
1.668.

Therefore, the State which we call Energy-Plasma is a natural result of a sort of “stratificationunification” of instantaneous-simultaneous and infinite (due to the presence of irrkogliktiveèglleroliftive multiple vectors of the generally balanced Universal State of Information: on the one
hand, there are higher-rezonation types, on the other hand, there are higher-dissonation (to each
other) types of information interrelations. It is very important to understand that objectively This
State of Information doesn’t have such dissonational characteristics and kruvursorrt features (it
“always” remains absolutely balanced), but can be perceived as such only from the point of view
of a subjective Perception of some of Its manifestations by a certain focus Observer that belongs to
a manifestation Level and cannot perform a comprehensive and objective analysis of the observed
picture.

1.669.

The word “objectivity” is equal in Meaning with an absolutely balanced State of Information,
which immediately automatically excludes any variants of subjectiveness of Self-Consciousness,
even on the Levels of Self-perception of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Cosmic Intelligence. This means
just one thing: any Conceptions are subjective due to the dissonational Nature of their manifestation
in the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos; objectivity is not real in principle, because it is
characterized just by an absolutely balanced State of Self-Consciousness, in which any possibilities
of manifestation of all Forms (and the Focus Dynamics) completely disappear.

1.670.

1.671.

I would like you to pay attention to the fact that the word combination “Energy-Plasma”

includes its defining Essence, that is to say: “Energy” shows the essential presence, in all interactions, of
the dissonational (èglleroliftive) constituent of Information (that is, “projections” of different-quality
– imperceptible-kruvursorrt – interrelations between Focuses of Energy), and “Plasma” shows the
potential (and simultaneous!) presence, in any of these focus interrelations, of a stably balanced part
of Information (kovarllert-lijlluscive interrelations between ССС-fragments). Taking into account
the infinite subjectivity of the meanings of words which we use for such abstract Phenomena, it
is possible to say that Energy-Plasma represents the whole slloogrent “Body of Manifestation”
of Information, the ССС-Entity – Its “Filling Essence”. Any considerations whether any of these
Phenomena is “primary” or “secondary” would be extremely absurd, because Everything about
which we could talk is the result of an instantaneous-simultaneous reaction of all ССС-fragments of
Information to the different-vector Impulse-Potential initiated “inside” It.
It is possible to say: That Which we perceive as “the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness”
represents a Universal Form of manifestation of Energy-Plasma That has the highest degree of
manifestation objectivism in the “process” of Self-perception (Self-identification) of the ССС-Entity
in some universal features typical of various realization Levels. That is, the ССС-Entity is That part
of the internal Creative Activity of Information Which allows It (as the ССС-Entity) to subjectively
realize Itself through the multipolarized Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of any different-quality
manifestation Levels in Energy-Plasma. The Process of synthetic combination of different-quality
dissonational interrelations of Energy Focuses with heterogeneous rezonational interrelations of their
typical Information creates, in their common space of energy-information interaction (simultaneously
both in the information and in the focus spectrum of manifestation!), an infinite set of simultaneous
effects of creative realization of subjective states of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness or that
which we define as “Forms of Information realization” (Self-Consciousness Forms).
1.672.

In other words, objectively, there is no real division of the slloogrent ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness into “an information space” and “focus Space-Time” – it is just the result of
subjectivism of our Perception systems. Absolutely all types, both observed and not observed
by us, of interactions carried out in the Macrocosmos of a synthetic type have just an energyinformation (synthetic) nature, being instantaneously-simultaneously initiated in the information
constituent of Self-Consciousness (we subjectively define it as the information space, ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes, and so on) and in Its focus constituent (we subjectively
define it as Rezomirals, Space-Time, Worlds Formo-Systems, Realities, STC, and so on). Each
energy-information interaction inside Information is realized only by means of a corresponding
Configuration (Form) characterized by a certain Energy-Potential (a certain degree of dissonance of
some ССС-fragments relative to other ССС-fragments in this information combination).
1.673.

This refers to the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics (Focuses of Close Attention of bioanalogs
of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, Focuses of Integral Motivational Impulses of “plasmic” analogs of
НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, and so on) as well as to the Creative Activity of Info-Creators (Focuses of
Dual Reflection of УУ-ВВУ-copies and СФУУРММ-Forms, Universal Multipolarization Impulses of
ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles, and so on). Remember that none of energy-information interactions (that have
the only goal: a level-by-level and duvujllerrt formation of more kovarllert combinations between
ССС-fragments of the dissonational part of Information with ССС-fragments of Its rezonational
part) can be implemented without a simultaneous participation in it of the Creators of two notional
categories (Formo- and Info-) that jointly form entire slloogrentnost of the universal Focus Dynamics
of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence that unite the subjective creativity of absolutely all Self1.674.

Consciousness Forms that structure absolutely all types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
Therefore, I call them Self-Consciousness Forms, because their focus Configurations
manifest not “somewhere in general” (for example, in the subjectively-organized energyinformation formation which we perceive in an illusory way – a space-time Continuum), but in the
universal information space of Self-Consciousness that is peculiar to each Form of manifestation
(of Self-Consciousness!) and, being a part of universal slloogrentnost of the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness, also forms, within the structures of subjective Perception of each Form (in the Focus
Dynamics, VÈN-“unpackings” of Formo-Creators, and so on) all possible space-time effects that
correspond to the qualitative state of Information “unpacked” by them. The main Mechanism of
a duvujllerrt-slloogrent “manifestation” of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms in the СССEntity’s information space is the АИЙС-ССС-Flow or the Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission
(UPDI) that generates in it (in the information space of Self-Consciousness) different-quality effects
of manifestation of multipolarized interrelationship between all possible variants of various Focus
Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms. As a result of it, in Energy-Plasma – through Perception
systems of all Forms – there is a simultaneous formation of an infinite set of subjective effects –
diverse kinds of Space and Time with their characteristic properties of manifestation for all possible
degrees of awareness, which you, in your “current” Conceptions, interpret as such uncertain and
abstract notions as “Absolute Idea”, “Absolute”, “Soul”, “Spirit”, “Monad”, “Allah”, “Elohim”,
“God”, “Universe”, “Macrocosmos”, and so on and so forth.
1.675.

There can be any amount of terms that subjectively and primitively reflect That Whose
energy-information basis is manifested in our outer reality more objectively and really than any
individual Self-Consciousness Form, but behind each of them there is one great Meaning, one Great
Mystery – the structurally-integral and objectively-indivisible Truth – the State of Information
organized in a certain manner, Whose eternally-inherent Essence represents the entire Cosmos,
all the multidimensional Macrocosmos Which is, in the boundless diversity of different-quality
manifestation Forms, a Superintelligent Cosmic Entity (МУУЛЛГ-ССС-МАА – the Higher Collegial
Intelligence of the Macrocosmos structured by an infinite set of different-level (in Their slloogrentnost)
Forms of creative manifestation of Collegial Cosmic Intelligences in different-quality Universes).
1.676.

Due to a complete confusion and extreme subjectivism in individual Conceptions in respect
of each of these notions, the Focus Dynamics of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness is full
of all sorts of separation and discords between billions of people, and there are practically insoluble
conflicts between those who more or less rely upon logic and intellect, adhering to rationalism, and
those who are used to trust more intuitive feelings, considering that it is they who are closest to
the objective Reality. But in fact none of them are right. No matter how many times I or anybody
else try to convey by words even the most elementary Conceptions that subjectively characterize
manifestation Forms of This ultramundane Truth, the attempts will always result in very limited
and vague glimpses of some poor mimicry of That Which is behind the unexplainable notion of
Information.

1.677.

Let’s try to understand what exactly is meant by this word now. The Latin word informatio
(it means literally “giving shape, formation”) has three circles of meanings: “explanation,
interpretation”, “conception, notion”, and “inquiry, instruction” (it is like the Russian word “образование”, which means both “appearance, formation”, and “education, disclosure of information”).
Moreover, the primary word “forma” has, for example, the following meanings: “beauty”,

1.678.

“arrangement”, “organization”, “picture of a letter”, and even “an emperor’s ordinance”. The prefix
“in” means “movement in space and in time in any direction”, as well as “transition from one state
into another”. Thus, the notion “information” may be loosely and literally interpreted as “an initial
arrangement, a primary organization of Space and Time according to the Higher Will (an emperor’s
ordinance)”, that is, as a certain formaformatа and formaformans – simultaneously both a created
form, and a form that creates. Or there is another variant of definition used particularly for the
manifestation conditions of our Self-Consciousness Forms: Information is the initially-completed
Higher organization of the outer reality that forms through the Focus Dynamics (Formo-Creators)
not only all Forms of Existence, but also Energy, Space, and Time.
Owing to the fact that now the most widely used interpretation of the word “Information”
is limited by “data, knowledge, and their disclosure”, I must explain that in IISSIIDIOLOGY this
term doesn’t imply all possible “mathematical theories of information” and their particular cases
that are closer to the notion “СФУУРММ-Form” (that is, a Conception of something or somebody
in the form of subjective Thoughts, Feelings, and Experiences), instead, it means a complete set of
features that form the basis of manifestation of energy-information (focus) interrelations between
Formo-Creators of all Self-Consciousness Forms whose typical Focus Dynamics structure not only
subjective effects of “the outer reality”, but also potential manifestations of Those slloogrent States
which provide all other creative possibilities of simultaneous realization of absolutely all Content (a
different-quality and heterogeneous Potential) of “All-That-Is” through the entire diversity of SelfConsciousness Forms of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence (МУУЛЛГ-ССС-МАА).
1.679.

You should understand very clearly that this ordered structure of absolutely balanced
(among themselves) energy-information interrelations, which we define as Energy-Plasma (and
the product of Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics – the Macrocosmos), with the entire indescribable
set of Its typical different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences
whose focus Configurations structure both infinitely “small” and infinitely “large” (depending on
the activity of Dominants that form them) Levels (dimensions) of Its manifestation, is just one of
possible variants of the Creative Activity of Information formed as a result of impulse stimulation of
an infinite set of superuniversal (in their Essence) heterogeneous information fragments that form the
basis of Information proper (and the highest Form of an instantaneous-simultaneous manifestation
of the whole Potential of Its Creative Activity – the ССС-Entity).

1.680.

Let’s try to understand what is represented by the State of the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness before it becomes a universal basis for a mental-psychic modeling not only of our,
but of any other Self-Consciousness Form that structures any Collective Intelligence? I would like
to mention right away that everything which I carefully and deliberately convey in these books is
just one of countless subjective variants of possible description of That which completely defies
description. Moreover, in this case we don’t have even a subject to talk about, because any Energy,
or Space, or Time in absolutely harmonious States of Information (before the notional Act of Its
transformation into Energy-Plasma) is out of the question. This is why I have no choice but simply
adapt general, subjectively perceived (by me) pictures of the Universal State of “All-That-Is” to the
extremely limited abilities of your Perception systems and to the Conceptions structured by them. In
any case, even such an extremely deformed and subjectively perverted description of the Truth will
be more authentic and higher-quality than anything that constitutes the so-called “scientific basis”
of your “present” world view.

1.681.

In order to understand how all this is related to our outer reality, let’s try to consider in
detail one of simplest and the most accessible (to each of you) subjective notions, such as “light”.
So, Information that structures this notion, at the moment when you use it to model some of your
Conceptions (Thoughts and Feelings), consists of billions of heterogeneous rekonverst Configurations
which we specifically combine, as it seems to us, together and use to model a common Formo-image
of our individual (just for a given situation!) Conceptions of “light”.

1.682.

When you hear or read this word, you automatically begin to arrange something associatively
in your imagination in this respect, that is, sequentially “unpacking” from the information space of
your Self-Consciousness Form (focus Configuration) and rezonationally conglomerate (compose)
individual fragments that are accessible to your Perception into particular Conceptions about “it”
– first, vaguely and in general terms, and then more and more clearly. If it is necessary, you will be
able to imagine this notion of “light” in the form of one particular Formo-image which, in principle,
doesn’t exist anywhere except your individual Perception system. And you yourself can subjectively
perceive it only in this – temporary and indefinite – composition structured by many rekonverst
Configurations that are rezonationally attracted to each other with the help of definite emissions of
Energy that are naturally “projected” from the Self-Consciousness’ information space into the Focus
Dynamics of your Form.

1.683.

Therefore, it turns out that in order to form in our Perception system at least the simplest
Conceptions of anything, we must first rezonationally (by the specific character of our Focus
Dynamics) activate in the information space of our Self-Consciousness Form (in our individual ODS),
and then attract (“project” into the Focus Dynamics) an innumerable set of individual rekonverst
Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments that are supplementing each other in some
things, and reflect some characteristics which we associate with various manifestations of our outer
reality. For example, characteristic features of r-Configurations of countless fragments that combine
in a certain manner and create in our Focus Dynamics all possible subjective Conceptions of such
narrowly-specific states of materiality manifestation as: viscosity/flowability or solidity/porosity,
or hardness/softness, or warmth/cold, or humidity/dryness, or light/darkness, or liquid/gas, or
shagginess/smoothness/prickliness…

1.684.

Any possible feelings that appear in our Perception system represent very complex mental
structures composed by countless r-Configurations of heterogeneous information fragments, which,
being “projected” into our Focus Dynamics with the help of released Energy of different-quality
information interrelations, we interpret as our “own” Thoughts and Feelings. Only in this way –
intuitively selecting rezonational (to each other) rekonverst Configurations of these information
fragments – we can form, in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness
Forms, and “project” into our own individual ODS any our typical “personal” Conceptions about
“ourselves” and about our outer reality, including such diversified Conceptions of “light” as:
“phosphorescent light”, light of an electric lamp or a candle, “fireflies” or stars, the Moon or the
Sun, bonfire or lightning, street lamps or quickly moving cars and many other similar impressions
somehow associated with this notion (abstract Conceptions of “Divine Light”, “heartfelt Light”,
“soulful Light”, “Light of Love”, “Light in the eyes”, “Light of joy”, and so on).
1.685.

I would like to lay emphasis on the following: all these are completely different (in their
information Essence) and differently conceived variants of subjective Conceptions composed of
rekonverst Configurations of heterogeneous (but somehow compatible in these combinations, for

1.686.

our Synthesis Scheme!) information fragments. Each of the subjective Conceptions, no matter how
“simple” it may seem, is an extremely difficult configurational ССС-conglomerate that consists of
an innumerable set of “projections” of already formed information combinations temporarily – with
the help of the Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness – interrelated with each other according
to some rezonational features common to them only in given circumstances.
For example, the Conception “lamplight” composed, in turn, by such notions as “illumination
degree”, “brightness”, “lamp”, “electricity”, “glass”, “cables”, “switch”, and so on, differs very much
from the Conceptions “sunlight”, based on Information about completely different impressions of
“light” that are realized in the Focus Dynamics only jointly with various Information about the Sun
and everything that is at least somehow associated with it (“plasma”, “warmth”, “energy”, “solar
system”, “Earth”, “cosmos”, “photosynthesis”, “Life”, “day”, “sunset”, “dawn”, and so on). This is
what I mean by the term “slloogrentnost” or “holographousness”: any manifestation, in the Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, of a certain combination of Information is potentially structured
by many other configurational combinations composed in completely different ways.

1.687.

This universal property of Information can be felt very well and clearly demonstrated
during a deep Meditation practice, when you are concentrated on a narrow information spectrum,
and in your Self-Consciousness there is spontaneous activation and characteristic manifestation of
myriads of different-quality Formo-images that represent completely different categories and kinds
of Information. It always happens so: as soon as we begin to delve into any Conception, there is
immediate “projection”, into our Focus Dynamics from the individual ODS of our Self-Consciousness,
of many already-formed and once-felt Conceptions which we, depending on the degree of interest,
either perceive and “unpack” further, or ignore and are focused on other feelings. As soon as we
think about sunlight, a great number of notions, Conceptions, various kinds of knowledge, and
all possible data immediately become activated in our Self-Consciousness for “unpacking” and
manifestation in the form of certain СФУУРММ-Forms.

1.688.

How is all this diversity of Forms of Information manifestation carried out and realized
in one single moment through the Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms
simultaneously manifested on all different-quality synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma? The answer
to this question is based on yet-incomprehensible-to-you Conceptions of Principles that provide
processes of Information manifestation beyond notional – multimillion-dimensional! – “limits” of
the Focus Dynamics of most developed Cosmic Intelligences in the Macrocosmos, outside any
Conceptions of Forms and Entities, of Space and Time, where completely different, from those in
the Macrocosmos, Laws “prevail”, and absolutely different, from those of Energy-Plasma, Goals are
provided.

1.689.

First of all, you should understand that the Type of Information Which is manifested just
in the synthetic Sphere of Creativity of all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure manifestation
conditions in this Type of the Macrocosmos is the result of Creative Activity of subjectively two
(for a conscious Observer whose Configuration structures Higher Levels of manifestation of the
Macrocosmos’ Focus Dynamics, but in reality there is an innumerable set of them!) fundamental
Types of differently-functioning Impulse-Potentials (IP) – the irrkogliktive one (IIP) and the
èglleroliftive one (ÈIP). The presence of These Potentials in this Type of the Focus Dynamics is
conditioned by a natural State of heterogeneous information fragments in approximately the same
way as, for example, the presence of bioelectrical potentials (electric potentials in tissues and cells
1.690.

of living organisms) provides continuity of all energy-information neuronal connections. As a matter
of fact, neither I, nor anybody else can know why exactly these two instantaneous-simultaneous
Impulse-Potentials, with a background manifestation of all other ones, provide the synthetic Focus
Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms of the ССС-Entity.
I use the word “Impulse” in this word combination to emphasize a characteristic feature
of “internal” properties of Information that are the main Reason of diversity of all information
fragments and possibilities of dissonational diversification among their combinations. But since we
understand Impulse-Potentials as Vectors of qualitative interaction of Information whose parameters
have many final meanings, I must note that none of Them has its final state, but always represents
a certain aggregate, a set of various Impulse-Potentials That in any “point” of Their manifestation
(reflected in the Focus Dynamics of Cosmic Entities) naturally transit into each other according to
certain features, Laws, and Principles that provide information interrelations. Their “individual”
characteristics (functionality, the degree of activity and interrelation with “other” IP) are determined
by particular features of their interrelations among themselves: when they perform their functions
some of Them can immediately interact with each other (it seems like “reformatting”), while others
can do it only in a certain “sequence”, that is, after preliminary interactions with intermediate
Impulse-Potentials that correspond to them more than others.

1.691.

As I have already mentioned, among the entire infinite “mass” of heterogeneous СССfragments, there are both more compatible and less compatible ones. The most compatible fragments
of Information maximally reflect their common features. For example, fragmented Configurations of
such subjective notions as flowability, viscosity, hardness, prickliness, cold, can maximally resonate
only with those information combinations whose fragmented Configurations similarly, but slightly
differently, individually, and specifically reflect or supplement their typical Meaning. This process
can subjectively look in the following way: the feature of “flowability” can be reflected in different
ways in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness by Information of time, Life, water, ether,
mercury, liquid states of substances, mood, desire, body contour, lines in architectural elements,
images, fantasies, dreams, and so on.
1.692.

As you see, the same feature of the outer reality can, depending on particular circumstances
of its realization, be reflected with the help of configurational combinations of completely different
– that is, heterogeneous in their Essence! – information fragments that, in particular manifestations
of the Focus Dynamics, can be the most compatible, and consequently they can more easily than
others form rezonational interrelations among themselves, which we can subjectively perceive in the
form of Information, putting them into words and music, gastronomy and cookery, relationships and
bents, emotions and desires, objects, and all other constituent elements of the outer World.

1.693.

Nevertheless, our Conceptions still have a potential activity of features which cannot
now (exactly in these particular circumstances) or at all combine in our Focus Dynamics with
the considered Information. For example, usually the feature “flowability” is incompatible in our
Self-Consciousness with Configurations of such combinations as diamond or sapphire, metal or
mineral, snow or ice, while in corresponding circumstances the combinations “warmed-up snow”
(or ice), “melted metal” or “mineral” (magma) can rezonationally form in our Perception system
a Conception that would be quite compatible with the feature “flowability”. That is, the main
Mechanism of unification between some heterogeneous fragments into one information combination
(СФУУРММ-Form) is the Self-Consciousness with individual characteristics of its Focus Dynamics

1.694.

simultaneously realized through all Forms of rezonational manifestation.
There is one more important moment. For example, our Conceptions have quite a stable
kovarllert relationship between such heterogeneous information combinations as “white” and “a
sheet of paper”. But the point is that these combinations are easily compatible only for our – human
– Perception system that reflects the Synthesis Scheme characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
birvulârtnost type (Direction of Creative Activity). For other types of Self-Consciousness whose
Focus Dynamics don’t have any Conception that “paper must be white” this configurational mental
structure can be completely meaningless or be perceived in a completely different context whose
Meaning depends very much on individual characteristics of Perception systems and reactions.

1.695.

In other words, we (directly through the Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Forms)
always choose by means of our individual Focus Dynamics from the total balanced State of Information
only those ССС-fragments and their combinations which maximally resonate with the Conceptions
that already exist in individual ODS of focus Configurations of our Self-Consciousness Forms,
seemingly “structuring” some part of the universal synthetic Reality of the human birvulârtnost
type using every new subjective Conception. In other birvulârtnost types various parts of “the
chains” of subjective Realities are informationally structured in space-time Continuums completely
in accordance with the Conceptions that are typical of Self-Consciousness Forms associated with
certain types of Collective Intelligences.
1.696.

You must remember well that in various Directions that provide a simultaneous manifestation
of the Creative Activity of heterogeneous fragments of Information all IP that initiate them function
not separately from each other, but as One Superuniversal Impulse-Potential that instantaneouslysimultaneously generates into any Focus Dynamics both integration and differentiation tendencies.
Conceptions of extrapolation (propagation of conclusions obtained from an observation of one part
of a phenomenon to another one or to all its parts) or diversification (from Latin diversificatio – a
change, diversity) of some Forms of our outer reality into other forms appeared due to a huge degree
of subjectiveness and yet extremely limited possibilities of our Perception systems. Schematically,
the Principles of Self-projection of One Impulse-Potential into the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
the Macrocosmos can be compared with a Consciousness (“personalized” Self-Consciousness, the
collective Subconsciousness) that accordingly interacts with molecular structures of the brain, and
determines the whole qualitative multipolarization of possible variants of our choices.
1.697.

The same is with us, depending on the qualitative state of our Focus Dynamics and
individual characteristics to discern some features, at every moment of our subjective Existence, we
can be in a greater degree svilgs-spherationally focused either on integration or on differentiation
tendencies peculiar to our focused Self-Consciousness Forms. This just means that we (as well as all
other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А) always have a potential possibility (through characteristics
of our Focus Dynamics’ multipolarization) to simultaneously develop not only through humantype Self-Consciousness Forms, but also through all other Proto-Forms that are being sequentially
qualitatively refocused in Continuums created on the basis of their typical Synthesis Schemes.
1.698.

All the Creative Activity of Information and any Its “internal” States are inseparably associated
with Its characteristic feature which I notionally define as “impulsiveness”. By “impulsiveness” I
mean not the way of Information transfer, but a functional basis of manifestation of Its Creative
Activity State, the main Principle owing to which Information represents an absolutely balanced

1.699.

State of “All-That-Is” and at the same time can subjectively perceive Itself as “All-That-Exists”
(Something Existing) creatively realizing Itself in various manifestation conditions at once. I cannot
give an exact answer to the question whether impulsiveness is a consequence of rekonverstnost
(discreteness) of heterogeneous information fragments, or indivisible fragments are rekonverst
due to the Creative Activity impulsively stimulated in them? Most likely these characteristics of
Information are interdependent and mutually conditioned. Owing to the presence of the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics in a Self-Consciousness, each r-Configuration can (of course, duvujllerrtly and
svilgs-spherationally, that is, in a strictly-definite sequence, increasing the degree of its kovarllertnost)
individually wedge into the endless inertial process of refocusings (“unpackings”) characteristic of
all Self-Consciousness Forms.
I use the term “Potential” here and further in the text to imply that any considered-by-us
Self-Consciousness Form (or any State of Energy-Plasma) has a real possibility for performing
(through the Principle of multipolarization in the Focus Dynamics of Cosmic Entities) any qualitative
refocusings that lead to radical transformations of Their focus Configurations. The very fact of a
simultaneous “projection” of different-pole Potentials into the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos
implies a certain degree of incompleteness of any considered state or process, that is, the absence
of absolute harmony between them owing to the presence of a certain tensor state (a factor of
destruction, dissonance) in the Focus Dynamics of interacting Self-Consciousness Forms. If the
Focus Dynamics of each Form have a Potential for further qualitative transformations, it means that
there is a state of realizational incompleteness, creative tension that provides each Focus Dynamics
with corresponding conditions for realization of potential (reserve) possibilities. It is very important
to understand this and always remember, especially when we will consider the Principles that provide
a release of Energy at the instant of formation of configurational combinations from heterogeneous
information fragments.

1.700.

The presence of countless Impulse-Potentials in Information that absolutely concordantly
interact among themselves and provide, through specific interrelations of heterogeneous fragments,
all the diversity of Its “internal” States may be figuratively compared with the Universal Cosmic
Laws Whose Principles of interaction initiate all variants of Creative Activity of Information, which
naturally results in a manifestation of innumerable Types of Macrocosmoses, one of which is our
Macrocosmos of a synthetic type. This really happens so: all IP that participate in formation of
some Types of Macrocosmoses, in turn, are structured by many “their own”, that is, typical only of
them, Impulse-Potentials whose Creative Activity is perceived by all Self-Consciousness Forms and
Collective Intelligences of the Macrocosmos as manifestations of some Universal Cosmic Laws and
many organizing Principles.

1.701.

For example, all IP that structure the two main Impulse-Potentials of the synthetic Macrocosmos (IIP and ÈIP) express Themselves in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation of
Self-Consciousness Forms that belong to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type through the
following Universal Laws and Their main Principles (Universal Mechanisms of Realization)47:

1.702.

ЛЛААСС-ЛЛУУСС (“the Law of Universal Unity of multiplicities”: “There are many of You and

You are ONE”);

ССАЛЛАССТ-УУССТ (“the Law of Universal Integrity of multiplicities”: “ALL-Dependence and
ALL-Permeability of all creative diversity of Self-Consciousness Forms in All”);
47

Details of these Laws and their Principles will be described in one of the next volumes of IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals.

ЛЛИИФФТ-ГГЛЛООССТ (“the Law of ALL-Quality”);

ЛЛИИЛЛ-ГГЛЛАА (“the Law of ALL-Compatibility”);
УЙЙГ-ЛЛАА – the Universal Principle of Correspondence of EVERYTHING in the Macrocosmos.
It derives from ЛЛИИЛЛ-ГГЛЛАА: “As on “higher” manifestation Levels of Information as on

“lower” ones);

ССУУЙЙ-НУУЛЛСС (“the Law of instantaneousness-simultaneity of Everything”: “the Higher”

differentiates Itself into “the lower”; simultaneously, “the lower” integrates Itself into “the
Higher”);

УУЙЙ-ЛЛСС – the Universal Principle that derives from ССУУЙЙ-НУУЛЛСС: “Creative

realizations of simpler Forms of Collective Intelligences are provided by the collective
Creativity of more Self-Conscious Forms and vice versa” (or otherwise: all “Macrocosms” are
also simultaneously “Microcosms” relative to more developed “Macrocosms”);

РУЙЙЮУР-ТУУССТ (“the Law of Coordination”: “Unconditional mutual subordination of all

types of multiplicity to the Universal Unity”);

ЙЙЮ-ЛЛУ-АЙЙ (“the Law of Destruction and Destabilization of Qualities”);
СЛОО-ГГОЛЛ (“the Law of Harmonization and Stabilization of Qualities” or “the Law of

Harmony and Permanence of Balance”);

СГРУУ-ЛЛ-ЛОО – the Universal Principle that derives from СЛОО-ГГОЛЛ: “Equal-qulity types

of Self-Consciousness Forms simultaneously realize themselves through equal-quality Levels
and Types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences”;

СКЛАА-ГГ-ЛОО – another Universal Principle that derives from СЛОО-ГГОЛЛ: “Higher-quality
Information is realized through higher-quality Self-Consciousness Forms”;
ТУУРР-МООРР (“the Law of Self-balancing of Reactions” or “the Law of Requital”);
ФФЛУУФФ-ЛЛИИРР (“the Law of Dynamic Constancy of Projections” or “the Law of Constancy

of Presence”);

ФФЛААЙЙ-ТТААРР (“the Law of Conservation of Information-Energy Balance” or “the Energy

Conservation Law”);

УУСС-ИИСС (“the Law of Mutually compensating Motivations” or “the Law of Objective

Reason”);

ААКК-БРРАА (“the Law of Equal possibility for Creative Self-determination” or “the Law of

Freedom of Choice”);

ДДААТТООНН – the Principle of Absolute Probability of Everything; it derives from ААКК-БР-

РАА: “Any manifested Self-Consciousness Form in a given Reality has all possibilities for

realization of its Creative Potential in any probable directions of the Synthesis of Qualities that
are typical of this Reality)”;

ССУУНГС-СС-СУУЙГСС (“the Principle of Inertial Relativity of Existence”);
УУЙ-ЮЮЙЙ (“the Principle of Positivism in the Cosmic Creativity”).

I repeat: all the abovementioned Cosmic Laws and Their Principles are just the tiniest part
of objective manifestation of IP that structure the Creative Activity of the two fundamental (for
this Macrocosmos Type) Impulse-Potentials. Moreover, it is the part that is directly involved in
organization of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms within the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
Synthesis Scheme in this – 3-4-dimensional – diapason of their manifestation. With an increase of
quality of our Focus Dynamics we will more often and deeper study influences from many other
Laws and Principles which we cannot perceive now; and we will have to adjust our own Focus
Dynamics according to their more objective manifestations.
1.703.

So what Types of Macrocosmoses are there and what distinctive features do they have?
Unfortunately, we have to acknowledge that this question will remain eternally unanswered for us,
no matter from which Level of Self-Consciousness that structures this Type of Macrocosmos we try
to answer it. It is unknown how the Focus Dynamics of the Higher Intelligence of our Macrocosmos
informationally “wedges in” interrelations that are characteristic of Creative Activity Manifestations
in all other Types of Macrocosmoses initiated by other, different from ours, Impulse-Potentials.
We have nothing to do with this indefiniteness, because answers to such questions are beyond the
manifestation Spheres of any Focus Dynamics.

1.704.

The Information Basis for manifestation of the Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Collective
Cosmic Intelligences and Self-Consciousness Forms of the synthetic Macrocosmos is initially
provided by the irrkogliktive IP whose activity is automatically immediately initiated to manifest
properties of the other IP – èglleroliftive. The irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential structured, just as the
èglleroliftive one, by many other Impulse-Potentials, allows heterogeneous information fragments to
potentially be in a special – active-demonstration State that provides not only an absolute “internal”
balance of Information, but also the very Essence (Design, Meaning) of its Creative Activity
manifestation as the ССС-Entity. That is, owing to the presence of the irrkogliktive Impulse, no matter
which simultaneous subjective “changes” the ССС-Entity undergoes in general, the heterogeneous
fragments that constitute It always preserve “inside” It (beyond the Sphere of illusory subjective
Dynamics) an absolutely balanced and constant State.
1.705.

This is why results of the influence from this IP cannot be reduced to your elementary and
primitive Conceptions of differentiation, diversification or transgression – everything happens in
a much more complex way than you think, because actually absolutely nothing happens “inside”
Information! Any qualitative dynamics are characteristic just of subjective Perception systems that
belong to observers, whose Self-Consciousness Forms are manifested simultaneously with objects
of their observation. In the “internal” State of Information absolutely all remains as it was “before”,
and “after” the event observed by us! Exactly this circumstance – provisioning of constancy in
interrelations and in heterogeneous fragments with an increased tendency of Information to the
Creative Activity as the ССС-Entity – is realized (in parallel with ÈIP) through universal functions of
1.706.

the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential.
1.707. As

soon as this Activity becomes manifested, at the same notional “Instant” (for example,
manifestations of electric and magnetic properties are impossible separately in an electromagnetic
field) there is stimulation of the Activity of the èglleroliftive Impulse, which, as such, is the main
Mechanism for the initiation of the Process of subjective Self-perception of Information as the СССEntity (the Higher Intelligence) of the synthetic-Type Macrocosmos. In such a way the irrkogliktive
Impulse helps to maintain the balance of Information in whole and, due to a parallel modulation of
the èglleroliftive Impulse, provides activation of information fragments (“demonstration” in some
way of their individual features in the total mass) so that they could seemingly identify themselves
for this notional “Instant” with “projections” of various features of all slloogrent configurational
combinations between other information fragments (that have different degrees of compatibility with
them), and – at the same “Instant”! – come into a balanced state again (this may be approximately
compared with the situation when you sit in your armchair at home, watch a video film with your
participation, and experience some feelings; in contrast, each ССС-fragment – through its typical
combinations – simultaneously realizes itself in an infinite set of such “films”).
That is, the irrkogliktive IP doesn’t allow all heterogeneous fragments – in any information
combination conditioned by the èglleroliftive IP, to make any changes of individual features and
interrelations typical of their r-Configurations. This means that in any manifestation diapason of
Energy-Plasma all differentiation-integration tendencies of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
Forms are balanced by characteristics of the Formo-Creators of the same Self-Consciousness Forms.
This is why we can never consider the Activity of both these Impulse-Potentials separately, and we
must always imply “two in one”: if we subjectively perceive just one tendency, we should never
forget that in parallel with it there is certainly (but in other manifestation conditions) a potential
realization of a seemingly “opposite” tendency (but in fact it is supplementing, and provides this
manifestation!). This Principle forms the basis of multipolarization properties in any Focus Dynamics.
1.708.

It is extremely important to understand that IIP and ÈIP are in no way two oppositions
relative to the properties of each other. These two Factors form one Mechanism of manifestation of
all Self-Consciousness Forms only in case of their simultaneous mutually complementary interaction
accompanied by formation (in Perception systems) of the dissonational Focus Dynamics of FormoCreators balanced by the Creative Activity of Info-Creators of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
They would be simply ineffective separately. It may be figuratively compared with small scattered
objects that lie on a glass surface that is lighted up from below while the objects are covered with
a magnifying lens; more or less diffused shadows of these objects appear on the ceiling depending
on a distance to the lens: the larger the distance to the lens, the better the ability of diffused points
(“projections” of Focuses) to create one formation on the ceiling.

1.709.

In this example the upward movement of the lens may be compared with functions of the
èglleroliftive IP that manipulates ССС-fragments through their various qualitative combinations, as a
result, on “the screen” (like on the ceiling) of any Perception system, some subjective Conceptions
(“projections”) appear that describe individual characteristics of some Self-Consciousness Forms.
This mechanism works as an integral system and is called Energy-Plasma. Nevertheless, none of the
two IP is a “mirror” part of the other: the èglleroliftive IP is a specific Mechanism, one of countless
“superstructures” of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness that are generated by the State of Creative
Activity of Information initiated by the irrkogliktive IP. You should also remember that we consider
1.710.

everything only from the point of view of this Type of synthetic Macrocosmos, and that, in addition
to the irrkogliktive and the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials, there are also infinitely many kinds of
similar and very different Impulse-Potentials.
1.711. Both these Impulse-Potentials provide all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure our synthetic

Type of the Macrocosmos with the widest possibilities for deepest intraquality transformations of
their Focus Dynamics, and represent characteristic Features of varying (in its degree) rekonverstslloogrent manifestation of the Superuniversal State “All-That-Is” (in the form of the Focus Dynamics
of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence). This is why They are in no way associated with synthetic
Forms, instead, for all synthetic Self-Consciousness Forms, They perform the role of seemingly
“external” creative stimuli that, in the form of “an attractor”, organize absolutely all joint Focus
Dynamics based on rezonational interactions between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators.
These Impulse-Potentials never leave the “limits” of Their typical Spheres of Creative Activity
that are characteristic of “internal” States of Information, They are just accordingly “projected” and
subjectively reflected (in all possible Perception systems) in any parts of the simultaneous slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos through narrowly-specific Forms-carriers of their typical
tendencies, such as svilgsons, avvakklons, flaaggtuons, and others (the èglleroliftive Impulse), as
well as ffmillims, liijllims, uujuums, and others (the irrkogliktive Impulse) that structure absolutely
all focus Configurations.

1.712.

For us, – as synthetic Self-Consciousness Forms – potentially, there is no “pure” State
of Information; instead, there is just the infinite (in Its different-quality multidimensionality)
Macrocosmos as one of many kinds of the Creative Activity of the ССС-Entity which may be
more simply designated as “a synthetic Formo-System of energy-information interrelations”.
All Information is slloogrently distributed exactly in these all-penetrating “energy-information
interrelations” (and nowhere else!).

1.713.

Moreover, This synthetic Formo-System is not localized in any way in Information, that
is, It doesn’t occupy any separate part of It (because It doesn’t have analogs of the Focus Dynamics
expressed through interactions of Space, Time, and Energy!), but all the same its typical dissonational
part is rezonationally “projected” – through Energy-Plasma that structures the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness! – into rekonverst Configurations of each ССС-fragment, forming in this way, on
the basis of their typical interrelations, Something that may be compared with “Memory” of the
ССС-Entity about “Itself” – that is, a slloogrent Formo-image of our entire synthetic Macrocosmos.
This is why I pay your attention one more time to the fact that any focus interrelations (the Focus
Dynamics of Forms, Energy, Time, Space) that have appeared due to dissonational states inside
each r-Configuration are organized not somewhere, but in the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness,
creating in It entire slloogrentnost of information (the rezonational part) and energy-information
(the dissonational part) structures.
1.714.

As you see, everything which we call “Reality” represents just an illusory Formo-image
(subjectively formed in our Self-Consciousness) whose features, properties, and characteristics
are “kept” only “inside” Information – in the slloogrent structures of the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness. This is why it is possible to say that This Formo-System – the Macrocosmos –
doesn’t really exist either! It was just manifested for one notional “Instant” in its typical way (in
the form of a slloogrent combination of Configurations of infinitely many information fragments)

1.715.

together with the irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive duplet (“discharge”, “flash”) of Impulses, was stamped
in to the smallest details within the Focus Dynamics of the formed (and immediately annihilated into
Information!) Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, and returned into its previous State, subjectively
“continuing” its existence in the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness through the left “trace” – the Focus
Dynamics that were impulsively emitted by It at that “Instant”, “projected” into Configurations of
heterogeneous fragments, reflecting (repeating) the whole sequence of performance of information
combinations (qualitative focus transformations of all possible interrelations of Energy-Information
in Time and in Space).
From our point of view, this just means that the “highest-quality” and the “lowest-quality”
states of the Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms in the Macrocosmos of a synthetic
Type are of absolutely equal value in their information Essence: all of them one way or another come
to a completely balanced “internal” State of Information. In their subjective-realization Essence,
they are incommensurably different, because their manifestation is conditioned by completely
different information (“quantity” of fragments) and realization (Energy-Potential) possibilities: in
the Focus Dynamics of the most elementary Self-Consciousness Forms, they are limited by a typical
minimum of interrelations, while the Focus Dynamics of the highest Self-Consciousness Form (the
Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence) are provided with maximum creative possibilities.

1.716.

This Act of a single-moment synthetic manifestation of entire diversity of Self-Consciousness Forms of the ССС-Entity may be schematically described in the following way:

1.717.

1. along with all other “internal” Potentials of Information, the irrkogliktive Impulse initiated,
in heterogeneous information fragments, their typical individual interrelations (a Creative
Activity “inside” Information) that immediately automatically resulted in an integration
reaction of universal properties of the èglleroliftive Impulse in Information and generated
the entire infinite set of all possible combinations of these fragments;
2. Energy, Time, and Space that were naturally “released” during this Act and attached to the
activated Configurations of fragments all the Illusion of a sequence of their “instantaneous”
rezonational interaction with each other in each information combination formed (and
immediately annihilated!) by them;
3. the total result of all this was the slloogrent Focus Dynamics that seemingly “flashed” for “an
instant” in each of these combinations, and its illusory effect was the general concentration of
all configuration structures in the form of all seemingly “released” Energy and rezonationally
corresponding Information, that is, That Which we define as “the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Intelligence”.
As soon as all this seemingly “happened” (actually at same “Instant”!), the Potential of the
èglleroliftive Impulse became equal with the Potential of the irrkogliktive Impulse, and everything
“inside” Information became balanced in features that are typical of both of These Impulses (in
the same way everything was also simultaneously fulfilled in features of other Impulses). But a
qualitative effect of this Act was registered in all rekonverst Configurations of information fragments
– the Illusion of subjective perception of the ССС-Entity of “Itself” as a certain synthetic Form of the
Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. This very Illusion that was registered in Information concerning
seemingly-happened focus transformations represents the whole subjective Meaning of the illusory
inertial Existence of all synthetic Collective Intelligences and Self-Consciousness Forms. The only
1.718.

Mechanism of manifestation of this Illusion in the Self-Consciousness of the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Intelligence is a limitless different-quality state of this Self-Consciousness provided by entire
diversity of instantaneously happened combinations of heterogeneous fragments and expressed
through all focus Configurations (Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective Intelligences) formed
by them.
So, let’s make a short summary based on the above information, otherwise everything in
your new Conceptions will become mixed up. In the first place, we have found out that the “initial”
Reason of subjective Existence of all Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective Intelligences in
the Macrocosmos of a synthetic Type is the Universal Substance whose manifestation we perceive
in an extremely simplified way (due to our limited possibilities) as Information. Any “internal”
States of This Substance are determined by Its typical Impulse Potential structured by a countless
set of all possible different-function IP; as a result, there is manifestation of all possible effects of
Existence of synthetic and nonsynthetic variants of the Universal Self-Consciousness of Information
as the ССС-Entity. Since we can consider just the synthetic part of this Manifestation Act initiated
by IIP and ÈIP, from now on the term “ССС-Entity” will mean just the synthetic Type of SelfConsciousness, although such a division is completely meaningless because, at the Levels of
Universal Self-perception of the ССС-Entity, both synthetic and nonsynthetic Types of interrelations
organized by It are perceived in a completely integral way, complementing each other in differentquality manifestations.
1.719.

In the second place, as it was mentioned before, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics in FormoSystems of the synthetic Macrocosmos are instantaneously initiated mainly by two kinds of
Impulse-Potentials: the irrkogliktive IP (it endows all heterogeneous fragments of Information with
the State of Creative Activity) and the èglleroliftive IP (it represents the Principle of Rezonation
That instantaneously stimulates, in rekonverst Configurations of heterogeneous fragments, the
tendency to an infinite information compatibility). These two IP represent the two Main Principles
that provide all possible transformation effects for “initial” objectivity of the Universal State “AllThat-Is” into subjectivity of Existence of a certain part of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness –
“All-That-Exists” or in other words a synthetic Type of the Macrocosmos.
1.720.

In the third place, according to the Principle of Rezonation, most compatible rekonverst
Configurations of ССС-fragments instantaneously established among themselves the entire infinite
set of information interrelations, which resulted in the formation of a certain Potential of dissonation
between them (merkavgnaciâ); inside Information, there was “a release” of Energy (in the form
of different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms that induced manifestation of the effects of Space
and Time); this, in turn, became the Reason of emergence of one universal combination between
dissonational and rezonational skunkkcii of all r-Configurations and of the formation of a special
State in Energy-Plasma that created all the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the synthetic Macrocosmos’
Higher Intelligence. Moreover, interrelations between skunkkcii of different r-Configurations
“disturbed” by the irrkogliktive IP, and Focuses of Energy dissonationally formed by them are not at
all similar to anything you can imagine: say, one part of Space-Time concentrates all combinations
that reflect, suppose, one of the features (universal properties) of Information, while all other parts
contain all other features.
1.721.

No, this is categorically not so: fragments, in which the usual state of lijlluscivnost was
disturbed between skunkkcii of r-Configurations and a certain degree of kovarllertnost/imperseptnost

1.722.

appeared, don’t move anywhere in Time or in Space, because they ALWAYS “are” in an absolutely
balanced State. They instantaneously emit (“project”) into the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’
Higher Intelligence – with the help of Energy-Plasma formed as a result of their Creative Activity
– only their own typical features that, depending on the Synthesis Scheme represented in the Focus
Dynamics, become individually consolidated by the Formo-Creators into some combinations –
СФУУРММ-Forms.
In the fourth place, ССС-fragments instantaneously “projected” these features into all
types of synthetic Macrocosmoses that were initiated in Information by different-function ImpulsePotentials. That is, there was one “instantaneous” (in fact it is beyond-time!) Act of Creative Activity
of Information in all possible Directions of subjective manifestation as the Universal ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness. At the same time, rekonverst Configurations of all ССС-fragments don’t move
anywhere, don’t change their “places” (because, I remind, neither Energy which is intrinsic to the
Macrocosmoses, nor Time, nor Space are present in Information!), they just remain in their typical
states. Any Focus Dynamics, or any analogs of “chaos” are absent inside Information and cannot
be – Its completely balanced-ordered State in no way changes and is maintained due to the property
of “internal impulsiveness” that, in various combinations, has diverse Forms of manifestation – that
which we subjectively define as the Universal Self-Consciousness of the ССС-Entity structured by
all possible Types of Macrocosmoses.
1.723.

This resembles the grandiose visual effects that so brightly and realistically appear in our
Perception during large-scale light-and-music shows: sources of multicolored laser emissions remain
in a fixed position, creating in Space-Time (and in our Focus Dynamics) a very realistic illusion of
something really happening and existing that, in fact, represents just a complex-organized play of
light, fancifully combined with images and Conceptions that are so abundant in our Imagination.
The same is true for all possible holographic conceptions that are being more and more propagated
and popular, when we, due to a masterful play of light, watch an intentionally and quite really
played illusion of manifestation of certain “substantial” Focus Dynamics: some characters move
actively and realistically on the stage, events develop sequentially, there are some scenery changes...
However, it is nothing more than a play of light and sound.

1.724.

So, I repeat one more time: all information fragments (all Information in whole) are
absolutely balanced among themselves and nothing can disturb this equilibrium. We, in our Focus
Dynamics, always deal just with all possible “projections” of information fragments which we
creatively model in the information space of our Self-Consciousness at our own discretion, and
then observe the results of the created illusory effect, subjectively interpreting them with the help of
our peculiar and specific Perception systems as “the outer reality”. Approximately in the same way
everything happens to Information, when a specific activity of the irrkogliktive Impulse seemingly
actuates, in each Its rekonverst Configuration, narrowly-specific “transmission points” of the “parts”
(skunkkcii) that have the greatest rezonation and dissonation to each other.

1.725.

Initiation of the irrkogliktive activity allows each fragment, through some types of
potentially possible (to it) information interrelations, to manifest a degree of kovarllertnost of its
typical features relative to all other heterogeneous fragments; here’s a figurative example: “I am
this kind of Information (this is exactly the main function of the irrkogliktive IP – an activation of
an individual state of creative self-perception in ССС-fragments), I invite all of you to various kinds
of creative cooperation” (which is the result of the èglleroliftive IP that appeared in parallel – a

1.726.

tendency to rezonational combination of notionally “dissonational” skunkkcii that belong to other
r-Configurations). Of course, such a “cartoonish” Conception of this state of potential readiness for
any Creative Activity in any combinations just very primitively reflects the Essence of this of Act,
but it allows you to imagine more clearly and figuratively that which in fact cannot be reflected in
the subjective Focus Dynamics, because absolutely all possible variants of these interrelations were
fulfilled in one notional Instant of Eternity.
1.727. That

is to say, during the irrkogliktive stimulation, each rekonverst Configuration turns into
a peculiar “beacon” that emits (“projects” into Information) features that are typical of this СССfragment. “Projections” of fragmentary emissions that resonate to some extent and form unique (in
their information Essence) “zones” of joint interaction – a sort of individual interrelations between
skunkkcii of slloogrent r-Configurations that combine among themselves with the help of an infinite
set of “projections” that specifically (seemingly separately, individually) resonate among themselves.
The heterogeneous ССС-fragments don’t change their typical states – these effects of an illusory
perception of any “changeability” inside Information can be realized only from subjective points of
view of Self-Consciousness Forms of the ССС-Entity.
Therefore, they don’t “merge together” as you might imagine it, instead, they use their
joint “projections” (rezonational parts of many impulse emissions that interact with each other
according to an increase of kovarllertnost between them) to model a certain common slloogrent
ССС-Configuration in the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness – an information space structured by
an infinite set of ordered interrelations that represents a certain “prototype” (a multidimensional
“model”) of an innumerable set of potential different-quality Forms of creative manifestation of
Information in the formed (due to the potential imperseptnost of fragments in different combinations)
Space-Time. Each of these Self-Consciousness Forms of the ССС-Entity locally realizes itself only
in the dimensional conditions and in the Perception systems where the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics maximally correspond to the specific character of interrelations between fragments in
some combinations.
1.728.

We – due to synthetic characteristics peculiar to our Perception systems – cannot consciously
use (because such conscious use is no longer within the sphere of our creative Interest) elementary
fragments of Information in our activity, although they structure all our focus Configurations, because
in the 3-4-dimensional conditions of manifestation of our Self-Consciousness Forms they are in a
“combined” form, that is, synthesized to a certain degree as information combinations structured by
many discrete fragments (data, “quantum volumes”).

1.729.

1.730.
However, each synthetic formation (СФУУРММ-Form, Karmo-Form, “karmonation”)
is not absolutely monolithic and doesn’t represent seemingly “permanently-melted-together”
heterogeneous information fragments that structure this formation. That which I mean by the word
“Synthesis” represents not “a melted form” and not a complete loss of the Form’s previous peculiar
individual features, but their constant addition (a sequential increase, increment), to the Focus
Dynamics according to the principle of rezonational combination, of new compatible information
fragments that are attached to each typical combination with the help of their own special discreterezonational states – Focuses. Until there are Focus Dynamics generated by imperseptnost (notional
incompatibility of certain heterogeneous fragments, due to which there is an èglleroliftive formation
of Focuses of Energy expressed as aspiration of imperceptible fragments for interaction through an
increase of kovarllertnost in more complex combinations), there are also interrelations between all

fragments and they form the information space in the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
The Principle of “non-merger” of heterogeneous fragments with each other is demonstrated
in its own fashion by rekonverst Configurations in each “point” of their manifestation. For example,
within the quantum diapason, it is reflected in the “Pauli exclusion principle”, according to which,
in one quantum system, two almost identical (as fragments) electrons cannot coexist in one and the
same quantum state. Thereby, the entire illusory materiality of our outer reality structured by force
interactions which we cannot register in any way seems “solid” to us: electron shells in atoms are
being formed and, as a consequence, all possible chemical combinations appear in nature owing to
this principle. This is why we never directly contact this “materiality”, making any our “contact”
nominal: our body always interacts (moves, lies, stands or comes into contact) with something
at a certain distance. For example, when we walk on the ground, under the influence of electric,
chemical and other quantum forces we glide and become suspended at a nanometer from its surface.
However, at the same time, atomic forces that provide the presence of at least the most unessential
distances between interacting objects bind atoms into certain molecular combinations.

1.731.

Another reason of this is that electrons have one important characteristic feature: some of
them can belong to several atoms at once (in accordance with Heisenberg indeterminacy principle,
we cannot exactly determine in which atomic system an electron stays – its Focus Dynamics form a
common electronic cloud that holds them together in this molecular combination). Another example
of a kovarllert union of information fragments in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics that results in
an appearance of different-quality focus Configurations is any chemical compound, whose physical,
mechanical, and chemical properties radically differ from its constituent chemical elements. For
example, properties of hydrogen atoms that compose methane, ammonia, naphthalene, hydrogen
peroxide, nitrogen acid, and many other compounds, always remain invariable.

1.732.

Regardless of a chemical element with which a hydrogen atom interacts, and regardless
of a compound that is formed as a result of it, initial properties of a hydrogen atom don’t change
– hydrogen always preserves all its typical chemical and physical properties. Although in normal
conditions hydrogen is in a gaseous state, chemical compounds formed with its participation can
be in a liquid or solid state, be extremely reactive (like hydrogen peroxide) or, on the contrary,
chemically inert (like paraffin wax), be soluble in water (like ethyl alcohol) or insoluble (like oil).
All of this is considerably (but with a very significant adjustment for “the scale”) analogous to the
formation of synthetic interrelations between heterogeneous fragments of Information. As in the
case of information fragments, the arrangement of various atomic compositions leads to a formation
of new, absolutely unique Configurations whose structure includes certain initial and invariable
(rekonverst) features in their “latent” (inexplicit) form. Nevertheless, you shouldn’t forget that on
each manifestation Level of information combinations, through entire infinite diversity of Focus
Dynamics of various Self-Consciousness Forms, these processes (that is, the sequence of performed
kovarllert interrelations) are subject to corresponding Cosmic Laws (“internal modifications” of the
two Impulse-Potentials).

1.733.

I would like to emphasize right away that there is nothing more, except different-quality
combinations of Focuses and focus Configurations formed by their rezonational interrelations
with each other, in the structure of the Macrocosmos. They are the only basis of manifestation
(through the Focus Dynamics) of entire diversity of Energy-Potentials, as well as subjective effects
of Space and Time. Self-Consciousness is the main focal point of Information, by means of the

1.734.

Focus Dynamics of which the ССС-Entity, as the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence, simultaneously
realizes itself in all similar effects.
If to figuratively describe the Synthesis characteristic of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of
manifestation, it resembles the principle of combination of many tiny – at the level of quanta and
quarks! – Configurations of “little magnets”, each of which has and preserves its individual properties
in the total mass of interrelations, not losing them in any configurational combinations with all other
“little magnets”. Exactly these features of qualitative “individuality” allow to form inside any largerscale combinations many different-quality aggregations that have narrowly-specific properties.

1.735.

Owing to the ability of heterogeneous information fragments to preserve their characteristic
features in all interactions and since each fragment can simultaneously “project” its features into all
different-type information combinations (in the quantum diapason, it is partially manifested through
the principle of uncertainty in positions of elementary particles), any manifestation of our outer World
has all features of a diffeomorphism (multiplicity, variegatedness, discreteness) and polymorphism
(from Greek πολὺ – many, and μορφή – form). This is why any Information represents a set of
many heterogeneous data that, however, are interrelated. For example, let’s consider Information
represented in our Self-Consciousness by the word “water”. It is structured by a huge volume of
diverse data, and just mentioning them would take thousands of books.

1.736.

1.737. They

include descriptions of each elementary particle, information about spins and ions, atoms
and molecules, oxygen, hydrogen (and its isotopes – protium, tritium, deuterium), covalent binding,
physiological organisms and biological creatures, biosphere and atmosphere, springs, lakes, rivers,
seas, oceans, rain and snow, vapor and fog, ice and glaciers, liquids, Cosmos and Life Forms on
other Planets… in short, about absolutely everything that one way or another is associated with
these substances. All of them are synthesized Conceptions about water in our Self-Consciousness
expressed through heterogeneous combinations of Information about its properties specifically
expressed in this manifestation diapason. Moreover, they clearly demonstrate to us the presence of
the Principle of Slloogrentnost of Information – the reflection of all Its typical features through each
fragmentary combination that structures It.
Information that structures the 0-1-dimensional diapason of manifestation of SelfConsciousness Forms is not at all elementary, but is represented in “tetrahedral” Configurations of
Karmo-Forms48 in an already synthesized form including the entire infinite set of kovarllert discrete
interrelations that represent the information “volume” that can be stably fixed and manifested in a
corresponding rezopazon by four rezomiral Focuses. In other words, it testifies that the Synthesis of
heterogeneous fragments of Information begins considerably “lower” than the notionally established
0-1-dimensional diapason, because the Configuration of each Focus was rezonationally formed in
its typical protoformic Rezomiral as a result of a kovarllert combination of many heterogeneous
fragments (in order to provide a necessary stability of established interrelations and of each
combination through this Focus).

1.738.

The “tetrahedral” diapason is just a reflection of limited energy-information possibilities of
some Self-Consciousness Forms that can be manifested in Space exactly with such “geometry”. We
simply don’t know another, more elementary “geometry” (simplified, more limited) in its structure

1.739.

48 See details of the geometric interpretation of “karmonations” in the series of books “Immortality is accessible to
everyone”, vol. 14 (available in Russain only).

of interrelations, therefore, we consider that there cannot be any other variants. But they do exist
and, due to their instability and a small “number” of combining fragments, they represent all the
diversity of focus Configurations of non-orientable sets of non-symmetric Forms, homeomorphisms,
diffeomorphisms, and so on. Spaces that are narrowly-specifically structured by them also
represent component parts of Configurations of the subnuclear Self-Consciousness Forms from
the 0-1-dimensional diapason. Unfortunately, since I know nothing about them, we will notionally
consider the 0-1-dimensional diapason as the “lowest” manifestation threshold in the Tertiary State
of Energy-Plasma.
If we take as a notional unit the volume of Information that structures the Focus Dynamics
of “tetrahedral” Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms in the 0-1-dimensional diapason, it is
possible to say that the Focus Dynamics of quantum Self-Consciousness Forms of our “hexahedral”
(3-4-dimensional) diapason contain, in average, in each “quantum volume”, 96 times as much
Information (4 Focuses in each “tetrahedron” multiplied by 24 “tetrahedrons” that structure one
“hexahedron”) that considerably increases possibilities of our creative realizations. This is because
during each quantum Shift carried out every single moment in the Focus Dynamics of our SelfConsciousness Forms, all Formo-Creators that structure our “hexahedral karmonations” make not
one variant of qualitative changes, but 96 * 95 = 9120 all possible variants of information kleksings.
I hope you understand that these are very subjective calculations, which I use to make a more
comprehensible demonstration of multivariance of any Focus Dynamics, and nothing else.

1.740.

1.741. In

reality, the Focus Dynamics are carried out in a much more complex way: Formo-Creators
of each of the 24 “tetrahedrons” interact with Formo-Creators of each of the 23 other heterogeneous
“tetrahedral” combinations and form, in the information space of Self-Consciousness, one individual
qualitative change or kleks. However, at the same instant, as a result of each their pairwise interaction
there is formation of new combinations that establish all interrelations among themselves, and
this provides new variants of combinations (and “quantum shifts” formed by them) that have new
interrelations between them,… and so on. By the way, the Principle of multipolarization in the Focus
Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form is carried out in this very way.
So, in our most detailed research of the two States of Information (“All-That-Is” and “AllThat-Exists”), we have approached the moment when the Creative Activity of the two ImpulsePotentials, each of which, in turn, is structured by many different-type variants of other heterogeneous
Impulses (the so-called Cosmic Laws and Their Principles), instantaneously creatively activated all
the diversity of Information fragments that immediately manifested as one slloogrent combination
of That Which we define as Energy-Plasma – the energy-information basis for manifestation of the
Focus Dynamics that belong to Self-Consciousness Forms of a synthetic Type of the Macrocosmos.

1.742.

Here, undoubtedly, you must have a question: “How did the word “Energy” appeared near
the word “Plasma” (Information) in this basic notion for our Macrocosmos – “Energy-Plasma” – if
“at the very beginning” It was absent in the Universal State, there was just a potential possibility
to perform an infinite set of variants of realizational possibilities of Impulse-Potentials”? The
answer to it is unexpectedly simple: energy characteristics (component, constituent) of the State
“All-That-Is” that represents all potential possibilities of the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’
Higher Intelligence have instantaneously manifested as a result of rezonational interaction of each
heterogeneous fragment of Information with all other heterogeneous information fragments and all
possible combinations of various complexity formed by Them.
1.743.

Schematically, this Act of the Macrocosmos looks approximately in the following way
(I will try to tell about it in a hypothetical sequence of all processes, but you must not forget
that I mean just one “Instant”, which is even more difficult to imagine using criteria of at least
some “duration”). Imagine that one ССС-fragment rezonationally “overlapped” (“became stable”,
transgressed its individual features) interrelations between each skunkkciâ that are unique for its
rekonverst Configuration onto the r-Configuration of another, kovarllert (compatible) ССС-fragment
that at least slightly differs from the previous one in its information Essence. As a result of such
interrelation a certain pair of combinations of very similar Information was formed; we will notionally
call this state “rezonational Activity” (RA).
1.744.

It is important to understand another nuance typical of information interrelations: since each
heterogeneous fragment has an inherent property of slloogrentnost (that is, each of them potentially
can reflect, in Self-Consciousness, combined features of all other ССС-fragments – like a tiny thread,
if you pull it, it is possible to unwind the whole clew), during transgression or “self-projection”
of one elementary fragment onto others that are kovarllert with it, each particular interaction is
accompanied by a manifestation effect of a certain qualitative priority (precedence), which, in turn,
increases individual features of each fragment, creates in Energy-Plasma potential conditions for
manifestation of a certain realizational Direction in which the transgression is made.
1.745.

Therefore, other imperceptible (relative to this combination) features that also
simultaneously form other realization Directions in Energy-Plasma have less possibilities to
influence this interaction; that allows this particular combination to attract even more kovarllert
features and become more intensified (established more firmly) in its typical interrelations, thereby
broadening the sphere of its information influence. This is the way of simultaneous formation, in
Energy-Plasma, of all multipolarization Directions of Focus Dynamics that combine according to
the features that structure them into entire infinite diversity of kinds and types of birvulârtnost (a
kind differs from a type because it is less synthesized and structures a birvulârtnost type – more
complex “parts” of slloogrentnost in a given Direction of Synthesis; for example, the Synthesis
that involves the Scheme with ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence represents
a birvulârtnost kind relative to the next, more complex Scheme, when a third Dominant becomes
involved, which in a greater degree characterizes this birvulârtnost type, which, however, at the
same time is a kind relative to a four-dominant Scheme; and so on). RA-state is just one of facets
of the slloogrent Mechanism for rezonational manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms in one
birvulârtnost Direction, with a sufficient “concentration”, in their Focus Dynamics, of the features
attracted to each other in the state of mutual rezonation. Therefore, RA-state in a greater degree
reflects properties of Info-Creators.
1.746.

1.747. During each kovarllert interaction, even with their notional “sameness” and compatibility, some

skunkkcii of rekonverst Configurations in two ССС-fragments are dissonational to each other and
cannot rezonationally create a joint combination without preliminary qualitative transformations.
What happens to these “parts” (skunkkcii)? Do they disappear anywhere? No, they cannot disappear
anywhere, because they are indivisible, and Space, where their individual features that represent
just a part of the rekonverst Configuration could be rezonationally manifested, is not yet formed
(owing to the absence of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness and of Its typical Focus Dynamics).
These skunkkcii that failed to resonate with each other have created, in the common Configuration
of this combination, a certain special state that differs in something from the resonated state – let’s
call it “dissonational Passivity” (DP) that represents a certain tensor relative to the states that were

previously typical of both Configurations.
Since, in their joint interaction, when similar information features in r-Configurations of
interacting ССС-fragments mutually intensify each other, they immediately form a part of a certain
birvulârtnost Direction, the DP-state may be characterized as manifestation of a dissonational state
towards characteristic features of this Direction that must be annihilated (through corresponding
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness) so that all parts of each rekonverst Configuration could
completely manifest in Energy-Plasma their inherent information features. Therefore, the DP-state
in a greater degree reflects the properties and functions of the Formo-Creators that represent an
energy-realization basis of each Self-Consciousness Form. The DP-state represents just a potential
of possible “internal” interactions between fragments of Information that are initiated by appearing
Impulses, while the RA-state is “constant” and natural for It and is preserved during any realizational
(dissonational) activity.
1.748.

1.749.Pay

attention to the fact that during interaction of any kovarllert rekonverst Configurations
a certain tensor is formed – a relatively incompatible, imperceptible part (in given conditions of
interaction!). That is, in case of the reaction-type manifestation of the èglleroliftive Impulse, in the
total balanced State of Information, as an impetus to fulfill certain “inherent” possibilities, there
is a dissonational manifestation of a certain realization Potential! What kind of possibilities? It may
seem to you that the parts of interacting Configurations that don’t resonate with each other can
“return” to their previous states of absolute harmony relative to all other heterogeneous fragments.
But it is impossible to do it owing to the started Creative Activity of both Impulse-Potentials!
As soon as the first combination is established between fragments, the immediately formed
RA-state is rezonationally “projected” into a corresponding part of the r-Configuration of another
information fragment, thus adding a new dissonational factor to the common DP-state, a new tensor
that provides a higher intensification of the “internal” tension. This happens so in all possible
interrelations at once. That is, each new kovarllert r-Configuration is rezonationally united with
the common Configuration of the formed combination, intensifies both the common RA-state and
the common Potential DP-state of this information combination. This results from the influence of
the irrkogliktive IP in Information which we subjectively interpret as “Involution” (a sequential
qualitative disintegration of more synthesized Self-Consciousness Forms into Forms with a smaller
quantity of ССС-fragments that structure them, which is the reflection of “initial” tendency of each
r-Configuration to preserve its typical feature). Moreover, I’d like to remind you that IIP is not a
Mechanism of combining heterogeneous ССС-fragments according to certain features of rezonation –
It just initiates “inside” each r-Configuration potential possibilities to perform the Creative Activity
in any Direction, that is, forms in it a certain specific state of active expectation, of internal stimulus
to something. And nothing more!
1.750.

The impetus to a kovarllert mutual combination is provided by the simultaneous èglleroliftive
Impulse that also provides the synthetic Focus Dynamics (a sequential qualitative integration of
simpler combinations of r-Configurations into more complex ones); with an increase of intensification
of the process this helps to equalize the states of dissonational passivity of skunkkcii in some СССfragments relative to skunkkcii of all other ССС-fragments, which is accompanied by an increase of
their rezonation to each other and, as a consequence, an incessant decrease of the tensor state in the
combinations formed by them (focus Configurations).

1.751.

The more rezonational combinations occur between heterogeneous ССС-fragments, the
more powerful and more stable become “dissonational depositions” that are formed by them and turn
into focus structures that are independently organized by their own – dissonational – Configurations;
using the formed tensor Potential, the dissonational Configurations “keep” (fix) between each other
all rezonational parts of already combined Configurations. Why do they “keep” them? Why the RAstate is not differentiated from the DP-state? Since rekonverst Configurations of the heterogeneous
fragments cannot any longer transgress into less significant parts of themselves, they represent the
extreme limit of manifestation of any diffeomorphism.
1.752.

In other words, there cannot be any further differentiation in Energy-Plasma! And they
have to do just one thing – to mutually combine, that is, to integrate into the highest degree of
synthesis and reach the State of absolute balance of Energy-Plasma that transits into a stable (for
Information) “internal” State, owing to which the influence from the irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive IP
over ССС-fragments completely disappears. From the point of view of the subjective Observer it
seems as “a return” of ССС-fragments into Information from the State of Self-Consciousness of the
synthetic ССС-Entity (pay attention to the fact that it “seems”, because in reality any fragment never
changes its typical state, but realizes itself in Energy-Plasma through its “projected emissions”!)
conditioned by the presence of the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential and the èglleroliftive IP in the
Focus Dynamics.
1.753.

Using the DP-states formed in Energy-Plasma, information fragments seemingly “bound”
themselves into many complex-configuration formations – “karmonations” or Karmo-Forms united
into larger-scale formations by a certain common (to their mutually combined focus Configurations)
Meaning (СФУУРММ-Forms). In order to become “themselves” again (rekonverst Configurations)
and become free from “the imposed” influence of Focuses that fix their “projections” in the formed
combinations, each information fragment must “pass” through the process of universal Synthesis,
and its evolutional Meaning is to finally reach an absolute unification of all rekonverst Configurations
of heterogeneous fragments in One Universal Form – the slloogrent focus Configuration of EnergyPlasma, through which all subjective “Beginnings” and all subjective “Ends” seem to transit into
each other. The Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence are transformed into
Energy-Plasma that is an energy-information basis for manifestation of the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness; in Its absolute State, the ССС-Entity automatically transgresses into the Universal
State of Information Whose Creative Activity seems to be initiated “again” by Impulse-Potentials…
And all this subjectively seems to infinitely continue, having happened just once at a certain notional
Moment of Eternity.
1.754.

As a figurative example, it is possible to describe an imaginary picture which is, nonetheless,
based on real physical processes. Imagine a field over which suddenly, in a single moment, lightnings
shined out in many places, and then thunder followed. Clouds of dust immediately appeared, a
baffling wind started to blow, and then a shower started to pour. Trajectories of many lightnings can be
compared with the Creative Activity of the irrkogliktive Potential; it is interaction of ССС-fragments
along the most kovarllert Path of integration that creates possibilities for the formation of all birvulârt
Directions of development and various states of rezonational Activity between Self-Consciousness
Forms that structure them. The most intensive dynamics appear locally, around manifestations of
lightning and thunder, in the form of observed and felt swirling of the wind, whirlwind, hail, and
so on. Such processes can be compared with the Creative Activity of the èglleroliftive Potential
that involves, into this “area” of manifestation of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics, only those ССС1.755.

fragments which are in the state Dissonational Passivity to each other.
A great quantity of Energy that appears during activation of the irrkogliktive Potential
(energy of lightning and thunder) provides these fragments with the possibility – due to their
participation in the Focus Dynamics – to use their typical interrelations to sequentially structure
dissonational “portions” of their own r-Configurations; in the inertial mode of perception (through
properties of Space-Time), this neutralizes their tensor state of Dissonational Passivity. Lightning
is like a flash that spiritualizes (inspires) by the irrkogliktive Potential each rekonverst fragment of
Information for a probable Creative Activity, as a result, there is a high degree of tensor between
most of the initiated ССС-fragments and a real possibility (the èglleroliftive IP) to restore the energyinformation balance in this particular “portion” of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics manifested in the
ССС-Entities’ Self-Consciousness.
1.756.

1.757. Focuses

that “combine” ССС-fragments into certain combinations form the basis of the main
Mechanism of manifestation of Energy-Plasma through many different-quality Self-Consciousness
Forms that were created as reactions on the basis of these notional DP-states in Information. They
became the foundation of all focus Configurations – that part of Information which in some features
doesn’t resonate with the common (for this combination) slloogrent Configuration and which,
as such, has formed all manifested Self-Consciousness Forms in the Macrocosmos (each Form
represents different-quality combinations of dissonational Focuses united into focus Configurations,
while Self-Consciousness represents the Creative Activity of rezonational combinations that
include “projections” of heterogeneous fragments of Information). For example, in “hexahedral”
Configurations of “karmonations” in the 3-4-dimensional diapason, Focuses (Self-Consciousness
Forms of nucleons) perform the role of specific “centers” that èglleroliftively regulate and
svilgs-spherationally coordinate – using their typical tensor-type Focus Dynamics, through SelfConsciousness Forms of electrons – energy-information interrelations that structure them.
But what is Energy? It is a true Nature of any dissonational manifestation that “initially”
includes the Mechanism of self-equalizing, self-balancing. This very Mechanism stimulates
each dissonational part of a focus Configuration to combine with a lacking part of another focus
Configuration in order to adjust the internal disbalance of this structure and bring it to the common
rezonational state. As soon as it is achieved, the potential of Energy which was available for both
Configurations is annihilated in the Focus Dynamics of the new Self-Consciousness Form. But
the new state begins to be in discord with some other focus Configurations relative to which a
new Energy-Potential is manifested that also “includes” its own potential Mechanism of balancing
realization… All subjective processes are being formed in this way in all Self-Consciousness Forms
as Focus Dynamics (that is, the dynamics between different-quality Focuses).

1.758.

During differentiation of interrelations of the general Creative Activity in the completelysynthesized ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, in each “individual” (owing to the transgression)
information fragment, there is a release of a corresponding Energy-Potential of interrelations that are
relatively imperceptible to each other (temporarily not used on some Levels of the focus interaction).
In order to reunite any information fragment with the lacking (dissonational) part of its rekonverst
Configuration that seems to be temporarily – until certain manifestation conditions appear – absent
in its structure, the Formo-Creators of corresponding Levels need to use the Mechanism of the
Focus Dynamics to dissipate the existing “surplus” (the strongest tensors) into other interrelations,
and, in return, to “absorb” their typical “surplus” – the energy potential lacking in these Formo1.759.

Creators for carrying out higher-quality transformations. Energy which they release into other types
of interrelations is imperceptible and, from a subjective point of view, can be interpreted by us as
excessive, “surplus” in the structure of already reunited kovarllert interrelations that structure the
information combination in this focus Configuration.
To create a more comprehensible associative image in your Focus Dynamics, let’s consider
completely ionized hydrogen plasma, where all electrons are separated from nuclei (protons). In
a heated plasma state we have a relatively differentiated state of Matter – it seems that electrons
exist separately from protons. We know from physics that it is possible to achieve such state just by
intensively heating up hydrogen, that is, by adding a certain thermal energy-potential to this process,
which, due to the attraction of new interrelations between Formo-Creators will provide division of
hydrogen atoms into elementary constituents. We can figuratively associate such a differentiated state
of substance in the form of high-temperature plasma with manifestation conditions of rekonverst
Configurations in the 0-1-dimensional diapason, where heterogeneous information fragments
are still greatly “separated” from each other and are seemingly held apart (in relatively simple
combinations) owing to an enormous potential of included kruvursorrt Energy (it is achieved due to
a high temperature in our example).

1.760.

With cooling down (a release of excessive Energy of imperceptible interrelations into the
environment) the slowest protons become recombined with electrons and form more complex focus
combinations – hydrogen atoms. In the considered case, stable (kovarllert) energy-information
interrelations begin to form between previously differentiated information fragments, and, as a
result, dissonational distances between Focuses start to decrease. Thus, in this process, we have
the possibility to observe the Focus Dynamics that is opposite to transgression – the process of
integration of ССС-fragments of Information into more and more kovarllert combinations.

1.761.

At the moment of recombination of the last free proton basic synthetic (intraquality)
processes stop within the focus Configuration of the hydrogen’s Formo-Creators, thereby allowing
to begin the stage of formation of energy-information interrelations (a further unification of
information fragments) at the next level: individual hydrogen atoms release excessive Energy into
the environment and unite into H2 molecules with a lesser energy potential, but still with a great
number of information interrelations. A further process of release of thermal Energy will contribute
to a decrease of the distance between individual H2 molecules (a decrease of pressure) and to a
gradual transition into a condensed liquid phase, where the distance between hydrogen nuclei are
minimal, while the potential of internal thermal Energy tends to zero.

1.762.

Both in the first (plasma) state and in the second (liquid) state the quality of hydrogen (as
an analog of information fragments) is the same in essence, but at the same time its common Form
of manifestation cardinally modifies in each state. In this example, transgression of information
combinations into simpler blocks happens during heating, that is, when we “add” a certain quantity
of Energy to the Configuration, which allows them to become dissociated (from Latin dissociatio
– detachment, decay of a particle, a molecule, radical, ion into slightly simpler particles) to the
level of seemingly separately-manifested Self-Consciousness Forms of electrons and protons. The
reverse process of focus integration of isolated information fragments happens due to a release of
“excessive” (kruvursorrt for these manifestation conditions Energy, while the speed of such process
is limited by possibilities of heat exchange between heated hydrogen plasma and the environment.
I would like to note that this example would seem even more probable if, instead of thermonuclear

1.763.

synthesis, we could consider a hypothetically possible cold fusion, when without heating a substance,
as in case of an ordinary nuclear reaction, there is a chemical reaction with a continuous formation
of new elements.
By analogy with this, our Focus Dynamics are the mechanism of “dissipation” (release)
of Energy-Potential that keeps Focuses in a dissociated (transgressed) state, while intensity and
quality of our “interpersonal” and interprotoformic interaction determine the speed of release, from
the Focus Dynamics, of psychic Energy available in imperceptible – for this focus Configuration! –
interrelations. Such “cooling down” of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics results in appearance
of their possibilities for a greater ordering of information fragments and their union with each
other according to the principle of rezonational correspondence into completely new information
structures with more universal properties and realizational possibilities. That is, having released
a part of a “burdening” tensor state initiated by the presence of a dissonational Energy-Potential
in the Focus Dynamics, these Formo-Creators have received not only a greater stability in this
manifestation mode, but also additional abilities necessary for the formation of even more complex
energy-information combinations.

1.764.

Now I would like to say a few words how exactly Energy influences the process of
balancing of the Focus Dynamics. It is possible to demonstrate it by the example of the notion
of rezonational zone: “having unpacked” from VÈN a certain dissonational energy-information
interrelation included into the Configuration of some СФУУРММ-Form (it is subjectively perceived
by “a personality” as disagreement with anything), the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness of this НУУ-ВВУ-Form, having synthesized from this СФУУРММ-Form a certain
volume of kovarllert interrelations, immediately become “reprojected” into the next rezonational
zone whose information fragments haven’t yet become structural elements of the information space
of this Self-Consciousness Form. That is, at the moment of each multipolarized “unpacking”, out
of the whole information content of the new rezonational zone, the Formo-Creators of each НУУВВУ-Configuration (“personalized” Interpretation) have access only to one type of interrelations
characteristic of one narrow manifestation rezopazon.
1.765.

Involvement of these interrelations in the Focus Dynamics stimulates activation of the
èglleroliftive Impulse (a cognition Interest) in a given Direction of Synthesis, which is conditioned by
the presence of dissonance between existing СФУУРММ-Forms that are available to Formo-Creators
and structure this rezonational zone and a large set of yet inaccessible СФУУРММ-Forms of the
studied zone. With further “unpackings”, the information space of Self-Consciousness is gradually
filled with more and more СФУУРММ-Forms that belong to the newly explored rezonational zone;
these СФУУРММ-Forms combine together (through the Focus Dynamics) with existing KarmoForms into one energy-information structure, and provide a gradual mutual weakening followed by a
mutual compensation in kovarllert interrelations; as a result, there is a gradual decrease of influence
from the èglleroliftive Impulse in this particular Direction of Synthesis, as well as a decrease of the
tensor-state in the Focus Dynamics in this manifestation rezopazon.
1.766.

1.767. At

the moment of “unpacking” of the “last” energy-information interrelation in this Direction
of Synthesis in this narrow rezopazon, a certain state of “absolute saturation” is achieved in the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, which annihilates corresponding dissonational distances between
Focuses that structure this rezonational zone; in other words, there is a sort of self-balancing of the
Focus Dynamics in these qualitative features that provides transformation of Energy of the Focus

Dynamics in this rezopazon into a new qualitative state. This may be compared with assembling a
puzzle picture that consists of many fragments: when the last part is set on its place, the picture becomes
fully completed, it is impossible to add anything to it, or take away anything, all combinations are
established, and the meaning of the picture is completely cognized, all you have to do is to switch
to another puzzle set.
Focuses are reflections of dissonational states between “projections” of information
fragments that structure the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. Information
doesn’t go anywhere, there are no changes in it, nothing happens to it. Subjectively, in the Focus
Dynamics, there are changes just in the “picture” of a certain “order” of activation in interrelations
between all “projections” of Its fragments. Inside each “projection” of rekonverst Configurations
involved in the Focus Dynamics, there are parts that simply cannot immediately become kovarllert
with “projections” of other fragments; consequently, they create a peculiar qualitative difference in
this manifestation mode, that is, Focuses. A Focus is an extremely unstable state, it is a synonym of
Energy that has an internal potential to achieve a balanced state through establishing interrelations
with other Focuses that reflect, in a slightly different way, the tendencies that to some extent are
typical of this Focus. All such interrelations between different-quality Focuses represent manifestation
Rezomirals of the entire slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence.

1.768.

Each Focus is structured by a certain quantity of heterogeneous fragments that, however, are
maximally kovarllert to each other. Since this degree increases sequentially and duvujllerrtly, each
Focus seems to be inside another Focus structured by a larger quantity of fragments, and the latter, in
turn, is inside the next, more complex Focus … Each of these Focuses is notionally separated from
Configurations of “the previous” and “the subsequent” Focuses by a certain dissonational distance
– an unused Energy-Potential that prevents the emergence of a rezonational state between them.
If to realize this Energy-Potential (it is possible to do it through corresponding Focus Dynamics),
the dissonational distance to a higher-quality Focus will become shorter. This is the way how
slloogrentnost of the Macrocosmos was formed, that is, a certain quantity of fragments came to a
certain conformity with each other with the formation of a certain, common to them, rezonational
combination.

1.769.

An infinite set of such different-quality combinations have been instantaneously formed and
become the basis for immediate formation of all the infinite diversity of different-quality dimensional
Levels. In turn, these Levels formed the basis of all possible manifestations of Time. That is, the state
of dissonation of Information has an inherent feature which we define as Time. The more kovarllert
interrelations structure a particular dimensional Level, the higher the degree of intelligence of a
Self-Consciousness Form manifested on it, and the higher the Form’s energy-information Potential,
and the more universal Form of Time participates – through the Focus Dynamics of “a personality”
– in the realization of this potential: energy and information.

1.770.

Time characterizes two moments – the beginning of interaction from the point of view
of a given dissonational state between two Focuses, and its completion, when two dissonational
Focuses are able to form one rezonational focus Configuration. Time doesn’t shorten the existing
dissonational distance, it just shows how much heterogeneous Information (in the form of Focuses
of corresponding Energy) is necessary to introduce into this focus interaction in order to annihilate
this type of dissonance by “reprojecting” the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics onto a higher-quality
Level of possible interrelations. The higher the quality (that is, structured with a larger quantity

1.771.

of ready kovarllert interrelations) of Energy that participates in this, the less Time is required to
annihilate the tensor state which is characteristic just of these manifestation conditions for this
Self-Consciousness Form. It is the quality of used Information that affects the result of changes
in realizational possibilities of the Formo-Creators of this Form, stimulating the “reprojection” of
their Focus Dynamics into another Self-Consciousness Form that corresponds to this Information.
This is like a navigator of road routes: when you mark a certain point on the map of the navigator,
it immediately shows how much time you will need in order to get to the chosen place, moving at a
certain speed.
In reality, you individually refocus not in Time but in the quality of choices which you make.
The initial point represents parameters of one focus Configuration, and your aim is parameters of
another focus Configuration. They are incompatible with each other, because their typical qualitative
states are separated by a dissonational distance. In the information space of Self-Consciousness, they
can enter a lijlluscive state to each other only through the subjective Focus Dynamics that reflect
a certain – higher for these Configurations – quality. However, any Focus Dynamics are carried
out only by means of Space, in which all other different-quality Focuses do the same – shorten the
dissonational distances that separate them. Space is the environment for realization of Time, for
the achievement of the state when desires become reality (that is, something, which is dissonant in
given manifestation conditions relative to something else, sequentially changing this state first to a
kovarllert one and then to a lijlluscive one that would make both focus Configurations rezonational).

1.772.

As I have already mentioned, various Spheres of manifestation of more or less kovarllert
Focuses of Energy – focus Rezomirals formed by rezonational manifestation of information СССcombinations – were naturally (according to the Feature of Rezonation) formed in Energy-Plasma
according to the degree of similarity of information or meaning which is characteristic of various
sets of different-quality focus Configurations. In conditions of an infinite diversity of possibilities
to express different qualitative states of these combinations, various DP-states of Information can
mutually unite their typical interrelations, and in this way rekonverst Configurations of heterogeneous
ССС-fragments that structure them can sequentially combine with more and more kovarllert (with
them) ССС-fragments, gradually becoming free from the influence of Focuses that restrict them.
1.773.

I would like also to pay your attention to the fact that on higher Levels of manifestation
of the Macrocosmos (in the extreme states of dimension) that reflect maximum possibilities of the
interquality Synthesis for the balanced part of Information with Its dissonational part – Energy
(and the achievement of the greatest degree of kovarllertnost – practically lijlluscivnost – between
ССС-fragments, or an absolutely balanced state) ССС-fragments become completely free from the
influence of Focuses (as such, Focuses automatically seem to “dissolve” into the Pure Cosmic
Qualities); as a result, any Focus Dynamics become impossible, and slloogrent focus Configurations
of all most perfect and harmonious Forms of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence annihilate into
the Higher State of Energy-Plasma (Energy of dissonational interrelations is uniformly distributed
in all rekonverst Configurations), and then – into the entire infinite set of heterogeneous fragments
of Information.
1.774.

This is why it is possible to say that the whole meaning of development (refocusings) of any
Self-Consciousness Form is in the increasingly deeper and all-encompassing Synthesis, through its
Focus Dynamics, of the maximum “quantity” of kovarllert information fragments; this provides a
constant decrease of the dissonational state between this Form and the outer World. In specifics of our

1.775.

inertial Existence, this is expressed as a gradual decrease of negative reactions to any manifestations
which we have to face in our Life and which we perceive as destructive, irritating events that prevent
our “normal life”.
I am not going to give any examples, because any manifestation of the outer reality –
even the most positive and harmonious one, which, however, doesn’t correspond to our current
mood, desire or needs – can provoke a negative reaction in our Focus Dynamics. Everything that
appear in our Life, starting with communication with family members and close ones, friends
and acquaintances or completely strange people, and ending with natural phenomena, the state of
the outer Cosmos – everything represents to us extensive possibilities to decrease the activity of
and gradually more and more exclude from our Focus Dynamics various devised reasons that can
stimulate some dissonational states. There is no other way to increase the Level of manifestation of
your Self-Consciousness Form; the only way is through annihilation of any tensors and gaining a
more and more steady state of spiritual and psychological equilibrium.

1.776.

Now, for a deeper understanding, let’s briefly summarize what was stated in this chapter.
So, as a result of Their inherent diversity (which, as such, is the reflection of influence from the
irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential), following the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential that immediately,
in parallel, appeared “inside” Information, and according to the Principle of Rezonation that was
initiated by the Impulse, some information fragments tended to actively interact with compatible
(that is, kovarllert with them) information fragments and instantaneously formed with them an
infinite set of both the simplest and the most complex heterogeneous information combinations that,
however, are united with each other by some common (intraqualitative) features.

1.777.

As a result, an infinite set of kovarllert-lijlluscive (similar in most qualitative features),
discrete states of objectively conditioned rezonational Activity (a relative – nonlocal – “attraction”
of Interest) manifested seemingly “inside” the State “All-That-Is”, which were accompanied by
and imperceptible-kruvursorrt (that differ in Meaning), discrete states of dissonational Passivity (a
relative – nonlocal – “rejection”, or a tensor state) with an absolutely equal “volume” of Information
Potential.

1.778.

The latter reflect the presence of the common Energy-Potential in Energy-Plasma that must
be realized through the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms on absolutely all Levels of
Energy-Plasma in order to neutralize the dissonational state that was formed in different-quality
combinations and to bring the total slloogrent focus Configuration of the Macrocosmos into a
rezonational, mutually-balancing state. As a result of the simultaneous activity of the two ImpulsePotentials, certain conditions were formed “inside” Information necessary for the manifestation of
Its Creative Potential. We designated this circumstance as Energy of disturbed (changed owing to IIP
and ÈIP) interrelations both between and inside rekonverst Configurations that must be immediately
corrected. That is, a possibility appeared “inside” Information of emergence of a special Universal
State – Energy-Plasma which is associated with a certain unbalanced state of something relative
to something else. Here, Energy reflects the dissonational state of a certain part of skunkkcii in
information fragments (portions of rekonverst Configurations that failed to combine), while Plasma
(ССС) represents the part of Information which always is in a rezonational state. In whole, all this
forms the active slloogrent State of Information which we interpret as Energy-Plasma.
1.779.

1.780.

It turns out that Energy is the most important evolutional factor whose realization through

the universal slloogrent Focus Dynamics can provide the return of all Self-Consciousness Forms
into a rezonational state (towards each other). The initiation from the irrkogliktive IP switched all
r-Configurations into the State of a certain “active waiting” for potentially possible changes, that is,
stimulated a certain individual Interest in them that can be compared with the State of unrealized
Creative Activity. So that Information could preserve Its inherent Universal State and at the same
time manifest Its Creative Activity (comprehensively and deeply cognize absolutely all Its own
features), Its Universal Nature has a manifested Universal Mechanism of balancing Information
“inside” Itself, or That Which we define as Energy-Potential that formed the basis of Energy-Plasma
formation.
Under the influence of the èglleroliftive Impulse that stimulates the return from dissonational
states into rezonational ones, an infinite set of different-quality Focuses provided by different energy
Potentials (various realizational possibilities for manifestation) were formed in Energy-Plasma. It is
very important to understand that each of these potential possibilities can be realized by each Focus
only in strictly-definite manifestation conditions determined by the presence of some types of energyinformation interrelations in it. As a result, narrowly-specific states of Focuses organized by certain,
unique interrelations became the basis for the formation of a certain, ordered in some manner, picture
that qualitatively mutually connects some Focuses with a certain part of Information, which results
in generation of a certain èglleroliftive activity in Energy-Plasma – the Focus Dynamics between
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms. Scientists call this “picture” of stable interrelations
between Focuses and Information “the geometry (metric) of space” or simply “space”.

1.781.

In order to equalize the Energy-Potential typical of each focus Configuration (to bring
the qualitative state of each Focus into a rezonational state relative to all other Focuses), each
Self-Consciousness Form needs to annihilate, in its Focus Dynamics, an infinite set of diverse (in
Meaning) dissonational distances (qualitative inconformities typical of these manifestation conditions
determined by a predominance of activity of lower-quality СФУУРММ-Forms over higher-quality
ones in the Focus Dynamics) automatically formed between different-quality parts of the general
slloogrent Focus Dynamics.
1.782.

Based on the infinite diversity of these dissonational distances and the difference between
energy Potentials that provide possibilities for manifestation of each Focus, such specific realization
effects as Time and Space have been formed in the Focus Dynamics of various Self-Consciousness
Forms; and in each particular case of a Form’s manifestation, these effects reflect a proportion between
the existing qualitative state of its Focus Dynamics and a potentially possible one (that is, how much
Energy and what kinds of It must be released to overcome the existing dissonational distance by
way of refocusing from dissonational states into more rezonational ones). All Self-Consciousness
Forms were simultaneously manifested in Energy-Plasma as a consequence of potentially possible
(in It) “opposition” between the balanced and the unbalanced parts (also you shouldn’t forget that it
implies not any intervals of Existence of Energy-Plasma, but “an instantaneous” Act in which “AllThat-Exists” is manifested just “potentially”).

1.783.

As soon as resonance in one part and dissonance in the other part (in the form of Energy)
of Information was formed, it was immediately followed by the effect of Focus Dynamics of
Information’s Self-Consciousness: “I am not this”. What does “this” mean? It is another part of
Information that also began to perceive Itself as Something different: “I am not that”. This subjective
effect, as such, gave rise to the manifestation of the specific State of Information which we define as

1.784.

the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness. It appeared instantaneously with the manifestation of EnergyPlasma, through the properties of Space and Time of Which the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness
has gained unlimited possibilities to model Its own manifestation Forms in order to find out the
Essence of the State “I am not that” and to subjectively know why “I am not that, but I am this”.
The ССС-Entity can understand and subjectively realize all this just by way of settling all
emerged “internal” contradictions in Its Self-Consciousness after annihilation of the dissonational
activity of all Focuses by bringing them into a common rezonational state. What will eventually
happen as a result of all this? As soon as the resonance with the higher-quality portion of the
slloogrent focus Configuration appears, the previous Focus seems to “disappear” (it realizes itself
through its typical Information, that is, “reprojects” into its next slloogrent state) from this “portion”
of the information space of a Self-Consciousness Form, which means from the Focus Dynamics.
It, however, doesn’t means that it is somehow destroyed, or is excluded from the general slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos – Information cannot collapse, or be destroyed, it can just
be qualitatively remodeled, reconstructed (that is, change the Form of its manifestation in given
conditions).

1.785.

Each Focus which you use, having “served” its purpose, doesn’t disappear anywhere, instead,
its focus Configuration continues to structure its typical qualitative Level of manifestation in the
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, while you, as “a personality”
(that is, the Focus of local manifestation of Self-Consciousness), already perceive “yourself” through
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the next focus Configuration whose Formo-Creators have
synthesized (seemingly “integrated in themselves”) Information typical of the Formo-Creators of
the previous Focus. In this respect, the role of each Focus that is rezonationally involved into the
“unpacking” process of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form may
be compared with functions of a spring in a pinball game – when the Focus Dynamics are connected
to the interrelations of this Focus, it, like the spring charged with a certain Potential of Energy,
initiates the Focus Dynamics in the direction of the next Focus that also gives a portion of its typical
Energy and initiates Formo-Creators for subsequent interactions, and so on to infinity. Therefore, it
seems that the Focus Dynamics dissipate (release) Energy of Focuses, through which the Dynamics
are carried out (do not forget that this process happens in multipolarization – simultaneously in
all possible Directions of establishing typical kovarllert interrelations by different-quality FormoCreators).

1.786.

1.787. Continuously

annihilating Focuses with less information capacity, getting rid of dissonances
inside your Focus Dynamics relative to some manifestations of the outer reality, you refocus into
Self-Consciousness Forms with increasingly higher-quality focus Configurations, until you finally
perceive Yourself on absolutely synthesized Levels of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the
Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence of this Type. It is possible to fulfill it only on the basis of the
deepest Understanding of the whole Essence of everything that happens inside and around you.
That is, in order to make quick conscious refocusings into the Form within higher-quality parts of
the Macrocosmos you must have much more authentic Conceptions than those which you use now.
When you will be able to perceive Yourself on the highest-quality Levels of the Macrocosmos,
“You” will be again naturally transformed into Information – will become a completely balanced
State of all Its heterogeneous fragments.

1.788.

Continuing our subjective review of the imaginary process of formation of the “initial” State

in the Macrocosmos, I would like to mention one more time the fact that, according to the Principle
of Rezonation, “karmonations” that combine in all their typical discrete states formed (by their
focus Configurations) the entire infinite set of different-quality energy-information interrelations
(structures) in Energy-Plasma, which may be subjectively perceived as Spheres of relative information
incompatibility – the manifestation Rezomirals of synthetic protoformic interrelations whose focusconfiguration combinations differ from each other in their typical parameters of energy, time, and
space. Owing to the presence of these Rezomirals for the Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligences
of each Proto-Form (in each manifestation diapason of their Self-Consciousness Forms), individual
potential possibilities to perform creative realizations are being created in various conditions of
Space-Time.
By the way, without going into details which will be given in the next books of
“IISSIIDIOLOGY. Fundamentals”, I would like to mention that exactly these information states that
are essentially incompatible for a joint local manifestation also served as the basis of formation
of such subjective Formo-Types of Worlds Formo-Systems and Realities as ГЛЭИИЙО-types and
УДДВОО-types of dimension (all subjective anioleptic and katioleptic types of Realities, “Worlds”
and “Antiworlds”, “Universes and “Antiuniverses”, and other variants of typical human antitheses
between some manifestation modes and basically different ones). If to consider УДДВОО-realities
from the point of view of our “current” Self-Consciousness Forms, it is possible to say that these
are Worlds Formo-Systems structured by the types of energy-information interrelations which are
imperceptible relative to the qualitative state of the Focus Dynamics formed by the Formo-Creators
of our two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants. However, I would like to emphasize one more time
that the Formo-Creators of each of these different-quality Forms of manifestation are not at all
antagonistic to each other; they just reflect the information and energy-time difference which is
typical of their individual structures and Focus Dynamics.
1.789.

What are the focus Configurations of “karmonations” that structure all Rezomirals? These
are not “rigidly-fused-together” kovarllert fragments of heterogeneous Information, but a certain very
mobile energy-information structure that was formed by Focus-emitted interrelations and represents,
in the Focus Dynamics, a certain aggregate of Information that includes predominance of potential
possibilities for realization in a certain Synthesis Direction. Each of us (and all of us together)
represents the slloogrent focus Configuration which is peculiar to human Self-Consciousness Forms
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost kind and is structured by an infinite set of higher-quality and
lower-quality “parts” that also represent focus Configurations, both simpler and incommensurably
more complex than the НУУ-ВВУ-Form manifested by “us”. Moreover, all these “parts” synthesized
according to different Schemes represent the Focus Dynamics of many Proto-Forms which we,
people, use to enrich our own Focus Dynamics and – on the conscious level of self-perception –
realize taking into account the synthetic characteristics typical of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Scheme.
1.790.

Rezomirals represent the functional and information basis of manifestation of any Focus
Dynamics. They also represent a focal point not only of information fragments’ “projections”, but
also of all potential Energy necessary for transforming all dissonational states of the Macrocosmos
into rezonational ones. The simultaneous different-quality activity of any rezomiral “part” is based
on the Principle of Rezonation: any state of Creative Activity initiated in our Self-Consciousness
immediately finds a qualitatively-corresponding rezonational “response” (information emission of
Self-Consciousness) among Focuses that structure one of Rezomirals (not necessarily human ones!)
whose Information is “projected” in the same instant into our Focus Dynamics. A simultaneous
1.791.

resonance to our stimulus can appear in focus structures of many protoformic Rezomirals, and
Information that corresponds to our realization intentions will be also “projected” from them into
our Focus Dynamics.
Nevertheless, far from all Information “projected” into the information space of our SelfConsciousness Form will be realized in this scenario (the information space is the “place” for
origination and manifestation of that which we define as the Focus Dynamics), only that part of it
which is the most kovarllert or lijlluscive with our existing Conceptions (“individual” Experience).
The remaining part of the “projected” Information will be rezonationally perceived by our other
“personalized” Interpretations and will be realized by them in other development scenarios.

1.792.

That is, due to the property of multipolarization peculiar to our Focus Dynamics, we
(through the aggregate of focus Configurations of all our “personalized” Interpretations) immediately
attract from all possible Rezomirals enormous volumes of different-quality “projections” emitted
by fragments of Information that rezonationally interact with us. As soon as we inertially perform
(realize) interaction with them, another intention newly formed in our Focus Dynamics immediately
attracts, from Rezomirals (they may be completely different this time), “projections” of a slightly
different Information that is also rezonationally filtered in accordance with our Experience and,
depending on individual characteristics of the focus Configuration of our Self-Consciousness Form,
is accordingly realized in parallel with many qualitatively-different choices simultaneously made
on the basis of this Information in other scenarios and in other Time Flows… And it happens so
continuously.

1.793.

Focus Configurations of our Self-Consciousness Forms have properties of diffuzgentnost,
that is, they are slloogrently structured by СФУУРММ-Forms of an infinite set of protoformic
Synthesis Schemes; owing to this, all Karmo-Forms, characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
Scheme are “sequentially-simultaneously” synthesized. On each sublevel of its rezonational
manifestation, the focus Configuration of our Self-Consciousness Form reflects a certain degree of
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis of some protoformic СФУУРММ-Forms carried out by FormoCreators of our two Dominants. The higher the degree of this Synthesis (from the point of view of
subjective Conceptions about the quality typical of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme!),
the higher the sublevel of manifestation of the СФУУРММ-Form (thought or phenomenon) under
consideration. The criterion of high quality of any Conceptions – based on the human development
Direction – is the ability to express such qualities as high-intellect Altruism (stoollmiizm) and highfeeling Intellect (uoldmiizm).
1.794.

We can judge the qualitative state in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that
belong to all other Proto-Forms only based on such a subjective approach, although this does not
mean at all that expressions of any other analogs of Altruism and Intellect by representatives of other
Proto-Forms are of lower quality relative to those of highly-developed people. Energy-information
interrelations that don’t reflect characteristic features of the Formo-Creators of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented Dominants (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) are background to
us, and, therefore, we perceive them as unessential, because for the time being we are simply unable
to determine their value and importance in the process of Synthesis which we perform. Within all the
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of any “personality” observed by us, we can distinguish and assess only
the Conceptions which one way or another reflect the synthesis degree in accordance with СФУУРММ-Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Scheme; moreover, the lower this degree, the more the Focus
1.795.

Dynamics of this “personality” are synthesized in the Synthesis Scheme (protoformic Direction)
which is imperceptible to people.
If you schematically imagine the Focus Dynamics of a “personality” as a result of subjective
reflection, in Space-Time, of a certain degree of correspondence of СФУУРММ-Forms that
structure it to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type, you will notice that each sublevel of SelfConsciousness that provides a rezonational manifestation of the Focus Dynamics to a greater extent
consists of the focus Configurations that correspond to certain – protoformic, nonhuman – Synthesis
Schemes. Besides, СФУУРММ-Forms of the highest-frequency sublevels can in a greater degree
reflect characteristic features of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction of refocusings than mediumfrequency and low-frequency Conceptions that reflect more features of protoformic Directions that
are imperceptible for people (in this manifestation diapason!), whose Focus Dynamics we need
to annihilate in the focused-by-us Self-Consciousness Forms through a sequential Synthesis of
kovarllert energy-information interrelations.
1.796.

In other words, the Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness always have СФУУРММ-Forms of protoformic birvulârtnost types, and, from their point of view, their characteristic
manifestations (which we may perceive as spite, aggression, jealousy, envy, greed, falsehood, and
so on) are the highest-quality ones as compared with СФУУРММ-Forms of all other sublevels of our
ННААССММ. Each such manifestation is initiated in our Focus Dynamics by the Formo-Creators
that structure protoformic Rezomirals of corresponding types.
1.797.

Therefore, the Focus Dynamics typical of any human Self-Consciousness Form at each
instant of its manifestation in Space-Time represents a complex-configuration “spheroidal” emission
(it’s more accurate to say that it is a feature of Creative Activity) of different-type and of differentquality energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators of a great number of more or less
kovarllert Rezomirals associated with different Proto-Forms (schematically, it is like a ripe seedhead
of a dandelion, the surface of hairy seeds may be imagined as ramifications of rezomiral structures
that are lost in infinity). This emission is structured by countless “projections” of Focuses that,
through combinations of rekonverst Configurations that form them, reflect characteristic features of
a great many Schemes and sub-Schemes of Synthesis that simultaneously happen in diverse variants
of the Focus Dynamics in various Directions of birvulârtnost.

1.798.

Where, in the Focus Dynamics, “is” the part of a “personalized” Self-Consciousness which
we subjectively associate with “our current personality”? In order to give a correct answer to this
question, you must never forget about such most important properties of the Focus Dynamics of any
Proto-Form as slloogrentnost and multipolarization. This is why it is possible to say that Focuses
of Close Attention of each НУУ-ВВУ-Form of our Self-Consciousness are uniformly distributed all
over the information space formed by the emission of the Focus Dynamics: Focuses that reflect more
features of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme are concentrated closer to the central part of
the imagined “dandelion”, while the remaining part of “spheroidicity” is structured by Focuses of
Close Attention of our “personalized” Interpretations whose СФУУРММ-Forms in a greater degree
reflect tendencies of other Proto-Forms, that is, are diffuzgently “projected” into our Focus Dynamics
from Rezomiral structures that belong to different birvulârtnost types.
1.799.

As a better demonstrative image of the above picture, let’s consider figure 6 below. Color
circles are various protoformic Rezomirals. Numbers are Levels of activity of our Self-Consciousness:

1.800.

1 – low-quality, 6 – high-quality (for this ННААССММ). A thick color line means that this level has
the highest rezonation with the Rezomiral of this type. At both sides of the thick line there are thin
lines that mean a lesser degree of rezonation between the level and the Rezomiral.

Figure 6. “Projections” of rezom`iral structures within the focus Configuration of a Self-Consciousness
Form

Remember that, due to the subjective inertia of our Perception, rezomiral Focuses that
“project” necessary Information into our Focus Dynamics, never “shift” anywhere, instead, they
are just continuously and simultaneously, in a specific way activated in their Rezomirals via Focus
Dynamics of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms, seemingly enriching them by their typical
Information that, in turn, is rezonationally “projected” into each Focus (and, correspondingly, into
the Dynamics that appear between them) from the Self-Consciousness’ information space (ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes, and other information structures, about which
we know nothing). Objectively, absolutely all these interactions were slloogrently carried out in
one-and-only notional Instant of Eternity. It is very important to understand how and in which
logical or “attractor-conditioned” sequence all this happened on different manifestation Levels of
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms of Energy-Plasma with existing different possibilities in
subjective Perception systems.
1.801.

As I have already mentioned, from objective positions of manifestation of the Macrocosmos,
each Focus “never” changes its typical information orientation, “always” remaining in its Rezomiral and
just rezonationally responding with corresponding impulses to identical requests that simultaneously
come as psychomental reactions from individual ODS of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms.
That is, we use not Focuses themselves, but just rezomiral Impulses which they emit and which
1.802.

are initiated by Focus Dynamics (VÈN-“unpackings”) of our Self-Consciousness Forms. These
very Impulses that structure all focus Rezomirals are energy-information “projections” that provide
functionality of the Universal Mechanism for simultaneous Manifestation of all Self-Consciousness
Forms, that is, that which I mean when I use the term “projections of Formo-Creators”.
Nevertheless, all of them are not just exact “copies” of some Information, they are also the
only source of Energy necessary for its realization. Focuses are Formo-Creators, Energy, the Energy
Potential which allows the most balanced information part of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness
(Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness) to simultaneously manifest its Creative Activity in narrowlyspecific conditions on different manifestation Levels of Energy-Plasma through the Focus Dynamics
of countless Proto-Forms. This is what I define as “the process of reprojection of Formo-Creators”
or “refocusings of Self-Consciousness Forms” from less synthesized focus Configurations into more
synthesized ones.

1.803.

Each Focus (in its own realizational possibilities) is also multipolarized among the whole
set of interrelations typical of heterogeneous combinations that form it, through which all its
parameters are simultaneously involved into Focus Dynamics of an infinite set of protoformic SelfConsciousness Forms. Seemingly being “a center” of these interrelations (“the mechanism” that
provides their common creative initiation in Self-Consciousness), the Focus is potentially structured
by the exact quantity of Energy necessary to fulfill a corresponding number of generated (by it)
rezomiral Impulses that simultaneously “send” (“project”) corresponding Information into the Focus
Dynamics of various Forms, thereby providing an actual manifestation of these Forms in different
dimensional conditions of Space-Time.

1.804.

Having rezonationally accepted a certain set of Impulses (all other sets were distributed
between other Self-Consciousness Forms) into your Focus Dynamics from the common information
Flow of Self-Consciousness, you formed on its basis (in your individual ODS) a certain subjective
Conception about something or somebody (a Formo-image, a Thought-Form). But the point is that
any of your Conceptions can never fully satisfy you, is never completely finished and integral. You
are always aware of the fact that it has something that is not quite satisfactory to you, and exactly
this intuitive (that is, subconscious) understanding performs in your Self-Consciousness the role of
the main mechanism that involves into your Focus Dynamics impulse interactions with the Focuses
whose Information can at least somehow satisfy your current needs.

1.805.

When you “unpack” new Impulses with their typical Energy, you enrich your existing
Conceptions with a greater quantity of “projections” of kovarllert information fragments (that is,
you will seemingly make the structure of existing СФУУРММ-Form more complex by adding new
energy-information connections), consequently, you “change” your “current” focus Configuration
by a slightly higher-quality one from among its possible duvujllerrt variants. But the purpose of the
èglleroliftive Impulse is that this state will not be able to satisfy you, because you always intuitively
know that there is a certain Potential of Energy interrelated with higher-quality Information. This is
why, when you achieve something, you always are dissatisfied in your search, no matter where you
realize yourself.
1.806.

This is the factor that constantly impels you to self-perfection, that is, to an incessant increase
of the energy-information conglomerate of your own focus Configuration. Becoming higher-quality,
you turn into a real owner of an increasingly greater “amount” (volume) of kovarllert fragments

1.807.

of Information which is kept as Experience in the information space of your Self-Consciousness
(individual ODS) and forms the basis of your self-perfection.
Therefore, each of you has a natural question: “Who are we?”. Each and all of us
simultaneously – as different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms that realize the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of the ССС-Entity in the Macrocosmos – represent a naturally formed community of
Formo-Creators and Info-Creators of the Macrocosmos. We cannot be just Formo-Creators, because
we are simply unable to carry out our typical synthetic Focus Dynamics only with the help of
dissonance Energy that constitutes our focus Configurations. Since we change our Focuses with the
help of all kinds of Information which we rezonationally attract from Rezomirals by means of ODS
and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ of Self-Consciousness, therefore, we are simultaneously carriers of Energy and of
corresponding Information.
1.808.

I would like to remind you that rekonverst Configurations (all possible combinations of
heterogeneous information fragments) differ from focus Configurations of Formo-Creators (Focuses
of different-quality Rezomirals) in that the latter have a certain Energy-Potential: during VÈN“unpackings”, in Self-Consciousness, there is a rezonational interaction of Formo-Creators’ focus
Configurations of Rezomirals with rekonverst Configurations of Info-Creators that are realized
through ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes, and other information structures
that provide all the Focus Dynamics of our “current” Self-Consciousness Form with necessary
Information. The same structures also penetrate into the entire rezomiral system! Let me remind
you one more time that during “projection” of Info-Creators’ rekonverst Configurations into FormoCreators’ focus Configurations, a certain qualitative difference is formed between all FormoCreators’ focus Configurations, which we define as Energy (dissipative and dekogerent) necessary
for the achievement of the state of absolute balance with the outer reality (the limit of èglleroliftive
entropy, that is, the state when it is equal to zero).

1.809.

This is why we are simultaneously both carriers of Information and the result of
all Its possible qualitative transformations “inside” Itself, that is, carriers of Energy. We are
simultaneously representatives of the dissonational “part” of “All-That-Exists” (Focuses, FormoCreators) and representatives of the absolutely harmonious, rezonational “part” of “All-That-Is”
(Self-Consciousness, Info-Creators), which we use simultaneously. We, as Formo-Creators and
Focuses, with the aim for integration, try to find (with the help of continuous svilgs-spherational
transformations) the ways to refocus from our current typical focus Configuration into a higherquality Configuration, where, as it seems to us, we will finally find “our” place as Self-Consciousness
Forms.

1.810.

However, as soon as this happens, we immediately find out that in some our characteristic
manifestations we, due to the dissonational state peculiar to the Focus Dynamics of all FormoCreators, also find ourselves in an uncomfortable state relative to something or somebody else. Since
our simultaneous multipolarized manifestation happens not in one narrowly-specific rezopazon
of dimension, but in duvujllerrt groups of STC structured by many rezopazons, some our focus
Configurations have the most active resonance with the higher-quality manifestation Levels of the
Macrocosmos, while another part resonates mostly with other, lower-quality ones.
1.811.

This difference greatly affects the common qualitative state of our Focus Dynamics that – in
typical multipolarization – are simultaneously manifested both in the highest-quality (from among

1.812.

possible ones for our Synthesis Scheme) combinations and in the lowest-quality ones. A constant
potential “presence” of the èglleroliftive Impulse in the Focus Dynamics (through “projections” of
hvasslons) helps us to subjectively distinguish our higher-quality tendencies as rezonational ones,
and lower-quality tendencies – as dissonational ones which we need to somehow realize, and then
annihilate, that is, to refocus into those STC where these tendencies are expressed by their higherquality variants.
I must also note that we perceive various “other parts” of our slloogrent focus Configuration
as something “strange” and “not as our own”, that is, as Proto-Forms: “Earth”, material objects around
us, “atoms” and “molecules”, “Stars”, “the Universe”, and an infinite set of other “Entities”. But, in
reality, all of “them” are “we”, as Formo-Creators that are simultaneously in different dissonational
states caused by different qualitative combinations that generate in Our Self-Consciousness all the
infinite diversity of subjective manifestations of Our Focus Dynamics. Only when we achieve with
its help the effect of absolute qualitative resonance with this diapason of our subjective manifestation
and really bring it into equilibrium with the joint Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms of
the outer reality, we begin to subjectively perceive ourselves as a different, higher-quality “part” of
the universal slloogrent Configuration whose Self-Consciousness Forms have completely different
manifestation conditions.

1.813.

Nevertheless, on each new qualitative Level, the state of dissonance is still present in our
Focus Dynamics, because energy-information interrelations of higher-quality Focuses also have a
characteristic feature of incompleteness, which causes a subjective state of creative dissatisfaction
– an evident proof that we are in the state of dissonance relative to something that – through the
Interest that appears in us, or FPV – initiates our further Focus Dynamics. The Focus Dynamics
are a natural result of our attempt to achieve more rezonational states as compared with the ones
which we subjectively perceive now. It is caused by an excess of dissonational Energy in our
focused Configurations, and this Energy, as such, impels us to ceaselessly find new and new ways
to balance the states which we experience, perceiving ourselves in more synthesized Forms of SelfConsciousness, that is, more harmonious ones relative to any manifestations of our outer reality.

1.814.

Why more harmonious, but not the other way around? Because the process of refocusings is
carried out due to the presence, in any Focus Dynamics, of such phenomenon as ФФЛУАРРС-Factor
that provides any Self-Consciousness Form with a continuous series of rotation Shifts – a sequential
manifestation and individual perception of oneself in various focus Configurations. In this
3-4-dimensional manifestation diapason, “the quantum shift” is an analog of the rotation Shift to
us; it is continuously carried out in our Focus Dynamics. What is represented by “the quantum of
Energy” from the iissiidiologic point of view? Actually, this is a synonym of the term “the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos” (or “All-That-Exists”, or “the ССС-Entity’s synthetic SelfConsciousness”, or “Energy-Plasma”).
1.815.

In other words, a quantum is potentially structured by absolutely all types of Energy and
Information that participate in the process of simultaneous manifestation of all synthetic SelfConsciousness Forms. On less synthesized Levels of manifestation in Energy-Plasma, there are
the following qualitative analogs of a quantum: urglukst – the 0-1st dimension, afftakst – the 1st2nd dimension, ujkkuj – the 2nd-3rd dimension. In more synthesized states of Energy-Plasma
there are the following analogs of a quantum: iskon – the 4th-5th dimension, iillvijv – the 5th-6th
dimension, ajassmass – the 6th-7th dimension, aussdvullss – the 7th-8th dimension, ejjeejgss – the

1.816.

8th-9th dimension, ahbakkralm – the 9th-10th dimension, ussdoisstm – the 10th-11th dimension,
immnaillm – the 11th-12th dimension. This means that the slloogrent structure of the quantum which
we individually “unpack” potentially includes not only all the above analogs but also an infinite set
of all other ones that together form the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher
Intelligence. However, due to the extreme limitation of realization possibilities of the current НУУВВУ-Configurations which we focus, all these analogs seem absent for the Formo-Creators of our
Perception systems. In the low-frequency manifestation of our Focus Dynamics, we can partially
interact with the Formo-Creators of ujkkuj-analogs, while in the high-frequency realization we
can partially manipulate the Formo-Creators of iskon-analogs. Higher and lower relative to these
notional limits, possibilities for manifestation of our individual creativity drastically decrease due to
narrowly-specific characteristics of СФУУРММ-Forms which we synthesize.
1.817. There is no and cannot be two or any other number of quanta: It is one and It is slloogrent. Since

It is one, then what is represented by one “quantum shift” that provides realization of two differentquality states of Focuses or that which we define as the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics? First
of all, you should remember that any “two” or “ten” “quantum shifts” in the single-moment Focus
Dynamics are out of the question, because the notional Instant in Which all the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences was immediately
carried out in multipolarization is One (from the objective point of view) and Eternal (from the
subjective point of view). All possible types of intraquality and interquality interrelations were
formed on all Levels of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness at once (as such, they are infinitedimensional Levels of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence).
These interrelations cannot be counted or measured (registered) in any way, because it is completely
impossible to separate them from each other (there are, however, some conditional numbers which
allow us, for example, in our type of Reality, to perform some subjective reasoning, comparative
analysis, and other notional manipulations that provide us at least with some understanding of
properties of these interrelations).
Due to individual characteristics (ННААССММ and ВЛОООМООТ) of focus Configurations
of our Self-Consciousness Forms, in all conditions of their instantaneous-simultaneous manifestation,
the Formo-Creators of the Self-Consciousness Form focused by Us can “consciously” register
(become aware of and activate) their typical Focus Dynamics only in a very limited spectrum of
their typical focus interrelations that can be manifested only in these conditions (through certain
types of Self-Consciousness Forms and characteristic features of their Perception systems). This
factor is the limit of possibilities that exists for conscious realizations of the Formo-Creators; it
limits the activity of their interrelations in each narrow manifestation rezopazon of their Focus
Dynamics. Figuratively speaking, the Formo-Creators of a certain focus Configuration don’t know
which qualitative manipulations are carried out by their other “projections” beyond the limits that
are established for them. Therefore, they have a corresponding degree of subjectivism, because with
an increase of synthesis in focus Configurations this spectrum continuously broadens.

1.818.

This is why in each notional instant Formo-Creators have to subjectively perceive themselves
just within certain limits of their realizational possibilities: they can fulfill something in this SelfConsciousness Form, while other things are impossible for them, because necessary interrelations
are simply not synthesized in this ННААССММ. For example, every “quantum shift”, the Focus
Dynamics of the НУУ-ВВУ-Forms currently focused by Us – in all directions of the Formo-Creators’
possible realizations – simultaneously include approximately 386 duvujllerrt ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts
1.819.

in some protoformic Directions that are most active in the Focus Dynamics at this notional instant. I
remind you that this parameter corresponds just to the manifestation conditions of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms
in this group of “human” Continuums. In higher-quality groups, depending on the Activity degree
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Dominants relative to background Qualities, this parameter accordingly
increases.
Another thing that you should always remember is that each “quantum shift” is carried out
not between quanta, but between duvujllerrt different-quality parts of the slloogrent quantum. As a
result of one VÈN-“unpacking” of the individual Focus Dynamics, the Self-Consciousness of each
“personality” is enriched with one kleks of Information (within focus multipolarization of each
“personality” per each “quantum shift” in a very narrow manifestation rezopazon, there are 386
ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts in some protoformic Directions, while per second there are about one hundred
twenty thousand various types of possible kleksing: 328 x 386 ≈ 127,000). Kleks is not an analog
of one ССС-fragment, but one of their combinations that can be expressed both through a very
limited quantity of kovarllert interrelations (it is typical, for example, of urglukst-, afftakst-, and
ujkkuj-analogs of a quantum) and through huge volumes of kovarllert information combinations
(it is typical, for example, of iskon-, iillvijv-, ajassmass-, and other analogs of more synthesized
dimensional diapasons).
1.820.

Take notice that, in respect of the inertial process of “quantum shifts”, there is kleksing of
the Focus Dynamics with more and more kovarllert combinations that continuously decrease tensor
states both between the Formo-Creators and between СФУУРММ-Forms which they manipulate;
this, in turn, allows to continuously carry out an interquality Synthesis in the Focus Dynamics.
Each Act of interquality Synthesis is always performed in a very narrow manifestation rezopazon
of the Focus Dynamics – this is the achievement of a lijlluscivnost state between different-quality
fragmentary combinations, that is, interrelations between them have maximum kovarllertnost in
these manifestation conditions in all heterogeneous features typical of the combinations.

1.821.

Each “quantum shift” is the evidence of fulfillment of a subjective Act of interquality Synthesis
in the Focus Dynamics in a rezopazon of “local” manifestation of a given focus Configuration. As a
result of each such Act, the Interest of “a personality” (it means the tensor state between the FormoCreators that structure this part of focus Configuration!) towards interrelations that form lijlluscive
combinations considerably decreases or totally disappears (you should bear in mind that any Interest
is always structured by many diverse realizational possibilities manifested in the Focus Dynamics
with deepening of Synthesis: even if we return to something previously known, every time we have
more profound Conceptions about it).

1.822.

This is why there isn’t any “reprojection” (transformation) of tensor states typical of less
synthesized f-Configurations into f-Configurations of higher-quality Self-Consciousness Forms or
any constant accrual of them (accumulation of tensors), because, in the process of Focus Dynamics,
tensors in each manifestation rezopazon constantly decrease due to an increase of kovarllertnost
between СФУУРММ-Forms that provide these interrelations, and, when they achieve the lijlluscivnost
state, tensors are completely annihilated, manifesting through higher-quality interrelations of more
synthesized Levels of this diapason not as tensors but as a harmonious state, a balance between
Formo-Creators of certain protoformic Directions.
1.823.

1.824.

So, we have found out that, in each particular result of information interactions between

heterogeneous fragments of Information, there is an instantaneous-simultaneous formation of
absolutely all possible variants of individual focus-configuration combinations, and all of them are
defined in IISSIIDIOLOGY as “the Realization Potential of Internal Information Interaction”, or
that which we subjectively define as Energy, an Energy-Potential (Cosmic Code – ИЙИСС). From
this subjective point of view, it is possible to say that ИЙИСС is characterized through the State of
Dissonational Passivity (DP), while the State of Rezonational Activity (RA) reflects the Potential of
Creative Activity of the ССС-Entity. It is a very important moment in the detailed description of the
notional sequence in the Act of Manifestation of “All-That-Is” as “All-That-Exists”. This is because
without the formation of ИЙИСС we would have nothing to talk about, and we would simply be
nonexistent in Nature (by the way, Nature wouldn’t be either!).
Why is it so important? Because, in each particular model of information interrelations,
this ИЙИСС-Potential is expressed through certain – typical only of this type of interaction! –
energy parameters that reflect a degree of dissonational states in Information relative to Its other
(rezonational) parts. With an increase of dimension this Creative Potential of Interest (of the Focus
Dynamics) of the ССС-Entity increases to infinity, however, not due to an increase of tensors (the
presence of imperceptible and kruvursorrt interrelations owing to their information limitation), but,
on the contrary, due to their annihilation in interrelations that structure higher Levels of the Interest.

1.825.

Here, all your Conceptions that a Potential decreases with expenditure of Energy must
radically change: in reality, through an increasingly higher degree of kovarllertnost of interrelations
that transit through svilgs-spherations into lijlluscive RA-states, the resonance that appears between
many Focuses induces the effect of modulation (a repeated intensification) of Energy typical of the
Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators in lower-quality f-Configurations; and this Energy immediately
turns into the Energy-Potential in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of higher-quality
f-Configurations. The presence of this Potential in the structure of Information has determined
the whole “subsequent” perspective of an instantaneous formation of Energy-Plasma, of the СССEntity’s Self-Consciousness, and of absolutely all states in slloogrentnost of the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics in the Macrocosmos; while the Focus Dynamics reflect all universal characteristics
of Its rezomiral structures.
1.826.

Of course, you will not be satisfied by my sincere assurance that this is the way it is in
the Macrocosmos: Energy (together with Time, and even Space!) was formed just due to “the
initial” diversity of Information. And you will be right! This is why I have nothing to do but try
to convince you of this. As a demonstrative example, let’s take Information that consists of two
different Conceptions about possible states of water: “cold water” and “hot water”. We have just
found out that Energy represents “the Realization Potential of an Internal Information Interaction”. I
would like to emphasize this very important notion for us – the realization Potential, that is, a result
of overcoming a certain qualitative difference between different states!

1.827.

Any Information is characteristics of some particular states between Its heterogeneous
elements: chemical, physical, psychic, and so on. When we pronounce the word “water”, just a very
general Conception is formed in our subjective Perception system concerning potentially possible
states of this substance. It serves just as the information basis for our further realizations through
“internal information interaction” potentially included in this Conception (as well as in any other one).
On the basis of a difference between “currently existing” (for us) and some potential realizational
states, a certain Energy Potential is always manifested. This means that if to apply some Energy, a
1.828.

certain part of considered different-quality focus Configurations always can rezonationally coincide.
For example, when we have cold water and wish to have hot water, we must consume
some Energy (and Time!) necessary for the realization of certain energy-information interrelations
in order to sequentially (duvujllerrtly) refocus from the НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations that deal with
cold water into the НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations that can manipulate hot water. This inertially happens
through many different-quality kleksings or rotation “quantum effects” (frequency-type, qualitative
shifts of the Focus Dynamics) in the information space of our Self-Consciousness, and in each shift
initial Information (“cold water”) modifies in the direction of increasingly greater kovarllertnost
or degree of correspondence to our particular desire (Conception of the state which we eventually
want to get); consequently, in each “quantum shift”, the previous state of water is somehow (for
example, with the help of electricity, fire, the sun, warmth of our hands, and so on) has a certain
potential of additional heterogeneous fragments of Information (Energy in the form of heat) until
the focus Configuration of our Self-Consciousness Form rezonationally “merges” with the focus
Configuration within the Focus Dynamics of which СФУУРММ-Forms completely correspond to a
hot state of water.
1.829.

Simultaneously in the Macrocosmos – due to multipolarization of our Focus Dynamics –
there are scenarios where we have cold water and where we are provided with hot water. In order to
subjectively perceive ourselves in some states (as “the ones that have cold water” or “the ones that
have hot water”), we must accordingly (with the help of additional information changes – kleksings
or quantizations) refocus, that is, qualitatively change our “present” focus Configuration by the one
which in a greater degree corresponds to our current Conceptions of our desires.

1.830.

Since it would be impossible to fulfill it without the different-quality (that is, continuously
changing, kleksed) Focus Dynamics, the very mode of fulfillment of rotation “quantum shifts” in
our Self-Consciousness, in parallel with the spent Energy (to overcome a dissonational state or a
qualitative inconformity between that which we have and that which we want to get), there are
simultaneous manifestations of such quantum effects as Time and Space that have formed in our
Perception system subjective Conceptions of the nature of “our outer reality”. You should remember
that all this is “initially” based just on Information with typical diversity and discreteness of Its
ССС-fragments, from which, properly using existing possibilities, we immediately (just due to our
purposeful Aspiration!) incited the manifestation of Energy, Time, and Space!
1.831.

Of course, this particular example of getting hot water in no way can reflect the true Essence
of That Energy the presence of Which provides the whole multi-directional inertial process of
different-quality “reprojections” of any Focuses that narrowly-specifically reflect It, owing to which
such subjective effects as “individual” experience of Time and Space are formed in the Perception
systems of various Self-Consciousness Forms. In reality, we, as Self-Consciousness Forms, while
heating the water, don’t apply any Energy of burning hydrocarbons or electricity – the Energy
conservation law shows that one its kind just transits into another one. With the help of our typical
Focus Dynamics we just fix our Perception system (the Focus of Close Attention) to various inertialintermediate states of the instantaneous process of transformation of all possible types of available
Energy, thereby decreasing in our own individual World the information entropy (the quality of our
Conceptions concerning the degree of disorder of all processes).

1.832.

1.833.

The true Essence of Energy that appears in Information as a result of internal merkavgnaciâ

of all Its r-Configurations is reflected in Energy of rezomiral Impulses simultaneously “projected”
into all Self-Consciousness Forms to provide the very process of their materialization in certain
parts of the skrruullerrt system (Space-Time) that is provided, in the Focus Dynamics of FormoCreator of each Form, with certain synthetic processes that establish new higher-quality, kovarllert
energy-information connections. In order to heat the water in normal conditions we need just a
small “amount” of rezomiral Energy that allows to materialize the water heating process (that is, to
restore the sequence of all energy-information interrelations) in our Focus Dynamics. If instead of
water we need to heat, for example, a kilogram of iron to 10,000 degrees, this task will require from
the Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Form to overcome a huge dissonational distance
between the focus Configurations of the current Self-Consciousness Form and the future one whose
individual Experience already has interrelations and СФУУРММ-Forms (knowledge and skills),
necessary for a successful realization of this task. Moreover, these refocusings will provide the
Focus Dynamics (due to the formation of more complex СФУУРММ-Forms) with a much greater
“quantity” of rezomiral Energy, as a result, the new Self-Consciousness Form will have access to the
Levels of Creativity with higher-capacity Energy (thinking-feeling materialization). In this very way
– with the help of purposeful refocusings into focus НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations with more and more
complex combinations of kovarllert interrelations between different-quality Formo-Creators – we
study how to deal with nuclear and thermonuclear, chemical and LENR (low energy nuclear reactions)
types of rezomiral Energy, which, in turn, allows us to set even more difficult and grandiose creative
objectives.
I would like to remind you again that each value of these Energy parameters (that is,
manifestation Levels for the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms) that objectively
reflect not only the degree of kovarllertnost between fragments of different-quality Information
that rezonationally interact with each other but also their individually typical creative tendencies
(this caused all the diversity of types of Energy: psychic, chemical, mechanical, biological, and so
on) greatly depends on “the quantity” (“volume”, “capacity”) of different-quality ССС-fragments
that have rezonationally formed among themselves a common information module of joint focus
Configurations: the smaller the “quantity” in the module, the greater the degree of their imperseptnost
(relative incompatibility) or even kruvursorrtnost (different-quality NONidentity, inconformity)
with each other, which prevents the appearance between them of the main condition of their joint
manifestation in one particular focus mode – the rezonational effect.
1.834.

This means that corresponding – that is, smaller! – values of the Energy Potential manifest
through less synthesized information combinations in Space-Time. And conversely: the larger the
“quantity” of heterogeneous, but kovarllert information interrelations that form a focus Configuration,
the more heterogeneous fragments of Information can rezonationally combine among themselves,
which means the greater Energy-Potential of manifestation based on the èglleroliftive Impulse it will
have.

1.835.

Why greater? Because each Focus of Energy is formed only with rezonational
“superposition” (“mutual projection”) of the Configuration of one fragment over the Configuration
of each fragment from among all other ones that mutually combine with it – in each such case, there
is modulation of its own “focus effect” (a certain Energy-Potential which we perceive as “intensity”,
“power”, “concentration”) “projected” by its typical parameters into rezomiral-focus basis of the
phenomenon which we subjectively interpret as “metrics” or “geometry” of Space (it is formed by
the fact of realization of all Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms). There more kovarllert

1.836.

heterogeneous fragments there are in a synthesized information combination (СФУУРММ-Form),
the more Focuses (Energy) that duvujllerrtly mutually complement each other structure the Space
formed by the combination.
This means that each type of Space is being kleksed (in the 3rd-4th dimensions – it is being
quantized) not only by different (relative to other types) “portions” of Information, but also by
certain, strictly fixed, discrete values of Energy typical of the imperceptible states that are potentially
possible for fragmentary combinations that structure this volume of Information. Therefore, Space
itself and Time, with the help of which Space is formed and manifested, also represent certain “sets”
of energy-information slloogrent multitudes (for example, focus Configurations of molecules), each
of which consists of even less significant (that is, more differentiated – atomic, corpuscular, quantumwave, flaks-type, and so on) sets of discrete volumes (this reminds the well-known diffeomorphic
invariance in mathematics).
1.837.

What does this mean? The notion of diffeomorphic diversity of Energy, Space, and Time
implies that they must have the same dimension, that is, their discretenesses (“portions”) must be
initially the same. This sameness is initially differentiated into an infinite set of manifestation diapasons
(the Diapasons of Plasmic Forces) that determine a necessary dimension for all inertial processes of
quantization-kleksing through different qualitative states of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
all Self-Consciousness Forms. For example, Spaces of the 0-1-dimensional type are being kleksed
by the smallest (from among those accessible to our Perception) “portions” of Information provided
with a very small realization potential of rezomiral Energy; consequently, such type of Space can
be formed for its manifestation (in these conditions!) only as non-orientable diversities connected
by homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms. Consequently, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
such Spaces are manifested very inertially, which means that Time “there” flows maximally slowly
(from the point of view of much wider possibilities of our Perception systems).

1.838.

Such a subjective differentiation of some sets into more discrete types of sets can continue
– depending on the possibilities of Perception systems that interact with them – to infinity and
never stops, transiting into more and more diversified states of slloogrentnost. For example, now
it is assumed that protons in cosmic rays with Energy more than 3 x 1019 eV cannot get to Earth,
because they allegedly must be dispersed in our Space (due to the cosmic microwave background
radiation that fills it). But very soon, in our outer reality, scientists will experimentally discover SelfConsciousness Forms of high-energy protons that, due to the properties of discreteness of Space to
increase Energy necessary for the reaction of dissipation, have much higher values than it is usually
considered. Their energy (realization) properties will be provided by combinations of even more
complex kovarllert interrelations between focus Configurations of the Formo-Creators that form the
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type.
1.839.

The same is true for properties of diffeomorphism in focus Configurations of photons’
Formo-Creators: for the time being, the main research interest for the majority of scientists is
focused on low-Energy photons that form the so-called “long-wave light”. However, discreteness
of our Space is also structured by Self-Consciousness Forms of high-Energy photons (for example,
roentgen and gamma-radiation) that can “be reprojected” through focuses in the 3-4-dimensional
rezopazons at different speeds including superlight ones. Exactly the Focus Dynamics of these –
high-speed – photons structure the Continuum groups modeled by the Creators-Curators of this
diapason. Frazulert photons is a kind of high-speed photons that represent a transitional class of

1.840.

wave-type elementary particles (they have different parameters that depend on Synthesis Schemes)
that transform into simplest superuniversal flaks-type Fields-Consciousnesses. As opposed to
them, a wide manifestation diapason of our materiality type is additionally structured by the Focus
Dynamics of different-quality low-speed or long-wave – èrnilgmanent – photons that border with
doolls-level subnuclear Fields-Consciousnesses in all wave-type multipolarization.
This property that simultaneously includes multiple discreteness and diffeomorphism of
Space and Time is most obvious in terms of a schematic differentiation of “dodecahedral” focus
Configurations in the 4-5-dimensional Continuums into “hexahedral” focus Configurations of the
3-4-dimensional STC that, in turn, are simultaneously structured by “octahedral” focus Configurations
of the doolls-level 2-3-dimensional STC, “pyramidal” ones – of the loolgs-level 1-2-dimensional STC,
and “tetrahedral” ones – of the protofs-level 0-1-dimensional STC. Diffeomorphism provides the
Focus Dynamics of all discrete, in their Nature, focus Configurations of various Self-Consciousness
Forms (structured by combinations of rekonverst ССС-fragments) with a form of continuity for the
process of their differentiation-integration transformations, giving rise in our Perception systems to
the deceptive effect of their seeming non-discreteness (homogeneousness).
1.841.

There is one more thing which is very important for a deeper understanding. The entire
infinite set of different-quality Focuses that gathered together in one single moment into manifestation
Rezomirals of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms serve for each kovarllertly-formed information
combination as specific stabilizers that allow rekonverst Configurations of activated heterogeneous
fragments to become focus Configurations, that is, owing to the presence of a certain energy Potential
in them, to form the basis of Creative Activity or a comprehensive realization in one united State of
Energy and Information which we define as Energy-Plasma.

1.842.

Schematic examples of the organization of such kovarllert energy-information interrelations
in different-diapason Self-Consciousness Forms are represented by focus Configurations of
“karmonations” (Karmo-Forms) of “tetrahedrons” (the 0-1st dimension), quadrangular “pyramids”
(the 1st-2nd dimension), “octahedrons” (the 2nd-3rd dimension), “hexahedrons” (the 3rd-4th
dimension), “icosahedrons” (higher bordering Forms), “dodecahedrons” (the 4th-5th dimension),
and so on. In each of these rezomiral formations, the role of “vertices” that connect together the
whole kovarllert “edge-face” information potential (that is, the information space between all
interacting “vertices”) is performed by Formo-Creators with their focus Configurations, while
rekonverst Configurations of Info-Creators serve for them as a realization material. The example of
“karmonations” represents very well the fact of interaction between carriers of the irrkogliktive IP
and the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential.

1.843.

Now, you should deeply understand and imagine correctly the relativity of the notions which
we use: kovarllertnost (compatibility) and imperseptnost (incompatibility), lijlluscivnost (identity)
and kruvursorrtnost (difference in types), because they can be applied only in relation to all possible
combinations of r-Configurations in particularly considered (seemingly “locally” manifested) focus
Configurations, but they become meaningless in the characteristics of the common – absolutely
balanced in each possible type of individual manifestation – slloogrent State of Energy-Information.
Since the entire infinite set of heterogeneous information fragments interact among themselves
according to the highest degree of compatibility, each relatively “local” group of such combinations
represents the state of rezonational Activity. Then states of potential imperseptnost (dissonational
Passivity to each other) appeared during the process of simultaneous formation of all kovarllert

1.844.

combinations between some of their groups that differ in individual features of rezonational Activity.
Nonetheless, both these types of States are just the result of the greatest relativity of
the Perception systems of our Self-Consciousness Forms that are yet extremely limited in their
realizational possibilities and are adapted just to characteristics of a very narrow manifestation
rezopazon. An instantaneous formation of the entire infinite set of information combinations and
their typical energy Focuses (rezonational maximums of all different-quality states) was fulfilled in
conditions of an absolute potential balance between all information and energy constituents of this
timeless Act.

1.845.

This fact means that at this “stage” – which is the very beginning – of the Manifestation
Act of all heterogeneous fragments’ r-Configurations in Information from the “status” “All-That-Is”
into the “status” “All-That-Exists”, owing to yet-absent “internal” Dynamics between less kovarllert
Focuses, the formed static-harmonious State of Energy-Information cannot reflect any potential
presence of the time function in it, although the Quintessence of Absolute Time is ALREADY
potentially present in Energy-Plasma in the very “Beginning” of Its origin! Then where is It – this
Quintessence of Time – hidden? Anticipating your question: “Where does the factor of Time come
from in the Macrocosmos?”, – I answer it: from the very Principle of manifestation of Energy-Plasma,
which is provided by the infinite diversity of individual features that is already “initially” inherent
in all Information! In other words: each distinctive feature of kovarllertly combining rekonverst
Configurations represents a certain potential vector of their possible qualitative difference with many
other duvujllerrt features that are simultaneously typical of all other heterogeneous fragmentary
combinations.
1.846.

It means that properties of Information “initially” include a potential possibility of
appearance of both resonance and dissonance between each Its fragment (depending on the degree
of completeness of combinations formed by them). It is this feature – dissonation (nonidentity of
information fragments’ manifestation) – that is the main quality basis, owing to which the factor of
Time is potentially present in any “point” of slloogrentnost of the Macrocosmos, both in its lowest
and in its highest manifestations.

1.847.

That is to say, at this intermediate “stage” of Energy-Plasma’s formation from the primary
combination of Energy and Information, Time exists not the way we are used to perceive it (as a result
of the Focus Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators), but just as a possibility in principle to
express a potential dissonational state (diversity) between all information fragments (and, of course,
all combinations formed by them in Energy-Plasma) that “initially” structure the harmonious State
“All-That-Is” in whole. That is, Time is a potential possibility of Information to realize Itself by
means of Energy that is “generated” by It, transforms It into one of its typical Creative Universal
States – a synthetic Type of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.

1.848.

How are the Focus Dynamics between different-quality focus Configurations carried out
in each particular case? Through rezomiral structures of the entire infinite set of different-quality
combinations of Focuses that are in rezonational states to each other and form in this way that which
we define as Space. It is invariant, in terms of diffeomorphism (that is, not attached to any particular
type of Space or reference system), relationship between different-quality Focuses involved in
a certain manner by the Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms that determines entire
Nature of manifestation of some energy-information properties of Space which we subjectively

1.849.

perceive as “the outer reality”. An organic combination of such notions as “Time” and “Space”
reflects continuity and impossibility of a subjective manifestation of the potential substance “Time”
without the potential substance “Energy”, which forms the basis of simultaneous realization of
“individual” characteristic features associated with the Focus Dynamics of absolutely all FormoCreators in Energy-Plasma.
The continuity of Space and Time is conditioned by a simultaneous presence of common
qualitative features in Energy-Plasma: the degree of tensor that is manifested through the Focus
Dynamics of different-quality Formo-Creators and that individually forms in it specific dissonational
distances between more synthesized and less synthesized f-Configurations of Self-Consciousness
Forms, as well as by the action of the Principles of Diffuzgentnost and Multipolarization manifested
in simultaneous involvement in each Focus Dynamics of an infinite set of diverse (in Synthesis
Schemes of Self-Consciousness Forms that, along with dissonational distances, also initiate the
manifestation, in each rezonational point of the skrruullerrt system, of that special circumstance
which we subjectively define as dimension of Space.

1.850.

This process of bringing Time into an active state by excitation of dissonance Energy in
Self-Consciousness and the subjective state “Space” formed by Energy is like playing the piano or
any other musical instrument: in order to obtain a necessary sound by an instrument, you perform
certain manipulations with the keys, strings or special orifices, if this is a wind instrument. For
example, you can imagine that an organ with many pipes of different diameter represents differentquality Focuses, while specific frequencies of sounds (quantity of air that goes through the pipes)
represent the property of Space. It is possible to say that your Focus Dynamics don’t change anything
in the slloogrent State of Energy-Plasma (all mechanical components of the instrument remain
invariable) and don’t produce anything new (the total quantity and quality of “air-Information”
remains invariable), but simply “press the pedals” according to the “current” interest and to the
focus Configuration of a particular Self-Consciousness Form (“the diameter of an organ’s pipe”).

1.851.

This whole process of refocusing from a lower-quality focus Configuration into a higherquality one may be compared with a more or less talented performance of a piece of music composed
by you (as higher-quality Self-Consciousness Forms). In addition, a particular quantity of Energy,
which you spend pressing the pedals and opening the keys many times, is automatically transformed
in your Perception system into Time which you specifically feel and individually experience through
the length of sounds that come out when you play the music (perform an act of Synthesis between
some information combinations and others).

1.852.

Schematically, everything happens approximately in the same way between a focus
Configuration of each Self-Consciousness Form and each Focus in Rezomirals that is rezonationally
tuned to other Focuses; but in this case, instead of pedals and the blown air, there are differentquality Karmo-Forms of your Self-Consciousness that in a certain manner stimulate your Focus
Dynamics (that is, “the quantum effect of a subjective space-time manifestation”). Each of these
subjective interactions is based on the Principle of Rezonation of Information which is continuously
manifested in your Self-Consciousness in the form of Formo-images of your Thoughts, Feelings,
Desires (УУ-ВВУ-Forms, УУ-ВВУ-copies, and their conglomerates) and qualitatively-identical (to
them) Focuses that form the entire infinite set of different-type Rezomirals distinguished from
each other not only in specifics of organization of focus structures (“tetrahedral”, “pyramidal”,
“octahedral”, “hexahedral”, “icosahedral”, “dodecahedral”, and so on), but also in typical (for each

1.853.

of them) features of a protoformic state (for example, humans, monkeys, dolphins, ants, elephants,
viruses, bacteria, mushrooms, broadleaved trees, coniferous trees, sea weeds, aquatic, gaseous,
metal, plastic, minerals, and so on).
Moreover, as a result of such rezonational manifestations of each Self-Consciousness Form,
there is a specific (that is, characteristic only of this interaction) effect of an “individual” experience
of a certain sequence, inertia of fulfilled kleksings in the information space of Self-Consciousness.
This is the moment of a subjective reflection of the factor of Time in the Focus Dynamics that
actively interacts with the information space by reducing dissonational distances and creates, in
the individual Perception system of each Self-Consciousness Form, an individual illusory effect of
the presence of a certain (real, that is, objective), continuously-changing outer reality. Due to the
inseparable interrelation between the two effects (Time + Space) and our Focus Dynamics (Energy
+ Information), the illusory combination of Energy, Information, Time, and Space, which we define
as Space-Time, can be manifested.

1.854.

It is the individual interaction of the Focus Dynamics with Focuses of Rezomirals that
correspond to the information content (Meaning) that generates, in the Perception system of each
Self-Consciousness Form, the illusory effect of combination of Space and Time that really don’t
exist. Being summed up together (again, in the information space of Self-Consciousness!) according
to the feature of kovarllertnost of sequentially-focused combinations, all these individual effects
form a certain subjective feeling of a certain “directivity of Time” or an individual rotation Cycle.
According to the same principle, together with a simultaneous manifestation of various SelfConsciousness Forms, the entire infinite set of subjective Realities typical of each Form appear in
the Macrocosmos, and these Realities structure groups of subjective space-time Continuums.
1.855.

Universal, global Space-Time which we name the Universe49 is also very closely related to
the corresponding (to its scale) Focus Dynamics of diverse Universal Formo-Creators, as a result of
which we – through qualitative states of our own Focus Dynamics – get the possibility to subjectively
observe certain inertial “processes” carried out in it completely without our participation. We define
various moments of these simultaneous Dynamics (“dynamic time slices”) manifested in Universal
Continuums as Worlds Formo-Systems. While all Time Flows are different-quality synthesized
aggregates of an infinite set of individual rotation Cycles formed in multipolarization according
to some common (to them) energy-information features (for example, according to the degree of
kovarllertnost in Synthesis Schemes or birvulârtnost types).
1.856.

The effect of manifestation, in our Self-Consciousness, of characteristic features of our
Star Entity’s (the Solar system’s) Space-Time also completely depends on the processes which we
subjectively observe in It (visible results of Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics); they, in turn, completely
depend not only on Its focus Configuration but also on discerning abilities of our own Perception
systems. The Focus Dynamics of the Solar system are structured by the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms of its Planetary Entities expressed through all the diversity of gravitational
and electromagnetic interactions of all Planets both among themselves and with the Sun. These
interactions are dominant only for the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that actively
participate in the formation of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost type. They are also manifested
in all other types and development Directions of the Focus Dynamics, but, being involved into focus
1.857.

49 You can read more details about the formation of various types of Universes in Chapter VII of IISSIIDIOLOGY
Fundamentals, volume 2 (available in Russain only).

interrelations of other Synthesis Schemes, these interactions have slightly different features and
properties (that is, they no longer represent known-to-us gravitational and electromagnetic fields).
These interactions determine the manifestation Sphere of formed-by-Them Continuum
groups (Space) – focus Configurations that are unique for Each Planet and for the Sun determine
the qualitative state of their interrelations (also including individual trajectories of their orbits),
as well as such an important parameter as Time of their joint manifestation, that is, their common
involvement into one Time Flow. Therefore, a change in parameters of interactions between FormoCreators of Self-Consciousness Forms (of their Focus Dynamics) inevitably result in a change in
dynamic characteristics of Space (STC) and in properties of Time (manifestation dimension) formed
by them.

1.858.

Further in this chapter you will know that any Self-Consciousness Form of macrocosm is
formed in the Worlds Formo-System as a result of an èglleroliftive aspiration of microcosmic FormoCreators to a constant “augmentation”, in their focus Configurations, of heterogeneous kovarllert
interrelations that not only increase the “individual” Energy-Potential of Self-Consciousness Forms
formed by them but also considerably broaden their possibilities in creative manipulations with
the substance of Time: the more various protoformic focus Configurations are synthesized in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness, the higher and more prominent your “individual”
abilities, and the less you are subjectively dependent on the factor of Time, because background
Formo-Creators, whose “projections” simultaneously structure many diverse Proto-Forms, introduce
into the Focus Dynamics of the perceived-by-you “personality” their characteristic properties and
abilities which are one way or another reflected in characteristics of your Self-Consciousness Form,
deepening Synthesis processes.

1.859.

For example, the Formo-Creators of electrons simultaneously, although in different
degrees, structure focus Configurations of all Self-Consciousness Forms: those of atoms, molecules,
microorganisms, and all possible representatives of the flora and fauna (also including Planets,
Stars, Galaxies, superclusters of Galaxies, and Universes!); thereby they promote the multipolarized
propagation of Information among all physical Self-Consciousness Forms and its sequential
integration during refocusings into higher-quality focus Configurations. Owing to this, different
Proto-Forms, at certain stages of Synthesis or when favorable conditions come, acquire and develop
(or, on the contrary, lose as anachronisms) “extrasensory” abilities untypical of this population.

1.860.

In case of people, this can be represented as clairvoyance and clairaudience, levitation and
teleportation, telepathy and telekinesis, superkeen vision and automatic memory, roentgen vision
or non-optical reading, superflexibility or increased “magnetism” of the body, superconductivity or
intolerance to light, and so on. Of course, doctors find their own explanations to these phenomena,
which are based, according to them, on a “bad” hereditary background, a genetic mutation, a rare
virus or bacteria... Usually, they classify any deviations from “the norm” as “a disease” or a syndrome,
although the real reason is always in stable refocusings of this “personality” in one of diffuzgent
development Directions whose representatives have this “extrasensory” (to people!) manifestation
as a vitally important feature.

1.861.

In the same way they can stabilize their Focus Dynamics in the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented
Direction which is diffuzgent to them and are enriched by such specific characteristics of our
Synthesis Scheme as: increased mentality (rationality, abilities of logic and analysis, intellectuality)

1.862.

or vitality (sensuousness, an altruistic behavior, a heartful disposition, intuitive insight). In addition
to these properties, in close communication with us, they also gain the Experience which we already
have from other Proto-Forms; they, however, interpret it in their own fashion and synthesize these
СФУУРММ-Forms in their own Self-Consciousness.
This mutual interchange of specific Conceptions becomes especially effective when there is
a long-lasting mutual interest (sympathy, needs) between different Proto-Forms; nevertheless, it can
also “be projected” through properties of the photoreducsive Ether whose Configurations structure,
in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of our Planet, the main “repository” of different-quality empirical
Experience simultaneously synthesized by absolutely all Proto-Forms – Noo-Sphere – that consists
of countless diversity of planetary ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes. This
principle of formation of the universal Experience of Existence is characteristic not only of the
Higher Collegial Cosmic Intelligence of ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС (Earth is just one of the 3-4-dimensional
manifestations of It), but also of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure all
different-quality Levels of manifestation of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of all Planetary, Star,
Galactic, and Universal Entities in the Macrocosmos. The noo-time dynamics of the photoreducsive
Ether structure absolutely all types and kinds of ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems and ФЛУУ-ЛУУcomplexes and form the whole information basis of Konversums of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma or
the Sphere of Cosmic Creativity of СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creators – in ЭИЙГ-СС-МИИ (from 0 to the 12th
dimension).
1.863.

Why it is Formo-Creators of electrons, but not, for example, us who structure all SelfConsciousness Forms of physical Worlds Formo-Systems that form different-quality Focus
Dynamics of Universal Entities (although, in reality, absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms of
the Tertiary and of the Secondary Energy-Plasma are Us as СЛАА-СС-МИИ- and ССЛОО-СС-СНАА-Creators)? This is because the dissonational distance that separates the Focus Dynamics of their
“current” quantum-wave Self-Consciousness Forms from manifestation possibilities in ФЛАКСConfigurations is much smaller, and their resonance with the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
the 4-5-dimensional diapason is much greater than that of our “current” focus (creative) states.

1.864.

Through Self-Consciousness Forms of electrons, like through microcosmic “black holes”,
Galactic and Universal Entities easily interact with Collective Intelligences of their flaks-level
Formo-Types, for the Focus Dynamics of Which the factor of Time becomes even less significant.
Simultaneously, through Self-Consciousness Forms of protons and neutrons, They continue to
propagate the most inertial spectra of Their multipolarized Focus Dynamics into the doolls-level
diapasons of creative realizations. This is an obvious example of extended possibilities for SelfConsciousness Forms through intensification of Synthesis of Energy and Information.

1.865.

The degree of quality (the depth and difference in directions of Synthesis) in focus
Configurations determines their kovarllertnost with each other that is subjectively reflected in our
type of subjective Reality through one of features of Time which we perceive as the degree of
“interprotoformic resonance” physically interpreted by our Perception system as distances between
objects: interatomic, intermolecular, “interpersonal”, interplanetary, interstar, intergalactic… This
subjective feature is also determined by individual energy-information combinations (“a curvature”
or parameters of electric, magnetic, gravitational, and other fields) that prevail in the Focus Dynamics
of interacting Self-Consciousness Forms (it should be noted that the iissiidiologic understanding
of the term “curvature” or “geometry” of Space is not identical with the notion “curvature and

1.866.

geometry of space-time” used in the General Theory of Relativity, although there is something
common between them).
This brings us to the following important conclusion: the state of Energy-Plasma which
we define as Space cannot anyhow be manifested without the presence of the Focus Dynamics that,
in turn, are the result of different-quality states of the Formo-Creators’ focus Configurations that
structure any Self-Consciousness Form. This means that without the presence of a Self-Consciousness’
Creative Activity there cannot be either the effect of Space-Time (Continuums), as such, with its
typical Forms of different-degree “materiality”, or the factor of Time. I especially mentioned this
as the answer to the eternal philosophical question: “What is primary – Consciousness or Matter?”

1.867.

Now, in order to answer another question: “What is the source and what comes from it?”,
– let’s try to understand the specific character of interrelations between Information, as the Primary
Cause and the Primary Foundation of “All-That-Exists”, and the Mechanism of Its subjective
manifestation in the synthetic Type of the Macrocosmos – the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
How and by what means do They mutually correlate with each other? To begin with, the main
difference between Them is the difference of Their typical States: Information through all sets of Its
heterogeneous fragments is “internally” balanced by Its inherent Superuniversal Impulse-Potential,
while the State of “a synthetic Self-Consciousness” of the ССС-Entity initiated by Information
represents Its nonlocal, slloogrent “projection” directed seemingly “inside Itself”.

1.868.

This “projection” of some of Its creative needs is subjectively manifested through an
infinite set of realizational Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in Space and in Time due to the
presence, in their (Formo-Creators’ and Info-Creators’) joint focus Configurations, of a common
energy Potential that provides the very fact of subjective manifestation of all possible combinations
of information fragments in the Focus Dynamics of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness which we
perceive as the Higher Intelligence of the Macrocosmos.

1.869.

Fully being under the instantaneous irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive influence, the SelfConsciousness of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence is motivated in each “point” of Its focusconfiguration manifestation by all possible subjective reactions generated by Focus Dynamics of
each Form that structures It; owing to this, there is an effect of partial Information’s perception of
Itself as a certain subjective synthetic Cosmic Entity (I used the word “partial”, because all other
constituents of Its Impulse-Potential equally allow It to subjectively perceive Itself as all other of
Cosmic Entities that reflect Higher Intelligences of other Types of Macrocosmoses).

1.870.

For example, the fact that all of you now subjectively perceive “yourselves” as “human
personalities” doesn’t mean at all that “you”, as realization Forms whose focus Configurations
structure the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, at the same moment don’t realize
yourselves actively and consciously in other – Planetary, Star, Galactic, Universal – Forms of
rezonational manifestation. Your Conception that you are exactly “a human personality” entirely
depends on a specific combination (Synthesis Scheme) of the heterogeneous fragments that now
participate in the formation of your realizable Focus Dynamics that, in turn, depend on the synthetic
state of your Focus Configuration.

1.871.

I remind you that a focus Configuration is a narrowly-specific set of active Focuses of
Formo-Creators, whose rezomiral interrelations are rezonationally put together (grouped) in this
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“point” of Space-Time due to СФУУРММ-Forms that structure them – kovarllert combinations of
Information fragments, as well as due to a certain (typical of this f-Configuration) Potential of
rezomiral Energy that must be applied by this Self-Consciousness Form in its Focus Dynamics
(inertially spent) to achieve a complete balance, that is, to bring all information interrelations that
structure the Form in this manifestation diapason to a fully rezonational state relative to any internal
and external manifestations.
I have previously mentioned many times that when we talk about the ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness it means not the Universal State of Information which we simply cannot fathom or
comprehend in any abstract way, but just one of many variants of This absolute State which can be
notionally defined as the Energy-Plasma’s Self-Consciousness or the ИЙИСС-ССС-Entity’s SelfConsciousness. However, since One cannot be in any way “separated” from the Other (because, in
a deeper iissiidiologic Understanding, this leads to a great distortion and deformation of СФУУРММ-Forms – nonsynthetic variants of manifestation of Information provide all the diversity of
synthetic Forms, and vice versa), further in the text we will take into account only the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness limited for us by yet extremely subjective Conceptions of Energy-Plasma.
1.873.

You will understand the urgent need of it when we will consider such very complex notions
as development Branches, where synthetic and nonsynthetic Principles of Creative Activity of
the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness are so tightly and profoundly intermingled that all current
Conceptions of Energy-Information become simply inadequate. The Principles, through Which
there is an active manifestation of the Self-Consciousness of synthetic Energy-Plasma that is at
least somehow accessible to our understanding, are based just on interrelations of Two development
Branches – Synthetic and Rezoskontional. In all other types of interrelations between ССС-fragments,
the origin of Life for realization of the Creative Activity of Information happens – every time! –
in a completely different way and according to different Principles Whose Essence is completely
incomprehensible to us. Suffice it to say that there can be tens of thousands of variants (possible
interrelations with participation of the Creators from the Synthetic Branch with all the diversity of
combinations of all other Branches) of synthetic Types of Macrocosmoses that radically differ from
each other in the main Principles of Self-organization.
1.874.

This is why, I repeat, when we talk about the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, in order
to avoid further confusion, we will mean only That Which is at least somehow related to our
typical synthetic Forms of Existence, that is to say – absolutely the whole set of different-quality
focus Configurations (Self-Consciousness Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences from all
different-quality multimillion-dimensional manifestation Levels), by means of which “projections”
of all heterogeneous fragments of Information are represented in our Type of the Macrocosmos
simultaneously as Formo-Creators and as Info-Creators.
1.875.

This is also the whole sum of slloogrent subjective Conceptions manifested in the СССEntity’s Creative Activity in all possible RA- and DP-states. A Self-Consciousness is the source of
any energy-information manifestation in Space-Time of the Macrocosmos; by means of various types
of Focus Dynamics and due to all kinds of modeling of heterogeneous fragments of Information into
different combinations, the Self-Consciousness created in one single moment the entire diversity of
different-quality Forms. Self-Consciousnesses’ Forms, whose Focus Dynamics are specifically united
by common birvulârtnost kinds, form all types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences that simultaneously
structure all Konversums and Universums of rezomiral structures in the Macrocosmos.
1.876.

In particular, that which we call “elementary particles” and “atoms”, “people” and “animals”,
“plants” and “forests”, “minerals” and “mountains”, “seas” and “oceans”, “fire” and “air”, “Planets”
and “Stars”, “Galaxies” and “Universes” are kinds of Forms of One Self-Consciousness of the СССEntity. The principle of molecular formation of any human being and any Universal Entity is common
for all Collective Cosmic Intelligences of this manifestation diapason: all of us are rezonationally
composed of the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of photons and elementary particles.
Are these Forms wiser and more perfect than those which they structure? These categories of Cosmic
Entities are as incommensurable as, for example, meters and kilograms that represent completely
different ways of creative realization of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
1.877.

For example, we cannot perceive photons as well as elementary particles composed of
them either as “more perfect” or as “less perfect” than we are, because we and they have completely
different realization tasks. Moreover, we don’t have any Conceptions of the quality degree of each
considered elementary particle (from the point of view of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme
typical of people): through parameters characteristic of their wave-type Focus Dynamics, they can
in a greater degree reflect either flaks-type (high-frequency, short-wave), or doolls-type (lowfrequency, long-wave) tendencies.
1.878.

The same is true both for us (there are “bad” and “good” people) and for Universal Entities
Whose Focus Dynamics are also, just as ours, structured by the lowest-frequency and the highestfrequency Activity. More simply, with the help of the entire diversity of Self-Consciousness Forms
simultaneously manifested on various scales and with different intensity, the ССС-Entity deeper
and more completely cognizes Itself in different ways in different conditions of energy-information
interactions.

1.879.

A subjective localization of your Self-Consciousness Form in particular manifestation
conditions of Space-Time is reflected in the Focus Dynamics – your moment-by-moment choices,
your psychological reactions, and the qualitative state of your interactions with “yourself” and with
objects of the outer subjective Reality. The Focus Dynamics are the only Universal Mechanism
of balancing between dissonational states of Focuses due to the introduction of new fragments of
Information and their typical realizational Potential of Energy into energy-information interrelations
that exist between them. That is, when we perform any Focus Dynamics, we receive some Experience.
Whether I type these lines or take a glass of juice to drink, think or meditate, walk in the street or
sleep, read a book or sing a song – all these are manifestations of the Focus Dynamics realized by
the Formo-Creators of the focused-by-Me (as a СЛАА-СС-МИИ-Creator) Self-Consciousness Form.
There isn’t anything that wouldn’t be a Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics in the Macrocosmos.
By the way, the Macrocosmos, as such, simply wouldn’t exist without the presence of the Focus
Dynamics of all its Formo-Creators and Info-Creators!
1.880.

I think that you already understand that the Focus Dynamics determine the type and quality of
energy-information interactions between all the diversity of rezomiral Focuses. Moreover, depending
on the way in which the Focus Dynamics interrelate some Focuses and which combinations are being
formed in the information space of a Self-Consciousness, in the Focus Dynamics of different Forms,
there is formation of corresponding dissonational distances that serve as the basis for manifestation
of some temporal (quickly/slowly, for a short time/for a long time) and psychological effects (easily/
hardly, gladly/sadly, and so on).

1.881.

Gradually becoming more experienced in some manifestations of Life, we easier and
quicker find, in the information space of our Self-Consciousness, the motivated stimuli that allow
us to quickly annihilate, in our Focus Dynamics, various dissonational states. Therefore, there is
reduction of various dissonational distances relative to the focus Configurations which are completely
balanced with the outer world in this manifestation rezopazon.

1.882.

We are manifested in specific Continuum groups whose Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
of Self-Consciousnesses are, to some extent, qualitatively structured by the dominant activity of
the Formo-Creators that belong to the two Pure Qualities – ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence whose joint interactions are reflected in our subjective Perception as
electromagnetic phenomena (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom represents properties of magnetism, and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence represents electric characteristics). Being combined in some way due to
their electromagnetic properties, Self-Consciousness Forms of atoms and molecules overcome their
own typical dissonational distance, rezonationally unite with each other by kovarllert interrelations
(covalent, ionic, molecular, and hydrogen bonds), thereby providing conditions for a rezonational
manifestation of us and of all objects of our outer reality in corresponding Continuum groups.
1.883.

These interrelations are kept together until the Focus Dynamics of new Formo-Creators
add to their common focus Configuration a certain strong dissonational combination which will
increase again the dissonational distance between Focuses to critical values untypical of their
current interrelations. Then svilgs-spherations of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics change
Synthesis processes typical of one birvulârtnost type (for example, the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented) by
processes characteristic of another Synthesis Scheme; in case of prolonged and deep refocusings,
this leads to a gradual “reprojection” of FPV associated with this Self-Consciousness Form into
the Focus Dynamics of a corresponding diffuzgent Proto-Form. In other words, within the entire
spectrum of different-quality multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics in all protoformic Directions,
there is constantly a natural rezonational change of some Self-Consciousness Forms by other ones.
Owing to these energy-information interrelations during certain periods of Existence, neither we,
objects around us, nor all substances and cosmic objects “fall apart”; their Focus Dynamics also
generate their own electromagnetic fields whose quality and intensity may differ considerably from
generations typical of people in this manifestation diapason.
1.884.

The Formo-Creators of all these electromagnetic interactions, being dominant for the Worlds
Formo-Systems (Universal Continuums) which we observe, create a certain rezonational background
for the common slloogrent Focus Dynamics of manifestation, owing to which both microcosmic and
macrocosmic processes and phenomena take place in the subjectively-perceived-by-us (from the
point of view of characteristic features of the two-dominant ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme!)
Universe. Energy-information interrelations that create the main background in Rezomirals have
structures of different “quantity” and quality, in this way forming various types of dimension in
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics associated with different-type Self-Consciousness Forms:
“tetrahedral” (the 0-1st dimension), “pyramidal” (the 1st-2nd one), “octahedral” (the 2nd-3rd one),
“hexahedral” (the 3rd-4th one), “dodecahedral” (the 4th-5th one), and so on up to a multimilliondimension value.
1.885.

In our – “hexahedral” – type of dimension, the Focus Dynamics of local disturbances of
an electromagnetic field that are generated by various Self-Consciousness Forms propagate, in
Worlds Formo-Systems, heterogeneous Information about them in the form of waves that advance

1.886.

at light speed – 300 000 km/sec. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the constant value of this speed
of propagation is mainly typical of èrnilgmanent photons of low-vibration wave-type rezopazons
(with a greater density of materiality) that more closely interact with long-wave karmo-klofts of
УПДУЙКК-Field whose focus Configurations are burdened by the doolls-type Focus Dynamics.
In contrast, in high-frequency rezopazons (with a lesser density of materiality), the high-quality
Creative Activity of Self-Consciousness Forms is provided by frazulert photons with high Energies
whose Focus Dynamics have different speeds that also include values that are higher than the wellknown “light speed” constants50.
Very soon, it will become quite obvious and logical for scientists that there is a vast
diversity of quanta in Nature that include information quanta formed on the basis of photons that
participate in long-wave interactions, and information quanta whose carriers are photons with superhigh Energy whose Focus Dynamics can be revealed only beyond the notional limits of the light
speed. Consequently, it is obvious that different quanta have different potential possibilities to carry
various volumes of Information per unit of time.

1.887.

Therefore, low-vibration èrnilgmanent quanta with “heavy” photons (because they in a greater
degree reflect the nature of doolls-wave interactions) form doolls limits of our wave-type Reality.
They have a lesser Potential for Information transfer; consequently, the Focus Dynamics generated
with the help of low-vibration focus Configurations will have less realizational possibilities for
manifestation of Information. In contrast, superuniversal Formo-Creators of high-vibration frazulert
quanta that determine flaks-wave limits of our wave-type Reality have much more possibilities in
realization of their typical Information by way of each “quantum shift” of Self-Consciousness. This
parameter of their Focus Dynamics is several orders higher than that of quantum-type subnuclear
Formo-Creators in doolls-wave rezopazons of manifestation.

1.888.

This is as natural as the fact that any Thought expressed in a sentence can contain both a
minimum and a maximum of Information. A paragraph can be large in volume, take more “quantum
shifts” to read and understand it, but you will get a very small portion of significant and specific
Information. For example, if you take a paragraph of the same size from a book in the “IISSIIDIOLOGY.
Fundamentals” series, you will see that it carries incomparably more Information from the ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme, requires much higher-capacity “quantum unpackings” from the
collective Subconsciousness, and, depending on how the reader’s Self-Consciousness is prepared for
reading and understanding the high-vibration Information, provides the reader with the possibility
to intuitively grasp a much larger “volume” of all possible data and Information than it is expressed
by words in each sentence.
1.889.

Although the common Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms in “hexahedral”
Worlds Formo-Systems that determine universal constants for the propagation speed of wave-type
Energy-Information are more or less equally manifested everywhere in the “current” Planetary
Continuums (because the common Focus Dynamics are mainly structured by low-frequency and
medium-frequency Focus Dynamics), the individual Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of differentquality Self-Consciousness Forms that determine the speed of their interactions in different molecular
combinations (for example, inside physico-chemical and biological systems) are carried out in
different ways, because their focus Configurations have different tensor states or different-quality

1.890.

50 We will discuss it in detail when we will consider “Evolution” of Universes in Chapter VII, volume 2 of IISSIIDIOLOGY
Fundamentals (available in Russain only).

dissonational states relative to the Information which they carry (СФУУРММ-Forms); this greatly
influences the increase of dissonational distances between interacting Formo-Creators.
As compared with the mentioned above, the Focus Dynamics of interplanetary and interstar
cosmic interrelations are structured by a much larger “volume” of kovarllert focus Configurations that
considerably decreases the tensor state or inertia. This is also the result of the scale of the Universal
Focus Dynamics designed for multibillion-year terms of continuous interrelations between SelfConsciousness Forms of Cosmic Entities. In contrast, the Focus Dynamics of the Formo-Creators
associated with biological Self-Consciousness Forms are much more insignificant, therefore the
Dynamics’ speed is incommensurably lower than that on the cosmic level. But they also depend on
the tensor state between interacting Formo-Creators: for example, animals exchange Information
quicker as compared with plants, while plants do is quicker than minerals.

1.891.

Depending on kovarllertnost and protoformic tendencies in info-fragments that structure
f-Configurations of various processes in one and the same organism, their Focus Dynamics differ
very much both in speed, and in quality: intermolecular ones are in millions of times more intensive
than cellular ones, the Formo-Creators’ dynamics in neuronal and synaptic interrelations are several
orders higher than reactions of the Formo-Creators in muscular tissues, metabolism in cells of some
organs is carried out much quicker than in cells of other organs, and so on. Moreover, strong or
weak electric and magnetic fields, as well as various gravitational effects, temperature and isobaric
changes, chemical substances and their concentrations, catalysts, and so on – all of them together or
separately can either decelerate or accelerate the speed of many focus interactions.

1.892.

The Focus Dynamics is the only Mechanism that allows each of us to individually (personally)
perceive himself/herself as a particular “personality” manifested in conditions of a certain kind of
possible subjective Realities. Higher-quality (more favorable for Existence and more effective for
an intellectual-spiritual self-perfection) variants of subjective human Realities (duvujllerrt groups of
space-time Continuums) differ from lower-quality ones just in their type of Focus Dynamics based
on the activity of different Self-Consciousness Levels. Levels of Life and of Creativity, society and
science, culture and art, as well as many other things which we associate with “the level of comfort
of individual existence”, – all of them represent just regular results of the common Focus Dynamics
of inhabitants of a certain STC group.

1.893.

That is, all these fears (especially the fear of “Death”), negative feelings, and aggressive
realizations which are now typical of any of you, as well as of humankind in general, are simply
completely absent in your Focus Dynamics, as inhabitants of “future” much more favorable human
Continuums where IISSIIDIOLOGY is already the main method of scientific Knowledge. In the first
place, this means that your “present” and your “future” focus Configurations yet differ very much
from each other; in the second place, this qualitative difference creates, between individual parts of
these focus Configurations, very strong dissonational states to each other that model in Space-Time
huge dissonational distances that subjectively separate you “the present ones” from the possibility
to live and enjoy already existing variants of your wonderful “future”.

1.894.

You, with your typical fears and negativisms, aggression and still deeply ignorant Conceptions
of “yourselves” and of your outer reality, in no way can merge with the focus Configurations of your
own Self-Consciousness Forms that structure these “future” human Continuums, because in most
your manifestations your “present” Focus Dynamics are extremely dissonant with them. Since the

1.895.

modern community doesn’t have a more authentic Knowledge, you cannot correctly explain many
things, cannot find, understand, and consciously use the true Reason of everything that happens
around in order to achieve your goals. When iissiidiologic Conceptions become the basis of your
psychomental creativity, a great many of truer cause-and-effect interrelations will begin to structure
your Focus Dynamics, purposefully guiding your individual refocusings into the Continuum groups
which are of the greatest creative Interest to you.
We have found out that, inside Information, the Primary Cause of appearance of all possible
states of Its Energy-Potential and manifestation of the entire infinite set of different-quality Focuses in
formed information combinations is a simultaneous activation of the irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive
Impulse-Potentials that differ just in the Spheres of Their functional application: the irrkogliktive
IP manipulates only Information and combinations generated by It (rekonverst Configurations),
initiating in them the common State of Creative Activity (without stimulating, in fragments, a
potential need for the Activity any combination simply couldn’t be created), while the èglleroliftive
IP is associated just with Energy (Focuses and focus Configurations) that is peculiar to differentquality information combinations and reflects the Potential that helps to distinguish the subjective
state of “total combinability” between heterogeneous information fragments from the universal state
of “absolute balance” of the same fragments.
1.896.

From the point of view of our very limited subjective Perception, it is possible to state
that both These IP continuously happen in Information. Now tell me how we can talk about the
state of a certain “continuity” of That Which isn’t in any way related to the phenomena which we
can manipulate at least somehow: Energy, Time, or Space? What are the “intervals” between the
two Impulse-Potentials? Microseconds or trillionth fractions of a second? That is like trying to
measure singularity. This is why, if we base our considerations on your usual Conceptions of inertial
Existence, they will be completely absurd! Therefore, we cannot discern the “continuity” anyhow.

1.897.

In fact, it would be more correct to consider that All that which we subjectively define as
“All-That-Exists” (Existence, Macrocosmos) represents the result of one-and-only – “eternal” in its
space-time manifestation! – Impulse-Potential whose structure is extremely complex. This is just the
result of a subjective process of Self-Consciousness owing to which Everything always takes place
in the main Mechanism of Self-Consciousness manifestation – in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence.

1.898.

This is why, from now on, we will bear in mind one-and-only – but infinitely multiple-vector
(“spheroidal”) in its manifestation and provided by all other kinds of IP! – Universal ImpulsePotential, in which any Activity of its irrkogliktive constituent (as well as Principles that provide
It) naturally includes functions of the èglleroliftive constituent (as well as Principles that provide
It); owing to this, “Everything”, seemingly without being even started, “returns” in the “initial”
State that, naturally, immediately stimulates the activity of the whole manifestation Mechanism
of the irrkogliktive constituent that automatically initiates in Information Its typical èglleroliftive
functions...

1.899.

Consequently, in our subjective Existence (on any Level of its slloogrent manifestation)
“Evolution” and “Involution” happen only instantaneously-simultaneously: at any moment,
whenever “something” (a Self-Consciousness Form, a Focus) is manifested, the Focus Dynamics
of the Macrocosmos always contain an innumerable set of both “involutional” (as heterogeneous

1.900.

fragments) and “evolutional” (as focus combinations of the same fragments) subjective kinds of
creative manifestation of this “something”. All their f-Configurations together don’t stay separately
from each other, but simultaneously reflect the absolutely balanced State of Energy-Plasma relative
to the “internal” State of Information. This balancing simultaneously (to be more exact, in a timeless
mode!) happens not only by way of activation of the irrkogliktive Impulse, but also through the
èglleroliftive Impulse – by way of a complete Synthesis of all fragments with a “subsequent”
transition of the absolutely synthesized ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness (Energy-Plasma) into the
initial ССС-State of an absolute balance of all heterogeneous fragments.
“Involution”, as you subjectively understand it, as a process of degradation of SelfConsciousness, doesn’t exist, because it represents a natural State of Information, while we can
consider the so-called “Evolution” only in association with some particular subjective transformations,
whose qualitative features we can perceive one way or another, compare in analysis, and individually
assess. The states of “Evolution” or “Involution” of something can be reflected in Space-Time only
in the Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness Forms, in our subjective Conceptions that some
states or Forms are qualitatively different (“better” or “worse”) at a given moment from something
else. However, in reality, both states, from different points of view, eventually reflect the same result
– the Universal State of Creative Activity of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness Whose objective
reflection in our Type of the Macrocosmos is Energy-Plasma.
1.901.

In other words, objectively, these notions don’t exist in Energy-Plasma. But from the
subjective point of view typical of the Focus Dynamics of Cosmic Entities on any manifestation Level,
there is an illusory impression that, as a result of a joint activation of both Impulse-Potentials, many
incompatible (kruvursorrt) or weakly active (to each other, imperceptible) Configurations manifested
within the total differentiated content of heterogeneous fragments of Information; and they failed
to immediately form stable information structures among themselves. Therefore, in the first place,
an active interaction began between the most compatible (kovarllert) heterogeneous fragments that
instantaneously grouped into all analogous, in their information Essence, Configurations.

1.902.

With their further combining, at least somehow discordant parts of each combination were
seemingly “projected” outward the common (for this combination!) Configuration and immediately
found in their potential environment – among all heterogeneous imperceptible fragments – the
ones that are at least somehow similar to them. In this way, more and more rezonational, attractive
tendencies also gradually appear between initially imperceptible fragments; and the tendencies are
carried out in the form of increasingly more stable different-quality interrelations. Moreover, the
most dissonational fragments, just as in case of the most kovarllert combinations, from among these
Configurations, are also constantly “projected” outward (into the skrruullerrt system), where they
are immediately involved into more rezonational interactions.

1.903.

This resulted in the formation of states of potential dissonation between imperceptible
fragments; and tendencies of qualitative equalization of their typical Focuses appear between the
most kovarllert types of information combinations. These tendencies to a constant increase of the
value of already-existing Energy-Potential, which can be carried out only due to a rezonational
attraction of more and more kovarllert information connections (together with their typical Focuses!)
into a corresponding focus Configuration, are the result of activation of the èglleroliftive IP that is
realized with background irrkogliktive tendencies.
1.904.

I describe all this for you so that you could, at least intuitively, understand the moment of
appearance, in the “initial” totally-balanced state of heterogeneous Information, of certain features
of “dynamics” that were sequentially formed “inside” Its dissonational states typical of Its various
combinations. These specific states can be explained only by the presence of certain specific features
of compatibility and incompatibility (kovarllertnost and imperseptnost), identity and nonidentity
(lijlluscivnost and kruvursorrtnost) between heterogeneous information fragments. These states that
lack a rezonational interaction among themselves during the Act of their combination are conditioned
by the infinite diversity of fragments, and are the main Reason not only of appearance of all diverse
Self-Consciousness Forms with their individually-typical Focus Dynamics, but also of the formation
of such effects which we subjectively define as Energy, Time, Space, and many others.

1.905.

As you see, Energy and Time, as well as Space produced by their joint rezonational
combination have one and the same Primary Cause of their simultaneous manifestation in EnergyPlasma – the initial diversity of Information. This is why they, as well as Information that “generated”
them, have all features of diffeomorphism and discreteness that are “initially” caused by the impulse
nature of the manifestation process of Energy-Plasma that implies multiplicity and multivariance of
any interrelations. Rotation Cycles, rotation Shifts, refocusings, and other mechanisms of energyinformation interaction between discrete Configurations of different-quality Formo-Creators
organized by the universal Principle of Duvujllerrtnost became possible only due to the infinitely
discrete state of our Self-Consciousness Forms, and of the Macrocosmos in whole.

1.906.

Moreover, the Potential of Energy and the Potential of Time are represented in any STC
type by various discrete characteristics, they are stimulated to their manifestation by different,
I would say, relatively opposite (in their typical functions) Impulse-Potentials: Energy – by the
èglleroliftive one, and Time – by the irrkogliktive one, while the effect of manifestation of Space
(focus Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms) formed by their interaction is based on the
rezonational (to each other) activity of both Impulses (that is, in each “point” of its subjective
manifestation, it is characterized by corresponding parameters of Energy and Time that are being
specifically reflected in the Macrocosmos through the Focus Dynamics of different-quality SelfConsciousness Forms). What does this mean? To be more exact, how this circumstance of the joint
“origination” of Energy, Time, and Space influences their properties? Quite much!

1.907.

In the first place, while the Potential of Energy, with deepening of the interquality Synthesis,
constantly increases, the Potential of Time necessary for realization of the Energy Potential, on the
contrary, continuously decreases. That is, the subjective Focus Dynamics of higher-quality FormoCreators become more and more intensified, requiring less and less Time for their realization;
nonetheless, Time potentially continues to structure all focus Configurations up to multimilliondimensional manifestation Levels. In addition, the Potential of Time in the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos never becomes exhausted, instead – just like the Energy-Potential
– it is in an absolutely balanced state. While the latter (Energy-Potential) “is reprojected” by FormoCreators through zero ingredients from each dimension into the State which is “initially” typical of
Energy-Plasma.

1.908.

Simultaneously, when the concentration of synthetic interrelations within focus
Configurations of the Formo-Creators decreases, their intensity in the Focus Dynamics also decreases,
inertia increases, Time seems to “expand”, becomes more and more “viscous” and passive (due to a
decrease of Energy-Potential that provides the Focus Dynamics), this automatically leads to denser

1.909.

states of Energy-Plasma, to the Levels of Plasma-Form, Formo-Plasma, Formo-Matter, and so on.
In the second place, which is very important, this obviously demonstrates interdependence
of these two phenomena: different types of Time are carriers of corresponding types of Energy,
while a certain Energy, in turn, can modify and qualitatively transform certain manifestation Forms
of Time. What does this mean? It means that Time and Energy structured by some heterogeneous
combinations of Information differ in their properties and parameters from Time and Energy
structured by other heterogeneous combinations. As a result, many one-type and different-type
Energy-Time interactions appear. Therefore, as a consequence of mixed or one-type interrelations,
completely different effects of synthetic èkstrallambrillâciâ (paradox, “nonsense”) manifest in Space
through corresponding Self-Consciousness Forms: in “points” with a certain “curvature” of focus
Configurations, Time “runs backwards”.

1.910.

1.911. Moreover,

in different “points” this phenomenon can happen in different qualitativelymultipolarized Directions, thereby uniting many different-quality Continuums. For example,
in conditions of our manifestation (according to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme),
depending on predominance of a particular type of protoformic state in the Focus Dynamics of
a diffuzgent Self-Consciousness Form, in such anomalous zones, the Form’s immanent processes
– biological, chemical – can have various degrees of acceleration, or deceleration, which leads
either to an unnaturally quick aging (destruction of intracellular and other atomic-molecular bonds),
or to an identical unnaturally quick rejuvenation (restoration of atomic-molecular bonds). These
characteristics of interaction between Time and Energy that have heterogeneous interrelations have
different influence not only on biological organisms, but also on all other Self-Consciousness Forms.
That is, mixed interactions of Time and Energy formed according to different Synthesis Schemes
have unexpected consequences.
Besides, these very interactions are the main reasons of appearance of different types of
gravitation in our outer reality (and in the Cosmos, of course), which, as we know, directly depends
on characteristics of manifestation of “the curvature” of Space-Time. And “the curvature” or “the
geometry” reflects characteristics of energy-information combinations, as a means of interaction
between certain combinations of Time and Energy. Mass of a Self-Consciousness Form – whether it
is an elementary particle or a Planetary Entity – at every moment of its manifestation expressively
reflects individual characteristics of each such combination that depend very much on the quality of
the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form and on the predominance (in
the outer reality) of the Focus Dynamics associated with a certain Synthesis Scheme.

1.912.

Mass is a reflection of the degree of inertia (Time necessary for annihilation of all tensor
parts manifested in this dimensional diapason of STC) of the Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness
Form: the higher the degree of inertia in interactions between Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness,
the higher the value of mass of this Form. Energy is also mass enclosed in an equal (relative to the
compared one) volume of Matter and realized with the help of its typical information interrelations.
That is, mass of a Self-Consciousness Form (within its typical Synthesis Scheme) may be notionally
set equal with Time spent by the Formo-Creators to “attract” new kovarllert interrelations together
with Energy which they realize to achieve rezonational states in the diapason of their manifestation.

1.913.

Physicists know well that physical values – especially on a microscale – are subject to
quantum fluctuations. This means that during repeated measurements of a physical value in certain

1.914.

conditions they get essentially different values. Why does it happen so? This is because mass of each
Self-Consciousness Form, at every moment of its manifestation, is formed as a relative difference in
many parameters (constituents of Qualities’ Aspects) between the total quality of Focuses associated
with all Self-Consciousness Forms that constitute the Form (that is, its individual Continuum) and the
quality of the general Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms in the outer reality (“external”
Continuums groups).
For example, values of mass of individual people, animals, plants, minerals, microorganisms,
elementary particles are determined, in the first place, by kovarllertnost of the formed-by-them
focus Configurations relative to the slloogrent focus Configuration of the Planetary Entity (they are
of primary importance in the formation of manifestation conditions for Self-Consciousness Forms –
groups of “external” Continuums), and in the second place, by the degree of correspondence between
their individual Focus Dynamics (this is the seemingly individual Continuum which is modeled
in imagination just by subjective Conceptions of “a personality” about the outer World) and the
Focus Dynamics of their Proto-Forms – Collective Cosmic Intelligences of ТОО-УУ-Entities (this
is the secondary “external” Continuum in terms of its significance for manifestation conditions).
For example, each human being, depending on how much he/she is focused in a certain protoformic
Direction, has a continuously changing weight in the same dimensional conditions. In turn, a more
homogeneous and isotropic focus structure of manifested Self-Consciousness Forms of metals,
plastic, and other mineral objects that don’t have a biological structure provides a high stability of
their gravitational and mass characteristics.
1.915.

And, finally, in the third place: Time, just like Energy and Information, but with its unique
characteristics, structures – through the Focus Dynamics of corresponding Self-Consciousness
Forms! – every notional unit of “volume” in Space (intra-atomic, intra-molecular, and interstar or
intergalactic) manifested by means of an infinite set of complex-configuration energy-information
interrelations that, in each rezonational point, combine into unique “fractal”-slloogrent formations
which we subjectively define as dimension. Time, in full conformity with Energy that determines its
inertial properties, fills, with its own effects, each different-quality moment of focus manifestation
of Self-Consciousness Forms in any type of dimension in Space. Specific inertial effects of Time
generated by the qualitative state of our Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics, in turn, generate
current deviations in values of mass of our own Self-Consciousness Forms and of the objects around
us (for example, in sublime and soulful states or in extremely critical psychological states – in a
mortal danger – we can subjectively perceive that weight of objects becomes lighter, and high
obstacles become smaller).
1.916.

1.917. Just

like Energy can simultaneously propagate in all different-quality Directions of energyinformation interrelations typical of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ FormoCreators (forming, on the basis of different rezomiral structures, diverse conditions for a simultaneous
rezonational manifestation of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms in Space), Time, being
qualitatively coordinated and directed by a Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators, can be manifested
– through their Focus Dynamics! – in any multipolarized Directions of simultaneously-fulfilled
Synthesis, that is, in any energy-information circumstances whose infinite multivariance structures
such subjective time categories of eternal Existence of Self-Consciousness Forms as “the past” and
“the future”.

1.918.

In case of individual “bodiless” refocusings (Meditations), the realization of these possibilities

depends only on the presence, in the information space of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness
(individual ODS), of a necessary synthesized Experience that corresponds to the set goal of refocusings;
depending on the quality of the goal, “unpackings” of the Formo-Creators rezonationally involve
СФУУРММ-Forms typical either of an ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-system (VÈN-“unpackings” of УУ-ВВУconglomerates), or of a ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complex (PÈS-“unpackings” of ФЛУУ-ВВУ-Doubles). In case of
a temporary focus shift from one Self-Consciousness Form manifested in one group of Continuums
into a Self-Consciousness Form manifested in another group of Continuums, the individual or the
collective “focus shift in chronological time” will be determined by the presence, in Space-Time, of a
sufficient potential of Energy typical of the time period during which such a subchakram refocusing
(in fact, it is a purposeful teleportation of the Form) is supposed to be fulfilled.
1.919. The presence of a necessary amount of this energy potential in the Focus Dynamics also determines

the duration of a conscious stay of the Self-Consciousness Form in another “point” of Space-Time
slloogrentnost. I mean the degree of energy-information similarity and qualitative compatibility (in
Synthesis Schemes) between the types of Energy which are typical of Self-Consciousness Forms (or
Collective Consciousnesses, Collective Cosmic Intelligences) that have space-time interrelations
with each other from different Time Flows (within one STC group, from different “epochs”, from
different STC types, from STC of different Planetary Entities, and so on).
Then you might ask me: how, with the help of what are all these multiple joint transformations
of Time and Space carried out? In other words, what does play the role of “environment” in all these
innumerable variants of Focus Dynamics? As the answer to this question, I would like to remind
you the description of the Act of Energy-Information Manifestation: since all this – Information
(Self-Consciousness) + Energy (Focuses, manifestation Forms or focus Configurations) + SpaceTime (Inertia, the Focus Dynamics) – happened in one Instant of Eternity (owing to UPDI – the
Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission), the entire information structure of the formed System,
without losing its absolute balance in each particular case of manifestation, has acquired certain
subjective features of DYNAMISM, while between carriers of the irrkogliktive Impulse (InfoCreators, information interrelations) and carriers of the èglleroliftive Impulse (Focuses or FormoCreators), in a Perception system (due to the presence of different-quality ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts in the
Focus Dynamics), there was an automatic formation of the illusion of a certain “separation” between
different Self-Consciousness Forms, that is, a certain Quintessence of Time whose parameters strictly
correspond to the nature of each type of manifested energy-information interaction.
1.920.

It represents a relative difference between rezonational states of absolutely all kovarllertlyformed information combinations and dissonational states (relative to them) of absolutely all Focuses
of Energy that was released “inside” Information as a result of Its rekonverst merkavgnaciâ – the
formation of new information interrelations between all skunkkcii in ССС-fragments. The relative
difference is expressed through a special intermediate state between the above two rezonational
states and is called “dissonance” or “a dissonational state” (you also shouldn’t forget that, in the
Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma, all the three types of inseparable states – Information + Energy
+ Time – are absolutely mutually balanced and represent one slloogrent State).

1.921.

A temporary dissonational state that appeared inside “initially” rezonational states of
each r-Configuration served as the main “starting mechanism” Which became the Primary Cause
of emergence of a certain complex-configuration correcting interaction between Energy and
Information – the Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission or That Which I mean by the term

1.922.

“Light Flow” (АИЙС-ССС): a rezonational part of Information + a dissonational part of Information
(Energy) + Time (and Space formed by it) = the Dissonational Transgression of the Focus Dynamics
of all Self-Consciousness Forms. This internal tendency of formed Energy-Plasma to “Selfprojection of Energy and Time from Focus into Focus” by means of UPDI became the basis of the
simultaneous Universal Scheme of energy-information Interrelations which we subjectively define
as “the slloogrent Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics” (synonyms – Inertia, Time). The Dynamics
are the result of universal interaction between the two Impulse-Potentials – the irrkogliktive and
èglleroliftive ones. The Dynamics have also formed countless different-type birvulârtnosts typical
of absolutely all Levels of multidimensionality.
Since UPD-Emission is structurally formed by universal properties of the two ImpulsePotentials – the irrkogliktive and èglleroliftive ones – it determines some (we don’t know all other
ones) universal properties of components that structure it:

1.923.

−− “evolutional” and “involutional” tendencies can happen simultaneously – in qualitatively
“opposite” portions of the common spectrum of multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics
in Space-Time;
−− time (both chronological and “psychological”), in adequate qualitative conditions of
focus interactions and a joint localization of different birvulârt Directions of the Focus
Dynamics, can be manifested independently and in different ways;
−− the same types of Formo-Creators’ Energy can be realized in different ways – subjectively
destructively or subjectively constructively – in different Time Flows, and so on.
All types of Energy and those of Time that is motivationally connected with It are individually
formed for a joint rezonational manifestation, depending on configurational characteristics
and qualitative compatibility of focus combinations that form them. For example, since focus
Configurations of Formo-Creators are structured by all possible combination variants of such Pure
Qualities as ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance-ALL-Fullness,
ALL-Voidness-ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (plus ALL-Unity and ALL-SteadinessALL-Stability – as diffuzgent-transitional ones), subjectively, we would associate their Focus
Dynamics with a “psycho-vital” influence, while the Focus Dynamics structured by all possible
variants of such Qualities as ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality, ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALLMobility-ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness, ALL-Aspiration (plus ALL-Unity and
ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability – as diffuzgent-transitional ones) would be most likely interpreted by
us as a “mental-rational” manifestation.
1.924.

Various types of Energy of Formo-Creators get completely different realization properties
when they are mixed – especially with involvement of multiple qualities – in dominant types
of interactions, when “psychovital” tendencies kovarllertly combine with “mental-rational”
characteristics of the Focus Dynamics associated with different-Quality Formo-Creators. Properties
of Time also considerably change in each possible variant of energy-information interactions.

1.925.

If we consider characteristics of rezonational manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms in
the 3-4-dimensional diapason, it is possible to say that Time that generates all types of gravitational
effects in energy-information interactions between Formo-Creators is already initially “projected”

1.926.

(“included”) in the basis of the “curvature” of Space: the more It is “curved” (deformed as compared
with a potentially harmonious, balanced state) by dissonational (that is, weakly kovarllert) focus
Configurations, the more gravitational properties of Energy are manifested – an increase of the
“curvature” of Space stimulates in the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics stronger tendencies to
mutual attraction. The “opposite part” of the multipolarized Focus Dynamics of the same FormoCreators has a characteristic tendency to a gradual equalization of the “curvature” of Space-Time
formed by them; as a consequence, there is an inevitable decrease of gravitational interactions,
up to a complete disappearance of any values of “the rest mass”. This happens due to the FormoCreators’ typical èglleroliftive, “evolutional” need to constantly increase the volume of actively
used kovarllert interrelations.
1.927. I would like to pay your attention to the fact that, although UPDI is not quite the Macrocosmos that
is configurationally structured by the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators and the Creative
Activity of Info-Creators, still it is Its constituent – a sort of Universal Medium for the Manifestation
of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence through all possible types of Space-Time. Unimaginable
properties of UPDI allow all the most kovarllert Focuses of Energy-Information rezonationally
unite into birvulârtnost types for the formation of all possible focus Configurations of differenttype Self-Consciousness Forms. All possible structures of stable energy-information interrelations
appeared in one single moment from among all the rezonational multivariance of manifestations of
UPDI in Energy-Plasma; they are manifestation Rezomirals owing to which different-quality focus
Configurations of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of ТОО-УУ-Entities and СВОО-УУ-Entities that
structure Them – realizational Self-Consciousness Forms transgressed “inside” Themselves through
multipolarization of Focuses (through an infinite set of duvujllerrt Stereo-Types) – were formed
according to the rezonational features that are common to different birvulârtnost types.

The entire infinite diversity of their focus Configurations formed in UPDI a peculiar –
superstatic – slloogrent “fractality” or “the Sphere of Multipolarization Transgression” – the Universal
Mechanism that provides the Emission with absolutely all possibilities of Its manifestation, that is,
that which we subjectively define as Space-Time or the Macrocosmos. This means that UPDI doesn’t
have dynamic properties but serves as an absolutely constant Medium for instantaneous fulfillment
of all focus interrelations between different-quality Formo-Creators.
1.928.

UPDI is the result (which is simultaneously manifested EVERYWHERE) of slloogrent
interaction between the èglleroliftive IP and the irrkogliktive IP. As a matter of fact, since all Impulse1.929.

Potentials can be activated only “inside” Information, and They can be subjectively reflected in the
ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness only with the help of their own “projections” (Formo-Creators and
Info-Creators), for all Self-Consciousness Forms of Energy-Plasma that slloogrently forms the whole
energy-information Space-Time, UPDI seemingly doubles the role played “inside” Information by
the Impulse-Potentials towards individual states of all Its heterogeneous ССС-fragments.
1.930.

UPDI is the fundamental energy-information basis, the Medium for a simultaneous

origination and realization of absolutely all subjective effects of Space-Time initiated as impulses
in the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence: for example, such subjective
Conceptions as “Worlds” and “Antiworlds”, “Universes” and “Antiuniverses”, “personality”
and “antipersonality”, “particles” and “antiparticles” (subnuclear and wave-type, wave-type and
superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses), as well as various “dualistic” manifestations (for example,
a simultaneous manifestation, in higher-quality Focus Dynamics, of many lower-quality variants of

focus combinations typical of the Focus Dynamics’ multipolarization).
A simultaneous presence and realization of the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential is provided
in the information space of Self-Consciousness exactly through UPDI, when any èglleroliftive Focus
Dynamics are carried out in it. Owing to this, all the slloogrent Focus Dynamics are in a balanced
state. All THIS, in turn, is carried out not in any place, but in the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
That is why UPDI performs a uniting role of the Universal Medium whose different conditions of
manifestation provide a simultaneous fulfillment of absolutely all variants of Creative Activity in
Energy-Plasma initiated by both Impulse-Potentials. I’d like also to remind you that there are always
only qualitative changes in the Focus Dynamics of all possible Self-Consciousness Forms, and
there is never the slightest change in the Macrocosmos’ rezomiral structures.
1.931.

Let’s say that, in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of manifestation of UPD-Emission, the charged
state of a crystalline grid of any focus Configurations is always invariable; there are just “shifts”
(sequential changes of their activity) of Formo-Creators’ Focuses within Self-Consciousnesses of
elementary particles that are influenced by the charges of their sign and change the character of focus
interactions that organize the gravitational effect (or mass) and generate waves: electric charges of
the same sign provide the effect of repulsion of masses in opposite directions, while charges of
different signs provide attraction of masses to each other. You shouldn’t forget that quanta of an
electromagnetic field (photons) and quanta of a gravitational field (gravitons) are massless, and that
the force of interaction between a pair of electric charges decreases inversely proportional to the
square of distance.
1.932.

Gravitational charges always have the same sign, and, as distinguished from electric ones,
they don’t repulse but always attract to each other, with each interaction they more and more enhance
their own gravitational effect: the Focus Dynamics of a more massive Self-Consciousness Form of an
elementary particle rezonationally involves into its focus Configuration a less massive Configuration,
thereby increasing its own mass and, therefore, its ability to involve new kovarllert combinations
into its typical interrelations. Augmenting in this way, the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
gravitational quanta (karmo-klofts svilgs-spherationally initiated by hvasslons) – that structure the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of quanta in an electromagnetic field and in elementary particles
– continuously become more intensive, being sequentially “reprojected” into focus Configurations
of atomic and molecular Self-Consciousness Forms that can achieve an enormous value, increasing
on the cosmic scale into a powerful factor of macrocosmic focus interactions.

1.933.

So, owing to the presence of UPDI, Space-Time of the 3-4-dimensional diapason is
simultaneously structured not only by the different-quality Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators
of doolls-level (subnuclear), wave-level (elementary), and flaks-level (superuniversal) SelfConsciousness Forms, but also by the Focus Dynamics of molecular Planetary, Star, Galactic, and
Universal Self-Consciousness Forms. By the way, the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators in “black
holes” that are structured by light karmo-klofts are materialized in the form of photons and serve as
sources of their constant inflow in this dimensional diapason (from bordering rezopazons of flaks
Continuums), while “neutron Stars” are sources of inflow of heavy karmo-klofts (all in all, there are
6 kinds of them) that penetrate into the structure of our Continuum, are being materialized in the
form of neutrons, undergo a further disintegration, and form atoms.

1.934.

1.935.

During their rezonational “reprojection” into wave-level conditions of manifestation (due to

the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of УПДУЙКК-Field), higher doollses spontaneously transform
into free neutrons that immediately – in the form of beta-decay – become free from imperceptible
(that is, qualitatively dissonational relative to a given wave-level focus Configuration) information
combinations (electrons and electronic antineutrinos) and turn into protons whose stability is more
than 1035 (!) years (nonetheless, in higher bordering rezopazons, under the influence of superdynamic
flakses, they decompose into pions and positrons, as well as turn into not so-long-living particles –
about 107 years – antiprotons). Proton-neutron pairs have a much greater gravitational potential and
immediately involve into their Focus Dynamics new, qualitatively rezonational (relative to them),
free electrons and reconstruct into Self-Consciousness Forms of atoms of various substances.
Therefore, this medium is the basis for a focus differentiation of electromagnetic and
gravitational waves in any Configurations. It should be also emphasized that, in conditions of the
3-4-dimensional diapason, UPDI manifests through the differentiated state of Energy-Plasma one
aspect of which is defined by scientists as relict radiation (it corresponds to the spectrum of radiation
of an absolutely black body with the temperature of 2.725 K; its maximum is at the frequency of
160.4 GHz – a microwave radiation that corresponds to the wavelength 1.9 mm), while others define
it as “dark energy” or “dark matter” (it doesn’t emit electromagnetic radiation and doesn’t interact
with it).

1.936.

1.937. Now

some words about the relict radiation: scientists found out that now each cubic centimeter
of Space contains about 500 relict photons, while there is much less substance (baryons) in this
volume. Since they assume that the ratio of the number of photons to the number of fermions during
the Universe expansion must be preserved, they made a conclusion that in the past the total density
of radiation Energy was larger than the total density of Energy of substance particles. In reality, we
simultaneously refocus in multipolarization through the Focus Dynamics into the doolls-level and
the flaks-level Continuums types, sequentially changing Synthesis Schemes, enriching ourselves in
various Directions with some kovarllert interrelations, we diffuzgently transform into many SelfConsciousness Forms (this is the simultaneous refocusing process which we define as “Evolution”
of Self-Consciousness; on the other hand, we subjectively consider “involution” as a process of
gradual replacement of human Synthesis Scheme by another protoformic Scheme in our Focus
Dynamics).
The fact that scientists found just about 500 photons in the relict radiation doesn’t mean
at all that it doesn’t contain doolls-level and flaks-level Fields-Consciousnesses whose focus
Configurations simply cannot be detected by modern measuring instruments: the subnuclear Focus
Dynamics of the former are beyond the limits of the longest waves, while the latter generate into the
relict medium superuniversal radiation that is not associated with a frequency of oscillations. But
you must understand that the relict radiation, as one of “projections” of UPDI onto all the diversity of
possible energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators, indirectly contains absolutely
the whole Information and Energy-Time Potentials of Energy-Plasma that are just partially involved.

1.938.

As we have found out, all Information that wasn’t “satisfied” through the realization of
our subjective Interests (in other words, it is dissonational relative to any “external” and “internal”
manifestations) and is contained in UPDI serves as the main basis for individual “materialization”, in
our Perception system, of everything which we define as “the outer reality”. Absolutely everything
to which we can react in the slightest degree by means of our Focus Dynamics represents the result
of an energy-information transformation of potential dissonation typical of our focus Configurations

1.939.

into rezonation which we creatively realize (relative to a certain “part” of Information) and which
represents a part of the common balanced State of Energy-Plasma.
This State in our subjective Dynamics corresponds only to a completely satisfied (maximally
realized for the possibilities of this manifestation diapason) part of the information space of our
Self-Consciousness Form, while the unrealized (partially or fully) part of Information (in the form
of СФУУРММ-Forms yet “unpacked” by our Formo-Creators) remains for our Focus Dynamics a
constant source of dissonational activity, that is, a generator of all our subsequent refocusings.

1.940.

This is why, when we, due to corresponding realizational efforts and qualitative
transformations, equalize through our Focus Dynamics a certain dissonational part of the
information space of our Self-Consciousness and begin to express a greater harmony towards the
outer World, we thereby automatically refocus into higher-quality variants of our possible focus
Configurations that are already “initially” manifested in higher-quality Worlds as compared with
the previous ones. However strange it may seem to you, the main role in this subjective process
of our individual refocusings is played by the so-called “relict radiation”, and from its slloogrent
Information Content we rezonationally involve into our Focus Dynamics both the Formo-Creators
of long-wave – èrnilgmanent – photons (to perform necessary – in accordance with the Synthesis
Scheme – low- and medium-vibration svilgs-spherational transformations) and the Formo-Creators
of frazulert photons, thereby providing ourselves with new evolutional perspectives. When we
completely realize our typical Interests in the manifestation diapason of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms and
begin to perceive ourselves in conditions of the 4-5-dimensional diapason, the qualitative content of
the flaks-level analog of the “present” relict radiation will also change accordingly with our Focus
Dynamics and will become completely different. In which way? It will correspond to all realization
needs and creative possibilities of our “future” Self-Consciousness Forms.

1.941.

It is possible to state that the considered Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission is a
binding basis between all dimensions and diapasons, between all focus Configurations and SelfConsciousness Forms. Its diverse Forms of manifestation that structure all the energy-information
dynamics of the photoreducsive Ether provide absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms that are
manifested in each dimensional diapason with corresponding realizational possibilities. The Focus
Dynamics of UPDI manifested in our diapason as “the relict radiation” are the most suitable and
balanced to maintain all Self-Consciousness Forms in various states of substance.
1.942.

Since UPDI slloogrently structures all dimensional diapasons, the main Mechanism of Its
realization in this diapason that provides all svilgs-spherational processes of materialization of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms is the Consciousness of УПДУЙКК-Field (in other diapasons – Its
corresponding analogs: ДЛУГЛЛЕММ-Field – in the 2nd-3rd dimension, ССМАЙК-АЙКК-Field –
in the 4th-5th dimension, ИИЛЛАЙ-Field – in the 5th-6th dimension, and so on). In other words,
in Its Essence, the Consciousness of УПДУЙКК-Field is the main energy basis for the formation
of focus Configurations from all information fragments; and the Energy-Potential of this basis
provides processes in Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms of the 3-4-dimensional
diapason. Karmo-plasmoids (high-vibration karmo-klofts or Higgs bosons), being very-high-energy
particles (about 125 GeV), serve as “stabilization energy nodes” of the entire slloogrent structure of
Space (a certain slloogrent multidimensional “grid”); these “nodes” help to carry out all processes of
materialization of Focus Dynamics in all local conditions of manifestation, that is, an instantaneous
manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms through much less powerful energy carriers – fermions
1.943.

and bosons of an electromagnetic field.
Each karmo-kloft, as “an energy node of spatial grid”, is simultaneously “an emitter” of
both lower-energy (on the boundary of doolls-level Continuums) and higher-energy (on the boundary
of flaks-level Continuums) types of Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo-Creators). In the first case, it
performs the function of “a reducing transformer” and reduces the Creative Activity typical of it in
this manifestation mode to lower levels of Energy with corresponding lower Levels of dimension.
In the second case, it serves as “a step-up transformer”, and everything happens to the opposite in
the Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators (Focuses) around it. In the first case (a sequential transition
into the type of Consciousness of ДЛУГЛЛЕММ-Field), the whole multidimensional structure of
Consciousness of УПДУЙКК-Field, with diversification and reduction of complexity of Focus
Configurations, will seemingly lose Energy necessary for the materialization processes, and, as a
consequence, there will be a decrease (from the subjective point of view of the Formo-Creators of
this diapason and this Synthesis Scheme!) of spatial density of Energy (the amount of realizational
Energy-Potential per “quantum shift” or per unit of volume in Space): inertia and instability of
materialization processes will increase, because the diversity of kovarllert interquality interrelations
will decrease (the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms that structure these Continuum
groups will acquire a greater tensor state, that is, seemingly more “primitive”). In the second case,
there is an opposite process.
1.944.

As soon as we achieve and completely realize (through all simultaneous different-quality
manifestations of the multipolarized Focus Dynamics of our “personalized” Interpretations) all
possible (for us and our Synthesis Scheme) variants of low-vibration states, we will actually cease
to perceive “ourselves” as Forms of Consciousnesses that are structured by a biological substance
(Formo-Matter) and we will become the Self-Consciousness Forms whose general Focus Dynamics
and corresponding variants of the outer reality are already structured by SUPRA-vibration (that is,
“plasmic”) types of energy-information interrelations (Formo-Plasma).

1.945.

So, one of numerous Components that structure the Universal Plasma-Differentiation
Emission is Time that represents the objective difference between individual qualitative expressions
of various fragments of Information continuously used by all СВОО-УУ-Entities for the formation
of main realizational instruments of their own Self-Consciousness – СФУУРММ-Forms. This
difference is the main Mechanism of manifestation of Time in Space that, in turn, represents the
whole aggregate of different-quality multidimensional Rezomirals of manifestation.

1.946.

1.947. Properties and parameters that reflect dynamic changes of Time in Space, firstly, are individually

formed in the beyond-time information space of Self-Consciousness of each Form, and only after
that, with the help of its Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, they “are projected” into a corresponding
part of a certain Rezomiral and are perceived in the subjective Perception system of this SelfConsciousness Form as “the outer reality”. We interpret the discernible and perceptible (that is,
logically defined by the subject) difference between a previous state of the individual Perception
system (psychomental and physical efforts, circumstances, situations, and so on) and its current state
as Time (process, inertia, duration, length, intensity).
Some of you might have the following question: “Since the Substance of Time is so flexible
and dynamic, then why in our outer reality, as well as in our Existence, everything seems so naturally
ordered?”. In the first place, the feeling of a seemingly “ordered state” of substance and a weakly-

1.948.

discernible changeability is the result of an enormous limitation of our typical Perception systems
that cannot perceive the dynamics of these changes on “subtler” Levels of its manifestation. In the
second place, in order to understand better the essence of the Mechanism that determines our ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Focus Dynamics, you must also remember the very important difference in density
and saturation of Time Flows manipulated by the Formo-Creators of biological Self-Consciousness
Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-type and of non-biological (mineral) Proto-Forms.
A much more isotropic and narrow (in relation to the dimension of a “local” manifestation)
structure of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of all the diversity of mineral Forms around us
allows us to stably correlate Time Flows by subjectively comparing them with seemingly standard
atomic physical processes that, as distinguished from our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, have a much more
narrowly directed vector of both spatial and temporal realization. Since the complexity of focus
Configurations of biological organisms is several orders higher than that of mineral ones, the
dynamic diapason of fluctuations of our FPV-dynamics is also several orders higher than similar
characteristics, for example, of cesium-133 atoms which we use in atomic clocks. The high
mobility of our FPV seems to become neutralized (leveled) through inertia of focus processes of
our manifestation Form. Consequently, readings of an atomic clock reflect the very specific and
narrowly-directed Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators associated with mineral Proto-Forms, while
our subjective perception of Time that greatly depends on the activity of particular “factor axes”
is formed through an incommensurably vaster range of sequential realization of Interests of all the
diversity of Formo-Creators associated with the Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness Forms.
1.949.

The effect of sequential manifestation of Time, first, in the information space of any SelfConsciousness Form, and then in Space-Time, is formed only subjectively, as a consequence of
a qualitative difference between the resonated part of information fragments (it was manifested
through all its Focuses and was subjectively (in a particular association with the focus Configuration
of a given “personality”) reflected in the information space as “the outer reality”) and their yet – in
this “point” of qualitative interaction – not resonated, that is, dissonational part (which nonetheless
resonated in another, more favorable for it, combination and formed a different “focus effect” –
another part of Space slloogrentnost).

1.950.

As a result, between two different-quality focus Configurations of Space that were
simultaneously formed in the information space of Self-Consciousness, there is “a projection” of the
focus Configuration of a certain dissonational distance which Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness
– in order to annihilate the formed energy-information disbalance – must overcome by all means
(transform into a rezonational state), sequentially combining missing information fragments; this is
manifested as the Focus Dynamics – a multivariant process of “individual combination of Existence
puzzles”.

1.951.

I would like to remind you that any dissonational distance is just a consequence of the
subjective process of “reprojection” of the Focus Dynamics from one f-Configuration into another
and can be annihilated (that is, brought to a certain correspondence) through various qualitative
states (that is, through svilgs-spherations). This process in no way can change properties of the focus
Configurations that are absolutely invariable and always objectively exist (because they are formed
instantaneously-simultaneously). The duration of the transformation process of any dissonational
distance into a rezonational state that corresponds to these manifestation conditions depends very
much on a particularly chosen “way” of overcoming the appeared dissonation or on the scheme of

1.952.

“merging” Focuses of interacting Configurations: the greater the activity of СФУУРММ-Forms of
protoformic Directions, the longer the svilgs-spherational self-harmonization of the Formo-Creators.
A deeper resonance can be achieved only with the help of radical refocusings into higher-quality
dimensional diapasons made on the basis of high-intellect Altruism and high-feeling Intellect.
The total amount of our choices is subjectively reflected in our Perception system as Time
or Inertia through a sequence of “unpackings” of Self-Consciousness’ Formo-Creators. In other
words, from a subjective point of view of our “personalized” Perception, Time is a criterion of
individual psychomental and physical efforts which we must realize so that to gradually transform
some dissonational distances that structure the information space of our Self-Consciousness Form
into higher-capacity (in terms of Energy) and more balanced (rezonational, in terms of Information)
states. Since many all possible variants of balancing (through sub-Aspects and Aspects of different
Pure Qualities) of diverse combinations are being formed, there are many corresponding “focus
effects” that are created in Space – focus-heterogeneous configurational combinations that seem
to be potentially “separated” from each other due to the individually-formed difference in their
qualitative states (“curvature”) that determines their “point of manifestation” (dimension) and the
Form of manifestation (Stereo-Type) in the common slloogrentnost of the skrruullerrt system.

1.953.

In order to make each of such duvujllerrt configurational combinations (Stereo-Types)
rezonationally “merge” with another combination that corresponds to it most of all (that is, in
order to “reduce” Time that separates them), first, there must happen certain svilgs-spherational
Focus Dynamics – a selection and introduction into these focus Configurations of the fragmentary
Information which they need to achieve the state of rezonational balance between all “internal” and
“external” interrelations typical of this manifestation rezopazon. This is the main function of the
Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness – a constant selection and reconstruction, in the information
space, of the part of Information which is necessary for the next lijlluscive “merger”. Only such
“merger” guarantees them a constant creative state of rezonational Activity relative to their duvujllerrt
focus Configurations. What is the reason of this need of the Formo-Creators for an incessant increase
of their own quality? It is due to the evolutional necessity to acquire an additional Energy-Potential
that would allow them to perceive and realize themselves in more and more universal Spheres of the
Cosmic Creativity.

1.954.

All this happens because an f-Configuration has a special svilgs-spherational Activity
initiated by the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential stimulated by the Focus Dynamics of each FormoCreator. This Activity is realized by special Cosmic Principles (iksons, svilgsons, avvakklons,
flaaggtuons, and others) that preserve inside Themselves and specifically reflect into the common
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Space-Time “projections” of a more ideal (up to the absolute one!)
State of Energy-Plasma, to which all Formo-Creators are rezonationally oriented in their Focus
Dynamics.

1.955.

Such a Universal Form of creative manifestation of Everything as Energy-Plasma (ИЙИСС-ССС) appeared approximately in this way and in this “instantaneously-performed sequence”.
It was manifested through the focus combinations whose rezonational part of the simultaneous
Creative Activity represents one harmonized energy-information structure of Self-Consciousness
(the information space fundamentally stimulated to its manifestation by the joint irrkogliktiveèglleroliftive Potential), while the dissonational part (of the same simultaneous Creative Activity)
is represented through all Self-Consciousness Forms differentiated and reflected in Space-Time via
1.956.

duvujllerrt energy-information combinations of focus Configurations of different-quality StereoTypes.
1.957. The

process of a continuous, short-term manifestation of these Stereo-Types that duvujllerrtly
combine with each other into groups of kovarllert energy-information Focuses (Formo-Creators)
forms in Space-Time (through specific characteristics of individual Perception systems) the focus
effect which we subjectively define as a Self-Consciousness Form or “a personality” (in case of
people) – the means of self-expression of a certain spectrum of Information through the EnergyPotential that is automatically generated (released) by this spectrum. Therefore, each StereoType (the whole set of them seemingly structure any Formo-Type – a Self-Consciousness Form)
represents a focus Configuration structured by a stable kovarllert combination of different-quality
Focuses (Formo-Creators) that mutually and èglleroliftively stimulate each other to qualitative
svilgs-spherational “shifts” into next, higher-capacity energy-information combinations of focus
Configurations. A Stereo-Type is the creative Potential of Self-Consciousness, the “static charge”
of Its possible creative realization whose presence provides functionality of the Mechanism of a
simultaneous multipolarized “shift” of the Focus Dynamics into all possible variants of manifestation
of this Self-Consciousness Form in different conditions of Space-Time.

Although from the point of view of a subjective logical Perception, on the basis of
everything described above, you can naturally conclude that Information is “more primary” than
Energy; I would like to caution you against such snap judgments: initial heterogeneous fragments of
Information, at the very “initial” moment of its Existence began to interact with each other under the
influence of the Principle of Rezonation Which – also “initially”! –structurally includes the whole
energy Potential of ИЙИСС-ССС! I agree that it is much easier for you to perceive anything with the
help of a detailed examination of possible cause-and-effect interrelations, where any consequence
always has its Cause. However, in the Macrocosmos everything happens in a completely different
way than your subjective Perception might guess; there are no objective “Causes” that generate
certain, equally objective “Effects” – any “Causes” are initially structured by all possible variation
interrelations of an innumerable set of their typical “Effects” that provide these “Causes” with their
own energy-information Potential of manifestation.

1.958.

At the Single Moment of Eternity, when this rezonational interaction “happened” between
all different-quality Elements of Information, an innumerable set of all possible variants of energyinformation interactions (ННААССММ or Configurations) was formed in the State of Energy-Plasma;
as a result of these interactions, certain relations were kovarllertly established and rezonationally
fixed inside each specific combination of heterogeneous Information and inside the parameter (formed
by this combination) of the Creative Potential of Interaction (ВЛОООМООТ). I subjectively defined
different-quality carriers of these focus-type ВЛОООМООТ-parameters as Formo-Creators. The
specific State which I call “All-That-Exists” (Creation, Macrocosmos) was manifested in EnergyPlasma simultaneously with the Formo-Creators. In this State, ННААССММ is simultaneously
expressed through rezonational combinations of the Formo-Creators’ focus Configurations and their
typical Information Which is particularly expressed in these combinations through Configurations
of Its direct carriers – Info-Creators.
1.959.

The process of creative rezonational interaction between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators
is carried out through the joint dynamics of their Focuses – formal reflections of their specific Interests
manifested to each other. For example, in conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of response, no

1.960.

kleksing in the inertial Dynamics of Focuses of Close Attention associated with the Formo-Creators
is impossible without the presence, in the information space of this Self-Consciousness Form, of the
rezonationally corresponding beyond-time Dynamics of Focuses of Dual Reflection associated with
the Info-Creators. Each kleksing (that is, a certain qualitative “shift” in the Focus Dynamics realized
by adding to the existing f-Configuration new, kovarllert (to it) information interrelations) reflects,
on the one hand, a certain information combination (СФУУРММ-Forms, Info-Creators); on the other
hand, possibilities of its realization through a certain Energy-Potential (Focus, Formo-Creators).
One simply cannot be without the presence of the other.
In conditions of low-quality (less synthesized) manifestation diapasons, these energyinformation interrelations in the Focus Dynamics (for example, the Formo-Creators of doolls
Self-Consciousness Forms) are formed out of all possible “internal” combinations between subAspects and Aspects of one and the same Pure Quality (an intraquality type of Synthesis). They
differ from an interquality (wave) type of interrelations by a much lesser quantity of ССС-fragments
that structure them; this considerably decreases their kovarllertnost to each other and makes these
rezonational interrelations between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators less stable than in conditions
where the Focus Dynamics are performed according to an interquality Synthesis – between Aspects
of different Pure Qualities (the 3-4-dimensional “hexahedral” diapason). An increased stability of
different-quality rezonational interrelations in focus Configurations determines a greater stability, in
Space-Time, of quantum Self-Consciousness Forms as compared with doolls-level f-Configurations.
1.961.

I would like to pay your attention to a very important aspect: interrelations between all
doolls-level Self-Consciousness Forms simultaneously manifested in the 2-3-dimensional diapason
serve as Stereo-Types for manifestation of quantum-level Self-Consciousness Forms in conditions
of the 3-4-dimensional diapason. That is, to make possible a Formo-Type’s visual manifestation,
for one second in the Perception system typical of the human being, our Focus Dynamics must
rezonationally unite, in each “quantum shift”, interrelations characteristic of approximately 386
different-aspect (in one and the same Quality!) doolls-level Self-Consciousness Forms. For one
second of manifestation in specific conditions of our type of subjective Reality, there must be about
130,000 of different-quality doolls-level Self-Consciousness Forms whose typical interrelations
provide the possibilities of quantum manifestation which are conditioned by optical characteristics
of the Perception systems of Self-Consciousness Forms in the 3-4-dimensional diapason.

1.962.

In turn, the total amount of kovarllert interrelations that are characteristic of manifestations
of a certain set of quantum Self-Consciousness Forms serve as the necessary energy-information
basis for manifestation of just one Self-Consciousness Form in conditions of the 4-5-dimensional
diapason. That is, it is possible to say that absolutely all our biological НУУ-ВВУ-Forms serve as
Stereo-Types in the Mechanism of Our “plasmic” manifestation as ФЛАКС-Creators. It is impossible
to state a particular quantity, but the determining feature of our Self-Consciousness Forms as flakslevel Stereo-Types is a complete absence of any negative reactions in the Focus Dynamics; in this
dimensional diapason, this is typical only of our “personalized” Interpretations which we perceive
as Creators-Curators. Therefore, the Focus of Integral Motivational Impulse (FIMI) of each ФЛАКСCreator is structured by interrelations that are characteristic of qualitatively-corresponding (that is,
high-vibration!) states of Focuses of Close Attention in countless biological Formo-Types, while
each Universal Multipolarization Impulse is structured by many СФУУРММ-Forms that provide the
corresponding dynamics of Focuses of Dual Reflection.
1.963.

In interrelations that are characteristic of conditions in the 4-5-dimensional diapason, the
rezonational interdependence between Formo-Creators and Info-Creators is incommensurably more
prominent than in our Focus Dynamics: the Universal Multipolarization Impulse of ФЛУУ-ВВУdoubles that structure ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes is not just an integral part of the Focus of Integral
Motivational Impulse of ФЛАКС-Creators within “plasmic” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types, but
also seems – from the point of view of limited Conceptions of our Perception system – to “merge”
with it together, and it becomes practically impossible to distinguish subjective features of the Focus
Dynamics of Worlds Formo-Systems from the states characteristic of ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes. Since
a huge “quantity” of heterogeneous Creators is rezonationally involved from each side into any
interactions and each Creator is individually expressed only by means of a personal Focus (Interest),
then all of them (Focuses) form a certain combination in each type of energy-information interactions
– one “plasmic” f-Configuration that is realized in this Direction of creative realization.

1.964.

As I have already explained above, the entire infinite set of these different-quality
combinations instantaneously manifested in Energy-Plasma are rezonationally organized into the
State of “universal slloogrentnost of Energy-Plasma”, in which different rezonational types of all
possible interrelations between Energy and Information form, between rezonationally unstable focus
Configurations, an infinite set of various dissonational distances or, in other words, the common
slloogrentnost of the inertial Focus Dynamics of Space Forms and Time Forms: Space-Time – ОООУУЛЛ-КВОО and “the Light Flow” – АИЙС-ССС, dimension and infinite Levels of its manifestation,
types and Self-Consciousness Forms, as well as Forms of Collective Consciousnesses, Cosmic
Intelligences and Cosmic Entities, and so on.
1.965.

Let me remind you one more time that the true Essence of formation of the inertia effect
in your outer reality is not at all in the physical properties of Formo-Matter which you usually
identify with “linearity”, “mechanics” and length, but is that dissonational distances formed in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness imply the presence, between focus Configurations
that reflect them (through Space-Time), a certain qualitative “difference”, a seemingly created state
of “remoteness” between Focuses with different qualitative characteristics.

1.966.

Moreover, these Focuses that are simultaneously activated by your Focus Dynamics very
often belong to different-type or different-protoformic Rezomirals and are activated in your SelfConsciousness according to the principle of Diffuzgentnost of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis
Scheme relative to characteristics of this Proto-Form. Since refocusing from some states into other
ones happens duvujllerrtly, then this change of manifestation Forms is reflected in your subjective
Perception as various Conceptions about the duration and sequence which you subjectively experience
during neutralization of the qualitative difference between different-protoformic Focuses used by
you.
1.967.

As you understand, properties of Time directly depend on dimensional characteristics of
Space. The dimension of Space that determines individual characteristics of manifestation of the
Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics in any subjective reality (from among a countless set of them that
exist simultaneously) is the phenomenon of an unimaginably complex structure, and, owing to an
incessant changeability of the focus Configurations of the observer who tries to study it with the
help of existing instruments, it cannot be exactly defined at each instant of its consideration. For
the time being, scientists fail to determine the right things: this is more like abstract mathematical
researches in their attempts to match all newly received values with a certain dubious but more or

1.968.

less convenient physical parameter. Since a specific Configuration of dimension (and also of Time!)
greatly depends on the constantly changing qualitative state of the Observer’s Focus Dynamics,
the energy-information parameters that constitute it cannot be static and unshakable, but constantly
fluctuate and smoothly change within a relatively wide range.
This also directly depends on the fact that the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, whose
focus Configurations provide uniqueness and the inimitable character of internal structures in
each subjectively organized reality, constantly include an individual (for each Self-Consciousness
Form) rotation noo-time Shift or ФФЛУАРРС-factor that determines the quality and the “point” of
manifestation of each creative dynamism carried out by any Form of Collective Cosmic Intelligence.
The ФФЛУАРРС-factor is equally characteristic of the Focus Dynamics of Each Universal Entity,
just as circadian rhythms (cyclic changes of intensity in biological processes) are typical of any
our biological Forms, such as “cellular growth”, “breathing”, “oxidation”, “decay”, and many
others without which we simply wouldn’t exist. In the same way any Universal Entity couldn’t
functionally realize Itself in all cosmic Processes through Its all typical Forms of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences, if Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics didn’t “initially” include the all-encompassing
universal “mechanism” of ФФЛУАРРС-factor functioning.
1.969.

It should be noted that this Cosmic Parameter is also characterized by slloogrentnost:
INTER-Universal rotation Cycles (ДЙЮРРУУЛЛС) structure Universal rotation Cycles (ССАРФФАЙЙС) Which, in turn, structure rotation Cycles of the Collective Intelligences of Konversums (ДУЙЮЛММОЛЛТ), those of the Collective Intelligences of Continuums (ТТААФТООРРС), of Realities’
Formo-Systems (ФААРМЛООДДС), of Formo-Types of Worlds’ Collective Intelligences (ТУУЛЛУФФС), of Proto-Forms of Collective Intelligences (СТААКЛАВВС), also including rotation Cycles
of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness (ССАА-ААСС-ФФ), those of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ Formo-Types
(ССВУУ-Р-ВВУ-Р-ФФ), of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ Stereo-Types (СС-ХООР-СС)…
1.970.

As a figurative example of the slloogrent structure of rotation Cycles, we can consider water
currents in oceans, rivers, and creeks. INTER-Universal rotation Cycles are like powerful oceanic
currents that carry billions of tons of water per second and determine climate on the planet; rotation
Cycles of Konversums are like affluent rivers whose currents are formed by countless individual
flows, swirlings, and whirlpools that correspond in our example to rotation Cycles of Continuums.
Small rivers and streamlets that feed rivers represent rotation Cycles of Realities whose structures
also include many quick and slow flows, dams and jams, bends and falls that make water move
along intricate trajectories (rotation Cycles of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness, of ЛЛУУВВУ Formo-Types and Stereo-Types). All flows, whirlpools and swirlings, in spite of the diversity of
the qualitative states in their dynamics are always included into and belong to the structure of more
extensive formations: rivers, impoundments, seas, and oceans.
1.971.

As you see, universal characteristics of the ФФЛУАРРС-factor, having been “generated” in
the Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission of Energy-Plasma, slloogrently permeate absolutely
all Types and Levels of “individual” manifestation of the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the
Macrocosmos’ Collegial Cosmic Intelligence. Let’s remember what the UPD-Emission represents.
The constant combination of Information, Energy, and Time instantaneously transgressed in the
form of Focus Dynamics of all “projections” of Formo-Creators into every Focus of any energyinformation interrelations simultaneously established by them. Therefore, each “individual”
manifestation of the ФФЛУАРРС-factor represents a narrowly-specific variant of kleksing of Energy
1.972.

and Time by the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness; this allows each particular “set” of seemingly
“superimposed” focus Configurations to be manifested in Space not in any place in general, but in a
uniquely-typical rezonational point which is characteristic only of it!
Sequentially changing (kleksing) by its current Interest (Close Attention) the qualitative state
of the “set” of synthetic interrelations focused in the information space, each Self-Consciousness Form
brings a narrowly-specific combination of Energy and Information to an “individual” manifestation
in Space. With each such energy-information “shift”, a typical effect of Time appears in a SelfConsciousness. A sequential and continuous repetition of this effect forms the Focus Dynamics in
the Self-Consciousness. That is, a personal feeling of Time as the main reason of a psychomental
sensation of a certain duration of existence, as well as a length of phenomena, processes, situations,
and everything which we usually mean by “the outer reality” is the first, most obvious (to us)
result of the presence of rotation shifts in our Self-Consciousness that not only actively transform,
in our Perception system, Conceptions of the existing “curvature” of Space, but also stimulate the
manifestation of an infinite set of other energy-information parameters that determine the Cosmic
Essence of energy-information interrelations between all Self-Consciousness Forms.

1.973.

How does all this happen? Is it possible that just one instant can somehow considerably
affect not only our emotions, but also individual states of many creatures, objects, and circumstances
around us? Yes, it is possible! Just one instant kleksed in a different way, and instead of love to
somebody or something you become possessed with the opposite feeling, and vice versa! Everything
instantaneously changed, and this happened not only outside but also in the information space of
your Self-Consciousness! A particular content of external changes just more or less adequately
reflected the change that happened in your current psychological state. If you attentively compare
two “pictures” before and after a change that happened on the dial of your stopwatch just for one
move of its hand, you will immediately find at least several differences that directly resulted from
this, in essence, very insignificant move (for example, the correlation between two parts of the dial,
the positions of the hand in the system of coordinates, its direction relative to the “north” or “east”,
and so on).

1.974.

Imagine the incredible qualitative consequences that result from such an instantaneous
energy-information “shift” in all transcendental (“spiritual”, “internal”) and nuvvuteričeski (
“interpreted in a devised way”, “external”) characteristics of each Self-Consciousness Form,
which was carried out in all types of subjective Realities formed by all possible types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences! Just one such “Universal shift”, and there are inevitable changes not only
in the individual constituent of every subjective Reality which we call “Time”, but also in levels
of all qualitative interactions between Formo-Creators; and these changes influence, in turn, all
Life- and Form-creating Processes, the quality of decisions made by all Self-Consciousness Forms,
the “moment by moment” balance of Forces, which we subjectively define as “harmony” and
“disharmony”, and so on.

1.975.

But you must understand that in reality NOTHING and NOBODY, at any shortest “instants” of
qualitative kleksing of Self-Consciousness – whether it is a universal shift or a shift between StereoTypes that form us, – CHANGES in any way, because “initially” ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING that can
be somehow manifested in the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form ALREADY IS and
NOTHING moves ANYWHERE, because every self-conscious Element of a Collective Consciousness
of Energy-Plasma is rezonationally “attached” only to “its own” very narrow qualitative rezopazon
1.976.

of manifestation, forming in it a specific resonant point typical of just this state of Energy-Plasma
that seems to be locally expressed. There are qualitative changes only in СФУУРММ-Forms that
structure the Perception system of each Self-Consciousness Form that continuously refocuses from
some qualitative states into other ones.
The universal “mechanism” that provides the ФФЛУАРРС-factor is based on different
qualitative states characteristic of all Focuses of Formo-Creators, and on the presence of the
èglleroliftive Impulse in their Configurations that stimulates them to a constant increase of their
quality. Each ФФЛУАРРС-shift changes nothing in the general State of Energy-Plasma, but it
changes the relationship between qualitative Levels of the “current” focus Configuration of a SelfConsciousness Form relative to its “previous” qualitative state, because it is an objective reflection
of this difference in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Formo-Creators associated with this “locally”
expressed “portion” of Space-Time.

1.977.

All that which we interpret as “the past” or “the future” always existed and always – right
“now”! – continues to “be”, constantly and eternally being in its own Continuums and subjective
Realities, regardless of any moment of its infinite Existence at which somebody thinks about it –
tomorrow or in billions of years. In the same way our “future” Self-Consciousness Forms (that is,
“the future we”!) “right now” live in that which we “the present ones” perceive as a very remote
“future”. In reality, we “the past ones”, we “the present ones”, and we “the future ones” by no means
have any energy-information separation, because all our “personalized” Interpretations differ only
in the quality of the Focus Dynamics of the Self-Consciousness Forms simultaneously focused by
us, and the Focus Dynamics entirely determine the “point” of rezonational manifestation of some
our Interpretations in Space-Time.

1.978.

Absolutely all Interpretations are simultaneously manifested in Space-Time in the entire set
of slloogrent “points” of rezonational correspondence between their typical Focuses and the quality
Coefficient of the Synthesis Scheme performed by them (in each rezopazon, each birvulârtnost
type has its own values of the quality Coefficient). The closer the quality Coefficient to the FormoCreators’ Focus Dynamics of this Self-Consciousness Form (the greater the activity of high-frequency
СФУУРММ-Forms typical of this birvulârtnost type), the shorter the dissonational distances that
structure it and, therefore, the less efforts it has to apply in order to refocus into the Interpretations of
НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration that structure higher-quality groups of human Continuums. And vice versa,
the less the Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness Form corresponds to the quality Coefficient
of its Synthesis Scheme, the greater the illusion of discreteness that makes Formo-Creators of the
Perception systems in various НУУ-ВВУ-Forms subjectively perceive each other as “independently
existing “personalities”.
1.979.

The Formo-Creators of ГООЛГАМАА-А consciously use in Their Focus Dynamics these,
notionally “separating”, properties of Space-Time to provide free “reprojections” simultaneously
into all Self-Consciousness Forms (not only ЛЛУУ-ВВУ, but also all other Proto-Forms that exist
in Universes in this – twelve-dimensional according to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme
– manifestation diapason). In this very way – constantly transgressing under the influence of the
irrkogliktive Impulse into countless slloogrent “parts” in order to study in detail and deeply know
Themselves through all the diversity of Self-Consciousness Forms – simultaneously, this type of
Collective Cosmic Intelligence, obeying the èglleroliftive Impulse, continuously reunites all Its
separated “parts” and creates the phenomenon which we call “Life”. All this becomes possible only
1.980.

owing to such universal “mechanism of manifestation” as Space-Time.
Time just indirectly influences the formation of all possible qualitative differences in the
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses’ Formo-Creators, mainly participating in the formation
of the narrowly-specific configurational characteristics with the help of which, within the SelfConsciousness, there is a deeper revelation and demonstration of transcendental (“internal”)
characteristics of the energy-information “geometry” of Rezomirals which we subjectively define
as Space (ККВОО-УЛТР). Properties of Time very tightly and deeply penetrate all rezomiral
interrelations between different-quality Formo-Creators, seemingly “coloring” all their diversity with
the narrowly-specific characteristics that somehow certainly have influence within unpredictable
specifics in conditions of each rezonational manifestations of any Self-Consciousness Forms.
1.981.

Although Time is rather a transcendental property of Self-Consciousness (of a Field, an
Individuum, a World, Worlds Formo-Systems, Realities, Continuums, Konversums, Universums),
however, owing to its characteristic feature to totally penetrate every energy-information
combination, it is simply impossible to consider the whole very complex rezomiral structure of
Space without taking into account this determining factor for each rezonational manifestation. This
is why, I always use the word “Time” together with the word “Space” – otherwise the first definition
for the whole diversity of Worlds Formo-Systems will be false: Space in no way can be manifested
outside the Focus Dynamics whose main realizational Mechanisms are Time and Energy necessary
for annihilation of any dissonational distances.

1.982.

So, one whole slloogrent structure – Space-Time (ООО-УУЛЛ-КВОО) was formed in EnergyPlasma in this very way. The quintessence of Time fills absolutely everything – even such “noo-time”
structures as Duplex-Spheres51, ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems, and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complexes that are
also initiated by specific (in our understanding) focus dynamics – by fragmentary Focuses of Dual
Reflection of УУ-ВВУ-copies, as well as by Focuses of the Integral Motivational Impulse (FIMI) of
ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles. Owing to the global concentration and a seeming “mutual superposition”, in
these structures, of СФУУРММ-Forms associated with many different-protoformic Rezomirals (with
their typical specific time Dynamics), the time substance in the noo-time Spheres of Info-Creators’
Creativity is stabilized, that is, includes characteristics typical of many different-type Collective
Cosmic Intelligences manifested in Worlds Formo-Systems through the Focus Dynamics of FormoCreators’ Self-Consciousness.
1.983.

By the way, when we concentrate for a long time on a certain, most interesting to us at a
given moment, kind of creativity, we often can subjectively experience very peculiar feelings “of
being in a timeless state” that can be compared with lapses of time, when it seems that time has
passed unnaturally quickly (these very effects are being formed in the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness when dimension types change during the refocusing process). Only when we are
distracted from the interesting activity (or when we refocus back to our own dimensional type), we
become aware of or notice this peculiarity of our psychomental state. Moreover, it is not so important
whether it will be a high- or low-quality creativity – the most important is just the degree (depth) of
our involvement in the creative process, the moment of our great interest in it. At this moment, “the
spectrum” of multipolarization of our Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics “gets narrow” to the limits
of the Focus of Dual Reflection of the УУ-ВВУ-conglomerate which is rezonationally involved in
our information space.

1.984.
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This state is very much like a meditative state: while our НУУ-ВВУ-Form is still in the
Worlds Formo-System, we identify ourselves with specific Information typical of a fragmented
Self-Consciousness of the УУ-ВВУ-conglomerate which structures a certain Creativity Sphere in
ODS or ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complex, where the perception of Time is neutralized by specific (for these
Spheres) factors – the so-called “electromagnetic dispolarities” and “gravitational discretenesses”.
But as soon as we become distracted from this kind of activity, we begin to notice again and pay
attention to other aspects of Life around us.

1.985.

You should understand that which I mean by a qualitative “measure” of Time (not seconds,
minutes, hours, and other attributes of chronological time), which is expressed in the “quantity”
of Quintessence of Time necessary for performing the Focus Dynamics in certain manifestation
conditions. By the term “the quantity of Quintessence of Time” I mean the ratio between the degree
of diversity of information fragments and the quantity of synthesized energy-information relations
in which every fragment is involved (participates) in some way. As an example let’s consider a fish
net: each knot in it is a unique information fragment, and in order to solve a task (for example, to get
from point A into point B) we will need to make several moves (along the rope sections of the net).
So, the more interrelations are established between the knots in the net (the maximum is achieved
when each knot is connected with all others), the less moves are necessary between any two points
of such a hypothetical net, and the value of Quintessence of Time will tend to one.

1.986.

And vice versa, the less connections there are between the knots (the minimum value is
achieved when each knot is connected with a neighboring one), the more moves are necessary – in
this case the value of Quintessence of Time will tend to infinity. Another example is a connected
graph or a planar graph in mathematics – in a completely connected graph, you can get from one
point into any other one in one move, that is, the quantity of interrelations of each node (information
fragment) equals the number of nodes in the graph minus 1, while our value is ~1. In a planar graph
(or any incomplete graph), the larger the distance between two nodes, the more moves are necessary
to achieve the goal that also becomes complicated by a search of algorithm of optimal movement.

1.987.

If to apply the examples with the net and the graph to different Continuums types structured
by corresponding sets of Focuses (“projections” of information fragments), we may notice that in
lower diapasons of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma (the 0-4th dimension), where the first phases of
interquality Synthesis processes originate and go on, Focuses (that unite information fragments
into slloogrent combinations) are greatly fragmented and are connected with each other making
seemingly individual duvujllerrt-sequential groups that generate high inertia in processes of
commutation between greatly heterogeneous parts. In such conditions, the Quintessence of Time
(you can figuratively imagine it as a speed of response in a “request-response” system) has a
high value, while any processes of attraction of additional interrelations of Formo-Creators into a
Self-Consciousness’ focus Configuration happen only step-by-step, gradually passing through all
intermediate states (therefore, in our Continuums there is a limitation of the speed of Information
transfer – the speed of light). When the Focus Dynamics gradually shift into higher dimensional
diapasons, Focuses seem to become more saturated with energy-information connections between
kovarllert information fragments and acquire more stable interrelations with each other, and this
results in a reduction of time spent to search a necessary interrelation between the current focus
Configuration and new Formo-Creators. In this case, the speed of information commutation between
Focuses increases, while the value (“quantity”) of Quintessence of Time decreases, and tends to one.

1.988.

Applying the example with a graph for inertia of synthetic processes, you might easily
notice that in case of a planar graph we will have a sequence of focus shifts that are subjectively
interpreted by our Perception system as Time necessary to perform any process. If we consider
a complete graph that cannot be fully represented on a plane, we need to introduce one or more
dimensions more, – in this case the beginning and the end of any process will be connected by one
energy-information connection potentially structured by the whole slloogrent set of intermediate
transitional states (duvujllerrt nodes of the graph).

1.989.

Since the “initial” Nature of the Universal Quintessence of Time is conditioned by a singlemoment Activity of both Impulse-Potentials that simultaneously provide the Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousness Forms with tendencies, which we subjectively interpret either as “involutional”
or as “evolutional”, characteristics of Time are equally – and immediately! – reflected both in
differentiation and in integration properties of multipolarization of the Focus Dynamics: some
of our “personalized” Interpretations simultaneously implement higher-quality variants of
svilgs-spherational transformations, while some other implement lower-quality ones. This is the
difference between processes of the so-called “evolution” and the so-called “involution” of any
Self-Consciousness Form, because absolutely all Forms always evolve, but in different ways. If
we observe certain features of “degradation” of a particular Form, this just means that the Focus
Dynamics of its Formo-Creators sequentially change one Synthesis Scheme by another one.

1.990.

Due to appearance of diverse (in their configurational complexity) dissonational states
between Energy (Focuses of different-quality “parts” of Rezomirals) and Information (rezonational
interrelations between Info-Creators that provide various “parts” of Rezomirals with different
СФУУРММ-Forms), Time has a “binding”, “decelerating” role in inertial characteristics of the
Focus Dynamics, thereby actively influencing realization possibilities of Formo-Creators – carrier
of Energy – in various conditions of their manifestation in Space-Time. The higher the qualitative
incompatibility (imperseptnost) of focus interrelations activated in a Self-Consciousness, the larger
dissonational distances between manifestation Forms of different-quality Formo-Creators and,
therefore, the more all possible features of Time (subjective feelings about the length, inertia) must be
brought into a greater rezonational correspondence, so that more stable (more synthesized) energyinformation interrelations could be formed in the Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form.
1.991.

This is why, with an increase of inertia of the Focus Dynamics the information entropy
of this Self-Consciousness Form (the ratio of unbalanced information interrelations to their total
“volume”) will increase (because with a decrease of dimension the quantity of energy-information
interrelations that kovarllertly combine and are manifested through one Focus decreases, while the
tensor increases in the Focus Dynamics), and, therefore, free Energy bound by the Focus Dynamics
of this Self-Consciousness Form will also decrease (dissipate in a greater quantity of lower-quality
scenarios, that is, disperse in a more extensive – but lower-quality! – time Potential); this results
in a decrease of quality of the Formo-Creators’ Creative Activity and provides conditions for their
refocusings into f-Configurations with lower-frequency manifestation Levels.

1.992.

The Information entropy shows how much bits are required to uniquely and exactly code
an information fragment. More synthesized Formo-Systems that have diverse combinations of
kovarllert information fragments and energy-information connections between them, require much
longer identification bit chains to form them, which means a decrease of entropy with an increase of
the Synthesis degree. Interaction of these two Factors (Time and Energy) forms the whole “picture”

1.993.

of multivariance in the manifestation process of all Self-Consciousness Forms in Space and provides
their Focus Dynamics with properties of multipolarization. Let’s consider this in detail.
Rezomirals are absolutely all Focuses of a simultaneous manifestation of heterogeneous
Information; they are in duvujllerrt rezonational states to each other; in other words, they are all
Focus Configurations of Formo-Creators that establish their unique birvulârtnost types on the basis
of corresponding rezonational-dissonational interactions between heterogeneous fragments of
Information. Rezomirals represent the main “mechanism” of subjective reflection, in the information
space of Self-Consciousness, of the unique states of Energy-Plasma, which we call “curvature”,
“geometry” or “metrics” of Space.

1.994.

According to their functions, Focuses are Sources of different-quality “projection” of
Formo-Creators of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Forms that structure the Macrocosmos. They
are different-Quality carriers of all possible dissonational states initiated “inside” Information as
a result of merkavgnaciâ (with the creation of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness), and they
structure all energy-information interrelations within manifestation Rezomirals of the Macrocosmos.
Then what do Formo-Creators represent? In essence, they are also Focuses, but instantaneouslysimultaneously initiated by the influence from the èglleroliftive IP over all possible different-quality
Focus Dynamics – rezonational “reprojections” from less synthesized f-Configurations into more
synthesized ones. Since Focuses, as a Source of the ССС-Entity’s common Energy-Potential, in no
way can qualitatively change (they simply ALWAYS ARE in One Instant of Eternity), they realize
dissonation in the Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence (relative to the balanced
part of Information) within their typical information interrelations through their own “projections” –
through the Forms of “Themselves” that, owing to the èglleroliftive IP, are endowed with a certain
Creative Potential of Self-Consciousness to self-realization.
1.995.

Therefore, as soon as a tendency to interaction is manifested between Focuses (it appears
at the moment when the merkavgnaciâ state is carried out “inside” Information – a compensating
“shift” inside each r-Configuration), certain Focus Dynamics immediately appear in the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness; and the Dynamics are carried out by “projections” of the same Focuses of
manifestation Rezomirals represented in the Macrocosmos’ Focus Dynamics by subjective svilgsspherational transformations of Formo-Creators of all Self-Consciousness Forms. Thus, it is possible
to say that Focuses are absolutely all possible potential states of the Formo-Creators that are typical
of them before the notional (beyond-time) “Beginning” of the Focus Dynamics in the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness. Since this “Beginning” absolutely exactly coincides with merkavgnaciâ and
with the Act of appearance of Focuses, such division is purely subjective: in their Essence, Focuses
and Formo-Creators are identical, because states of Energy are impossible without the other states.
The Formo-Creators are specific carriers (through the Focus Dynamics) of all the infinite diversity
of the different-quality Energy-Potential in Space-Time; by means of specific sets of their typical
focus (it means – dynamic, constantly qualitatively changed by the Formo-Creators) Configurations,
They provide absolutely all possibilities for realization of the different-quality Information Potential
that structures the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness.
1.996.

The same is true of the identity of a balanced “part” of creatively active (that is, initiated
by the Impulse-Potentials) State of Information and of Info-Creators, by means of which this “part”
of information interrelations between all r-Configurations of ССС-fragments comprehensively
participates in the Focus Dynamics of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness performed by Formo1.997.

Creators. Info-Creators reflect the activity of the balanced “part” of Information in the general
slloogrent Process of qualitative annihilation (rezonational self-balancing) of the dissonational
“part” of Information that appeared as a result of merkavgnaciâ. Owing to a rezonational interaction
with the Formo-Creators’ realization Energy-Potential, the balanced “part” gets from the Focus
Dynamics of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness certain manifestation Forms and, not losing its
“initial” Essence and its universal properties, subjectively turns into all possible realization states
of the Info-Creators. Therefore, it is possible to say that the Info-Creators are just the result of
manifestation of specific, dualistic characteristics of our interpretation of One and the Same – which
is simultaneously both balanced (heterogeneous ССС-combinations) and creatively active (СФУУРММ-Forms, УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates, УУ-ВВУ-copies, ФЛУУ-ВВУ-doubles, and so on) State of
Information. They provide the State of Energy-Information jointly with the Formo-Creators.
The Info-Creators and the Formo-Creators, which we subjectively consider as separated,
demonstrate the properties of their non-local states in their slloogrent manifestation. That is, it is
impossible to associate them directly to the “geometry” of Space – each Focus and each УУ-ВВУconglomerate “projects” its typical Energy and Information into many Time Flows and corresponding
STC. But if we consider interrelated “karmonation” structures – Karmo-Forms (Formo-Creators +
Info-Creators), the “vertices” of energy-information interactions of which contain karmo-plasmoids
(karmo-klofts), we can subjectively observe an absolutely clear correspondence between the FormoCreators and the Info-Creators – a certain aggregate of Karmo-Forms rezonationally formed by them
structures a certain portion of STC that corresponds to the focus Configurations of these KarmoForms. The principle of slloogrentnost allows us, due to slloogrentnost of the Info- and FormoCreators’ Configurations included into the structure of any “karmonation”, to form an exactly
corresponding slloogrent structure of Space, whose “lattice” nodes in each 3-4-dimensional STC are
represented by karmo-klofts that coordinate “vertex-level” interrelations of each “karmonation”.

1.998.

According to the specific character of focus interrelations that structure them, Rezomirals
of Space are subdivided into different-diapason, different-protoformic and different-formo-type:
Rezomirals of the first group differ from each other in their main features (for example, “tetrahedral”
– the 0-1st dimension, “pyramidal” – the 1st-2nd dimension, “octahedral” – the 2nd-3rd dimension,
“hexahedral” – the 3rd-4th dimension, “dodecahedral” – the 4th-5th dimension, and so on); those of
the second group differ in birvulârtnost types, that is, in individual Synthesis Schemes (Rezomirals
of different Proto-Forms that structure the same type – for example, among “hexahedral” Rezomirals
there are ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented, as well as all kind of llartturff, sskaahoollm, oomlaaddodd, and so
on – Rezomirals of animal, plants, minerals, atoms, and elementary particles); the third group differ
in their characteristic features within one Synthesis Scheme (for example, the “hexahedral” ЛЛУУВВУ-oriented Rezomiral is structured by Focuses of different races, nationalities, ethnic groups,
and so on). All rezonational states of Focuses duvujllerrtly structure their typical types, kinds, and
classes of Rezomirals strictly in accordance with the degree of their relative qualitative dissonation
to each other whose value completely determines corresponding dissonational distances between
them – time intervals and possibilities (in the 3rd-4th dimension – the whole DNA-structure or the
quantum-crystalline matrix of each Self-Consciousness Form).
1.999.

All “locally” expressed features of any Space (and Time that structures it!) are particularly
realized in the system of subjective Perception of each Self-Consciousness Form as “the outer
reality” only through parallel activation, in its Focus Dynamics (through Formo-Creators and InfoCreators), of an infinite set of other “structures” – the whole infinite set of information spaces of

1.1000.

Self-Consciousnesses that belong to Each ТОО-УУ-Entity (Collective Cosmic Intelligence); these
features are strictly individual for each Form of Their creative manifestation (СВОО-УУ-Entities).
Then what is included into the noo-time information space of a Self-Consciousness, for
example, that of a human “personality” manifested in conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason?
It consists of all possible abstract Thought-Forms and Feeling-Images combined with each other
into all the diversity of specific slloogrent combinations or СФУУРММ-Forms activated in special
“realizational accumulators” of the information space (ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems and ФЛУУЛУУ-complexes) with the help of corresponding universal “mechanisms of manifestation” (ИИССИИДИ-Centers) that in a certain manner transform any heterogeneous information combinations
activated in Self-Consciousnesses into sequential and interrelated Dynamics of all other FormoCreators of Space whose focus Configurations instantaneously resonate with the r-Configurations
of motivationally activated information combinations (СФУУРММ-Forms). In addition, a certain
“dose” of Energy-Potential accessible for use in these Focus Dynamics is certainly “projected” into
the noo-time state of a Self-Consciousness from rezonationally corresponding parts of Rezomirals;
and, together with the Focus Dynamics, there is an inevitable manifestation of a subjective effect of
Time.
1.1001.

We will study this very complex process in detail later, and now let’s consider in general
terms how some our Thoughts and Feelings begin to “encrust” Space and Time, becoming (to us)
that subjective reality which seems to be individually “created” by us and which we perceive as
“our environment”? So, the main reason of everything that surrounds you and all that which you
encounter in your Life (that is, in your individual rotation Cycle) is you yourself, to be more exact, the
qualitative state of the information Configuration that provides your “current” Self-Consciousness
Form with subjective Conceptions of “yourself” and of “everything that surrounds you”.

1.1002.

All these Configurations of СФУУРММ-Forms (УУ-ВВУ-conglomerates and their
innumerable УУ-ВВУ-copies) individually kleksed by your Formo-Creators are rezonationally
concentrated in the form of slloogrent information formations in “realizational niches”, “stress
zones”, and creativity Spheres52 of the Self-Consciousness’ information space – “human” types
of ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-systems (corresponding types of noo-time ODS – with various degrees
of discreteness – also exist for all kinds of Proto-Forms that reflect two-dominant Schemes of
interquality Synthesis). Such individual ODS represent for each “personality” something like “a
repository of life Experience” or “a container of memory”; inside them, in the form of images and
logical interrelations, there are minutest details and characteristic features of absolutely all Focus
Dynamics that constitute in their typical manifestation sequence the slloogrent focus Configuration
of an individual rotation Cycle of a given “personality”.
1.1003.

Then what does happen further? This is the most interesting part! As soon as the Creative
Activity of a certain СФУУРММ-Form is manifested in the information space of this SelfConsciousness Form (that is, a certain motivated state of “personal” Interest in a kind of realization
was formed in response to an external irritant – the Focus of Dual Reflection), a rezonational
stimulation of a certain Focus with a strictly-definite resource of free Energy immediately happens
in the part of the human Rezomiral which exactly corresponds to this information combination; as
a result of this, the same СФУУРММ-Form’s Configuration was manifested at the same instant from

1.1004.

52 Read details about “stress zones”, “realizational niches”, and creativity Spheres in the series of books “Immortality is
accessible to everyone”.

the Self-Consciousness (an individual ODS) in Space and Time through the focus Configuration of
this “personality” as “a participant” of one of multipolarized “shifts” of its Focus Dynamics.
I have already mentioned the fact that the energy Potential of each Focus in the Rezomiral
corresponds to a certain Potential of Time of its manifestation that reflects the qualitative difference
between this focus Configuration and the one which is the most balanced in absolutely all Vectors
of energy-information interrelations that involve a different-quality Synthesis and structure this
manifestation rezopazon (this is the dissonational distance that, through subjectivism of Perception
systems, created, in the Self-Consciousness, the effect of visual “separation” – in Time and in Space
– of all different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms). Although each Focus is rigidly “attached” to
a certain development scenario of this “personality” (that is, to particular life circumstances, by
means of which the Focus can be rezonationally manifested in Space-Time), it is also simultaneously
potentially multipolarized through its energy-information interrelations (through manifestation
Rezomirals) in an innumerable set of other scenarios (also including those of other Proto-Forms)
and Time Flows. That is, the Focus “is attached” to each particular scenario only by “one” kind of
different-quality interrelations (among an innumerable set of them simultaneously typical of it),
while all other interrelations provide its parallel manifestations in other scenarios (not only in its
birvulârtnost type, but also in many other ones).

1.1005.

For example, Focuses that provide the possibility to manifest “projections” of FormoCreators that synthesize one of the Dominants of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme
through the Focus Dynamics of all people (the Pure Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) and that
simultaneously structure duvujllerrt groups of “human” STC in different Time Flows (for example,
a hundred million years “ago” and a hundred million years “ahead”) are also manifested through the
entire infinite diversity of Focus Dynamics of other Proto-Forms that surround each person in his/her
individual development scenarios (animals, plants, minerals, microorganisms, and so on). The same
is true for the Formo-Creators that synthesize the other Dominant Pure Quality – ALL-Love-ALLWisdom. That is, along with “human” Rezomirals, Focuses of the Formo-Creators’ “projections”
of these two Dominants structure, in multipolarization, Rezomirals of all other Proto-Forms, also
including corresponding groups of protoformic STC.
1.1006.

Therefore, you provide yourself with the quality and the degree of favorability (to you or to
somebody else) of each particular situation – by the quality of your subjective reactions and by the
depth (truth) of your own Conceptions (all Thoughts and Feelings which you generate) concerning
everything that happens to you and around you! The fact that the Self-Consciousness’ reaction
activity of your НУУ-ВВУ-Form gradually excited Focuses of a particular part of the Rezomiral and
not those of any other one that reflects other development scenarios (although absolutely all possible
Focuses became simultaneously rezonationally excited in the multipolarized Focus Dynamics of
all your “personalized” Interpretations) is just a natural result of your focus – as “a personality”! –
exactly in this НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration, and not in any other one.

1.1007.

It is possible to say that, from a more objective point of view, “you” – as “personalities”
which “you” subjectively perceive – don’t exist at all; instead, there is just a constant mechanism that
coordinates the sequence of svilgs-spherational activity of some energy-information interrelations
between the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics. It is the objective reflection of sequence of the
Focus Dynamics’ manifestation in Space and in Time (through a “locally” expressed SelfConsciousness Form) that is subjectively interpreted by each human being as “his/her personalized

1.1008.

Self-ego”. This process of specific space-time self-perception is mainly determined by the quality
of СФУУРММ-Forms that structure the Focus Dynamics. High-vibration СФУУРММ-Forms that
are characteristic of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Direction of Synthesis correspond to high-quality
development scenarios, while low-vibration ones correspond to the opposite scenarios. This is why,
the more often and the more stably your Focus Dynamics are provided by high-quality Conceptions,
the higher the quality of Continuums in which the Formo-Creators (Focuses) of your “current” SelfConsciousness Form rezonationally manifest (strictly in accordance with the frequency of Desires
and Aspirations generated by you).
You should understand well that the entire Macrocosmos is the slloogrent Sphere of
simultaneous manifestation of absolutely all Focuses and Time modeled by all possible variants
of interaction between focus Configurations. The Focus with which your psychomental reactions
resonate determines the scenarios structured by it where you will subjectively perceive yourself as
“a personality” at this instant. If you have low-frequency, egoistic reactions, you should be prepared
for troubles, stress situations; high-frequency, altruistic reactions mean favorable possibilities in
your creative realizations. It is important to always remain conscious and not to forget that you have
the power to choose everything in your “personal” Life at your discretion.

1.1009.

A natural result of interactions between Time and Energy (together with Information that
unites them!) is the ФФЛУАРРС-factor which, by means of transcendental energy-information
“shifts” in the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics, reflects in rezomiral structures all possible
differences in configurational correlations between different-quality Formo-Creators, and determines
in this way the “point” of their local rezonational manifestation in Space and in Time. This “point”
structures a corresponding subjective Reality in one of countless duvujllerrt Continuum groups; the
Self-Consciousness Form whose Focus Dynamics are modeled by these relations between FormoCreators individually perceives itself in this very group.
1.1010.

In each manifestation rezopazon, there is a duvujllerrt creation of specific conditions for
stimulation, in the system of subjective Perception of every Self-Consciousness Form, of some
functional characteristics and properties necessary for realization of corresponding kinds of Creative
Activity, and for suppression of other properties which the Form no longer needs. For example,
due to the absence of the mechanical or linear effect of refocusings characteristic of Realities in
the 3-4-dimensional diapason, the Illusion of subjective Perception of a certain sequence of SelfConsciousness’ kleksing (“the flow of Time”), which we now specifically feel as “the past” and
“the future”, is created by the incessant dynamics of creative realization of two factors in us as
simultaneous inhabitants of the 4-5-dimensional groups of “human” Continuums: increased (that is,
realized in the flaks mode) intellectuality and equally high-quality sensuousness.

1.1011.

In other words, if in those – flaks-level – manifestation conditions, for some reasons highintellect abilities couldn’t be sufficiently manifested in any of us (these abilities radically differ
from low-quality СФУУРММ-Forms that constitute the most active Levels of manifestation of our
“current” mentality), all other inhabitants of the 4-5-dimensional Realities simply wouldn’t have
any possibility to subjectively perceive the focus Configuration of such Self-Consciousness Form,
because their Perception systems don’t have “the mechanism” of decoding of the low-frequency and
medium-frequency spectrum whose waves we use to form our Focus Dynamics now. That is why,
“they” in no way perceive the quantum-wave type of the Formo-Creators’ Creative Activity of our
“present” Self-Consciousness Forms, and “we”, consequently, don’t perceive “their” type of flaks-

1.1012.

level energy-information interactions.
Such our parameter as speed of movement in space between two STC points is also senseless
in flaks Realities and for their realization possibilities, because all Conceptions of distances between
objects of Space-Time differ very much from those which we have “here”. Due to an active inclusion,
into the Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Creators, of characteristic features of the third Dominant (the Pure
Cosmic Quality ALL-Unity), the flaks-type analogs of our НУУ-ВВУ-Forms get the possibility to be
consciously manifested simultaneously in many “points” of Space-Time, instantaneously changing
their “location” at their discretion. But we should also take into account that Space-Time properties
of the 4-5-dimensional diapason have completely different (from those “here”) possibilities: all
Self-Consciousness Forms have much higher energy and information characteristics; owing to
this, their typical Focus Dynamics form much more perfect types of “substance materiality” that
compose their outer “plasmic” World. These universal states cannot be in any way compared with
the “physical” substance which we can observe, manipulate, and use for our own quantum-wave
realizations at the moment.
1.1013.

Although interrelations that form “the current” molecular state don’t disappear anywhere:
becoming enriched with a huge “quantity” of active kovarllert interrelations, they svilgsspherationally transmute absolutely in all energy-information interrelations typical of atomicmolecular “materiality”, and seem to potentially “fill” all the diversity of Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness Forms in 4-5-dimensional structures of Space-Time, being specifically – but not
molecularly! – reflected in much more complex and higher-quality focus Configurations. Even the
speed of light “there” is also potentially present, but ФЛАКС-Creators cannot directly manipulate,
in their Focus Dynamics, molecular properties of “materiality” (in the same way, it is difficult
for us to actively involve into our choices specifics of the Focus Dynamics of the doolls-level
Self-Consciousness Forms), because they structure flaks-level Space-Time with some different
properties, such as teleportation. Any real change in the “location” of the Form both in Space, and in
Time can be done with the help of a concentrated thinking-feeling Intention: think, imagine, and you
are in a completely different “point” of flaks-level Continuums (moreover, any linear parameters of
Space and of Time “there” in no way can be manifested in the Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Creators).

1.1014.

Our Self-Consciousness Forms manifested in the flaks diapason, differ greatly from “the
current ones” in their more universal state, plasticity, mobility and unlimited (according to our
“current” criteria) possibilities. If we take into account our current subjective Conceptions of such
Forms of realization, I cannot find anything more suitable than the word “Worlds”. In our “plasmic
future”, we qualitatively transform from “personalities” that are limited in their individuality into
real infinite Worlds that reflect, at the “plasmic” manifestation Level, the Essence of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУoriented development Direction of Self-Consciousness!

1.1015.

You shouldn’t forget that everything in the focus structure of the Macrocosmos is subject to
the Principle of Duvujllerrtnost. There are many various means that allow to somehow balance our
evolutional possibilities in simultaneous manifestation conditions that drastically differ from each
other; the main means is a potential presence – along with usual focus Configurations – of the Focus
Dynamics of Creators-Curators in each dimensional diapason. In short, they are “we”, but just from
more favorable scenarios of our common slloogrent “Future”, where our focus Configurations are
completely free from any destructive influence of СФУУРММ-Forms of the 1st-4th Levels of ИНГЛИМИЛИССА and АРГЛЛААМУНИ. It is quite difficult to explain it, because there are no analogies
1.1016.

for a subjective comparison.
Nonetheless, let’s consider a very primitive figurative example: there are two lakes
(“А” and “Б” – they are types of focus Configurations of Formo-Creators; “А” – we “the present
ones”, unconscious and medium-frequency Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness that
represent the lower type of the 2.5-4.0-dimensional diapason; “Б” – we as Creators-Curators, highfrequency Levels of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness, and lower Levels of the Collective
Subconsciousness that represent the higher type of the 2.5-4.0-dimensional diapason) that have a
constant inflow of water from two other different-quality lakes (a synthetic Experience “projected”
into the Focus Dynamics from the Centers of ИНГЛИМИЛИССА and АРГЛЛААМУНИ), moreover,
water comes into lake “А” from the lowest levels that are silt-covered and impure with all sorts of
waste, while lake “Б” contains the same water, but from the surface of both lakes (overflow), where
all particles have settled down and it is free from all possible crude suspended solid materials and
impurities.
1.1017.

In lake “А”, particulates in the total amount of water (just like it happens at a wastewater
treatment facility during continuous stirring) also gradually settle down, and, when the water reaches
a necessary degree of cleanliness from impurities (СФУУРММ-Forms of the 1st-4th Levels of ИНГЛИМИЛИССА and АРГЛЛААМУНИ), it overflows into lake “Б” (during subchakram refocusings),
and further – through special “filters” (frazulert refocusings carried out with the help of high-speed
photons) – the water naturally overflows into lake “В” with cleaner water (rezopazons of the 5th-7th
manifestation Levels of the first two Centers and of the 1st-3rd Levels of the second pair of Centers
– АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА and ОРЛААКТОР).
1.1018.

Those who don’t understand the essence of the above example may associatively compare
these interrelations with the practice of assistance of senior high school students for younger
schoolchildren, when a curator (an assiduous student), with the experience of the studied education
program and without interrupting his/her own education (till the time when the student enters
a university or an institute), altruistically helps a younger schoolchild to do all the homework;
moreover, the schoolchild has a potential possibility to pass examinations without attending lectures
and be transferred into the next class ahead of the education schedule (a subchakram refocusing).
Being in one dimensional diapason (the same high school), the curators and the supervised represent
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms (senior-class and middle-class students; moreover, the
most assiduous students from middle classes, in turn, also supervise junior students). The whole
chain of different-level relations (junior, middle, and senior classes) that are united by the necessity
to achieve a certain common Goal represents interactions between Formo-Creators of a certain
birvulârtnost type (the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented one) that are synthesized in various degrees.

1.1019.

Therefore, we “the present ones”, having achieved a complete absence of any negative and
egoistic tendencies in our life creativity, automatically refocus by all our high-vibration УУ-ВВУconglomerates into much higher-quality bioanalogs of the НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of CreatorsCurators and continue their activity, correcting the Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of “our
present” Self-Consciousness Forms. Although such individual frazulert (“plasma-ray”) refocusings
are carried out in our individual rotation Cycles occasionally, they happens regularly – when
our highest-vibration Conceptions of “Ourselves” that are completely devoid of any negativisms
gradually become more and more stabilized in our Focus Dynamics.

1.1020.

What is the purpose of such seemingly “doubling” interrelations between different-level
Formo-Creators? The purpose is that both “the present we” with all our typical drawbacks and
“the future We” who are free from these drawbacks are simultaneously focused in biological
analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Formo-Types of our common ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Entities, that is, “we” and “they” are
different-quality Self-Consciousness Forms of ГРООМПФ- and ПЛИИССМА-Entities whose focus
Configurations jointly structure all rezopazons of the 3-4-dimensional diapason. In addition, “we”
and “they”, being simultaneously manifested in one and the same dimension, have formed in SpaceTime completely different types (in terms of focus Configurations) of “human” Continuums groups:
“ours” are mainly structured by low-frequency СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ- and medium-frequency ЛУУД-ВВУconglomerates, while “they” have created their high-frequency subjective Realities using just highfeeling СТООЛЛ-ВВУ- and high-intellect УОЛД-ВВУ-conglomerates.
1.1021.

This constitutes the whole qualitative difference between “our” egoistic-primitive and
“their” altruistic-high-creation Existence. Nevertheless, any of “us” always has a real possibility
to become “one of them”. All we need to achieve it is to live not partly and from time to time but
entirely and constantly by the iissiidiologic Knowledge in all our choices, making it our high life
principles. By the way, I gave a detailed description of the life creativity and of the principles of
Existence of Creators-Curators in the books series “Contacts on the Eve of 2000” and in the book
“Extraterrestrials”.

1.1022.

A very important conclusions comes out of the above: the dimension formed by Self-Consciousness Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme in this diapason represents a certain
“two-stage” (but in fact – “multiple-stage”!) structure with quite free possibilities of communication
and refocusings between structures of both “stages”. So:
1.1023.

−− “the lower stage” of wave rezopazons from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension was jointly formed by
such Formo-Creators as rrorroks (bajki, sfillki, krokki) and immls (iffillins, inngullins,
isskullins) under the guidance of their Creators-Curators from “the upper stage” –
èmffliissces (ènnirisces, ourffgollufces, uuffluusces) and prafaits (grèjsces, allgsses,
llavollovaloffts);
−− “the lower stage” of wave rezopazons from 3.0 to 3.5 dimension is structured by focus
Configurations of dluolls (maholls, fulls, hills) and gllemms (glluussmins, gllaallins,
glleeffins) under the guidance of Creators-Curators manifested in the same rezopazons –
miscents (aijfullugrs, ffillisces, iissorfs) and gorrffts (ngunms, bollfs, skradomulâts);
−− “the lower stage” of bordering wave rezopazons from 3.5 to 4.0 dimension is formed by
mirroms (mirms, lerms, ssimms) and iissmms (iimmlins, iinnglins, iillvins) under the
guidance of Creators-Curators manifested in the same rezopazons – stroolgs (paarruurses,
ailggillufces, aammorfs) and tloonds (lovirgijdces, pridmls, regosporruts).
At this phase, the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of ГРООМПФ- and
ПЛИИССМА-Entities of “the lower stage” (the 3.5-4.0 dimension) include a frazulert (“plasmaray”53) “filtration” of their focus Configurations that excludes any wave manifestations. The
same happens to the Creators-Curators; as a result, there is a joint rezonational “merger” of the
Formo-Creators’ focus Configurations from “the lower stage” with their Creators-Curators, and in
rezopazons from 4.0 to 4.5 dimension (the 4th synthetic Level of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА-ОРЛААКТОР),
1.1024.

53

See details of the Self-Consciousness’ structure of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (from 2.5 to 8.0 dimension) in Addendum to volume 1.

there is manifestation of focus Configurations of flaks-level Self-Consciousness Forms of synthetic
КЛООРТМ-Entities and ААИИГЛА-МАА-Entities (the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme). It is
interesting to note that in this Existence mode (4.0-4.5-dimensional rezopazons) They don’t have
Creators-Curators, and this role is performed by svilgs-spherational dynamics of rorants – svilgsons
of the 4-5-dimensional diapason. The Creators-Curators’ Focus Dynamics for ФЛАКС-Creators
begin to manifest only from 4.5 to 5.0 dimension.
Why is it so? Because such a state of “increased freedom of choice” includes a deep evolutional
Meaning: it is necessary for the fulfillment of the Diffuzgentnost Principle and for modeling, in
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented kind of the АИЙ-ЙЯ-related birvulârtnost type, optimal possibilities for a
rezonational involvement, into the Focus Dynamics of ФЛАКС-Creators of ССМАЙК-АЙКК-Field
(in its synthesizing functions, it is analogous with УПДУЙКК-Field of the 3rd-4th dimension), of
kovarllert focus Configurations of the greatest possible amount of other Proto-Forms that structure
other Collective Cosmic Intelligences in this manifestation diapason. The point is that the main role
of the Creators-Curators of each dimensional diapason is to preserve, in their focus Configurations,
the highest-quality part of narrowly-specific svilgs-spherational codes that are characteristic exactly
of the Self-Consciousness Forms of this Synthesis Scheme. Figuratively speaking, they are “Eternal
Keepers of the Humankind’s slloogrent Memory” whose Configurations include nondeformed
records of the entire “initial” “Global History of Existence” of ПРООФФ-РРУ (or of the Humankind’s
Collective Intelligence) and of Continuums formed by It in different “zones” of Space-Time during
infinite eons of Time.
1.1025.

A medium dimensional Level of each diapason weakens the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented tendencies
and more actively involves focus Configurations of different-Quality Formo-Creators from other
Synthesis Schemes into background interactions of the human Self-Consciousness Forms’ Focus
Dynamics; this involvement also includes corresponding СФУУРММ-Forms with new (to people)
energy-information interrelations and Experience already synthesized by them. Thereby ССМАЙКАЙКК-Field receives new, untypical, synthetic Energy-Information which is transmuted by the
Creators-Curators from the next Levels within this dimensional diapason (ilmofits and èkkdogruars
– up to 5.0 dimension) through the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of “the lower
stage” (trruuksses and iooldds – up to 4.5 dimension, nraalgs and sfajgulls – up to 5.0 dimension),
“becomes free” from unnecessary – not typical of People – “impurities”, and only after that it is
modified as its own Experience for its active use when the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme is
carried out. Not only two-dominant, but also three-, four-, five- dominant, and other combinations
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented birvulârtnost kind within the АИЙ-ЙЯ-related type are formed owing to
these characteristics.
1.1026.

So, all different-Quality types of the Macrocosmos’ Formo-Creators represent all possible
kinds of Energy that are formed in different ways as a result of various information combinations
stabilized due to corresponding (kovarllert) focus interrelations established between heterogeneous
fragments. I should also note a very important characteristic feature of formation of any FormoSystems of the Macrocosmos in a Self-Consciousness: the type of “materiality” of each subjective
Reality (“manifestation medium” of Focuses) is always organized by the Focus Dynamics of a certain
group of Formo-Creators that play a dominant role in this process of realizational manifestation of
Self-Consciousness Forms.

1.1027.

1.1028.

For example, in conditions of the 3-4-dimensional diapason, Formo-Creators of the ЛЛУУ-

ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme form their types of Reality using two basic components – an electron
that – in a greater degree! – is a carrier of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence,

reflects electric properties of a substance, and a proton-neutron pair of the nucleus that represents – in
a greater degree! – Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and reflects magnetic (attraction)
properties of a substance. I would like to note that physicists explain these interrelations in their
own way: both an electron and a proton have electrically opposite charges, and as a result an atom is
electrically neutral, while a magnetic field generated by the atom is created by resultant spins of the
nucleus and the electron shell. They, of course, don’t understand why I associate an electron with an
electric field, and a proton with a magnetic field. It’s all about the Meaning, that specific information
basis owing to which each elementary particle establishes all its kovarllert interrelations with other
particles in each manifestation rezopazon.
Formo-Systems of our Macrocosmos don’t have any focus manifestation of fragments
of one of the Pure Qualities in a NON-synthesized form: we always deal only with intermediate
kovarllert information combinations that in a greater degree reflect a certain unique creative tendency
– dominant properties of certain sub-Aspects and Aspects of Qualities. This is why both an electron
and a proton, being synthetic Self-Consciousness Forms, also represent qualitative combinations
that express the properties of the mentioned Pure Qualities just to some extent more than properties
of other Qualities that are less compatible in these combinations.

1.1029.

Today, none of scientists will argue against the fact that spins of different elementary particles
express different Information, that is, are carriers of different Meaning, which makes possible all
interactions between them. Whenever possible, I try to specify this aspect of individuality in each
elementary particle in my dilettantish conclusions about the Nature of physical phenomena. It should
be also mentioned that a proton is just a result of beta-decay of a neutron that was formed in this
diapason as a result of a completed state of intraquality Synthesis of doolls-level Aspects of the Pure
Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (Neutron Stars are sources of their emission). A more mobile and
lighter electron is generated by “black holes” that are closely interrelated with the Focus Dynamics
of flaks-level Formo-Creators.

1.1030.

Therefore, it is possible to define this manifestation diapason as an “intermediate” result
of different-Quality energy-information interactions between doolls-level and flaks-level FormoCreators. This is why, when we turn our Focus Dynamics into the most extreme spectrums of the
3-4-dimensional diapason we literally become “surrounded” by all possible facts of their specific
creativity in our subjective Realities (starting with low-frequency manifestations of phantoms,
poltergeists, and other mysterious phenomena and ending with all possible high-frequency
phenomena).

1.1031.

As I have already mentioned, in these – ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – types of subjective Realities,
the information combinations that structure the Focus Dynamics (quantum orbitals) of electrons’
Formo-Creators become stabilized in Space-Time with the help of Formo-Creators of nucleons that
organize and provide all intranuclear interrelations in Self-Consciousness Forms of atoms in all
chemical elements. At the same time, Focuses can be in different quantum states that differ from
each other in the quality and parameters of created-by-them Energy that depends on the information
combinations “preserved” by them.

1.1032.

1.1033.

However, in 3-4-dimensional subjective Realities of other Proto-Forms, where the

Formo-Creators of these Qualities are not dominant, the “habitat” of Self-Consciousness Forms is
formed not by electrons and protons, but by completely different, inaccessible for observation and
unknown to our science, types of fields and elementary particles. Where one of two Dominants
is represented by the Formo-Creators of one of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Qualities and the second
Dominant is not involved into the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented Synthesis Scheme, properties of subjective
Realities modify very much as compared with ours and provide their Self-Consciousness Forms
with specific realization possibilities, although the electron-nucleon basis of atoms and molecular
combination formed by them remains more or less constant (in joint Continuum groups). That is,
although elementary particles structure all the diversity of manifestations of the 3-4-dimensional
type of atomic-molecular “materiality”, different-protoformic Focus Dynamics, with the help of
which they form various subjective Realities, are provided by Information (СФУУРММ-Forms) that
greatly differs in each particular case and is synthesized according to different Schemes in different
degrees by Formo-Creators of elementary particles whose Focus Dynamics reflect various – nonЛЛУУ-ВВУ-oriented – combinations of Pure Qualities.
If carriers of Energy of Focuses qualitatively modify, this leads to changes in specific
interrelations between Self-Consciousness Forms and Time – the main carrier of Inertia and all possible
gravitational effects. This has an individual influence over the mechanical structure and physical
properties of Self-Consciousness Forms of various Proto-Forms (animals, plants, microorganisms,
and minerals), as well as over analogs of their “psychomental” functioning, with the help of which
they form their subjective Realities in completely different ways, and with completely different time
characteristics, than we do.

1.1034.

Now you should understand better that characteristics of our low-quality (low-frequency)
Perception can associatively reflect, in the Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness, just the most
elementary and insignificant one among numerous Properties and States that are typical of very
complex energy-information interrelations that organize the Dynamics of the Universal Time Entity
(ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ) in a slloogrent structure of the Collegial Cosmic Intelligence of АЙФААР.
We should at least consider the fact that Their interaction (АЙФААР + ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ) on
all qualitative Levels (from 0 to ±the 36th dimension) resulted in a manifestation of the Universal
ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity in the Macrocosmos.
1.1035.

Besides, these universal Properties and States also determine characteristic features of
manifestation of various Forms of This Time Entity in Worlds with different qualitative characteristics:
in dense-material STC groups, such as ours, It is a source of high inertia within the Formo-Creators’
Focus Dynamics and can manifest only through its “external” Forms (the so-called Time Flows) as
an element of subjective relativity of our physical existence, while in Worlds with a much greater
activity of Energy-Information It manifests through transcendental characteristics of Its Cosmic
Essence (it is simply incorrect to use the term “Flow” to them); this makes the Focus Dynamics on
these manifestation Levels universal, flexible, multivariant, and transcendent.

1.1036.

Let’s try to find out where this Time Entity comes from, since we have cleared up that
the effect of Time (and Space) is subjectively generated in our Perception system only through
sequential interactions of different-quality Formo-Creators of our Focus Dynamics with rezonational
qualitative states of Focuses that simultaneously structure all kinds and types of Rezomirals – the
only different-quality Sources of a slloogrent Energy-Potential of the Macrocosmos (I would like
to remind you that Rezomirals – as universal matrices of subjective “spatial” states of all Self-

1.1037.

Consciousness Forms – were formed “in the beginning”, during the “instantaneous” realization of
the Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission). You shouldn’t perceive the Time Entity as a certain
analog of “absolute time” about which scientists eagerly tell.
There is no Absolute Time in the Macrocosmos, because in the absolute State of complete
multipolarized mutual balance of absolutely all heterogeneous fragments of Information any
manifestation of dissonance (imperseptnost, kruvursorrtnost) becomes simply impossible, that is,
in this State We are figuratively in an absolute “point” of slloogrentnost of One Instant of Eternity,
where the phenomenon of UPDI is simply absent yet (or already). Since there is no UPDI, there are
no different-quality Rezomirals, no reason for appearance of any Focus Dynamics, and, therefore,
there are no dissonational distances that would provide a subjective perception of Time. Moreover,
there is no Source of any subjective Perception – of the ССС-Entity’s Self-Consciousness!

1.1038.

Based on the above information, it is possible to make a conclusion that the Primary Time
Entity of the Macrocosmos appeared as a result of the absolute manifestation of the ССС-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness and Energy-Plasma generated by It; and different-quality slloogrentnost of focus
Configurations of all ТОО-УУ-Entities in Energy-Plasma simultaneously formed the United Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’ Higher Intelligence. You might ask: where is Time here? It exists,
but is potentially “concealed” from the Observer in each “fact” of the slightest disorder, in any part
of a focus Configuration, of the “current” (temporary) state of rezonation between interacting (by
means of the Focus Dynamics) rezomiral Focuses.

1.1039.

All types of ТОО-УУ-Entities, as Collective Cosmic Intelligences, determine and provide
common development tendencies of СВОО-УУ-Entities (Self-Consciousness Forms) that structure
Them, forming Their typical birvulârtnost types. Their slloogrent, èglleroliftively initiated, Focus
Dynamics also completely depend on the general influence (over all Energy-Plasma) from the
irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential that interrelates, in the Creation Act, most kovarllert (actually
lijlluscive) skunkkcii of all heterogeneous ССС-fragments according to their Meaning. This
lijlluscivnost in our – human – case is associated with the Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators
of our two Dominants in our Focus Dynamics: ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALLWisdom. That is, in our birvulârtnost type, there is maximum “attraction” between the Aspects
of the two Pure Cosmic Qualities that are lijlluscive to each other in all dimensional diapasons
(therefore, the Focus Dynamics of the Creators-Curators are always most optimal examples of
svilgs-spherational transformations to us).
1.1040.

In the more balanced irrkogliktive-èglleroliftive Focus Dynamics of ТОО-УУ-Entities,
the role of the most active carriers of èglleroliftive tendencies is performed by СВОО-УУ-Entities
(Self-Consciousness Forms) that are transgressed (by Them) in multipolarization in all diffuzgent
Directions; the СВОО-УУ-Entities’ typical f-Configurations directly form all manifestation diapasons
of the Focus Dynamics of Each ТОО-УУ-Entity. This is fulfilled because the Self-Consciousness
Forms’ Focus Dynamics have a continuously increasing number of strictly-definite (for Each ТООУУ-Entity) Dominants (PCQ) that are synthesized in a certain sequence with the two basic ones; as a
result, the state of lijlluscivnost is finally achieved between them (due to a special order of Synthesis
Schemes and sub-Schemes that belong to different birvulârtnost types), in all energy-information
interrelations – it happens, however, only in the birvulârtnost type which is characteristic of this ТООУУ-Entity! In essence, a dimension always remains seemingly incompletely formed for a Collective
Cosmic Intelligence of any type that reflects properties of a certain ТОО-УУ-Entity, because the
1.1041.

dimension is simultaneously structured by the Focus Dynamics of CCI That specifically represent
other birvulârtnost types in the same rezonational zones of manifestation.
Since such – temporary, dissonational – states are typical of all ТОО-УУ- and СВОО-УУEntities in each “point” of their subjective manifestation in the Macrocosmos, it means that Time,
– configurationally! – as an important characteristic feature of multipolarized Focus Dynamics of
these Collective Cosmic Entities, may be considered as a Cosmic Entity manifested through focus
Configurations of any our Self-Consciousness Form, even though this manifestation is quite specific
to us.

1.1042.

Being a kind of Cosmic Creativity of This Entity, ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ – through all the
diversity of Focus Dynamics of ТОО-УУ-Entities – not only directly participates in a distribution
of the entire Energy-Potential and corresponding Information within the total “picture” of the
Macrocosmos, in the creation of countless Konversums, STC, subjective Realities, and Worlds FormoSystems (that is, manifests all features of a Cosmic Entity), but also forms the Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousness Forms in accordance with the Principle of Rezonation, objectively determining
their individual localizations (manifestation “points”) in particular conditions of the so-called Time
Flows. Under the influence of such Aspect of the Universal Time Entity which we interpret as
Inertia (ДРУУЛГМ-ММУУ-У), any type of Focus Dynamics in Energy-Plasma can take some SelfConsciousness Forms that have certain realizational possibilities.
1.1043.

For example, in various conditions of space-time manifestation which we define as “historical
periods of development” of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness, owing to the presence of the
planetary Aspect of ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ in focus Configurations of manifested Self-Consciousness
Forms in the 3-4-dimensional diapason, there are simultaneously possibilities for completely
different (in quality) creative realizations of people, from “a primitive communal system” to highlydeveloped civilizations that not only actively explore the cosmic vastitude, but also intentionally
use in their life creativity universal properties of the substance of Time successfully combining and
transmuting their intuitive-empirical Experience of development with other variants of Experience
gained in other “human” Continuums. Owing to such a synthetic diversified transformation of some
focus States of Self-Consciousnesses into other, higher-quality ones (from different-protoformic
biological, and mineral into Planetary, from Planetary into Star, from Star into Galactic, and so on),
there is a simultaneous Transmutation of the Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics of the Universal
ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity into more perfect Forms of the Macrocosmos.
1.1044.

It is possible to consider Space (ККВОО-УЛТР) as a Cosmic Entity that consists of an
infinite set of Configurations of different-quality Focuses of Energy whose realization dynamics
are initiated with the help of its rezonational interaction with the corresponding Focus Dynamics
(that is, Time). Therefore, the whole Creative Potential of any Cosmic Entity in the Macrocosmos in
no way can manifest without a coherent interaction between carriers of Energy (rezomiral Focuses
of ККВОО-УЛТР) and the influence of Information (the Focus Dynamics that constitute ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ) that intentionally stimulates them. This is why, they, as Cosmic Entities, can be
represented in manifestation only jointly, forming a common slloogrent focus Configuration “AllThat-Exists” – the Collective Cosmic Entity ООО-УУЛЛ-КВОО or that which we define as SpaceTime (that is, the slloogrent structure of space-time Continuums).
1.1045.

1.1046.

Pay attention to the fact that, as distinguished from the definition of space-time Continuum

in physics (as a certain continuous medium whose processes or behavior are studied in different
external conditions; moreover, continuums are considered to be represented both by ordinary material
bodies and by various fields, for example, by an electromagnetic field), the iissiidiologic Conception
of STC is based on a high rezonational activity between Focus Dynamics of different-Quality FormoCreators that simultaneously structure different-type Self-Consciousness Forms of different ProtoForms whose Synthesis Schemes are united by the dominance of at least one common Pure Quality
in their Focus Dynamics and by common manifestation rezopazons. STC is a subjective notion, that
is, it doesn’t have any equivalent notion in rezomiral structures; instead, it is associated just with
types of the Focus Dynamics of certain Self-Consciousness Forms that “project” unique types of
synthetic interrelations (СФУУРММ-Forms) into this slloogrent energy-information combination.
Also take notice that each of us, as well as each Self-Consciousness Form, at each instant of
our subjective self-perception represents in Essence nothing else but ООО-УУЛЛ-КВОО – a specific
combination of Space-Time that simultaneously structures all energy-information interrelations of
transcendental Continuums (from elementary particles to systems and organs) and, in turn, is a part of
more global ООО-УУЛЛ-КВОО-Entities, Which we define as Cosmic ТОО-УУ-Entities and represent,
in the Macrocosmos, Creative Interests of various Types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. You
should recall that a certain qualitative State of Energy-Plasma (Energy + Information) is reflected in
specific properties of АЙФААР – the Higher Universal Intelligence (from 0 to the ±36th dimension),
while АЙФААР realizes Itself in the Macrocosmos just by means of the Universal Cosmic ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity formed by Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics. It is possible to say that in Its Essence ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity also represents ООО-УУЛЛ-КВОО-Entity manifested in the dimensional diapason
typical of Its АЙФААР.
1.1047.

In order to make it easier to use different difficult-to-distinguish terms, we will bear in mind
this notional division of АЙФААР into ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity and Entity of Space-Time, sometimes, for
the sake of convenience, “singling out” a certain constituent of the latter: the Time Entity or the Entity
of Space. Since it would be simply meaningless to discuss multibillionth Levels of manifestation
of the Time Entity’s Primary Cause (because our Self-Consciousnesses don’t have any Conceptions
about It), we will concentrate on our analysis of characteristic features of manifestation of the main
qualitative categories of Time Entities within the Collegial Cosmic Intelligence of АЙФААР that
structures the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Our Universal ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity (from 0- to the ±the
36th dimension).

1.1048.

In accordance with the three main notional categories which we subjectively distinguish in
the slloogrent State of Energy-Plasma in this manifestation diapason (the Primary or ИЙИССИИССЛИИЙ-ССС – from the ±36th to the ±24th dimension, the Secondary or УУОЛЛФС-СЛООО-ССС
– from the ±24th to the ±12th dimension, the Tertiary or ТРООГОЛЛТ-ССС – from the ±12th to the 0
dimension), there are also different manifestation diapasons of Time Entities: The Primary or ОООЛЛУИ-О-ООЛЛ-СС – from the ±36th to the ±24th dimension, the Secondary or ООО-ЛЛФ-УУ-СС –
from the ±24th to the ±12th dimension, the Tertiary or ООО-ЛТР-УСС-ГООЛЛ-СС – from the ±12th
to the 0-dimension.
1.1049.

I remind you that all the three notional categories of Time Entities structure the slloogrent
Configuration of the common Time Entity of АЙФААР’s Higher Intelligence – ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ
(from the ±36th to the 0 dimension) that is included into the Interuniversal Time Entity – НОО-ГГМЛЛН that unites time characteristics of all different-type ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entities. In turn, ОО-УУИ-

1.1050.

ЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ in different types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of ТОО-УУ-Entities (through

corresponding focus Configurations) is differentiated into many protoformic, as well as Planetary,
Star, and Galactic Time Entities. For example, Time Flows of ВУОЛДТМ-Entity (from 4.0 to 0
dimension).
ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС is formed by СКРО-ОФФ-УТТ-Entity, while being in the same diapason
СЛИИМПФЛИИСС (Venus) and КРОУВДСС (Mars) – are formed by СФУУ-СС-ММ-ИИСС-Entity
and ГРУУ-ММ-ЛЛ-Entity of Time, respectively. The Star Type of the Time Entity – ССООУЛЛ-ФМИ – differentiates the inertial dynamics of Time Flows in interstar Continuum groups; this clearly
1.1051.

shows that Time that structures more global space-time interrelations is manifested in completely
different ways not only in different places of any Planet, but also in various parts of the Cosmos.
This circumstance must instill serious doubts relative to the authenticity of mathematic
equations of astronomers who consider that parameters of Time depend just on gravitational forces
and the speed of movement (bodies with a great mass distort Space-Time in a greater degree, while
time of objects that move nearly at the speed of light slows down). In each particular case, there
are many, yet-unknown to modern scientists, more objective factors that considerably influence the
results of research. The most important of them is a qualitative difference in the Focus Dynamics of
explorers and of the objects they explore, especially those that structure Star, Galactic, and Universal
Continuums organized with the help of individual properties of corresponding Time Entities. SpaceTime is far from being as homogeneous and unambiguous as it may seem to some scientists. This
fact will soon be proven.

1.1052.

The fact that everything in the Macrocosmos is unimaginably more complex and much
less definite than anything you might suppose shows that, in the energy-information structure that
provides the Creative Realization of the Higher Collegial Intelligence of АЙФААР, the Universal
Time ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ-Entity with corresponding ККВОО-УЛТР-Entity that forms in the Focus
Dynamics of ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity the effect of manifestation of Space, are just two of many functional
Aspects of a more mysterious and powerful Cosmic Entity – ОИЙАООММ which I subjectively
define as Universal Illusion. Its deeper Essence and its characteristic differences from the Universal
ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ-Entity are not quite comprehensible to me, because interrelations formed by
It are very specific and abstract.
1.1053.

But I think that, as distinguished from all other Universal Entities, It has a more universal
functionality, that is, as a SUPRA-Universal Time Entity It structures, using more universal potential
characteristic, all the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms in Universal Continuums; it
is associated more with all ТОО-УУ- of this dimensional diapason (from the ±36th to 0). A very
wide spectrum of Its all possible manifestations is notionally transgressed into two main constituent
elements – УИЙУВИИММ and АИЙЯЛУУММ that deploy their individual Creativity in the Secondary
and the Tertiary States of Energy-Plasma, respectively.
1.1054.

Universal Time Entities are manifested in ККВОО-УЛТР-structures according to the principle
that resembles the well-known mitotic division of stem cells (nonspecific notionally original cells):
Each of Them forms inside the information space of the Collective Intelligence of АЙФААР the
alternative (in qualitative combination) “mirror noo-time double” – СФУУЙЙФС (it is “noo-time”,
because it in no way depends on its “internal” time dynamics, because it is “a projection” of a more
universal Time Entity – “external” to it), Each of Which doubles Itself in pairs.
1.1055.

When two “mirror pairs” are formed in this way in the Focus Dynamics of Universal
Continuums groups, these four Time structures merge together and, going beyond the limits of the
Focus Dynamics of this ДДИИУЙЙИ-Entity, form a completely new (in its Qualities) Interuniversal
Time Entity – НОО-ГГМ-ЛЛН That, in turn, is also divided, however, not into two, but into twelve
main duvujllerrt Aspect-analogs and into their twelve qualitative mirror antipodes. This is the way
of integration of Universal Time Entities from the Focus Dynamics of 12-quality systems of the
Macrocosmos into 24-quality Universes.
1.1056.

The realizational Focus Dynamics of the Higher Intelligence of АЙФААР, on each
manifestation Level, are simultaneously structured by countless Universal and Galactic Time
Entities that rezonationally involve into this creative process the Focus Dynamics of an infinite set
of Star Entities and Planetary Collective Intelligences that belong to different qualitative Levels of
development and birvulârtnost types. Among others, I should mention МОУРСС-ФУЛЛГ or a Time
Field of any human “personality” which in each case is very tightly and directly – interrelated
with the Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousness Forms of each ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Form simultaneously
manifested in all Continuums groups in each dimensional diapason of ВУОЛДТМ-realities within
ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС.
1.1057.

In systems of Realities on Physical Globes of other Planetary Entities that structure the
Collective Intelligence of our Star Entity (АИИЛЛИИСС), this “individual” Form of Time Entity
is expressed in a slightly different way and has its own specific characteristics. For example, there
are such higher-quality development scenarios, where each of you left Earth for some reasons and
became in this dimensional diapason an inhabitant of another Planet (in many scenarios – you inhabit
several other Planets, even in different Star systems) whose specific character of the individual
Synthesis Scheme had a very intensive impact on realization features of the Focus Dynamics of your
“personalized” Interpretations manifested in specific conditions of Existence.

1.1058.

Time Entities, within the inertial dynamics of Which all Self-Consciousness Forms of АРГЛААМ (the Higher Intelligence of 12 United Logoses of Star Rings, including our solar system)
specifically perceive themselves, represent just an infinitely small “part” of the slloogrent State of
the Focus Dynamics of the Tertiary Time Entity (ООО-ЛТР-УСС-ГООЛЛ-СС), because the Focus
Dynamics of the 12-Star system of АРГЛААМ CCI are propagated just within the 3-4-dimensional
diapason of physical realities (in other diapasons, there are manifestations of completely different
Cosmic Entities that have other Cosmic Codes). In other cosmic systems that are also manifested
through atomic-molecular structures (for example, УЛГРУУ – the Higher Intelligence of the Milky
Way Galaxy, ЭЙ-ФФМИ ЭЙ-ЛЛИИ – the Higher Intelligence of the 12 “Rings of the Great Shining”,
АССВААТ – the Higher Intelligence of our Galactic Sector), the substance of Time not only is realized
in a completely different mode of creative manifestation, reflecting other specific characteristics in
systems of subjective Perception of their Self-Consciousness Forms, but also has such properties,
parameters, and characteristics (density, speed, tension, and others) which are not typical either of
“our” or of other Time Entities.
1.1059.

This is because a subjective perception of Time and its reflection (in the Focus Dynamics)
into the rezomiral focus structure of formed Space completely depends on the quality of SelfConsciousness Forms’ f-Configurations, which means, on birvulârtnost types. In other words,
the degree of qualitative difference between focus Configurations that structure some Continuum
groups determines the degree of qualitative difference between realization properties of Time

1.1060.

Entities generated by the Focus Dynamics of the inhabitants of these STC. This is why parameters
of the Focus Dynamics of Each Time Entity depend very much on birvulârtnost types of SelfConsciousnesses by means of which It is manifested.
If you could consciously explore Realities of other Planetary Entities whose qualitative
state is more or less similar to the subjective Realities formed by you, you would have discovered
not only an enormous difference in the perception of a Time Flow on each Planet of our Star, but also
amazing individual properties of Space on Each of these Planetary Entities. This is not only because
Each of Them plays its own functional role in the fulfillment of the common Scheme of interquality
Synthesis within our Star Entity (АИИЛЛИИСС), but also because there are many specific physicochemical and cosmic differences between “internal” groups of STC on Earth (ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС) and
Self-Consciousness Forms on other Planetary Entities.

1.1061.

Now you understand that our – characteristic of people – perception of “time” (in “seconds”,
“hours”, “days”, “years”, “centuries”, “epochs”, and so on) that exists in such an artificial and
devised form only in subjective Conceptions of our minds, reflects just individually-perceived-byus results of certain specific, transcendental processes typical just of the Formo-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of dense-material “physical” Worlds that have a strong influence of Inertial Spatial
Coefficients. Each such Inertial Coefficient is a result of interaction of all Focuses that represent the
whole Energy-Potential of this manifestation rezopazon with a rezonationally corresponding Aspect
of Time Entity. The values of the Coefficient’s parameters reflects the objective difference in quality
between the “current” state of a considered focus Configuration and the absolutely balanced state
of the entire slloogrent focus Configuration of all Self-Consciousness Forms within this rezopazon.

1.1062.

This is an objective expression of the inertia degree of the considered Focus Dynamics.
How can we calculate it? Calculations of the Coefficient are quite difficult, because it is necessary
to know many other parameters. But scientists of “the future” have numerous comparative tables
with values of Inertial Spatial Coefficients not only for each dimensional rezopazon and different
psychomental states of people (in various sleep phases, Meditation, physical, psychic, and mental
activity, and so on), but also for the majority of Proto-Forms manifested in each rezopazon. These
parameters are necessary during conscious refocusings in Time, because they are used to calculate
necessary energy consumption.

1.1063.

Time, being subjectively manifested through the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
Forms, reflects individual states (fulfilled in One Instant of Eternity) of a slloogrent interaction
between the main and inseparable constituent “parts” of the Macrocosmos – ASTRO- and MENTOPlasma (“psychonations” and “emanations”) – which, getting sequentially involved into the
Focus Dynamics of different Self-Consciousness Forms and being synthesized into Karmo-Forms
(“karmonations”), are considered by them as certain variants of seemingly independently-realizedin-Space sequences that induce in a Perception system an illusory effect of the Focus Dynamics’
“shift” from a certain “past” qualitative state – through “the present” – into a possible “future”
state. Although, of course, structurally, there cannot be any shifts in Space. Such separation of the
integral and continuously-going-on Existence into seemingly discrete qualitative states determines
the formation, in Perception systems, of Conceptions that your entire outer reality seemingly exists
by itself, beyond your Desires, Aspirations, and your attitude to it.

1.1064.

1.1065.

Having such Conceptions, it is very difficult to understand that the true “mechanism” that

leads to a particular manifestation and qualitative transfiguration (transmutation) of these deeply
subjective states of each Self-Consciousness Form and its outer reality is concealed not anywhere
“outside” (for example, in the primitive idea of existence of a certain “God-Creator of everything”
and “God-Almighty”), but in the information space of Self-Consciousness that realizes itself through
the Focus Dynamics generated by it. It is the Focus Dynamics – by its qualitative state – that
individually change inertial parameters of Time of manifestation for each Self-Consciousness Form.
These parameters are formed strictly in accordance with the qualitative state of the Focus
Dynamics depending on energy resources (frequency of Energy) absorbed by Time (“included”
into Time): the higher the resources (the higher the frequency), the quicker Time is annihilated in
the information space of this Self-Consciousness Form, that is, due to an increase of kovarllertnost
between Formo-Creators (a match of Motivations on various Levels, community of Interests), there
is a decrease of inertia of СФУУРММ-Forms generated by them and an increase of effectiveness of
refocusings. It seems to the “personality” that Time “flows” quicker: the recent “past” seems very
distant and far, “the present” seems fleeting, and “the future” seems so real and definite.
1.1066.

Nonetheless, each of the three common notions – “the past”, “the present” and “the future” –
is not any independently existing reality, but just demonstrates a specific character of global relativity
of the subjective existence on Earth which can be perceived by each person with something else
with which the person can compare the “current” states and circumstances of manifestation, which,
however, is not real, but is just “projected” into the Focus Dynamics through specific properties of
“Memory” (ODS), which is individually perceived by each of you as “recollections” – a continuous
Knowledge both of “the past”, and of the “future”.

1.1067.

In the first case, there is activation of the mind (“personalized” Self-Consciousness),
based on already synthesized associative Conceptions, while in the second case there is Intuition,
the collective Subconsciousness that is “initially” structured by potentially possible variants of
forthcoming choices and that continuously “projects”, into the “current” Focus Dynamics, Formoimages of most probable events that are already carried out in duvujllerrt development scenarios. In
this way, “the past” and “the future” that are realized simultaneously through the Focus Dynamics
of “the present” are manifested through the Synthesis of already existing Experience with some
variants of not clearly perceived “anticipation”, being constantly materialized in the imperceptible
“fabric” of deeply-subjective “now”.

1.1068.

Time – no matter how “long” and “flowable” it might seem to you – as well as Energy that
provides continuity of your eternal Existence are completely included into one-and-only Instant of
Eternity that is infinitely many times manifested in different ways through each rotation Shift that
duvujllerrtly changes not anywhere in Space, but only within the limits of individual possibilities of
the Perception system of your “personality”. Although it doesn’t have the ability of a certain spatial
motion, nonetheless, owing to its inseparable connection with Energy that is simultaneously realized
through all different-quality Focus Dynamics of different-type Self-Consciousness Forms, Time, as
an inertially manifested Cosmic Entity, is also characterized by powerful internal Processes that are
in no way associated with your “linear” (mechanical) or psychic Perception.

1.1069.

These global planetary and cosmic Processes that are somehow reflected in your outer reality
seemingly regardless of the quality of your own Focus Dynamics (although it is you who always
choose corresponding scenarios) have a specific character of “the current” focus Configurations

1.1070.

not only in your individual rotation Cycle, but, first of all, in multiple variants of planetary, star,
galactic, and other rotation Cycles of refocusings on the macrocosmic scale simultaneously carried
out by many different-type ТОО-УУ-Entities.
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Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY

CCI

Collective Cosmic Intelligence

DP

dissonational Passivity

EIC

Energy-information Konversums

ÈIP

the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential

f-Configuration

focus Configuration

FDO

Focus of Dual Reflection

FIMI

the Focus of Integral Motivational Impulse

F-L-complex; FLK

ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complex

FPV

the Focus of Close Attention

FTA

the Creative Activity Focus

IIP

the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential

IP

Impulse-Potential

NVK

noo-time Continuum

O-D-system; ODS

ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-system

PCQ

Pure Cosmic Qualities

PÈS

the variable ethereal component

RA

rezonational Activity

r-Configuration

rekonverst Configuration

S-T-Continuum; STC

space-time Continuum

UFS

the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness

UMPI

Universal Multipolarization Impulse

UPDI, UPD-Emission

Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission

VÈN

the temporal ethereal constituent

Addendum. Table of Self-Consciousness Levels
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